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NOTES.
IMPORTANT NOTICE.—Bro. Walker has notified ns of a desire to discontinue our agency for the publications issued from ihe office of "The Christadelphian," and asks us to turn over what books we have to Bi-o. J. Hard.iker, 550
Greir Ave., Elizabeth, N.-J., who is now agent, What unfilled orders for Birmingham puhlications are on our books will be filled^ but please order no more
from this office
Our own publications will, of course, continue in supply without change.
Our agency, it may be proper to say, has been a financial loss, rather than a.
profit to us, sinee the advertisement we have given the books so freely far and
wide has been done gratis, and for handling them and attending to the correspondence it necessarily created ten per cent has been our allowance. Our acceptance and continuance of the agency for about fourteen years has been for
the convenience of the brethren and in performance of a duty to the Truth; and
doubtless the change, will be more of an inconvenience to the brethren than to
us, for which we are sorry.
We received another letter from Bro. Genders, of Birmingham, England, on
the inspiration question and it is in type; but had to be held over till next mouth.
We can only return thanks in a general way to the many who have kindly sent
us papei's, clippings, leiters of enemirageinout and financial help.
It is now reported that Bro. Sulley, is returning to E inland by the eastern
route. Surely Providence is not g'ling to allow a sailing through this country
under "the flag"—of division. It has failed four times. Reports from New
Zealand are that Bro. Sulley's visit there "had done more harm than good" He
found peace-upon 1 he old basis—and left confusion—all upon the question of
when God will punish a few Gentiles, who happen to become enlightened. Some
will strain at gnats and swallow a herd of camels.
SEVERAL.—Yes; it is strange that an editor who encourages advocates of
baptism for remission of personal sins only should speak well ot an article that
illustrates the design of baptism by naturalization and by marriage. He thought
it would offset "foolery," so did we, and therefore we published it in full. If we
had only made mention of it the elegant word '-foolery" may not have occured
to us. We would call special attention to Dr. Thomas' article herein, in which he
fchows that the design of our baptism includes that for which Jesus was baptized;
and that His was a "baptism of repentance for the remission of sins" though he
had no personal sins of His own.
Several items of intelligence came to > late for this month.
To many who have kindly inquired about sister Williams' health, we are pleased to say she is improving as rapidly as can be ex; ected.
NOTICE TO THE BUISTIIUEN SOUTH:—All being well, I shall leave home about
the middle of January for a trip into Missouri and Kansas, "sowing the good
seed of the kingdom," and would extend my trip farther should it be desired.
Any brethren desiring a call, can reach me about Jan. 20th, by addressing, care
of Bro. E. B. Phillips. Galena, Kansas.
J. M. PAUL.
To several who have called attention to what brother Passmore says in the
Christadelphian for November, we would say, this is all we wrote in our tour
which caused the brother to make so much ado: "On Saturday, after a days'
rest we went to the | lace of the fraternal gathering, ten. miles from brother
Haley's, where we were heartily welcomed and had the pleasure of meeting sterlhtg brethren and sis ers, among whom were many whose names had become as
familiar as household words, among them brethren Greer, Landrum, Tanner
Kirk, Banta, White, Passmore, etc." We do not say here that brother Passmore
"heartily welcomed" us. Little did we think that our kindly mention of the
brother would evoke marly a column of closely printed matter lacking in kindness. What a pity that the hearts of some brethren are bent upon slapping you
in the face if you do and slapping you in the face if you don't. But even the
kindness of the Saviour was answered with gall and vinegar.
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AARON AND CHRIST.
T H E DESIGN OF BAPTISM—WHY CHRIST WAS BAPTIZED—THE TYPICAL
AND A N ' T I T Y P I C A L MEANING.

BY DR. THOMAS.
("In Herald of the Kingdom and Age to Come
"Thus it necometh us to fulfill all righteousness."—Jesus.

TfEROVAH (that is, I shall le eAyeA—Exod. iii. 15) said to Moses,
*** "See that thou make what thou wast caused to sec after their pattern shewed thee in the mount"—Exod. xxv. 40: which thing;-;, Paul
says, are only ''the image and shadow of heavenly things," as God said
to Moses: and elsewhere he says that "the Jews have the model of the
knowledge and of the truth in the law." From which, and other passages that can be adduced, it is evident that the following proposition is
true, namely;
That the Mosiac System of Righteousness is symbolical of the Righteousness of God in Jesus Christ.
Definition—By "Mosiac System of Righteousness" is meant, All that
tvas necessary to sanctify to the purifying O/THE FLESH, but which could
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not free the conscience from sin. T\> iui) irt this carnal purification1
to the worshipper a High Priest and his Household, distinct from the
other classes of the Jewish nation, legally inaugurated and sanctified,
were necessary; also a tabernacle, sacrifices, washings, &c, &c.
Definition.—By the "liighteousness of God is meant, A justification
from all past sins devised and enjoined by God—a purification of the
heart, or conscience, without the necessity of obeying the law of
Moses (which since the Destruction of Jerusalem cannot be kept) but
attested by that law and the prophets—a justification through Jesus
Christ's faith, that is, through belief of what He and his apostles preached concerning the Kingdom of God and his Name (A.ots viii. 12). In
other words, through belief of the Gospel TO ALL THAT SHALL PUT ON
CHRIST—Gal. iii. L27.—The "Righteousness of God 1 'is the "Gospel of
the Kingdom?'' sometimes called "the gospel of Christ," and often simply "the gospel,'' which Paul says, ''is the power of God for salvation
of every one that believeth, to the Jew first, and then to the Greek," or
Gentile.
Nothing can save Jew or Gentile but ''the power of God." The
power for that special purpose is the gospel only; so that saving power
and the gospel are but different phrases for the same thing.
Look into these sayings narrowly—"Jesus became the author of eternal salvation to all them that OHKY him."—Heb. v. 9. "If ye love me
keep my commandments;.''1 "If a man love me he will keep my words."
''Ye are my friends if ye do whatsoever I command you." "He that
rejecteth me, and keej>elh not -my words * * * the word that I have
spoken, the same shall judge him in the last day."' ''LOVE IS THE FULFILLING OK THE LAW." Hence, love and obedience in scripture language
are but two words for the same idea, or thing; so that God in Jesus
Chri>t admits of no love, or professions of devotion and attachment,
that are unaccompanied with a child like obedience to "whatever^ he
commands. Where obedience is not, there love does not exist; and
where there is no scriptural love there is no obedience in word or deed;
and where these are not the spirit of love, winch is "the spirit of
Christ,1' is wanting. "Love suffers long and is kind; it cnvieth not; it
boasts not itself (not full of wordy professions); is not pulled up;.doth
not behave itself unseemly; seeketh not its own; is not easily provoked;
thinketh no evil; rejoiccth not in iniquity, but rejoicelh in the truth;
beareth all things, believeth all things, IIOI'ETII ALL THINGS, enjoyeth all
things."
To persons in whom such a disposition has been created, the precepts
of Jesus are, Iletohobelieoeth the Gospel of the Kingdom and is baptized,
shall be saved; and he that believeth it not shall be condemned. Here
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the gospel is that proposed for faith.; and baptism, the thins: prescribed
for obedience, that ihe believer may show or prove, whether that faith
hath worked in him a true ant] genuine love to its author. Baptism is
only for such believers; for baptism is '-the obedience of fakir" so that
where belief of '"riirc truth'1 does not exist, there can be no true obedience.
When Jesus came to John ho demanded to be buried in water that he
might come out of it an immersed man. With a view to this he said,
".77ms (in this way) it w proper for us to fulfill all rii/hteoifsnesx;'' and

the apostle adds, "When lie was baptized, he went up straightway from
the water;" dearly evincing that he must first have gone dovm into it.
And now, mark this well—Aft< r he had dine this, God acknowledged
him as His son, and declared himself well [(leased with him- -Mat. :ii.
1/5—17. Jesus h;id bee'i God's most excellent Son for thirty years, but
He withheld His acknowledgment of him till he commenced a course; of
obedience in being baptized.
Jesus was a Jew under the law of Moses. When, therefore, he spoke
of "righteousness" to be '"fulfilled," lie spoke of the necessity of doing
what was .signified by the propheto symbolic institutions of the Mosiac
Law.
Jesus being the Anointed Seed long promised of God, was therefore
the High Priest who was to arise after ihe similitude, likeness, or order
of Melchizedec. and to sit upon his throne as a priest upon his throne,
and to bear the glory (Zech. vi.) This being so, he would have at some
future time to occupy the place formerly held by Aaron; and us the
Aaronic Inauguration was representative of the Melchizedec, Jesus had
to be consecrated after the same example or type, that in so doing he
might antitypieally fulfill the representation of the law.
Aaron was forbidden to enter into the Most Holy Place of the Tabernacle without being adorned and glorified with garments of splendor and
holiness, and therefore styled, "Holy Garments.'' Nor was he permitted to enter even when habited with these, ''unless he had been previously baptized," upon pain of death. The law said, '-lie shall wash
his flesh in water, and so put them on." lie was not permitted to officiate as high priest in his ordinary attire. He must "put off" this, and
"put on" the Holy Linen Robe; and hat! he put this on without bathing
his flesh in water, and proceeded to officiate, this unbaptized High
Priest of Israel would have been struck with death. When legally invested and arrayed the Aaronic High Priests were '"Holiness to Jehovah," and the representatives of the Holy and Just One in his character
and priestly office; though oftentimes, as in the case of Caiaphas, by
practice unjust and wicked men. The symbolism relative to the high
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priest was the "righteousness'1 to be fulfilled by Jesus before he could
enter upon his functions by "the power of an endless life" as HighPriest, first over the Household of God, and afterwards over the Twelve
Tribes of Israel.
John the baptizer, a greater prophet than Moses (Luke vii. 28), but
not so great as Jesus, preached and administered "the baptism of repevtance for the remixxion of xinx.1' Jesus came to him to be baptized
of this baptism; for as Moses baptized Aaron and his sons, so the greatest of all the prophets was appointed to baptize Jesus and his brethren.
But some may object that Jesus had no sins to be remitted, and had no
need of repentance, and was therefore not a fit subject for such a baptism. It is admitted without reserve, that he had no sins of his own,
having never transgressed the law: nevertheless, as the SIN BEARER of
the Abrahatnic Covenant through whom it was confirmed (Rom. xv. 8),
Jehovah made the iniquity of all "the children of that covenant'' to
meet upon him, that by his braise they might be healed—Isa. liii. 5, 6.
He was not the Sin Bearer of every son of Adam that ever lived; but of
the true believers from Abel to the Day of Pentecost, and of the obedient believers of the truth constituting his Household, separated by "the
obedience of faith," from Pentecost in the year of tlio crucifixion to his.
future appearing in Jerusalem; and of the living Twelve Tribes when
their transgressions shall be blotted out as a thick cloud at their ingraft,
ing into their own Olive Tree; and of that family of nations of which
Abraham is the constituted father when they are made righteous; so
that the sins of the whole of that world, which shall dwell upon the
earth in the postmillennial eternal ages, and which will all of it have
been separated from Adam's race by "the obedience of faith"—will have
met upon Him, and been borne away into everlasting oblivion. This
is the world so beloved of God, "that he gave his only begotten son, *
* * that through him it might be saved."
But to return. Jesus, with the sin of the world thus defined rankling
in his fles/i, where it was to be condemned to death when suspended on
the cross (Rom. viii. 3), came to John as the "Ram of Consecration,"
that his inwards and his body might be washed according to the
law,—Exod. xxix. 17, 22. But these representations of the law and
the prophets could not have found their antitype in Jesus, if, in the
days of his flesh, he had possessed a holier or purer nature than those
for whom he was "bruised in the heel." His character was spotless; but
as being the Seed of the Woman, of whom no clean flesh can be born,
(Job. xxv. 4.) and Seed of Abraham, which is not immaculate, be it
Virgin or Nazaritc, His nature was flesh and blood (Heb. ii. 14), which
Paul styles "sinful flesh," or tlosh full of sin, a physical quality or
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principle which makes the flesh mortal; and called "sin," because this
property of flesh became its law as the consequence of transgression'•(rod made Jesus sin for us who knew no sin; that WE might be made
THE RIGHTEOUSNESS OF GOD in him."—2 Cor. v. 21.
In this view of the nutter, the Sin Bearer of the world indicated, was
a fit and proper subject of John's baptism of repentance for i-emission
of sins. The holy and undefiled disposition of Mary's Son was "granted to him for repentance'' in fulfilling the symbolical righteousness of
the law when he descended into the Jordan to enter into the antitypical
robe of righteousness with which he must of necessity be invested before ho could enter into the Most Holy as High Priest after the order of
Melchizedec. In being baptized he commenced the development of a
character distinguished by perfect faith and obodienco. This character was his "h >ly r lim ! it," ,-i'i I \v n without sp >t, or wrinkle, or any
•such tiling. This was the "fine linen, clean and white" with which he
arrayed himself; or ''the righteousness of the (king of) saints"—Rev.
xix. 8. It was the antitype in part of Aaron's holy garments; and he
had to put it on in the same way that Aaron did, "by washing his flesh
in water, and so putting it on." He was baptized of John into a holiness of his own, which began with obedience in the Jordan and ended
with obedience in death, even the death of the cross; wherefore God
hath highly exalted him, and given him a name which is above every
. name: that every tongue should confess that he is Lord to the glory of
God the Father." Had Jesus yielded to John (supposing the thing to
have been possible), he would have stood before his nation as the High
Priest of Israel, claiming to officiate in the Most Holy Place without
baptism, a spectacle it had never seen before, nor ever will while the
world stands.
But the symbolic righteousness of the Mosiac law not only required
the High Priest to put on the Holy Vestments by having his body baptized, but it also commanded his Household to be baptized into theirs
also. The law reads thus: "This is the thing Jehovah commanded to
be done: and Moses brought Aaron and his sons and washed them with
water. And he put upon Aaron the coat, &c.; and he put coats upon
his sons, and girded them with girdles, and put turbans upon them, as
Jehovah commanded."—Lev. viii. 5, 6, 13; xvi. 4. Hero, as I have
said, Moses performed the part of John the baptizcr to Aaron and his
sons, who were to be rulers and priests in Israel. Aaron and his family
were their nation's priestly household; and it was the office of the High,
or Chief, Priest to make atonement, or reconciliation, first for himself,
then for his household, and lastly, for all the congregation of Israel; but
admission into the Holy and Most Holy places was only permitted to
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the baptized; they must bathe their flesh in water and so put on the
holy garments. Hence, all Israel's priests were immersed persons; and
so also all that shall be their priests and kings in the Age to Come, and
have power over the Gentiles, must lie immersed likewise.
Jesus, the Melchizedec High Priest of Israel, has a Household as well
as Aaron had. A proof of this is found in the words of Paul. In
writing to certain Hebrews who had believed the gospel of the kingdom
and name of Jesus, and had obeyed it in having their "bodies washed
with jnire water," lie sa}-s, "Christ is a Son over his own house, whose
Louse are we, if we hold fast the confidence and the rejoicing of THE
HOPE (Acts xxviii. 20: xxvi. 6, 7) firm unto the end."—Ileb. iii. 6, 14.
Now, Jesus speaking for himself and others, said, "Thus it becomes us
to fulfill all righteousness." It is therefore necessary for all "his
house" to do as he did, but with this modification of the significancy of
the deed, namely,—He was baptized as the initiative of his own holiness, sacrificial and priestly; they must be baptized into His and into a
development of their own conformable to his; and with this induction
for a beginning, thenceforth "continue patiently in well doing" that
they may be holy as he was holy in the days of hit- flesh; as it is written, "Be ye holy because I am holy."
Jesus and his Household are the future kings and priests prepared of
God to rule Israel and the Nations for Him. The law and the prophets
which attest the righteousness of God require them all to put on that
righteousness by bathing. Jesus commands the same thing, and says,
"Till heaven and earth pass, one jot or one title shall in no wise pass
from the law, till all be fulfilled." Therefore he said t> his apostles,
'Go and pivach the G,>spol to every creature:" and "teach them who
receive your proclamation to observe whatsoever I command you." By
virtue of this saying the apostles became the depositories of his commands; so that in the words of Jesus, "He that heareth them, heareth
him; and he that despiseth him, despiseth Him that sent him." Now,
Peter, who was one of these plenipotentiaries of Christ, commanded
Cornelius, "a devout man, and one that feared God with all his house;
and gave' much alms to the people (Israel), and prayed to God dailyPeter, I say, '•commanded" this company of pious Gentiles, who believed the word Jesus began to preach in Galilee, "to be baptized in the
name of the Lore]." The apostolic style of address was, "Children of
the stock of Abraham, and whosoever among you feareth God, to you
is the word of this salvation sent." A man's supposed piety did not exempt him from obeying the gospel of the kingdom, or. as Paul styles it,
"the word of this salvation." Peter went to Ciesarea to toll pious, god_
fearing men, ''words whereby they should be saved." But, however
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pious they rn iv be wh > are ignorant of these saving words, they are
aleniated from the life of G:>d through that ignorance (Epli. iv.
18). Piety in general has M> little to <lo with an understanding of the
word of the kingdom and the obedience it enjoins, that it has passed
into a proverb, that "ignorance is the mother of devotion." In a certain sense this is true. The most ignorant are for the most part the
most pious, and the most intolerant of the truth and its obedience. This
is Pharisaism, whether it flourish in the first or in the nineteenth century; and in reference to which Jesus had said, "Except your righteousness exceed that of the Scribes and Pharisees ye shall in no case
enter into the kingdom of the heavens." Pharisaists "appear to men to
be righteous;" but men uninstructed in the gospel of the kingdom are
incompetent to distinguish the counterfeit from the true. A man in this
century will have no more ability to enter the kingdom of the heavens,
if his righteousness exceed not that of contemporary churchmen of the
straitest sect, than would those addressed by Jesus whose righteousness
might be on a par with the pietists of his age. Shall it be said that it
was necessary for the Melchizcdec High Priest, who was innocent of
transgression, and who for thirty years had enjoyed the favor of God
and man, to be immersed in a baptism of repentance for the remission
of sins; but that it is not necessary for the pious who would compose
his household, who aro sinners by nature and practice? Nay, if it were
indispensable for Jesus to be buried in water that he might begin a
career of holiness to Jehovah in coming up out of it, it is infinitely more
so that all should tread in his steps of perfect faith and obedience, who
would be invested with "robes washed white in the blood of the Lamb,"
having their loins girt around with the girdle of truth, and having on
the breastplate of righteousness; and their feet shod with the preparation of the Gospel of peace; and on their heads the helmet of salvation.
An immersed High Priest requires an immersed household. There; is
one law for both, as there was one baptism for Jesus and his apostles?
on whom as upon all others of the household, the necessity is imperative
to fulfill all- the righteousness foreshadowed in Aaron and his sons.
There is no discharge from this necessity for Jew or Gentile; "for thus
it behoveth us to fulfill all righteousness."—
Selected by
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Some have complained that the up-and-be-doing movement has given lectures in spite of the complainers, yet they admit the movement is a good
thing. A. brother replies, "If a good thing is being done in spite of complainers, what are the complainers doing?"
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EDITOR'S TOURS.
(Continued from page 364, Vol. xvii.)
OUR VISIT AT BERLIN.

K afternoon of the day of our arrival at Berlin was very pleasantly spant
at the cozy home of brother and sister Chart, where we met brother and
sister David Tolton who arrived from Guelph. Here we were face to face with
the two visible active brethren in the "up-nnd-be-doing" movement, and we had
a good opportunity to talk over the work that had been arranged for, the prospects of what good feeling and bad feeling may be manifested here and there
towards the movement. Brethren Tolton and Chart had not embarked in the
•work without a good and careful survey of the field, and none had a better standpoint in Canada than they from which to make the survey; and, we may safely
add, none felt more keenly the necessity for action. They well knew and were
encouraged by the solidity of the old, intelligent and well-tried brethren who
would stand by them in their noble efforts, and they were not unprepared for
opposition from quarters where party spirit rather than the interests of the Truth
would inspire methods of opposition which would manifest a zeal without knowledge. But before the face of all the facts their faces bespoke "up-and-be-cloing!"
nothing daunted! no retreat! Forward! is the word.
There seemed a very unique combination of circumstances which brought
these two brethren into this work and which fitted them for it. For a time they
had both been partly drawn into the labyrinth of the warring element, but had
quickly seen the ditch ahead and had faithfully, affectionately, yet boldly, cried
out, Halt! Danger ahead, brethren. Let us get back on the impregnable Rock of
Divine Truth! Some listened and accompanied them to the old foundation;
others, alas, put their lingers in their ears and went on beating the air in an
angry, insane warfare against the Truth and its friends. Then, again, these
brethren are travelers, and are possessed of the faculty of becoming acquainted
at lirst sight, and of being persistent in furthering the cause they represent. So
they had found places that others could not have reached, and whether the place
were a city or a village, whether there were many or few believers there, it mattered not, no place was too small nor too large for a good work to be done in,
and what better work could any one be engaged in than that of heralding the
good news of salvation and strengthening the friends of the Truth?
The master stroke in this movement was in its determination to offer and in
its ability to appropriate alternatives; its willingness to be subservient to ecclesial
wishes, where they would be in line with the effort, and its power to do the good
work at any given place independently of the ecclesia where there would be timidity or opposition. By this masterstroke it placed itself above party powers and
p irty fears and party likes and dislikes. It was the Truth above all things; and
if you will not walk with us under the banner of the Truth, then please stand
aside. If, however, you will do the good work, we will serve with you under the
same banner. Thus emergencies were provided for and all details carefully and
diligently arranged, in the hope that the glories of the gospel sounded out to perishing people would lift brethren above party strifes and call back those to whom
the good old sound had become unfamiliar in the noise of a foolish warfare.
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Our large-hearted brother Alex Renshaw had used his good influence as well
as his energies in securing an audience, his business position being quite advantageous in such a work; for he is well and widely known as an honor to the
Truth. Very large posters all over the city announced the lectures for Berlin;
there were also small cards mailed to many and handed around personally, besides advertisements in the papers. The result was the up-and-be-doing movement had a very encouraging htwrt. The particulars of the meeting in Berlin
will be seen in our Intelligence columns. Many visitors from other places,
among them our old veteran brother Pedder, of Doon, came, caught the good
awakening spirit and it spread, so that other places were prepared in advance to
help with a vigor that was commendable and encouraging.
AT GUELPH.

We had the pleasure of the company of brother and sister Tolton to Guelph,
sister Williams accompanjing us by kind invitation, and in their beautiful home
we were made to feel free and easy. Brother Tolton, aided by our alert brother
Mitchell, left nothing undone in the way of advertising the lectures and in looking after the comfort of those who attended. The result was good attendance,
good feeling and interest on the part of the alien. It is seldom we meet with
such a friendly feeling as was manifest at the Guelpli meetings, many who were
strangers to us coming forward at the close to shake hands most warmly. There
is a good work to be done in Guelph if it is properly attended to. Here, too,
were visitors from other ecclesias, among them our busy brother Chart, who
seems to have the faculty of being in more places than one at, the same time.
He presided at some of the meetings, very acceptably. He is a young brother in
whom the Truth may look for good service in a public way, having good address,
an excellent voice and delivery. Through the influence of brother David Tolton
the papers gave us very liberal daily reviews. One afternoon a three-seated rig
took a company fully equal to its capacity out five miles in the country to visit
brother and sister Benjamin Tolton on their farm, where we had an enjoyable
time talking over the history and prospects of the Truth's affairs. By letters
written by brother Benjamin in an effort to redeem erring ones it was refreshing
to see that his farm cares do not absorb all his attention and ability, and that he
keeps up-to-date in the Truth's affairs. Brother Edward Tolton could only be
with us a short time, having, we are sorry to say, the care of an invalid wife.
We had never met him before, he being one of the last of the Toltons to cast in
his lot with those dispised and rejected of men, but now that he is here he is
here, and he can tell why he is here and why some ought to be here who have
slipped aside—not hopelessly, we hope.
VISIT TO BOON.

The work done in Guelph, we move on to Doon, where we make our home
with brother and sister H. Cole. Here were familiar faces from Blair, Gait, Berlin, Preston, Waterloo and Hamilton. The lectures were better attended than
usual, and the best of good feelings were manifest. Even the few who had been
somewhat affected by the late warfare turmoil seemed to be very friendly, a fact,
we are sorry to say, which is the exception and not the rule, for a bewitching
spirit of bad temper seems to be characteristic of it in most places. The meetings were presided over in turn by brethren Pedder and Hardy, who are mainstays in the ecclesia. In the main the Doon ecclesia has escaped trouble from
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the late bewilderments. Some had thought that a few words from brother Pedder
in the Christadelphian some time ago indicated that he was on the side of
the new and odd theory announced in the Buffalo statement. The misunderstanding arose from his intimating (using Buffalo words) that uGod never forgives Adamic sin." The meaning attached to these w jrds in Buffalo is, that
every man must pay the penalty of Adamic sin for himself by either literal death
or "equivalent" death, but brother Pedder's meaning was that it had to be met
by the death of Christ, wherein it made God just and the justirier of them that
believe and are baptized into Christ's death. In Doon as elsewhere, where party
feeling has not predominated, the Buffalo theory, that a change to immortality is
"equivalent"' to death, is equivalent to that nonsense which declares "death to
be the gate to glory." Then the Buffalo statement that declared that "the sacrifice of Christ had nothing whatever to do with the Adamic penalty reached the
climax in denying the blood of the everlasting covenant that bought us. The
Doon ecclesia has had to withstand many onslaughts from speculators; but there
it is yet maintaining the even tenor of its way, which is a matter to be very
thankful for. Would it were so everywhere; but still we need not complain, for
wrongs are being righted and clouds of warring mists are being blown away to
give place to peaceful work.
At Doon it fell to our lot to be thrown into grnat anxiety by a sever sickness
overtaking poor sister Williams. We telephoned Gait for a doctor who helped a
little. Anxious to go where we could get one of a school more to our liking,
sister Williams went to Berlin; but there the trouble developed into infLunation
of the bowels, and the anxiety increased. We procured the services of a good
doctor and a kind nurse, who assured us that the greatest care should be taken,
and we were within call by telephone, so we kept at it and filled all appointments,
running back to Berlin when we could, though only for a couple of hours between the arrival and return of trains. So my poor wife, who had come to take
care of me, had to lie in bed and suffer and anxiously wait; but I rejoice at this
writing that the worst is over and at Niagara Falls we shall be together again,
in health I hope. But who knows what a day may bring forth? What a world
of trouble we are in, and what would it be without the consolation of the Truth'?
This morning brought a letter from our affectionate brother, David Cole, of South
End, Ont., with the following sorrowful words: "1 suppose you have heard of
brother Short's sad death at Lockport, N. Y. He was kicked to death by his
horse. It is indeed very sad, and poor sister Short will be nearly heartbroken.
May God's grace and mercy be sufficient for her, to bear her up in her sad trial.
It seems trouble, trouble, on every side of one kind or another- O for the glad
morning when all these troubles will cease."
Yes, indeed, poor sister Short; and poor sister Bishop, too, away out in Nebraska, whom sudden death has bereft of her husband. But we must not lean
over coffins too long, or hope will give way to dispair. Look up! Look on I There
is a golden hew in the horrizon.
Though the darkness sometimes frightens
God is wisdom, God is love."

Cheer up; sister Short, cheer up, sister Bishop. Cheer up, all you sad and sorrowing ones. The darkness is only for a short night, and joy cometh in the
morning.
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AT BRANTFORD

we were cared for by brother and sister Taylor, who found the Truth by reading
the Grant-Williams debate. This was our first visit to Brantford, a town of
about ten thousand inhabitants. The ecclesia here is small, but zealous. Here
we had the pleasure of meeting brother Stiles whom we met several years since
in Hamilton and who is from Birmingham, England. He and brother Taylor
had done well their part, and brought out quite a good audience. The hall was
a very nice one, having scripture mottos hung on the walls and the platform
tastefully decorated with foliage plants. Several questions were asked and answered seemingly to the satisfaction of all. Brother Tolton followed us here and
helped by opening the meetings, and offering timely remarks at the close. Whether
there will be fruit from the outside or not the brethren were cheered and a duty
was done.
FROM BRANTFORD TO GAL.T

was our next journey, where, as usual, brother John Laird met us in his hearty
manner. Indeed, every time we passed through Gait in our travels he was at
the station to help us and direct us in transferring from one station to another.
With brother Laird and his sister wife, who is a daughter of our deceased brother
Malcolm and sister Malcolm of Innerkip, we were made welcome and comfortable. Having been there before we had no trouble in feeling free and easy. All
the modern methods had been utilized to arrest the attention of the people in
Gait and there was a good audience, everything passing off without trouble and
everybody feeling enthused, both outsiders and insiders. One pleasant thing in
Canada is that distances are not so immense as in the States, and brethren can
run from place to place. So here again were visitors from Guelph, Doon, Blair,
etc. Brother Tolton had gone from Brantford to Innerkip and returned with a
brother we had long hoped to have a face to face talk with—brother James
Laird. Sister Tolton with a carriage full, among them brother Mitchell, came
from Guelph, a distance of twelve miles, with whom brother Tolton returned,
not starling from Gait till well along towards midnight. A large number assembled at brother and sister Laird's where we had the company of brother
James Laird; and, too, here again was our veritable brother Chart. Our readers
can well use the Yankee "guess" as to the topics of conversation and the gratification of such an opportunity to talk over the vicissitudes of a checkered past
and the prospects of the future. I think a little midnight oil was burnt that
night; but sister Laird said she could have sat up all night and listened. Well,
I could too; but, there were other nights coming and with them work. I think
the brethren found out how apt brother Williams is to get lonely without sister
Williams; for I was scarcely left to go anywhere without an escort, and they
were of the kind that made time By, though an anxious thought would often
rush over to Berlin. Brother James Laird was our escort from Gait
TO INNERKIP,

where we were met at the station by sister Malcom to be conveyed to the farm
home about three miles from the village. The loneliness of widowhood had come
upon our sister since we last saw her. Sorrow had fallen to her lot, but not despondency; and we were glad to find her well and full of vigor to a degree remarkable. The Malcom home is a home indeed, peace and comfort within and
evidences of the hands of industry and a love of nature in its surroundings.
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Brother Laird is a son-in-law and his home adjoins; so that when we speak of
the "Malcom home"' we mean two families in one. On Sunday morning thelarge dining-room is the meeting room where the Lord is remembered upon every
first day of the week in the way appointed. It was our pleasure to be there on a
Sunday. Bro'.her Laird presided, read un.>st. impressively and offered a few appropriate remarks, when we were called upon for a few words. My words were
but. few. I had met in that room before in the bonds of love with an unbroken
family. Now there was a vacant chair there, the chair of one whom we had
hoped to see once more before death would temporarily sever us, and whom we
would have given much to have had the opportunity to talk with a little while.
But there was his vacant chair and brother Malcom was sleeping in the silent
tomb. Ours was that morning a meeting for thoughts more than for words.
Though death had taken one away and would ere long take us, we were there to
remember that there was one who had been dead and was alive for ever more;
and he has the key of death and the grave. Therefore
"Weep for your dead no more,
Friends, be of joyful cheer;
Our star moves on before
Our narrow path shines clear."

The lectures for the Innerkip ecclesia had been arranged for in Woodstock, ten
miles away, the county seat and a town of some ten thousand inhabitants. The
town had been thoroughly billed by large posters on all the public bulletin boards,
and by the distribution of hand-bills and newspaper advertisements. Sunday
afternoon was to be the first lecture, a good time, because there would be no
services in the churches. I think we had the largest audience of any we had
had, and there was good attention. The Monday papers gave a friendly and fair
account of it. Sunday and Monday nights the audiences were not large. A few
questions were asked by some who were interested enough to inquire for literature; but one man asked a number of foolish questions of the frothy salvation
army sort, and of course we could not satisfy him. As brother Laird said, a
testimony had been borne for the Truth and we had done our duty whatever the
result3.
It seems that my ever thoughtful wife had expressed some anxiety about my
shopping alone at an hotel in Woodstock on account of my poor hearing; but she
never met the people of the Innerkip ecclesia and now her sickness had brought
disappointment again-a disappointment shared in Innerkip too. There was no
danger of brother Williams being left alone while under the care of the Innerkip
ecclesia; and sister John Laird was thoughtful enough to send a message to sister Williams that should her husband stop at an hotel he would not be there
alone. We were given our choice—to stop at the hotel or return after the lecture
to the farm home. The weather was not cold and we were glad to have an opportunity of longer chats with brother Laird, with whom no one can talk without
spiritual profit- Even if the weather had been cold it would have mattered but
little, for sister Malcom literally buried us in furs and robes. So we enjoyed the
ride and instead of the cold formality of hotel life we had the warmth, literally
and spiritually, of the Malcom-Laird home. It would be midnight before we
would reiire, but "good night; sleep as long as you like in the morning" made up
for that with me; but poor brother Laird, I fear, had to be "up-and-be-doing" in
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the early duties of farm lite—but he was happy through it ;il!. Farewell, farewell, was again the word that reminded us that
"Time and change are busy ever,"

and we turn our face towards
PRKSTON.

Having to pass through Gait sure enough there was brother John Laird again 1o
help in the transfer to the trolly oar which runs from Gall: to Preston. Many
thanks to you. brother John. At Preston our home was again, as it had been in
years past, with brother and sister David Harris. The lectures were in the, opera
house, a house too large for the audience, though it could not be helped, for
there was no choice of houses and no power to compel the people to attend. The
audience was small each night, and again here were brethren and sisters from
various places, some of whom must h;ive heard every lecture we gave in adjacent
towns. We felt glad we were not a victim of stereotyped lectures and committed
orations, for the thought of the monotony of such would have frozen our enthusiasm. Public speakers should not enslave themselves to notes and memorized
speeches, especially in the work of the Truth. They should study well and fully
learn the whole Truth and be ready to change their methods of presenting it and
thus adapt it and themselves to circumstances as they arise. The more thoroughly the Truth is in the head and the heart the more ready will be the tongue
to serve; but when there is slavery to notes, charts and memorized speeches, the
least change of program creates confusion. Cultivate tact, presence of mind,too,
so that the c o i n g of a poor little babe will not be the means of making you hysterical and of turning you from your subject to the scolding of your audience.
But we have got off our tour. The head professor of the Preston schools was in
attendance and became so much interested that he asked for reading matter and,
we were told, desired to propose a vote of thanks at the close of the last lecture.
Thank you, all the same, Professor, but study the Truth and let us try to meet
in God's glorious soon-coming kingdom. Then we will have a good hearty vote
of thanks to Him to whom all honor and glory belong. Our zealous brother II.
Harris, of Shallow Lake, but now of Preston, was ready with reading matter and
the Professor was presented with "The World's Redemption" and the "Great
Salvation." Poor brother Harris a few years ago lost the wife of his youth and
is left with two little ones; but his zeal for the Truth is unabated and he is one
of those who is full of the love of the Truth—but not "too full for utterance."
From Preston, by rising early and walking a mile to Blair, we were able to get a
train, to Berlin, have three hours to comfort our poor, sick wife, and back for the
lecture at night. The last night sister II. Cole, of Doon, suddenly fell on the
street from an attack which appeared like apoplexy. We helped brother Cole to
get her into the hotel, where we were sorry to be compelled to leave them without the doctor being able to decide as to the seriousness of the case. At this
writing wre are without information; but we hope to hear that the trouble is not
so bad as it seemed to threaten. Again brother and sister David Tolton, brother
Mitchell, with a carriage full, were down from Guelph, and from brother Tolton
we received all the news and his carefully planned instructions in the up-and-bedoing movement. They left Preston at nearly midnight and it would be well
toward morning before they could reach Guelph. That's the kind of zeal that is
infectous, brethren. Pass it around. That night there was a snow storm and
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our train was an early one in the morning. We understood brother Harris to
say we had half a mile to walk through the snow and we had rat her a heavy
satchel to carry too. After we got to the station we concluded we did not hear
all brother Harris said, for it surely was a mile and a half. Perhaps it would
not have been so far in better weather. Brother Harris kindly accompanied us
and helped bear our burden in taking one end of the satchel. We feared the
exertion would give us a cold; but by a little preventive care we kept it off. So
we left Preston for Palermo.
[7b be continued.]
QUESTIONS AUSWEBED.
UY THE EDITOR.

ER 0. 0. MANN is the
questioner in the following:
Dear Brother Williams —A few more
questions. Permit me to again ask
you to answer my eighth question of
last month.
Question. Did Christ die for unpardonable sins? You cite me to the
case of Moses, who, you say, was forgiven. My question does not relate to
that at all. You know that the Bible
speaks of unpardonable sins. Paradoxical as it may seem, my question
relates to them.
Answer. I suppose you refer to
blasphemy of the Holy Spirit. I had
not, the slightest thought of this being
your meaning in your question last
month; and 1 cannot conceive why you
ask it. God fully knew what sins would
be unpardonable, and of course lie did
not intend that such sins should have
the benefit of the sacrifice of Christ.
Unpardonable sins could be committed
by those in covenant relation only; not
by aliens. If a. Gentile out of covenant relation cannot commit an unpardonable sin is not that proof that he
is not under that law in which some
in Christ could commit such a sin?
Question. Can sins that "suffered a
just recompense of reward" be said to
be forgiven?
Answer. Yes; when Paul says
"every transgression received a just

recompense of reward'' he is referring
to what took place under the law of
Moses, and he does not mean that sin
was never pardoned under the law. To
meet the requirements of the law,
either by actually suffering the penalty
or by making the required offerings,
was for "every transgression to receive
a just recompense of reward." This is
true of things even if we confine our
view to the temporal aspect of the law,
and it is to lie seen in the annual atonement for the nation. But when we
view the matter in relation to the
eternal aspect—to Christ as well as
Moses, we see that sins that may receive punishment under Moses may
yet be pardoned through Christ in relation to eternal life. Dear brother,
our God is a God of mercy as well as of
justice. And do you not think that
even in our times a man may receive
•'a just recompense" at the hands of
one of the powers that be and that is
"ordained of God" for a sin he may
commit, and that yet he may repent of
that sin and be pardoned in relation to
the life to come? Have we not an illustration of this in the case of the
thief on the cross?
Question. You say there is a death
which Christ did not die for; who is
the author of that death?
Answer. He who is the author of
life is really the author of death; but
always for a reason—that of sin. It is
by the just decree and authority of God
that sin brings death; and it is in accordance with this, and not independ-
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ently of it, that it is said that the devil
hath the power of death. The death
that I said Christ did not die for is the
"second death." This death is imposed by a judgment after probation,
and determines the final destiny of the
subject. The death of Christ will deliver no one from this death.
Question. Is there any proof in the
Bible that rejecters of the Word who
are not baptized will be reserved till
the close of the thousand years for resurrection?
Answer.
If there had been, no
doubt brother Roberts would have produced it when lie said, '•'May they not
come forth at the end of the thousand
years?"
Question. Does not Christ teach in
John xii:48 that those who reject liim
and his word will be raised in the last
d ly, which Hst day does not refer to
the end of the thousand years?
Answer. Xo, I do not think he refers to the end of the thousand years.
He would be more likely to refer to the
'•last day" of the Jewish commonwealth than to that; for at that "last
day" a terrible judgment did come upon them. I rather think, however, he
referred to the judgment seat of Christ;
but the fact that there is some uncertainty possible as to the application of
the passage, is enough to take it out of
the hands of that dogmatism which
would make it the basis of a test of
fellowship on the question of the resurrection of some Gentiles. The words
were spoken to Jews who were said to
stand in a relation expressed by the
word "'nigh" in contrast with Gentiles
who were "far off."
Question. If you say the above passage only refers to the Jews, does not
Mark xvi:H» and the Lord's prayer,
also, only refer to the Jews?
Answer- Mark xvi:tG distinctly says
"every creature;" but that was at a
time when the "natural brandies" were

to be "broken off" and the Jews cast
out to be on a level with Gentiles, not
the Gentiles, as Gentiles, brought up
to the "nighness" of the Jews. Those
to whom and of whom the words of
John xii:48 were spoken were "his
own," to whom he came as to his
Father's vineyard as the heir having a
right to claim the fruits of the vineyard; and Ibis at a time when lie forbade his disciples to go to the Gentiles
with even the offer of the gospel.
When Christ was offered to the Jews it
was to "his own" who were "nigh"
and in covenant relation; when he was
afterwards offered to tlie (.entiles it
was to them who were "far off," "aliens
and strangers."
As to the Lord's
prayer, it belongs not to Gentiles enlightened or unenlightened.
They
cannot pray "Our Faiher," e l c , until
they become adopted children of God
by belief of the gospel and baptism into
Christ. For them to pray, "Thy kingdom come," is to pray for their own
destruction. After Gentiles have responded to Mark xvi:16 they can pray
the Lord's prayer; and if brother Mann
means to put John xii:48 upon a par
with the Lord's prayer in relation to
Gentiles it can only apply to Gentiles
in Christ, in which case it would be
applicable so far as its meaning goes,
while not spoken to or of them.
Question. When Dr. Thomas says
in Anastasis, page 40, "An enlightened
sinner cannot esrade the consequences
of his illumination. I have known
some of this class flatter themselves
that they would not lie called forth to
judgment, but would perish as beasts,
if they did not come under law to
Christ. Such reasoning, however, is
simply the deeeitfiilness of sin." Do
you think ho spoke according to the
laws and the testimony?
Answer, lie does not say that they
•w ill appear with the household at the
judgment seat of Christ, where it will
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be a question of "receiving in the body
whether <;ood or bad." The doctor's
words, doubtless, convey the idea that
those spoken of will come forth at
some time, and brother Huberts put it,
"May they not?'' Viewing them outside the resurrection to the judgment
seat of Christ, I offer no objection to
wiiat the doctor says; for I believe
God has the right to raise whom His
purpose requires in any case; but such
a resurrection, whether in days before
Christ or after, is not predicated upon
and must not be confounded with,
Christ as the anastasis and the life.
The resurrection which Christ became
the author of by procuring "the key
of death and hades" belongs only to
those in covenant relation with God,
which covenant is the basis of their
resurrection to be judged as to the use
of talents given them on their probation; and with all such the issue involves the question "whether tood or
bad."
Question. How can Adamic condemnation be removed in those who
deny the possibility of its removal at
baptism ?
Answer. This depends somewhat
upon different meanings attached to
words. Let us try it by using other
scripture words: How can alienation
be removed in those who deny the
possibility of its lemoval at baptism?
The answer would be, it cauno ; for it
shows ignorance of a vital truth. Now
the alienation of the Adamic race commenced in Adam; and what is true of
the race is true of every individual of
the race. The fact that this is added
to by alienation by wicked works does
not lessen, but aggravates, the racial
alienation. A valid baptism depends
upon an understanding that it accomplishes a change of relation from alienation to citizenship; from "far off" to
"nigh;" from being Gentiles to that of
being "Abraham's seed;" "from (a

constitution of) death to (a constitution of) life." Now a person may be
able .to see the vital truth involved in
the design of baptism by looking at it
through these words, while he may
stumble at the word "condemnation."
If lie 'inderstands the subject, though
he may not see the application thereto
of a given text or of certain words of a
text, his baptism would be valid; for it
is not a question of understanding all
words employed to express the same
truth.
It would, however, be far more satisfactory if the candidate for baptism
could frankly and intelligently say that,
"Legally a man is freed from Adamic
condemnation at the lime he obeys the
truth and receives remission of sins,
but actually its physical effects remain
until this mortal (that is this Adamic
condemned nature) is swallowed up.
BlO. II. R. in ClTUTSTADELrilTAN 1893,

p. 225. A candidate for baptism objecting to even the words of this statement would either be a quibbler or he
would be dilicient in knowledge of the
design of baptism. Jt would also be
satisfactory if he would frankly say
with brother Sulley or brother Roberts
(1 understand they both had a band in
the work) in Temple Plan p. 76—
•There are two classes of sins from
which the human family needs deliverance. First, those to which men are
relaied by racialicsctnt, (Rom. v:i2-14);
second, individual trespasses. In immersion, there is a recognition of the
,/Jr.sf." These quotations may help you,
brother Mann, to see the old landmarks and thereby measure how far
many have drifted. Baptism for remission of "individual sins" only is Campbellite baptism, the kind, the shallow
kind, with which Dr. Thomas was at
first baptized; but which be pronounced worthless when he came to see
that "All mankind are born of coruptible parents into a state of sin. By
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this natural birth, they are members of
this sinful and evil state, and heirs of
its dissibilities. By virtue of birth they
are constituted sinners, though they
could not help it and had no hand in
the matter * * * It is through the
disobedience of one (Adam) the many
(his descendants, babes and adults)
were constituted sinners; and so it was
by the obedit nee of one (Christ) the
many (as true believers) are constituted
righteous"—Revealed Mystery. A man
failing to see this truth at baptism
would be one whose baptism would be
of no more value than Campbellite
baptism.
Question. Does God forgive any
sins that are not repented of?
Answer. God doubtless does know
of many sins which his people commit
unconsciously and sins they may forget. It seems to me His mercy will
overlook or forgive such sins where
there is a life which in the main complies with His requirements. I would
not like to think that God requires the
exactness in fallible, forgetful man in
knowing and remembering all his acts
that is possible with Him alone. It is
not a question of "the last pound of
flesh" with our God, whose "merciful
kindness is great towards us."
Question. If "repent and be baptized for the remission of sins" is the
scriptural order, how can any one repent for the sin of another?
Answer. Repent means change of
mind, or a turning from one thing to
another, especially from bad to good.
A candidate for baptism must understand the origin of the world's evils;
how the curse came upon man and the
earth. He must come to realize that
by nauire he belongs in body and
mind, to the constitution of sin, uncleanness and death which came by
the sin of our first parents. Then,
having turned his mind from this evil
state and recognizing the justice of
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God in pronouncing death and burial
upon the race for the sin which brought
"condemnation upon all men," he submits to a form representative of that
death ana burial when he is baptized.
In this sense he repents of the sin
which brought all the evil upon mankind as well as of those sins which he
has personally added to the sin of the
race. The word "repentance" as popularly used is probably what brother
Mann is stumbling over. Repenting
"for the sins of another" is not so ugly
as it may appear when only superficially viewed. In Zee. xii:10 it is said,
"I will pour upon the house of David
and.upon the inhabitants of Jerusalem
the spirit of grace and of supplications;
and they shall look upon me whom they
have pierced, and they shall mourn for
him, as one mourneth for his only son,
and shall be in bitterness for him. as
one that is in bitterness for his firstborn." Here is a repentance of the
future children of Jerusalem and the
house of David for which "a fountain
shall be opened for si; and for unclean -

ness with reference to what others of
the past had done in piercing Christ.
Who can read the words of the fiftyfifth psalm as prophetic of Christ and
not see repentance? and, pray, what is
he repenting of?
Question. As no man can repent
for the sin of Adam, how then can the
original sin be forgiven?
Answer. Upon the same principle
that the sous of Israel will be "forgiven" the sin of their forefathers
in "piercing" Christ.
Likewise upon the same principle
that the sons of Levi. as Bro. R. R.
says, will be for a time "degraded" in
the services of the future temple for
sins of their forefathers, and which
they will ulttmately be "forgiven"
upon their deliverance from "degradation."
Question. Have you any scripture
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to prove that some who "die in the
Lord" will be cursed, when the Bible
says they 'shall be blessed?"
Answer. We have scripture to
prove that some in the Lord will be
blessed and some will be cursed, when
the "branches" in the vine will, some of
them, be made more fruitful, while
others will be burned; also in the rejection of five of the "virgins" and the
acceptance of other five of the "virgins."
When Paul says "the dead in Chris:
shall rise first"—before the living are
caught away—he did not contradict his
other declaration that "there shall be a
resurrection of the dead, both of the
just and the unjust;" neither did he
nulify the words. "We must all stand
before the judgment seat of Christ to
receive in body according that we have
done whether gor.d or bad." If these
"just or unjust," "good and bad" are
not included in the words, "the dead
in Christ shall rise first," then Paul is
committed to the theory of the resurrection of the righteous only.
Question. If J. J. Andrew had died
before his last immersion would he
have been raised from the dead?
Answer. Yes; for I believe he was
immersed into Christ when he was immersed upon his published confession
of faith. He was burdened with doubts
as to this; and to make sure, and to
remove the doubts, he was reimmersed.
The matter depended upon the validity
of his first baptism If that was valid
lie would have been raised. If it had
not been valid, and he had remained a
Gentile, will you say he would have
been raised as a "rejectei." brother
Mann? When did he "reject?" If
not a "rejecter" would he have been
raised any way? If so, would it have
been to a reward as a Gentile?
This last question is too personal to
be entitled to public print; but since
brother Andrew's reimmersion was
published, unwisely, and some seem to
gloat over it prejudiccally to the interests of truth and fairness, we have
given it, place.
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JANUARY, 1902.

The Up-and-be-doing movement
has now passed from a project to a
fact, and therefore has shifted from
the first pages of the ADVOCATE to
the Intelligence columns. The editor visited fifteen places between
Nov. 6 and Dec. 25, and spoke in
public forty times. The weather was
fairly good and every appointment
was filled. When we got to Rochester, N. Y., storms and floods threatened to prevent our going to Elmira;
but we found one road open. It had
become evident that the weather for
the rest of the tour would be uncertain, there was fear of the holidays interfering with the success of
the meetings, and sister Williams was
in a condition requiring home life.
So we concluded to postpone part of
the tour and take a rest from platform work. Notice was sent ahead
in time to prevent announcements
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and disappointments, and the general
feeling is that the postponement is
for the better. The weather will be
more to be depended upon, there
will be more time for special arrangements under consideration in
some places; some will be able to
include Sunday, who would have had
to be content with a short visit week
days; the editor will have renewed
vital force, and his presence at home
at this time of the year will help to
keep abreast of the extra work in the
office. Altogether the postponement
is for the best. We may begin next
time at Parnassus, Pa. Then go to
Virginia, Washington and Baltimore,
as the weather is likely to be settled
in the South before it will be in the
East. Then we can work our way
east, finish there and meet the demands of odds and ends enroute
westward. We had a delightful time
so far as the work of the Truth was
concerned; and we greatly rejoice
with those who rejoice over the signs
of the unity and solidity of the ecclesias of this continent generally. To
God be the glory.
Let Him be
thanked and His Holy name praised,
and let us press on humbly, yet earnestly; meekly, yet boldly. Up andbe-doing, is the war-cry to all
enemies of the Truth and the peacecry to all the friends thereof.
The year of our Lord 1901 recedes
into the eternity of the past, with all
its joys and gladness. The opening
year 1902, dawns and frowns upon
us, fraught with good cheer mixed
with woe. We had to take the year
1901 as it came, yea, as God gave it
to us; we must take the year 1902 in
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the same manner. In the former,
we have each of us made and recorded, perhaps in indellible letters upon
the great spirit tablet, our little
share of history. It is not enough
to hope that we have left our accounts balanced. It is to be hoped
that we have an entry on the credit
side of the great ledger of probationary life "Brought forward," to begin
the account of our thoughts, words
and deeds for the year 1902. In any
event, "The Lord is not slack concerning his promise, as some men
would count slackness; but is longsuffering to us-ward." Let us thank
Him, and if we have a credit "brought
forward" add to it; if not, let us
make amends and get on to the credit
side of the ledger. In this kind of
an account we may have all things
common." Let it be, you help me
with what you have and I haven't
and I will help you with what I have
and you haven't—reciprocity will
work well here.
The ADVOCATE cannot promise its
friends that our storm-tossed ship
will this year reach the haven we are
bound for, though it may. We must
still keep our sails to the breeze "by
faith and not by sight." But the
haven is ahead, friends, and He who
owns the ship owns the ocean wide;
and it is quite as easy for him to rule
the waves, harness the tempest, and
calm the storm as it is for Him to
hold the helm and guide the ship.
Some have been washed overboard;
but the worst seems over - for a time,
perhaps. Man the boats for the
rescue of those washed overboard.
Succor and comfort those clinging
to the rigging; and as our sea-worthy
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ship plows into smoother waters, let
every one do his duty—do it faithfully, kindly, courageously.
We
shall be there by and by. All hail
the gladsome day.
On Dec. 25, an enthusiastic meeting was held in Cooper Union hall,
New York, in the interest of the
Zionist congress, which opened on
the 26th at Basle, Switzerland. Much
progress was reported reached by the
various speakers in the movement to
re-establish Hebrew people in Palestine under a government of their
own.
Mr. Israel Zangwill, addressing a
London Zionist meeting on the night
of Dec. 14th, held simultaneously
with 5000 similar meetings throughout the world, said that Christians
sympathized with the Zionist movement, the object of which is to further the plans of the establishment
of a Hebrew state in Palestine. Once
there, Mr. Zangwill said, they would
develop the country.
On Dec. 16, it was reported from
Constantinople that M. Constans,
the French Minister there, had again
threatened to break off all diplomatic relations with the Porte The
suspicious movements of Turkish
troops in Tripoli, near the frontier
of Tunis, is said to be the cause of
the complications.
Within ten days, seventy Turks
have been denounced by spies as
hostile to the present regime. All
of them were arrested. They include
Mahmud Bey, son of Ismail Kemia

Bey. The Sultan has banished all
seventy men to Hodalda Arabia.
The Russian Ambassador has told
the Grand Vizier that the state of
Macedonia and Armenia is disgraceful to the Turkish Government.
A correspondent at Sabastopol
describes naval activity of every description at that port. He says private quay spaces are gradually being
absorbed for the purpose of navy extension. A Russian naval officer recently declared that if Sabastopol
had to play an active role it would
be in a position to give a better account of itself than 50 years ago.
This sort of allusion is frequent in
Russia, and, coupled with the extraordinary efforts to increase the Black
Sea fleet, it is not without significance, especially in view of the tenacity of Russian naval men in clinging to a dream of one day reaching
the gates of Constantinople.
A despatch of Dec. 20th says the
number of Armenians who are fleeing from Turkish territory is daily
becoming greater. Their condition
is terrible.
Many show signs of
shocking mal-treatment. It instances the cases of a boy of 13 who had
his tongue cut out and his toes siashed through, and of bent old men with
their backs covered with wounds.
The hapless wretches declare that
the robbery and murder of Armenians are every-day occurrences of
which no notice is taken by Turkish
officials. It is thought that if the
statements are substantiated Russia
will once more protest strongly to the
Sultan.
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Under French influence Turkey
delays payment of *300,000 of Brittish claims for indemnities arising
from the Armenian Massacres in
I896, and Britain threatens to follow
the example of the United States as
a means of enforcing payment.
The Order of Knights of Zion
will hold its fourth annual convention at Columbia Hall, Twelfth and
Halsted streets, Chicago, beginning Jan. 4. The last session,
Sunday, Jan, 5, will beheld at Medina Temple. It will be in the nature
of a mass meeting, and there will be
addresses by noted speakers, music
and stereopticon views of Palestine,
of Zion congresses and their leaders.
Sixty delegates from middle western
states will attend the convention.
The Zionist congress opened in
Basle, Dec. 26th. under the presidency of Dr. Theodore Her.'l of
Vienna, the founder of the Zionist
movement to Palestine. The congress is attended by over i,000 delegates, representing every important
country of the world with the exception of Australia.
In the course of his opening address President Herzl referred to his
audience with the sultan last May, in
which the sultan expressed his sympathy with the Zionist movement,
said he considered the Jews to be desirable colonists, and declared himself their friend.
Dr. Herzl said he had absolute
confidence in the national colonization movement, and believed this
would succeed where efforts toward
charitable colonization had failed.
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The Zionist congress now in session has resolved to establish a
fund of £iO 1,000 to he devoted to
the purchasing of land in Syria and
Palestine. Collections for this fund
will be made in all the countries of
the world. The congress also decided to form organizations in various
countries to promote the objects of
the present congress and to hold
biennial congresses.
The Zionist congress has arrived
at a provisional decision by which
the Colonial Bank is to keep a certain sum available for the acquisition
of concessions.
It has decided to establish a
branch bank in Palestine, with a capital not to exceed 400,003 franks, to
be confined for the present to strictly banking business, and not to be
directly connected with the work of
colonization. It is also announced
that up to the end of last November
352,112 one-pound shares had been
taken in the Jewish colonial trust in
London.
ZIONIST FEDEEATI0N.
The third annual meeting uf the Federation of Zionist Societies of Canada
had representatives from almost every
Hebrew community in the Dominion,
including the societies of Toronto,
Montreal, Ottawa, Winnipeg, St. John,
N. 11., Kingston, Hamilton, Quebec
and London. Mr. Clarence I. De Sola
the President, in his address showed
that Zionists had lately gained a large
accession of members in every country,
and that it was by far the most powerful movement influencing the Hebrew
people of today. Dr. Herzl's recent
audience with the Sultan had cleared
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the way for the early realization of
their aims, and it now rested entirely
with the Jewish people themselves
whether their charter for the colonization of Palestine and the building up
of its industries would be speedily attained or not. It was now mainly a
question of finance, as many of the political difficulties had already been
swept away by the statesmanlike genius of their leader, Dr. Ilerzl. It was
decided that all the Zionist societies of
Canada would participate in the Zionist "all world day," to be held just before the opening of the fifth International Zionist Congress at the end of
this month, for the purpose of obtaining increased subscriptions to the funds
of the movement. After the disposal
of a number of other measures the
election of officers was proceeded with,
and resulted as follows: — President,
Mr. Clarence I. DeSola; Vice-Presidents, Mr. Jacob Cohn, Montreal; Mr.
L. A. Granowitch, Winnipeg: Mr. B.
Silver, Kingston; Mr. II. G. Levetus,
Toronto; Mr. A. Isaacs, St. John, N.
B.; Mr. A. Fish, Quebec; Treasurer,
Mr. H. Bernstein; Corresponding Secretary, Mr. J. S. Leo; Recording Secretary, Mr. Moses Albert.

Bible, a great one which we should appreciate and enjoy. All around us we
see change and decay. Our friends die,
are buried, and the place that knew
them, knows them no more. We are
warned that Death is in our midst, and
that he is no respecter of persons—
young or old, rich or poor. The question is, Shall we live again after death?
The Bible, the book of all books, is
the greatest because it answers this
question, or in other words, tells us
what to do to be saved. This is the
reason it should be our daily study, and
that we should appreciate the opportunity already spoken of.
Hoping we all may be greatly benefited by our S. S. work. 1 am,
ELIZABKTII M. HARRIS.

My Dear Young Friend:—Two passages mos'ly quoted, "at first thought"
in proof of the immortality of the soul
Eccle. xii. 7 and Luke xxiii. 43. Neither passage, however, says a word about
"immortal soul." The first declares
that in death man, who is of the earth,
earthy, returns to the earth and the
spirit, which God gave to man as life,
returns to God, who gave it—gave the
life, not immortal soul. Solomon used
the same word here as in chapter iii.
19—"Yea, they have all one bnath."
Just keep in mind what God gave to
make him a living man, and you will
then easily see what returns to God
FORRESTON, ILL.—The follow- when man becomes a dead man. And
if you keep in mind what man was being is my S. S. work for December:
fore be became a living man you will
QUESTIONS.
see what he is when he ceases to be a
First.—Please give two passages of
living man.
scripture which, at first thought, might
The day when the thief is to be with
encourage belief in the immortality of Jesus in paradise is when paradise will
the soul, and explain them.
be restored, which will be the time the
Second.—What do you consider the thief's request referred to—"Lord reme when thou comest into thy
greatest proof today, that the scripture member
Kingdom."
is true?
The fulfillment of prophecy is the
To the members of the ADVOCATE greatest proof that the scriptures are
Children's Department: Dear Friends: true. By prophecy I mean types inwhich to the advanced student
I consider this opportunity of asking cluded,
of the Bible become the most convinand answering questions about the cing evidence possible.—[EDITOR.

Children's Department
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spiritual welfare and also sending his
love to all the Buffalo brethren and sisters and especially Bro. Strickler, he
wished them all good-bye, and his request
BRANTFOKD, ONT.—The brethren was that I should speak at the funeral
that have labored,so faithfully in the "up- which I did, I believe satisfactorily to the
family. His funeral was largely attendsnd-be-doing movement," must realize
ed, and there were many tokens of rethat thoir efforts have not been in vain,
spect in the form of floral wreaths and
by the success they have met with. It
must be very gratifying to all who love head rests, made up of flowers of beautito see the one body knit together in ful colors. We trust our dear brother will
unity, It will do more to dispell the obtain that wreath of glory which the
misrepresentation that has been mani- Lord, the righteous judge, will give unto
festing an evil spirit toward a brother, all that fight the good fight of faith and
whom to know is to love. The time has come out victoriously. He said he was
not yet come for offences to cease. Per- perfectly willing to die, that he was at
haps the warfare brethren may yet see peace with his heavenly Father. Oh!
that we may all die the death of the
they have taken the wrong means of
"gaining their brethren." It must arouse righteous if the Lord delays his coming.
every fair-minded person to search and I am yours in the hope of Israel.
J. COOPBB.
see if the things they say are in the condition they represent them to be. If they
had set to work and tried to refute the
FKANKLIN, MASS.—Again our little
> arguments of Brothers James Laird,
Tolton and other able brethren, it would company are intensely pleased that one
have shown they were striving to do more candidate has entered the one body
what they considered their duty. But to by the one baptism after an intelligent
say it would be useless to follow them is confession of the things of the Kingdom
very unsatisfactory to the unprejudised and the only name, in the person of Mr.
mind. The three lectures delivered here Chester Koy Steel, a young man. He
by Brother Williams, must speak for desired to he immersed in the Pond, so
themselves, to a good audience, "which on Dec. 2, 1901, a little group was seen by
was very attentive. Several expressed angels (who were rejoicing, for we read
their regrets when the time came for it in the blessed word) in a secluded
him to leave. We trust the good seed place breaking the ice with an axe and
sown may take root and bring forth much stepping into the cold water, I repeated
the words full of meaning, I baptize you
fruit. I remain your brother in Christ
into the Father, Son and Holy Spirit, and
JOHN
as our new brother of Christ left the old
man buried, ho remarked, " I feel lightBUFFALO, N. Y.—"We have to inform er," Yes, indeed, we pray to Jehovah
you of the death of our dear Bro. Short, that our dear young brother may conwho died on November 13th, after suffer- tinue in the race for the crown, which fading something terrible from Sunday the eth not away. Our brother Steel learned
10th of November, He went to the barn the truth through a Bible class I conductto feed his horse, and failing to speak to ed last winter and also through Bro.
the animal as he usually did, the horse Williams' little book, " The Great Salva_
kicked out and struck him in the abdo- tion," and attending our lectures. We
men, knocking him down, and continued are so glad to have him in our fellowship.
kicking, but he evaded the additional Brethren, we warn you to be ready for
blows, and finally crept to the house, the coming of Christ. Do not let the
where it was found that he had sustain- cares of this world absorb all your ated a fractured rib and several severe tention from the truth. But remember
bruises. The doctors' fears of internal in- what a blessed thing to associate with
juries were only too soon realized which Christ and the saints in the kingdon on
ended Jin the death of our dear brother. earth eternally. Press on.
He was conscious till the last. After
calling his dear sister, wife and family
Your Brother in Christ,
and advising them concerning their
JAMES MoBKisoN,Eec. Sec.
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HUSTLER, WIS.—We ' ako great the truth, which have been so earnestly
pleasure in recording another visit to contended for in these latter days. So
New Lisbon, Camp Douglass and Hus- let us each one hold fast the beginning
tler, by Bro. and sister Williams, who of our confidence firm unto the end witharrived at New Lisbon on Oct. 15th, and out wavering so that when he who is our
were conducted to the home of sister life shall appear an entrance may be minTaylor, where a very enjoyable time was istered unto us abundantly into his glorspent in conversation and singing, dur- ious kingdom.
JOHN LBAKB.
ing the day, and in the evenings a course
of lectures were delivered by Bro. WilIMERKIP, ONT.—It is with very great
liams as follows: At the Oonnregational pleasure indeed that we report for the
church, Oct. 15th, The Restitution of
Intelligence column of the ADVOCATE.
all things; lGth, Man's redemption.
It has been our privilege, our duty and
What is It, and how effected? The lec- our joy to bo included in the "Up-and-be
tures were fairly well attended, but not Doing" movement; a movement which
so largely as we expected, nevertheless is doing more for the unification of the
the people appeared quite attentive to the brethren on our original basis of faith,
things presented for their consideration. and for the effective proclamation of the
From New Lisbon we proceeded to Camp truth, than anything hitherto accomplishDouglas on Thursday, where Bio. Wil- ed, or attempted, on the American contiliams delivered a course of three lectures nent. In the city of Woodstock, distant
in Singleton's hall, asfollows: Oct. 17th, about ten miles, we arranged for a course
What is the best firm of Government, of throe lectures to bo delivered in the
and how to share in it? Oct. 18th, Man's City Hall, on the great questions of the
Woes and Wants; Oct. 19th, Antichrist to coming Kingdom, and the signs which
give place to Christ. Oct. 20th, Sunday indicate its approach. For the first lecmorning at 10::(0 o'clock, we met at ture we had a very large audience which
Schroedei's hall, Hustler, to break bread gave good attention while our well-beand drink wine in commemoration of the loved Bro. Williams sowed most elodeath and resurrection of our absent quently and most bountifully, the good
Lord until he come according to his com- seed of the kingdom and expounded the
mand to do this until he come, when Bro. Signs which are heralding its arrival.
Williams gave us a very excellent adThe remaining lectures, though well,
dress containing words of warning, encouragement and comfort to all who were not as largely attended, but, we are
_have ears to hear. In the evening at the not thereby either disappointed or distame place he lectured to a large aud- couraged, for wo know that though a
ience, the subject being, Israel's past in lecturer on the Truth speak with the
the history and destiny of nations: Oct. irresistible logic of a Paul, or the per21st, Man's fall and Rise, When and How? suasive eloquence of an Apollos, he canOct. 2'-'(l, The final war of Nations and ttie not long gain the hearing of a multitude.
Sequel. Those lectures wore quite This wo know, that the Truth was prelargely attended and very good atten- sented with great force and power in the
tion given to them each evening, hearing of many people, with free distribut with what results we know not, but bution of literature Tat the close of the
hope wo have done our duty in the mat- last two lectures. ¥v e also know thai, an
ter, trusting in the Lord that it, may be interest was awakened which we hope
the means of bringing some to a knowl- and trust will grow until the seed sown
has brought forth fruit unto life eternal,
edge of the truth as it is in Jesus.
In our effort to benefit others we have
We are in accord with the Up-and-be received groat pleasure and benefit ourdoing movement commenced by the selves. Bro. Williams' visit was a time
brethren in Canada and elsewhere, hop- of pure spiritual refreshing to our whole
ing it may prove successful in rallying ecclesia, who welcomed him with joy unthe brethren, who may have been drawn feigned and parted from him with genaway from the simplicity of Christ by uine regret that the inexorable necessibrethren who have been engagad in war- ties of mortal life compelled us to say,
fare, strife and division in an endeavor Good-by. When we saw so many of our
most intelligent brethren and sisters anito remove some of the old landmarks of
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mated by such inspiring enthusiasm, in the love and esteem and confidence
love and devotion, we were carried back of very many of the ablest and most inin retrospect to those happy days of our telligent brethren' and sisters of the enearly life in the Truth, when the joyful tire continent.
anticipation of the radiant glory of the
In regard to the Editor of the ADVOapproaching Kingdom brightened all our CATE we are firmly persuaded that he
lives and gladdened all our hearts. We has been a persecuted man. We believe
were carried back to the time when we that the opposition directed aganist him
were one happy family, rejoicing in the had its root in many cases in pure perhope of life eternal, comparatively free sonal bitterness, and that all who were
from debate or strife, presenting a united indisposed towards him, for any cause,
testimony against the outer darkness.
were either silent, or joined hands in
With such emotions as these we render trying to make out a doctrinal case
against him, in order that he would be
heartfelt thanks to the Almighty God of
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob for this revi- excommunicated from "the respectable
val of interest in His Truth, and also for part of the Christadelphian body"; and
the convincing evidence which it fur- then, being forsaken of his brethren,
nishes that in our midst we have breth- would be driven from that public service
ren and sisters of such scriptural intelli- of the Truth, which he is so superlatively
gence and sturdy independence that they qualified to render. In the effort to acwill not follow that departure of faith complish this a very important word was
and fellowship which now characterizes chiselled out of the stereotyped plate of
the "Declaration," some of our loading
our leading British brethren.
We desire also to publicly express our brethren stultified themselves, and the
gratitude to brethren Duvid Tolton and Birmingham statement of faith which
E. H. Chart to whom we are so deeply remained untouched for a period of 30
indebted for the organization and man- years was ^ " " A M E N D E D . "
agement of the "up-and-be-doing" moveBut the union of personal dislike or
ment.
ill-will with invented and unscriptural
We sincerely hope that they will re- doctrinal difference, to which was supermain a permanent committee of manage- added the very weighty prestige and inment, keeping in sympathetic contact fluence of our oldest established magawith all the Canadian ecclesias, and with zine, could not control the action or
Secretaries of American ecclesias with a warp the judgment of discerning, truthview to a continuance of the good work loving, truth-following brethren and siswhich they have so happily inaugurated. ters. The wide extent of the "Up-and-be
With reference to the ADVOCATE, we Doing' movement, whose scope and
say, that we desire to be numbered with power have far exceeded the fondest
those who believe that it was never more hopes of its originators, united with the
needed than it is today. The unscrip- very cordial greeting which everywhere
tural course and the inconsistent time- awaits Bro. Williams, demonstrates in a
serving policy of the Christadelphian very practical manner the utter failure
is mournfully recognized by very many of the conspiracy to overthrow the ADof its life-long supporters; and the hum- VOCATE, and compel its Editor to withble, unpretentious ADVOCATE, which draw from public life; and it also constionce occupied quite a subordinate place tutes a most gratifying and triumphant
in our regard, now not only occupies the vindication of truth, righteousness, and
foremost rank, but stands absolutely intelligence over malice, misrepresentaalone as the sole representative of the tion, doctrinal delusion, prejudice and
faith originally held by the Christadel- partyism.
phian brotherhood.
Those opposed to us present a strange
Every effort to destroy, not merely its medley of conflicting faith and practice,
influence, but its very existence has most One has taught that there are two classes
signally failed, and we are glad to have of sins from which mankind require dethe assurance that the ADVOCATE is not liverance, defined to be racial and indionly on a more solid financial basis vidual. Such an one is most cordially
than ever before, but, what is of more welcomed by another who has publicly
importance, it is more firmly entrenched declared that he will fellowship none who
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believe that baptism is for anything else opposed to him have no accurate knowledge of his belief, and the barrier of prethan for personal sins.
One teaches that Christ died to abro- judice created is so impenetrable that all
gate the law of death for Himself and all unheeded is his oft-repeated affirmation
in him. Another insists that men must that he stands identically whore he stood
"die out" from tho law of death and that when he was fellowshipped by Bro. RobChrist died to save men from the second erts at the Fraternal Gathering in Waudeath. One has strenuously insisted conda fourteen years ago.
Bro. Williams has never changed in
that. Christ was a constituted sinner and
for that reason required to offer Himself, doctrine nor required to "amend" his
and then excommunicated his hearers basis of faith, and because he has stood
who agreed with him because they con' so courageously, and so ably for the old
eluded that Christ's brethren were also faith he has most richly earned the graticonstituted sinners and required the sa- tude, the esteem, the sympathy, the afcrifice of Christ for that reason just as fection and the support of every brother
much as Christ did!!! More than one has and sister who retains this faith. Tho
said that the Responsibility Question overflowing expression of these sentishould never be made a test of fellow- ments is seen in the "Up-and-be-Doing"
ship, yet they are in full Fellowship with movement, whose ever-extending inthose who tenderly cherish it as a vital fluence is a well nigh universal endorseingredient of the Hope of Israel and of ment, not only of our Original Iiasisof
the Glad Tidings which God preached to Faith, but likewise of Bro. Williams, as
Abraham. Some look upon marriage its most prominent public defender. In
with the alien as quite a permiasable view of these things, which cannot be
tiling, and they walk hand in hand with truthfully gainsaid ;aw we love and cherish
others who have positively refused to our faith let us give Bro. Williams our
fellowship any who tolerate such a cus- unstinted moral and financial support,
tom. One exposes most scathingly the and unite in prayer to Him who seeth all
errors or delinquencies of the Chrixla- the ecclesias, that Bro. Williams may
detphian and commends another who long be spared to us, to defend our faith
apparently approves or endorses all that and to comfort, and upbuild those, who,
the ('hri»lailc,lphian has done, etc., amid much scorn and reproach, aro seekotc. Divided in this way, what is the ing to obey its righteous precepts.
greatovershadowing question which conJAMES LAIED.
stitutes our opponents meeting ground?
If our brethren who have cast us off are
PALERMO, ONT.. CANADA.—Paler
consistent, why do they countenance
such divergent doctrines as we have mo is a nice little village, built on the
enumerated in some brethren and reject four corners, where the Bronte and Milthem in others? What is the Grand Es- ton roads cross each other, in the townsential to their fellowship? What is that ship of Trafalgar, in the county of Holquestion of such vast import that fellow- ton. It was in Temperance Hal] in this
ship depends upon a correct answer? village that the Truth was first presentThat question has been asked at us, and ed to the people from a public platform,
by Brother Thomas Williams, on the
at others. Division hax been created and
fellownhip refused on thai question alone. evening of November the 29in, 1901. The
The Great Question, of such transcend- evening being an extremely dark one,
ent importance is, "Will you fellowship the audience was not very large, but
with Bro. Williams?" We know positively those that were there paid wrapt attenthat acceptance or rejection has depend- tion, while Bro. Williams unfolded to
ed upon the answer returned to this them the scriptures of truth concerning
question. Refusal to fellowship Bro. the Covenants of Promise and their import, which ho made so plain that a child
Williams is really the common bond of
agreement among the majority of the might understand.
On Saturday Bro. Williams was joined
brethren who have separated from us.
Around the name of Bro. Williams such by Bro. D. Tolton, and in the evening
a cloud of misrepresentation has accu- Bro. Williams lectured again in the same
mulated that many of tho rank and file hall to a full house and among the audience quite a number of those in high
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plaees. viz: The right Honorable Dr.
Colin Campbell, Attorney General and
premier of His Majesty's Government,
Winnipeg, Monitoba, and his father-inlaw, Dr. Anson Buck, and also Dr. McCrimmun, an) Mr. John liiggs, ex-councelor, and Mr. Smith,the owner of the iron
foundry in this village. These men paid
marked attention while Bro. Williams
unfolded the scriptures of truth, on the
question, "The Soul, What is It?" These
men had never hoard the scriptures unfolded in such a manner before, and they
came forward at the close of the lecture
to shake Bro. Williams by the hand. The
presence of these men, as well as Bro.
William's lectures has had a good effect
in removing from the publics mind prejudice against those who hold the truth in
purity. At the close of this lecture Mr.
Smith, an interested listener, invited us
t > his home, where Bro. Williams, Bro.
Tolton. myself and sister, wife, and
others were entertained at supper by
Mr. and Mrs. Smith, while the new doctrine—as they call it — was discussed
in the stores pro andcon,excitement running high. Wo hope much goodwill come
of it. Any lecturing brother coming
this way would get a good hearing, now
that the ice is broken.
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subject: The return of Christ to the
earth and the work he is to accomplish.
Again on Monday evening, Bro. Williams lectured to a full house, subject,
What Must I do to be Saved? Baptism,
Its Mode and Design in relation thereto.
These lectures were a great treat
to us, being according to the
law and testimony.
Many strangers
seemed interested, and a number of
questions were asked both Bro. Williams and the writer.
On the morning of Dec. 3d. we had to
part with our esteemed visitors, Bro.
Williams and Bro. D. Tolton, at Bronte
Station, We lingered as long as we could,
being loth to part with such dear friends,
who had spoken to us words of good
cheer and comfort. We returned hi.mo
feeling thankful to our Heavenly Father,
that I and my house had been counted
worthy to entertain the Lord's servants,
and thankful that we had taken part in
"The up-and-be-doing movement."
L. G. PAGE.

SALT LAKE CITY.—Dear Brother
Williams: You will find poatoiliee order
enclosed for $3 Dollars, $:J for ADVOCATE

and $1 for reading matter as per list.
Dear Brother, I am very much pleased
Sunday, December the 1st, we drove to see the "up-and-be-doing" movement
down to Bronte, a village about four and progressing so well. How I wish I could
a half miles from Palermo. This village be doing, but I am very old, notable to
is noted for its fruit and fishing industry. leave the house, and if I should I do not
The fishing industry bringing into the know that I could do much good, for not
village something over twenty thousand any one seems to want to hear anything
dollars a year. It is situated on the about tho truth. All they seem to think
shore of Lake Ontario, about midway about is dress and making money. There
between the town of Oakville and Bur- are plenty of churches and preaching.
lington, and about one and a quarter Oh dear, they surely are blind leading
miles from Bronte Station. In this vil- the blind. I see by the papers that some
lage we have a little ecclesia number- of the preachers are advising their
ing six, three sisters and three brothers, hearers to study the Bible more. Good,
who are looking for the coming of our advice, if they would "rightly divide the
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. We had word of Truth." I was thinking if some
with us on Sunday, Dec. 1st, Brother of us poor old isolated ones were to get
and Sister A. C. Biggs, Burlington; sis- a few pamphlets and tracts and send
to some of these big preachers by post,
ter Chart, of .DOOM; Bro. D. Tolton, of
Guelph, and a few strangers, Bro. Wil- it might chance to open the eyes of some.
liams giving us words of good cheer at If only one grain fell on good ground,
the breaking of bread. In the evening what a blessing.
Bro. Williams lectured in the Orange
I am afraid you will be tired of trying
Hall, the hall being filled to tho doors, to read this scroll, but you must not forquite a number having followed Bro. get it is from a poor old sister that can
Williams from Palermo. This lecture hardly hold a pen. Good bye. My love
was one of tho grandest it has ever been to you and sister Wiliiams and all that
the pleasure of the writer to listen to, love the Truth,
E. D, Coo.K
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MB. WILLIAMS:—Enclosed please find
P. O. Order and our dear old mother's
letter, written on the 12th, and on the
next day, the 13th. she very peacefully
and quietly went to sleep. She was in
her usual health, and complained, about
2 o'clock, of a pain in her head, and it
grew rapidly worse until 4 o'clock, when
she breathed her last, so strong in the
hope of a resurrection that awaits her.
Kindly send the books to my address,
as our dear old mother wished it, and
very much oblige
MBS. E, D. CAKSON.

[Poor, dear old sister Cook was one
whom to know was to lovo. She and her
husband, brother Cook, who died several
years since, once came to Mt. Zion
Chapel in Mumbles, South Wales, to
hear a lecture by brother W. Clement,
Bister Williams' father, That started
them and they were soon part of the one
body. That must be thirty years ago.
It was with great sorrow that the brethren and sisters of Mumbles saw brother
and sister Cook and family leave and go
to America. After much wandering
about, they settled in Southern Kansas.
After we had been in America some
twelve years, I personally renewed the
acquaintance, but sister Williams never
had the desired opportunity of meeting
them face to face. But an affectionate
feeling has always mutually existed.
Brother Cook, of Ladnors, B. C, is a son
of sister Cook, and a daughter in B. 0.,
whose name we cannot at present recall,
is also in the Truth. When I was reading the foregoing letter I was saying to
myself, "I am going to write the dear
old sister an encouraging letter," but
alas, the daughter's postscript brought
sadness—but "joy cometh in the morning." O, that it were come—EDITOK.]
UTICA, N. Y.—When in Elmira brother Spencer handed us a newspaper containing an account of the death of brother
J. J. W. S. Barnes, of Utica. It seems
he was a verv eccentric man. He died in
the hospital, of Ipneumonia. More particulars are given of his eccentricity than
of the time of his death and the facts of
his funeral. I think he was the only
Christadelphian in Utica.—[EDITOR.
The biggest coward in the world is
the one who is afraid to do right.

A PKAYBR.
(The first line of twenty-ninth Psalms.)
In my distress T cried unto the Lord,
I fried unto God with my voice:
How long wilt tliou forget me
0 Lord of my salvation; hold not thy peace, O
God,
The transgression of the wicked
We have heard with our ears;
Why do the heathen rage,
Why stanriest fthou alar off, O Lord ?
Keep notthou silent, O God;
Kow down thine ear, () Lord;
Deliver me, 0 Lord, from the evil man;
Many a time have they atliicted me.
Make haste, <) God, to deliver me,
Give ear O Shepherd of Israel;
Out of the depths have 1 cried,
Give ear unto my prayer, O Lord.
Plead my cuise, () God,
Save
me. O God. by thy name;
LTtito Thee vyilt 1 lilt, up mine eyes,
Hear my voice. O God, in my prayer.
1 will lift up mine eyes,
Unto Thee will 1 cry, O Lord;
Have mercy upon me, O God.
0 Lord, rebuke me not; Lord, my heart is not
haughty.
1 will extol Thee, my God, O King;
How amiable are thy tabernncles!
1 will bless the Lord at all times.
Behold, bless ye the Lord; Bless the Lord, O
my soul.
—Selectal by C. II. Staunton.
FOKGIVE AND FOKGET.
" I forgive the off nee, but cannot forget."
How often that language were heard,
And felt that forgive, in such company set
Was a vain and meaningless word.

Remembered offences must canker the heart,
And poison the fountain of love,
They rise like an icicle to keep us apart
Wherever our footsteps may rove.
At least T confess when my heart is made sore
And my feelings indignant I find,
The only true method my peace to restore
Is to banish the cause from my mind.
I must seek to forget, or I cannot forgive
However my reason may strive,
For it whispers, if just, the resentment should
live,
While I keep the remembrance alive.
And I turn with a resolute will from the
thought
Whenever it enters my brain,
Till my spirit should find the tranquility
sought,
And no angry emotions remain.
And I pray that the seal of oblivion thus set
No future remembrance may break,
'Tis then I forgive, for the fault I forget,
No longer resentment can make.
SISTER

ZANDERS.
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SUNDAY MORNING ADDRESS.
BY BRO. JAMES WOOD.

The Shepherd of Israel*
first verse of the 23rd Psalm reads: "The Lord is my shepherd
I shall not want." The writer, David, no doubt attributed these
words to the God of Israel, for the same word in the Hebrew which is
here rendered Lord in the English verson is that which David used
when he said, ''Let me fall now into the hand of the Lord, for very
great are his mercies; but let me not fall into the hand of man (I.
Chron. xxi: 13). The original word is Jehovah/ it is used in Ps. ex" 1
- "Jehovah said unto my Adon, or as we have it in English, ''The
Lord said unto my Lord," which is not very enlightening to an English
reader, and when we come down to New Testament times, and read in
the Gospel of John (x: 11-14) of Jesus saying, " I am the good shepherd; and not only so but that he is the only shepherd; for he says.
"Other sheep I have which are not of this fold, them also must I bring,
and they shall hear my voice, and there shall be one fold and one shepherd." The idea presented in the word shepherd is one that feedeth
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sheep, the individual that careth, and watcheth over them at all times.
The term sheep is a symbolic word, representing the Lord's people, as
spoken through the Prophet Ezekiel (xxxiv: 31)—"And ye my flock, the
flock of my pasture are men, and 1 am your God, saith the Lord God."
The Psalmist, by inspiration, says in Psalms xxiii: 2, "He maketh
me to lie down in green pastures: he leadeth me beside the still waters,"
or as the margin reads, "waters of stillness." This language is highly
figurative; as the natural sheep delight in the plentiful green grass and
eat to the full, and lie down and ruminate, and supplied with plenty of
unruffled waters, so we as sheep of a higher character, rejoice in Jehovah as our shepherd in caring for our wollfare, supplying us with
spiritual food, and the Water of Life contained in the covenants of
promise; and besides, all that provision of wisdom and providence connected with His institutions, with the privilege of going into his sanctury, and there learning of the hope of immortality for all that put their
trust in Jehovah.
This leads us to the third verse, where ho exclaims, >LHe restoreth
my soul," which carries our thoughts to a period beyond this life.
David in the sixteenth Psalm says, "Jehovah is the portion of mine
inheritance and of my cup. I have set Jehovah always before me,
because he is at my right hand I shall not be moved; therefore my heart
is glad and my tongue rejoiceth, my flosh also shall rest in hope, for
thou wilt not leave my soul in hades, or s/ieol, neither wilt thou suffer
thine holy one to see corruption; thou wilt shew me the path of life; in
thy presence is fulness of joy; at thy right hand there are pleasures for
evermore." How nicely this agrees with the fourth and sixth verses of
the Psalm we are considering: ''Yea though I walk through the valley
of the shadow of death I will fear no evil, for thou art with me; thy rod
and thy staff they comfort me. * * * Surely goodness and mercy shall
follow me all the days of my life, and I will dwell in the house of
Jehovah for ever. In the second chapter of Acts we find the Apostle
Peter making quotation from the sixteenth Psalm, and he applies it to
Christ; for proof read the twenty second to the twenty-fourth verses;
and then in the twenty fifth he says, "'For David speaketh concerning
him," as referring to Cbrist; thus substituting Christ for Jehov.ih; that
this was right for the Apostle to do, inasmuch as he was an inspired
servant of God, and therefore reliable in leading our minds to rightly
divide the word, that we can find a place for the past, and another place
for the present, and another, if need be, for the future.
Now in order to illustrate the Apostle's construction in this matter,
we will refer to the testimony bearing on the subject. Jacob in foretelling what shall befall his sons as given in Gen. xlix: 22-24, tays,
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"Joseph is a fruitful bough, even a fruitful hough by a well, whose
branches run over the wall; the archers have sorely grieved him, and
shot at him and hated him. But his how abode in strength, and the arms
of his hands were made strong by the hands of the mighty God of
Jacob (from thence is the shepherd, the stone of Israel)." This scrip
ture introduces another shepherd for our consideration, one that should
represent in person a combination of two ancestors, even Joseph and the
Mighty God of Jacob. But some may wonder, if this scripture refers
to Jesus, how it can be applied, seeing that Jesus descended from the
tribe of Judah, and not from Joseph. So in order to elucidate the difficulty we bring another testimony to bear. See I. Chronicles v: 1, 2,
''Now the sons of Ruben the first horn of Israel, "for he was the first
born; but inasmuch as he defiled his father's bed, his birthright was
given unto the sons of Joseph the son of Israel; and the genealogy is
not to be reckoned after the birthright. For Judah prevailed above his
brethren and of him came the chief Ruler; but the birthright was
Joseph's. Again, in agreement with the statement that the birthright
was given to Joseph's sons, see Jeremiah xxxr. 9, "They shall come
with weeping and with supplications will I lead them: I will cause them
to walk by the rivers of water in a straight way wherein they shall not
stumble; for I am a father to Israel and Ephraim is my first born." So
we see that the literal facts were iguored, Manassah was Joseph's oldest
son, nevertheless Ephraim the youngerson was chosen to succeed to the
birthright, not only of Joseph, but also of Israel. This was looking for
what was to be accomplished in a good while to come. As regards
Jesus then as the Shepherd, and Stone of Israel descended from Joseph,
as to his character, for Joseph was a model man, superior in moral
worth and faith, and trust in Jehovah, to all his father's sons. So from
Joseph as to birthright, and the Mighty God of Jacob came Jesus
Anointed, the good shepherd. The office of Shepherd of Israel never
lapsed, but it merged in the fulness of time, <>n the principle of the me
morial name Ehyeh Asher Ehyeh or, "I will be who I will be." How
this was accomplished, and when it came to pass is very nicely set forth
in John v: 17: "But Jesus answered them, My Father worketh hitherto
and I work." As much as to say, Jehovah my Father has been attending, by his agents, to the great work of superintending the affairs of his
people, and now he has appointed me by his anointing mo with His
Spirit and power to carry on the work; therefore I can say, "I am the
good shepherd, the good shepherd giveth his life for the sheep, I am the
good shepherd and know my sheep, and am known of mine. As the
Father knoweth me even so know I the Father, and I lay down my life
for the sheep; and other sheep I have which are not of this fold, them
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also I must bring, and they shall hear my voice, and there shall be one
fold and one shepherd.
The Psalmist addressing Jehovah write* (Ps. lxxx: 1), "Give ear
0 Shepherd of Israel, thou that leadest Joseph like a flock, thou that
dwellest between the eherubims. thine forth; before Ephraim and Benjajamin and Manassah stir up thy strength and save us; turn us again,
O God, and cause thy face to shine, and we shall be saved." Contem
plating the Christ, in verse seventeen he says, "Lot thy hand be upon
the man of thy right hand, upon the son of man, whom thou madest
strong for thyself." In a secondary sense the Priests and Lovites were
shepherds over the people of Isnel; and the Spirit speaking through
Ezckicl in chapter xxiv: 2, says, ''Son of man, prophesy against the
shepherds of Israel, phrophesy, and say unto them, Thus saith the Lord
God unto the shepherds, Woe t>e to the shepherds of Israel that do feed
themselves. Should not the shepherds feed the flocks? Ye eat the fat,
and ye clothe you with the wool; ye kill them that are fed; but ye feed
not the flock." The judgments and denunciations of Jehovah are very
plainly recorded against Israel's teachers and leaders, for the leaders
caused the people to err, as it is in our own day. Israel was scattered
upon the mountains, the shepherds forsook them. But Jehovah has
promised to restore them to their own land. He says, "Therefore will I
save my flock, and they shall no more be a prey, * * * and I will set
up one shepherd over them, and ho shall feed them, and he shall be
their shepherd, and I the Lord will be their God, and my servant David,
a Prince among them: I the Lord have spoken it—Ezek. xxxiv: 22-24.
Not only is Jesus referred to in the prophecy of Jacob, concerning
the shepherd of Israel, but he is also set forth as the stone of Israel.
The Psalmist, in Ps. cxviii: 22, says, "The stone which the builders
refused is become the head stone of the corner." Our Lord applies this
testimony to himself (Matt. xxi. 42), "Jesus saith unto them, Did ye
never read in the scriptures, the stone which the builders rejected, the
same is become the head of the corner? This is the Lord's doing, and it
is marvelous in our eyes." Daniel in his prophecy represents Christ as a
stone cut out of the mountain, and afterwards it became a great mountain
and filled the whole earth. Before this he was a "stone of stumbling
and rock of offence"; but by others he is recognised even now as a tried
stone, a sure foundation, upon which we can build our confidence, and
look with joyful expectation for the appearing of the Lord Jesus Christ
to establish his glorious Kingdom. He will not come as he did before
as a Lamb to the slaughter, nor as as a sheep dumb before her shearers;
for this he has done once. He will shew the marks in his hands and his
feet, and bruises he received in the house of his friends. This is a mat-
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ter not to be forgotten, the remembrance of the death of Christ is not to
be forgotten. The Apostle John saw him portrayed in the visions of the
Apocalypse not only as the Lion of the tribe of Judah the Koot of David,
that prevailed to open the book, and to loosen the seven seals thereof;
hut he says: "And I beheld and lo in the midst of the throne and of the
four living creatures and in the midst of the elders stood n Lamb, as it
had been slain, having seven spirits of God sent forth into all the
earth." Christ in the lowly attitude of a lamb, slain in type from the
foundation of the world, and actually set forth and crucified for us, still
retains the characteristic quality of the good shepherd, for his people;
for John saw a view of the great multitude of the redeemed, which
came out of great tribulation, and "have washed their robes and made
them white in the blood of the Lamb; therefore are they before the
throne of God, and serve him day and night in his Temple and ho that
sitteth on the throne shall dwell among them, they shall hunger no more,
neither thirst any more, neither shall the sun light on them nor any
heat; for the Lamb which is in the midst of the throne shall feed them,
and shall lead them unto living fountains of waters, and God shall wipe
away all tears from their eyes.'' These glowing words are written for
our encouragement, that we may be reminded, that we wTere once compared to sheep going astray, but are now returned unto the Shepherd
and Bishop of our souls. We have not had the privilege that some enjoyed during the personal ministry of Christ, of seeing him, but Jesus
has said, "Blessed are they that have not seen, and yet have believed."
The Apostle Peter, exhort the Elders, to feed the flock of God which is
among you, taking the oversight thereof not by constraint but willingly,
not for filthy lucre, but of a ready mind, neither as being lords over
God's heritage but being ensamples to the flock. And when the chief
shepherd shall appear ye shall receive a crown of Glory that fadeth not

THE INSPIRATION QUESTION.
Dear Brother Williams, Greeting:—I have to thank you for publishing my
letter, in which I endeavored to show a more brotherly and excellent way of
looking at an opponent's slip of the pen by brother J. W. Lea. I do not
suppose for a moment that you meant your remarks unkindly, but at the
same time many things are so far-reaching in their effects, that what is not
meant to be unkind may turn out to be very much so. It is questionable if
the greatest religious persecutions have ever been intended to be unkind.
The victims were regarded as heretics, hence the persecutors considered
they were doing God service. Paul as a Pharisee was no exception to this
rile, and the fact that three editors have eagerly taken advantage of com-
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menting unfavorably on the statement of brother Lea, shows the anxiety
which exists to damage that section of the brethren to which he belongs in
the eyes of their readers.
And it is not many statements of a supposed similar character that have
escaped unbrotherly criticism during the past 16 years. Like the Scribes
and Pharisees in the case of Jesus, there has apparently been a great desire to catch us in our words. They did not mean it to be unkind. In their
eyes He was an impostor, hence they thought they were right. But as to the
means which were available by which they might know that Jesus was not
an impostor, even so the means are available by which you may know that
we do not regard the Bible as do infidels and atheists, or even as we are persistently charged with doing, by many of the brethren. Under the circumstances it is unfortunate that brother Lea did not state what he meant in
other words, and had he thought that three editors were ready to criticize
him, probably he would have done so.
Surely you cannot object to his first statement—"That the original Scriptures are non-existent."
The second statement you say is one upon which no construction can be
put. How is it then, that you, brother Williams, have put a bad construction upon it, and which you must know that brother Lea did not intend?
Brother Lea was speaking of writings (parchment and ink) that had passed
out of existence, as such, and said, "The most that can be said concerning
them, is affirmation without evidence." Is not this strictly true? The
truths that were written therein were transferred to other parchments and
have continued to be down to our day, and in that process no doubt many
have passed out of existence, and it is only those which are at present in
existence of which we can speak affirmatively and with evidence. In one
case an original Scripture was destroyed very soon after it was written. (Jer.
xxxvi. 23), another was provided to take its place, and as it contained the
same truth, it would be equally as valuable. So with our present Scriptures.
They are they which testify of Christ, and if we obtain eternal life, it will be
by our knowledge of the things revealed therein. So confident am I that
God has protected the Bible in all its translations and copies, that I have no
need to base my faith on something which we do not possess, and if I were
defending the Bible against an infidel, I would not profess to know more
about the Bible than the Bible reveals concerning itself, and this falls short
of a claim to infallibility of the original manuscript.
You say, "Brushing aside all foreign matters, the question is, Were the
original Holy Scriptures wholly inspired of God?" This all turns upon
what you mean by "wholly inspired of God." If you mean that they were
Spirit dictated, verbally inspired, or absolutely infallible, I would answer,
that your claim is not sustained by evidence, or the claim of the writers
themselves. If you mean that the writers were inspired to convey the ideas
and meanings God intended them to convey, I would answer yes, I believe
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they were wholly inspired, though I would prefer the Scriptural expressions
(1 Tim. iii: 16; Heb. i: 1; II Peter i: 21.)
You ask: Why does brother G, object to brethren saying the originals
were absolutely perfect? VVe do not object to them saying so, and my own.
opinion is that they were so, for the object God intended, viz: To make
men wise unto salvation. What we object to is their making that saying o r
opinion equivalent to a "Thus s:\ith ttie Lord."
I do not minimize any claims that can be sustained by the evidence of
the Scriptures, and I can respect the opinions of those who exceed that
evidence, so long as they admit that they are opinions, and do not misrepresent the views of others.
But it is a dangerous proceeding to strain even a point or two. It is by so
doing that claims are made for Scriptural support concerning the doctrine
of the trinity, the immortality of the soul, the resurrection and judgment of
unbaptized Gentiles with the household of faith and many other errors. I
have no objection to the terms "perfectly true," or "absolutely true," if it be
clearly understood that I do not intend it to mean the Spirit dictated, or
verbal theory of inspiration.
A striking instance of unfairness and misrepresentation occurs in your reference to the statement about the spring being pure. The statement as
made and as applied by me referred to writings. Your application of it is
similar to your 1890 article, in which you charge those whom you are opposing with denying the infallibility of God because they refuse to affirm the
infallability of the original writing.
We are all agreed that God is infallible, but should any brother object to
us using a higher term in reference to the Creator than in reference to that
created or produced? (As to what he says?—Ed.) God is the fountain,
spring, and Creator of all things, but would you argue from this that all
things are infallible? Did not the Lord Jesus Christ come from God in a
more direct manner than even the original Scriptures? and yet you, brother
Williams, contend that He was far from infallible, and in doing so I
think you sometimes go too far in the opposite direction. (One subject at a
time brother.—Editor.)
Infallibility is not claimed for what God created (no, but for what he
says—Editor), though the Elohienwere the instruments in the work. It is not
claimed in the Bible for what He caused to be written by human instrumentality. If you and others would admit this and brush aside all claims foreign to the sound words of Scripture, you would see a great difference between the attidude we take and that which you persist in falsely attributing to us. The statement you quote from the Visitor, August 1888, is not a
contention for error in the originals as you would have your readers to believe (no, but that errors may be there—Editor.) It is a simple statement of fact, and means that you cannot take each case and prove the
things affirmed.
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There is an enormous difference between a confession of ignorance and a
contention for error, but you would have us believe that an honest confession of ignorance on a matter upon which in reality you are equally as ignorant as ourselves, is more dangerous than a declaration that errors existed.
If the statement on our side is a technicality, it is equally so on yours, and
on our side there would be no necessity to raise it, if you did not raise yours,
which affirms something more than the writers claim.
There is a short cut, you say, to a proper decision. Short cuts are often
dangerous and in yours you use the words inspired and produced as interchangeable terms. These words do not mean the same thing, and though to
you it might be a short cutout of a difficult or untenable position, the teaching of the Scriptures is that God inspired the holy men and they produced
the books. God inspired the epistles of Paul, but Paul produced them.
God not only inspired the writings, but all the work which they, as faithful
servants, did for Him.
He inspired the prophets to testify against the wickedness of their day as
well as to write for future generations. He inspired the prophets to preach
the Gospel as well as to write it, bat no where is it testified that they were
thereby rendered infallible, (No, but what about that they said?—Ed.). In
the case of Peter we find him on one occasion making a serious mistake by
countenancing the idea that the Gentiles must keep the law, and for which
Paul said I withstood him to the face, because he was to be blamed.
Now, while I do not believe that there were errors in the originals, I believe there was that which prevents us describing them as infallible. It is
that which brother Roberts describes as the natural (see Bradlaugh Discussion review, page 129). Now that which is natural is not infallible, at
least as I understand infallibility. If you think differently you are, of
course, at liberty to do so, but I think you exceed that liberty if you condemn me because I do not come up to your stnndard.
Bring forth your strong reasons and try to convict us but do not condemn
us or misconstrue our statements.
I thank you for offering to answer the questions I referred to and enclose
that and several other numbers of the Fraternal Visitor for I89O.
You will see by the November number that your article as copied in the
Christadelphian, was to a certain extent replied to. As to the many intelligent brethren who were so favorable to the article, it is an unfortunate circumstance that large numbers are favorable to anything {however misrepresentative) that tends to damage the reputation of the M isonic Hall brethren
or those represented by the Visitor. I am sorry to find brother Williams
among that number, for otherwise I consider him a most fair-minded
brother. I hope I have made my position quite clear; I tried to do so in my
last, and I think if the main contention of my letter had been kept in view,
those parts which were found fault with, would have been understood.
With love in the Truth, faithfullj* your brother,
JOHN GENDERS.
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EDITOR'S REPLY.

This letter, like the first, takes up much space on extraneous matters.
Much valuable time could be saved by sticking to the real issue. If you
write again, brother Genders, try to stick to the point instead of writing so
much about "persecutions" and the motives prompting them. You are not
now writing to the Scribes and Pharisees about their persecutions of Jesus,
to Paul as a persecutor, nor to fanatics, who "persecuted heretics" in bygone days. You are writing to brother Williams, and he has not persecuted
you nor those you are with. He did not write a single unkind word of
brother Lea. We simply called attention to the danger of his statement,
that "the most that can be said about the original Scriptures is affirmation
without evidence," a statement which you think was a slip of the pen, you,
perhaps, having some means of knowing that I have not. I took it as it was;
and for doing this you proceed to give me a lecture upon Scribes and Pharisees, persecution of heretics, etc., etc. One who is so sensitive about unkind
treatment should not indulge in classing his brethren among such bad men.
Now, brother, you have given vent to your feelings quite freely and if it is
sympathy you seek thereby I shall not begrudge it to you, but please spare
us a repetition and devote yourself to the real question upon its own merits.
Now to the question. Brother Genders says that brother Lea's statement
— "the most that can be said about the original Scriptures is affirmation
without evidence"—was an "apparent slip of the pen;" and that "it is unfortunate that brother Lea did not state what he meant in other words."
This is saying that by a "slip of the pen," brother Lea stated what he meant
in the words he used; but it is a pity he did not use other words to state
what he meant. Now it is his meaning we want, and it is not a question of
whether it is stated in one form of words or another. If it was a slip of the
pen, then why not admit that the pen did not write what he meant to write,
and that therefore he did not mean to say that "the most that can be said
about the original scriptures is affirmation without evidence." Admit this
and this matter ends at once. Will brother Lea and brother Genders admit
that the statement is a mistake? If so, the "three editors" may well be pardoned for taking the brother at his word, and they will, no doubt—I know
one of them will—accept the "slip-of-the-pen" explanation as a disavowal of
what the statement stated.
Brother Genders asks, "How is it that you, brother Williams, have put a
bad construction upon it (brother Lea's statement)"? Brother Genders, to
accept a statement as it is given is not to put a construction upon it. What
I say of brother Lea's statement is, that it is a dangerous mistake, and one
that leaves us with scriptures about which the most that can be said is affirmation without evidence.
But brother Genders forgets the "slip-of-the-pen" explanation and asks us
to believe that the pen wrote just what was intended, namely, That the most
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that can be said about the "parchment and ink" upon which and with which
the original Scriptures were written is affirmation without evidence. It was
the "parchment and ink" brother Lea had in mind! Brother Lea, what do
you think of this as a compliment? Was that debate you were writing of
about the "parchment and ink?" I must seriously confess that such an explanation of brother Lea's statement never entered my mind. If it had, and
if I could have thought that readers would have readily seen that the whole
dispute was about "parchment and ink," I would never have said a word.
Brother Genders, do you really think that what brother Lea meant to say
was not about what was written with ink on parchment; but that it was
about the parchment and ink? Well, then, let us revise the statement and
let it go at that. "The most that can be said about the parchment and ink
of the original scriptures is "affirmation without evidence." Let us take a
last look at it, blame that slippery pen and pity the penman and pass on^
fully convinced that brother Lea never said, never meant, never will say or
mean that the most that can be said about what was written with ink on
parchment as the original scriptures is affirmation without evidence.
Now we are ready for brother Genders' reasonable and truthful remark:
"The truths that were written therein were transferred to other parchments,"
etc. Yes, the truths, inspired truths "that were 'written therein" were transferred. Here we are at a meeting point. Let us drive a stake here, brother
Genders, believing that only truths were written therein, to be transferred?
and this will give us truths to start from the God-inspired source with—a
"pure spring," and whatever may be found of a questionable nature in copies
we shall know came from pens of copyists.
I fear brother Genders is too extravagant when he says, "So confident am
I that God has protected the Bible in all its translations and copies, that I
have no need to base my faith on something which we do not possess."
Here is a confidence which may well be transferred to the originals because
we know they were God-inspired; but the "protection" brother Genders
has confidence in is difficult to see in view of some errors having crept in,
especially in view of one remarkable interpolation—I. John v: 7.
Again I say, "Brushing aside all foreign matters, the question is, Were the
original Holy Scriptures wholly inspired of God?" To this, brother Genders reples, "If you mean that they were Spirit directed, verbally inspired,
or absolutely infallible, I would answer, that your claim is not sustained by
evidence. If you mean that the writers were inspired to convey the ideas
and meanings God intended them to convey, I would answer, yes. I believe
they were wholly inspired, though I would prefer the scriptural expression,
(I Tim. iii: 16; Heb. i: 1; II Pet. i: 21.)". The words "verbal" and '-dictated" I did not use. I used a scripture word, "inspired;" it is the fact 1 am
pleading for, not any theory as to the modus operandi by which the fact was
produced. The fact is the existence of such scriptures originally given free
from error in their declarations. I am not quibbling about whether the ink
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or parchment were perfect; nor whether every writer used a perfect diction
Can unknown quantity) in his declarations. Do not cloud the question with
these unimportant matters, brother Genders, the question is, Were all the declarations true—perfectly true? Did God so inspire the writers as to secure
truth in what they wrote? Peter's diction might not be as good as Paul's;
but both could write truth by divine inspiration regardless of their diction.
• Let there be no theorizing about how the end was secured ; but let there be
a frank confession that the end secured by inspiration was truth and nothing
but truth. Let each person have his own theory as to the modus operandi by
which God delivered scriptures that were true, without error or mistake in
what they declared ; but let not that theory cloud the fact of truthfulness.
Brother Genders says he prefers the scriptural expressions in I Tim. iii: 16;
Heb. i: 1; II Pet. i: 21. Very well, let us examine these. Second Timothy
is meant, doubtless. It says of the "Holy Scripture" (verse 15), "All scripture
is given by inspiration of God." The second passage says, "God, who in
sundry times and in divers manners spake in times past unto the fathers
by the prophets, hath in these last days spoken unto us by his son." The
third passage reads, "For prophecy came not in old time by the will of man:
but holy men of God spake as they were moved by the Holy Spirit." Here
we have in brief what the Scriptures claim as to their own origin.
1.—They are Holy Scriptures, and all given by inspiration of God.
2—They are what God in sundry times and divers manners spake in times
past by prophets and afterwards by His Son, and of course by his apostles.
3—The prophecy came, not by the will of man, but holy men spake as
they were moved by the Holy Spirit.
All this is true of the original Scriptures and this is what we may know,
based upon this and other evidence, of those scriptures, and therefore we
need not see the original parchments to know these truths of them—they are
God-inspired ; they are what God spake ; they are what holy men spake by
being moved to so speak by the Holy Spirit. Now, brother Genders, do not
blind your eyes with "parchment and ink," nor with "dictated" and "verbal,"
nor with any theory as to how God "inspired," "spake,"or "moved." Admit
that He did inspire, speak and move, and that since He could net, did not
inspire, speak or move a single one to make a single error or mistake, and
that,
Therefore the original Scriptures were, all of them, a record of truth
revealed and a truthful record of declarations and facts.
If you ask me what advantage there will be in this admission, since it is
about documents not in our possession, I answer, The advantage is in the fact
that it confidently, frankly and unreservedly declares that what God "inspired," "spake" and "moved" must necessarily be the truth and nothing but the
truth, and herein we shall have a "pure spring," and you and I can stand here in
this twentieth century and declare upon evidence that is an impregnable rock,
that whatever errors may be found in copies, not a single one of them was in
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the original; and so God's work will have///// credit for truth, and the blame,,
where blame is necessary for errors in copies, will be placed upon erring man,
You say "it is a dangerous proceeding to strain even a point or two."
Read the context in which I wrote of ''straining a point a point or two" and
you cannot object. But there is no need of straining a point to say,
i-—God is infallible and cannot lie.
2.—God inspired the original Scriptures, and therefore they must have
been.inspired to declare absolute truth.
3.—God "spake" through prophets and Christ, therefore that, all of that,
which was spoken was absolutely true.
4.—God "moved holy men," by the Holy Spirit to write what they wrote,
and therefore all that they wrote was free from error and mistake—absolutely
true. Admit this and the dispute is at an end.
You are mistaken, brother, when you say that in my article of 1890 I
"charged those whom you (I) was opposing with denying the infallibility of
God." I made no charge. I quoted correctly from the writings of some
who said that all the Scriptures were inspired of God, but that inspiration
did not secure infallibity. I showed that, while the writers did not intend to.
represent God as fallible, to say that He inspired writings, but that His inspiration did not secure the infallible truth of these writings would logically
lead to the conclusion that God was the author of fallibe, erring scriptures.
What you say about things being created is not to the point, though created
things were "very good" at "the spring." We are not discussing about
created things, we are discussing about statements, declarations, revelations,
narratives, which are either true or not true.
Now as I run over brother Gender's article and see many very unkind insinuations, and that he is constantly striking at his brethren and complaining of
bad treatment, a proceedure which largely hides his real contention, it really
appears as if he were pleading for sympathy, more than for the real truth of
the question at issue. If there is further contribution there must be no more
of this; for this is a two-sided thing and complaints without end could be
mutually multiplied. So far as I am concerned, I can soon forget all complaints on both sides if we can agree upon the real issue. I am not altogether
discouraged, even if the little encouraging statements have to be picked out
here and there from a mass of other matter. Here is a remark that we
might copy and emphasize; "Now while I do not believe that there were
errors in the originals, I believe there was that which prevents us describing
them as infallible." This would have been more encouraging if it had said,
"I do not believe that there were errors in the originals." The last part of
the statement clouds it. But since the brother does not believe that there
were errors in the originals, he must believe they were wholly true. If they
were wholly true, they were perfectly true and infallibly true; and therefore
that which prevents the brother from describing them as infallible is something outside the question of their truth, which may be some supposed im-
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perfection in the parchment and ink, or the diction, or what not, all of
which is not worth talking about. It is the matter of absolute truth we
are after.
Now to close up the matter I will put a question or t w o :
i.—Will you accept your statement without reservation and withoul
exception in the following form : "I do not believe that there were errors
in the originals"?
2.—Why do you not believe there were errors in the originals, or upon
what grounds do you base your non-belief?
3.—Could you say the same of any other original manuscript that ever
existed of any book of human authorship?
Now allowing every man to believe as he likes about the perfection or
infallibility of the diction, the parchment and the ink of the original Scriptures ; leaving all out of consideration except the matter of their truthfulness, I will submit a proposition to you, brother Genders, and all with you.
Do you believe God "inspired," "spake" through, and "moved" the
writers of the original Scriptures to give us a record of revealed truth,
and nothing but truth, and a truthful, and nothing but a truthful, record
of all the facts related therein ?
You are mistaken, brother Genders, in saying that my article of 1850
was replied to. It was not. All that the editors of the Trt's't>f did was to
evade the article by saying that the editor was publishing the ADVOCATE
for financial profit, and that he was ignorant- a specimen of unfairness
exceeding any thing you can ever, by any construction, put upon anything
I have ever written. But I have not kept up an incessant complaint.
What is the use? So long as we are in this state of things, sin's flesh will
manifest itself, and so we must correct each other and bear with each other.
So far as this unfairness of the editors of the \isitor towards me is concerned, I will soon show you how lightly 1 esteem it, if we can ever agree
upon the real issue in the case. I thank you for copies of the I 'isitor.
THE "VISITOR" QUESTIONS ANSWERED,

In the ADVOCATE for Nov., 1901 brother Genders asks, "Are you prepared to give a straight forward reply to the questions asked by brother
Hadley, page 197 F . V. July 1890?
Now that he has kindly sent me a copy I am prepared to reply. The
questions are as follows, put to brother Roberts :
1.—If the inspiration of the Bible did ensure this kind of infallibility, can
you so demonstrate such infallibility on a detailed examination of passages
and reasonable objections, as that you may plead that any fair-minded and
attentive person must be convinced?
2.—If a man believes and obeys the gospel and receives the Scriptures
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as of Divine authority, without being able to solve the question of whether
the inspiration of the writers rendered them infallible in the minutest particular ; can you demonstrate that apostolic teaching requires that he be excluded from fellowship?
Before answering the first question we must settle the hypothetical part
of it—-"If the inspiration of the Bible did insure this kind of infallibility."
The "if" here suggests one question : Did the inspiration of the Bible insure
this kind of infallibility ? And the words "this kind of infallibillity" suggests the question : What kind? These two suggested questions must be
answered before an answer can be given to our readers that will be clear.
Now as to the "if" question, I would answer that the inspiration of the
Bible did insure an infallible record of truth and the truthful record of
facts ; and if any one will say it did not, he thereby declares that the inspiration of the Bible did not insure an infallible record of truth, and a truthful record of facts ; in which case we should have a Bible not to be depend,
ed upon, and the varacity of inspiration would be questioned. As to "this
kind of inspiration," we would say that it is what is and must be the kind
that ensures a record of truth and a truthful record of facts because it is
Divine inspiration, and Divine inspiration cannot and will not inspire a
record of anything but truth.
Now with this explanation of the hypothetical and vague parts of the
question before the reader, I will answer the entire first question as follows.
The inspiration of the Bible did insure an infallible record of truth and a
truthful record of facts ; and I can demonstrate such infallibility by a de.
tailed examination of such passages as declare that God inspired the Scriptures, that He "spake by the prophets," and that He "moved holy men of
old by the Holy Spirit;" and the demonstration is in the fact that God cannot and will not "inspire," "speak" through or "move men to speak by the
Holy Spirit," anything but infallible truth. Any "fair-minded and attentive person" will accept this demonstration and must be convinced.
In answer to the second question, I would say, it is not clearly put, because
it seems to ask whether "the inspiration of the writers rendered them infallible in the minutest particular." There is no one claiming that inspired
men became infallible men by being inspired. It is not a question of what
the men were, but of what the men were inspired to write. Perhaps this
was what the editor of the Visitor meant to ask. If so, it would have
have been better if he had shaped his question thus :
If a man believes and obeys the gospel and receives the Scriptures as of
Divine authority, without being able to solve the question of whether the
inspiration of of the writers rendered what they wrote infallibly true in the
minutest particular ; can you demonstrate that apostolic teaching requires
that he be excluded from fellowship?
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In answer to this I would say, I would not refuse fellowship to such a
one for his inability "to solve the question," whatever this may mean, if
his ability and his confidence enabled him to declare his belief in the Divine
authority of the Scriptures, and that the inspiration of the writers was such
as to insure truth and nothing but truth. There are many who have implicit confidence in the absolute truthfulness of the original Scriptures, who
have not made the matter one of detailed phylosophical study. These are
not the persons to complain about. But when men declare even the possibility of some of the errors contained in the copies having been in the
originals, it is then that the Divine authority and inspiration of the
original Scriptures is either limited, or the absolute truthfulness of Divine
inspiration is called in question ; and this is surely a most serious matter
affecting fellowship.
Bro. Genders, I thank you for two copies of the new "Children's
Magazine," by brethren Lea and Potter ; also for the leaflet, "The Christadelphian Faith." I have had time only to glance over the former ; but I
have read carefully and with pleasure the latter. In answer to your question, "How does this compare with your treatment of his (brother L's)
words?" I would say, The question is, rather, How does this compare
with his own words? What he writes in the tract concerning- the Bible is
good and true ; but if the Bible he speaks so well of is in that uncertain
condition that of its originals, "the most that can be said is affirmation without evidence," how then? But what is the use of your complaining about
my "treatment of his words" when you now confess they were "a slip of
the pen?" This tract is not a slip of the pen ; you say his statement was.
Then the former is not to be harmonized with the latter, any more than
my "treatment" is. It is for you to harmonize that "slip of the pen" with
the tract if you can.

THE EDITOR'S TOUR.
(Continued from page 14.)

wns the railway station for Palermo, and upon our arrival there
brother Page was waiting to take us to his home on his farm about twoand-a-half miles from the station and one mile from the small town of
Palermo. The weather was quite cold and in our work at Palermo and Bronte,
towns about four miles apart, we would have considerable carriage riding.
Brother Tolton, who knows from experience all about such traveling, had anticipated this and in coming to Preston had kindly and thoughtfully brought, not
Paul's cloak from Troas, but a large overcoat, to be worn over an overcoat, of his
own from Guelph—just such a coat as suits the rigid winters of the north. This
protected us from cold and the rides were enjoyable and healthful. An agreeable
surprise upon our arrival at brother Page's was to find that sister Page was one
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whom we had met many times in Guelph and Doon in years past, when sfie fivedf
the {shall I say lonely?) life of singleness, bat now she was enjoying the happiness
of union with a most kind and affectionate husband. Here, too, was one of her
sisters, Miss Kosenbnrger, of whom there are several in the Truth, sister Trow,
of Stratford, sister H. Cole, of Doon, and sister David Cote, of Niagara Palls,
and sis!er Watson, of Gait. Our visit with the Page family was very enjoyable,
and it rejoiced my heart to see the satisfaction the presentation of the Truth
afforded brother Page. Two lectures were given in Palermo, which stired much
Bible talk. The most influencial and intellegent people of the neighborhood were
in attendance and were very respectful and seemingly much interested; but there
we must leave it, so far as results are concerned. On the last night, after the
lecture, we were kindly invited to supper by Mr. and Mrs. Smith, whe were quite
interested in what seemed to them a new way of viewing the Bible. Mrs. Smith
was desirous of having her brother helped out of a difficulty that had troubled
him very much—'to understand the Trinity, tits difficulty was what the clergy
themselves call a "mystery"—how there e;iu be three co-equal Gods and yet only
one God. We advised the gentleman to eeas-e trying to harmonize a palpable
absurdity with a so called mystery. There was no mystery about it, only in name,
for it was a contradiction of terms. The gentleman seemed relieved, and lie and
Mr. and Mrs. Smith were among those who came from Palermo to Bronte to attend the lectures there and to present further questions to be answered publicly.
AT BROSTE.

The brethren of the neighborhood meet every first day, and here we had the
pleasure of meeting brother Morris and others who help brother Page keep the
light burning. Brother and sister Biggs, of Burlington, drove up, a distance of
seven miles, and sister Chart, of Doon, who was visiting at Hamilton, came with
them, and so we bad quite a little company at the breaking of bread on the Sunday. Two lectures were given in Bronte and the attendance was good and the
people somewhat excited as well as interested. A number of questions were
asked and answered and we left some in groupes still in the heat of discussion
over what they had heard. Brother Tolton arrived at Palermo soon after we did
and remained with us, helping in many ways at the two places. He had come to
accompany us to Trout Creek, and with his accurate knowledge of the route and
the railroad time tables, we had a guide and a guardian in whose hands there
was no cause for anxiety and care of details on our part. We bid adieu to sister
Page and Miss Rosenburger and are off with brother Page for the Bronte station,
where we must say good bye, and take train for
TORONTO.

Brother Tolton had been in Toronto the week before and had arranged with
brother W. II. Hardy to meet at a restaurant for lunch, where we could have an
hour's chat between the arrival of our train from Bronte and the departure of the
train for Trout Creek. The plan worked well; and now brother Hardy had
another nice little arrangement to be carried out upon our return through Toronto from Trout Creek. We should have about three hours at our disposal, and
the arrangement was to spend the time in a sort of informal meeting of brethren
and sisters at the home of brother and sister Winstanley. After a refreshing
lunch and a pleasant chat of one hour with brother Hardy we are off for
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TROUT CREEK.

T began to think about the North Pole and to wonder whether I should be able
to endure the severity of a more northern climate than I had ever been in before,
for I had experienced a degree of over thirty below zero. But here was that big
coat in reserve, which made me feel quite brave; and, then, too, brother Tolton
had been there before and knew all about it. We passed through a country
which had charms in its very roughness. Muscoka I had for many years heard
much about in Canada during my travels in times past. It had been fixed upon
my mind as a line farming country; but dear me, while I admire the courage, I
I must pity the plight of a poor man going up among the rocki? and into "the
bush" of Muscoka to clear off land for a farm. But after all man is a patient,
persevering and hardship-enduring creature. While I was thinking of the "grubbing," the blasting of rock, the "log-rolling," the brush-clearing and burningall to be followed by an extraordinary effort to dodge a plow around stumps, and
sometimes to be sent into the air, and the holder with it, unless he were an adept
at the job and kept a most careful and persistent watch—while this picture of the
"sweat of thy face" was brought vividly before me, my mind scanned the great
illimitable prairie of the West, with their virgin soil unincumbered by rocks and
stumps and bush, and ready for the plow to do its work, with no danger of its
holder being sent heavenward without his consent. But then, there are hardships there, too, and pioneer life is rough in all lands and in every clime.
Arriving at Trout Creek the brethren Trussler are at the station to meet us,
and we are soon at home with brother and sister Thos. Trussler, with whom we had
visited years ago in Ayr, Ont. In their very faces we could read the tale of life's
hardships in the cold and barren North, Trout Creek is in the Parry Sound District. It is a small, roughly laid out town in the woods. When we have said its
surroundings are a "lumber country" I think we have said all, so far as its yielding powers are concerned, unless, indeed, its redeeming qualities lie deep beneath
its rough and defiant surface; and it may yet turn out to be a mineral country of
great richness. Two of the Trussler brethren, strong, rugged and lively, seem to
have formed the right estimate of the resources of the country; so they have a
"Lumber Camp" with from fifty to a hundred men employed, some in the woods
"in camp," others in the saw mill and lumber yard in town, and still others in a
general merchandise store. They have made, they are making and the prospects
are they will make much money; but look out, my brethren, that yon do not become servants instead of masters of wealth. Remember the words, "How hardly"
etc, and do not forget that "man shall not live by bread alone." Now, perhaps I
am taking liberties I ought not; but the brethren Trusslers know my meaning
and my intentions.
The four lectures in Trout Creek were not largely attended; but perhaps a3
largely as could be expected for the size of the town and for the element likely to
inhabit frontier towns. However, a duty was done to God and his glorious cause
and therein is a sense of satisfaction. One cold day Mr. Dore, husband of sisttr
Dore, drove in from his farm with a "cutter" and kindly invited brother Tolton
and me to go out to his home. I hesitated for a moment, but here were robes in
abundance and a spirited team of horses and a jolly, stout, healthy, honest-faced
gentleman to take us in charge, so what was there to fear? Off we went, up and
down, rough and smooth—but more of the former—through the woods and over
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roads that to people used only to city life would be appalling. It was good exercise and we enjoyed it, especially the good appetite it gave for a good dinner
provided by our kind-hearted sisters Dore, senior and junior.
I think Mr. Dore said he had about six hundred acres of—I was going to say
land—of country there. I confess it had the appearance of greater prosperity
than any place I had seen in that country. But here was a stout, strong man,
and half a dozen rugged ones the very picture of health. How could even the
roughness of that defiant country stand before such stalwart strength and vigor?
But they were preparing to move out and go north-west to Alberta where forerunners had prepared for their coming and whence good reports had returned.
Sister Dore is a daughter of our late brother Campbell, of Tiverton, Ont., who
during his life waa a warm friend of the ADVOCATE. Wherever sister Dore may
go she will take the truth with her. She seems to enjoy frontier life and the
family is a happy one—except for the same old and sad tale, the grim monster
death had found them even in the thick woods and robbed them of a son upon
whom sister Dore's heart had been set, and the memory of whose death evoked
burning tears. What is life, but a span, an inch or two of time. Let us use it
while God's mercy allows it, and then a life without end and free from sorrow
and pain will be our great reward.
The time had come to depart from Trout Creek and wend our way southward.
Our train was due from North Bay about seven o'clock in the morning. We were
at the station in time, but to be disappointed by the news that the train was
three hours late, a snow storm having been the cause. When it did come it was
not to catch up lost time but to add more to it. Graventiurst is on the road we
were on and from there brother Hagley had written us before we left home that
he would like to meet us, if only for fifteen minutes, which was the time our
train would stop at that station. We had advised him of the lime of our passing,
and sure enough there he was, late as we were and cold as was the weather. A
hurried exchange of a few words was all that was possible. We gathered from
the brother's remarks and from letters received that he is not in harmony with
us on the free life theory and on the inspiration question, and we are sorry there
was not time for an effort to correct whatever error the brother is in, though, of
course, lie will not be willing to admit that he is in error. Well, he knows our
position, which we know is the true one, in saying which there is no egotism, but
a conviction based upon invulnerable evidence. If he will send us questions
bearing directly upon what he conceives to be the difference they shall have careful and brotherly treatment at our hands.
As we tediously wend our way southward brother Tolton and I are complaining of the disappointment of having our Toronto arrangement spoiled by the
lateness of our train; for not only had the three hours due us in Toronto been
stolen from us, but an hour or so added to it; and instead of the pleasure of a
meeting with the brethren, we were put to our wits end to find trains from Toronto to Guelph, for brother Tolton, and to Hamilton for me. Late as it was,
however, upon our arrival at Toronto, there were quite a number of brethren and
sisters waiting, and expressions of mutual regret were all there was time for before our trains would be off. The time had now come for me to say good-bye to
my kind and careful guide and guardian, brother Tolton, as well as to the Toronto brethren, he to go to his home and I to Hamilton. Toronto was not included in the up-and-be-doing movement so far as having lectures was coacerned.
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Just why I do not know, and so long HA there is no personal or doctrinal reason I
am not much concerned about it, which there was not if we are to judge from
the friendliness of those whom we met at the station.
Sister Williams had sufficiently recovered to go from Berlin to Hamilton,
where I was to meet her and we were to go on to Niagara Falls that night. But
our delay had spoiled that arrangement and I telegraphed her that we would be
compelled to stop at Hamilton that night and go on to the Falls in the morning.
I had to take the Canadian Pacific railway route instead of the Grand Trunk,
but upon my arrival at Hamilton there was brother A. E. Williams awaiting me
at whose house sister Williams (my sister Williams) was then in the kindly
hands of brother Williams' sister Williams -no relation in the flesh, but better,
in the bonds of the Truth. There, too, was sister Chart, who is a sister to sister
Williams and to our up-and-be-doing brother Chart. We had a pleasant visit
from brother and sister Kerwin and their daughter, sister Morgans. In the morning we had to be off early for Niagara Falls, and doing our best we would be a
little late for the meeting for breaking of bread. Brother Frank Cole met us at
the station at Niagara Falls, Ont., and hurried us out to the home of his father
and mother, brother and sister David Cole, where the meeting was awaiting our
arrival. The familiar faces of brother and sister Cooper, of Buffalo, N. Y., met
us there and there was a goodly little band present to remember the death of our
absent Lord and to hope and pray for his glorious coming. One good brother
was present who, having been misled by false reports, had hoped to have a short
interview with us before the breaking of bread, but our lateness hindered it and
he refrained from partaking of the memorials. Honestly, manly and brotherly,
however, he presented his case afterwards face to face, and when the whole
ground of the late controversy had been gone over he was satisfied and all were
happy. Two lectures were given in Niagara Falls, Out., and the interest manifested was quite encouraging.
BUBT.INGTON.

Brother Biggs, of Burlington, when at Bronte expressed a wish to have the two
lectures he had heard, delivered in Burlington. Brother Tolton communicated
with brother Cole, and by dropping one lecture from Niagara Falls vie were able
to meet brother Biggs' desire, though we had to double our track to do it. The
meetings at Burlington were not well attended, but several brethren and sisters
were therefrom Hamilton, and the Palermo and Bronte brethren were there in
force, brother Joice,of Bronte, accompanying them. He is a Captain on the lakes
and was not at home when wevisited Bronte, so our return to Burlington afforded
us this pleasure. We were kindly cared for in the home of brother and sister Biggs,
and our visit was not without profit to those within, whether it will prove of
benefit to those wiihout or not. Back we go again to Niagara Falls. The time
had now arrived to move on to Buffalo, and to the disappointment of the brethren and sisters at Buffalo, Rochester and Elmira, we had to leave sister Williams
behind, the weather not being such as to make it safe for her, in her condition, to
go with us from place to place. Knowing that she would be in good hands left
with brother and sister Cole, we departed for
BUFFALO,

Brother Frank Cole accompanying us, where we were kindly cared for at the
home of brother and sister Cooper. The Truth has never found much real rest
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in Buffalo, and since the issue of that rediculous statement of faith begotten by
brother A. D. Strickler, which has become famous for its odity, matters are
worse; and a very accrimjonous spirit seems to be the natural outgrowth of the
revengeful theory of the yiew statement. The ecclesia generally, perforce of circumstances, went with brother Strickler in the disturbance arising from the warring
brethren, some conditionally, for a time; some satisfied, others not satisfied.
But brother and sister Cooper stood on the old foundation and could not compromise with "another gospel," of condemnation to the second death for sins of
ignorance and of childhood, a condemnation imposed by coming to a knowledge
of the glad tidings; neither could they give countenance to the heresy that the
sacrifice of Christ had nothing whatever to do with the condemnation which came
upon all men by Adam's sin. So, in company with brother and sister Short, of
Lockport, they have met to remember our Lord's death as that sacrifice which
constituted the one offering for sin which cleansed Christ from Admic uncleanness and which will cleanse his people, first legally, at baptism, and second)
physically when the "redemption of the body" shall be realized.
"They shall put you out of the synagogue" was what the Saviour said awaited
his faithful followers at the hands of the Pharisees, among whom and their successors we naturally expect such treatment. But alas, when we are so treated
by professed brethren. But "by their fruits ye shall know them." Brother
Cooper applied for the use of the hall in which the Strickler party meets, it seeming to be the only convenient place for the lectures in South Buffalo, inte ding,
of course, to pay the landlord the usual rent and not intending to interfere with
the rights of any others who may have the hall rented for stated times. But while
they were not "put out," they were kept out. It happened, however, that in this
free country and in this age of freedom of speech when Rome's methods have
lost their power, but not their evil will, there was another hall, and a beautiful one it, was, within convenient distance, and there was found an open door for
the Truth in the two lectures we gave. Of course the audience was small. It
is nearly always so in Buffalo and it was to be expec ed it would be more so under
the present condition of the Truth's affairs. Still there were a few and they were
interested and the effort was not without encouragement. Some who had remained with the Strickler party conditionally came to brother Cooper's to talk
matters over. Among them were those who expressed satisfaction with the
interview, and others who declared theiv intention to make a caretul investigation for themselves as to the real status of the case. Let us hope that all will
extricate themselves from association with a delusion which completely nulifies
the true gospel of salvation. If we pay the Adamic penalty ourselves by literal
or "equivalent death," then all that Christ's death did for him was what ours
does for us; in which case how did Christ die for us? If our salvation is from
the penalty of the second death which comes upon us by learning the gospel, since
Christ did not die the second death where shall we find the death that will redeem? Suppose Christ did not have to die to pay the Adamic penalty for himself,
as it is alleged we have to pay for ourselves, would his dying the Adamic death
redeem us from the penalty of the second death? Flee this confusion, brethren,
and "touch not the unclean thing."
(To be Continued.)

The Truth must never be allowed to be monopolised by a family or a faction.

EDITORIAL.

Cbe Christadelphian
FEBRUARY,

190ii.

THE STIMULUS OP AN IDEAL.

- HERZL, in his speech before
the fifth annual Congress at
Basle, Switzerland, pointed out that
the reason of the failure of all movements in aid of the emigration of Jews
to new countries, such as the United
States and Argentine, was lack of an
ideal, there being nothing to hope for
except the betterment of individual and
domestic life, and this only in the sense
of food and raiment.
It is a fact that men who are men
can never learn to be content with food
and raiment alone. When the inspired
Apostle enjoined contentment with
food and raiment it was in view of, and
based upon, the fact that the people he
addressed had an ideal.
An ideal is what may be called a
plan, a theory intended or hoped to
be materialized or resolved into substantial fact.
The excellence of Zionism is that it
is an ideal that not only promises the
Jew a betterment of his condition in
respect to the necessities of life; but it
promises a gratification of that inbred,
ceasless hope which centers in the land
of bis fathers under a constitution that
will give scope to patriotism. Whether
Zionism succeed in yielding its promised blessings or not, it is an ideal,
fraught with a power to fan the flame
of Israel's hope and long desire; and
this is the reason it meets with such
enthusiastic indorsement.
There are many ideals among men
individually, socially, religiously and
politically, which begin and end in
idealism. There is really, in the universal, comprehensive sense, only one
ideal that will be resolved into a glorious fact and far exceed in its fruits the
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most sanguine hope and expectation of
man. That ideal is the Truth.
The Truth, the Gospel, brethren, is
our ideal. It is not a human conception; for the eye of the natural man
could not see nor the ear hear, neither
could it enter into the heart of man to
conceive such an ideal. It is a Divine
plan, a glorious purpose designed by
Him who is able to fulfill it in all its
delicate intricacies, beauties, powers
and universal blessings for the creature
and its honor to the Great Creator.
This ideal is an inexpressibly sublime
one. It meets all good requirements,
and it is sure and certain to succeed, to
the joy and delight of a few of earth's
millions, in spite of the opposition and
ingratitude of many of them. It has its
difficulties, for there is nothing in this
evil state that has not. But it is grand
enough and powerful enough to surmount all difficulties—yes, even now,
in the mind and hearts of those who
have put their hand to the plow determined never to look back.
The famous hero of the battle of
Santiago declared at the finish that
"there were honors enough for all."
We know the kind of honors in that
case; but the remark is a good one for
us. In our ideal, in our cause, in our
hope, there are honors enough for all,
and there is no need—no room—for a
spirit of envy, strife and jealousy. If
this spirit exists it is because the possessors are repeating history in "omitting the weightier matters of the law"
and in "straining out gnats and swallowing camels." Shall our glorious
cause he hampered, shall our banner
be rent, shall our soldiers be thrown
out of the ranks and abused and defamed by a condescension to quarrels
about the most insignificant details,
when we have a cause, an ideal, a plan
so transcendently beautiful, glorious
and powerful as the Truth ?
There is honor enough for all, yes,
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now and hereafter. It is not honorable
to turn from the beautiful picture of
the artist to fret and fight and sulk
about a small scratch in the frame. It
is the smallest of smallness that will do
such a thing. Let the honorable and
the noble-minded admire the picture,
let them magnify and praise and honor
and bless the ideal, and let them not
stoop to trifles, but press on, press on,
fearless and dauntless in that confidence which leaps for joy before the
words, "I will never leave you nor forsake you."
We do not know just where Elijah
is. We do not know juat what would
have become of Adam had he not sinned. We do not know how the saints
will go to the place of judgment. We
do not know who among the Gentiles
God will raise from the dead. We do
not know whether their punishment is
on one side the grave or the other—
there are many things we do not know;
but the ideal, the great and glorious
plan of salvation, we do know, and can
rejoice together, work together, pray
together, hope together in heralding its
gladsome news to the perishing, in administering its comforts and consolations to the suffering, in strengthening
and encouraging the weak and the
faltering. There's room enough for all;
there's honor enough for all; there's
work enough for all, both now and
hereafter. With such an ideal to inspire our hearts in love and to move
our hands to work and our feet to run,
let no one condesend to strive and quarrel and abuse and defame because it is
not clearly revealed as to where and
when punishment frill find a few already punished in the loss of the realization of the grandest ideal; but let
every one keep the search-light focused
upon the ideal and let him wait and
work and hope till its realization shall
thrill his being with the ecstacy and
delight of a glorious immortality.

We thank brother Hall, of Corning,
N. Y., for a copy of the Saturday Globe
(Utica), with marks at articles, first on
the eccentricity of brother Barnes,
whose death we reported last month-,
and second, a speech by Kabbi .1. Leonard at Pittsburg, Pa. The Eabbi speaks
well of Christ as a man and as a Jew,
" one of the brightest spiritual gems in
the jeweled coronet of Jewish worthies," and "worthy to be coupled wrth
his greatest brother." But Jesus was
what he claimed to be or he was a deceiver, no half way about it. There can
be rio Jewish bargaining upon this
question. Of course the Rabbi's "blindness" is, as Paul says, "in part"—concerning Christ's first coming. He says,
"If the Jews do not accept Him as their
Messiah it is because He does not fulfill the conditions promised concerning
the Messiah. With Messiah's advent
war is to end, ignorance is to disappear,
brute force is to go, idolatry is to vanish, justice is to be universally established, peace is to be the possession of
all men. Until these conditions are
fulfilled the Messiah promised in the
Old Testament—and there is and can
be none other—will not have come.
SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

Writing upon matters in general our
esteemed brother James Laird incidentally says: "Austria is the sun of
the European heavens. Like the natural sun it has its rise, its progress
across the firmament, and its setting.
Of course it is a long time since it
shone in noonday power and splendorIts warming power and light have been
feebly felt in Europe for many yearsBut it still shines. It will continue to
shine until the "tribulation of those
days" be ended. The "tribulation of
those days" must be coeval with Israel's
displeasure and Jerusalem's downtreading, which in turn must be co-terminus
-with "The times of. the Gentiles." Now
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the times of the Gentiles are quite an
ascertainable period. They •will terminate in about ten or twelve years. You
may remember that Emperor William,
as a result of his conference with the
Czar, announced that the peace of
Europe was assured for ten years. The
Emperor of Austria, though over
seventy years, is still a hale man and
not unlikely to live for another decade.
His death may coincide with the expiry of the Gentile times, which would
mean the darkening or extinguishing
of the sun of the political system of Old
Europe. There is no direct heir to the
Austrian throne, and the most far-seeing statesmen are preparing for a great
change on Francis Joseph's death.
It will require about ten years to
achieve the immediate object of Zionism, which would then be ready to go
right on with the real settlement of the
land when the great upheval or change
takes place. The Gentile nations are
likely to be very prosperous for the remaining years of their times. Then
Israel's star will very rapidly be in the
ascendant. Their prosperity will advance wonderfully until 1927, or 1290
years from the Mahommedan conquest
of Palestine in 637, with a corresponding stringency of Gentile commerce and
industry. The accumulated,treasures
of Palestine would then be very great
and Russia, the poorest of the nations,
would find in the situation then present the favorable movement for the
completion of her destiny. I think the
situation thus outlined could be prepared in thirty years, certainly not in
less. Therefore there are many years
before Christ comes. As I have said
before, it is doubtful if either you or I
"or any of the Elders who over-lived
Joshua" will be alive at Christ's coming. There is therefore a work for you
to do to guard and defend the Truth
and help to keep alive the love of it as
much as you possibly can in the hearts

of the brethren. I believe that every
great revival of Truth from penticost
till today has travelled from the Ephesian state to the Laodicean. The
Christadelphian revival of Truth passed
out of the Ephesian State some time
before brother Robert's death, but its
happiest days were during the former
part of his eldership. Part of our wisdom consists in recognizing the times
we live in, in more senses than one.
The "influential" and "respectable"
part of the Truth's professors has always been the part that has corrupted
the truth and grown indifferent to its
requirements, "vested interest" and
"policy" have dethroned Truth's claims,
and usurped her exalted position. The
thing is seen in what is by some called
"headquarters" to-day and many a
weakly brother and sister is afraid to
open his or her eyes to see, and afraid
to speak in condemnation of wrongdoing in high places.
T H E POPE'S KINGLY CAIIRIAGES.—

Mr. W. E. Curtis, the able correspondent of R.cord-Herald (Chicago), writing
to his paper from Rome says: One of
the most pathetic sights in Rome to
the members of the Catholic church is
the large collection of gilded and painted coaches in the stable of the Vatican.
They run back in age for about four
centuries, the more luxurious of the
popes having vehicles constructed especially for them and according to their
tastes, like those to be seen in the imperial stables at Petersburg and Berlin.
The last of the carriages was made for
Pius IX. and was used by him almost
every week, because he loved to appear
before the people, and during the early
part of his pontificate was idolized by
them. But the pope has had no use for
such a carriage since 1870. He is theoretically a prisoner in the Vatican. The
carriages are kept, however, with a hope
that the time may come when there
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will be a need for them, and one can
imagine a stately procession emerging
from the long closed gates of that venerable structure, and the reception that
would greet it in the piazza of St.
Peter's.
THE JEWS AND THEIR AFFAIRS.
T H E KNIGHTS OF ZION.—The fam-

ous Dr. Emil G. Hirsch was the principal speaker at the convention of the
Knights of Zion, in Medina Hall,
Chicago, Jan. 5. In the course of his
address he said, "Prom the pale of
Russia to the sweat-shops of America
does not spell redemption to me. What
has America been to the Russian Jews?
Has it proved their salvation? Would
you have us call them from Russia and
Iloumania and elsewhere—some 7,000,000 starving, wretched Jews—to America? I should say do it if their coming
here would solve their problem."
I agree with you Zionists, that the
condition of 7,000,000 Jews iu Russia,
Roumania and other settlements is a
disgrace to civilization. The world is
stirred by accounts of the intense suffering among the women in the camps
in South Africa, herded together like so
many cattle by the British soldiers.
I have no doubt that the suffering is
intense and the hearts of the civilized
people are justly touched by the stories
of what they have to endure. But the
condition of the Jews in Russia is worse
than the worst of the suffering in South
Africa, and yet from one end to the
other of this big world not a voice in
their behalf is raised or heard. Not
one single voice speaks in behalf of
7,000,000 of Jews. This is a sad commentary on the boast of progress and
civilization.
But I can fully understand it—they
are Jews. What matter if they suffer?
What concern is it of ours? They have
no guns to back them; no armored
ships to fight for them; they are only

Jews. They have suffered for eighteen
centuries; let their suffering go on.
This is a condition of affairs which
calls to Yieaven for justice and not
charity. I agree with you Zionists that
if these Jews feel they have no country they are justified iu trying to establish one. What place can they call
their own? They must do military service in Russia, and then the czar says
they are a source of danger to the
country. They are forced to pay blood
taxes.
I can understand that the country of
their fathers spells 'hope'; Palestine
means redemption; it makes their
hearts feel lighter. I can understand
why they cherish a plan which seems
to mean freedom, justice, manhood and
liber y for their deeendants. I agree
with you that if it would be possible to
emigrate from cruel Russia and cursed
Roumania it would be advisable.
If the Jews will learn to strike when
others are striking at them they will be
let alone. Let them feel our strength
and our power and then they will have
a wholesome fear of the Jewish fiat and
the Jewish kick.
I believe that Judaism has a task to
accomplish in this world. I cannot and
will not believe that the Jewish religion
has been exhausted. I am willing to
cast my lot with the Jews who are Jews
in religion, no matter what nationality
they belong to; the fact that an injustice is still done to Jews shows that the
world has not been entirely redeemed.
But I am nevertheless glad of the
Zionist movement; it has taught us a
lesson which we shall not forget.
Tell the miserable Jews iu the other
part of the world that we western Jews
have hearts for the suffering Russian
Jews; the same warm heart beats within the western Jews. Go ahead, liberate when and where you can, but let us
be governed in Palestine and out of
Palestine by the Jewish religion. Illus-

EDITORIAL

trate to the world the power, strength
and equality of Judaism. I, a nonZionist, pray for God's blessing upon
you to stifle the injustice and try to
bring in liberty for 7.000,000 Jews held
in slavery which compared to that of
Egypt was but a mere bagatelle."
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For some days the delegates from Itussia have been assembled. The Russian Zionists, represented by fifty-six
delegates, have had many important
sittings, under the presidency of Dr.
Kohan Berstien. The questions discussed have resulted In the formation
of two parties, one the young Zion, or
Our thoughtful and kind-hearted the theoretical party, the other called
brother J. J. Andrew, who constantly the Centre, or practical Zionists.
The party spirit was enhanced by the
keeps mostsensatively in touch with the
world's affairs in I heir bearings upon presence of large numbers of students,
our glorious hope, has sent us a copy of of boih sexes, who came long distances
The Jewish W.rld for Jan. 1902, which merely to hear at first hand what Congives a most interesting account of the gress was doing.''
fifth annual congress of the Zionists
TROLLY CAMS FROM CAIRO TO SIin Basle, Switzerland. How this wonderful movement gladdens the hearts of NAI.—Trolley cars are to displace the
God's people! It surely is the great patient, ass as a means of locomosign of our times. What zest it gives tion in the Orient. Cleveland and Chito our prayer when we utter the beauti- cago capitalists, incorporated as the
Cleveland Construe!ion Company, have
ful words:
been successful in negotiations with
"Pray for the peace of Jerusalem,
Signor J. P. Spanier of Home, Italy,
They shall prosper that love theo.
for concessions for electric lines from
1'eace be within thy walls, and
Cairo, Egypt, to Mount Sinai, and
Prosperity within thy palaces."
The welcome paper has come too late thence along the coast of the Red Sea
for to be copied from largely this month; through Syria and Arabia to Mecca. A
but next month we will give our readers branch is to connect Damascus with the
extracts. The reading of the report of system at Mount Sinai.
It is figured that the business during
the congress occupies half of a page of
a
single
one of the annual Mohammedan
the paper, the size of the page 10J-X12J.
In large black-faced letters are the pilgrimages to Mecca, whither it is the
words, "Fifth Zionist Congress—All pious duty of every Mohammedau to go,
Night Sittings—Exciting and Impres- will pay a handsome proiit on the cost
sive Scenes—Dr. Max Nordau's Great- of construction, the number of pilgrims
est Speech—Message from the Sultan-- being enormous. Letters received toThe Jewish Colonial Trust," etc. The day from Signor Spanier say that the
first despatch received by the World is Sultan of Turkey has granted an important part of the concessions for the
as follows:
Basle, Dec. 25.—Basle is again en fete. system.
Already trolly cars are running from
Wherever one turns the Zionist badge
Jerusalem
to Galilee, and the progress
meets the eye. The blue and white of the Zionistic
movement, with Jeruflag of regenerated Israel waves proudly salem as its center, promises a network
over the Congress Hall. Jews from of trolley lines centering there. The
every land and every clime, speaking Cleveland Construction Company is
working under an agreement to finance
almost every tongue, are proudly claim- all the undertakings if given the coning it as their own.
struction contracts. — Record - Herald,
The Congress has practically begun. Jan. 9.
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Children's

it is from ph' ntazrna, and means a
phantom, an illusion, a deception of
Devoted to questions arid answers, short letters by the
the eye, which superstitious people then
children, letters to the children, and extracts helpful
as now believed to be ghosts or "imto their instruction in the Scriptures.
mortal disembodied spirits." Such appirations may appear, as they do in
QUESTIONS.
phantom ships at sea, but they are not
Why does it say in Gen. xxii: 2, "spirits" in the sense superstition sup"Thine only son Isaac," while in Gen. poses, any more than phanthoin ships
xvi: 15. it says Ishmael was Abraham's are "spirits." A phantom may also be
son also, Ishmael being older than an image formed in the mind and supIsaac?
posed to be real, as in the case of a man
What do yon understand by the fol- who had in his mind an image of a pig
lowing: "Behold, the days come, saith upon his shoulder that he could not rid
the Lord, that the ploughman shall himself of. Of course there was no
overtake the reaper, and the treader of real pig there. The days of our Lord
grapes him that soweth seed; and the were days of superstition and frightenmountains shall drop sweet wine, and ed as were the disciples on the occaall-the hills shall melt." (Amosix: 13)? sion referred to, their imagination beELIZABETH M. HAKIMS.
came infl imed and memory and reason
Answer to 1st question.—Isaac was for the moment lapsed.
the only begotten son of Abraham by
his lawful wife. The law of God from
the beginning was that a husband
INTELLIGENCE.
should have but one wife—"They two
BRANTFORD,
joyous enshall be oi.e flesh." "Because of the thusiasm arousedONT.-The
and the forceful imhardness of the heart" of man after petus given to mutual
upbuilding among
the fall, the evil of more than one wife the little flock here, that
has been generwas permitted only, but it was not according to the law "from the begin- ated by the three eloquent and inspiring
ing." This is emphasized in relation lectures delivered by our gifted and well
to Abraham and Sarah in Gal. iv: 21-30. beloved brother Williams, and the stimuIsaac being a lawful son was the lawful lating of our untiringly zealous brother
heir; and by this fact a lesson of purity H. Tollon, of the up-and-be-doing movement, has caused a wave of inspiring
and consequent favor is taught.
that has swept over us, leaving
Answer to 2nd question.—The words, godliness
us
higher
up
in the Divine sphere, where
"The ploughman shall overtake the we can look back
clearer eye on the
reaper" mean a time of great fruitful- past with its manywith
and failures,
ness. The abundance of the fruit of and look forward tomishaps
the future with more
the lield will be so great as to prolong
the gathering till it is overtaken by the earnest desire to press forward, encourploughman for the seed of the next aged by the knowledge that the bond of
harvest. Travellers in Palestine have unity between those of like previous
reported that the vintage in some faith is stronger and more enduring. The
parts lasts from September to the mid- stirring and comfort-giving feelings were,
dle of November; and that the sowing however, suddenly dimmed and clouded
season begins at the close of October. by the shock of sister Jones' aad and unThis fruitfulness, literally and symboli- expected death on Dec. 27. at the early
cally, is what awaits the earth in the age of twenty-six years. Sister Jones
coming day of "'restoration of all things was formerly sister Orr, of Hamilton,
and had recently settled in Brantford.
spoken by the prophets."
Owing to poor health she was unable to
QUESTION.
to attend the meetings. She realized her
In Luke xxiv: 37-39, one would think condition a little while before the end
that there were spirits; and would you came and expressed her hope of an enplease explain it a little.
trance into the Kingdom. In the short
B. STANLEY HALL.
allotted to her she has been no
Answer.—The word "spirit" in the probation
in the Master's Vineyard, having by
passage is not, according to some Greek idler
and living example, instilled
texts, from the word that in the Greek preceipt
stands for spirit, which is pnenma; but into here sorely bereaved husband's heart

INTELLIGENCE.

and mind a knowledge of the glorious
Gospel of our Lord and Saviour Jesus
Christ: so that he is now desirous of being inducted into the all-saving name.
Thus, she "rests from her labors and her
works do follow her." Naturally we
grieve sadly and deeply her removal
from our midst, which has left a wide gap
in our small body where one is counted
so much more than in a larger ecclesia;
but through our sorrow gleams brightly
the sunshine of the glad consoling Godgiven promise, "Thy dead shall live.'
Aye, live, perfected, glorified emancipated forever from the trammels of sin's
grim power—live to worship the King in
the beauty of holiness in that house of
many mansions, the fair grandeur of
which eye hath not seen, ear heard, nor
the heart of man conceived. Our sister
was laid to rest Dec. 80, brother D. Tolton,
of Guelph, speaking words of encouragement to the brethren and sisters present.
We sorrow, not as others that have no
hope. Although almost a stranger here,
her kind disposition won a host of friends,
as shown by the many floral tributes of
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But He touches the drooping eyelids, and
placid the features grow.
Their foes may gather around and storms may
o'er them sweep;
But guarding them safe from danger, He
giveth his loved ones sleep.
All dread of the distant future all fears, that
oppress, to-day
Like mists that clear in the sunlight have
noiselessly passed away.
No call, no clamor, can arouse them from
slumber, so pure, so deep,
For only his voice can reach them, Who giveth
his loved ones sleep.
Weep not, that their trials are over; weep not
that their race is run;
God grant that we may rest so calmly, when
our work like their's is done;
Till then we would yield with gladness our
treasures to him to keeps.
And rejoice in the sweet assurance, He giveth
his loved ones sleep.

CHICAGO, ILL.—It affords us pleasure to report another as having entered
the race for eternal life, in the person of
Mrs. H. Hotchkiss, daughter of brother
J. Arnold, who, after giving evidence of
her knowledge of and belief in the Gospel
sympathy.
of the kingdom and things of the name of
Jesus Christ, was inducted into the sinYour brother in one hone,
covering name, in the appointed way, on
JOHN C. TAYLOR.
The following lines were selected by Jan. 12. May she so run as to attain to
our sister Wright, upon the death of sis- the prize that is set before us. Since our
last intelligence we have had with us at
ter Jones:
the Lord's table brother and sister Paul,
ASLEEP TN CHRIST.
Waterloo, la. Brother Paul lectured for
He sees when our footsteps and our hearts
us on Dec. 82, choosing as the ground for
grow week and faint;
He marks when their strength is failing and
hit discourse the 80th Psalm; other leclistens to each complaint.
tures have been, "The onLy true God and
He bids them rest for a season, for their pathhis Son Jesus Christ," brother J. Leask;
way has grown too steep
"A reasonable hope," brother E. Hardy;
And folded in fair green pastures: He giveth
"Zionism from a prophetic standpoint '
His loved ones sleep.
and "A city which hath foundations,
Like weary and worn-out children, that sigh
•whose builder and maker is God," brother
for the daylight's close,
He knows they oft are longing for home and
and its sweet repose;
So he calls them in from their labors, the
shadows around them creep,
And silently watching o'er them, He giveth
His loved ones sleep.
He giveth it oh, so gently, as a mother's will
bush to rest
The babe that she softly pillows so tenderly on
on tier breast.
Forgotten are now the trials and sorrows that
made them weep,
For with many a soothing promise. He giveth
His loved ones sleep.
He giveth it, friends the dearest can never
this boon bestow;

T. Williams.

J A S . LEASK, Secretary.

ELMIRA, N. Y—We heartily endorse
what hrother James Laird said in last
month's ADVOCATE, in regard to the up-

and-be-doing movement, and our part in
that movement can best be expressed by
the following quotation from his article:
"Brother Williams' visit was a time of
pure spiritual refreshing to our whole
ecclesia, who welcomed him with joy unfeigned and parted from him with genuine regret." Brother Williams gave
four excellent lectures to small audiences; but they were greatly enjoyed by
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those who hoard them. It is a pity that
such lectures could not have been given
to crowded houses. We are somewhat at
a loss to account for the small attendance,
for we adverti ed more than we ever did
before. Perhaps it was on account of the
nearness of the holidays, ox- perhaps it
was because we sailed under our true
colors as Chrlsta lelphians. Anyway, we
Know we have done our duty in trying to
have our "light" penetrate the surrounding "darkness."
Verily, " T h e light
shinoth in darkness; and the darkness
comprehendeth it not."' May brother
Williams be spared to do valient work
for the Truth," until the Master come,
for truly he is " a workman that noedeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing
the word of truth."
C T. SPENCEK, Secretary.
GALT, ONT.—Among the many recollections which crowd upon us, none
stands out with brighter prominence,
cone affords us such pleasant contemplation, as the remembrance of brother
Williams'recent visit and lectures. We
had just passed through a painful and
unexpected experience. A number of our
brethren and sisters, following the lead
of brother John P . Tolton, withdrew from
us. The cause of this deplorable situation is not easily ascertained.
The
alleged reason is, of course, doctrinal;
but as our position has remained the
same for years, and was understood by
the members of our ecclesia, it is not
sufficient, as the following question,
put to the writer will explain: "Will you
fellowship Thomas Williams ?" Upon our
replying in the affirmative they withdrew
as above explained. There is no doubt
that our identification with the up-andbi'-doing movement, and our intention to
have brother Williams-/ lectii'e here, was
the cause of the root of bitterness which
caused our brethren to manifest themselves. We would commend them to read
the following inspired words, "As many
as are led by the spirit of God, they are
the sons of God." While we deplore the
situation, for it has been a sad trial to us,
we are not driven from the path of duty.
Our des-ire to have a public proclamation
of the Truth was realized and we had the
pleasure of listening to two deeply interesting and instructive discourses; we
also had the support and encouragement

of brethren from Guelph, Berlin, Doon
and Preston. Our lectures were fairly
well attended and we had not only the
satisfaction of doing our duty with those
things entrusted to our care; but we experienced the truth of that motto, "We
cannot help others without benelltting
ourselves." We were doubly compensated for all our efforts in having the
priviledge and opportunity of listening
to the word of exhortation and to the
lectures, which our brother Williams is
so eminently qualified to give. The
thoughts which our brother expressed
caused our hearts to glow and our
thoughts to quicken with a stronger conviction, with a firmer determination that
no sacrifice will be too great, that no
obstacle will turn us aside from doing our
whole duty with those things that belong
unto God. We feel strong in the faith of
those things most surely believed among
us, and it is our intention, in a local way,
to continue the up-and be-doing movement. Wo have arranged for three lectures in January, our brethren from Innerkip, Berlin and Guelph, co-operating.
We sincerely hope, some may be att racted
to the exceeding great and precious
promises and become heirs of salvation.
We believe the time has arrived for the
ecclesias of this continent to be more
firmly joined together, that the identity
of interests which actuates every true
follower of Christ, should be more clearly
manifested. We realize if the Truth is a
living, vital force in a community, it is
through the efforts and co-operation of
the members of the ecclesia in its midst.
In order therefore to make the individual
effort more effective we require the cooperation of all the ecclesias. This can
only be done through organization. We
would suggest that some plan be adopted
whereby each ecclesia would contribute
a fund for the proclamation of the Truth,
and that a committee be appointed to
take charge of the fund, which would be
devoted to the interests of th > Truth.
This letter has already exceeded the
writer's intention, and yet we hardly feel
like closing this intelligence without
offering some reflections on the present
situation. We realize most fully the
cleavage which exists between the ADVOCATE and the Christadelphian, and how-

ever much, we may regret and deplore the
situation, we are face to face with the

INTELLIGENCE.
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Wood addressed the little company of
nine true believers. On Dec. 22, brother
Wood was invited to preside and after
reading part of our lesson for the day in
Zechariah and Kevelation, he gave us an
exhortation which was very much appreciated by all of us. We only regret
he could not stay longer with us, he being
called to Waterloo by telephone, to attend brother Ponton's funeral on Monday, Dec. 23. Our prayers are that he
may prosper and grow in knowledge and
wisdom and be kept in health and have a
safe return home. We are still striving
CATE. We had the pleasure of meeting
several of them last Sunday. We had a to walk in all the institutions of the Lord,
conversation with one of the oldest blameless, so that when our Lord comes
brethren in these parts, a brother who we may be found worthy of an abundant
entrance into the everlasting kingdom
has been in the Truth for upwards of
forty years, and who is familiar with all of our Lord and Saviour Josus Christ.
that has been written on the Truth since As we are upon the eve of a now year, it
the days of the Ambassador, and who brings to our minds many past events,
gives brother Williams his unqualified some of a very sorrowful nature and some
support. Another brother, who has been that we have great reason to rejoice over.
a consistent believer, for upwards of We rejoice greatly that we were, brought
twenty-five years, and who was referred to see the Truth through your instruto by brother Welsh, as, having "thrown- mentality, brother Williams. The Truth's
off the cloak of deception," stands where tonic has ever since kept up an appetite
he has always stood on these questions that makes us all the time hungry and
which are now termed "spiritual fog,'> thirsty for the bread and water of that
We are cast down, but not destroyed; life that knows no end. We are just as
we are still holding the exceeding great glad now as ever to have brethren and
and precious promises in the full assur- sisters visit us to question us and talk
ance of faith in God and the Lord Jesus over the grand truths of God's glorious
Christ who shall judge the quick and the kingdom. We are still as when we started out, knowing no retreat from the one
dead at his appearing and his kingdom.
Gospel thatPaul preached. We still hope
JOHN H. LAIKD.
and trust you will not have to suffer any
loss, that is by "hay. wood or stubble;"
GKEENE, IOWA.—We hope you are but that your work may be of "gold,
enjoying good health and that sister silver and precious stones" when the
Williams has fully recovered from her Lord comes to judge his people. As we
recent sickness. I wish to let the ADVO- have received the last number of the
CATE friends know how we are getting ADVOCATE for this year, it is past time
along. We are sorry to say that we have to send in our subscriptions for the year
lost the company of one of our faithful 1902, Tke ADVOCATE is our great support
members, sister Ida Boai having moved to keep the Truth before the true brethto Clarkfiold, Minn. But we are glad to ren everywhere. If many other, things
report the return of our much beloved fail, the ADVOCATE must be maintained
sister Sneath from her two years' visit at all hazards.
with her daughter, sister Smead, of
Yours truly in love and hope,
Washington, Ind. We are also very much
pleased to report a two weeks' visit from
GBO. E L L I S .
our very much esteemed brother James
liATBB.
Wood, of the Chicago Ecclesia. He met
It is with much sadness 1 write you of
with us at our meeting for breaking of the loss of our much beloved sister Ida
bread on Dec. 15; we also had with us Beal, who died near Clarkfleld, Minn.,
brother and sister Bruce, of Sheffield, last Wednesday night, Jan. 15th, at 9:30,
la. Brother Bruce presided at the Lord's of pneumonia, having been sick but a few
table; after reading Rom, viii, brother days. She with her husband and five

fact, that the ADVOCATE is discredited
and those who support it are alluded to
as the "latestdeparture from the Truth."
To the above we enter our most emphatic protest. Brother Walker replying to
E. H. C , in the current issue, expresses
sorrow for the spiritual fogs that prevail
in his country. We live in this country;
it may be we are included among those
•who are enveloped in the log. However
that may be, >ve are intimately acquainted with the brethren to whom he refers
as being under the influence of the ADVO-
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children, the youngest past four, and the
oldest about thirteen, removed from here
to Minnesota about seven months ago.
Our sister was about thirty-six years old
and had been in the Truth about seventeen years. She was a lover of the Truth
and very seldom absent from the Lord's
table on the h'rst day of the week. She
was brought to Greene for burial last
Friday night, the funeral taking "laee at
Mr. Geo. Scale's house. Brother Paul
was called by telephone from Waterloo
to speak at her funeral. The chapter
chosen for his remarks was Job xiv. He
spoke for about one hour and a quarter to
a large and attentive audience. Our
sleeping sister is a daughter of sister
Smead.of Washington, Ind., andagranddaughtor of sister Sneath, of this ecclesia. We all sorrow greatly for our beloved sister, but not as those who have
no hope. She died with a glorious hope
of a ressurection from the dead, We hope
with her that at that time we may be
found worthy of an abundant entrance
into the everlasting kingdom of our Lord
and Saviour Jesus.
Your brother in Israel's hope,
GEO. E L M S .

HAKVARD, ILL.—I have been informed that the brethren meeting in St. James
Hall, Leeds, England, have passed a
resolution similar to that in the New
Birmingham Basis, and issued a circular,
inviting the other meetings that comprise the Yorkshire Lecturing Plan to
do the same, eight in number. These
meetings refused to take such action, but
called a meeting of delegates from each
of these ecclesias to consider what was
best to do under these circumstances.
They finally agreed to adopt the Stockport resolution as found in the November
number of Christadelphian, 1900. and
which reads as follows:
"Stockford Resolution on Responsibility Intelligence, Kovember Christadelphian, 1900. That this ecclesia while refusing to dogmatize as to who will, or
will not bo raised for judgment, affirms
the right and justice of Deity in raising
whom he will for judgment and punishment, whether baptized or unbaptized
and will not admit to fellowship those
who deny this principle."
Those eight meetings, by their representatives, unanimously adopted the

foregoing, in which I heartily concur. I
am in the patient waiting the Lord's return.
Your brother in Christ,
J O S E P H SOOTHILL, Sr.

[This is the old platform, and is exactly
the position of the Chicago ecclesia; but
it has been refused by the Christadel
phian; which witl have nothing but division unless the "amended" statement is
accepted.—EDIIOB.]

HYE BLANCO COUNTY, TEXAS.—
To the brethren of Christ scattered
abroad: Since our last report we have lost
by death one of our oldest members, our
old and beloved sister, M.M. Colbath, sister Landrum's mother. She died on the
last day of October, in her seventy-sixth
year. She had been a faithful member of
the body of Christ at this place for twenty
years; she was the mother of ten children,
five boys and five girls, all now living to
mourn her death. She lived to see five of
them obey the Truth, as follows: Sisters
L. E. Landrum, L. T. Dodd, J, II. White.
W. H. White, and brother Colbath. She
went home with brother W. H. White to
Oklahoma from the gathering last August, and was taken sick and never recovered, so she was brought home where
she was laid to rest near her desceased
husband in our family grave-yard. While
we miss her in our home, and at our meetings, "we mourn not as those who have
no hope."
•'No longer in the flesh we greet
The sister whom we loved to meet.
No more the Welcome voice we hear,
Nor see the sympathizing tear.
Her race is run, her battle fought,
Henceforth "laid up" the crown she sought.
Her vacant place we mourn to..day,
And fain would had her longer stay,
Yet sorrow not as those furlorn;
Hope, big' with faith, lights up the (lawn,
And God, our Father's hand we own,
lie krioweta best, *-IIis will be done."
Sleep, sister, sleep, a calm repose.
No trouble now thy bosom knows.
Sleep till the Lord of life shall come
To wake the slumbers of the tomb.
Then shall they waking joyful be.
Their Saviour's face to see."

We have had no additions since our
last report. Wo as an ecclesia are striving to go on in peace, trying to redeem
the time for the days are evil. We keep
up our little Sunday School, in the forenoon and a lecture and the breaking of
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bread in the afternoon. We ask the p'ay<ersof all the faithful, in this trying hour.
Hoping to meet you all in the kingdom,
Your brother in the one blessed hope,
W. R. L AN DRUM.

NIAGARA FALLS, GNT. —Wo have
been considerably che"red up by ridding
the intelligence from ihe different. e r d sias where the good work of the up-andbe-doing movement has had it s good results, and I thought possibly it might he
cheering to ottn-rs to know what .he good
work had done at Niagara Falls, S >uth.
At one time we were afraid tha brother
Williams' coming here would be the
means of some withdrawing from us as
they seemed fully convinced that ho was
teaching error, on both the Responsibility
Question and also on the Adamic Condemnation Theory; but, after a most
thorough catachisingof brother Williams
on the different subjects, they frankly
admitted that he (brother Williams) ha<l
been greatly misrepresented and were
ready and willing to extend to him a
most hearty welcome, and were very
much pleased at the result, and we feel
satisfied that had the brethren in other
parts manifested the same disposition
towards brother Williams, and had a
face to face talk over these matters, there
would have been no trouble of coming to
the "rallying point," and meeting together in love and unity, as becomes the
brethren of Christ. But some have become so puffed up with the knowledge
which they claim to have, that they have
lost sight entirely of the "charity that
edifieth," as well as of the new and greatest commandment that our Lord and
Master left on record, that we should
"love one another." But they have manifested'the disposition of "the old man of
the flesh" so much that they actually
think that they are still in Old Adam and
not yet in Christ Jesus, and surely if they
are not in Christ, then Christ is not in
them, and they require to take heed to
the .admonition given by the Apostle
Paul in II. Cor. xiii: 13-5. The first two
lectures given at Niagara Falls, South,
•were not very largely attended on account of the very wet weather, and the
other two given two weeks later, on
brother Williams return from Elmira,
were not very well attended on account
ot the very short notice we were abl3 to

give, but the audiences were very attentive and quite a number of questions wore
asked at the close of each lecture, and
answered qi.ite satisfactorily and we
trui-1 some good lias been done. Our sister
Habgood the, < Mev. wUo was ill wheo you
were here is very poorly, her trouble
having developed into phenumonia, but
we pray our Father in Heaven may be
merciful to her and to us and spare her
life a few years longer. We are pleased
to loavn that sister Williams is getting
better and hope she may soon regain her
wanted health.
l o u r s faithfully in Christ,
D. C O M .
NORFOLK, VA. — At our quarterly
business meeting I eld Sept. 5, the following was adopted: After due notice
thiough the column of the ADVOCATE
and Christadelphian, no visiting brother
or sister will be admitted to the Lord's
table hero, unless vouched for or present
a letter of introduction.
Fraternally.
B. F. DOZIEB, Secretary.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.—Another event,
brother Williams' presence among us, on
Bee. 15th and 16th, has become a thing of
pleasant memory. His labor here was
partof the "up-and-be-doing" movement,
and it should be said the truth was spoken
with all the readiness and fullness God
has endowed him with. The first lecture,
dealing largely with prophecy, was listened to by a fair audience, mostly strangers, who gave close attention. The
second was not so well attended, although
the all-engaging theme of the Kingdom
of God and the blessing of all nations was
presented in a manner that should have
carried conviction and gladness to all
who heard it. The lectures were well
enough advertised to have brought out
full houses, but Rochester soil has been
worked over so completely in years past,
that it now seems difficult to get anything like a reasonable response to even
very earnest effort. Money-getting and
pleasure-seeking absorb all minds. A
duty has been performed, the rest must
be left with Him who knows all hearts.
Brother Williams' coming was looked
forward to by the brethren with much
pleasure, and it was something to them
to see him again, even if nothing more
comes of his visit. All regretted the ab-
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sonce of sister Williams, who was detained at Niagara Falls by sickness. That
it was a matter of ai.xiety to our brother,
none could doubt, yet he did his work as
(hough all were well. And so it was, dear
brother. All is well that is in God's
hands.
On Monday evening, Dec. 30th, our
Sunday-school held its annual entertainment. The exercises comprised singing,
speaking, and illustrative class-work.
This was by far the most striking feature,
especially the dialogue by five boys, written for them by sister Ava Culross. Great
credit for the success of the entertainment was due sisters Elsie Slipper and
Alice Dolph, After a bounteous repast
and the distribution of presents to the
children, the season of enjoyment came
to an end, and when we separated, it was
with the feeling that a profitable season
had been spent.
0. C. VBEDBNBUBGH.
SENECA FALLS.—I

a,<aiu find it my

duty, and a pleasant one, to tell the
brethren through the ADVOCATE, that we
have added another to our little flock, in
the person whom we now greet as brother
John Marshal. The immersion took pla.ee
at 10:30 A. M., in Cauga Lake. Brother
Micklj7 attended to the immersing which
was witnessed by three of the brethren.
Brother Marshal was formerly an attendant of the Presbyterian Church, but came
to a knowledge of the Truth and obeyed,
not through fear of future punishment;
but for the love of Christ and in the hope
of a resurrection to imortality. Let us
all then hope with him that we as well as
he will enjoy the blessing of the kingdom
—a close communion with Christ.
Yours in Christ,
E D . C. STATTNTON.

WORCESTER, MASS.—The enclosed
card, which was designed by brother
Jones, of this ecclesia, is intended to
attract and interest the alien. We are
giving it out at the doors of the mid-week
services of the churches, where it is most
likely to find those interested in religious
matters. We wish to extend the use of
them, in passing along the invitation to
the alien to come and hear the joyous
truth concerning the coming kingdom.
Yours fraternally in the one hope,
W. CTTBTIS.

[On the card referred to there is a halftone print of the globe, the eastern hem-

isphere shown and the places specially
mentioned in the Bible nainei, and
around which is given Bible references to
each place. Printed over the globe are
the words, "The meek shall inherit the
earth," and iu the upper left-hand corner
is the "morning star" (Rev. xxii: 16 > casting its light towards Jerusalem. Under
the diagram is printed an invitation to the
weekly meetings. Brother Curtis desires
to communicate with the secretaries of
the ecclesias with a view of a more extensive use of the card. Those interested
iu the project may address brother Curtis
at No. 66 Kendall St., Worcester, Mass.—
EDITOR,]

WATERLOO, IOWA. —The Waterloo
Ecclesia was very happily surpiised by a
yisit from our dear brother James Wood,
from Chicago. He remained with us over
four Sundays, and spoke each time and
on Friday evenings, setting forth the
doctrines given by inspiration of God,
which are profitable for reproof, for correction and instruction in righteousness.
His carefully spoken words showed that
he must have made the holy scriptures
his study since a child, and with tears in
his eyes ho admonished us to continue
in the things which we have learned.
While here brother Wood performed the
last sad rites at our brother Franklin
Fentou's funeral, who lacked but a few
days of being eighty-eight years of age,
and had been in the Truth for thirty years
or more. Brother Wood on this occasion
set forth the faith of the Gospel In such
unmistakable words, giving scripture
after scripture to prove his statements,
that no one could fail to understand his
position. He was attentively listened to
by a goodly number, and the household
of faith was strengthened. I would also
report that our senior sister Heller is
very ill, having suffered a paralytic
stroke. Brother and sister James Paul,
who have been away for over two months,
hare returned home. Brother and sister
G-. G. Biekley and sister Adams are spending the winter west of the Rocky Mountains and may not return until next May.
Yours fraternally in the one hope,
J. G. BICKLEY, Sec.
LATEB.

In my last letter I informed you that sister Heller was very seriously sick. Now I
must report that she died Jan. 15th, and
was buried the 17th, brother Paul officiatiEg.

J. C. BICKLEY.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.—Bro. Walker has notified us of a desire to discon.
tinue our agency for the publications issued from the office of "The Chris'adel
phian," and asks us to turn over what books we have to Bro. J. Hardaker, 550
Greir Ave., Elizabeth, N. J., who is now agent, What unfilled orders for Birmingham publications are on our books will be filled; but please order no more
from this officeOur own publications will, of course, continue in supply without change.
Our agency, it may be proper to say, has been a financial loss, rather than a
profit to us, since the advertisement we have given the books so freely far and
wide has been done gratis, and for handling them and attending to the correspondence it necessarily created ten per cent has been our allowance. Our acceptance and continuance of the agency for about fourteen years has been for
the convenience of the brethren and in performance of a duty to the Truth; and
doubtless the change will be more of an inconvenience to the brethren than to
us, for which we are sorry.
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SUNDAY MORNING ADDRESS.
BY THE EDITOR.

ELOVED BRETHEEN:— The psalm (lxxiii) which comes in our
reading this morning presents a vivid picture of the two sides of
life—"prosperity" of the one side with the end thereof; and the hard
trials of the other leading to a glorious life without end.
The psalmist is distressed at the prosperity of the wicked and he, for
a time, becomes envious. In our day the prosperity of the wicked is
most remarkable. During the last week our newspapers have been telling us how many millionaires there are in this country, and one writer is
quite indignant because some one has said there are no millionaires in
Kansas. The flaunting of wealth by the rich of our times is largely
responsible for the state of unrest among the masses. The unequal division of nature's products breeds anarchism, nihilism and socialism. The
masses fret and fret because of the prosperity of the wicked because they
do not understand the end of the matter. It is this aspect of life that
the psalmist is viewing when he says, "But as for mo, my feet were almost gone; my steps had well nigh slipped. For I was envious at the
foolish, when I saw the prosperity of the wicked. For there are no
bands in their death; but their strength is fat. They are not in trou-
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ble like other men, neither are they plagued like other men. Therefore
pride compasseth them about like a chain; violence covereth them as a
garment. Their eyes stand out with fatness; they have more than heart
could wish. They are corrupt, and speak wickedly concerning oppression: they speak loftily. They set their mouth against the heavens, and
their tongue walketh through the earth."
No wonder that those whose vievv of life's struggles here is bounded
by the horizon of the present are envious and constantly fretting.
There seems to have been a m >inei"it in the psalmist's experience when
he, viewing only this one side of life, "was envious at the foolish, when
he saw the prosperity of the wicked." Just then, he says, ''my feet
were almost gone; my steps hid well nigh slipped;" and who is there
that has not experienced slippers monnnts in the struggle between right
and wrong? Iwen Jesus him-s uf in iy be referred to prophetically in
these words of the psalmist; for H J was made of flesh and blood, and the
flesh is naturally envious and must needs be overcome.
It would seem thit God required th it in that test probation, which
would show the possibility of right triumphing over wrong, the trial
must bo to the utmost limit—whoa even Jesus would feel the moaning
of the words. "My feet were almost gone; my steps had well nigh
slipped." With Him the flesh was allowed to do its utmost in order to
make manifest how complete the triumph over it was. It was the envious nature of the flesh, allowed to show its serpent head for the moment,
that said, "Worship me and take all the kingdoms of the world." It
was the flesh that said, "Let this cup pass from me." Thus at the begining and at the end of three and a half years ordeal of the most trying probation the trial was allowed such power as to cause the feet to
almost go and the steps to well nigh slip; but in a moment He who was
to triumph over sin, death and the grave, caught Himself an I life's
great problem was settled, leaving an example for us, so that in trying
moments, when we feel that "our feet are almost gone, and our steps
have well nigh slipped" we may quickly catch hold, as it were, of the
hand of Him who has said that He will not allow us to be tempted beyond that we can bear.
With the divine side of life shut out from view it is natural for men to
experience what the psalmist did and to be envious at the foolish when
the prosperity of the wicked is flaunted before the eyes of the oppressed
and the down trodden. "The wicked spreadeth himself like a green bay
tree;" and he seems often to glide along through life with "no trouble
like other men." There are no distinctions between right and wrong to
"plague" their consciences; they eat and drink and are merry. "Behold,
it is the ungodly who prosper in the world; they increase their riches."
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What is the use, then, of my struggling to do the right? Why have 1
been troubled with a conscience? ''Verily I have cleansed my heart in
vain, and washed my hands in inocency. For all the day long have I
been plagued" with a conscience like a monitor, "and chastened every
morning." What is the use of all this, since it is the wicked who pros*per? Why may I not eat and drink and be merry? I was contemplating; I was surveying life's vissicitudes; 1 was troubled and plagued;
the problem was too great for me. When I thought to know this,
it WHS too painful for me—UNTIL, Ah! there is an "until" to all this
perplexity. Until when? "Until I went into the sanctuary of God,
THEN understood I their end." Yes there is an end to all this, and
the prosperity of the wicked, of which I have, for a moment, been envious, I now understand, because I see their end: and all the time their
prosperity appeared, '"Thou didst set them in slippery places; thou
easiest them down to destruction." Look at them! "How are they
brought into desolation in a moment? they are utterly consumed with
terror. As a dream when one awaketh, so, O Lord, when thou avvakest,
thou shalt despise their image." It was when I went into the sanctuary
of God and saw the end of the two sides of life's journey that I was able
to see that those who seemed to prosper were in slippery places slipping
down into destruction, utterly and forever consumncd with the terrors
of death and the grave. In this fleeting life "they had their reward;"
but oblivion was the tnd thereof.
Some are not satisfied with God's way of dealing with the wicked.
So hell torments have been invented to make up for what seems to them
to be insufficient in their being "utterly consumed with terrors."
Herein is the greatness of the Creator seen to be far above the vidictiveness of the creature. He is satisfied to have allowed them a little
cold comfort in an ephemeral life, and then with their being cast into
sheol, and so "Fret not thyself because of evil doors, neither be thou
envious against the workers of iniquity. For they shall soon be cut
down like the grass, and wither as the green herb" (Ps. xxxvii: 1, 2).
After coming to know the meaning of the matter by entering into the
sanctuary of the Lord, we, with the psalmist, may well say of our envious contemplations, "Thus my heart was grieved, and I was pricked in
my reins. So foolish was I and ignorant: I was as a beast before thee."
I was viewing the present only, like the "man who is in honor and understandeth not and is like the beasts that perish." But now I realize
that "I am continually with thee; thou has holdenme by my right hand.
Thou shalt guide me vvith thy council, and afterward receive me to
glory." What folly for mo to be envious of the wicked! What help is
there in an arm of flesh? "Whom have I in heaven but thee, and there
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is none upon earth that I desire beside thee. My flesh and my heart
faileth; but God is the strength of my heart, and my portion forever."
The memorials before us this morning tell us of the struggles of the
most pure life ever lived in human nature. Had the feet of Him who
lived that righteous life gone and His steps slipped, Death's eternal clutch
would have forever held Him in its relentless power and these memorials would have been vain and useless; and then alas, for us. "If Christ
be not raised, our preaching is vain, ye are yet in your sins: then they
also who are fallen asleep in Christ have perished." Whom did poor,
fallen man have, in heaven or on earth, to s:ive him, but God? His outstreched arm of strength and love and peace met all the requirements of
man's predicament. Why then should we not love Him with all our
hearts, with all our souls? How can we begrudge Him our service, our
life, our all? And what does our all amount to, compared with what
He has done and will do for us? Here are memorials which put us on
both sides of death and the grave. They represent Him who hath trodden this vale of tears, many a time foot sore and weary and distressed.
But an unwavering trust in a protecting Father's hand upheld him; and
taking hold of that hand of power and of love he braved the terrors of
an ignominous death and entered the dark caverns of hades. Death
conld not apal Him, the grave could not hold Him; and by these memorials we know that He lives to die no more.
But, brethren, all this will go for nothing, so far as we are concerned,
if we fail to do our part. Do you ask what is our part ? To be kind and
courageous; to be just and yet to be forbearing; to "lift up the hands
that hang down and to strengthen the feeble knees;" to rescue the perishing, care for the suffering, soothe the sorrowing. "Ho hath showed
thec, O man, what is good; and what doth the Lord require of thee, but
to do justly, and to love mercy, and to walk humbly before thy God V
THE EDITOR'S TOUR.
{Continued from page 48.)
ROCHESTER, JST. Y.

*ROM Buffalo we went to Rochester, where brother C. C. Vredenburgh met
us at the station and took us to his home. Years of acquaintance with
brother and sister Vredenburgh insured a most pleasant visit temporally and
spiritually, our only anxiety being lest our good-hearted sister would concern herself too much in our behalf. There were mutual regrets that sister Williams
was unable to be with us. The removal of brother and sister Vredenburgh from
Jersey City to Rochester several years ago was a most happy occurrence for two
reasons—first, in that it opened a way of escape from the distressing confusion
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some were making in Jersey City, causing our tender-hearted brother mental
anguish perhaps bordering on despair; and, second, he was the very brother much
needed by the R iche&ter ecclesia at that time; and they all rejoice that just
when they were weak and cast down, with no one able to do the public work of
the Truth nor to meet their peculiar needs after a discouraging experience—just
in the nick of time came one whose long years of experience in the Truth, combined with superior intelligence and a most affectionate heart quickly infused a
refreshing z.-sal and hushed the echoes of a withering storm into the calmness of
sweet repose. We well knew the sitiualion at the time; and the news of the
removal gladdened us and now the results are most gratifying.
As 10 the lectures in Rochester, details will be seen in our intelligence columns.
Only two were given, but the brethren wasted no time in making our visit mutually
profitable. On Sunday, in response to a general invitation, the capacity of brother
and sister Vredenburgh's spacious house was taxed. It seemed to me that the
entire R icliester ecclesia was there, as well as several t'rj n ILItoa. IJ.it 'houghtful sisters helped sister Vredenburgh in good earnest, and smoothly the temporal
and domestic matters glided along. After dinner there was a conversational
meeting, one weii meaning brother being present who desired an explanation of
several questions relating in measure to the free life theory. He has not been in
fellowship for some lime; but now indications were hopeful. Brother Vredenburgh is one whose early days Were speni in the meetings with Dr. Thomas, and
he has a memory which serves him wonderfully. The conversation was, of
course, partly on current matters; and just then our brother handed me the
"Herald of the Kingdom " and asked me to read to the company the article on
the baptism of Christ, which appeared in 'he ADVOCATE for January, and which
was a most encouraging land mark of olden times and nothing could have been
more opportune Dr, Tnomas was sleeping in the silent tomb; but here he was
speaking upon the very question which in this late day some have turned into
confusion and used as a weapon with which to beat their fellow servants. That
article is, to use a modern expression, '• up-to-date" now, though written in the
year 1855. A few years ago we happened to write that the baptism of Jesus
related to ancestral or Adamic sin; and that His baptism was a symbol of His
death, which was for II mself, though He had no personal sin, as well as for us.
That in addition to the remission of our personal sins, our baptis n, since it is into
C irist's death, is legally, pr.ivision illy Jrelated to what his death was related to so
far as it concerned Himself. But, O dear, what a storm this raised! In our innocence we had read the early literature of the Truth, and the old land marks were
before our eyes; and little did we think that restating old truths would arouse
the wrath of so many whose feet had either slipped or had never sloo 1 upon the
solid ground of the Truth. Brother Vredenburgh's introduction of the "II -raid"
seemed to that meeting as if the doctor had stepped in to c'la^r 'is a i 1. fearless
of "resolutions,'' fearless of sophistry, fearless of periodicals, fearless of editors,
in his outspoken manner he told us how the " waters of separation " lypih'ed the
baptism of Christ; and that Jesus was biptized by the baptisn of John waicii
was '"the baptism of repentance for the remission of sins." Then he adds (page
50) "Jesus came to be baptized with this baptism; for as M >ses baptized Aaron and
his sons, so the greatest of all the prophets was appointed to baptize Jesus and his
brethren." Then, seeming to foresee what some would object to in our times,he
continues: ' B u t some may object that Jesus had no sins to be remitted, and had
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no need of repentance, and was therefore not a fit subject for such a baptism. It is
admitted without reserve that he hud no sins of his own, having never transgressed
the law; nevertheless, as the SIN HEAUEII of the bmhnmic corerntnt through whom
it was continued (Rom. xv: 8) Jehovah made the iniquity of all the'children of that
covenant' to meet upon him, that by his bruise they might be healed." In the
types the sins were laid upon the victims only by imputation. They were the
" shadow." In the antitype, the "substance," they were ••iu his body, borne to the
cross." How did they get there? By inherting in his flesh the consequence of the
fall in Eden. Brother Vredenburgh had seen brother R >berts laid to rest along
side of Dr. Thomas to wait the sound of the seventh trump, lie being dead yet
speaketh upon the same subject—almost in his dying words, and while our opponents were very wrathful against us, he wrote: " The necessity (of Christ's death)
arises from the position in which men stood as regards the law of sin and death, and
the position iu which the Lord stood as their redeemer from that position. The
position of men was that they were under condemnation to die because of sin,
ar,d that not tlieirowr. sin at the beginning The forgiveness of personal offenses is a

prominent feature in apostolic proclamation, because persona! offenses are the
greater barrier. Nevertheless, men are mortal because of sin, quite independently
of their own transgressions. Tteir redunjtion from this position is the work if
mercy and forgiveness. We see Christ down in the evil which lie was sent to cure;
not outside of it, not untouched by it, but in it to put it away. The statement
that he did these things for us has blinded many to the fact that he did them 'for
hirn&elf first—without which he could not have done them for us."
Our time was short in Rochester and our only visit outside brother and sister
Vredenburgh's was at the home of brother and sister Renshaw. Brother Renshaw was from home, being a commercial traveler, but his sister, our always
cheerful sister, Lizzie Renshaw, was there with her sister-in-law, and a few
pleasant hours were spent. The newspapers were reporting floods, and consequent suspension of railway traffic and our road to Elmira seemed blocked. The
uncertainties of winter travel now impressed themselves upon our mind when
nervously we thought of the expense the Blmira brethren had borne in renting
a hall and advertising the lectures, and yet our getting there was very questionable. This, added to sister Williams' illness and the holiday inconvenience, was
what rendered a postponement of the rest of our tour advisable. We hurried off
notices of our postponement, which reached all in time to stop public announcements, except Providence, R. I., and there we had. been informed the desire was
not to have the lectures during the holidays. Thinking this was understood as a
postponement of their appointments we did not write them direct, only through
brother Clough who, " knowing the ropes" iu Massachussetts, we requested him
to scatter the information. We were sorry to be informed af;erwards that they
had advertised the lectures. But brother Joues, of Worcester, went to the rescue
and turned what threatened to be a disappointment into a good opportunity of
blowing away phantom clouds from the ecclesial sky as well as acceptably proclaiming the good news of life eternal to perishing people. So we were readily
forgiven by the Providence brethren, and we thank brother Jones for his kindness. But if possible we must reach
ELMIRA,

for hand-bills, newspapers and every conceivable method had been employed
to arrest the attention and secure the attendance of the people. Brother Vreden-
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burgh, by the use of the telephone in the home of brother and sister Dolph, at last
found a railroad open, hy which we could go early in the morning, and we successfully followed instructions, stealing a march on the Elmira brethren in arriving at the sta'.ion before they had supposed we would leave Rochester. By accident, however, we met brother Spencer—just as we were about to take a street
car for his house, where we knew our home was to be again, as in times past
during our visit. I think I shall cease writing about the kindness and comfort I
receive at the hands of the brethren and sisters every where I go; for there are
no exceptions to break the monotony I d i not believe there are more thoughtful
people on earth, nor kinder people than our brethren and sisters; and if there are
any who can find fault, witli them in this respect those are the people who should
not leave their homes. When I think of ihe hardships of the poor Apostle Paul,
I some times fear I am too well favored in this m itter. As for our blessed Lord,
who had not where to lay His head, He would find many Bethanies, hundreds of
Marys, Marthas and Lazaruses were He here now.
Well, lie knows all about
it, and to Him the will is the same as the deed; and his words are " Inasmuch as
ye have done it unto the least of these my brethren, ye have done it unto me."
I some times fear the diff< venee between the first century and the twentieth in
this respect is too great. But, brethren and sisters, let us be humble, let us be
grateful, let us lie what the law and the love of the gospel requires, and then the
end is safe.
The audiences were disappointing in Elmira, no doubt caused by the holiday
excitement over purchasing presents at tne stores, all of which had •' bargains,''
of course; and the art of advertising lias fully reached the nerves as well as the
pockets of the people. There are two small ecclesias in E mira, or perhaps I
ought to say the ecclesia holds two meetings; for they are friendly, and under the
existing circumstances it is, perhaps, better to meet separately and be friendly
than to meet altogether and be otherwise. This is an evil state we are in, and
allowances have been made for it by our Muster, and we must do the same. It
is easy to say what ought to be, and logic can find a wide field to pl-iy in and a
broad platform to preach from on what ought to be. But logic is as helpless as
a child in turning some of the evils of this evil life into what they ought to be.
Only one can do ihat, and He is not here yet and we must, hide His time. Milking no difftM'euce as to whether they met here or there brother Spencer and I went
the rounds of the city and visited the sick and afflicted, the aged and the infirm,
and wheu we had done s > we felt as only those can who are oiisciou-s of a duty
done in which drooping spirits have been cheered. Our poor brother Hall, once
an imposing figure of manhood, and now there he was shrunk and shaken by the
disiressing hand of paralysis. Day by day he waits and longs and prays, •• Come
Lord Jesus, come quickly." Brother and sister Walker, whose names have for
years been familiar to readers of our periodicals, are a nong the aged, and sister
Walker is somewhat afflicted; but the ravages of time have been more considerate with them than with many.
In conversation and morning walks with our aged, but vigorous and comparatively young-looking brother Spencer the time of our sojourn quickly passed away.
Brother Spencer, junior, is a busy brother in all-round work for the Truth. Upon
him had devolved most of the detailed work, and although the small audience
disappointed him he was not discouraged. With his pen as occasion offers he
gets a little good work into the newspapers; but the clergy keep at such a dis-
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tance as their discretion teaches them to be safe for their cause. There was one
notable vacancy. Death had taken away brother Sykes. who was always zealous
and always busy, p 'riiaps too busy iu s->ine direc ions; .Jn he w i.s a brother with
a good heart and an eccentric head, to put it roughly, which is the way he liked to
have things put. He would not let matters sleep; but now he sleeps, and awaits
the time when, let us hope and pray, the Lord will be merciful with all our ecentricities and judge us by hearis often hidden behind misunderstood characteristics. Good b\e brei liren and sisters of Elmira. Thank you, thank you, we are
off for Niagara Falls.
(To be Continued.)
HOW THE SUN STOOD STILL FOR
JOSHUA.

heaven with a span" so to do. But
was it necessary? No.
The earth turns on its axis at the
it does not in the rate of 25,000 miles in twenty-four
least affict the reliability of hours. Thus a given point on its surthe Scriptures even when misunder- face travels l.Ollf miles in an hour.
stood, any more than does our lack of
A train going at the rate of sixty
comprehension of the limitlessness of miles an hour can stop in two minutes
space or the endlessness of time, yet it without the least discomfort to its
is always preeminently satisfactory to passengers. Allowing two minutes for
settle by the figures or logic of man, every sixty miles per hour which the
anything in the Bible apparently out earth's surface travels around its axis
of harmony with truth.
it could do likewise in eighteen minIt is recorded that Joshua spoke to utes. This without interfering with
the Lord and then commanded the sun its yearly course around the sun. Any
to stand still upon Gibeon and the other difference in the stopping of the
moon in the valley of Ajalon. '"And railroad train is in our favor.
the sun stood still and the moon stayed.
Science says that out in space, above
* * * So the sun stood still in the the atmosphere, there is nothing to
midst of heaven and hasted not to go cause friction and that therefore there
down about a whole day" (Josh, x: 12, is none. Friction causes vibration and
13).
vibration destruction. The earth has
It is now figured that the earth trav- no friction, and no vibration that might
els at a mean rate of 65,4G0 miles an be caused thereby, and therefore would
hour on its course around the sun. The not be destroyed by the same. So I
blind zeal of the unbeliever will cause say again Use great and glorious Author
him to cast this at us in an attempt to of our book could have stopped the
disprove the divinity of the Bible, for earth from its greater motion, even
he will say, "If the earth were to slop according to human comprehension,
while going at such a rate, it would be but it is well if we can to explain these
dashed into a million of pieces." If it things in accordance with the knowlwere necessary for it to be made to edge of insignificant but greatly puffed
cease from this terrific motion in order up man.
B. L.
to comply with Joshua's request, yet
would I not doubt the power of Him
Reputation may last only one day,
"Who hath measured the waters in the but character continues as long as the
hollow of his hand and meted out person lives. [And after.—ED].
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HE word "devil" is used by
some flippantly and frivelously, and the subject of the
devil is regarded as one to excite
laughter and derision. While there
is some excuse for this because of
the absurd theories set forth in the
religious world, theories in which
there is a strange mixture of the
sublime with the ridiculous, yet the
subject deserves and demands a
most serious consideration; and it is
this demand which renders it necessary for us to include the investigation of it in our dealing with the
great problems of the world's redemption.
The word "devil" comes from two
Greek words in the Scriptures. It is
not properly a translation of either
of them, and its adoption by the
translators of the Authorized Version to represent two words, which
are of different meaning, is quite
confusing. It would have been better had the two words been transferred, or if even one of them had
been represented by "devil" and the

T

other transferred, so as to put the
English reader on his guard and enable him to make a proper distinction.
DIABOLOS AND DIAMON.

The two words are Diabolos and
Daitnon. Diabolos is the one demanding the more elaborate treatment, because it represents that
from which the world, in the broad
sense, needs redemption. When redemption takes place from the universal evils represented by the word
diabolos, those evils, which may be
termed incidental and special, which
are represented by the word daimon,
will necessarily be included, upon
the principle of the lessor being involved in the greater.
The meaning of the word diabolos
is, that causing to pass over, to cross
the line from right to wrong, to overstep. A diabolos is an accuser, caluminator, slanderer, a traducer. The
meaning of daimon is, as used by
those who believe in disembodied
spirits, deified spirits or spirit entities, which were supposed to be able
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to enter the bodies, singly or in companies, of mortal people and to afflict them with various diseases,
such as blindness, deafness, madness,
etc. Hence one so afflicted was
called a demoniac, one possessed.
The word daitnon or demon occurs
about sixty times in the New Testament, and the word diabolos thirty
times. The Apostle Paul uses the
latter in the plural number three
times—I. Tim iii: 11; II. Tim. iii: 3;
Titus ii: 3—and applies it to both
males and females. The two words
must be kept distinct, for diabolos is
never applied to demoniacs as descriptive of their condition or affliction.
As already observed, diabolos is
the word which stands for the great
evil of the world, from which the
world needs redemption and which
it is the purpose of God, in canying
out His great plan of salvation,
finally to destroyWhether we view the subject of
the devil from a Scripture standpoint or from the point of so-called
orthodox religion it will be seen to
be of vast importance; so much so
that the plan of salvation, from
either point of view—and they are
widely different—cannot be understood apart from it. It may be said
to be the cause or reason of religion,
which is designed to cope with the
devil, whatever it is or he is, or
whether it is an // or a he.
As to popular religion, its aim is
to save immortal souls from being
dragged by the devil into a hell of
eternal torment. The aim of the
religion of the Bible is to save men
from the devil, which it is said "hath
the power of death," and to give
them a life free from all the evils of
the present and a nature invulnerable against temptation, sin and
death.
In considering the subject it is
necessary to compare the devil of
the Bible with that of popular belief
so as to accept the truth and reject

the error; and by such a comparison
the striking contrast will largely help
to a clear understanding of the truth
concerning the entire subject—the
origin, nature and end of the devil.
The devil of popular religion is a
personal being, an immortal being,
an omniscient being, an omnipresent being. He is said to have a
kingdom of his own, quite well regulated, with the reins of government
well in hand; and although the kingdom proper is located in a place
called hell, supposed to be in the
heart of the earth, its dominion extends throughout all the earth's surface. This devil, though personally
located, it is asserted, can be present
in hell and on earth—in all parts of
the earth—at the same time; in hell
tormenting, and in the earth influencing, enticing, deceiving and deluding millions of men, women and
children. His success in this worldwide wicked work, if it be judged by
the numbers of the subjects of his
kingdom as compared with those of
the kingdom of God, far exceeds
that of the Creator's in His salvation
of the children of men.
His power is represented as b-ing
sufficient to miraculously appropriate
the laws of God to his own use in
carrying out his evil designs, and
thus to change laws which were designed for good into the perpetration
of evils the most deplorable, either
in defiance of or by the permission
of the Great Creator.
His advantage in his antagonism
against God and in his contest for
the greater number of souls, in addition to his marvelous power, his
omniscence and his omnipresence,
is in the fact that he finds mankind
already to his hand, in that they are
naturally weak and prone to do evil
rather than to do good. The battle
is therefore half won for him before
he begins; and man, poor creature,
already possessed of a sin-perverted
and sin disposed nature, finds himself pitted against the most subtle
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and powerfully wielded hypnotic influence imaginable in his struggle to
save himself from an eternal abode
in a hell of indescribable torture.
IS THE DEVIL FROM HEAVEN?

The possession of such wonderful
power as is attributed to the popular
devil, and his vast kingly possessions
in hell and upon earth, are said to
be due to a rebellion which in a very
remote past, long before the creation
of man, he was guilty of inciting in
heaven, where he had previously enjoyed the glories of a holy angel. As
Milton poetically gives it—
"Brighter once amid the host
Of ang-els, than that star the stars among."

As a punishment for this rebellion
it is asserted that he was cast out of
heaven, upon his declaring that "lie
would rather rule in hell than serve
in heaven," and was given power and
authority to uile in hell and to perform his wicked work in the earth in
the furtherance of a great kingdom
of evil which is to be as eternal as
heaven against which he rebelled.
Since that expulsion
"Satan, so call him now. his previous mime
Is heard no more in heaven, he of the iirst.
If not the first, archangel; gTeat in power,
In favor and pre-eminence "

In the alleged fall of the devil
from heaven it is asserted that others
of his kind, but of lower rank, fell
with him. Alexander Cruden, M. A.
says: "By collecting the passages
where satan or the devil is mentioned,
it may be observed, that he fell from
heaven, with all his company; that
God cast him down thence for the
punishment of his pride, that by his
enraged malice, sin, death, and all
other evils came into the world; that
by the permission of God he exercises a sort of government over his
subordinates; that God makes use
of him to prove good men and chastise bad ones; that his power and
malice are restrained within certain
limits by the will of God; in a word,
that he is an enemy to God and

man, and uses his utmost endeavors
to rob God of his glory and men of
their souls."
If we reason upon this theory of
the devil we shall be driven to ask,
Is it possible that "he of the first, if
not the first archangel" in heaven
could, with his company, be transformed into such a monster of evil?
Is it possible that evil can even>arise
in the thoughts of one who has, presumably after a successful probation, been admitted into God's holy
habitation? If so heaven itself is
not secure from evil passion, and if
one prominent angel with his followers can thus transform the whitest of
holiness into the blackest of wicked
ness, why may not a!! the immortal
angels, and even the mortals who
shall "put on immortality" in the
resurrection morn, be corrupted with
evil thoughts and transformed from
happy beings walking with the Limb
in the whiteness of the "righteousness of the saints" into the blackness
and darkness and wickedness of this
devil and his subordinate out-casts
from heaven?
Moreover, here we are asked to
believe that the filming passions of
the devil for power and dominion in
opposition to God were punished by
giving him exactly what he desired.
He defired rulership in hell rather
than to serve in heaven; and as a
punishment he is given hell inside of
the earth as a kingdom and a free
scope on the earth to play upon the
weaknesses of its inhabitants in what
must surely be a successful effort to
add to the population of his kingdom
in the dark and fiery regions he so
well likes and so fully enjoys. Was
it not a most singular way of punishing this disobedient angel to give
him the very thing his wicked ambition craved and to thus gratify his
most ardent desires?
If the devil is a being possessed of
the marvelous powers attributed to
him by popular belief, the question
will obtrude itself upon reasonable
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minds, without in the least deserving
the charge o! irreverence, Why did
God. who is the source of power,
give such powers of evil to a being
bent upon war against all that was
good, even against God Himself?
Of course if the devil was once a
holy angel, he was immortal; and,
indeed, he is declared to be immortal and therefore possessed of the
power of endless life—to live as long
as God lives—to live, too, in the
hottest fire imaginable, according to
the literal theorists of hell, and therefore he must be constituted of a fireproof nature, which can be none
other than immortal nature; and that
is the nature of God Himself. Then
comes the question, Why did the AllWise God ever impart His holy and
pure nature to a devil of any kind,
to say nothing of such a fiend as that
under consideration? If He did not
impart His holy nature of immortality to this being when he was a devil,
but before he became one, then,
since He knows the end from the
beginning, why did He impart His
nature to one who He knew would
become a devil notwithstanding his
consubstantiality with God? But we
cannot continue such questions as
these without appearing irreverent,
and so let no one say that the
All Wise God of heaven ever did
or ever will impart His pure and
holy nature to a^y but those who are
worthy and who will, after the possession thereof, and by reason of the
possession, forever continue worthy,
since one possessed of Divine nature
is so possessed because he has "escaped the corruption that is in the
world through lust" and cannot then
sin, any more than he can die; for
the Divine nature is as sinless as it
is deathless. It is therefore nothing
short of blasphemy to declare or to
believe in the popular theory of the
devil.
As already observed, man is in a
fallen state, possessed of the "carnal
mind, which is enmity to God," and
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if in addition to this he is constantly
exposed to the hypnotic powers of
such a being as the popular devil,
what chance has he to overcome?
His case is a hopeless one indeed;
and to add to this the horrible
thought that the result of captivity
to the carnal mind, enticed and inflamed by such a powerful external
influence from a being who plies his
wicked work from behind the scenes
invisible to the victim—I say, the
very thought that the victim's eternal
fate is one so fearful, so terrible, so
horrible that tongue or pen cannot
describe it and eternity cannot end
it, is most revolting to reason and a
manifest libel upon the character of
a just and beneficent Creator.
To a reasonable mind, therefore, a
naked statement of the popular belief of the devil is all that is required
to secure its rejection, and at the
hands of men who have escaped the
superstition of the world's darkest
ages the theory is relegated to the
myths of pagan and Roman traditions to renew its companionship
with Pluto, Pan and Nox, and with
all other myths of ignorant and superstitious inventions.
The truth concerning the origin,
nature and end of the devil can be
learned from the Bible only. With
this subject, as with all others which
relate to man's fall and ultimate rise
through the beneficent plan of salvation, the rule must be, "To the law
and to the testimony, if they speak
not according to this word, it is because there is no light in them."
But it is claimed that the theory of
the popular devil is derived from the
Bible, and Cruden, in our quotation
from him, says, "By collecting the
passages where Satan or the devil is
mentioned, it may be observed, that
he fell from heaven, with all his company," etc. So we must examine
the passages supposed to teach this
and see wherein lies the mistake, for
before we turn to them we may be sure
they do not teach a theory so at
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variance with all that is reasonable
and all that is revealed of the justice
and wisdom of God.
LUCIFER'S FALL FROM HEAVEN.

One passage relied upon is Isa.
xiv: i2—
The passage reads as follows:
How art thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer,
son of the morninir! how art rhon cut d<pwn
to the ground, which didst weaken the nations!
For thou hast said in thine heart, I will ascend
into heaven, I will exalt my rhrone above the
stars of God; I will sit also upon the mount of
the congregation, in the sides of the north; I
will ascend above the heights of the clouds; 1
will he like the Most High. Yet thou shalt be
brought down to hell (shenl) to the sides of the
pit, etc.

Now we need not seek outside this
chapter to discover who this Lucifer
is. In the margin it is "day star"
instead of "Lucifer," an epithet
which in no sense can apply to a
being who is said to love darkness
and hate the light of day. This ''day
star" is spoken of as aspiring to "ascend into heaven" and to exalt his
"throne above the stars of God,"
while the devil of popular belief first
comes into view as already in heaven,
expressing a preference tor rulership
in hell. The Lucifer of the passage
seeks to ascend; the popular devil
desired to descend. The one desired
to exalt his throne above the stars of
God; the other preferred to have
his beneath the stars in a kingdom
of darkness as deep down as possible, the deeper the better to suit
him. This day star was to be brought
down to sheol, to the sides of the pit,
which is the grave (verse 11), which
is no place for an immortal being.
But, to cut the matter short, the
fourth verse leaves no room to doubt
who this Lucifer is; for it says:
"Thou shalt take up this proverb
against the King of Babylon, and say,
How hath the oppressor ceased! The
golden city ceased! and then the
prophet continues:
The Lord hath broken the staff of the wicked,
and the sceptre of the rulers. He who smote
the people in wrath with a continual stroke,
he that ruled the nations in anger, is perse-

cuted, and none hindereth. The whole earth
is at rest, and is quiet; they break forth into
singing.
Yea, the fir trees r •juice at thee
and the cedars of Lebanon,sayi lg', Since thou
art laid down, no feller is come jp against us.
) from beneath is mov <d for thee to
Hell {xli
m e e t t h e e a t t h y coming 1 ,' i t s iireth up the
d*j;ifi f o r t h e e , e v e n alt t h e t*hie f ones of the
e a r t h ; i t h a t h r a i s e d u p from tli ir thrones all
( h e king's o f t h e n a t i o n s . All tl •y shall speak
and say unto thee, Art thou become weak as
we? art thou become like unto us? Thy pomp
is brought down to the grave, and the noise of
thy viols: the worm is spread under thee, and
the worms coyer thee. How art thou fallen
from heaven, O Lucifer!

Here is very glowing and highly
poetic language describing the fall
of the king of Babylon from his
throne. Frequently the scriptures
speak of the eminence of kingly
powers and exaltation as heaven, a
figure drawn from the fact that in
the physical world the heavens ru'e
the earth; and this is not an uncommon figure in the newspapers of our
times, when speaking of the "political heavens," "clouds," "stars," etc.
From the political heaven of Babylon this king, as "day star" is represented as falling, having "weakened
the nations" It requires a most fertile imagination to discover an angel
falling from the presence of God in
heaven in a remote past, when there
were no nations, here where it is the
fall of one who had weakened the
nations. The desire of this fallen
king had been to exalt his throne on
the "mount of the congregation," in
the sides of the north" and thus to
be "like the most High."
This
place was none other than Mount
Zion, of which the Psalmist says,
"Beautiful for situation, the joy of
the whole earth, is Mount Zion, on
the sides of the north, the city of the
great king" (Psa. xlviii: 2). Here
the heaven of God's kingdom was in
the days of Israel's glory, before her
sun went down; and here it will be
re-established in the future days of
Israel's greater glory, when "her sun
shall no more go down; neither shall
thy moon withdraw itself; for the
Lord shall be thine everlasting light,
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and the days of thy mourning shall
be ended." Isa. lx: 20. This is the
time the prophet is referring to in
the chapter we are dealing with, as
will be seen from verses 1 and 3. At
that time the Prince of Rosh, or
Russia, will "plant the tabernacles of
his palace between1 the seas, in the
glorious holy mountain," (Dan. xi:
45) which is Mount Zion, in the hope
of "being like the most High', in
having his throne established "upon
the mount of the congregation in
the sides of the north." Then, at
the hands of Israel's Messiah, returned to take his promised throne
upon Mount Zion and to reign over
the house of Jacob (Luke i: 32 33),
the Ruso-Babylonish king, who previously will have subdued the other
nations, will fall to rise no more,
Israel will take up the proverb of
verse 4 and the "weakened" kings
will taunt him with the words, "Art
thou also become weak as we?"
Where now is there room in this
passage for the devil of popular be
lief? If it be said that the devil is
prompting the king, then we ask,
Do kings, judging from their history,
need such a devil to make them
proud, ambitious, covetous and tyranical? Are not all these natural
to the hearts of kings? What is the
need of calling in a supernatural
devil when the natural devil is equal
to all the requirements of the case?
In any event, we must abide by the
testimony, and to him who would
read into it what is not there it
might well be said, "Get thee behind
me Satan."
Whether we consider the existence
of evil in all its forms and the perpetrations of the many crimes of this
wicked world as they are seen in high
places of power or among the lower
masses in their gratification of lust,
we shall find a palpable cause for it
all without seeking for an omniscient,
omnipresent person possessed of
power to tempt nations and individuals to do wicked things. Man in

his fallen state, degenerate man,
giving unrestrained liberty to the
promptings of the lower faculties
and freely allowing the passions to
play according to their natural tendencies, will be found to be of sufficient causative power to produce all
that is to be seen in the phenomena
of evil, and therefore there is
NO NEED FOR A SUPERNATURAL
DEVIL.

Some thoughtlessly say: ''If there
is a God there must be a devil." If
this were true the heathen notion of
the eternity of two great antagonistic
powers would be true. If there must
be a devil because there is a God,
then since there never was a time
when God was not, there never could
have been a time when the devil was
not. Of the popular devil it might
safely be said, If there is a God there
cannot be such a devil; for God
would not allow such a being existence, to say nothing of a co-eternity
of existence of such a monster with
God Himself.
As already observed, there is no
need of calling in the supernatural
where the natural will answer all the
requirements of the case. There is
no difficulty in accounting for the
origin of evil and the universal existence of sin. This is easily done
without calling in the aid of a supernatural wicked one. The Scriptures
tell us that it is the flesh, the lower
propensities of the flesh, uncontrolled
by the higher faculties, which is the
source of sin. Paul says, "For I
know that in me, that is in my flesh,
dwelleth no good thing." "I find
then a law in my members, that, when
I would do good, evil is present with
me." "But I see another law in my
members, warring against the law of
my mind" (the higher faculties imbued with truth and righteousness),
"and bringing me into subjecdon to
the law of sin which is in my members"
(Rom. vii: 18-23). The same apostle
shows us what the flesh is capable of
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he betrayed his Master; and that
which was the cause was the lust of
the flesh, assuming the form of coveteousness.
For the flesh lusteth ajrainst the Spirit, and
As a king, Herod was a diaboios,
the Spirit against the fli,sh; and these are conin that his lust for political power
trary the one to the other; so that ye cannot
do the things that ye would. * * * Now the
and his fear of being supplanted by
"WORKS OF THE FLESH are manifest, which
him "who was born King of the
aretbese: Adultery, fornication, uncleanness,
Jews," incited his cruelty upon the
laciviousness, idolatry, witchcraft, hatred,
little children.
variance, emulations, wrath, strife, seditions,
As a nation, Rome was a diabolos,
herisies, envyings, murders, drunkenness,
revellings, and such like; of which I tell you
in that it passed judgment against
before, as 1 have told you in time past, that
Christ and martyred His followers
they that do such things shall not inherit the
in an effort to stamp the truth to the
kingdom of God.—Gal. v: 17-21.
ground and to uphold a superstition
Let there be a careful examination which deceived men and dishonored
of these things which flesh can do God.
and which it does do—yea, which
When Jesus said, "I have chosen
are characteristic of the flesh uncon- you twelve and one of you is a devil,"
trolled, and then the question may there was no thought of Judas being
well be asked, Wherein does the flesh such a devil as that of popular belief.
need the help of a supernatural devil? Judas himself became a diabolos by
What is there for such a devil to do? yielding to evil thoughts; and this
Is there any vice which he can add instance will illustrate all others of a
to those which the flesh is capable similar character, and it will render
of? Surely there is no need of call- it useless to seek for a cause beyond
ing in a supernatural devil when we the lusts of the flesh. We must not
find the natural, the flesh, equal to forget that man is in a fallen state—
the production of all the categories a state in which his passions are inof evils which are in the world. In flamed and his natural proclivities
discovering the source, the cause, the bent upon wrong-thinking and wrongfountain of all vices in the flesh, doing.
have we not discovered the real
This evil condition varies in difdevil—that which causes to cross the ferent persons. One man may be
line from right to wrong, from right- possessed of a very "bad temper,"
eousness to wickedness, from virtue another of a "good temper." What
to vice?
makes the difference? Is it that a
If we keep in mind what the lust separate personal devil excites the
of the flesh is capable of doing, yea, "bad temper" in the one and not in
what it is natural for it to do, we the other? Not at all. The differshall have no difficulty in finding a ence depends upon the phrenological
proper explanation of passages of make-up of the men; and this, too,
Scripture which refer to persons, depends upon the extent to which
kings and nations as "devils" or "sa- the passions have been yielded to on
tans." The diabolism of any form the one hand, and curbed and conof wickedness will be found rooted trolled on the other. A "bad temin the lust of the flesh, the lust of the per" allowed full scope will grow
eyes and the pride of life, in antag- worse and worse and will create a
onizing that which is good and condition of mind that will be transright and in inciting to that which is mitted to future generations, and thus
the diabolism of a "bad temper" bebad and wrong.
As a person, Judas was a diabolos, come a "family failing." The same
a traducer, a caluminator, because is true of all the vices. Cultivate
producing, indeed what it naturally
produces now, since it has been
poisoned by transgression. He says:
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them and they will become master of
the man; check, curb and control
them and the man will, to a degree,
become master of them—never, however, so long as he is in the flesh,
will it be safe to be off his guard;
and with the utmost watchfulness his
mastery over himself will only be to
a degree; for only one was ever able
to overcome completely and that one
was Jesus Himself.
Now these mental phenomena of
human life as it is seen at present
will help us to discover the mode by
which the diabolos originated.
TRUE ORIGIN 01' THIi DEVIL.

Let us call the present mental
state of man an abnormal state; for
we may safely conclude man was not
created in his present mental state.
Then we can call his original state,
before he fell, when "every thing
was very good," the normal state.
The difference between the two states
will then appear to be that one was
not naturally bent in the wrong di
rection, while the other is. To cause
the change from the normal to the
abnormal, something must have occurred to affect, pervert, unbalance
the mental and moral faculties and
to cause evil results also in the physical man. What will intensify the
abnormity of the mind now? The
answer is, A breach of law—sin.
Passion propagates passion, theft
propagates theft, and so on with all
other things that are wrong to do.
So we may safely conclude that the
mental and moral abnormity of the
human race was originally caused by
sin. The mind having perverted
itself it became hard to control and
thus Drought the flesh into such a
state that, in order to do good and
obey righteous law, the abnormal
lusts, now impregnated in the verybeing, must be "overcome," "crucified," "kept under;" and this because
sin is now inherent in the flesh and
antagonizes right thinking and right
doing and is therefore the diabolos.
There was therefore a time when
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"every thing was very good" and
therefore when there was no devil, or
diabolos; and in the account of ere
ation the Scriptures are as silent upon the creation of a devil as they are
upon that of a hell. So now the
question is, When and how did the
devil originate? The history is clear
as it is; any mystery about it is the
result of an attempt to be wise above
that which is written. Here it is:
Now the serpent was more subtle than any
heast of the Held which the Lord God had
mfide. And he said unt:i the woman, yea, hath
God said, Ye shall not eat of every tree of the
garden? And the woman said unto the serpent, We may eat of the fruit of the trees of
the garden; but of the fruit of the tree which
is in the midst of the garden, God hath said,
Ye shall not eat of it, neither shall ye touch it,
lest ye die. And the serpent said unto the
woman. Ye shali not surely die; for God doth
know that in the day that ye eat thereof, then
your eyes shall be opened: and ye shall be as
gods, knowing good and eyil. And when the
woman saw that the tree was good for food
and that it was pleasant to the eyes, and a
tree to bo desired to nia,ke one wise, she took
of the fruit thereof, and did eat; and gave also
to her husband and he did eat. And the eyes
of them both were opened, and they knew that
they were naked; arid they sewed fin- leaves
together and inside themselves aprons. And
they heard the voice of the Lord God walking
in the garden in tl>e eooi of the day; and Adam
and his wife hid themselves from the presence
of the Lord God, amongst the trees of the
garden. (Gen. iii:l S).

Now we need not speculate about
what kind of a creature this "serpent"
was, what his manner of locomotion
was before he was cursed to go upon
his belly and to eat dust. The testimony declares his subtility was greater
than that of the creatures of his
kind, and informs us that he talked
with the woman. That no such a
creature exists now possessed of the
same powers in no way lessens the
truth of the history of the case as
God has given it to us. God has
spoken; it is for us to believe. To
those who go further back than this
history goes, seeking for a devil that
will answer to the description of the
popular monster, and who is supposed to have used the serpent as a
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medium, all we can say is, you presume to go further than the inspired
/word permits you, and your devilhunting in the garden of paradise, at
a time when God pronounces "every
thing very good," is a reflection upon
the work of the Creator. Let us
give Him the credit due to His holy
name in admitting that He gave us a
"very good" start; and let the fact
of the subsequent existence of a diabolos or of a million of them be attributed to sin upon the part of the
creature rather than to an evil work
of a beneficent creative hand.
Keeping within the limits of what
is written, limits which the wisest
man has no more power or right to
go beyond than has the simplest
child, we have a creature which could
talk and reason and thereby tempt
Eve to cross the line from right to
wrong by telling her a lie, the first
lie we ever hear of. That lie is the
father of all evil, the cause of sin;
and that serpent lie became sin on
the part of our first parents in the
transgression of the first law we have
any record of. They were tempted,
drawn away of their lust, the lust
becoming inordinate by believing the
lie, it conceived sin, and the sin, in
accordance with the law, brought
death. Here is the serpent beget
ting, and the woman giving birth to
sin—a crossing the line from right to
wrong, from which birth sin has been
a power to propagate itself and therefore in forms innumerable it is the
diabolos, the great enemy of mankind. Hence to the wicked Jews
who yielded to sin's influence against
Jesus, our Lord said, "Ye are of your
rather the devil, and the lusts of your
father ye will do. He was a murderer trom the beginning and abode
not in the truth because there is no
truth in him. When he speaketh a
lie, he speaketh of his own; for he is
a liar, and the father of it,"—Jno.
viii:44.
Now the origin of the whole matter is given clearly by the apostle
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Paul in the words, "By one man sin
entered into the world, and death by
sin; and so death passed upon ail
men, for that all have sinned,"—Rom.
v:12. Man, according to this, was
in the world before sin entered and
therefore before there was a diabolos,
and the order of entry into the world
was, first, man; second, sin; third,
death; and now we have discovered
an adequate cause for all evil and
man's great enemy, death, and it is
needless to seek for a personal, supernatural, omniscent, omnipresent
devil. A comparison of Scripture
with Scripture will make this still
clearer. We are told that Jesus
came as the "Lamb of God to take
away the sin of the world;" and we
are also told that he came to "destroy the works of the devil"(I. Tohn
iii: 8). We also find that sin is
the cause of death, as declared in
the words, "Sin when it is finished,
bringeth forth death; and that the
devil hath the power of death" (Heb.
ii: 14).
THE PERSONALITY OF THE DEVIL.

When the Lamb of God shall have
"taken away the sin of the world,"
he will have "destroyed the works of
the diabolos;" and when he has removed from the world the cause of
death, he will have brought sin to
an end and destroyed the devil.
Since there is only one cause of
death, sin and diabolos must be two
words for that one cause. A person,
a society or a nation becomes a diabolos by becoming a sinner, and becomes a sinner by becoming a diabolos. The great evil of the world consists of all evil things in their many
and various forms; and since these
are inseparable from persons their
aggregation as the world's great evil
or the "sin of the world," is personified and called the "evil one" and
sometimes represented by personal
pronouns, similarly to the common
way in which we speak of drunkenness and mammon. All drunkards
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and every case of individual drunkenness are comprehended in the word
"drunkenness," which we sometimes
term "King Alcohol;" and every act
of coveteousness is involved in the
word mammon when we say "Mammon is the curse of the world." So
every act of sin is involved in ''the
sin of the world;" and every influence and incident which causes to
cross the line from right to wrong
and incites to slander, to calumniate
and traduce is a manifestation of
diabolism and the aggregation of all
these is the diabolos which Christ
came to destroy and which he will
have completely destroyed when "he
hath put all enemies under his feet
and the last enemy is destroyed,
which is death." Then, having passed from paradise lost to paradise restored, every thing will again be
"very good" and there will be no
more devil or diabolos.
The personification of principles
and inanimate things is quite common with all good writers; and to
this is largely due the poetic power
of the Scriptures. For instance,
"Sheol from beneath is moved for
thee to meet thee at thy coming."
Again, "Yea, the fir trees rejoice at
thee, and the cedars of Lebanon
saying," etc. In the New Testament
we have those eloquent words of the
apostle Paul, "O death, where is thy
sting; O grave, where is thy victory."
In all these instances we have a personification of sheol, trees, death
and hades, without the remotest
thought of their being real personalities. Then, too, we have sin and
obedience represented by personal
pronouns, in the words, "Know ye
not, that to whom ye yield yourselves
servants to obey, his servants ye are to
whom ye obey; whether of sin unto
death, or of obedience unto righteousness?" (Rom. vi:16). No one
supposes from this that sin and obedience are persons, but since neither
can exist without a person, and are
acts of persons, they are fittingly

personified. So with "evil one" and
diabolos. These are words which
stand for the aggregation of evils
which man has brought upon himself by transgression of the law, and
which he is helpless to deliver himself from. But God has promised
the complete end of every form of
evil when He will be honored and
man blessed.
Now with these thoughts kept in
mind we shall have no difficulty in
understanding scriptures which have
been erroneously applied to a fictitious devil.
In Luke x: 18, the Saviour says, "I
beheld satau as lightr.ing fall from
heaven," and in this there is a supposed support for the popular theory
of the devil's origin in heaven. The
mistake on this verse arises from a
wrong view of the two words "satan"
and "heaven." As to "satan" we will
only say here that it means adversary,
leaving the proofs to be considered
further along in o jr investigation under its proper heading. But the word
"heaven," as we have already seen in
the case of the king of Babylon falling from his throne, in which he is
spoken of as falling from heaven,
must be viewed in the scriptures in
two senses—first, as a name for the
physical expanse above and the
place of Deity's dwelling; and second,
as representing power and position,
or rulership in the kingdoms of men.
In modern phraseology this is termed
the political heaven or heavens.
Of the physical heavens it says,
"And God made two great lights; the
greater light to rule by day, and the
lesser light to rule by night; he made
the stars also. And God set them in
the firmament of heaven to give light
to the earth"—Gen. i: 16-17. Analogous to this the exalted position of
rulers is termed heaven and the ruled,
the people, or subjects of a kingdom,
are called the earth. By referring to
what we have said under the title
"The Heavens and the Earth, New
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and Old" the reader will see this
more fully elaborated.
The Apostle Paul says, "For we
wrestle not against flesh and blood,
but against principalities, against
powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual
wickedness in high places, or in the
heavenlies. The "wrestling" was with
rulers, both of the Jewish heaven and
the Roman heaven, which were adversaries or satans against the work of
Christ and his apostles.
In verse 15 of the chapter in which
the words of Jesus occur with reference to satan's fall from heaven, we
read, "And thou Capernaum, which
art exalted up to heaven, shalt be
brought down to hell", or hades, the
grave; and the work of establishing
Christianity in the place of Judaism
and paganism was to result in like
manner in the fall of the rulers of both
the Jews and the Romans who then
ruled, and they were satans in that
they combined as an adversary against
Christ first and his apostles afterwards. Therefore, foretelling the
triumph of Christianity over this political and spiritual satan he said, "I
beheld satan as lightning fall from
heaven."
This fall, so far as pagan Rome was
concerned, was also symbolized to
John when on the Isle of Patmos, in
signifying to him things that should
be hereafter (Rev. i : 1 ; iv : 1). In
chapter xii. it is said there appeared
to him "A great wonder in heaven, a
woman clothed with the sun and the
moon under her feet," etc. Here is
the church in an apostate state exalted to political eminence in contrast to the pure woman which as the
"chaste virgin espoused to Christ"
was not of this world, and against
whom the door in the political heaven
is closed till the Lord comes to open
it as a way into the "new heaven
wherein dwelleth righteousness" (Rev.
iv: 1; II. Peter iii: 13). This exalted
woman gave birth to apolitical "man
child" (verse 5) when Constantne,
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the child of the church, was politically born, and he was caught up into
heaven, nominally "to God and to his
throne;" for He who "ruleth in the
kingdoms of men" had decreed that
paganism should be dethroned by
nominal Christianity. The result was
that there "was war in (the Roman)
heaven," "Michael and his angels,"
who were for God as Cyrus and his
armies had been His "scantified ones"
in the destruction of ancient Babylon,
"fought against the dragon; and the
dragon (the pagan Roman power)
fought and his angels, and prevailed
not; neither was there place found
any more in heaven. And the great
dragon was cast out that old serpent
called the devil, and satan, which deceiveth the whole (Roman) world; he
was cast out into the earth." Thus
satan as lightning fell from heaven
and the "principalities and powers in
the heavens" with which the apostles
and all the followers of Christ for
over two centuries had to "wrestle"
went down when this satan, or adversary, the dragon, or pagan power of
Rome, fell before the powerful wave
of Christianity headed up in Constantine the Great in A. D. 312. The fact
that there had been a departure from
the simplicity of the Truth and that
a perverted Christianity was the means
of the great overthrow of the dragon
power is not inconsistent with its being "on the Lord's side," since it was
for a time the means of protecting
the "remnant of the woman's seed,"
or the faithful adherants of true
Christianity.
It is remarkable that Constantine,
after his victory, used words very
similar to those of the scripture which
had foretold the event. In a letter to
Eusebius he says: "Liberty being
now restored, and that Dragon being
removed from the administration of
affairs, by the providence of the great
God, and by my ministry, I esteem
the great power of God to have been
made manifest even to all." Eusebius also says that there was a pic-
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ture of Constantine, which was set
over the gate of the palace. Over
his head there was a cross, and under his feet the great enemy of mankind, who persecuted the church by
means of impious tyrants, in the
form of a dragon, having his body
run through with a spear and falling
headlong into the sea. Constantine
had a medal struck of himself, with
a cross, and trampling a dragon."
History often repeats itself; and
since He who inspired the scriptures
could foresee all events, a record of
one future event is often analogous
to another more remote. When
Christ comes to "reign till he hath
put down all enemies under his feet"
satan, diabolos, and daiimon or evil
in any form will "be bound." At the
end of the days of the kingdom of
men the diabolos spirit will assert
itself in its struggle for political eminence, even against Christ, a greater
than Constantine; but the "prince of
Rosh" who will be the leading power
of the nations and who will become
the dragon power by his conquest of
the seat of the dragon—Constantinople—will be "cast out of the political heaven," and again the world
will behold "satan as lightning fall
from heaven" when the "new heaven
and the new earth wherein dwelletii
righteousness" shall be established in
"the kingdoms of this world becoming the kingdom of our Lord and of
his Christ."
) THE DEVIL THAT TEMPTED CHRIST.

Many suppose that the devil that
tempted Christ was the monster of
popular belief; and some who have
abandoned that fiction have a difficulty in understanding the narrative.
Deity decreed that the plan of salvation should depend upon a complete
victory over the evils which sin had
subjected man to. The execution of
this plan must therefore entail suffering under trial. None of the mere
sons of Adam could meet the requirements without falling helpless under

the load; and therefore God, in His
love, laid help upon one born of the
fallen race, who, by faithfulness,
would be able to endure the trials
and thereby be "made perfect through
suffering," and become the "Captain
of our salvation."
In the origin of the evils which
salvatioij is designed to eliminate,
there was tempation, sin and death;
in the removal of the evils there must
be ^mptation, righteousness and life.
The first Adam when he was tempted
was "drawn away of his own lust,"
his lust conceived sin, and sin brought
death. The second Adam refused to
allow lust to draw him away, or to
conceive sin; and therefore sin, on
his part, did not bring forth death.
Hence, though he suffered death because sin had brought it upon the
entire race, of which race he was a
member, he "could not be holden of
death;" and therefore he triumphed
over sin and death and thereby "destroyed him that hath the power of
death, that is the devil"—destroyed
him so far as Himself was concerned
first, in order that he might destroy him for his people finally in a
complete "taking away of the sin of
the world."
In considering the temptations of
Jesus we must keep in mind the fact
that in order to destroy the devil he
was made of flesh and blood (Heb. ii:
14); and that he was "in all things
made like unto his brethren" (Heb.
ii: 17); and that therefore he ""was
in all points tempted like as we are,
yet without sin" (Heb. iv: 15).
Now this would be a singular way
to cope with an omnicient, omnipresent, immortal devil. How could
it be possible for one made of flesh
and blood, in that fallen state susceptable of temptation in all points
like to ourselves, to destroy such a
powerful monster? Is it not evident
that the devil is a thing of the flesh,
from the fact that Jesus was made
flesh and blood in order that he
might destroy the devil? What is it
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that tempts a man to do wrong?
Answer, "A man when he is tempted
is drawn away of his own lusts."
Then lust is the tempter, and lust has
been inordinate ever since it was inflamed by the first sin committed.
This is the devil, therefore, to be destroyed; and since it is in the flesh,
called sinful or sin's flesh, Jesus was
made of that very flesh in order that
he might overcome and destroy lust,
in the nature which had, by the first
sin of man, become sinful. Therefore His destruction of the devil must
be by the overcoming of the temptations which the flesh would naturally
suggest and finally by voluntary submission to that death which would
impale sin's flesh upon the cross as a
manifestation of God's displeasure
with the nature of a fallen, perverted
sinful race and yet exhibit His pleasure with a character which was
"holy, harmless and undefiled," developed in that nature.
Now it will readily be seen that
Christ's temptation was necessarily a
thing of the flesh, as all temptation is,
and that there is no reason to seek
further for an adequate cause; and
now let it be observed that his temptation was such as to appeal first to
the cravings of hunger; second, to
presumption; third, to forbidden ambition, involving coveteousness.
It does not require a supernatural
devil to tempt a flesh and blood man
who is suffering the pangs of hunger
to seek means whereby he may satisfy
his cravings. No such a devil is
necessary to tempt flesh and blood to
show off, by the performance of a
startling deed that will attract and
arouse the wonder of the world. Nor
is it needful to seek beyond flesh and
blood for ambition for greatness and
power in the political world.
It is not wrong to satisfy hunger;
but it is wrong to employ forbidden
means to do so. It is not wrong to
work miracles, when a manifestation
of God's power and glory is the object; but it is wrong in one possessed
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of miraculous power, when the object
is ostentation and the gratification of
a love for notoriety. It is not wrong
to strive for exaltation to rulership of
the world to come, but it is wrong
for a child of God to aspire to rulership in the kingdoms of this evil
world.
Jesus was suffering hunger. He
possessed the power to miraculously
satisfy it; and therein was the trial,
the temptation to be overcome by
such an implicit trust in God as
could exclaim, "It is written, man
shall not live by bread alone; but by
every word that proceedeth out of
the mouth of God." By the way, it
did not even require any external
personal natural tempter to urge this
temptation—the natural cravings of
the flesh, with the consciousness of
the possession of the power to satisfy
was an all-sufficient tempter, and
right and duty overcame, the diabolos received his first blow, and the
victor was, by his success, in this his
first trial, in measure strengthened
for to meet the next.
Not only did this first temptation
appeal to the appetite of the natural
man; but it involved trust in God, a
trust which had examples to strengthen it. For had not Moses fasted
forty days and forty nights and yet
the Lord sustained him? (Exod".
xxxiv: 28). Had not the Lord provided ravens to carry bread to Elijah?
Had not manna from heaven been
given famishing Israel in the wilderness? The circumstances attending
these instances were such as to place
the recipients of providential provision in a situation of utter dependence upon God. So Jesus was likewise taken into a wilderness, beyond
the reach of natural means of providing food and yet possessed of
miraculous power to satisfy natural
hunger. In the hunger accompanied
by this power to supply its cravings
consisted the real temptation. To
have performed the suggested miracles would have shown distrust in
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God's power and goodness to provide
bread in His own good time, consistent with the degree of trial He required. Surrenderon thepart of Jesus
would have shown a lack of confidence in God's power to sustain him
through the trying ordeal. His miraculous power was not to be used for
personal ends, not even under the
most severe trial. It was only for
the glory of God and to attest the
words and confirm the work pertaining to the public mission of Jesus.
Success in this first trial would be a
victory over the cravings of the flesh
and an exhibition of the most implicit trust in God, and again, let me
repeat, it was such a trial as needed
no other tempter than the flesh,
which, in its famishing condition
would naturally suggest the exercise
of possessed miraculous power as a
means of relief. But the faithful Son
held out to the end and vanquished
the suggestions of the flesh with the
sword of the spirit. Here was a "war
going on in his members, the spirit
waring against the flesh" and once
the victory was gained Jesus was
strengthened to meet the next trial,
which would appeal to the natural
presumption of the flesh.
In the wilderness our Lord is contemplating, and preparing for the
great work before him, having just
passed from private life into the official performance of the great work he
came to do. He must meet the gaze
of the world, though he was just emerging from obscurity. How could it
be done? In a moment, the flesh
would be ready with a plan by which
he could quickly become a hero in
the eyes of the masses. And then,
had not scripture declared that God
would give his angels charge concerning him? By one act he could test
the truth of scripture and make a
hero of himself. Would not this be
what the flesh would naturally suggest? Did it require a supernatural
devil to invent this temptation? And
suppose it had been suggested by

such a devil or even by an external
personal natural devil would it have
been any more of a trial? Jesus was
not yet an angel possessed of impeccable nature. He must be tempted in all points like unto his brethren,
and therefore sin's flesh was his
nature purposely in order that it
might do just what it did do—suggest, in this case, a presumptuous test
of the truth of scripture by a misap
plication of scripture. But quick as a
flash, the mind of the spirit was ready
to resist the devil and make him flee
—drive the fleshy thought out of the
mind. Jesus was fortified with the
knowledge that the promises of the
scriptures were predicated upon a performance of duty, and realizing that
"the path of safety was the way of
duty" he quickly drove out the fleshly
thoughts and braced himself with the
words, "It is written, Thou shalt not
tempt the Lord thy God." Another
victory was won—over what? Over
the flesh; whose desire for unlawful
notoriety by unlawful means had been
permemptorily rebuked, and a noble,
faithful and abiding trust in God was
exhibited for our example.
One more trial must be met, and
here again we may ask, did it require
a supernatural devil to suggest this?
Did Jesus depend upon such a devil
for power to take the kingdoms of
the world? Did he depend upon even
a natural personal devil in the form
of a king or any living man? Jesus
knew very well that no such a devil
as the popular personal monster had
the power to give him the kingdoms
of the world; and with such knowledge wherein would be the temptation? He knew likewise that no man
had the power, even if it could be
supposed that he had the will, to give
Jesus the kingdoms of the world. One
would only bestow a laugh of contempt upon any kind of a devil that
might offer what it were well known
he had no power to give. There
would be no real trial in such "temptation." To give edge to a temptation
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the tempted must believe that the
tempter has the power to fulfil his
part of the contract. Now search for
the power to take the kingdoms of
the world, and the only one in whom
you will find it is Christ; and in the
fact of his consciousness of the possession of such power and yet that he
resisted, and manifested the resignation to abide the Father's time is
seen the real merits of the victory.
To have allowed the jews to "take
him by force and make him a king,"
or to have exercised his miracalous
power to seize the kingdoms of this
world would have been worshiping
the flesh instead of serving God. The
flesh could easily, as it always does,
quote scripture to prove that to the
Messiah belonged the kingdoms of
the world, and why not take them?
But the mind of the Spirit knew the
time allotted for each part of the
mission of the Saviour—that in which
he must be "made perfect through
suffering;" and that in which he will
rightfully transform the kingdoms of
this world into the kingdom of our
Lord and his Christ."
The " orthodox" theory is that
Christ was "God very God;" and
that the devil is a hideous, clovenfooted, powerful personality. If these
two theories are true the temptation
of Jesus was a sham. How could
such a devil tempt God to sin? Just
imagine such a devil offering God
the kingdoms of the world. If it be
said that God had assumed human
form, that will not explain how He
could cease to be God and forget His
former omnicience and omnipotence
and become a-ctually a man, and
really susceptable of such temptations
as Jesus was subjected to. Jesus was
begotton of God, born of a woman
and "made like unto his brethren;"
and his temptation was 'in all points
like unto theirs, yet without sin."
His education and preparation for
the ordeal of his trial would forewarn
and forearm him against temptation
from such a being as the popular
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devil. He would know who he
was the moment he presented himself, and he would have disdained to
talk with such a creature for a single
moment. For a low, besotted man
to suggest an evil act to a respectable
upright man would be no temptation
at all. The very sight of the sot
would be enough. If it be claimed
that the devil had the power to hypnotize, then again there was no real
trial in the case; for one hypnotized
is not a subject of a mental and
moral trial; he is a helpless victim.
To claim that it was the popular
supernatural devil that tempted Christ
is to exalt the devil above one who,
according to the popular belief, was
"God very God," and to represent
the devil as offering to give kingdoms
to God himself. The temptation of
Christ cannot be explained upon any
other basis than that it was a struggle
of the mind in determining whether
to yield to the natural inclination of
the flesh to seize present, temporal
gratification at the cost of future and
eternal blessings, or to deny the
promptings of the flesh, though for
the time it would necessitate great
suffering, in order to attainment to
the eternal and glorious reward which
God had in His wisdom and goodness placed, not at the beginning of
probation, but at the end. Jesus,
therefore, succeeded as the "seed of
woman" against the "seed of the serpent" in a hard-fought battle which
manifested that "enmity" which God
in the beginning had declared should
exist between sin's flesh and the spirit
of truth and righteousness. After this
great victory the adversary, satan, or
diabolos, would be certain of defeat
throughout the Lord's entire probation till he would attain to fhe "joy
that was set before him" beyond the
cross.
If in the Saviour's overcoming the
diabolos—destroying him and all his
works -we find no place for any sort
of a devil except the sinful proclivities of man's fallen nature, is it to be
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supposed for a moment that we shall
find any other devil as an enemy with
which we must contend? When from
scripture, observation and experience
we learn the sinful tendencies and
capabilities ot the flesh, it will be
useless to look further for a satan, a
diabolos or a devil. If in the "war
in our members" which must be
waged in every one who strives to do
the right we give the mind begotten
by and imbued with the spirit of
truth and righteousness the pre-eminence, we shall have done our part in
"resisting the devil" and in causing
him to "flee from us." Let us therefore consider well the task before us
and we shall find where our enemy is
and what he is, and thereby half the
battle will have been fought.
(To be Continued.)
QUESTIONS ANSWEEED.
BY T n E EDITOR.

HE questions are by brother C.
C. Mann.
Question.—You say that sins that
suffered a just recompense of reward can be forgiven. Does not that
appear to you like the lather who
thrashed his boy for a crime and then
said, "There now, John, I forgive you"?
Is it right to charge our Heavenly
Father with such folly?
Answer.—It depends upon how you
view the relationship of father and
child. If the question involved is
nothing more than "a crime" and a
"thrashing" brother Mann may be
right. But is that all, as between a
father and son, even in the flesh, to say
nothing of the relationship existing between our Heavenly Father and His
children. The question views the matter as if it were a case of a slave and a
slave-driver, where repentance and reconciliation are not in question. Of
course there are sons who care for

nothing except the "thrashing" they
may receive for H "crime" committed;
but there are others with whom the
"thrashing" is as nothing compared
wilh the remorse suffered by reason of
the father's displeasure. With the latter, even after they have received ihe
"thrashing," the great question is. How
shall I manifest my sorrow and my
sincere repentance for the "crime" for
which I have been "thrashed" in order
to restore myself to the bosom of my
just and loving father? My dear brother Mann, ours is not a case wherein a
"crime" is satisfied by a "thrashing.''
The "thrashing" is an evil and a means
to a high and noble end, where the
question as between God and his children involves the sweetness of forgiveness, upon true repentance, and reconciliation, even after the punishment
may have been inflicted. Of course,
when God's long-suffering has been exhausted by persistent and unrepentant
sinfulness on the part of any of His
children, the punishment is final and
destructive. It is safe to believe ihat
even hi the case of those who will be
turned away from the judgment seat of
Christ their "wailing and weeping"
will arise more from the deep remorse
and anguish of mind than from the
fear of the corporal punishment awaiting them. Our brother would do
well to read the history of David
and note his punishments, and then
let him ask himself, Was David forgiven as weli as punished? Brother
Mann's question is a trifling on, arising
from the superficial way those of the
late departure on Adamic sin and forgiveness view the nature of sin and its
repentance and forgiveness. They think
that if God forgave Adam's sin, there
should have been no suffering therefor,
and that because there is suffering as
the result, they conclude that in no
sense has it been or ever will be forgiven. Upon this is based the falacy
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that every man satisfies Adamic sin by
his own personal and literal death, and
that therefore "the sacrifice of Christ
has nothing whatever to do with i;."
Brother Mann will receive the appl mse
of the superficial for his flippant, way
of saying, ''There now John. I forgive
you." It was, no doubt, intend d for
those whose laugh is like the ''crackling of thorns;" but if the brother
would do himself justice and escape
the company of the superficial, let him
ask himself whether he would say,
after he had "thrashed" his son, There
now, John, I have taken full satisfaction in the "thrashing" I have given
you, and so you having fully paid the
debt by taking the '-thrashing" there is
no need for you to repent of the crime;
and since I have "thrashed" you, of
course it would be absurd to say anything about uiy forgiving you. No, no.
brother Mann, it is not "folly" to believe that our Heavenly Father must
forgive his children, even in cases
where He has punished them. The
Father's frown is harder for a loving
child to bear than the stroke of the
rod. A true child will not consider the
matter finished when he is punished.
lie will repent, in the hope of turning
the fathers frown inio a smile.
Question.-You say God is the author
of death. If that is true, is he not
therefore the author of sin? And since
the devil is said to have the "power of
death" is not God in partnership with
the devil?
Answer.- -"If that is true"—that God
is the author of death! Is it not true,
regardless of any conclusion you may
draw from it, logically or illogically?
Who was the author of the law, "Thou
shalt surely die?" Who had the power
to execute that law? Who did execute
it? Must God be the author of sin because he is the author of death as a
punishment for sin? We hope our
brother will come to himself soon and

see what foolish questions his departure from the Truth has driven him to
ask, some of which are aiso irreverent.
Some have asked whether he has been
asking his questions for information.
[t must now be manifest that he is
struggling in the entanglement of the
"amended responsibility" innovation.
In the hope that he has not many more
such foolish questions lo ask, I will
answer him by asking him to consider
the case of Ananias and Sapphira. Let
him ask himself, Was God, through
Peter, the author of their death? Since
He was, of course, does it follo»v that
He was the author of their sin? As to
the "partnership between God and the
devil" I am silent; and another such
a question will find the waste-basket.
Question.—Since you admit that there
is no proof that rejecters of the Word,
who are not baptized, will be reserved
to the end of the thousand years for
resurrection, why do you continue to
apparently endorse the words, "May
they not come forth at the end of ihe
thousand years"?
Answer. — Simply because brother
Eoberts said, "May they not," and I
did not d_esire to make the breach
wider over what he limited to a "may
be." If there were proof either way
there would be no need for the '•'•may
they not." It is evident they will not
be among the "virgins," wise or foolish; the "servants," good or bad, etc;
for, as brother Roberts says, "It is not
fitting," and the scriptures are decidedly against it, though the "amplification" statement has put them there.
Again I ask as brother Roberts asked,
"Why trouble yourself as to how G(
shall punish enlightened Gentiles?"God
(To be conlinmd.)
Type—Lately found.
Benjamin,
favored above the brethren of Joseph,
means the House of Di oil as it exists
in the land at, before and after the coming of Christ. They are his nearest
blood relations.
J. C.
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Children's Columns.
Devoted to questions and answers, short letters by tlie
children, letters to the children, and extracts helpful
to their instruction in the Hcriptures.

QUESTION.

I would like you to explain as simple
as possible the parable of the rich man
and Lazarus in Luke xvi: 19-31.
ANNIE

HELLIWELL.

Answer. I must request that Annie
read the last chapter in the little book,
"The Great Salvation." There she will
find a fuller explanation than we have
room for now in the '-Children's Columns." If she has not a copy of the
book, and will write me to that effect
I will make her a present of one.
QUESTIONS.

If Jesus was the son of God, how
could lie say in Luke xvii: 24, "For
thou lovest me before the foundation of
the world?"
Why was Saul's name changed to
Paul V
L U C Y M. CAHU.

Answer to first question. You must
keep in mind that the future is always
present with God, who sees the end from
the beginning. Kead Rom. ix: 11-13
and you will see that before the two
children were born God said, "Jacob
have I loved, but Esau have L hated.''
To God the characters of the two—the
one a man of faith, the other a man of
ilesh only—were as much known as
they were after the two men had manifested their characters.
Foreseeing
that Jesus would be a faithful and
obedient Son His Father loved Him before the foundation of the world. In
the same sense Jesus was as a "lamb
slain from the foundation of the world"
—Rev. xi: 8.
Answer to No. 2—The Greek word
for "Paul" means "little." "Saul" was
considered a name of some digi.ity and
pomp. Paul manifested great humility
after he realized that he had been

wrongfully persecuting Jesus and his
followers, ami called himself "iess than
the least of all the saints, and not worthy to be called an apostle" {Eph. iii: 8;
I Tim. i: 12-16). It is thought that us a
token of the humility he felt he changed
his name to Paul—the "little one."
QUESTION.

1. In about the first half of the 4ih
chapter of Matt., it speaks of the temptation of Jesus by the devil. Do you
understand by the word devil in the
case, to mean simply the feelings and
desires in the flesh V
2. Please explain the following.
"But I say unto you, that whosoever is
angry with his brother without a cause,
shall be in danger of the judgement,
and whosoever shall say to his brother,
Raca, shall be in danger of ihe council;
but whosoevershall say, thou fool, shall
be in danger of hell fire (Matt, v: 22).
E L I Z A B E T H M.

HARMS.

Answer to first question. It happens
that this question is answered in our
article on the Devil in this number of
the ADVOCATE, page 80, a reading of
which would give a better answer than
space would allow here.
Answer to second question—It is
very wrong to be angry with a brother
or sister (natural or spiritual) without a
cause. When I was a little child I was
taught to repeat the following verse:
"Bird in their little nests agree
And 'tis a shameful sight,
When children of one family
Fall out and chide and night."
What is more pleasant than to see
little children, and big ones too, respectful and affectionate one towards another'? Dear children, be careful to leurn
to govern your tempers. It will saw
you much trouble <?nd many hours of
remorse; for of course, if you gvt angry
with one another without a cause, it
will be from a bad temper, and afterwards, upon thinking over it, you will
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be very sorry, and you cannot be sorry
without suffering.
The words, however, translated ''angry with his brother without a cause,"
mean '"vainly incensed" and referred
to doing outrageous things, not to mere
anger over triflles of a kind that do not
cause, one to do very serious deeds. To
be "vainly incensed"' to commit crimes
under the law rendered one liable to lie
taken before the senate ooinp >sed of
twenty-three magistrates, whose office
was to execute the law in such cases.
" R i c a " meant a worthless, vain fellow,
and to call a person by this name was a
case similar to what we now call slander, or a libel. Such offenders are liable to be taken before the ••council,"
which was the Jewish sanhedrim, composed of seventy-two elders. It was a
superior court to the " J u d g e m e n t ' or
court of twenty-three magistrates. It
had the power to inflict the penalty of
stoning to death.
"Thou fool" is a phrase translated
from the word Morek, which meant " a
ivbel against God. an apostate from all
good." Sucli offenders among the Jews
were to be cast into Gehenna, improperly translated ••hell lire."'•Gehenna,"
from Old hinom, the valley of the son
of Ilinnom. This was a valley near
Jerusalem, where the filth of the city
and the carcases of criminals were cast.
There "the worm dieth not" because of
a continuous supply to prey upon, and
the fire kept burning to prevent unbearable stench and the spread of disease
is termed ''the flre of Gehenna." All
apostates were and will be cast into Gehenna, and those who falsely made the
charge were held guilty and punished
as if they themselves were what they
falsely charged others with. As regards God's people now, it is applicable
upon the principle that "with what
measure ye mete it shall be measured
to you again." Hence the necessity of
great care on towards one another.

INTELLIGENCE.
B0N1TELD, ILL.—I am glad to seo the
matter of separation somewhat clearing
and hope that the brethren throughout
this part of the world will see the necessity of united action which has been so
successfully commenced continue.
We have lost by death within a short
time old brother and sister Vanpoozer.
Brother and sister Albert Smith have removed to Kankakee. Brother Lemon
lias removed to Waldron from Sheldon, a
few miles east of Kankakee.so that there
will be quite an ecclesia in and about
Kankakee, most of whom formerly wore
with us here at Bonfleld.
They may make an opening for a course
of lectures soon, at least I hope so.
Yours faithfully,
K CHESTEK.

CHICAGO, ILL.—Since our last intelligence we have had the company of the
following visiting sisters at the Lord's table: Sister Kneege, Waucoiida., III., sister
Woodruff, Ohio, and sister Egan, Mich.
On the evening of February 1st about
CO brethien and friends met at the house
of brother Williams for the purpose of
expressing to him the esteem ami love
which they bore to him for his work's
sake on behalf of the truth. The meeting
was iu the nature of a surprise to brother
Williams as he was kept in ignorance of
our purpose till we all inarched in on
him, and the writer was deputed to present him with an easy chair in the name
of the ecclesia and brother Spencer,
Waucoiida, 111., and sister Leland, Hillsdale, Mich., who desired to unite wiLh us
iu thus testifying our appreciation of his
work, both on the platform and editorially
in contending for the truth in its purity.
A very pleasant evening was spent iu social intercourse and listening to music,
reading, etc. lieceut lectures have been
on "The temptation of Christ" and "Miracles in relation to the gospel," both by
brother Williams.
JAS, LEASK, Secretary.

[Yes, indeed, a surpiise it was, sister
Williams and the children allured mo
out of the way without the least move
likely to cause suspiscion. Then I was
told that a gentleman wanted to see me
in the parlor. Upon entering, here was,
seemingly, a sea of faces. My feelings—
well, I will not undertake to give expies-
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sion. After a moment's silence, brother
Leask, in behalf of all concerned, delivered a most gratifying and cheering address
assuring me that they had all along sympathized with me in the hardness of the
editorial chair and appreciated my work
with the pen and on the platfoim at home
and abroad. Now they desired to change
from the hard to a soft chair literally, and
hoped the literal would be followed in
the spiritual aense. My words of thanks
fell far short of my feelings. The gift
literally is a most beautiful one; but the
encouragement and sympathy of the givers are what reach the heart to a degree
which the tongue cannot express. I was
so bewildered at the time that I could
say but little. Let me say now, I thank
you all, dear brethren and sisters, and
while you pray that my lot editorially
may be an easier one in the future, 1 will
hope and pray that we may all find
smoother paths for our feet. My great
surprise, to be suddenly confronted by so
many familiar faces, may be a slight indication of what will be that surprise
which you and I shall experience) when
we are brought face to face with our beloved brethren and sisters of all ages.
As my surprise was a happy one, (lod
grant that the one which awaits us all may
be a happy one in that sense which our
Master, our Redeemer, our Friend, our
Brother, alone can make it—EDITOR]
DAYTON, O.—It is just a year since
our young sister, Ora Middleton, was immersed into the saving name of Jesus
anointed. And now we send you the sad
(though not unexpected) intelligence of
her death. As will be remembered, she is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. D, Mid
dleton, and niece to sister Reahard—Mrs.
Middleton's sister in the flesh. Not more
than eighteen-a tender and delicate plant
—her faith and hope were fixed, trusting in the Lord. Of her it may be said,
"Behold, we count them happy that onduie.' And this she did with patience,
as seeing Him who is invisible. "Mamma,
I am not afraid to die," she said to a
grieving mother. What better proof
that she has gone to the grave m full
assurance of a resurrection from the
dead? She breathed her last about nine
o'clock Saturday morning, Jan. 25, and
her remains were laid near her aunt's —
sister Hennessy (who was buried last

spring) in the cemetery in Springfield, 0On Sunday afternoon a number of brethren and friends gathered at the house to
hear words of comfort spoken by brethren
Parker and Reid. On Tuesday, Jan. 28,
brother Reid conducted the services of
burial from the ecclesial hall where a
large number of brethren and friends of
the deceased had gathered to take a last
look at her who we know will stand in
her lot at the end of the days. "I know
that my Kedeemer liveth and that He
shall stand at the latter day upon the
earth; and though worms destroy this
body, yet in my flesh shall I see God."
Yours in the Anointed Saviour,
S. SHAW.

D00N, ONT.—As many of the brethren
have expressed their views on the controversy that has been carried on by the
Christadelphian and what was called
"The Truth's Warfare" in relation to
Adamic sin and the responsibility of
those outside of the household of faith,
and as I have been in the Truth for fortylive years, and to the best of my knowledge am the oldest member of the Christadelphian body in Canada, I wish to express my views on the matter. I have
been a reader of the Christadelphian since
the days of the Ambassador and have
always tried to induce the brethren to
support it; but I am unable to induce
anyone to subscribe for it now, and the
reason is because the editor and those
who write for it have departed from the
old lines of doctrine. I have road Dr.
Thomas' "Eureka" and most of the rest
of his works, and bi other Roberts'
"'Christendom Astray" and his book on
the "Law of Moses" and most of the rest
of his works. I read the debate between
J J. Andrew and brother lioberts and
in my opinion, it would have been better,
for the Truth's interest if it had never
been. I have read what was called "The
Tru'h's Warfare," and, after summing
up the whole matter, I concluded that
the writers tried to sustain their position by misconstruing and misrepresenting brother Williams' language, which
was not an act in harmony with the truth
they claim to be defending.
The Doon ecclesia has experienced the
effects of many disputes that have arisen
in connection with the truth, for instance:
^mtnortal emergence, free life doctrine
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on the nature of Christ, partial inspiration, etc., etc. But we still stand on the
statement of faith that was agreed upon
in 1885. which was published in the
Christadelphian and ADVOCATE at that

time and which was based on the old
Birmingham statementof faith, and which
was acknowledged to be scriptural by all
the ecclesias we knew, and all that was
necessary to be believed as a basis of
fellowship. Now, we have not changed
our statement of faith or our doctrine of
God's plan of redemption; and those
ecclesias that have withdrawn fellowship from us cialm they have not changed.
Then why do they withdraw fellowship?
It is evident that there has been a change,
and we find that change in the new doctrine that is taught in Birmingham and
Buffalo, viz: That no one has sin in the
flesh until ho has committed transgression, and baptism is for the remission of
personal sinsonly. When I was baptized
there was very little literature on the
truth to be had, and I got my instruction
from the Apo tie Paul in the sixth chapter of his epistle to the Romans, and
understood that I was being baptized
into the death of Jesus Christ. Now,
Christ had no personal sins, and if there
was no sin in his flesh then how could he
destroy that which had the power of
death? Death is the result of sin (Rom.
v: 19). '' Wherefore as by one man sin
entered into the world and death by sin
and so death passed upon all men, for that
all have sinned" (Rom.viii: 3). "For what
the law could not do in that it was weak
through the flesh, God sending his own
son in the likeness of sinful flesh and for
sin condemned sin in the flesh." Now
these texts prove death passed upon all
men and death is the result of sin, and
Jesus Christ was a man. Christ inherited
death from the result of Adam's transgression; it was just and righteous of
God to require his death. And it was
just and righteous of God to raise him
from the dead that He might reward him
for his obedience in developing a righteous character. Now the Apostle Paul
tells us (Eph. iv: 32) that God for Christ's
sake hath forgiven us. When did he forgive us? Let Paul answer tho question
(Col. ii: 12-13): "Buried with him in
baptism wherein also ye are risen with
him through the faith of the operation of
God who hath raised him from the dead.
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And you. being dead in your sins, and
the uncircumcision of your flesh hath he
quickened together with him. having forgiven you all trespasses. Now that is
what I believed when I was baptized, and
I have baptized a good many and taught
them all the same doctrine, and I will
teach no other
The doctrine of being baptized for personal sins only, is false. We are baptized
into Christ's death and are to consider
ourselves dead with Christ and Christ
has been freed from sin, and we are waiting for the redemption of our body.
Natural death avails nothing in God's
plan of redemption. It is the sacrificial
death of Christ that has the saving power,
and Christ says those that live a'id believe in him shall never die, that is, those
that are alive at his coming. The doctrine
taught at Buffalo, that we all have to die,
is not true. Paul says "We shall not all
sloop, but shall all be changed" from the
earthy to the spiritual body, and to say
that the change is equivalent to death
destroys the meaning of Christ's words
in John xi: 2G.
In the Christadelphian for December,
1901, brother John P. Tolton, of Gait,
Ontario, regrets that he arid some others
have had to withdraw from those that
believe that Adamic sin is forgiven at
baptism. Now I do not know anyone who
believes that Adamic sin is forgiven at
baptism in the sense in which he puts it,
that is in a physical sense. I have talked
with those from whom he has withdrawn
and thoy all believe what Paul teaches
(Rom. viii: 23) that wo are "waiting for
the adoption, to-wit, the redemption of
the body." They all bolieve that they
were baptized into Christ's death and that
God for Christ's sake hath forgiven them
(Eph. iv; 32). Thoy do not believe that
God abrogated tho sentence that was
passed on Adam, but they believe that
Christ died because he was a partaker of
the Adamic condemned nature. That is
what brother Roberts teaches in his book
on the Law of Moses, page 243 Brother
Roberts says "Christ destroyed death in
himself alone as yet." and that believers
will obtain the benefit by i corporation
with him at the resurrection. That is
what we all believe, and now, brother
Williams, I understand from tho conversation I had with you, when you were in
Doon, that you believe the same things,
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and when you used the term ''forgiveness
of Adamic sin," you used it in the sense
that Paul teaches (Col. ii: 12-13' that is,
God having forgiven us all trespasses by
being buried with Christ in baptism we
are placed in relationship to that life
which Christ has the power to give and
which we will get, if we hold fast the profession of our faith.
Brother Tolton was a brother that I
very much respected, and one who helped
to arrange the statement of faith that
forms the basis of our fellowship and was
agreed to in A. D. 1885. I am much surprised that he should allow the sophistical arguments of a few brethren, who
have assumed the position of leaders, to
influence him to take the course of action
he has.
I am informed that a leading member of
the Buffalo ecclesia boasts that those who
do not agree with them and the new doctrine are only a small faction. Well, I
have no doubt that those who perverted
the gospel and followed Constantine, A.
D, 312 did the same thing against the
" remnant of the woman's seed." Those
brethren, who have manifested so much
zeal and energy in trying to coerce the
brethren to accept their speculative doctrines have succeeded in disturbing the
peace of the household, in causing divisions in ecclesias and families, but they
have not succeeded in making the old
staunch brethren believe them; for the
days of coercive power ceased A. D. 1870.
Anyone who understands God's purpose
in creating the earth and placing man
upon it would not accept the idea of Christ
being baptized to save him from a double
condemnation, in the face of the prophetic
utterances ef the Spirit, see Psalm xxxiii:
31. " The law of his God is in his heart,
none of his steps shall slide;" also Psalm
lxxx: 15. "And the vineyard which thy
right hand hath planted, and the branch
that thou makest strong for thyself."
Christ was about to be anointed with
spirit power without measure, and as
acknowledgment of defiled nature of
which he was made, he was baptized in
type of his own death.
As to the responsibility of those who
are outside the covenants of promise,
the Apostle Paul says God will judge
them (I Cor. v: 12-13). And, as brother
Eoberts says. " It does not seem appropriate they should be judged with the

household, it may be that they will be
judged at the end of the thousand years."
God has not revealed when or how he is
going to judge them and it is not our
business.
>
We have been told by a brother who
visited us from Birmingham that the
brethren in Canada should look to Birmingham for knowledge. But there are
a few brethren in Doon who look neither
to Birmingham, Buffalo nor Chicago for
a criterion of knowledge. They look to
the scriptures and feel confident by so
doing that they will not be led astray.
JOSHUA P E D D E R .

GRAVENHTJRST, ONT.— I am afraid
your remarks on Muskoka will tend to
scare brethren and sisters from coming
here to live. No doubt it is a hard country
to live in, till people get used to it. It is
much pleasanter in the summer, and it is
a great summer resort. Our town is headquarters for the steam boats on the Muskoka lakes and there is a large consumption sanitarium here.
J. HAGLBY.

[Our remarks referred to it as a farming
country. No doubt it is a beautiful and
healthful place as a summer resort, and
to the weary who can find time to rest and
the sick who can flnd money to seek health
we would say, go to Muskoka. As for
the sanitarium for consumptives. Canada
has been in the lead in the wise provision
—•making the best of a distressing evil.
Still, the plan of collecting the sufferers
at one place, where the sick sees nearly
all sick like themselves, would tend to
despondency if not despair. But a real
cure that will reach the seat of all diseases will come when the Great Physicican appears.—EDITOR.]
HYE TEX.—The ADVOCATE for January is at hand, and how glad we are to
see it, and we are made to rejoice when
we read the reports from different parts
of the noble work being done by the "upand-be-doing " movement. Dear brethren, we asure you all that our hearts are
in the movement, and we hope to do something in a financial way by and by. The
brethren will long remember brother
Williams' visit here, and we long to see
his face again. When we read his writings now, we can see him standing by the
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old Pecan tree, his face all agl iw with
intelligence and the spiiitof the Truth.
Wo are striving to go on in peace "redeeming the time for he days are evil."
May God bless and give you, brother Williams, health and strength, and length of
days so that you can continue to defend
the one hope.
As ever your brother in the one hope,
W. ft. LANDBTJM.

MEADINA CITY, TEX. —Dear Bro.
Williams: On reading your account of
our fraternal meeting in this state I see
you mention having met at Marble Falls
on your homeward journey some brethren who hold with Dr. Reeves on the
priesthood and new covenant. After a
brief review of the subject you expressed
the hope that this faction might be reconciled with a proper effort. This would
certainly be a disirable result worthy of
a proper effort, especially so in view of
the fact that we are so few and far between in this broad state. After seeing
brother Wilson's report in the Chri.stadelphian for Dec. 1901, I fear that reconciliation is not yet possible. Dr. Reeves
taught that Christ, though a priest and
advocate, a mediator and an intercessor,
is not now officiating as such; that he is
a priest in the same sense in which he is
a king; that his kingly and priestly functions will begin together, at his coming.
And that the new covenant of Jer. xxxi.
is a national covenant not yet made and
that we are not under that covenant, and
never will be, as it is yet to be made with
fleshly Israel. This, in brief, is what Dr,
Reeves taught; and if brother Wilson's
statement voices the sentiments of the
120; for whom he writes it is what they
still believe, which if true logically places
us without God and without hope in the
world, as we have no means of approach
to God except through an officiating high
priest (Heb. x:21-22>. and because there is
no hope or promise of reconciliation or
pardon except in the new covenant (Romiii: 2). We believe that Christ is a priest
an intercessor, a mediator and an advocate; and that he is now in the full exercise of all the functions which these titles
imply, over his household (Heb. x: 21;
Heb. iv: U; Heb. ii: 17; Romans viii: 34).
We believe that this blessing will be extended to the nations when he sits upon
his throne in Mount Zion (Zech. vi: 11-13).
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You will see in brother Wilson's report
that he denies being under the new
covenant and affirms that we are
under a new covenant. Such a phrase or
thought is not to be found in the Bible.
There is but one new covenant known to
the Bible, this is recorded for the first
time in Jer. xxxi: 31, and the second time
in Matt, xxvi' 28, when Christ Identifies
his blood with it. Truly it is a national
covenant, promised to be made with
fleshly Israel, God's covenant people.
The acceptance of which would develop
from the natural, the spiritual seed of
Abr*aham; but when delivered to them
by the greater than Moses and ratified
by his own blood as the covenant victim
and testator, they rejected it and were
broken off (Isa. xlii; 2-6; Heb. viii: 9-10)
inclusive. Hence the nation did not
attain what they sought for, viz.: the
hoirship to the kingdom (Rom. ix: 31 33).
Paul in Hebrews viii. quotes the entire
promise of the new covenant as recorded
by Jer. xxxi. 81. And he explaiLed that
the spiritual seed could not be perfected
under the first or Mosaic; and this fact
created the necessity that anew and better covenant be brought in, being dedicated by the blood of its testator which
could take away sin and perfect the heirs
of promise. In Heb. x: 9 he tells us that
the first was taken away that the second
might be established; and that he and the
other apostles were ministers of, not
"a," but the new covenant; and that
obedience to its terms frees us mot j et
from mortality) but from the law of sin
and death (Rom. vi: 17-18; Rom. viii: 2),
which would otherwise hold us (not necessarily in the grave) but in the prison
house of death, or mortality.
All reference to the new covenant to be
found in the New Testament scriptures
must refer to and be harmonized with
the new covenant promised in Jer. xxxi.
as there is no other promised. Therefore
to deny that that covenant has been made
in the sense of being delivered and ratified; and to deny that Christ is not now
officiating for his people under that covenant is to deny the plain teaching of
God's word, and therefore amounts to
more than a technical difference. It is a
fundamental error which we dare not
compromise. I mention this in order that
you and all others may know just what
constitutes the difference between us in
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order that our effort to bring about a reconciliation may be properly directed.
They must be brought to see that Christ
is now officiating as high priest over his
house for his people and that we are now
under, not "a," but the, new covenant before reconciliation is possible.
Your very truly in the glorious hope,
G. W. BANTA.

PRESTON, ONT.—Please find enclosed
$i. Kindly renew my subscription for
1902, also that of John Harris, of Preston,
for 1902. Well, on the last three Sundays
I had the pleasure of listening to three
excellent lectures in Gait. Brother James
Laird, of Innerkip, gave the first lecture
on "This is life eternal to know thee the
only true God and Jesus Christ whom
thou hast sent." This was an excellent
lecture, quite plain enough for an alien
to comprehend. When brother Laird had
spoken for an hour and a half,or near that
time, the hour of closing came all too
soon for my liking. Brother Laird handled
his subject in a masterly, fearless and
forcible way. I hope that we may all
soon have the pleasure of hearing him
again. On the next Sunday we had the
privilege of hearing Brother D. Tolton,
of Guelph, lecture on "The Redemptive
work of Christ in the Earth." Brother
Tolton handled his subject in his usual
quiet and earnest way. Last of all brother E. Chart, of Berlin, gave a very
interesting lecture on "The Signs of the
Times and the destiny of Great Britain."
The hall engaged on this occasion was
well filled, and the audience gave the
closest attention to his words throughout. I am only sorry that his words
could not be heard throughout the length
and breadth of the whole land.
It seems to me that some are going
along way out of their way to create disturbance and dissension amongst their
brethren. I would I could hear less of it.
Here we are as we all believe rapidly
approaching the time of the Master's
coming, and what do we find? Is it a
united brotherhood seeking to do the will
of the Master, trying to teach His word,
or are we more busily engaged in doing
mischief? Now, I would suggest that
some means be tried to bring about a
meeting between those who claim they
have greivances, and try and effect a
settlement. There seems to be a certain
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amount of misrepresentation going on by
some who can find nothing better to do
than to create disturbance and division
and misrepresent the actions of others,
who wish to live in peace and quietness.
For instance, I was given to understand
that we brethren in Preston had pressure
put upon us to bring yourself to Preston
to lecture, and that otherwise we would
not have done so. All I have to say is, that
we are entirely unaware of any pressure
whatever having been brought to bear
upon us by anyone whatever; and as regards having you come to lecture heve.
why, the first time you have occasion to
come to Canada again on a lecturing tour
we will be only too glad to do what we can
to help others have you lecture near here
and here as well. And we hope you may
be spared many long years to carry on
your useful work, and that those who are
now seeking to make trouble may have
their eyes opened to the foolishness of
their ways and try to arrange a settlement of the present troubles instead of
creating further discord, that we may all
walk in peace together.
Yours in Israel's hope.
W. D. HASBIS.

OLDEST FBAGMRNT 0 1 GOSPEL.
Boston, Mass., Feb. 27.—The Rev. Dr.
William C. Winslow of this city, vice-president of the Egypt exploration fund, to-day
announced the discovery of a most valuable
trophy among the large number of papyri recently received by Dr. Winslow for distribution among several universities, twenty-nine
of which went to the University of Pennsylvania. It is the ol lest fragment of the gos
pe's of the world now in this country.
Dr.
Winslow states that papyrus contains a large
part of the first chapter of the gospel of St.
Matthew. It was found at Oxyrhynchus,
140 milts south of Cairo, near the famous
"Logia," or ' Sayings of Jesus," and its dale
is placed by some experts at 150 A. D , ai d
by the editors of the societies' publication at
50 or 60 years lat r.
This papyrus of St. Matthew belongs to
the same class as fhi famous Sin itic and
Vatican codices, and, of course, is a remarkable corroboration of those texts and the prrs
ent accepted version.
On an important
doctrinal point it declares in common ihe
exact language: 'Joseph, thou son of David,
fear not to take unto thee Mary, thy w ife,
for that which is conceived in her is of I he
Holy Ghost."
This papyrus is the oldest
fragment of the gospel, or, indeed, of the
New Testament.
Dr. Winslow states th»t valuable papyri of
Homer, Ihucydides and Ei did also are in
the collection. The papyrus of Thucydides
includes no less than chapters 36 t® 41 of his
fourth book, eight dates from the first century.—Chicago Daily News
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CHRISTADELPHIAN MEETING-PLACES.
AUBURN, N. Y.—No.9 Exchange St., at !0:3
NORFOLK, VA.—Corner of Brambieton atid
A. M. Sunday-school after breaking of bread.
Maltby Avenues. Every Sunday at 11 A. M.
Also
Bible Class Thursday at 8 P.M.
BALTIMORE, MR-Vernant Hall, No. 1201
W. Baltimore St. Sunday morning-10:30.
PITTSBURGH, PA.—2(1 floor of Tlraraa's
Dancing- Academy, 218 4th ave. Every SunBERLIN, ONT.—Berlin and Waterloo Eccleday, 10:30 a. m. for Breaking of Bread.
sia. Corner of King and Queen Streets, Berlin
Every Sunday at 10:30 A. M.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.-Independent Hall,
BOSTON, MASS.—Arcade Hall, No. 7 Park
Thurbers Ave., South Providence. Sunday
Square. Every Sunday at 10:30 A. M., for the
School, 9.30 a. m.; Breaking of Bread II a. ra.
proclamation of the gospel, and at 12:45 P.M. for
breaking of bread.
QUINCY, MASS. —Orangeman's Hall, 110
Hancock St. Sunday School at 10:33 A. M.,
BUL<'F\LO, N. Y.—Meetings held *at No. 2
breakingof bread at 11:30 A. M., lecture at
Buffum St. Sunday School at 11 A. M. Break7:30 p. M.
ing of Bread. 8 P.M.
CAMPELO, MASS.—Mystic Hall, Franklin
RICHMOND, VA.—Lee Camp Hall, Broad
bldg., 1106 So. Main St.. Brockton, Mass. Sun
St., between 5th and 6th Sts. Meets at 11 A. to.
day School at 10 A. M. Public lecture at 11 A. M,
every first day.
Breaking of bread at 12:30 P. M.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.—Durand Building, 58
CAKBONDALR, PA.—At the house of Bro.
W. Main St., Room 5. Services at 10:30 A. M.
J. W. Edwards. Ko. 97 South Church Street
Every Sunday at 10:30 A. in.
SAN FKANCISCO AND OAKLAND.-FraCHICAGO.—Oriental Hall, 17th Floor, Ma- ternal
Hall, Washington St., every Sunday at
sonic TempLe. Every Sunday at 10:30 A. M.
11 A. M.
CLEVELAND, O.—Visitors may inquire at
SENECA FALLS, N. Y.—R. E' Short No. 12
1200 vv. Madison Ave., W. Cleveland.
Rumsey St.
DENVER, COLO. - N o . 216 Charles BuildSPRINGFIELD, OHIO.
Christadelphian
ing, loth and Curtis Streets. Every Sunday at
Hall, Masou St., near Stanton Ave., North side.
11 A.M.
Meeting for worship every Sunday at 10.30 a.m.
Sunday School at 9.45 a.m. Lecture at 7.30 p.m.
ELMIRA, N. Y.—Knights of Honor Hall,
No. 112 Lake Street. Every Sunday, 10^30 a. ra. Bible Study, Wednesday Evening, 7.30.
C. T. Spencer, Sec'y.
TORONTO, ONT.—Avenue Hall, northwest
corner of College and Spadina Avenue. EKery
FRANKLIN, MASS.—Lecture and Breaking
Sunday.
of Bread, 10:30 A.M.
VANCOUVER, B.C.—The brethren will be
HAWLEY, PA.—Lehman Hall, every Sunfound through Sister Willy, 1129 Homer St.
day. Bible School at 2 p. m. Breaking of bread
at 3 p. in.
VICTORIA, B. C—Meets in A. O. U. W. hal
every Sunday at 11 a. m. and i~p. m.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.—Fisher Hall, Cor
Bay and Erie Sts. Every Sunday at 10:3(1 a. mWASHINGTON, D. C—Nat'l Capitol Bank,
Penn'a Ave., between 3rd and 4tn Sts., S. E.
LOUISV1LLE, KY.—No. 2209 West Chestnut
Bible School at 10 a. m. Lecture at 11.15 a. m
St., at 10:30 a. m.
Memorial Service 12 m. every Sunday.
LOWELL, MASS.-Eng-ineers Hall, Wyman's
WATERLOO, IA.—Meetings at 10:30 every
Exchange, cor. Central and Merrimac streets.
First day in Bickley's Hall, W. Fourth street.
Every Sunday. Lecture at 10:30. Memorial service at 12 noon.
WORCESTER, MASS.—Board of Trade Hall
NEWPORT NEWS, VA.—Moss Hall, 219 8th 1 Foster St. Lecture every Sunday at 10:30
Street, 11 a. m. every Sunday.
1 A. M., Breaking of Bread immediately after
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NOTES.
W. D.^Your liberality received and shall be used as you wish—-'according to the Truth."
A Post Office Order for $2 was received at this office in January, without instructions, from Henderson, Ky. We do not know whom to credit to.
Can some one inform us?
EDITOR'S TOUR SOUTH AND EAST.—The Brethren in Parnassus, Pa., not
being able to procure a hall for April 6th, we have changed the date to April
i3th, which will make our departure from home a week later than announced last month. Our program now is as follows :
Parnassus, Pa., April 1-2 to 16; Baltimore, Md., 16 to 19; Washington,
D. C , 19 to 1-1; Norfolk, Va , 2 3 to 29; Richmond, Va., 29 to May 5;
Lanesville, Va , May 5 t a 12.
By this arrangement we expect to reach the New England States for our
first appointment, May 15..
RICHMOND, VA.—It is well known that there has been a division there
for some time. This is an awkward situation to one visiting there in the inter"ests of the Truth. The cause of the division is local, being personal and
ecclesial. There is no doctrinal difference We have received letters from
both sides, but more from one than the other, by which we conclude that
there has been some faults on both sides as to methods of dealing with the
evils. As to the evils themselves we are compelled to remain neutral for the
present. Were I, in my coming visit, to identify myself with those who have
left the hall in which they met during my last visit, that would appear like
taking sides. My acceptance, therefore, of the invitation of those meeting
in the old hall must not be regarded as an indorsement of one party and not
of the other. My mission is to herald the gospel and help the brethren of
Christ, irrespective of parties divided by local evils.
SISTER KELLY has been going from place to place, and sending the
ADVOCATE to some who are not able to subscribe for it. All who desire to
do this, or all who fttl that they cannot pay the full price, are welcome to
the ADVOCATE at the rate of $1.00 per annum. Those who pay full price will
not complain, I am sure, since they will feel that the strong are helping the
weak. All new subscribers are still entitled to the $1.00 rate, in all countries,
for the first year.
THE DEVIL, H I S ORIGIN AND END.—We had intended continuing this
subject from last month ; but we have it all now in a pamphlet of 28 pages.
Price, 5 c ; by mail 6c.
THE appeal for action appearing herein will be printed in the form'of a
16 pp. pamphlet on thin paper for general extensive distribution. Let every
body take part in this. Send for copies and we will gladly supply them free
of charge. The editor is doing this on his own expense, but if any wish to
help, all well. Where misunderstandings arise as to the real issues, this will
explain all, and obviate the necessity of sending to the editor for personal
statements as to his meaning on this or that, as has been the case.
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UP-AND-BE-DOING.
up-and-be-doing movement was started by certain brethren in
Canada for the purpose of arousing the brethren generally to action
and to rally from the actual and feared effects of the controversy on the
Adamic Condemnation and Responsibility questions. It was put into the
hands of brethren Tolton and Chart, who very successfully performed their
part. The plan was, to arrange with the brethren in Canada for lectures
by the editor of the ADVOCATE with a view of reaching the alien and
strengthening the brethren, giving all an opportunity to reach an understanding, where a misunderstanding existed, by a face to face friendly talk.
The result was that the movement extended far beyond expectations, and
many places in the States had to be included in the program. In performing his part the editor has visited the following places : In Ontario, Canada : Berlin, Guelph, Doon, Preston, Gait, Brantford, Innerkip, Palermo,
Bronte, Trout Creek, Burlington, Niagara Falls. In the State of New
York, U. S. A . : Buffalo, Rochester and Elmira. In April he starts out
again, and the places to visit are Parnassus, Pa.; Washington, D. C.;
Baltimore, Md.; and in Virginia : Norfolk, Richmond and Lanesville. In
Massachusetts : Franklin, Quincy, Campello and Lowell; Providence, R. I. ;
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Seneca Falls, N. Y. When things have gone wrong the editor does not
believe in letting- them rest till they are put right; or, at least, till ths very
utmost has been done that can be done. He therefore desires to work
through the press as well as on the platform, and the following is additional
work on his part in the up-and-be-doing movement, in the hope that successwill attend it as it has the platform work so far, for which we are truly thankful to our Heavenly Father, to whom be (he honor and glory for ever and
ever. Amen.

A Plea for Action in Furtherance of Justice,
Looking To-wards Union and Unity*
By BRO. THOS. WILLIAMS.
TO THE CHRISTADELPHIANS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.
BELOVED IN THE LORD :—I address you individually and collectively as
fellow-sojourners in the world's wilderness. I address you as one who is
in the bonds of the same covenant that you are in, and whose law is the
same, whose obligations are the same, and whose hope is the same.
In addressing you thus I do so with a deep feeling of reverence to God
and of obligations to yon as being one with you in the struggle for life
eternal—that obligation which should be felt one towards another by all
who are constituents of the one body of Christ.
I address you in the hope that you will not simply read what I say and
then lay it aside and pass on. I desire that you receive what I say as a
matter which seriously concerns you, whether I am personally known to
you or not. I urge this because what I say to you involves the question
of right and wrong, of justice and injustice as between you and me and
between God and us all. I want our motto to be "God, you and me."
I feel that 1 am performing an imperative duty, and that I must hold
myself ready to do my duty in the matter involved whatever it may be-—to
do it too as if it were to be my last act before being ushered into the presence of our Lord to be judged. I beg you, seriously, earnestly, brotherly,
affectionately, to take the matter in hand yourself, yourselves, in the same
manner and with the same feelings.
NO POSTPONEMENT.

Do not say, "Let it go to the judgment seat." It will go there, of course,
but it is our duty to try, try, and try again to right all wrongs in which we
may be involved before we are called to the judgment seat. This letter
shall be a witness of my endeavor in that direction. I send it to you as
such. I dedicate it to the great cause of eternal truth as such. Will you
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take hold of the matter with me and try to straighten out the crooked
things that are troubling and dividing the one body?
My case is one that none of you are too old or too young, too rich or too
poor, too learned or too unlearned, too popular or too obscure, too far or
too near—not one of you, individually or ecclesially, have the divine right
to ignore it. I claim (but humbly, in the fear of God) your attention. I
acknowledge your right to claim my ateution to any request and demand
you may make of me in the same spirit, and with the same object.
ARE YOU READY TO ACT?

Now what do you say? Are you ready to do this duty so far as it is in
your power? If I cannot suggest the best Way of doing it, will you suggest a way ? Remember the words, "Blessed are the peace makers." Act
upon these words ; for words without action will not mend matters.
I believe we have been too indifferent towards those who have been in
error, and those who have been regarded as in error, rightly or otherwise.
Do you think it is ever right for us now to cease striving to "gain thy
brother" and to "convert the sinner from the error of his ways"? Is there
anything more incumbent upon us? Do you think we can perform any
other duties to God acceptably while this is neglected ?
It may appear to vou that I am obtruding myself upon your attention in
a matter in which many others are involved ; but in this humiliating appearance I am a helpless creature of circumstances. The blame, so far as
the matter in America is concerned, has been repeatedly and publicly
placed upon me ; and my name has been much used by many in referring
to the trouble, in some instances even to the extent of making a test of
fellowship upon the question, "Would you fellowship 13ro. Williams?"
These facts must be my apology for appearing forward. So please bear
with me in this.
With me it is no trifling matter to be represented as a cause of division
and a setter forth of strange doctrines. It grieves my heart to see my
name associated with such things. I try to keep from getting angry, and
I think I have succeeded ; and I have mentally subjected myself to examination to see whether I was deceiving myself and deserved the blame put
upon me. The weight of the matter is made heavier by the thought that
I am supposed to have led many astray ; and I cannot bear to think that
others are looked upon as bearing my sins. If it is so I want to know it,
and repent of it and to ask forgiveness ; if it is not so I want it known,
and I hope others will be as willing to right the wrongs as I am sure I am.
This is is a long introduction, you will say. Yes, but the situation calls
for it, for in view of all the facts in the case the words of inspiration are
specially applicable to us at this time—"Awake to righteousness and sin
not." And now to
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THE QUESTION, WHAT IS IT?

There is a division of the body on the question known as Adamic Condemnation and Resurrectional Responsibility ; and I am charged with
being the cause of it in America. The charges have been made in the
following form :
1. That Brother Williams teaches that men are personally guilty of
Adam's sin.
2. That at baptism we are forgiven Adam's sin.
3. That we are baptized for Adam's sin.
4. That Goil will not, and that by His law H e has tied His hands so
that He cannot, raise from the dead and punish any who die during the
Gentile dispensation, except those who are baptized into Christ.
Now my desire is to show that I have been misunderstood and misrepresented by forms of words I never coined and never used except as
coming from those who originated them ; and my principal object now is
to openly, and as clearly as I possibly can answer these charges, in the
hope of arousing the brotherhood of the world to accept my explanation
as sufficient to reunite those who ma}- have been divided by misunderstanding. 1 will number my answers to correspond with the numbers of
the charges.
1. My answer to the first charge is that I positively deny ever having,
taught such a thing.
2. To the second charge my answer is that the words "forgiven Adam's
sin" originated with brethren who are opposed to me, and that my subsequent use of them has been misunderstood by some and misued by others.
My belief is that Adam's sin resulted in all men being by inheritance in a
state of sin, or, as Dr. Thomas puts it, "Constitutional sinners." That this
stale, as well as our being sinners by actual transgression, is represented in
the scriptures as an • unclean" state or a "naked" state, which must be
legally, or provisionally cleansed, as well as our personal sins forgiven,
before there can be reconciliation to God, and that after we have passed
through "the waters of separation" by baptism, and therein received the
provisional cleansing effacacy of the blood of Christ, God looks upon us
through Christ, as it were, and allows us who were "far off" to come
"nigh," because our "old Adam" nakedness has been clothed by the righteousness of Christ in our putting on the "new man."
3. To the third charge my answer is that 1 do not believe that I ever
formulated or gave expression to the words, "baptized for Adam's
sin," and I most positively and fearlessly repudiate the meaning many
have attached to them and attributed to me, and by which some have been
deceived and consequently become prejudiced against me.
4. My answer to the fourth charge is that I never taught that God had
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'"tied His own hands" by a law so that He could not raise any from the
dead except those who in the Gentile dispensation had been baptized into
Christ; and my belief now is that God has the right and the power to
raise and punish Gentiles without infringing- upon that law of resurrection and
judgment which comprehends all those who are in Christ and therefore on
probation for good and bad, according to their deeds.
I think these four charges comprise all that constitute the cause of the
present division and estrangement of the brethren and ecclesias ; and my
answers, which so far are in negative form, would be sufficient were it not
that the use and misuse of terms and phrases have made more elaborate
explanation necessary and affirmative statements needful ; and 1 prefer appearing repetitious, verbose and tautological rather than fail in this effort
to make myself understood.
FUKTI1KR EXPLANATION.

Now charge No. I needs no explanation. An unqualified denial is all it
calls for. We have said enough in answer to charge No. 2 ; but the gist
of the matter is in charge No. 3—"We are baptized for Adam's sin." ISy
the use, or rather misuse, of this form of words some have been persuaded
that I believe that we are baptized for Adam's sin in the sense of one man
committing one act of sin and another man being baptized for that one act.
The palpable absurdity of this ought to have been its own defeat. If I
have ever used the words "Adam's sin" in its relation to the race it has
been in the sense of "Adamic sin," a phrase which 1 do not understand to
mean personal sin ; but sin in the federal sense, that which has placed
mankind in a mortal, "unclean," "sinful flesh" state and of which the
Apostle Paul says, "By one man sin entered into the world, and death by
sin ; and so death passed upon all men, for that all have sinned," or, as Dr.
Thomas renders it, "in whom all have sinned." By the use, therefore, of
"Aclamic sin" I mean the world's great evil in all its various forms, which
originated in the transgression of the law in Eden.
Now the sentence, " W e are baptized for Adam's sin," which has been
invented by those who have opposed me, may be called an eliptical sentence, in which a discerning mind may, if so disposed, mentally see truth,
while others could only see the absurdity of, as it were, John being baptized
for one act of sin committed by William. Here is a scripture sentence
whose meaning can be in the same way discerned by the intelligent, while
ridiculed by others—
"CHRIST DIED FOR OUK SINS."

Of this the unenlightened might say, "There! look at that! ! Christ
died for our sins" ! W e commit sins and the punishment was imposed
upon Christ. That is the same as if John committed murder and Williams
was hanged for it!" The trouble with those who talk thus is that they
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cannot fill in the elipsis of the sentence. The scripturally enlightened man
would verbally pronounce only the words of the text; but mentally he
would read thus :
"Christ died" (as a sacrifice) "for" (to redeem us from) "our sins"
(and from death, the consequence of sin).
It may be put in another form :
''Christ died" (in order that we may be forgiven) "our sins" and be
redeemed from death unto life eternal).
Now the sentence which has been so mischievious would not deceive an
enlightened mind capable of mentally filling in the elipsis while verbally
only pronouncing the words. The only way that I could ever be justly
charged with the sentence would be as follows :
"We are baptized for" (to be redeemed from the lost state into which
we fell by) "Adam's sin."
Can any enlightened brother or sister object to this ? If not, then the
cause of dispute and division on this charge is removed. And now are
you all ready to act accordingly ? for it is useless to think and talk without
acting. Will you individually or ecclesially be a party to a movement to
disfellowship one brother, or a thousand brethren, on such a misuse and
misunderstanding of words as have been manifest in this case?
But some will say, judging from the past, that I have not yet stated all
I believe in regard to the relation of baptism to Adamic sin. And in an
effort to satisfy the most inquisitive and the most suspicious I will add,
that I believe that by reason of the fall of our first parents we are born
into a state of sin, which is viewed as "unclean" in the sight of God, and
that in addition to this we become sinners by wicked works. W e are
therefore aliens by nature and by wicked works—or as Gentiles we are
aliens before we became sinners by actual transgression. Now I believe
that baptism is the means of adoption from an alienated state to sonship
with God, or a transition from a state of alienation in Adam to a relationship of citizenship in Christ. Since we are regarded as "unclean"
by nature, I believe that baptism is the antitype of the "waters of separation," and that in God's mind it effects a cleansing in a legal and provisional
sense to the extent that our bodies become fit to be the temple of God
through the spirit or the word, and we are then a holy priesthood. We
are viewed through Christ, as it were, He being a sin-covering or a garment of righteousness for us which, by the remission of our personal sins,
in which our "hearts are sprinkled from an evil conscience ;" and by the
legal cleansing through having "our bodies washed with pure water," we
are brought into atonement or at-one-ment with God, termed a state of
"reconciliation," and we are then sons of God and joint heirs with Christ,
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on probation for eternal life, which will be rendered to us if we "patiently
continue in well doing."
IS THERE A CHANGE OF BODY?

If I am asked if there is a change of the body, I answer, no, but a change
of its relationship, similar to what took place when the altar, etc., was
cleansed and brought into a state of "atonement" as shown in Lev. viii:
10-17; xvi: 29-34. There was no change in the material sense in any of
those things so "atoned " for by the blood of the sacrifice ; but there was
such a change as caused God to view them at first as unholy and afterwards as holy ; and the best word that I know of to describe the change
is the word "legal." Mortality is an "unclean" state, because it is the
result of sin. Christ was mortal and was required to make a sin-offering
for Himself to cleanse His nature. This was literally done by his death,
resurrection and change to immortality. We are baptized into his death
and thereby we are sin-covered ; but our literal change from mortality to
immortality we are "waiting" for, in that "sonship, to wit, the redemption
of the body" (Rom. viii).
I have dealt with this aspect of the subject more in detail than I believe
it is necessary for a candidate for baptism or a "babe" in Christ to understand ; and if I am asked why then do I encumber the subject with what
may be beyond the full comprehension of such, my answer is, I do so because my writings on this aspect of the subject have been misused by a
displacement of words ; and I am now striving to make myself so understood that all may see the mistake that has been made in dividing the
brethren upon a superficial use of the words "forgiven Adam's sin,"
"baptized for Adam's sin," etc.
THE OLD LANDMARKS.

I am not satisfied with a presentation of my case in my own words ; but
I desire to show that I am in perfect harmony with the truth as heretofore
set forth by brother Thomas and brother Roberts I will first give a few
quotations from brother Thomas.
Elpis Israel p. 114.—Sin, I say, is a synonim for human nature. Hence
the flesh is invariably regarded as ueclean. * * * God "made Him sin
for us, who knew no sin." * * * His body was as unclean as the
bodies of those he diedfory for he was born of a woman, and not one can
bring a clean body out of a defiled body. Page 115—Sin in the flesh is
hereditary ; and entailed upon mankind as the consequence of Adam's
violation of the Eden law. The original sin was such as I have shown
in previous pages. Adam and Eve committed it, and their posterity are
suffering the consequences of it. The tribe of Levi paid tithes to Melchisedec many years before Levi was born. The apostle says, "Levi, who
receiveth tithes, paid tithes in Abraham." Upon the same federal principle all mankind ate of the forbidden fruit, being in the loins of Adam
when he transgressed. This is the only way men can by any possibility
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be guilty of the original sin. Because they sinned in Adam, therefore they
return to the dust from which Adam came—says the apostle, in whom all
sinned. * * * Mankind being born of the flesh, and of the will of men,
are born into the world under the constitution of sin. That is, they are
the natural born citizens of Satan's kingdom. By their fleshly birth they
are entitled to all that sin can impart to them. What creates the distinction of bodies politic among the sons of Adam? It is constitution. By
constitution, then, one man is English, and another is American. T h e
former is British because he is born of the flesh under the British constitution. * * * There are two states, or kingdoms, in God's arrangements, which are distinguished by constitution. These are the kingdom
of Satan and the Kingdom of God. The citizens of the former are sinners ; the heirs of the latter are saints. Men cannot be born heirs by the
will of the flesh ; for natural birth confers no right to God's kingdom.
Men must be born sinners before they can become saints, even as one must
be born a foreigner before he can be an adopted citizen of the States. It
is absurd to say that children are born holy, except in the sense of their
being legitimate. None arc born holy, but such as are born of the spirit
into the kingdom of God, children are born sinners or unclean, becausethey are born of sinful flesh ; and "that which is born of the flesh is flesh,"
or sin. Page I 18—As the constitution of sin hath its root in the disobedience of the first Adam, so also hath the constitution of righteousness root
in the obedience of the second Adam. Hence the apostle says, "As through
one offense (sentence was pronounced) upon all men unto condemnation ;
so also through one righteousness (sentence was pronounced) upon all men
(Jews and Gentiles) unto a pardon of life. For as through the disobedience of the one the many were constituted sinnersy so also through the
obedience of the one the many were constituted righteous.'''' The two
Adams are two federal chiefs ; the first being figurative of the second in
these relations. All sinners are in the first Adam ; and all the righteous
in the second, only on a different principle. Sinners were in the loins of
the former when he transgressed ; but not in the loins of the latter when
he was obedient unto death ; therefore "the flesh profiteth nothing." For
this cause, then, for sons of Adam to become sons of God, they must be
the subjects of adof>Jion, which is attainable only by some divinely appointed means. Page I 21—"Having ascertained this (what he must do),
he does it; and in doing it is born out of zcater.'" Having been begotten
of the Father by the word of truth, and out of water, the first stage of
the process is complete. He is constitutionally in Christ. Page 122—
This action is representative of his faith in the resurrection of Jesus; and
of his hope, that as he had been planted with him in the similitude of his
death, he shall hereafter be also in the likeness of his resurrection, and so
enter the kingdom of God.
WHAT BROTHER ROBERTS WROTE.

Now I will give a few quotations from brother Roberts which will be
seen to be in perfect harmony with my position :
Legally a man is freed from Adamic condemnation at the time he obeys
the truth and receives remission of sins [Two things here in baptism—ED.],
but actually its physical effects remain vuitil this mortal (that is this Adamic
condemned nature) is swallowed up.— Christadelphian, i8j8,p. 225. Of
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this brother Roberts said in the Roberts-Andrew Debate : "I fully endorse
that."
I understand God gives the obedient believer a clean slate. * * *
Everything is wiped out that stands against us in any way, whether in
Adam or ourselves—Roberts, in Roberts-Andrew
Debate.
ANDREW—Then there is a passing out of Adam [At baptism—ED.1
into Christ?
ROBERTS—Certainly. When he passes into Christ his relation to the
whole death dispensation which Adam introduced is put off.— R.-A. Debate,
Baptism * * * is the means of that present (legal) union with
Christ.—Declaration, f. 46.
Being born of Adam's condemned race, and partaking of their condemned
nature, Christ was made subject, equally with him, to the consequences of
Adarft's transgression. Therefore his public execution was a public exhibition of what was due to man from God. It pleased God to require this
before inviting man to reconciliation through the man in whom this vindication should take place—Instructor, f>. 22.
We quote the following from "Inherited Alienation," by ]5ro. James
Laird, who quotes from brother Roberts, and emphasizes the pertinent
parts :
In Ileb. ix. Paul says that "Moses took the blood of calves and of goats
and sprinkled both the book and all the people. Moreover he sprinkled
with blood both the tabernacle and all the vessels of the ministry and
almost all things are by the law purged with blood." In view of this
most unmistakable teaching of Paul, our brethren must acknowledge that
under the law sacrifices were for something else beside personal sins.
Sacrifices for personal sins figure largely in the "Patterns of the Ileavcnlies," but it is an inexpungable fact that sacrifices for other things figure
largely also. Seeing that this fact cannot be denied, we ask, What is the
doctrine taught, what is the correspondence in the antitype? We respectfully desire our brethren who limit baptism to forgiveness of personal sins
only, to expound for us the antitypical significance of this fact. We believe
Christ is the great antitype-- Christ personal and Christ mystical or multitudinous. In the language of brother Roberts, "Christ is the antipical
Aaron, the antitypical altar, the antitypical mercy seat, the antitypical
everything. The types all converge upon and have their substance in
Christ. There must therefore be a sense in which Christ was purged by
the antitypical blood of his own sacrifice. Christ: must have been the subject of a personal cleansing (italics ours) in the process by which he opened
up the way of sanctification for his people. If the typical holy things
contracted defilement for connection with a sinful congregation, were not
the antitypical (Christ) holy things in a similar state through derivation on
his mother's side from a sinful race? If not, how came they to need
purging with his own better sacrifice? Great difficulty is experienced by
various classes of thinkers in receiving this view ; needlessly so, it should
seem. There is first the express declaration that the matter stands so :
'It was therefore necessary that the pattern of things in the heavens should
be purified with these (Mosaic sacrifices); but the H E A V E N L Y THINGS
THEMSELVES with better sacrifices than these' (Ileb. ix. 23). 'It was of
necessity that this man have somewhat also to offer' (viii : 3). 'By reason
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hereof, he ought as for the people, so also for himself, to offer for sin (v :'
3). 'By his own blood, he entered in once into the holy place, having obtained eternal redemption' {for us, is an addition inconsistent with the
middle voice of the verb employed, which imports a thing" done by one to
one's own self, ix : 12). There was next the necessity that it should be so.
The word necessity, it will be perceived, occurs frequently in the course of
Paul's argument. The necessity arises from the position in which men
stood as regards the law of sin and death, and the position, in which the
f^ord stoodas their redeemer from that position (Italics ours). The position
of men was that they were under condemnation to die because of sin, and
that not their own sin, but ancestral sin at the beginning.
The forgiveness of personal offenses is the prominent feature in the apostlic proclamation, because personal offenses are the greater barrier. Nevertheless, men
are mortal because of sin, quite independently oftheir own transgressions.
Their redemption from this position, is a work of mercy and forgiveness''''
(Italics ours). " W e see Christ down in the evil which he was sent to cure ;,
not outside of it, not untouched by it, but in it to put it away. The statement that he did these things for us has blinded many to the fact that he
did them 'for himself ' first—without which he could not have done them
for us."
The foregoing extracts are from chapter 18 of the "Law of Moses.'"
We wish we had room for the whole chapter. We most earnestly recommend every brother and sister to procure a copy of the "Law of Moses"
and read it carefully. They will be greatly benefited and enabled to decide
intelligently on the question now before the household. It will be observed
that brother Roberts teaches there are two features in the apostolic proclamation and two barriers to salvation. One comes from our own sins ; the
other comes from "ancestral sins." Then redemption from this latter
position, he expressly says on page 158, is a work of inency and forgiveness. Will our brethren who have cast us from their fellowship read the
"Law of Moses" and then decide whether brother Roberts taught that
baptism was for personal sins only? On page 167 brother Roberts says:
"Under apostolic guidance we see Christ both in the bullock, in the furniture, in the veil, in the high priest, and, in brief, in all these Mosaic 'patterns' which he says were 'a shadow of things to come' (lleb. viii: 5 ; ix :
13; x : t ; iii : 5). All were both atoning and atoned for (Lev. xvi : 33).
There is no counterpart to this if Christ is kept out of his own sacrifice,
as some thoughts would do. l i e cannot so be kept out of it if place is
given to all the testimony- -an express part of which is, that as the sum
total of the things signified by these patterns, he was 'purified with' a better sacrifice than bulls and goats, viz., his own sacrifice (lleb. ix : 23-12).
If he was 'purified' there was something to be purified from. What was
it? Look at his hereditary death taint as the son of Adam, through whom
death entered the world by sin, and there is no difficulty."
Brother Sulley also writes in Temple Plan :
There are two classes of sins from which the human family needs
DELIVERANCE. First, those to which men are related by RACIAL DESCENT
(Rom. v : 12-14); second, individual trespasses. I N IMMERSION there is a
recognition of THE FIRST.— Temple Plan. [Note that Rom. v : 12-14 is
given to prove "racial sin."—ED.]
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Now, brethren, I have quoted enough to show you that 1 have not departed from the old landmarks of truth. In my own behalf, and in behalf
of those who it is claimed have departed from the truth with me and who
have by some been shut out from fellowship and refused permission to
defend themselves ; in the name of justice, 1 appeal to you and ask you, can
you with clear consciences pass on and not lift a hand to wipe out this
mistake, this injustice, this injury to some of those for whom Christ died?
Can you do such an injustice to the least of Christ's brethren and not do it
unto Him? I beseech you, individually and ecclesially, to make haste to
rectify this cruel and shameful wrong.
Now there is one more question for me to deal with and then the case is
in your hands, and that is the responsibility question. My answer on this
is that I stand upon the statement of faith as accepted, and the general
teaching of our literature, for forty years.
Examine the following carefully :
Old Form of Proposition X X V . : That at the appearing of Christ, prior
to the establishment of the kingdom, the responsible (faithful and unfaithful) dead and living of both classes will be summoned before the judgment
seat "to be judged according to their works," and receive in body according
to what they have done, whether it be good or bad (II. Cor. v. 10 ; II. Tim.
iv : i ; Rom. ii: 5, 6-16 ; xiv : 10-12 ; I. Cor. iv : 5 ; Rev. xi : 18).
We ask the reader to turn to these texts and see if he can persuade himself that they refer to Gentiles out of Christ.
Note the words in the proposition, "faithful and unfaithful ;" "both
classes," not three classes ; "judged according to their works good or bad."
Can Gentiles be called either "faithful or unfaithful" servants under the
bonds of the covenant? Can it be said of Gentiles that they will be judged
according to their works—good or bad?
Now here are contemporary statements showing that it was not supposed that Gentiles out of Christ were included in Proposition X X V . :
Rejecters of the Word, zvho do not come under the law of Christ by belief and obedience, may be reserved till the close of the thousand years. It
does not seem reasonable that those who put away the counsel of God from
themselves should be passed over without judgment, and yet, since they do
not become constituents of the household of faith, their resurrection at the
time when account is taken of that household ivould seem inappropriate.
May they not be dealt with at the end ?— Christendom Astray.
This says rejecters are
1.—Not "under the law of Christ."
2.—They may "be reserved till the end of the thousand years" for
judgment.
3.—They "are not constituents of the household of faith."
4.—Therefore their resurrection and judgment with the household is
inappropriate.
It is a pity to trouble yourself as to whether believing but disobedient
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Gentiles are amenable to resurrectiona! punishment or not. It is salvation
an earnest man is after; it is this he will try to work for himself and others,
if he can. If others will not obey the will of Christ, he need not be. concerned as to the nature of their punishment.— Christadelphian, 1882.
That it might be seen that in all forms of statements from the infancy of
the Truth's revival and all the time the old form of Proposition XXV. was
accepted, only "two classes," "faithful and unfaithful" are spoken of as
destined to appear at the judgment seat at Christ's appearing ; and these
statements, remember, show what Proposition X X V . was then understood
to mean as well as state, we quote the following :
T H E JUDGMENT S K A T OF C H R I S T — T h a t at the return of Jesus Christ
from heaven to establish his kingdom on earth he will, first of all, summon
before him for judgment the whole of those who are responsible to his
judgment. Those who are dead he will cause to come forth from the dust,
and assemble them with the living in his presence. Faithful and unfaithful will be mustered together before his judgment seat for the purpose of
having it declared, after account rendered, who is worthv of being invested
-with immortality and promoted to the kingdom, and who is deserving of
rejection, and re-consig'nment to corruption after
punishment.—Declaration, /Proposition xxxi. p. 4.9.
Are all who take on the name of Christ by belief of the truth and baptism destined to be saved?—No, only those who are faithful and bring forth
fruits unto eternal life. Some walk after the flesh and some after the spirit.
How will the two classes be dealt with?—Those who are pronounced
acceptable will receive eternal life, and be made to inherit the kingdom of
God, and those who are found unfaithful will be rejected and given over to
destruction.
When will these decisions be enforced?—At the coming of Christ. He
will gather together his household to judge them, and to give to every man
according to what he hath done, whether good or bad.— Good Confession,
pp. 28, 29.
There has been a change in Proposition X X V . for the purpose of getting the rejecter into it so as to make the responsibility question a test of
fellowship and consequently a reason for refusing fellowship to certain
brethren. Now here is the "amended" form of Proposition X X V . with
what its framers desired to say thrown into bracketed words.
That at the appearing of Christ prior to the establishment of the kingdom, the responsible (namely those who know the revealed will of God
[alien "rejecters"] and have been called upon to submit to it), dead and living—obedient and disobedient [including alien "rejecters"]—will be summoned before the judgment seat to be judged according to their [alien
"rejecters"] works ; and receive in body according to what they [alien "rejecters',] have done, whether good or bad.
Now I object to this "amendment" because it puts Gentiles upon the
same platform with those in covenant relation, which is not only "inappropriate," as brother Roberts says, but it mars the fundamental truth, that
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probation for "good or bad" which is the subject of the judgment seat for
the household only is based upon covenant relation. Resurrection to that
Judgment is predicated upon Christ's resurrection, and the resurrection and
judgment in this sense and for this purpose was a problem solved by
Christ's resurrection through the blood of the everlasting covenant. It is
this that is important to us. "If Christ be not raised, * * * then
they also who have fallen asleep in Christ have perished." The matter of
how, when or where God will deal with enlightened unbaptized Gentiles,
who may have good or bad intentions, is a matter we may leave to Him
who will do justly with all.
The old statement, as it had been for years before the so-called "amendment" was made in Birmingham, left the question of when and where God
would deal with enlightened Gentiles out of Christ open, and it did not
include those thrown into the proposition as "amended," nor did il intend
to include them. The passages given in proof will show this ; and now
that Gentiles have been forced into that proposition, the scripture references
given are sadly misapplied, as any enlightened brother must see by reading them.
But, to satisfy those who attach so much importance to this question
and who have charged me with saying that God cannot raise Gentiles
without breaking His own law, I will say, 1 never said such a thing. I
believe God will save us in accordance ivitli His own lazv. I also believe
He will raise His people, faithful avvd unfaithful, according to ills o\v)i la-w
of covenant relation. Those not in covenant relation cannot be raised by
the same law as those who are in covenant relation, neither can they be
judged as probationers for good or bad. But since God has in the past
raised some irrespective of the law involved in the covenant, lie
has the same right and power to do so again ; and so I repeat the statement, which now seems to satisfy the editor of the Christadelphian, made
by the Yorkshire brethren, "That the absence of baptism is no barrier to
their resurrection to judgment and punishment." The only reservation
I would have to this would be as to "judgment," if it is here employed to
mean "the judgment seat"-— bema.—which means a tribunal to render
decision between "good and bad," "life and death" ; whereas in the case of
Gentiles out of Christ "good" and "life" have never been in question, since
they were never in probation, never "passed from death unto life."
Now I submit, is my case—I call it "my case" because I am personally
making this appeal, but my case is that of hundreds of others ; and again
I say, I take this responsibility upon me because I have been the one
principally blamed in America on account of circumstances having placed
me in a more public position. I submit, is my case one deserving of
the treatment it has received? With such an injustice as withdrawals and
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divisions under these circumstances, can you any longer let the matter pass
without crying aloud and sparing not, fearing no man, no ecclesia, no
paper ; with the fear of God before your eyes, and with the thought that
soon we shall meet in (he presence of our judge, is it not your doty, your
imperative duty, noxu, each of vou, all of you to put yourselves upon record
in protest against this wrong and demand that we return to our old position, based upon our old statement: of faith ; and thus go hand in hand to
the work before us as one united body? This surely is a case wherein
"United we shall stand, but divided some must fall ;" for there is a sin at
somebody's door and let us hasten to remove it. Now, brethren, I have
not written this argunientatively, I have not been engaging in polemics. I
am writing- as a brother to a brother, earnestly', sincerely, hopefully and
dutifully. Will you respond? Do not become critics. Do not answer me
polemically. We have had enough of that. Let hand reach out to hand
first, in the hope that heart will beat with heart in the united, affectionate
sympathy and purpose. Wherein I have done amiss, spoken rashlv or
written unadvisedly I am willing to confess and ask for pardon ; I am just,
as willing to forgive and forget.
Principle is above policy. Policy cannot be employed at the expense of
principles. In this matter I am appealing to you about, principles are seriously involved. Really the great question with you is, Shall I, shall we,
quietly, silently, or passively allow our Lord to be cast out and we remain
complacently with those who have cast Him out? Or shall we hasten to
see what is the matter? Personally He is not, cannot be, cast out; neither
has it been the intention of those who have engaged in casting out to cast
Him out. Hut a wrong against, or a right in behalf of, His brethren is, in
effect, the same as if it were him personally. The truth in the hands of
its friends has come to be known as "Christadelphianism." It is either a
real thing with a heart in it, or it is an empty, hollow, heartless, political,
cold organization ; and there is no more effectual way of testing this than
by asking all who are constituents of it to reason, to investigate, to
speak and to act in a matter in which their brethren are either justly or
unjustly condemned and published to the world as heritics. So my question to you is,
WHAT ARK YOU GOING TO DO?

It is not a question of how this ecclesia will act in the matter, or what
any paper will say ; neither is it a question of whether we shall be shut
out from the "Intelligence" columns of this paper or that—these questions
would be of weight with politicians only. It is a question of principle between brother and brother, between ecclesia and ecclesia, here, there,
everywhere in the world.
The evil of the situation among the brethren in many parts is made
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more serious by the fact that some who have taken active part in causing
the present division are, perhaps unconsciously, respectors of persons ; for
in some cases there is a oneness of belief on the matters of dispute between
some who are cast out and others who are not. Then, too, pacifying
statements have been offered which were substantially the same, and they
have been accepted as sufficient from some, and rejected when presented
by others.
Perhaps I shall be blamed for taking this division in the body so seriously and not in like manner crying out in other divisions, and 1 may he
called selfish. Well, in other divisions there have been men crying out
who were able to deal with their troubles. Still, if I have been remiss in
not crying out as loudly in other cases, it is never too late to mend, and let
this my outcry apply to any and all other divisions and their causes ; and 1
will join hands with any who will try, try and try again to heal all wounds
and end all the divisions—yes try, as a duty, whether we can succeed or
not. Let us cast surmises to the winds and let us seek for facts, and without respect of persons or parties, let us be fair, just and zealous in dealing
with the evils among us ; for if we are now learning how to cope with the
world's evils in the future, how can we better do it than bv practice?
This appeal shall be witness to my sincerity, my motives and to my action in this matter, witness to you, to all, now and in days to come, and, more
than all, it shall be a witness that I shall be ready to face at the judgment
seat. I close with words from Dr. Thomas which may have weight with
any who may be making tests of fellowship where they ought not to be
made. I quote the closing words of "Anaastsis" as follows :
But some may be prompted to inquire, Js it necessary to understand all
the details of Resurrection and Judgment in order to possess the Jaith
which justifies ? In reply, 1 would say, if it were necessary, there would
scarcely be found, in this generation, a corporal's guard of justified believers. I apprehend that if a person heartily believe in the "resurrection of
the just and unjust," and that both these classes will appear in the presence
of the Righteous Judge, "to give account of themselves to him," their
understanding so far is sound upon these two first principles ; but. if on
the contrary, he deny the resurrection of "the unjust," or saints of the
Sardean type, and repudiate the citation of the righteous to judgment,
saying that there is no other judgment for them than what they are subjected to in the present state ; and that they will not be called upon to giveaccount; I can only say for myself, that 1 had rather never have been
born than to appear in the Divine Presence with such a tradition. It
would not be difficult to make out against such, a case of constructive
treason to the truth.
But this is neither my purpose nor desire.
"Judge nothing," says Paul, "before the time until the Lord come, who
will bring to light the hidden things of darkness, and will make manifest
the counsels of the heart." My purpose is to enlighten, not to condemn.
The more we understand of what we profess to believe, the stronger is
our faith therein ; and the nearer we approach its development, the more
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necessary is it that a lively interest be kindled in us, that our lamps be
well trimmed, and our lights be found brightly burning—(Matt. xxv. 4, 7,
10).

J O H N THOMAS, M.

D.

West Hoboken, Hudson, Co., N. J., Dec. 8, 1S66.
Now will every individual and every secretary who may receive this appeal and elaborate explanation please regard it as a letter from me in behalf
of myself and hundreds of others who are in the same situation that I am
in this matter, as a letter to them calling for prompt and prayerful attention,
and a reply in some form as to whether the explanations are satisfactory
or not? Individuals will, of course, act for themselves, but secretaries of
the ecclesias will ask for the voice of the ecclesias and answer for them.
Should you desire further explanation on any point, ask for it. Your final
answers shall be sufficiently made known to the brotherhood to enable them
to know who is and who is not in fellowship ; first, for the sake of removing misunderstands as a duty to God and to His children ; second, as a
means of satisfying that commendable desire of knowing between whom
the peace and love of the truth obtains ; and third, to enable those who
travel to know where they can stop by the way and be received in peaceful
communion at the Lord's table.
Now, to focus the whole matter, we ask for an answer to the following
questions :
Do you consider yourself, or yourselves, in fellowship with ecclesias and
isolated brethren and sisters who indorse, unreservedly, the Birmingham
statement, before it was "amended ;" and who indorse this explanation of
that position upon the matters inrolved in the late controversy ? Please
answer.
Some have announced their acceptance of the "amended" clause No. 25
of (he Birmingham statement, which puts imbaptized Gentiles upon the
same probationary basis with those who are in Christ.
I would respectfully and earnestly ask all who have passed resolutions
of this kind the following questions :
1. Did you intend that your resolutions should mean that you regarded
imbaptized Gentiles as amenable to the same judgment seat as are the
saints ; and that they are there to be judged upon the bssis of a probation
as to "works ifood or bad?"
2. Did you intend, and do you now regard, the acceptance of that
"amendment" as a withdrawal of your fellowship from, and an exclusion
from your fellowship of, all who have stood, and who still stand, in the
position as set forth herein with the accompanying explanations of the
issues involved ?
Now, having done my part as I see it, and consequently having a "conscience void of offense," f send out this my earnest appeal beseeching a
true Christlike response from those to whom I send it, and humbly praying
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for God's blessing upon this feeble effort to bring His people into closer
bonds of union and unity, preparatory to our being called into the presence
•of our Lord and Master for final judgment. 1 subscribe myself your humble
brother in the Lord, faithfully, earnestly and affectionately,
Tuos. WILLIAMS,

Editor The Christadelphian Advocate, 834 61st St., Chicago, Ul., U . S . A.

MENTAL EXERCISE IN TYPOLOGY.
THE HOUSE OF DAVID.

WO families in Israel, by the word of the oath, have equal and pledged
perpetuity. The family of D.ivid and the family of Aaron (Jer. xxxiii).
This word includes the seed, Olirist. but does nor end in Him. It is far-reach"
ing and wider, and goes beyond Joseph, Miry and Jesus. It includes and decides for our better understanding of such prophecy that the house of David must
have an existence and run down the centuries to our day. This family has representatives in Europe today. It is notably in evidence before the coming of Christ.
They are in Jerusalem on the day of IIis advent, and they see Ilis descent. They
are there after He comes.
Zee. xii: 7. 8 describes the seige of Jerusalem before Christ comes, and the indomitable energy and courage displayed by the members of this ancient house.
The house of David shall be as gods, heroes, mighty ones, as the angel of the
Lord before, in point of leading, the heroic beseigers. The house of D.ivid will
then have a glory all its own in this terrible seige, which is the climax of "Jacob's
trouble," though shared with the glory of the citizen soldiers of Jerusalem. The
city falls. .Half of the population are taken out of the city as prisoners of war.
The other half remain; for the dread, but sorrowing darkness then falls upon the
victois and the vanquished as in Joel iii: lo —a literal darkness, and the first of
ten plagues that come upon Gog and his hosts. Zee. xiv: 6 teaches the same
thing. It should read, "And it- shall come to pass in that day there shall be no
light, the glorious ones withdrawing their shining.' 1 Sun, moon a n d s a r s not visible. The house of David are there and, no doubt, introduced to Christ on the
third day after He comes, that is, on the Sunday morning. This house of David,
as well as the inhabitants of Jerusalem, shall bow down before Him iii adoration,
as Joseph's brethren did to Joseph in Gen. xlii: 0-8. He is known and bowed
down to as their great and heavenly Deliverer, but not as Jesus of Nazareth.
Another year must elapse before this recognition takes place. On that third
day, and after this interview, He leaves for Sinai and is there for the next twelve
months (Psalms liii: 4) during the time the land is being cleansed (Ezek. xxxix:
16). Twelve mouths thereafter, on the same day, the day of first-fruits, lie returns and all the saints with Him to Jerusalem. There is then held a great convocation, and the house of David is there as the leading official house. Then on
this day comes the revelation of Himself to Judal' then present—in His own personality. It is brought about by a question, "What are these wounds in thy
hands?" aud the answer produces confussion of face, sorrow and then mourning
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and fear, the same as in G«n. xlv: 1-5, for Joseph is Christ. Then they disperse
and give themselves over to weeping and mourning, with black drapery over the
land. The next seven weeks are given over in this manner to sorrow and m )urning. Just here the type of Joseph with Benjamin comes in. Joseph's own brother was Benjamin, and Jesus's own brethren after the flesh are just this same
house of David; so that tins house of David are to Christ as Benjamin was to
Joseph. They are the nearest blood relation upon the earth and it evidently
counts for somei-hinj;. Tiny are deUt wii.li just as Joseph dealt with Benjamin
(Gen. xlvi: 14, 22). Jesus "pours upon the house of David the spirit of grace and
supplication" and this means a special interest and greater kindness shown to
this family whom He thus honors.
They, too, give themselves over to mourning and to contrition in a very practical form. The land is in mourning and the cheif buildings and synagogues
draped in black because of Him. But this family is specially noted. "Every
family apart etc., and the house of David apart and their wives apart" (verse 12).
So this noble family will exist in honor during the thousand years.
On the day of Pentecost, when their weeks of mourning are out, then, i. e.
twelve months and forty-three days after the Advent, they are the first to be baptized and to lead in the way, they and the inhabitants of Jerusalem, for baptism
in the great Baptistry opened up for them in the middle of the city—"for sin."
Then we have, for the first time in the world's history, a righteous city—all its
citizens "the righteousness of God in Christ," The salvation of the age begins
at Jerusalem.—J. CAMPBELL, New Zealand.

THE "ADVOCATE " AND THE INSPIEATION QUESTION.
AS VIEWED BY TEE " FRATERNAL VISITOIl."

ROTHER GENDERS sends us a copy of correspondence with the editor of
the CinusTADui.rruAis ADVOCATE (an American magazine), in which
the latter complains that whereas we published a letter by Brother Genders taking the ADVOCATE to task for something said about Brother Lea's report
of the Derby debate, w n had not inserted the rejoinder appearing in the ADVOCATE oi' iast November. We are not responsible for that, because the ADVOCATE
was not sent to us. It now comes to hand from Brother Ganders, who suggests
that we might now print the rejoinder. This we should have been glad to do if
it had not been of such inordinate length. C msiderable space is devoted to the
contention that there was no misconstruing of what Brother Lea said ; that, in
point of fact. Brother Lea's actual words were quoted, namely: —" (1) At present
the original Scriptures are non-existent. (2) The most that can be said concerning them is affirmation without evidence." The ADVOCATE insists in keeping
Brother Lea to this statement in its absolute nakedness, when, of course, the
second clause cannot be defended. It ought to have been qnalifn d, and those
who know Brother Lea, and the position for which he contends, would supply the
qualification, namely, that in relation to the subject under consideration,
the question whether the originals of the Scriptures were absolutely free from
error, the most that can be said is affirmation without evidence- Brother Lea
probably will not complain that an accidental omission on his part should be
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taken advantage of by the ADVOCATE for the sake of scoring a point; but the
scoring of the point, while legitimate enough as a matter of debate, does nothing
in this instance to advance the real argument.
But while we cannot afford the space lor the whole five large pages of the rejoinder, we have no objection to reproduce the two following passages, which the
editor of the ADVOCATE doubtless regards as the most important:
(a) Brushing aside all foreign matters, the question is, Were the original "Holy Scriptures
wholly inspired of God? Will you say "Yes?" So v ill I. Now for the conclusion. Based
upon this fact— not theory, opinions, or dogmas—cm we confidently declare that they were
free from error? If we answer " N o , " then we virtually say that Scriptures which were
wholly God-inspired may partly err. And if p rtly err, a •<! there is no additional revelation
to tell us which i.s error and which is not, we sha'l be helpless so far as rightly dividing the
one from th • oth r is concerned. Do I want the originals as relics? No. 1 )o 1 want them
to know whether they were infdiibly true? No. What, then, can 1 kjiow about them, and
how? Briefly, I can know th t Go i inspired them for the purpose of giving us what man
oould not give, and since lie cinnot err, I know the original Scripmrcs were infallibly true,
whica is the least I can say, and to this J can add harmoniously true, beautifully true, g'oriously true.
(b) Another favorable thing is, that our b ether challenges us to show where any of the
brethren on his sule ever s;id th. t there were ermrs in V e originals. . . . Bui whether
it his been declared that errors existed or not, other stateme ts have b 'en published which are
quite as dangerous, and perhaps more so, from the fact that their danger is partly concealed
by words. Heie is one which appeared in The Visitor for August, 1888*: —
That the Bible a* we have it has errors in it, and these i rrors cannot 1) • proved to be
either—(l) errors of transmission (2) errors of translation: or (3) that the errors themselves were not translated from the original documents.
This statement seeks to hide itself behind the technicality that you cannot re'ute it by bringing
the original documents into court—a technicality which often defeats justice in the courts of
the world. In our court it is different. We have no such technicalities. Our case is not
dependent upon our producing or seeing the original document. There is a shorter cut to a
proper decision, and that is by asking the question, Who inspired or produced the original
documents? and the established answer is, God. That's enough, says the Judge. If God
inspired them they in 1st of necessity be tute; and therefore the proposition must be worded
thus:—That while the Bible as we now have it has erros in it, which in no way interfere with
its validity to teach the way of salvation, these errors are proven to be (1) errors of transmission; (2) errors of translation; and (3; that '.hese errors were not in the original documents,
because God who inspired them cannot trr.
WHERE THE FOKKGOING REASONING FAILS.

The editor of the _ dcocute no doubt regards the foregoing argument as conclusive, and possibly many others may honestly so consider it; but there are many
equally honest and equally competent to whom it will not be convincing. The
weak place is in the absence of an adequate definition of the terms "inspired"
and "wholly inspired of God." The editor of the Advocate, am-unicx that they can
bear but one meaning, namely, his meaning. With him "wholly inspired" means
the same thing as "absolutely free from error." 1 say the originals were "wholly
inspired": therefore, they were free from error, and if any errors are found in
existing copies, they have come by copying. It is, therefore, "proved" lhat the
errors are errors of transmission or translation, and were not in the originals.
Let anyone sort out the sequence of ideas, and see if this is not a correct summary of the alleged proof. The editor of the Advocate, repudiates technicalities
in his court of judgment, but his very start is with an expression used in a technical sense. He has a preconceived idea of what "inspiration" is or ought to be,
and those who have the same idea, and start in the same way, can scarcely help
being brought to the same conclusion.
* Extract from a circular of C. Cooper, Auckland, New Zealand, in an article, entitled "The
Inspiration Dispute in a Nutshell," which readers will do well to look at in its entirely.—
E D . F. V.
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It is worth recalling that tlie word "inspired" does not occur ;it till in Cfit?
authorized version, and '•inspiration" only occurs twice. One instance is in
Job xxxii. 8:—"There is a spirit in man and the inspira'ion (••breath" R. V\) of
the Almighty giveth them understanding " The other passage is the familiar
one, II. Tim. iii. 1(5:—"All scripture, is given by inspiration of God and is profitable/' etc.; or as the R V. reads:—"Every scripture inspired of God is also profitable." It is a somewhat, remarkable circumstance that an expression which is
technically introduced into modern tests of fellowship, and is sprinkled all over
the literature to which fcJie AdcoaUe belongs, should be of such rare occurrence in
the. pages of scripture. Clearly, the Bible writers never intended the term to be
put to such uses as those with which we are familiar.
Nor is it less evident that the term 'inspired" as occurring in the Bible was
never intended as an affirmation of the kind of absolute inerrancy which our
opponents appear to think is involved on the part of the person or thing which is
the subject of it. ''There is a spirit in man and the inspiration of the Almighty
giveth them understanding." If the term 'inspiration'' possesses the precise
sense which the editor of the Advocate attaches to it, and his way of reasoning is
correct, then we might affirm the infallibility of human understanding; that it
should not merely be sufficient for man's needs, but incapable of mistake. How
so? W11y we should simply take tin: editor of the Adcoottc's ''short cut," and ask
"who inspired or produced'' the understanding of m m ? The answer being
"God," then it would follow there could be no imperfection in an understanding
inspired of God—therefore it must be infallible.
HOW WE REGARD INSPIRATION.

The "short cut" process, then, will not do; in fact, it is to the impatient endeavour to get a "short cut" that much of the mischief of this controversy is
due. Let us explain how we think the term "inspiration" should be understood
and applied. We have before us a book of Hebrew history, which professes to
record the revelations received by men whom God selected as His messengers,
men whose superior knowledge they themselves attributed to a miraculous divine
influence, sometimes vision, sometimes angelic message, sometimes an uncontrollably inner impulse to speak or to write. There are various confirmations
which lead us to believe that the claim made by the prophets and apostles, and
pre-eminently by the Lord Jesus Christ, is true. We believe that God has spoken
and we accept the message of the Gospel. Then there is a further step, not only
are there the specific revelations which are divine inspiration in the very highest
sense, but there is the historic record of these revelations and of the discipline of
the Holy People. This record we find written with a purpose and in a manner
which makes the story, as a story, to convey divine lessons—so much so that in
the aggregate the whole book is practically the Word of God. We attribute the
peculiar quality of the narrative to Divine aid vouchsafed to those who wrote.
Exactly how this aid was given we may not be able to define—its methods may
have been various—but we call it by the name Paul has supplied in I I . Tim. iii.,
"Inspiration," or ' God-breathing." Moreover, our conclusion is not based upon
the absence of difficulties, variations, discrepancies, or even ''errors" of a minor
kind in the Bible, which lias comedown to us, but in spite of them.
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THE MORE IMPORTANT ISSUE.

The controversy as to whether these errors and discrepancies are all to be
ascribed to transmission or translation cannot be solved by any "short cut." It
must be faced by examining each particular error or discrepancy, and by considering the probabilities with reference to it. This is a task for which few men
are fitted, and to which disciples at large are not invited. Of those who do enter
into the subject, some will arrive at a strong presumption that everything defective
is to be ascribed to transmission, while others looking at the principle of sufficiency
rather than absolute completeness in the gifts of God to man, may be disposed to
take a contrary view. It is not a matter for dogma, or a dogma on the subject
would have been authoritatively given.
This being so, the really important issue in the controversy is what confession
concerning the scriptures has the brotherhood a right to demand of its members':'
O.ir contention is that it should not demand any definition which goes, or mav
honestly be thought to go, beyond the precise statements of Christ and the
apostles. It is known to the editor of the Advocate, and of the ChristaJelpliinn,
that everything the scriptures say about themselves is absolutely and unreservedly
accepted by those with whom we are in fellowship. But these journals and their
company cast us off as some unclean thing without any apostolic warrant or example. We are more concerned with this part of the issue than with the more
or less ingenious contentions about originals as distinguished from copies and
versions. Were it otherwise, we might have much more to say about the so-called
"proofs" which are no proofs whatever. For instance, we might take the editor
of the Advocate to task over such careless clauses as that in which he asks, ''Who
inspired orpi'odueed the original documents? and the established answer is God."
That is not "the established answer." Who produced the third gospel? The
only right answer is "Luke." Then we may go on to ask, whose "inspiration"
moved him to write, and aided him to '-trace the course of all things accurately
from the first?" and the answer is, "God.'' Again, we say, "Beware of the 'short
cut.' " We should much like to see the editor of the Advocate take the two records
of the conversation between Christ and the disciples in Matt. xxi. 40, 41; and
Luke xx. 15, lfi; and tell us whether he thinks it probable that the variations
therein appearing were caused by transmission or translation; if so, which narrative is it that has got altered, and how was such alteration likely to have occurred?
If neither has been altered, how can the variation be reconciled with the theoretical infallibility for which he contends? When he has done this there are
other problems for him to solve.—J. J. IIADLEY.
EDITOR'S REPLY.

The inspiration question seems to demand attention. Brother Genders1 letter
in the ADVOCATE for Nov., 1901, reopened the question, and since it had been
reopened we thought it best to try and probe it to the bottom, in an endeavor to
decide definitely whether the division on the question is justifiable now, irrespective of the origin of the matter.
At the time the division took place in Birmingham we expressed our disapproval of the method by which the alleged "partial inspirationists" were shut out
of the Temperance hall, and we still regard that act as unjustifiable. We refer
to the postal card invitation, which was followed by the guarding of the doors to
the hall to keep out all who had not answered yes to the arbitrary postal curd
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demand. This elicited deserving sympathy with those cast out, so far as this
aspect of the matter was concerned; and all who are desirous of being fair, and
free from party power, will be ready to admit a just cause for the complaints
made ever since by those who were so dealt with. We make this statement in
order to satisfy those we are now contending with that with us the only question
at issue is the entire truthfulness of the original scriptures; and that we may get
to the root of the matter upon its own intrinsic merits.
They may feel that they have a serious case against the Temperance hall people
for evil treatment that must be settled. Grant it, but that is a local issue to be
locally settled, and one which ought to be easily settled if the real issue can be
agreed upor. I do not mean that the local aspect should not concern the brethren
generally; for every member of the one body, and every ecclesia should be concerned when one part of the body has been wronged by another. Perhaps if the
real issue were out of the way the impartial aid of those not directly involved in
the local evil may make the remedy complete. Whether such results are obtained
or not, there should be no division too big or too small, too old or too new, to demand persistent effort to heal the breach. Deeply impressed with this as a duty
devolving upon each and all, we do not regret the reopening of the discussion in
our columns, nor do we become impatient with those who may really differ from
us, or only appear to do so. Should the discussion not result as hoped for, some
good must grow out of it for those who can impartially examine the arguments
employedTHE MATTER OF FAIRNESS.

Having been informed that Brother Genders' letter, which appeared in the
for JSTOV., 1901, had been published in the Visitor without our reply,
we wrote brother Genders of the unfairness of this; and reminded him of the
many complaints that had come from his side of the dispute against the Ckrittadelphiun for not publishing their defense and explanations; and we hoped no such
unfairness would be shown by the Visitor. We claimed that since brother Genders' letter had been published, our reply should be, and that this should be the
course to pursue in any further discussion. So far, and until the fact that we had
replied had been made known to the Visitor, we held only brother Genders responsable. It seems now that lie did his part, in sending the ADVOCATE to brother
Iladley, with the request that our claim should be met. But brother Tlidley
answers that our reply was too long. It is lengthy, it is true, but not more so
than was required l.o clearly answer brother Genders and get the issue focussed.
But I will not dispute with the brother about this little lack of fairness, a lack
which he, with reason, no doubt, has complained of in others; but I will proceed to
reply to what he says upon the short quotations he gives from our reply,
It is well known that brother Lea's statement, published by brother Iladley in
the Visitor, namely: that "The most that can be said concerning them (the
original scriptures) is affirmation without evidence," was the first cause of the
reopening of the question. Now brother Iladley is frank enough to admit that
the statement "cannot be defended." If this admission had been made by brotherLea, or by brother Genders for him, at the beginning of the discussion, of which
it was the primary cause, much valuable time and space could have been saved.
The author of the statement, liowever, still keeps silent, while brother Genders
has been, now supporting him, then excusing him; and now the editor who pub-
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lished the statement says "it cannot be defended." Very well, this justifies our
exposure of i!s fallacy and so let it pass, and let us proceed to the issue as brother
Hadle.y has presented it in the foregoing article, which we have published in full
from the Visitor for February.
We are sorry that brother lladley did not let the matter rest with his admission
that brother Lea's statement "cannot be defended." He proceeds to give what
he considers to be the meaning as follows:
"That in relation to the subject under consideration, the question wlitther the,
originals were absolutely free front errors, the most that can be said is affirmation

without evidence."
Brother Genders thought, that brother Lea's statement referred to parchment
and ink, on which hypothesis it would be harmless, if absurd; but brother Hadley
thinks that "those who know brother Lea would supply the qualification''' he supplies, which makes it appear as "naked" as ever it was. As a Lea-Hadley statement it now would read thus:
The most that can be said as to whether the original scriptures were absolutely
free from errors is affirmation without evidence-.
If that statement is true, you cannot say more for inspired scriptures than you
can for uninspired. You cannot say more about parts of the originals than you
can say about all of them. You can know as much about the truthfulness of one
part of them as you can about that of any other part of them. If the most that
can be said about, the truth or error of some parts of them is affirmation without
evidence, it follows that the most that can be said about that of any other part
and about all of them is affirmation without evidence. So the reckless statement
stands in its original ugliness, and all you can do with it is unqualifiedly say "it
cannot be defended," and that it never ought to have been written, published or
thought of. Let brother Lea acknowledge his error, brother Hadley, and I assure
you the ADVOCATE will not "insist in keeping him to it in its absolute nakedness;" neither will I raise questions with him "to score a point," or "for the sake
of debate." As it is it is "naked," and though several attempts have been made to
clothe it, still it appears just as "naked" as when it was born.
Now if you will explain the method by which you can know that any part of
the original scriptures was "absolutely free from error" you will then have explained how you can know that all of them were so. Would not that be a happy
God-honoring conclusion to reach, brother Hartley? Believe me, I wish with all
my heart all of you could do so.
"THE SHORT CUT."

We took the position that it was not necessary to take up every discrepancy in
the authorized version and trace it back to the original documents, even if we
could find the documents, in order to"discover whether it were to be charged
against inspiration or not. There was a "shorter cut'' in this way: Ask, "Who
inspired or produced the original documents'? and the established answer was,
God. That's enough, says the Judge (we were supposing it was a case in court).
If God inspired them they must of necessity be true." In this we gave uo
technical meaning of the word "inspired." We took it for granted that Bible
readers would understand it was used as in II. Tim. iii: 16— "All scripture is
given by inspiration of God;" or "God-breathed," as meaning the same as in the
words. "Holy men of old spake as they were movel by the Holy Spirit;" God *
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* * spake in times past," and "hath spoken by his Son," etc. We were well
aware that the word "inspired" is variously used by men when truth is not
always the result. But the word '-God-inspired" and its application to God"moved" men to write specially for Him what He "spake" through them, we
naturally thought could never be questioned as to whether or not what He would
"inspire," "speak" and "move" man to write in producing a Divine Book—the
Book—must be absolutely true.
Strange to say, brother TFadley does not think that to be informed that the
original scriptures were God-breathed is enough to insure their freedom from
error. It may be noted here that the issue is reduced to the question of erring or
unerring inspiration. Theories as to how (the modes) inspiration worked are out
of the way. And the Ashcroft claim of partial inspiration is out of the way.
Now what is the naked question before us? It is simply this:
Were God-breathed scriptures absolutely tree from error? Here is the question, the settlement of which should end the real cause of this sixteen-year dispute and division.
In our reply to brother Genders' challenge to show that any on his side had
ever said that there were errors in the original scriptures, we gave the following,
which the Visitor quotes and tries to answer:
"Whether it has been declared that errors existed or not, other statements have
been published which are quite as dangerous, and perhaps more so, from the fact
that their danger is partly concealed by words. Here is one which appeared in
the Visitor of August, 1888:
That the Bible <!« we now have it has errors in it, and these errors cmtmt be proved to be
either, (i) errors of transmission: (2) errors of translation; or (3) that the erro s themselves
were not translated fiom the original documents

Brother Iladley says the author of this statement is C. Cooper, of Aukland,
New Zealand. When I was in England in 1000 some one sent me a pamphlet
containing a correspondence between brother Iladley and the ecclesia of Baruewin-Furness. He was asked if he endorsed the Cooper statement, and he
answered yes, except that instead of "the errors" he would say "some of the
errors" cannot be proved not to have been in the original scriptures. All this
was in my mind when I wrote the following in the ADVOCATE for Nov.. 1901, in
reply to brother Genders, which brother Hadley now quotes and conde.nns:
This statement seeks to hide itself behind the technic lity that you cannot refute it by
bringing the original documents into court, a technic ility which often defeats justice in the
courts of the world. In cmr court it is different
We have 11) such technicalities. O-,r case
is not dependent uoon our producing or seeiig the original document. There is a shorter cut
to a proper decision and that is by asking the question, Who inspired or produced the original
documents? And the established answer is, God. That's enough, says the Judge. If Goi
inspired them they must of necessity be true; and therefore the proposition muse be worded
thus:
'that while the Bible as we now have it haserrors in it, which in no way inteifere with its
validity to teach the way of salvation, these errors are proven to be, (1) errors of
transmission, (2) errors of translation, and (3) that these errors were not in the original
documents, because God who inspired them cannot err.

To this brother Hadley objects. The fact that God inspired the original scriptures is not proof to him that they were free from errors! He has an idea that
Divine inspiration, or God-breathed scriptures may be chargeable with "some of
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the errors" that are now in the Authorized Version! ! Others of these errors
which men have discovered to be ''errors of transmission" he is willing to acquit
Divine inspiration of; but he refuses to acquit God-breathed scriptures of "some
of them1'! ! ! Divine inspiration must, for him, be put on trial in a court which
must trace singly the errors back through copies; and until this is done tie claims
the right to believe that the blame for "some of these errors" may be attributed to
Divine inspiration. In correcting the sweeping Cioper statement he limits the claim
to "some of the errors" because others have already been traced, not to the originals,
but to the mistakes of men. In these the fault has been found to be with fallible
men, a fact which might reasonably be grounds for believing that all others, if
they could be traced, would be found to be of like origin. I do not think brother
Hadley has ever heard of one single error having been traced to Divine inspiration. So the difference between us is this:
Show me an error in the scriptures, and, perhaps in my simplicity, I will declare
that the author is not Divine inspiration. Show it to brother Hadley and he will
not deny that it was God-breathed until fallible men shall have traced it back to
the original documents, and they must "examine each particular error or discrepancy" which "is a task for which few men are fitted," before he will admit
the complete innocence of Divine inspiration.
Now, really, it is sincerely to be hoped that he can be stirred to a realization of
the seriousness of this; and it is also to be hoped that few of those who are among
the complaining "outcasts" hold with him in this. It is the theory launched by
brother Chamberlain after he found that the Ashcroft theory would not stand.
I do not believe brother Iladley has reasoned out his claim, and in the hope of
arousing him to a careful consideration, or reconsideration, I will now make a
comparison.
HERODOTUS AND INSPIRATION.

Suppose we put the writings of Herodotus along side the Holy Scriptures; of
the former I will admit the Cooper-Hadley proposition, which substantially is
that they contain errors; and since we cannot prove "some of them to be errors
of transmission, or errors of translation," they may be errors of the author—
Herodotus.
No one will object to this. Why? Because the author was a fallible man. Now
brother Hadley, now everybody, will you not say more for the original Holy
Scriptures than you will for the original writings of Herodotus? Come, come, be
fair and frank—be fair to yourselves. It does not matter how much you dislike
my "short cut," let me hand you a God-breathed statement—"The meek shall
inherit the earth." You know this is God-breathed; and is it not upon this fact
of your so knowing that you know it is true? Let me hand you another Godbreathed statement, of an occurrence two thousand years before God-breathed it
into Holy Scriptures. Here it is: "The serpent said unr.othe woman, ye shall not
surely die." How do you know this God-breathed scripture is telling the truth
about what the serpent said? Will you demand that your "task for which few
men are fitted," namely, to take the matter back to the original document, be performed before you will declare it absolutely true? Even if you could do this,
would that decide whether this, or any other God-breathed scripture is true?
Suppose it is found in the original document exactly as in the manuscripts we
have, would that decide whether or not it were true? Come, come, you are
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bound to take the "shortcut" and admit that the only way to decide whether this
scripture and all God-breathed scripture originals are true is by the fact, the
simple fact, without an iota of collateral evidence, that they are God-breathed.
Admit this self-evident fact and our dispute ends, and the breach can be healed.
Is this asking too much of you?
THE WORD INSPIRATION.

Brother Hadley claims help from the fact that the word "inspiration" occurs
only twice in the scriptures, overlooking the fact that I was not depending upon
the mere word, nor upon any particular word. It was the fact that what God
"spake," "moved,,' and "inspired," must be true that I was depending upon.
But the brother makes a comparison between the two passages wherein the word
"inspiration" occurs—Job xxxii: 8; II. Tim. iii: 16. In Job he thinks lie lias
found fallible inspiration; and he takes th.it down to Timothy as a standard by
which what Timothy says is to be judged. Brother Hadley says, "If the term
'inspiration' possesses the precise sense which the editor of the ADVOCATE a<taches to it, and his way of reasoning is correct, then we might affirm the infallibility of human understanding; that it should not merely be sufficient for man's
needs, but incapable of mistake. How so? Why we should simply take the
editor of the ADVOCATE'S 'shortcut' and ask, 'who inspired or produced' the
understanding of man? The answer being 'God,' then it would follow there
could be no imperfection in an understanding inspired of God—therefore it must
be infallible."
Now let us carefully examine this ingenious plea for Divine fallible inspiration of records as compared with the fallible understanding of man. Brother
Hadley has put them in the scales as of equal weight, or at least as being both faulty
to a. degree. His argument is that God inspired ihe unders anding of man; man's
understanding is fallible; therefore what God inspires is fallible. His application of this argument to II. Tim. iii: IB, is, therefore, God inspired the original
scriptures; since He also inspired man's understanding, and since man's understanding is fallible; therefore God's inspiration of the original scriptures is, or
at least may be, fallible. As a matter of logic brother Iladley has proved the
fallibility of the Divine inspiration of the original scriptures. We give him
credit for excellent logic; but logic is a creature of premises, and hero is where
brother Hadley was off his guard, as he will see by a continuance of the same
logic. God inspired man's undeistanding; man's understanding is not only
fallible, but it is very unreliable, not to be depended upon; therefore what God
inspires is not only fallible, but it is not to be depended upon. This applied to
II. Tim. iii: 10 would be, God inspired the original scriptures; since He also
inspired man's understanding, and since man's understanding is not only fallible,
but very unreliable, not to be depended upon; therefore God's inspiration of the
original scriptures is not only fallible, but; may be very unreliable and not to be
depended upon. Here is where brother Hadley's good logic has landed us, and
he, I feel sure, will admit that there is a flaw in the premise, and I will kindly
ask him to follow me in search of it.
Yes, yes, we agree that man's "understanding" is not a thing to lean upon.
We can be sure we are right in this because God-breathed scripture says, "Trust
in the Lord with all thine heart; and lean not unto thine own understanding"
(Prov. iii: 5). A very unsafe thing, then, is man's understanding. But, brother
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Hadley retorts, Job says, "The inspiration of the Almighty giveth man understanding,"' and it is in the fact that it is fallible, notwithstanding that the inspiration of the Almighty giveth it, is found my proof of fallible inspiration. Bwfore we
seek further for the flaw here may we not ask, What better is his inspired unders'anding, if it is fallible, than the understanding imparted by man to man?
Now we have found that, according to God-breathed scripture, the "inspiration"'
of the Almighty giveth man understanding, and that we must not lean upon
man's understanding. This forces us to seek for the meaning of the words
'•giveth them understanding." Do these words mean that God is responsible for
man's unsafe understanding in spite of the fact that He tells us not to lean unto
our own understanding? Of course this cannot be, and here is the flaw in the
premise of brother Hadley's logical deduction. Now suppose we take the words
of Job to mean that God, as the Creator, gave man the power to understand, and
that in possession of this faculty man is an active, responsible, moral creature,
and in the exercise of his faculties he is (especially since the fall) deplorably unreliable. Shall we not in this see the Creator and the creature, the latter responsible as an actor in the use of faculties imparted and capable of being used or
misused? Must we not here discriminate between the God-given power to use
faculties and the use made of them by the possessor? We can test this by asking,
Was it the "inspiration of the Almighty"' that gave men the perverted, false,
unreliable understanding that they have of religious matters in the world to-day?
If man had been made as a machine it would have been a different thing. No
doubt the machine would have worked as perfectly as does that great and marvelous clock by which men have to keep setting and setting the fickle time pieces
of their own fallible production.
Now is there any comparison between scriptures, God-breathed and man's
understanding. Man acts after he is created; but God-breathed scriptures, so
far as they themselves are concerned, must be what they are when they are
produced, and it is then that they either true or false. "The meek shall inherit the
earth." There is a God-breatLed sentence, between which and man's power of
understanding there is no comparison whatever. ''The Lord God formed man."
Is there no more dependence to be put upon the truth of that statement than upon
the man of which it speaks? Is not the statement infallibly true because Godbreathed it? Do you know of any other way of deciding whether or not it is true?
Would reading it in the original documents decide any more than in copies? Do
tell me what means you have of deciding that it is true, absolutely true, except
that it is God-breathed, and He cannot breath a single statement that is not true.
Apply this to all the original documents and we have tiie facts. Accept this and
then give me your hand.
Brother Hadley says "It is known to the editor of the ADVOCATE and of the
Christadelphian that everything the scriptures say about themselves is absolutely
and unreservedly accepted by those with whom we are in fellowship." I think
that is not only true of some, perhaps most, of those referred to, but that they
believe just as I am contending for. But I do not yet see how brother Hadley
can accept what the scriptures say of themselves and yet argue for fallible and
possible erring Divine inspiration. 1 will here give some of the statements of
scriptures about themselves, copying them so the readers can see them at a glance
and consider what they say carefully.
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WHAT TIIE SCRIPTURES SAY OF THEMSELVES.

Keep in mind the oft-repeated words, "Thus saith the Lord," and their equivalents and note carefully how the scriptures and God are spoken of alike in the
following testimonies, and I am convinced you will never think of possible fallible
inspiration:
Ex. iv: 16, 17—Ard thou shalt speak unto him, and put words in his mouth and I will be
with thy mouth, and with his mouth, and will teach you whnt ye shall do.
And he shall be thy spokesman unto Lhe people; and he shall be, even he shall be to thee
instead of a mouth, and thou shalt be to him instead of God.
Ex. xix: 9—And the Lord said unto Mo;es, Lo, I come unto thee in a thick cloud that the
people may hear wnen I speak with thee, and believe thee forever. And Moses told the
words of the people unto the Lord.
Deut. iv: 2—Ye shall net add unto the word which I command you, neither shall ye
diminish ought from it, that ye may keep the commandments of the Lord your God which I
command you.
Num. xxiii: 12— And he answered and said, Must I not take heed to speak that which the
Lord hath put in my mouth?
II Sam. xxiii: 2—The spirit of the Lord spike by me and h's word w s in my tongue.
Jer. i: 7, 9 -But the Lord said unto n r , Say not, I am a child; for thou shalt go to all
that I shall send thee, and whatsoever I command th'e thou sliult speak. Be not afraid of
their faces; ior I am with thee to deliver thee, saith ihe Lord. Then the Lord put forth his
hand, and touched my mouth. A:K1 tne Lord said unto me, Behold, I have put my wor s in
thy mouth.
E/ek. iii; 4—10—And he said unto me, Son of man, go, get thee unto the house of Israel,
and speak with my words unto them. For thou art not sent to a people of a strange speech
and of an hard language, but 10 the house of Israel; not to many people of a strange speech
and of an h rd language, whose words thou canst not understand. Surely, had I sent thee to
them, they would have harkene •• unto thee. But the house of Israel will not harken unto
thee; for they will not harken unto me; for ail the house of Isr; el are impudent and hard
hearted. Behold, I have made thy face stiong against their faces, and thy forehead strong
i gainst their foreheads. As an adamant liar tr than flint have I made ti y for. head; fear
them not, neither be dismayed at their looks, though they be a rebellious house. Moreover
he said unto me, Son of m n, all my WOIMS th, t I speak unto thee receive in thine heart, and
hear with thine ears.
Mic. iii; 8, 9—But truly I am full of power by the Spiiit of the Lord, and of judgment and
of might, to declare unto Jacob his transgression, and to Israel his sin. Hear, tlrs I pray you,
ye heads of the house of Jacob, etc.
WHAT THE NEW TESTAMENT SAYS OF THE OLD AND OF ITSELF.
II. Pet. i: 20, 21—Knowing this hist, that n > prophecy of the scripture is of any private
interpretation. For the prophecy came not in old time by the will of man; but holy men of

God spake as they were moved by the Holy Spirit.
Luke i: 20—And, behold, thou shalt be dumb, and not able to speak, until the day that
these things shall be performed, because thou believ- st not my words, which shall be fulfilled
in their season.
I. Pet. i: 11—Searching what, or what manner of time the Spirit of Christ which was in
them did signify, when it testified before the sufferings of Christ, and the glory that should
follow.
Acts i: 16—Men and brethren, this scripture must needs have been fulfilled, which the
Holy Spirit by the mouth of David spake before concerning Judas, which was a guide to
them thnt to -k Jesus.
Acts xxviii: 25 — And when they agreed among themselves, they departed, after that Paul

had spoken one word. Well spake the Holy Spirit by Esaias the prophet, unto our fathers.
Heb. iii: 7 —Wherefore, as the Holy Spirit saith. To-day if ye will hear his voice, etc.
John xiv: 26—But the Comforter, which is the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in

my name, he shall teach you all things, and bring all things to your remembrance
whatsoever 1 have said unto you.
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John xvi: 13, 14—Hovibeit when he, the Spirit of truth, is come, he will guide you
into all truth; for he shall not sptak of hims-lf; but whatsoever he shall hear, Ihat shall he
spe >k; arid he will shew you things to come. He shall glorify me; for he shall receive of mine,
anfl thall shew it unto you.
I Cor. ii: 13—Which things s all we speak, not in the words which man's wisdom
teacheth, but which the Holy Spirit ieacheth; comparing spiritual things with spiritual.
I. Cor. xiv: 37—If any man think himself 11 be a prophet, or spiritual, let him acknowledge
th t the things Ihat I write unto you are the commandments of the Lord.
I. Thess ii: 8—So, being affectionttely desirous of y u, we were willing to have impnrted
unto you, not the gospel of God only, but also our own souls, because ye were dear unto us
I. Truss, iv: 8—He therefore that despiseth, despiseth not man but God, who hath also
given unto us his Holy Spirit.
I. Pet. iii; 1, 2—This second epistle, beloved, I now wiite unto you, in both which I stir
up your pure minds by w y of remembrance, that ye may be mindful of the words which

were spoken before bu the holy prophets and of the commandment of us the apostles
of the Lord and Saviour.

Add to this Gal. iii: 8, ''The scripture foreseeing that God would justify the
heathen through faith," etc. For "scripture to foresee and declare was for God
to do so; from which it would follow that, if the scripture could err God could err.
BROTHER HADLEY'S TASK.

Brother Hadley, consistent with his demand that Divine inspiration shall not
be acquitted of "some errors" without a trial by the performance of "a task which
few men are fitted for," insists upon giving me one task, as a beginning. He is
not willing to accept my 'short cut" by which, when a discrepancy is pointed out
to me I unhesitatingly acquit God-breathed scriptures of it, and attribute it to
transmission or to translation at the hands of fallible men. He gives me Matt.
xxi: 40, 41, and Luke xx: 15, 16, to harmonize. I have had two debates with infidels; one in Iowa, with Col. Billings, an Ingersoll man; and the other with
Charles Walls, of England, in Canada. I confess I labored hard to prepare for
these, and I confess too it is not an easy matter to harmonize every discrepancy an
Infidel can harp on before an audience; still, I worked at it with all my might and
I think I in measure succeeded. Now, brother Iladley, would you have advised
me to admit before an audience of anxious people and scoffing infidels that "some
of the errors" may be due to Divine inspiration, and let it go at that? I feel sure
you would not. I should be quite consistent with your view of fallible inspira.
tion if I were to say, No, I will not grapple with the task you give me if there is a
possibility of Divine inspiration having made "some of the errors." But if I am
convinced that in the start there were no errors, that all was the pure gold of
truth—an absolute truthful record of revealed truth and an absolutely truthful
record of facts and sometimes of falsehoods that had been told by serpent and
men, then there is a reason for my digging in "transmissions and translations"
in the hope of getting down to the gold that I know is in the first strata, because
God put it there.
Now as to the task. Matthew says that the Jews said "lie will miserably
destroy those wicked men,'' etc. Luke says, that it was Jesus who said this and
that "they said, God forbid." Superficially viewed, this seems as great a difference as we could expect from two fallible uninspired historians; and if this is as
much of a discrepancy as it appears to be upon the surface, then I shall be forced
to admit that God-breathed scriptures can err as seriously as uninspired men can,
and in that case I shall cry out for an angel or for some means that will enable
me to separate the inspired errors (?) from the inspired truths.
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Now did God breath the words of Matthew that are so different from those of
LukeV or is the fault in transmission or translation or elsewhere? Did the Jews
say the "wicked husbandman should be destroyed? or did Jesus say so, and did they
say, ''God forbid?" If they pronounced the judgment in Matthew, why did they
say "God forbid'" to Jesus' pronouncing it in Luke? 1 put these questions so that
the apparent seriousness of the discrepancy maj be fully seen, in the hope that
no one will have the temerity to charge it to Divine inspiration. Divine inspiration being on trial upon such a serious matter, it is entitled, surely, to the
benefit of the doubt; and according to rules of human jurisprudence, if there is
any possible consistent way of explaining the testimony other than for a verdict
of guilty against the one charged, the case should have the benefit of that explanation. Now let us put Dr. Adam Clarke on the stand. He says, commenting
on Matt, xxi: 41:
But Luke relates it differently: according to Lim they said, un genoito, -'God forbid."
The Codex Leicestrensis omits oi legousin, "they say"; so that the following wo;ds appear
to be spoken by our Lord. Michatlis supposes that in the Hebrew original the word w.is
waiomei, "he said"; for which theGrtek translation might nave read waiomenu, "they said."

To me that is sufficient to clear Divine inspiration of even possibly having made
an error. But there is another way to do it, without changing the words. Suppose Jes'is speaking to an audience asks the question "What will the lord of the
vineyard do unto those husbandmen?" But part of the audience answers,
—"they say"—as in Matthew; then Jesus picks up their answer and repeats it
with emphasis, perhaps vehemently, and another part,impressed with the severity
of the sentence, crys out, "God forbid," as in Luke. Matthew gives part of the
occurrence truthfully, and Luke gives another part of it truthfully. For either
to omit part of the occurrence would not make what either did relate untruthful
unless he had said he was relating all that occurred, and this is not claimed. It
is very much easier for me to accept this explanation of the discrepancy than to
reconcile myself to the possibility of Divine inspiration making a mistake or purposely writing an error.
Then there is still another way of explaining the matter. Jesus, no doubt,
delivered many discourses at different times and to different audiences. lie would
employ the same illustrations at different timis and before different audiences,
but he was not bound to always use the same phraseology. Hence the other verbal differences in the narratives which substantially state the same thing. But
as to the difference we are dealing with. Mat!hew may have recorded the occurrence of one occasion, when "they said," etc., and Luke recorded that of another
occasion, when Jesus said, etc., and they said "God forbid." Again, I say, I
believe this is enough to acquit Div>ne inspiration of possible error; and now
having performed the task to the best of my ability I hope brother Hadley will
agree with me in saying that whatever errors are now in the scriptures they are
due to transmission or translation or to some—any cause—except to Divine inspiration. Now I will submit a similar proposition to the one I submitted to brother
Genders, and if brother Hadley and those with him will accept it or substitute
one substantially the same for me to accept, I stand ready to end the dispute, and
go hand in hand with those from whom we have been separated for sixteen years.
Proposition—That the original scriptures were absolutely unerring records of
truths divinely revealed and of all the facts and sayings they recorded; and that
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the scriptures as we now have them are, notwithstanding that some errors have
crept into them, an all-sufficient guide to salvation.
I submit this, because in this reopening of the discussion we should get up close
to each other, as it were, and endeavor to find a point of full agreement upon the
main issue. In yiew of "resolutions" and resolutions "amended" and what not,
one is apt to become impatient and ''sign the pledge" never to have anything more
to do with "resolutions.'' It must be granted that there is considerable excuse
for this, and it is to be hoped that there will soon be an end to so many reckless,
heartless "resolutions." But our present status is one which may be said to
require the mutual submission of propositions as the only way out from under the
evil effects of •'resolutions" gone wild. If by propositions mutually submitted we
can agree upon the truth of the matter, then heartless ••resolutions" to the wind;
and let us try a little more balm, not objecting to a little honey, in place of gall
and vinegar. That with the help of our Heavenly Father we may yet become a
united body in all the world, based upon a sufficient recognition of "first principles" as is scripturally required of a fallible body of men and women, some
babes, weak; same adults, strong, as these days of "seeing as through a glass
darkly" will admit of, is the humble and hopeful prayer of your brother in the
Lord, often distressed, but never discouraged.
THOS. WILLIAMS.

how God will punish unbaptized Gentiles. It is salvation man wants." Take
the lessons of those you follow, brother
(Continued from %age 85.)
Mann, and you will Und yourself back
on the old foundation you have forHE questions are by brother C" saken.
Question.—Must a Jew or a Gentile
C. Mann.
to whom Christ and his Truth have
Question. —To .settle this part of the been presented for acceptance be bapquestion, I will ask, Do you believe tized before he can become unjust and
there is any more proof for the resur- a rejecter of Christ and his Truth?
rection of the above named class than
Answer.—The words "just and unthere is for the resurrection of infants just" must be understood according to
at the end of the thousand years?
the context in which they are found.
Answer.—A matter that is admit- There are "just and unjust" in the
tedly a "may they not" and that "it is world, out of Christ and irrespective of
a pity to trouble yourself about" does their knowledge of the Gospel; and
not pretend to be based upon proof; there are "just and unjust" in Christ.
there is therefore no degree of compari- Cornelius, "a just man" before he knew
son of "proof" in the case. Since God the gospel (Acts xi: 22), is an illustrahas raised infants as well as adults tion of the "just" in the world; and all
without enlightenment in times past, of an opposite character are "unjust;"
and since those you follow use this fact but this does not place them in the law
as a precedent for future resurrection of resurrection. They are not thereof some out of covenant relation, there fore included in the words, "There
is scope wide enough for all to conjec- shall be a resurrection of the dead,
ture about. But again let me quote, both of the just and unjust;" nor in
"It is a pity to trouble yourself about the words, "We must all appear before
QUESTIONS ANSWEEID,
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the judgment seat of Christ that every
one may receive the things in the body,
according to that he hath done, whether
good or bad. (II. Cor. v: 10'. Before a
Jew or a Gentile can now become "just
or unjust" in this latter sense, he must
be baptized. Should he after that turn
from the Truth he would be in very
-deed a rejecter.
Question.—Can an enlightened Jew
and Gentile at the present time ''turn
from the holy commandments delivered
unto them and commit all the crimes
in the human catalogue and not be
"reserved unto the day of judgment to
be punished?"

indignation of Christ the judge of the
living and the dead at his appearing
and his kingdom?"
Answer.—Your quotation last month
was from "Anastasis" and my answer
related to the words you there quoted
in which he did not say that rejecters
would appear with the saints. The
quotation you now give does not say so
though they may imply it. If you construe the words to mean so then you
set the doctor against brother Roberts
who said "it was not fitting that enlightened unbaptized Gentiles should
appear for judgment with the household." Even suppose the words do
mean what you think they do, no proof
text is given for it—a very essential
thing with Dr. Thomas as well as with
any ,)ther fallible man, a thing no one
emphasized more than Dr. Thomas did.
But since you and others rely so much
upon this question from the doctor,
you should not forget that he says in
Eureka, Vol. II. pp 230, 240, that "No
body of life is resurrected except such
an one, whose organization will give
expression to a character extant before
death. Such a corporeally expressed
cliaracter is the resurrection of personal
identity. * * * Paul informs the
saints of both classes—of that class who
have walked worthy of their high vocation, and of that who have walked
after the flesh, since thtir immersion—he
says of both these," etc. You will see
by this that ihe doctor reasoned that
the judgment seat of Christ will be
upon the basis of character and an
identity formed since immersion. Now
in your quotation he either did not
mean that unbaptized Gentiles will appear at the judgment with the saints,
or, if you insist that he did, then you
set him in your quotation against himself in the one I have given.

Answer.—The words of this question,
"turn from the holy commandments
delivered unto them" are found in II,
Pet. ii: 21. That no reference is made
there to those out of Christ will be seen
by reading the context: "For if after
they have escaped the polulions of the
world, through the knowledge of the
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, they
are again entangled therein and over
come, the latter end is worse wi h them
than the beginning. For it had been
better for them not to have known the
way of righteousness, than, after they
have known it to turn from the holy
commandments delivered unto them.
But it is happened unto them according to the true proverb, The dog is
turned to his own vomit again; and the
sow that was washed to her wallowing
in the mire." This has nothing to do
with unwashed Gentiles or Jews.
Question.—In answer to my question
of last month you say Dr. Thomas did
not say that they will appear with the
household at the judgment seat of
Christ. How can you make that statement in view of the fact stated by the
doctor in "Revealed Mystery," from
which you quote, who says, on page 14,
Question.—You say "I offer no ob"The second class also dies but comes jection to what the doctor says, for I
forth from the grave to encounter the believe God has the right to raise whom
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His purpose require." Did you ever
know of any one to deny that right except an infidel1!1
Answer.—No; but those who of late
have forced the responsibility question
as a test of fellowship in the body
generally, charged that some whom
they had opposed had -'robbed God of
His prerogative," and that they declared that he had 'tied His hands" so
that He could not raise any but those
in covenant relation; and it was to offset this misrepresentation that I made
the statement. You see, brother, some
of our best and life-long faithful brethren were, as your question unwittingly
admits, classed with infidels.
Question.—But permit me, brother
Williams, to touch you a little closer.
Do you believe that God's purpose requires the resurrection at any time of
that class to which the doctor refers,
when he styles the ''reasoning of some
the deceitfulness of sin ?''
Answer.—If i! were revealed that it
is God's purpose, as part of the gospel,
then there would be no "May they
not" about it, and it would not have
been right for brother B. to say "It
is a pity to trouble yourself about it."
I believe that God may raise them as
He has raised some in the past; but
a "may" or "may not" is not a
thing to divide eccleias upon, and
Dr. Thomas never thought of do.
ing sucb a thing; and brother Roberts, hounded as he was by extremists in their endeavor to force him
to withdraw from those who differed
from him on the subject, but with
whom he had been in fellowship for
years, he refused to yield.to their pressure up to the day of his death. Discord among brethren upon such a
flimsy pretext is one of the things which
God hates. See Prov. vi: 14.
Question.—You say "If these 'just
and unjust,' 'good and bad' are not included in the words 'the dead in Christ
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shall rise first,' then Paul is committed
to the theory of the resurrection of the
righteous only." Is he not committed
to the theory that the righteous only
die in the Lord?"
Answer.—If he is, then he is committed to the resurrection of the righteous only; for he speaks of the resurrection of "The dead in Christ" only.
But this matter is easily settled by
asking whether those in the Lord in
Rome, Corinth, etc, were all righteous.
If those "in the Lord" in any given
city were not all righteous, then those
"in the Lord" in the grave are not all
righteous. Keep the two senses in
which they may be in the Lord before
your mind—the constitutional sense
and the vital, fruitful sense, and you
will escape the pit-fall.
Question.—Have you any scripture
to proove that the "foolish virgins" or
the "unjust" die in the Lord?
Answer.—You might as well ask if I
have proof that those who die in the
Lord are in the Lord; for it was by
being baptized into Christ that they
became "virgins." When they became
"unjust" they did not cease to be "virgins," but became "foolish virgins"
or "unprofitable servants?" Note the
words of the scriptures you quote and
study the meaning of them in the
relation and context wherein they are
found, and you will escape the folly of
believing that men can be in covenant
relation to Christ and yet not be "in the
Lord." To be in the covenant is to be
in the Lord, and one can no more get
out of the one than out of the other till
the Lord finishes the covenant for good
or for bad to the obedient or disobedient. If you must displace such plain
and old-established truths as this to
excuse your "causing discord among
brethren" on the question of resurrection of a few Gentiles you had better
"not trouble yourself" about those
Gentiles, as brother Roberts, whom
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you pretend to follow, advised you and
all who have gone to such extremes.
Question.—Is it any more personal to
ask a question about the baptism of J.
J. Andrew than it is about the baptism
of Dr. Thomas, to which you refer.
Answer.—You are welcome to your
own opinion on that.
Question.—And now let me ask if
his first baptism was valid as you
admit, how could his second remove
his doubts, seeing there is only one
baptism?
Since it is not important for you to
understand this question, I will devote
no more space to it.

Cbe Christadelphian Hdwcate.
APRIL,

1902.

EVILS OF OUR EVIL STATE.
six days of the world's week
are evil days. Evil prevails,
is in the ascendancy.
Revelation
and experience teach us what evil is.
Revelation alone gives us the truth
as to its origin.
Evil is here as a stubborn fact ; it
is the rule in life, and good is the exception. Evil is destined to continue
during the seventh day of the world's
week ; but then it will be diminished
and become the exception, while
good will be the rule of that glorious
age.
When the world's week ends,
evil will end, having run its course
and served its purpose. Its purpose ?
Yes, for God had a purpose in permitting it, and he turned it to good
account.
The Great Jehovah declares that
He will not rest till all forms of evil
are removed. He could instantly
obliterate all forms of evil if He saw

fit; but it is a fact that He sees fit to
allow its existence for a time and for
a purpose; in this we behold what He
can tolerate.
Evil is in the midst of His people,
always has been. What is to be done
about it? A few kings of srael were
good enough to do their utmost to
remove evils from the nation ; and
the apostles removed some evils from
the ecclesias ; but after they had
done this there were evils left, which
were perforce tolerated. How is it
with us? By a process of logic it is
easy to prove that not one evil ought
to exist among us; and acting accordingly a few would separate from
many. But among the few the same
cold, heartless logic would manifest
evil still left; and it would go on
with its convincing proof till only
one would be left. Now, how about
the one ? Evil still there, of course,
for when logic carries you to the
smallest atom of human life in this
evil state that atom contains evil. So
the question is, What is to be done ?
Evil in its grosser forms must be cast
out; but in many forms in an evil
life it must be tolerated by God's
people and they must wait the time
of its entire end at the hands of Him
who permits its existence for a time
and for a purpose.
Logic could as easily prove that
there ought not to be any poor and
needy people among us as that there
ought not to be any evil. But " the
poor ye will always have." While
logic is heartlessly proving that the
needy ought not to have allowed
themselves to become needy, the poor
of the flock may die for want of a
morsel out of the full hand of selfish
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logic. So while logic is busy casting
out here and ;here those who have
not such a keen eye to trifles, those
for whom Christ died are snffering
the resultant cruelty. It is easy for
logic to exaggerate, and to magnify
an atom into a mountain; but a day
may come when that mountain may
fall and crush the heartless, selfish
head of logic and bury it in the
oblivion of eternity, while toleration
and love will plant their flag over the
ruins to majestically float to the
breeze that will be the breath of a
life and love from a long-suffering
Father in Heaven.
SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

The Pope's temporal power was
once a dreadful and cruel reality;
now it is only sham for such as the
following to occur :
Thursday, February 20, the anniversary of the Pope's election will
be celebrated merely by a religious
thanksgiving service, but on March
2 Leo will appear at St. Peter's with
the triple crown on his head, surrounded by his cardinals and guards
and greeted by Ambassadors, will be
hailed Pope-King in the presence of
thousands of spectators.
The police are taking every precaution to preserve order, as a Socialistic counter demonstration is
feared.
A clipping from Brother Blackwell
shows the danger of Britain having
put herself in the hands of Japan by
the Anglo-Japanese alliance, in that
Japan's hatred of Russia is liable at
any time to break out, when Britain
would be between two fires. American
interests in the far East being identical with those of Britain and Japan,
would be very likely to be forced
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into the case should such a war
break out; and that would open the
door for Russian outbreak in the
near East.
THE JEWS AND THEIR AFFAIRS.

In his opening speech at the fifth
annual Congress of Zionists in Basle,
Dr. Herzl said :
May I be permitted to reproduce
the words used by the English literateur, Hall Caine, on the occasion of
a recent meeting in London: " Were
I myself a Jew, I would be highly
proud of this fact—proud, indeed, to
belong to an old race that has produced some of the greatest men,
proud of a nation which still takes a
large part in world politics, although
she has neither throne, nor king, nor
soldiers, nor owns even an inch of
the earth; proud of a literature,
which in the Holy Bible reached a
sublimity, unequalled as yet by any
other master work of the- human
mind ; I would be proud of the occasion to participate in an endeavor to
raise Palestine from its present state
of a needy desert to a country of rich
fertility and prosperity; prouder,
however, than all this would make
me, is the great possibility, which
now lies before the Jews, namely,
that they can ameliorate the condition of the poor, and, in many countries oppressed ones of their people,
to realize the religious hope which
has kept them up, during three thousand gruesome years."
These were the words of a Christian. The language, which does him
honor, would, however, not be fitting
for us. The weak have the right to
claim help from the strong. The
form in which we consider this help
has been illustrated by the former
congresses, and this, we hope, will
explain the justice of our wishes and
propagate the loyalty of our proceeding—the Jewish question can only be
solved by Jews. That, at least, is our
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opinion. From this principle results,
logically, everything else. We therefore turned away from former methods. We have not tried to prove by
means of abusive language that we
are a fine people. We have not referred by means of undefined sermons
to the near realization of the fraternization of all men. We further do
not wish to stir up another nationality. And lastly, we do not exert
ourselves for a downfall of all things.
All this is not our cause. We believe, on the contrary, that in the existing laws of legality and of society
that a solution of the Jewish question
is to be found. What may, before
all else, be asked of people who venture to undertake the solution of a
great question, in earnestness as well
as calmness of judgment under the
existing circumstances.
* * *
Our opponents affirm that there
are insurmountable obstacles. That,
however, can be said of the smallest
difficulty. In these five years, in
which we have seen all signs of
peaceful surroundings, we cannot say
that we have had the nations and
governments against us. On the
contrary. If here and there more
friendly tones are used to the Jews,
it is the Zionists which are to be
thanked for this. On the other hand,
governments and nations have to
thank Zionism that as a saviour and
a conciliator it has shown the road,
the way that the Jewish question can
be settled without barbarism, without
the cruelty of the middle ages. Next,
we must naturally ask how we are
thought about in Turkey ; how its
sovereign ruler regards us? I had
the honor to be received by the Sul
tan Abdul Hamid at a long audience
in May of this year. The kindness
and heartiness of this reception has
filled me with the best hopes. From
the words and bearing of His Majesty I have the feeling that the Jewish
people have a friend and patron in
the reigning Kahlifa. The Sultan

has authorized me ta.s&y so openly.
May the Jews of the whole world understand this then, and let them also
understand what prospects there are
in this fact, and they may finally be
ready for action, in order that they
may be able to help themselves and
contribute to the fresh blossoming of
the Turkish kingdom.
London, Feb. 4.—The English Zionists held a great meeting last night
at the Shoreditch town hall. Israel
Zangwill, the novelist, made an eloquent speech occupying an hour.
He strongly attacked the administration of the millions bequeathed by
the late Baron Hirsch, which bequest, he declared, was being rendered useless by the Jewish colonizetion society simply throwing good
money after bad. Their projects, he
added, were few and unfit. The Jews
could not wait much longer for Pal
estine. The world was waking up,
and the concession they wanted
might be granted to others, and the
wandering ]ew would find himself
turned from his own door. The road
to Pdlesiine could only be paved with
gold. Baton Hirsch's millions must
come to Zionism. The money, however, would be useless without the
physical and moral regeneration of
the Jewish people. Money, muscle
and morals were the three things on
whicn Zionism was to be built. There
were far too many money lenders,
bankrupts and bloodsucking landlords among them. Mr. Zangwiil
was given a great ovation.
London, Feb. 19.—Leaders of the
Zionist movement anticipate important developments as a result of the
visit of Dr. Theodore Herzel of
Vienna, founder of the Zionist movement and president of the Zionist
congress, recently held at Basle,
Switzerland. Dr. Herzel was summoned to the Yildiz palace by a
special telegram from the Sultan, and
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the Zionist leader is now negotiating
with the Sultan f :r the acquisition of
possessions in Palestine, permitting
the unimpeded immigration and settlemtnt of the Jews there. Dr. Herzel's demands include a charter demanding some simple form of home
rule and opening the Sultan's crown
land to Jewish colonization. A representative to the Jewish coloniza
tion association, which was endowed
by the late Baron Hirsch with a large
sum of money, is also at Constantinople, which is taken to signify that
the trustees of the Baron Hi'sch
funds are about to concentrate their
resources on Palestine.
Thanks to Brother Evans for this
last item, of which he writes, " This
is glorious news."

INTELLIGENCE.
BRA.^ TF03D, O X C . - I h w d tho pleas
ure to report that our number has increased by the obedience of three, who,
after a good confession, were immersed
into the Sin-Covering-Name, thus entering the race for that life which is the
prize we all desire to obtain. They are
as follows: Mr. Henry Luff and his wife,
Mary Ann Luff, age 51, also Mr. Emerald
Jones, age 21.
Brother and sister Luff first heard the
truth about fifteen years ago in Orillia.
As the seed has fallen in good ground we
trust it will bring forth much fruit, Bro.
• Jones is the husband of sister Jones,
whose death was reported last month.
We rejoice that our brother has proved
to be of good courage, and not faltered in
his sad bereavement, as well as under the
influence of others. May he continue firm
unto the end and the prize is sure.
Yours in the one hope,
JOHN C. TAYLOR.

BERLIN, ONT.—A few lines from here
finds all well We are indeed sorry to report that we have lost our esteemed
brother and sister Chart. Bro. Chart is
a faithful and intelligent brother, and one
of the active members of "the up-and-bedoing movement." Hisbusiness connections require him to be on the road between Toronto and Brockville, and his
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living here meant inconvenience and extra railway expense, so he has decided to
move east,quite possibly to Toronto. It is
indeed a great loss to us here in having to
part with our brother and sister, and to
me it is like losing my best friend, as Bro.
C. and I had been together in the work of
the truth here during the past ten years.
Certainly our loss will be the gain to
others, and though our sorrows are profound we realize that this life is one of
disappointments and vexations which
can only be healed by the Son of Righteousness. We prayjaur Heavenly Father
to protect, sustain and comfort our dear
brother.
I note, with pleasure, agood letter fiom
our esteemed and aged Bro. Pedder, of
Doon, in March ADVOCATE. It serves as
an encouragement to "be up and be doing," in view of it coming from one who
has seen forty-five years work in the
truth, and especially because some of our
disserting brethren used his name as not
being in harmony with Bro. Williams and
the ADVOCATE. Bro. Pedder has long
been recognized as one of the ablest and
intelligent brethren in Canada, and one
quite familiar with Cnristadelphian literture since the truth's revival in the days
of the doctor; and one whom I know to
have been an ardent supporter of the
Christadelphian until its weakening attitude on Adamic sin. It might not have
been out of place to have inserted the
statement of faith mentioned by Bro.
Pedder as agreed upon in 1885. I well remember the trying times for the Doon
and Blair ecclesia, which the nature and
sacrifice of Christ question produced, as
well as the expressions made use of by
our warfareing Bro, A. D. Strickler. such
as "Christ was a constitutional sinner."
"It was a just and righteous act of God
to require his death," "His flesh wae as
vile as ours, etc." These outspoken expressions were not relished by some of
our brethren, who deemed them harsh
and not scriptural quotations. At all
events we recognize the lofty principle
at stake and unswervingly hold on to the
old foundation.
Bro, Pedder puts a pertinent question
and one worthy of a plain, positive, uneqivocal answer. He claims we have not
changed, and proves his statement by
strictly adhering to the old statement of
faith, which, be it remarked, was consid-
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ered all-sufficient as forming a basis of not even desire our company. But these
the things necessary to be believed in are, I trust, the trials of our faith, and we
hope that our heavenly Father will give
order to be members of the household of
us strength to bear us through. Well,
faith. Now the original statement of
faith (as originated in Birmingham) has out of all the brethren and sisters of our
been altered, as well as the "Declara- Buffalo ecclesia there were four who
tion," and I would ask our withdrawing came to talk with brother Williams, and
brethren, does this mean that all our de- they were all satisfied that he had been
ceased brethren and sisters did not die in misrepresented: and l a m sure that this
the faith as lately brought to light by the question that they claim that we are at
Christadelphian and the ''Truth's War- variance upon was handled in such a
faJe," and consequently are in grave peril masterly way, that it was beyond dispute
of losing the much coveted prize? or is it proven to be the truth as taught in
a fleshly antagonism that brethren may the scriptures of truth. I asked the
have inadvertently or otherwise fallen brethren who attended the lectures what
into in order to exercise dominion and they thought of the lectures, and they
control over the brotherhood? I have expressed themselves as very well satisheard It said, Bro. Williams, that you are fled. But all of those who were first and
too cutting and merciless in dealing with foremostincoudemningthe brother never
your brethren. This may be the impress- came near to give him a chance to vindiion of those whom you see fit to combat cate himself. Never mind, dear brother,
in cases ef error. Yet we should not feel the time is coming, and I trust it is not
hurt if we are shown that a theory of ours far off, when you will have a chance to
(even if it be a pet one) is indefensible vindicate yourself before a righteous
and it be laid bare. Rojoicing should judge. There is one consolation, we have
endeavored to live up to the teaching of
take the place of chagrin, and a feelingof
deep gratitude that of vexation. I our Lord and Saviour in Matthew xviii: 15
have in my minds' eye a social talk (that —"Moreover if thy brother shall trespass
waxed warm) some four or five years ago, against thee, go tell him his fault between
thee and him alone; if he shall hear thee
when you completely upheld the honor of
the truth with a brother who advocated thou hast gained thy brother." This is
"No death in the thousand years," and the only scriptural way to settle grievances among brethren. And this they
"The sheep and goat nations of Matt.'
have neglected to obey. May God bless
xxv.
this "up-and-be-doing movement" to give
We realize that we are human, that the those who are honest at heart a chance to
flesh is weak and hard to control, yet we know what is right and to be governed in
are commanded to "crucify the old man,'' the right way. I feel now. since brother
be "forgiving, merciful, kind, and not Williams has been here, that I have done
rendering evil for evil." May this be our my duty in having him here to give those
highest aim.
brethren and sisters a chance to know
Your brother in Christ,
what is right, although I thought that it
ALEC C. BEHSHAW,
would hardly be possible that I should
ever be able to get him here. But to
those who are contending for the right
BUFFALO. N. Y.—It had been my long God will always open up a way by which
desire to have brother Williams in Buf- he can carry out his will, and so he did
falo, that those dear brethren and sisters, through Bro. David Tolten, and all the
whom I have learnt to respect in the other brethren who were interested in
truth as no other individuals of this life, this "up-and-be-doing movement," and I
might have a chance to see him and talk had my long desire granted at last. May
with him face to face, upon the disputed God give brother Williams strength to
subjects that have been agitated through- continue on in the good work which he
out the breadth and length of the land, has undertaken to do.
sowing discord and strife among brethren
Yours in the hope of Israel,
and sisters who formerly had made it the
J. & 8. COOPBE.
practice of their lives to provoke each
other to love and good works. But now
it seems right to the contrary, they do
BOON, ONT.—We again have the plea
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sure to report of having brother and sister
Williams in our midst. We met brother
and sister Williams at the station at noon
on the 15th of Nov., and that evening
brother Williams delivered the first lecture in the Doon Christadelphian meeting house, which was well filled. On the
following Sunday morning, at 10:30
o'clock, we held our meeting to commem
orate our Lord, Bio. T. Hardy presiding.
Bro. Williams addressed the brethren
and sisters, some being present from
Gait, Preston, Blair, Berlin, Waterloo,
Guelph and Hamilton. In the afternoon
we had a few hours social conversation
on the present troubles, and a great many
questions were asked, and we found we
were in perfect harmony. In the evening
Bro. Pedder presided and Bro. Williams
addressed the audience on the subject
announced, again with a full house, and
the audience were so attentive that you
could have heard a pin drop. The lecture
made a deep impression on some, and we
hope the good seed will take root.
Yours in the one hope,
H. COLE.

[This has been delayed through pressure of other matter, and now we have
been compelled to abridge it, which will
brother Cole please excuse. Brother
Pedder's letter made up for part of the
abridgment.—EDITOR.]
HYE, TEXAS.—To the Brethren of
Christ greeting. Since our last report to
the ADVOCATE our little ecclesia has been
made to rejoice with the angels of heaven
over the obedience of one more of Adam's
daughters to the gospel call. We had
the pleasure of assisting (now) sister
Queney Holden (age about 25) to put "off
the old man with his deeds," and to put
on the one saving name in the waters of
baptism. She is a bright, intelligent
young sister and obeyed the gospel, not
from intimidation, but through faith,
hope and love of the truth. We hope and
pray that our young sister may be able to
run the race with patience, and win the
prize of eternal life in the Kingdom of
God. We expect others to follow her
good example soon.
There is some interest in the things we
most surely believe, in spite of the drawbacks brought to bear upon the cause of
truth by schismatics and agitators. We
now number seventeen, all striving for
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peace and unity, and determined to rally
to the old standard and to "be-up-anddoing"; and as "there is a time for all
things" we think the time has come to
cease to discuss the question that is ever
present, unless the wolf should come
among us and undertake to devour some
of the lambs. "Up-and-be-doing" is "the
peace cry," feed the sheep, deal out "the
milk of the word" to the babes in Christ.
Give the "strong meat of the word" to
them that are able to digest it, and "destroy not the weak with thy strong meat,''
"and if thou have faith have it unto thyself." Then onward we go to the mark
of our high calling in Christ Jesus, "having our feet shod with the gospel of
peace," having on the whole armor of
God.
We wish to say to those noble brethren
in Canada that are so actively engaged in
the "up-and-be-doing movement" that
we are all with them in spirit, if not in
person, or with our pocketbooks, and we
may yet be able to aid the movement in
a financial way by and by, and will. Dear
brother Williams, it made my heart leap
for joy when I read your tour and the
intelligence in the last two numbers of
the ADVOCATE. GO on, dear brethren, in
the good work and you will add many
stars to your crowns. May God grant
that the brethren throughout this continent may imbibe the spirit of this movement, and that all the ecclesias may be
more closely drawn together in the good
work of proclaiming the glad tidings of
the Kingdom to a dying world.
Your faithful colaborer in the one
blessed hope,
W. K. LANDKUM.
LOWELL, MASS.—There have been
very few listeners to the truth here for
some time, but we continue to press forward, knowing that the time will soon
come when our labors shall haye an end,
so let us be up and be doing, so that when
we shall stand before the judgment seat
of Christ we may be accounted worthy to
obtain an abundant entrance into the
everlasting kingdom. Our prayer is that
all of the same like precious faith may
keep their garments unspotted and proclaim the gospel to the Gentiles and show
by our lives that we are truly followers
of Jesus, who was tempted and tried like
us, yet without sin.
With love to all of the same like precious faith.
Your brother in Israel's hope,
BENJAMIN HOYLE.
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NIAGARA FALLS, ONT.-We made
mention jii the February inteJJi«eJJCP of

and an aching void in many home
circles. Within the spaco of about
the ADVOCATE of the severe illness of
two months we lost our aged and wellour dear sister Habgood. We now per- tried sisters Porter, Mann, Southall and
form the sad duty of recording her death, Sutton, and brother A J. liandletfc, Sr.,
which took place on "Wednesday night at who died very suddenly of heart trouble.
9 o'clock, March 5th. She was aged 61
On Feb. 25 it was our pleasure to introyears and some months. We shall miss duce into the One Name Misses Carrie,
her at our meetings very much, for she Lelia and Loretta Davison and Mr. Frachwas very regular in her attendance, full tenberg, who us''d to be a missionary,
of faith and love towards her Master and but now a "pestilent fallow and a mover
towards all the brethren and sisters, look- of sedition" among his formor people.
ing forward to the realization of our May the Lord in his infinite mercy keep
blessed hope. There were a goodly num- them by his power through faith unto the
ber present at the funeral, to whom we salvation ready to be revealed in the la»t
made known our blessed hope, showing time.
J. W. P E M E L L , Sec.
from the scriptures of truth that there
was no hope of a future life except by
a resurrection from the dead by the
SAN ANTONIA, TEXAS.-We have a
power of God through Jesus the Christ.
small ecclesia here, but as I have not
Yours faithfully in Christ,
been at all well, and as my daughter and
D. COLE.
her family have been afflicted with la
[We deeply sympathize with brother grippe for several weeks past, none of us
Habgood,to whom the burdens of a dreary have attended meeting since my arrival
life will now be the he avier. What great- here.
er calamity can overtake a man well do an
The members of the ecclesia here are
the declining side of life than the loss of
as follows'
the wife of his youth?—EDITOE.]
Bro. and sister Ben. Warren, at whose
house we assemble for worship and
MILWAUKEE.WIS.-We are able to do banking of bread; sister Nellie Warren,
so little here that we have, never sent any Bro. Frank Warren, Bro. Albert Warren,
sister Lou Jary, sister Molfie Greer. Bio.
intelligence to the ADVOCATE heretofore,
but we have been encouraged by throe McLi'iuiom, sister O'Connor, sister Alice
additions to our number, namely: Alex- O Connor and myself.
We read several chapters from the
ander Harper and daughter, Mrs. Brown,
who were immersed partly through the Bible and have appropriate hymns.breakinstrumentality of our worthy brother ing of bread, and usually an exhortation
Teas, of Con way, Arkansas, who has lec- by Bro. Ben. Warren, ei'her of his own
tuied for us twice, and who immersed or selected from some of o ;r Christadelthem while here last fall. And also by phian publications.
With the fraternal love of myself, my
the removal of sister Helen Sage from
New Lisbon, whose husband died sudden- daughter (sister O'Connoriand my grandly last fall. Brother Williams, you will daughter (sister Alice O'Connor) to yourremember them well, as you have been self and all of the faithful brethren wherethere often. We now number ten, but as ever they may bo. May our Heavenly
we have no speakers amongst us we can Father bless and guide you and all of the
not draw outsiders. We would be glad to faithful, and finally reward you all with
have a helping hand from any of the life eternal in His glorious kingdom.
Chicago brethren or any others of like
I am, faithfully your sister in Christ.
precious faith.
HELEN M. SUBBEB.
Yours in the one hope,
L. W. BAXTER.
[Martinsville, Ark., and Pine Springs,
N. M., crowded out till next moath.
RICHMOND, VA.—The past year has
Only one letter received for Children's
been a sad one for our little flock, Column, and that held over. We hope
as our arch enemy, death, has visi- for more for next month. Up-and-be-doted many families and left grief ing.]
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IGHT is the opposite of darkness. The agent that makes vision
possible; that which causes obscure objects to become illuminated ; the medium which makes manifest things hitherto hidden ; instruction, illumination, understanding ; with a variety of other meanings,
according to the connection in which it is used.
"God is light, and in Him is no darkness at all." Ho dwells in light
of such effulgent brightness that no mortal could approach to or look
upon. The risen, ascended, and glorified Jesus is now so bright and
luminous, when His glory is unrestrained, that the natural man cannot
stand in His presence or look upon him with impunity, as is evidenced
in the case of Saul and those who were with him when on their way to
Damascus, as recorded in Acts ix: 1 17, and xx: 6 14.
Jesus, because of His teachings, and the redemptive work that he accomplished, is the light of the world in general, shown b y the fact that
those nations which are professedly Christian are the enlightened nations, the more enlightened being those that give the greater heed to the
instructions of the "Prophet like unto Moses" ; and grading downward,
according to the estimate they place on God's word, until the savage is
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reached, who has no knowledge of the Bible. But he is especially the
light of those individuals who, out of the nations, give special heed to,
and accept him and his gospel as being able to make wise unto salvation.
When Jesus was eight days old, and taken to the temple to do for him
according to law, Simeon took the babe in his arms, and declared him
to be "A light to lighten the Gentiles (nations), and. the glory of thy
people, Israel." In his public ministry Jesus said, concerning himself:
"I am the light of the world; he that followeth me shall not walk in
darkness, but shall have the light of life")—Jno. iii: 12. Near the end
of his ministry, when ho .was about to be crucified as a felon undercharges of treason and blasphemy by the Jews; but as God's sacrificial
lamb according to the law, he said to the people, "Yet a little while is
the light with you; walk while ye have the light, lest darkness come upon
you ; for he that walketh in darkness knoweth not whither he goeth..
While ye have the light, believe in the light, that ye may be the children of light" (Jno. xiii: 35-36).
The apostle John, by the spirit, testifies of him: "In him was life;
and the life was the light of men" (Jno i: 4). In the glorious ages to
come, he, with the Father, will continue the bright and effulgent light
as we find revealed in Rev. xxi: 23-25—"The city had no need of the
sun, neither the moon, to shine in it; for the glory of G >d did lighten it,
and the lamb was the light thereof. And the nations of them which are
saved shall walk in the light of it; and the kings of the earth do bring
their glory and honor into it. And the gates of it shall not be shut by
day; for there shall bo no night there."
The servants of God and His Christ are also set for lights, and are the
children of light. In his sermon on the mount, Jesus said to his disciples : "Ye are the light of the world. * * * Let yonr light so
shine before men, that they may see your good works, and glorify your
Father who is in heaven."
Paul, in his epistle to the Ephesian brethren, exhorts them thus: "Ye
were .sometimes darkness, but now ye are light in the Lord ; walkjis
children of light, * * * and have no fellowship with the unfruitful
works of darkness, but rather reprove them, * * ** wherefore he
saith, "Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead and Christ
shall give thee light (Ch. v: 8-14). Again, he said to the church of
Thesalonica, (I. Epistle v: 5,) "Ye are all the children of light, and the
children of the day; we are not of the night nor of darkness."
Peter says concerning the children of light, "Ye are a chosen gener
ation, a i'03'al priesthood, an holy nation, a peculiar people ; that ve
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should show forth the praises of Hi n who hath called you out of darkness into His marvelous light'" (I. Pet ii: 9).
God's word is declared to be light producing. In Psa. xix; 7 11
we read, "The law of the Lord is perfect, converting the soul ; the testimony of the Lord is sure, making wise the simple ; the statutes of the
Lord are right, rejoicing the heart; the commandments of the Lord are
pure, enlightening the eyes. * * * More are they to be desired than
gold; yea, than much fine gold, and sweeter than honey in the honeycomb. Moreover, by them is thy servant warned, and in the keeping
of them there is great reward."
In Psalms cxix: 105-130. we read: "Thy word is a lamp unto my
feet, and a light to my path. The entrance of thy word giveth light ;
giveth understanding to the simple."
Let us then, brothers and sisters, seek the light, that we may bo the
children of light; and also let the light that we have so shine that others
may come into the light ; for "Light is sown for the righteous, and
gladness for the upright in heart."
S. T. BLESSIXG.

THE INSPIRATION

QUESTION.

• I I 5 R O T I I E 1 1 Genders has sent US a lengthly reply to what appeared in the
•/fer ADVOCATE for February. He refers us approvingly to what appeared
from brother Iladley in the Visitor for February ; and as we have published
that and answered brother Iladley and thereby answered brother Genders it is
unnecessary to publish this lengthly letter. It will be remembered that, we asked
brother Genders several questions and since his letter contains bis answers to
these it will be only right that we publish them.
BROTHER GENDERS SAYS :

Coming now to your reply, I will pass over the first portion (which is for the
most part repetition). You ask on page 39 :
" Were all the declarations true—perfectly true V Did God so inspire the writers
as to secure truth in what they wrote ? "
I would say in reply to this that whatever was directly inspired or revealed of
God was of the nature-of infallible truth ; but God did not inspire the serpent to
lie or Sennacherib to speak blasphemy. 1 do not see, therefore, that these words
are either infallible words or truthful declarations, but rather lying and blasphemous words recorded for our instruction and warning. Herein lies the difticulty of applying one term, such as absolute infallibility, to the whole ol the
declarations, whether they be terms of eternal life, or the blasphemous and. lying statements of the enemies of God concerning which it appears to
me it would be more correct to say they have been Divinely preserved or placed
on record by Divine inspiration.
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ANSWER.

This goes a long way round to say what goes without saying, namely, that
the words of the serpent and of Sennacherib were not inspired words when
uttered. Notice our question aud the emphasized words and it will be seen that
we asked, no?, I hope, the absurd question, did God inspire the serpent's lie? but
we asked, "Did God so inspire the writers as to secure truth in w'lat they wrote f ' r
The serpent did not write the lie ; but Moses wrote it as having been spoken by
the serpent, and our question referred to the writings—were they absolutely true ?
It seems strange that it should be so difficult for brother Genders to stick to the
point and stranger still that he should waste time to say. that the serpent's lie
and Sennacherib's blasphemy were not inspired. Brother Genders, I insist that
you stick to the question : Did God inspire the writing in the Scriptures of
what the serpent etc. said ? If so did lie inspire an absolutely truthful record
of the same and all other things written in the original Scriptures? You must
know that no one is " applying one term such as absolute infallibility " to '• blasphemous and lying statements of the enemies of God." What do you make this
absurd statement for ? Again I ask you, do you not know that my question
was as to the writing of occufences and declarations ? Aftet going so far around
the serpent's lie and Sennacherib's blasphemy you make the strange statement,
'• It appears to me that it would be more correct to sny they have been Divinely
preserved or placed on record by inspiration." More correct ! more correct ! Is
it a question of which is the " more correct," to " apply one term, such as absolute
infallibility " to the serpent's lie ; or to the inspired record of the fact that the
serpent did lie, and what the lie was? Why do you not frankly say, that all that
the original scriptures contained "was placed on record by inspiration," aud that
it was, therefore, absolutely true?
BROTHER GENDERS FURTHER :

A little further on, you say, "Let each person have his own theory as to the
modus cperandi by which God delivered scripture. This is very much like a statement I read a few days ago, in which a brother spoke of the original's being fresh
from the hands of God. God did not deliver Scriptures, but inspired man to
do so.
ANSWER.

If there were not other indications of sincerity in Brother Gender's letters
I should be compelled to regard this saying as a quibble. My good brother, dops
it follow because God employs agents to do his work he does not do it? Enough
on this.
liRO. GENDERS CONTINUES :

Again, you say the original scriptures were, all of them, a record of truth
revealed and a truthful record of declarations and fact. Brother Williams, did
you ever meet with or hear of a brother who denied this, or objected to so reasonable a statement? I never did, and I think it would be difficult to find such a
one. Surely you should not be so blind to our attitude as to think any of us
would deny this, and would you not also yourself say all this concerning the
Scrptures we now possess?
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ANSWER.

This is better. Brother Genders does not think any brother ever denied
that "the original scriptures were all of them a record of truth revealed and a
truthful record of declarations and facts." Shall I take this to mean that you
will affirm thin? Or that you do not deny it, but will not affirm it? if you and
those with you will unreservedly affirm this, the dispute will end so far as I am
concerned, for this affirmation protects the veracity of inspiration and leaves no
room for the possibility of "some of the errors" iu our copie's being in the originals. Would I say the same of the scriptures we now have? No; I would not
say it of part of I. John, v: 7, as we have it in the A. \ r .; nor of II. Chron. xxii: 2,
which makes Ahaziah two years older than his father, Jehoram. The former is
an interpolation and the latter is the error of a copyist in mistaking the numerals, which are similar. Getting back to the "pure spring" of the original scriptures, when they came "fresh from the hands of God"—inspiration—we should
find that Ahaziah was not forty-two years old when he began to reign; but
twenty-two, as declared in II. Kings, viii: 26. Now, brother, I want you to say
more for the originals than you can say for our copies, else you will be compelled
to say there were errors in the originals. You refer me to Brother Iladley, but
he says there are "some errors" in ouv copies If you accept this, which you are
bound to do, then when you say that you can affirm as much for the copies as
you can for the original, you thereby logically affirm that there were errors in the
originals. You must see that in admitting a few errors in copies, we are
only admitting the mistakes of fallable copyists; but in affirming that you can
say as much for the copies as you can for the originals, you do not give divine
inspiration any more credit for accuracy than you do fallible copyists. Do not
be too extravagant in vouching for copyists; you cannot be in vouching for the
absolute truthfulness of divine inspiration.
BROTHER GENDERS.

1 am in perfect agreement with your argument that what God inspired,
»'spake," and "moved," must necessarily be the truth and nothing but the truth,
and herein we have a pure spring; but the spring of many of the words or declarations found in the scriptures was not God, but God has caused them to b e
written in their true character for our instruction. Therefore lying words caif
not possibly be truthful words. Words that are not right concerning God cannot
be infallible words. Blasphemous words cannot be placed on an equality with
the words of eternal life. We will admit to the very fullest extent all that you
can show that the scriptures «quires of us, but we cannot allow you to demand
of us that we accept your particular theories as to what inspiration is or ought to
be, and as to whether it secured verbal or absolute infallibility in the original
writings. I have searched in vaiu for any of these extravagant claims iu the
literature of the truth prior to 1834; and they are not to be found in the Bible, as
you are fully aware.
ANSWERS.

The first statement in the foregoing is good. If the brother had stopped
at the word "spring,'' all would have been well. What follows the word
"spring" is a waste of time and a raising of mist. The "pure spring," as we
bave been using the term, needless to say, does not refer to false statements
when they were made; but to the truthful recording of all the statements, false
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and true. Can you not see, brother Genders, that a lie can be truthfully recorded? Can you not see that our knowledge of whether certain lies and words of
blasphemy were spoken, depends upon inspiration truthfully recording .them, as
well as truths that were spoken or revealed? Can you not see that our issue is,
whether the scriptures were absolutely true? Stick to this point, brother, and then
say: "I am in perfect agreement with your statement that what God inspired,
spake and moved must necessarily be the truth and nothing but the truth, and
herein we have a pure spring."' Then stop there, and our question is settled by
a mutual agreement as to the perfect veracity of inspiration. You persist in
saying: "I cannot allow you to demand of us that we accept your particular
theories," etc., when I have repeatedly told you that, the question is not as to
theories—verbal, plenary, or what not. but as to fact—the question is, is it a fact
that where divine inspiration records matters it records them absolutely irue? I
insist that you stick to this point. Your statement admits this if you stop at the
word "spring." Why do you not let it rest there and not proceed to tell me what
no sane man would deny—"'that lying words cannot possibly be truthful words,"
<rtc. How do you know that the "lying words" were ever spoken, except by
knowing that inspiration truthfully tells you that they were?
BROTHER GENDERS.

Now, in reply to the four questions at the close of your letter. In reply to
the first I repeat, what I have already said, that I do not believe that there were
errors in the original. But lest you should claim me as a convert to a view which
exceeds the information of the scriptures and all we may know of them, I must
explain what I mean. By the absence of error I mean the absence of anything
that would lead astray. I do not consider inspiration required verbal or technical exactness in the recording of anything said ; thus, if we study the several
gospels, we find considerable variation in recording the sayings of Jesus. It
must therefore follow that if one writer records exactly what was said, another
does not. And so with the quotations from the prophetic writings; the record
of the words spoken at the baptism of Jesus, and many other matters. My view
of absolute infallibility is that it could not come short of a verbatim record of
anything said. And as the scriptures do not claim this kind of infallibility for
themselves, I do not see where your authority comes in to claim it for them.
ANSWER.

This statement is fairly good ; but it. too, departs from the real issue.
Still, it will help to remove a misunderstanding many may naturally fall into;
and perhaps we have here discovered where the trouble has been in the use of
the word "infallible." If so, we can easily set that right. The statement, "I
do not believe there were errors in the originals" is good ; it is far better than
that which says some of the errors which we now have in the scriptures may
have been in the originals, because we cannot prove them to be errors of transmission, or errors of translation. There are "some errors" in the copies.
Brother Genders says, and repeats: "I do not believe that there were errors in
the originals," therefore i will "claim him as a convert," (not by me, perhaps),
to the belief that the "some errors" are errors of transmission or of translation,
and that they were not errors of inspiration. I hope Brother Genders will now
help me to get others to discard the Hadley-Cooper statement, which we dealt
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with last month, and to induce Brother Hadley to give up his claim that "the inspiration of the scriptures may be compared to that of human understanding.
Before I reply to the rest of the foregoing statement I want to put it down to
Brother Gender's credit that he has said and repeated :
li

I do not believe that there were errors in the originals."'
That is a statement that cannot be made of any other originals of any
book that was ever written. If there were no errors in the originals, then they
were all truth*; and if it was all truth and no errm\ the originals were a "pure
spring" of TKUTH. Let all so-called "partial inspiration" brethren admit this,
and the real issue is removed.
Now, as to the word "infallible." Brother Genders gives us his understanding of its meaning, as used in the controversy. Fie says : "My view of
absolute infallibility is that it could not come short of a verbatim record of anything said." That is, if two inspired writers relate what someone said, they
must relate it in exactly the same words—"verbatim." Tried by his theory of
"infallibility," inspiration must fall short ; for verbatim accounts are not always found. If it is necessary, I will make a concession that the originals were
not infallible in the sense of every inspired writer declaring every circumstance
and statement in the same words. Now. to the real point again. Cannot inspiration give several accounts of the same occurrence with different words in each
account, and yet the several accounts be •'infallibly true? " If inspiration in any
given case had declared that it would not only give a truthful account of what
someone had said, but that it would give what was said "verbatim," and yet
gave two different accounts, then it would not be infallible. But in that case it
would be worse than not infallible—it would be false, must be in one of the pretended verbatim reports, or in both. But inspiration does not claim to be bound
to such a "verbatim" theory ; but it is bound to tell the truth, If it should see
fit to give in one account verbatim what someone had said, and then give the
same facts without the verbatim report, that would not make the two accounts
any the less infallibly true. Let me suppose a case, to illustrate. Inspiration
records this : "And he said unto the woman, ye shall not surely die." There is a
truthful statement of a lie. Now, suppose another inspired writer had written,
"And he told the woman she would not surely die." Would not that likewise be
a truthful statement of a lie? The former may be a verbatim record of what the
serpent said, but whether it is or not the important thing is. in whatever form—
namely, the truth ; and if that essential thing, truth, is not in every inspired
statement, then inspired statements are not to be depended upon.
Now as to the word "verbal." Let us be patient. We must try to clear
away all misunderstandings. Brother Gender's idea of "verbal inspiration" seems
to be similar to that of "infallible" inspiration, namely, that it must be verbatim. While this leads off a little from the question of fact to that of theory,
it may help to remove a difficulty. All that I would claim for "verbal inspiration" would be that the words of the writers would be so guarded as to be absolutely true, while the words employed would mostly be those of the vocabulary
of the writer. Paul may have a larger and more philosophical vocabulary than Peter, but in using their supply of words as mere men, they, like all fallible men,
would be sure to make some mistake that inspiration would protect them from.
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To illustrate : If God were to inspire an uneducated man to-day, he would not
aiiow him to write "I don't know no one," instead of "I don't know anyone." Inspiration did not allow Moses to write, "To thee and to thy seels will I give this
land"; and so the inspired Paul was able to show the importance of what was almost "jot" by saying, "He saith no1"., and to seeds as of many; but as of one, and
to thy seed." Now, Brother Genders, I think we might drop the "verbal" difficulty and find a point of agreement in the fact that you cannot make an inspired
sentence out of uninspired words any more than you can make woolen cloth
out of cotton threads. The tricky merchant would say of a piece of cloth in
which were cotton threads : "O, it is practically all wool, all wool." But if
there were cotton threads in it, it would not be practically or theoretically "all
wool."
BROTHER GENDERS.

Your second question is on what grounds do I base my belief that there
were no errors in the originals.
Principally on the grounds I have already indicated in the claims of the
writers themselves, and in such declarations concerning them as vve find in the
scriptures. Concerning Moses, it is said he was faithful in all his house. Concerning Jeremiah, before thou comest forth I sanctified thee and 1 ordained thee
a prophet unto the nations.
Concerning Daniel, he was faithful, neither was there any error or fault
found in him. Concerning Luke, he had perfect understanding of all things
from the very first. Concerning Paul, he is a chosen vessel unto me.
My view of the matter is that the inspiration of God and the faithfulness
of the men of God were both important factors in the production of the scriptures, and that the result is that in the Bible we have the mind of God and the
mind of the men of God, in such a manner as to be inseparable. In other words
we have a beautiful blending of the Divine with the human, and we do not
honor God by ignoring the work of his faithful servants and ascribing it all to
infallible or supernatural means.
ANSWERS.

This is excellent, except that it seems to give men a little too much prominence as compared with God. The "faithfulness" of the men no doubt filled its
place, and I know of no one who tries to "honor God by ignoring the work of his
faithful servants, and ascribing it all (?) to infallible or supernatural means."
Do not make men of straw, brother. The men were the instruments, of course,
but to God is due the honor of giving us, through men, original scriptures of
which we are able to say and repeat, "I do not believe there were errors in the
originals."
BROTHER GENDERS CONTINUES.

In answer to your third question. Could I say the same of any other
original manuscripts? I say, no; I could not, but fail to see your object or wisdom
in constantly drawing a distinction between the originals and the scriptures we
possess. Those we have are the originals as far as we are concerned, and by
those we shall gain that wisdom necessary for salvation if we gain it at all.
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ANSWER.

Be patient with me, brother, ami I will tell you my object. It is this:
That we know that there are "some errors" in the scriptures we now have; and
we know that some on your side have written and printed and reaffirmed that
these errors may be from the originals; and my object is to acquit Divine inspiration of "some errors" and all errors, so that we may not appear to impeach the
veracity of divine inspiration. I do not see how you could fail to see my object,
since you say, "I clo not believe there were errors in the originals," and you
know there are "some errors" in "the scriptures we now possess." To the extent
of whatever errors are in the scriptures, as we now have them, they are not the
originals as far as we are concerned," though they are able to make us wise unto
salvation.
HAOTUKK GENDEKS.

Your fourth question is somewhat misty. You say "moved the writers of
the original scriptures to give us." If you, mean by that that you draw no particular distinction between what was originally given, and what is now given,
I fully agree with your statements, subject to the non-necessity of technical or
verbal exactness as explained in answer to question No. 1.
ANSWEK.

The "technical and verbal" matter has been fully explained, but to the
words, "If you mean by that, that you draw no particular distinction between
what was originally given, and what is now given," 1 must answer that it is
particular distinction I do draw; for it is only in a few "particulars" we have
errors; and it is between these and the originals I most emphatically do draw
"particular distinction" to the extert that I know that the errors are all of men,
while, since the originals were of God, there wens no errors in them.
Brother Genders in his last letter refers to Matt, iii: 17, and Luke ix: 36,
as a case to illustrate what he regards as such a difference in the two accounts
as to bar him from speaking of them as infallible. The words used, "This is my
beloved son," are precisely the same in the translation and in the original; but
Matthew adds, "in whom 1 am well pleased," while he adds, "hear him." Now
there is no difference here, in what is said, to make the two accounts anything
but infallibly true. If Matthew had pretended to state all that the voice said we
should then have had a ease of either fallable or partial inspiration; but he does
not. What he does say is true. Luke relates more of what the voice said than
Matthew does, but his additional information is not in conflict with Matthew,
therefore both are infallibly true. But let us view the matter as if one author
was informing us of ail that was necessary for us to know in the case, and keeping the human media out of view for the moment, let us accept God as saying to
us that the voice declared, "This is my beloved sou iu whom I am well pleased;
hear him." Then we have it complete and infallibly true.
Now, Brother Genders, where are we? Have we made any progress'? Now
that I have accepted your primary statements and explained all you have said
following your "but" this and that, how nearly are we in agreement? Shall we
now brush aside as explained to our mutual satisfaction all that you have said
following the word "but" and accept your answers unqualiriedlj ? Let us see
how they will look. Here they are:
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"Whatever was directly inspired or revealed of God was in the nature of
infallible truth."
"They (the serpent's lie, etc.), have been Divinely preserved and placed on
record by Divine inspiration."
"It is a reasonable statement that the original scriptures were, all of them,
a record of truth revealed and a truthful record of declarations and facts."
"I am in perfect agreement with your statement that 'what God inspired,
spake and moved must necessarily be the truth and nothing but the truth, and
herein we have a pure spring."
••I repeat what I have already said, that I do not believe that there were
errors in the originals."
"I base my belief that there were no errors in the originals principally on
the grounds I have already indicated, in the claims of the writers themselves and
in such declarations concerning them as we rind in the scriptures."
Of any other originals "I could,not (say the same").
Now, if you unreservedly and unqualifiedly accept these statements,
Brother Genders, you and I have reached a meeting point and our discussion is
at an end; and now I will make you a proposition:
If you will get the ecclesias, generally who have been regarded as "partial
inspirationists," to fully indorse these statements, or state the same thing in
other forms of words, I will publish their declarations in the ADVOCATE and
you will then be able to judge whether the friends of the ADVOCATE have been
standing aloof from you from prejudice, or from principle. There may be considerable prejudice in England arising from the heat of the friction, in a local
sense. There generally is; but if ever that infection got over here at the time
when hot shot was flying, I do not believe it is here now; and I cannot but believe that there are very many over there sufficiently free from prejudice and
party spirit to act fairly if a frank and fair and full declaration embodying 'he
foregoing statements were submitted to them. I would like to see it tried; for at
present, as you will see from my "Appeal for Action," appearing in the April
number of the ADVOCATB, I am very desirous of knowing whether "Christ a
delphianism" has become hollow and heartless, or does it still have a heart that
can look into disputed questions and to love the right sufficiently to stand for it
regardless of persons or parties.—[EDITOR.

HOW THE EUPHRATES IS DRYING UP.
"N THE interest excited by great wars and the political transformations
which they produce, we are apt to conclude that we are nearing the kingdom at a quickened pace. One startling event makes us more keenly watchful for
another, apparently forgetful of the fact that startling events are the exception,
and not the rule, in the evolution of Divine purpose, and the development of the
Chrsti-like character. Forgetful, too, perhaps, of the fact that startling events
are but the explosions of long gathering forces, forces silently working and cf
very necessity for a time unseen, or beyond the range of the watcher's vision.
Zion's vigilant watchmen are never asleep; nor is it only when the thunder-peals of war reverberate through the political expanse that they are
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at their post scanning, with the prophetic telescope, the world's broad horizon.
Great wars may be epoch markers, on the history of the ages; they may toll forth
the funeral dirge of expiring nations; or they may be the cradle in which new
ones are unified and developed. But history teaches that peace is mightier than
war. Peace has done more for good and for evil than the bloodiest war that ever
stained the annals of time. If war has ushered in the death of nations with
dramatic finish, it has been but the finish of nations morally and politically corrupt as to be unfit to live. The barest review of the extinct civilizations of the
past amply confirms this statement. The most virile and valorous nations who
knew no sweeter music than the trumpet call to war, in succeeding times of
peace, became so enervated and corrupt, so oppressed and debased, so impoverished in body and mind that they fully merited that divine judgment and retribution which was accomplished in their extinction. And now, as we are uearing
the end of the Gentile Times, we behold the same evil forces at work in the
Oitoman Empire. What war could not do, is now being done in a time of comparative peace. It is not aloue the evil ambitions of the great nations which
have prevented the dismemberment of Turkey. The Turks have always been a
warring nation whose powers every foe was taught to respect; and, humanly
speaking, under the rulership of a wise and progressive Sultan, the "Great River
Euphrates" never could be "dried up" by any probable military combination.
In Abdul Humid II. we have an unexampled fulfillment in modern times
of the words of Dan. iv.: 1,7: "The Most High ruleth in the kingdom of men
*

*

and', settetli up over it the baiestof men."

During the past twenty-

five years of comparative peace, when every nation, more or less, has felt the
quickening impulse of the life of the age in which we live, Turkey alone has
shriveled and withered, "dried up" under the blighting, desolating power of the
monster of iniquity who controls its destinies. In the newspaper cutting, which
we append, the veil is uplifted, and with one sweep of the enlightened eye the
brethren will see how "That determined is being poured upon the Desolator,"
and also how the "situation" is being prepared for the easy conquest of Turkey,
its division among the nations, and the development of an entirely new political
situation in the near East.
That we are nearing the end of the present epoch is patent to every observer of international politics. The publication of the Anglo-Japanese
alliance indicates the tremulous nature of the political aerial. It tells us of the •
mutual attraction and equipoise of those forces which are destined to convulse
the world. It would be strange, indeed, if the sure prophetic word shed no
light, or yielded no guidance upon those momentous expectations which absorb
the minds of the world's great men. Let us see, if from some of the acknowledged facts of scripture, we can form an approximate idea of the time when
Abdul Hamid's desolating policy shall have so ruined his country that its peoples, bereft of the power of resistance, will be absorbed by its aggressive neighbors.
In Luke xxi: 21-24, our Saviour says: "Jerusalem shall be tn d ei
down of the Gentiles until the times of the Gentiles be fulfilled." Here, then,
is a divinely specified period known as the "Times of the Gentiles." The devout believer in the scriptures must admit that the scriptures themselves should
yield accurate information concerning the commencement of those times and the
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length of their duration. The brethren, no doubt, accept Dr. Thomas'expjsition of the seven times of Dan. iv: 25-32, as being the full and correct measurement of the Times of the Gentiles. There may not be the same unanimity of
conviction as to when those times began. From the evidence before us we believe they began B. C. 604 to B. C. 610; allowing their duration to be 2520 years,
we have their expiry in 1910-1916.
Will Abdul Ilamid reign until their expiry? He is the greatest "downtreader" there is in the world to-day; and it is not improbable that he will live
out the period of Jerusalem's "downtreading," which will end at the conclusion
of the Time of the Gentiles, which will probably be in twelve or fourteen years.
There are many students, both of prophecy and of current events, who
believe that the present Sultan will be the last one; that his disappearance into
sheol will be the signal for the dissolution of the Turkish Empire—the very drying up of the Great River Euphrates, which we have so longed and yearned
to see.
It is titling that when the Times of trie Gentiles end, the sun of its system
should cease to shine. Jerusalem's downtreading must, of course, be co-eval with
Israel's tribulation. In Matt, xxiv: 24-29, Jesus says: "Immediately after the
tribulation of those days shall the sun be darkened." Students of Eureka will
acknowledge that Austria is the sun of the European system of nations. It is
not necessary to here repeat what was said ou this subject in the February ADVOCATE. Suffice it to say that the present Emperor of Austria will also probably live out the Gentile times. If so, at that time very great events, indeed, will
happen. The nations will have two dying empires to divide. The magnitude of
this work will be so great that Russia will be quite unable to wholly fulfill her
destiny. At that time the claims of Zionism will be very urgent and Britain
will probably take Palestine under her protection, and through her wise and
liberal administration the world will be amazed at its wonderful development.
Will the spoils of the Austrian and Turkish empires be peacefully divided?
This is a difficult question to answer. It is a detail upon which the scriptures
appear to shed no light. We are of the opinion that all quesiions of great international importance will be diplomatically adjusted—one exctpted. The smouldering hatreds of the nations will be long suppressed, but eventually, like the
pent up fires of a mighty volcano, they will burst forth with uncontrollable fury
and envelop the world. The one supreme question, which no diplomacy cau
finally settle, relates to the lordship of Jerusalem—the holy city coveted by
Greek and Latin, Jew and Christian. In Zed!, xii: 12-15, the prophet says: "I
will make Jerusalem a burdensome stone for all people,
*
*
though all
the people of the earth be gathered together against it."
In all the great international problems calling for immediate settlement
there are compensating alternatives. The wounded honor or prejudiced interests
of ambitious and powerful nations can not be pacified or satisfied until the entire
globe passes under a "sphere of influence"—Jerusalem alone excepted. This is
the only insoluble question, and we know from the scriptures it inaugurates the
last supreme struggle before the manifestation of Christ. After "the drying up
of the river Euphrates," after "the tribulation of those days," after the "Gentile times have expired," after "Israel's downtreading ceases," after the "darkening of the sun," after all these events which are very likely to end at, or about
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the same time, the next "Great Sign'' is "The Appearins*,of the Son of Man in
Heaven," followed by the mourning of all the tribes of the earth, consequent
upon their beholding the "Son of Man coming in the clouds of heaven with
power and great glory."—Matt. 24-30.
JAMES LAIRD,

THE

NEW

Innerkip, Out.

CREATURE.

•W"T is a principle of apostolic statement, that "they that are in the flesh can||
not please God" —Rom. viii: 8. And it is also written t h a t " H any mail is
in Christ, he is a new c r e a t u r e " - I I . Cor., v. 17. So it may be conversely said that
if a man is truly and faithfully iu Curist, who is the Lord, the spirit, he is
pleasing to God.
To be in the flesh is to be in Adam, and all men naturally are in him.
The reason why those who are in the flesh cannot please God, is not far to
seek. The flesh is sinful, unclean, and condemned. But it is to the praise of
God's grace that lie has provided a way of deliverance from it—through His
S>n. The due of sin's flesh, the penalty of sin was c irvied out in his death.
By his death he destroyed that having the power of death—the diabolos nature.
Sin's flesh—the flesh that had transgressed the law of the Most High, was openly and justly condemned in the crucifixion of Jesus, who was made in the likeness of sin's flesh.
Salvation from sin's flesh and its sins, is for those who are reckoned as
crucified with Christ, that the body of sin may be ite//w,ei, for as Paul judged,
''One died for all, therefore all died," and according-to the "faithful saying"
which he quotes,— no doubt widely current in Timothy's time and rejoicingly believed in by the church, ''If we died with him, we shall also live with him" —
II. Tim. ii.
By the renouncing and repudiation of and dying for sin's flesh and all its
works, a man may be delivered from it. Hence the importance of being baptized into Christ's death, "for he that liath died is justified (or released) from
sin," and inasmuch as he is also reckoned as risen with Christ, he is a "new creature," and as such, sanctified, acceptable, and pleasing to God in him.
The "newness of lite" to which those who are, visevi v>i\h Christ are now
raised, is not newness of body, but newness of mind and heart. They are transformed in their minds. Their behavior and course of life is new. The newness
of bodily nature will come with the coming of the Lord from Heaven, who will
fashion the vile body anew and make it like his own glorious body. And as the
body of the Lord, that is to say his church, is now to be in character without
spot, bleroist or wrinkle, so at the redemption of his body—for his dead body
shall arise and live—it will then be in glorified spirit nature without defilement or
spot, but perfect, pure and glorious.
How blessed are they who are privileged to become "new creatures'' in
Christ, to,he washed, sanctified and justified; to put off the old man and put on
the new. And still more so in the assurance of being made new in nature and
living in the glorious age where all things will be made new, the old constitution
of sin and curse forever having j assed away.
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He who is born again is consequently "a new creature," such in this present time in his relationship to God, and whereas before he was of the constitution of sin and death, he is now of the constitution of righteousness and life;
while in his former state he was unjust and condemned, he is now justified and
pardoned; formerly an heir of death and corruption, he is now an heir of life
and incorruptibility; aforetime a citizen of the present evil world, he is now a
citizen of the commonwealth of Israel. Old things truly have passed away and
all things are new.
God in his wisdom and kindness has arranged that His great favor and
love should be remembered necessary in view of man's forgetfulness and ingratitude—so in the ordinance of the Lord's supper is commemorated his perfect
obedience and suffering unto death for sin. God the Saviour is praised who
raised Him from the dead, and need we wonder that in the age to come, the great
redemption which is in Christ should be the theme of the rapturous praises of
those redeemed by the blood of the Lamb who are made kings and priests to
reign on earth to the glory of God. the Father, forever.
It is desired of Gcd that sin's flesh should pass away and vanish; but
according to his gracious purpose in his beloved Son, ''the new creature" is destined to live forevermore.
E.
ABEL'S SIN OITEBING.

"By faith Abel offered unto God
a more excellent sacrifice than
Cain" (Heb. xi: 4). There must have
been instruction given to Adam's
sons before they could know that
sacrifices were required by God ; and
that the instruction was sufficient to
render it possible for them to offer
acceptable sacrifices is shown by the
fact that Abel had a faith that enabled him to make one that was
" more excellent than that of Cain's,"
and by which he " obtained witness
that he was righteous." To be righteous is to believe and obey ; and to
do this there must be a knowledge of
what to believe and what to do. The
only faith that will please God and
without which " it is impossible to
please God" (Heb. xi: 6) is one that
" cometh by hearing, and hearing by
the word of God" (Rom. x: 17). It
must have been by a faith of this
kind that Abel was moved to offer
" a more excellent sacrifice." We
maybe sure of this from the fact that
the apostle prefaces what he says the
ancient worthies did by faith by
clearly defining what faith as used by

him is. The first verse of the chapter begins: " Now faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen. For by it
(this defined faith) the elders obtained
a good report." Then he proceeds
to state what the elders did by the
power of this faith.
Abel, therefore, hoped for something promised ; and his intelligence
in the promise is exhibited in the excellence of his sacrifice. Christ, the
Seed of the woman, who would
" bruise the serpent's head " had been
promised—promised as a sacrifice,
the Lamb to be slain, whose blood
would bring remission of sins, the
" Lamb of God that taketh away the
sin of the world." Here is Christ
crucified, buried and raised again
from the dead ; and here, therefore,
is resurrection for all in Him who
have Abel's faith. Did Abel " bv
faith " show forth in his sacrifice of
the "firstling of his flock" Christ put
to death only ? Belief in the death
and burial of Christ, unless he saw
His resurrection to " die no more,',
would not have been belief in good
news of deliverance ; but seeing that

ABEL'S SIN OFFERING.

the sacrificeof Christ would give him
power over death and the grave, hs
saw in Him " the resurrection and the
life," and his faith taught him that
he that believeth in Him, though he
were dead, yet shall he live (John xi:
25). Thus the resurrection is seen in
every step as we come down the ages
to Him who broke the barriers of the
tomb and came forth and declared:
" I am he that liveth and was dead;
and behold I am alive for evermore,
Amen; and have the keys of hades
and of death" (Rev. i: 18)
A careful examination of the offerings of Cain and Abel will show to
what extent the plan of salvation was
revealed to the first human family.
Oar translation of Paul's words in
Heb. xi: 4 does not do full justice to
the original text. It only brings to
view one offering as made by Abel,
and makes its "excellence" over that
of Cain's consist only in kind. What
is said is, doubtless, true, but it is not
all the truth of the words uttered by
the Apostle. Without a critical examination of the lexicon, or the meaning of the words employed, there is
a word in our English translation
which does not do full justice to the
original: "God testifying of his
gifts." The word "gifts" in the passage stands for "sacrifice," the latter
in the singular number and the former in the plural. The original, literally rendered, is: " In faith more
sacrifice Abel than Cain offered" In
Gen. iv: 3, where we read that "Cain
brought of the fruit of the ground
an offoringxmto the Lord." The Hebrew is minehah; and is explained
in Liv. ii: 1 as an "offering of
fine flour, with oil and frankincense,"
which was a thank-offering for temporal blessings—the fruit of the
ground, etc. It was such an offering
as acknowledges the Great Creator
and the secular bounties of His gracious hand; but it did not manifest
faith in a future deliverance from
that state of sin and death which the
transgression in Eden had placed man
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in. But Abel made this offering and
thus made the acknowledgement that
all men should make, and he did
more—made "an offering more,"
which constituted "gifts" with which
God was well pleased. Why? Because
he offered a "sin offering," selecting
the firstling of his flock, thereby intelligently acknowledging—
1. That sin had entered into the
world.
2. That sin had brought death upon the human family.
3. That God was just in imposing the sentence of death upon the
family—the race—by reason of the
sin in Eden.
4. That God required, first, typical and finally antitypical shedding
of blood in order to the removal of
the sin of Eden with all its direct and
remote results.
5. That the very best, even the
firstling of the flock, must be offered,
that being a fitting type of the
"Lamb of God that should take
away the sin of >the world," who
would be in antitype "the lamb slain
fr>m the foundation of the world."
6. That the blood shed would
finally be the "blood of the everlasting covenant which would bring
again from the dead our Lord Jesus,
that great shepherd of the sheep"
(Heb. xiii: 20), and thus open the
grave which the sentence, "Dust thou
art, and unto dust shalt thou return,"
has closed.
7. That therefore the "seed of the
woman" typified by the firitling-ofthe-flock-sin-offering would become
the one who would proclaim the
great problem of sin, death and resurrection solved. "I am the resurrection and the life; he that believeth
in me, though he were dead, yet
shall he live; and he that liveth (when
I come) and believeth in me shall
never die" (John xi: 25,) "I am he
that liveth, and was dead, and behold, I am alive forevermore; and
have the keys of hell (hades) and of
death (Rev. i: 18).
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Cain's offering having fallen short,
In Exodus we read that the Israelin that it did not acknowledge sin and ites were in bondage to the Egyptians,
death, and manifest resurrection but God, with a mighty hand, led them
through the blood of the everlasting forth out of Egypt to bring them into
covenant, he was reminded of this de- the laud of Canaan. On the way they
linquency and given an opportunity became dissatisfied and disobedient,
to make amends: The Saviour rea- and as a result but two (faithful Caleb
soned with him, saying: "Why art
thou wroth? and why is thy counte- and Joshua) of the people who started
nance fallen? If thou doest well, from Egypt were permitted to enter the
shalt thou not be accepted? and if land. They all died in the wilderness,
thou doest not well, sin iieth at the even Moses, their leader.
The people of God to-day are passing
door" (Gen. iv: 6-7). This should
read: "A sin offering Iieth at the through the wilderness. There are
door."
The word in the septugent many sore trials and temptations to enfor "sin-offering" is the same as in counter; and many will not be able to
the new testament is applied to hold out in faith and obedience to the
Christ as a sin-offering, and the He- end. They will fall before they reach
brew word for "lieth" in the phrase their everlasting possession; as the
"Iieth at the door," is robeto, which children of Israel did before they
is the word used for the lying down
of quadrupeds. Had Cain yet taken reached their temporal possessions in
from the dour of his fold a sin-offer- the promised land.
EI.IZAI.ETH M. HAKIMS.
ing and offered it by that intelligent
faith which "was" the substance of
QUESTIONS.
things hoped for and the evidence of
1. Wliy did Jesus speak to the peothings not seen," he would have
pleased God, because the "law of ple in parables?
sin and death" and deliverance there2. Do you think the miracles perfrom by "the law of the spirit of life formed by Jesus and his apostles in
in Christ Jesus" would thereby have days gone by, were simply a shadow of
what will be done in the future age at
been exhibited.— [EDITOR.
his return?
El.lZAIShTH M. IlAKBIS.

Children's
lien.ted to que.-tii [is itnil answers, short letters by the
children, letters to the chilli-en, and extracts helpful
to their i stnu'tion in the Scriptures.

The following is my Sunday school
work for April, A few lines for the
children's columns:
All men are. now in bondage to
sin and death. God, in His mercy, has
provided a way for us to become heirs
of eternal life, through His son. By being baptized into Christ we become heirs
of His kingdom and glory and of eternal
life (Gal. iii: 27-29), But if we become disobedient we may be disinherited, the same as the child of an earthly
parent who becomes disobedient.

Answer to First Question.- One reason is given by Jesus himself in Matt,
xiii: 10-12.
Answer to Second Question.—They
were a "taste of the powers of the
world to come."-—Ileb. vi: 4.5. The
purpose they served is given in Heb.
ii: 4.
ADDRESS LETTKKS TO THE BDTIOK.

Since the grading of answers was
discontinued brother Leask is relieved
from his work in ihe children's columns, having much else to do. While
he held bis post he was very kind to you
all; and to his liberality and kindness
has been due the nice preseu's you have
received —another feature not included
in the present arrangement, and one
that will leave the way clear to look only to Die final reward of real merit.
EDITOR.
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God's wonderful plan in the "restitution of all things spoken of by the
prophets." The wisdom of this is emQuestion.—I have never had an- phasized by the fact that the world has
swered yet Heb. viii: 28—How could lost sight of the fall of man and fails
Jesus offer for the two things men- to see that the evils of the world origitioned at one time, seeing that the high nated in the sin of Eden, which cursed
priest under the law had to make two the garden and every creature originaseperate offerings, and the words '"for ting in it. Jesus was made of the same
this he did once" can only apply to the flesh and blood as was the fallen race of
words ''and then for the people." This Adam; and by the legal, moral and
is a very important passage, and if it spiritual lessons of his life, death and
can be established in the way I say, it resurrection are we taught the "untakes away one of the most important cleanness" — out - of-at-one-ment-statepassages you have in support of your of everything Adamic and its dependbelief that Jesus had to die for him- ence for "cleansing" and bringing into
self. I am inclined to allow that Jesus the at-one-ment state through the only
had to die or else no one could live, but one God's goodness has provided; and
he had not to die for himself. He was in that one here is a practical and exthe grain of wheat which, if it had not perimental manifestation of the fallen
died, would "abide alone."
state and redemption out of it by sinAnswer.—In many other respects the offering. Hence it is said, "By his
types were separate things and acts, own blood he entered in once into the
•while the antitype was one. You holy place, having obtained eternal remust find the priest, the victim offered, demption"—Heb: ix: 12. Keep before
the altar, the garments—all focused your mind the fact that sin offerings
in Jesus. The "once" relates to the. are made where there are, and where
"daily." What the priest did daily there cannot, be personal sins, and then
Jesus did once, and what the priest did you will connect Adam with Adam, the
daily was "offer up sacrifice, first for his fall with the rise, Eden with Eden; and
own sins, and then for the people's." you will see that the great redemptive
If you cannot see the truth in this pas- plan is adapted to this aspect and the
sage, try in another way. The altar provision made for personal sins, which
was atype of Christ (Heb. xiii: 10). In did not enter into the offering Jesus
Lev. viii: 14 we read, "And he brought made for himself, is one of the details
the bullock for a sin offering; and involved in the loss of man by Adam
Aaron and his sons laid fheir hands the first, and his salvation in Adam the
upon the head of the bullock for the second.
sin cffering, and he slew it ; and Moses
So far as the grammar of the passage
took the blood and put it upon the
horns of the altar round about with his is concerned, if you keep your mind
finger, and purified the altar, and poured upon i he words "offer" and "this" you
the blood at the bottom of the altar, will have no trouble. It is as if one
and sanctified it to make reconciliation said, "I went early to the city for myupon it. Read also chap, xvi: 18. The self and my wife, but I am only going
great aim throughout the scriptures is to do this once more."
to show in "divers manners" the effect
The words "abide alone" are used to
of sin's entrance into the world in or- show f i-uitlessness. If Christ had chosen
der to bring out clearly the necessity of to be fruitless he would have thereby
QUESTIONS AND ANSWEES.
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been a sinner, and consequently could,
not "abide alone" in the possession of
a free life. It is only in the sense of
fruitlessness that a grain of wheat will
"abide alone"; It will not "abide" in
its own sinful existence very long.
Xeither would Jesus.
QUESTION.

At a meeting at our railway station
I stated that Adam would have died if
he had not sinned, providing he had
been barred access to the tree of life.
You seem to think there was no death
among any of the lower animals before the transgression. I would like to
ask you, how do we get the fossil remains of animals? Did they live before Adam's time, or have they died
since?
Answer.—Either might be true. The
Bible allows for animal life and death
in pre-Adamic ages ; and therefore does
not conflict with geological discoveries
upon which many rely, as opposed to
the Bible, and in which they more readily put confidence. It is true, as I said,
that we have no account of death in
the Adamic age before sin, and it is an
unwarranted assumption to say that
Adam would have died whether he had
sinned or not when we are distinctly
told that death was predicated upon
sin. Because we never saw a flesh and
blood man continue in life is no reason
why one created ''very good" (who continued unless he could not). There is
no proof that Adam ever ate of the
tree of life. The theory that it was
necessary for him to do so to sustain
natural life is inconsistent, since there
were other trees for that purpose.Adam before he sinned was not a sick
and dying man needing medicine to
keep him alive. Medicine, or anything
to counteract death, was not needful
till sin made man sick with a fatal disease—mortality.

EESUEEEOTTON PREDICATED UPON
SAOKIFIQE.
God had promised Abraham the land
of Cannan for an everlasting inheritance, the fulfillment of which was to
be after Abraham's seed had become
numerous "as the dust of the earth"—
(Gen. xiii: 14). Realizing that he was
a mortal man, "but dust and ashes,'7
(chap, viii: 27), he desired to know how
he could inherit that which was promised as an everlasting inheritance, and
after such a long time as would admjt
of such a miraculous increase of his
posterity. He therefore asked, "Lord
God, whereby shall I know that I shall
inherit it? (chap, xv: 8). According to
the natural order of things it was impossible; and faith in the promise must
look above natural and beyond this
ephemeral life.
Now, the answer was not given in
words, but by signs. It must be such
an answer as would remove the difficulty and show a triumph over death.
He was told to offer certain sacrifices,
some of which he was to divide in the
midst and lay each piece one against
another (Gen. xv:9-10). When the sun
went down, and it was dark, behold ii
smoking furnace and a burning lamp
passed between those pieces (verse 17).
Then it is said, "In the same day the
Lord made a covenant with Abraham,
saying: "Unto thy seed have I given
this land, from the river of Egyt unto
the great river, the river Euphrates
(verse 18), In addition to this answer
by scriptural signs Abraham is himself
caused to pass into a "deep sleep" at
the time when the sun was going down,
and "a horror of great darkness fell
upon him" (verse 12), which was another sign of death ana the grave—the
very obstacle in the way of Abraham's
faith "knowing" how he should inherit
the promise. The divided sacrificial
victims were for a covenant sacrifice,

RESURRECTION PREDICATED UPON SACRIFICE.

without which a covenant in ancient
times was of no force. This method of
ratifying covenants is referred to Jer.
xxxiv: 18—"And I will give the men
that have transgressed my covenant,
which have not performed the words of
of the covenant which tney had made
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QUESTIONS ON FALLIBLE INSPIEA"
TION.

What is the difference between inspired men, as to their liability to err
in the trials of ordinary probationary
life ; and in that of their writing the
before me when they cut the calf in twain original scriptures'?
If there is no difference, then can we
and passed between the parts thereof."
etc. All these covenant sacrifices point- depend upon the entire truth of the
ed to Christ, who would be "brought original scriptures any more than upon
again from the dead through the blood the steadfastness and integrity of inof the everlastingcovenant" (Heb. xiii : spired men—David, Solomon, and
20), and they therefore taught the res- Peter, for example?
If there is no more certainty about
urrection of the dead as an essential
part of Abrahamic or everlasting cove- the one than there is about the other.
nant. By these sacrificial signs Abra- may there not be errors in the original
ham's difficulty, as seen in mortality scriptures equally as serious as those
and death, was removed, since they in the actions and words of some intaught him that in the antitypical sac- spired men?
If so, what means have we of separrifice, whose blood would be that of the
"everlasting covenant," the claims of ating the one from the other so as to
the law of sin and death would be met refuse the error and accept the truth?
by one who, on account of his holiness,
The scriptures spare not even its own
would "not be left in hell, {hades) the writers from an exposure of their ergrave, neither would his flesh see cor. rors, whether the erring one be a king
ruption; and thus he would acquire or a fisherman; but did any one ever
"the keys of hades and of death to hear of an inspired man charging inopen and no man shut, and to shut and spired scriptures with error, or with
no man open"—(Lev. i: 18; iii: 7.)
even being fallible to the degree of posDoubtless the lesson also taught Ab- sibly erring?
Since no fallible man ever lived who
raham that his seed would be strangers
in a strange land, and that they would, found an error made by Divine inspiraafter four hundred years, be redeemed; tion, is it not dangerous to say that inbut this, too, would be typical. This spiration might have erred in the origiexit would be, as it were, death and nal scriptures?
their ndemption as resurrection; for
Is it any more difficult for Divine intheir bondage in and redemption from
Egjpi was typical of a future bondage spiration to be absolutely true than foi
and redemption, and the latter is it to be partly true?
If Divine inspiration ever erred inlikened to death and resurrection in
the vision of ihe valley of dvy bones— the smallest degree, did it do so inten(Ezek. xxxvii). The apostle Paul says: tionally or by accident?
That in making the promise to AbraCould God, the author of Divine inham God "preached the gospel to him"
(Gal. iii: 8), and the gospel necessar- spiration, err accidentally?
If not, and if Divine inspiration ever
ily contains the promise of resurrection, otherwise it would fall short of did err, did it not do so intentionally?
being a gospel that would meet the re- And if intentionally, why so?
quirements of fallen dying man.—
Here is a statement:
[EDITOR.
"Ye shall not surely die"
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Here is another:
"And the serpent said unto the woman, "Ye shall not surely die," What
is the difference between these two
.statements? The first is a lie; the second is a truth.
How do we know this? One man answers, "Because God says so;" and an
other man answers, "Because Divine
inspiration says so." Is there any difference between the first man's saying
that God says so, and the second man's
saying that Divine inspiration says so?
Can a man say that Divine inspiration
might possibly err without thereby saying that God might possibly err?—

Cbe Christadelphian Advocate.
MAY,

1902.

We are writing this from Norfolk,
Va., having visited Parnassus, Pa.,
Baltimore, Md., Washington, D. C;
and we go from here to Eichmond,
thence to Lansville. We are indebted
to brother Clough, of Lowell, for much
help in planning our tour in New England. The programme is as follows:
Franklin, Mass., May 15-17.
Providence, R, I., May 18-20.
Quincy, Mass., May 21-24.
Boston (Fraternal gathering). May 25.
[EDITOR.
Quincy, Mass., May 28.
Campello, Mass., May 27 to June 1.
OLD LANDMAEKS.
Lawrence, Mass., June 2-3.
Lowell, Mass., June 4-8.
What has been accomplished in
Worcester, Mass., June 10-14.
Christ?
Beyond this we will report next
Answer: Sin has been condemned
in his death on the cross, and the right- month. Our meetings thus far have
eousness of Gccl has been exhibited to been very agreeable and profitable, all
all the world in the shedding of his blood. having caught the spirit of the "up—"Instructor," p. 22. "But where and-being-doing" movement, and the
art thou?" was astonished because signs are that good work awaits us
"Brother Williams said that 'Christ's ahead, where a brotherly spirit is gaii.relation to Adam's sin made the shed-' ing the ascendancy and reason is asserting itself.
ding of his blood just,"
How could sin be condemned in
Many good letters in answer to our
Christ, who was sinless? And how "Appeal for Action" have come to
could the righteousness of God be declaredhand, not one dissenting. We hope to
in the blood-shedding of a righteous man?begin this publication next month.
Answer.—Because being born of Let us pray, let us hope and let us act
Adam's condemned race, and partaking in the furtherance of the cause of truth
of their condemned nature, Christ was and peace and good will. The time is
made subject, equally with them, to now ripe for it and the tide is turning
the consequences of Adam's transgres- in favor thereof, and a united brothersion. Therefore his public execution hood, at least in America, is not imwas a public exhibition of what was die possible. Some details in the editorial
to man from God. It pleased God to work of the ADVOCATE and in correrequire this before inviting man to re- spondence may suffer on account of our
conciliation through the man in whom absence from home, and the extra
this vindication should take place.— strain we are now under in much platform work, and we must ask forbear'•Instructor," p. 22.
But those who have left the old land- ance. Sister Williams is traveling with
us and is a helpmate, indeed. He
marks are never astonished at this.
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health keeps quite good and there
seems no danger of a return of the
trouble from which she suffered last
fall. We hope to resume the account
of our tour next month; and intelligence from the various places in our
four will he almost unmixed chepring
news to all who love the truth and peace
based thereupon. Cheer up. brethren !
Be valiant—Up-and-be-doing ! We regret to hear that our zealous brother,
D. Tolton, is suffering from nervous
affection. It is not to be wondered at.
Th e strongest man who has the interest of the truth in his heart cannot
pass through such a crisis as we
have without shaken, if not shattered,
nerves. It is possible our brother may
go to the sea shore in the neighboreood
of Boston and that he will meet us tliere
at the fraternal gathering. An invitation has been sent him. We hope and
pray he will be tliere with renewed
strength. Come, all who can, and let
ushave a taste of the evening feast of
good things which we shall enjoy when
we have been declared worthy of the
great gathering that will be fraternal
in deed and in truth.
OLD LANDMARK.

The first act he (the true believer) is
called upon to perform is a participation. . . . in the death of Christ.
He is to be baptized at the very outset
of his candidature; and what is baptism? Paul says, "know ye not that
so many of us as were baptized iuto
Jesus Christ were baptized into his
death? (Rom. vi: 3.) Therefore in the
very act of putting on the name of
Christ "for the obtaining of the blessings promised," he is made to endorse
and morally participate in the death'
•which Jesus underwent in the "body
prepared" for the purpose" (Heb. x: 5).
In this way we are made to suffer the
penalty while "obtaining the blessings
promised" — It. B. Christadelphian,
1870, p. 23.

INTELLIGENCE.
BINGHAMTON, N. Y.-We have appreciated and been strengthened for the
past year by the presence of sister Viola
Fuller at the breaking of bread on the
iirst day of the week. Any of the brethren or sisters visiting in our city will be
heartily welcome at our home, 272 Clinton Street. The ADVOCATE is also a welcome visitor at our home, and may God
spare you, brother, many years, that you
may continue your good work.
Your brother in Israel's hope.
F. S. DECKER.

CAMPELLO, MASS.—We are alive
here, and it gives me great pleasure to
tell you that last Thursday we immersed
into the one name, sister Linquist, wife
of Brother Linquist. She passed a very
good examination in the things concerning the Kingdom, and this addition has
cheered our hearts a great deal. One dear
brother who left us under the Bruce propaganda has again united with us and is
doing earnest, effective work for the
cause of Christ. We are reaching out
after others, and hope to draw them
again into fellowship with us. Also
there are several others, aliens, who are
taking quite an active interest in our
meetings, and we hope, through the gospel, to lead them in the way of truth and
life. We are looking ahead in expectation of seeing you with us in the coming
season, and hope it will not be a labor in
vain. We take great pleasure in the
monthly visit of the ADVOCATE and trust
you may be spared to continue its good
work till the Master comes.
Yours in a Lively Hope,
J. E. CURTIS.

CHICAGO, ILL.—Since our last intelligence we have had the pleasure of
the company of. the following brethren at the Lord's table: Bros. W.
W. Bennett. Churdran, la.; J. and W.
Pottinger. Kankakee, 111.; brother and
sister 3. J. Spencer, Wauconda, 111.; and
sister Egan, Michigan. We are also glad
to have with us again sister C. Williams
brother J. Coffman and brother and sister J. Henry, who have been away from
here for some time past. Sister Grace
O'Connor, a daughter of brother J. Johnson, Sr., has left us and is now meeting
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with the other members of her family. people (the antitype of the wilderness of
Sinai), He will bring them into the bond
We are sorry to lose the company of
brother and sister E. Hardy, who intend of the covenant (Ezek. xx: 37) and "make
locating in the country. They are trying for them a covenant with the beasts of
the field. He will give them vineyards
to find a location convenient to some ecOlesia, so that our loss will be a gain to from thence; and will break the bow. the
some other body of the household. Broth- sword, and battle out of the earth (Hos.
er Hardy was one of our presiding breth- ii: 14i. And thou, Israel, shalt know the
ren whose help in the work of the truth Lord," in perfect harmony with Jer.
will be very much missed among us, but xxxi: and Heb. viii. All shall know the
"change is our portion now," and we Lord, from the least to the greatest; for
must submit. Recent lectures have been this is my covenant unto them (fleshly
on "The Passover," by brother T. Wil- Israel) when I t-halltake away their sins'
liams. ''The gospel," by J. Leask, "The (Kom. xi: 27, Verse 26 shows what that
Restoration of Israel," by J. A. Norman. covenant is: "And so all Israel shall be
saved, as it is written, there shall come
JAMES LEASK, Sec'y.
out of Zion the deliverer, and shall turn
away
ungodliness from Jacob." The
GOLDTHWAITE, TEXAS.—Referring
thing is spoken of by Jer. xxx, and
tu an article by Brother G. VvT. Banta in same
quoted by Paul in Heb. viii. "Their sins
the March number of the CHBISTADELand iniquities will I remember no more."
PHIAN ADVOCATE, he fears that the time
was talking of fleshly Israel; for
for a reconciliation has not come. I make inPaul
xi: 29 we read, "As concerning
tills statement of our position. On this theRom.
gospel
they are enemies for your
question we have never held the differ- sakes (you Romans);
but as touching the
ence to bo of sufficient importance to
they are beloved for the fathers'
make a test of fellowship. But the west- election
As to be a subject for their covei'1'h brethren have persistently done so. sake."
you must now be an enemy to the
The responsibility for the division, there- nant,
gospel. So this covenant cannot refer to
lore, rests with them.
the church in its present condition. All
I will make a brief statement on the the great covenants that God has made
New Covenants and Priesthood, that our with mankind have signs that stand as
position may be known. We believe that tokens of the establishment of the covethe new covenant promised in Jer. xxxi: nant. Now the new covenant promised
31 is to the heuse of Israel and Judah. Israel and Judah will have a sign when
It will bo made with them when they are
established; as its type did the covenant
brought back into their own land and with Noah. It is very clearly shown in
made one nation on the mountains of
"Eureka" and amply set forth in the
Israel. This new covenant is the one scriptures, that the rainbow covenant of
typified to Noah, i. o., the rainbow cove- Gen. ix: was a typical representation of
nant, to be made by the rainbowed angel the "rainbowed angel" of Rev, iv: 3. x: 1.
of Ilev. x; and iv: 3, Christ and his saints,
The literal rainbow was a sign that the
the spirit beings of Yahwah, through earth would no more be destroyed by wawhom ho will rule the nations. Having ter. It was also a type of the condition
obtained some among Israel to place his of! things to be established after the dename in, He is now visitiLg the Gentiles struction of the world by the fiery judgto take from among them a people for ments of Christ and his saints. God will
His name. Then it will .be with then look upon the antitypical rainbow
fleshly Israel "God with us"; for (Christ and his saints) in the heavens_
God, through Christ and his saints, or Chri-t, the sun of righteousness; the
"his name," will allure Israel into the saints, the clouds of heaven: the sun
wilderness of the people, and plead with shining through the blessings falling on
them like he pleaded with their fathers. fleshly Israel, produces the antitypical
This statement shows that they are rainbow. "As the appearance of the bow
brought into similar conditions to what that is in the cloud in the day .of rain, so
they were when He brought them out of was the appearance of the brightness
the land of Egypt, and made the first round about." This was the appearance
covenant with them. At the time he of the likeness of the glory of God—Ezek,
brings them into the wilderness of the

INTELLIGENCE.

i: 28), When Deity looks upon this antitypical rainbow, he will remember his
everlasting covenant -with ail llesh; not
Israel only, but with all flesh. Its benign
influence extends to the hearts; for ho is
to make a covenant for Israel with the
beasts iHos, ii.), so the sign of the new
covenant with Israel and Judah first, for
the first dominion of the kingdom is to
come to them, and thence to ali flesh, the
rainbow angel in the heavens, Christ and
his saints, in the Kingdom of God. The
new covenant of Jer. xxxi: Si. and Heb.
viii. being the blessings and including
the law of the Mosaic order of things.
The "New Testament or covenant in
Christ's Blood" has already been maie,
ai d we are in that covenant now. This
covenant, as well as the one referred to
above, I as a typical and anlitypical sign.
The typical sign was given Abraham,
viz., circumcision (Gen. xvii). The antitypical sign viz,, circumcision of the
heait, was given through Christ, the
seed ol Abraham—Col iii. 2-11 All that
have this sign arc in the new covenant in
Christ's blood. As circumcision of the
flesh was a sign of the covenant to fleshy
Israel, circumcision of the heart is the
sign of the covenant to spiritual Israel.
This circumcision of the heart being the
real circumcision 1C0I. ii: 11, tho real covenant in Christ's blood has been established.
This is the covenant of life typically
placed with Levi (Mai. ii: 5>, and antitypically brought to light by Christ through
the gospel (II. Tim. i: 10.) This is the new
covenant" (not) "a new covenant") in
Christ's blood. Because it is the only
one through which wo can obtain eternal
life. B u f ' a u e w covenant" is to be made
with the house of Israel and Judah Jer.
xxi: 81; Heb, viii: 8. Not the new covenant. It is "u new covenant," because
"the new covenant in Christ's blood"
makes it possible for immortal beings to
be developed through whom God will
make "a new covenant' with Israel and
Judah.

E. M. WILSON.

LANGTON, KANSAS. —Immersed in
the name of Christ March 23rd, 1902, Mrs,
Delia Holtsclaw and Miss Gamma Edwards. They are both sisters in the ilosh
of brother A. C Edwards, of Martinville,
Ark, This intelligence will bo a comfort
to brother Edwards. He spent many

loo

hours in trying to show them the truth:
but his efforts always met with opposition. The ADVOCATE at hand and road.
I am pleased with your plea for unity. It
is an article every loving brother and sister should be pleased with. It affords an
opportunity of manifesting a desire for
peace. We as an ecclesia admin; the tone
of the ADVOCATE and approve of the ac-

tion of its editor. We solemnly protest
against the action of many in making the
responsibility question a test of fellowship. Their actions are not warranted by
scripture Your brother, in hope of a
better life.

WILLIAM COOK.

MARTINVILLE, ARK.—I rejoice tu
learn, through tho columns of the ADVOCATE, of the peace and harmony which
now obtains, and that the truth is honored
by the praise-worthy accomplishments or
the "up-and be-doing movement," How
much more inspiring the reading of the
ADVOCATE now is than when necessity
demanded sharp contention for the one
perfect, saving faith. "Now no chastening for the present seemoth to be joyous,
but grievous; nevertheless, afterward it
yieldeth the peaceable fruits of righteousness unto them which are exercised
thereby." "Beware of false prophets," "ye
shall know them by their fruits." "Every
good tree bringeth forth good fruit:
but a corrupt tree bringing forth evil
fruit." It is not recorded in the scriptures that "ye shall know a tree by its
leaves or its flowers" Therefore we are
not justified in admiring men who strive
with, the pen of a -'ready scribe," or
smooth words and fair speech for a po. ition of prominence amongst the brethren.
The only truly great brethren are those
who ''let their light so shine before men
that they may see your good works, and
thus glorify God in heaven " The apostles mention Christian practice as th«
principalground upon which they formed
a judgment of professing Christians. In
the beginning of the sixth chapter of
Hebrews Paul spake of those who liad
great illuminations, who afterwards fell
away from their high calling, and then, in
the next verse, he adds, "But, beloved,
we are persuaded better things of you.
and things that accompany salvation,"
And then, in tho next verse, he assigns
the reasons of his good opinion of them.
"For God is not unrighteous to forget
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your work and labor of love," The same
apostle speaks of serving G-od inpiactiee
as the only satisfactory proof of supreme
love to Christ, and a disposition to prefer
his honor to our selfish interest. Faith
without works is a mere profession of
faith, and, as the Apostle James says.
"Even so faith, when it hath not works, is
dead, being alone." The scriptures very
clearly teach us that if the fruit of the
spirit—which is charity (see I. Cor. xiii:)
asserts its presence with us, in our daily
dealings with our brethren and ourfellowman, then, "He that hath my commandments, and koepeth them, he it is that
loveth me" (John xiv: 21). Dear brethren;
We have put off the "old man" in the
waters of baptism, let us now see that we
put off "his deeds, which are corrupt
according to the deceitful lusts, and let
us be renewed in the spirit of our minds;
and put on the new man, who, after God.
is created in righteousness and true holiness:" "without which no man shall see
the Lord." Some who have received the
gospel invitation to be heirs of God
through Christ have been allured by
riches, pride, envy. Henco spiritual
langour and inactivity. "The love of
many shall wax cold, because iniquity
shall abound." Brethren, let us press
onward for the prize of the high calling,
as it is in Christ Jesus. Peace be to the
brethren and love with faith, from God
the Father and our Lord Jesus Christ.
A. C. EDWARDS.

PINE SPRING, NEW MEXICO.-Grace
and peace be your happy lot, brother
Williams, from God our heavenly Father
through Christ Jesus our Lord in the
good work you have been engaged in for
years gone by. I hope you will be spared
to continue the ADVOCATE and othergood

works. The ADVOCATE is the only magazine I know of that sticks to the old land
marks just as I learned the truth and
obeyed it in 1886. There were brethren
then who believed in the "rejecter," but
they did not agitate the question, and it
was talked so little about that I hardly
knew what they did believe concerning
the rejecter question. I know that when
I made application for baptism they appointed a committee to question me concerning the faith, and they did not even
mention rejecters to me. Now the very
one that help question me, and who as-

sisted me in putting on the name, the
only name whereby we can be saved, I
have been informed has gone off on the
rejecter question. Now if a person could
obey the truth in '86 without knowing
anything about the rejecter, why cant he
do so yet? and if his baptism was valid
then why not now? The gospel is the
same, and I am sure it has not lost any of
its saving power, and if it would save
then without the rejecter question it
will do the same now; and if fellowship
was allowed then without the knowledge
of the rejecter and it was acceptable to
God, it is just as acceptable to-day. Now
those that make the rejecter a test question can see nothing for the rejecter but
condemnation. If a man were tried for
murder and condemned to be hanged
until he was dead, to repeat the sentence
would not make it anymore according to
law, neither would it add anything to his
condemnation. So the rejecter is naturally under condemnation, and his learning the truth does not bring him from
under the sentence, which says that "By
one man's disobedience sin entered into
the world and death by sin, and so death
passed upon all men, for that all have
sinned." If God does resurrect such he
will not add anything to their condemnation. All it would do would be to repeat
the death—the same death underthe same
condemnation. He could, of course, punish him by degrees,but that would not add
anything to their condemnation. "They
sinned without law, ana they will perish
without law." Of course we know the
potter has power over the clay, and if he
sees fit to potter the clay over, we do not
deny his power to do so; but is it consistent to do so under the law of the gospel, especially to one that is "without
hope and without God in the world."
I remain yours in hope of a better life,
C. O. WALKEE.

Some one has said, ".French is the
language of diplomacy, Italian the language of love, German the language of
philosopy, English the language of
commerce, Latin the language of the
church, Greek the language of the
scholar, and Hebrew the language of
God:1
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N O 1.-NINE NIGHTS' DISCUSSION between "Rev." F. W. Giant and Mr. Thomas
Wiiliatns on the following propositions:
1. "There is in man an immortal soui;or
spirit, which, as a separate entity, survives the death of the body?" Mr. Grant
affirms; Mr. Williams denies.
2. "Man in the interval between death and
resurrection is unconscious." Mr. Williams affirms; Mr. Grant denies.
3. "The punishment of the wicked is by
unending- misery in Hell." Mr. Grant
affirms: Mr. Williams denies.
4. "The Bible teaches that heaven is the
reward of the righteous," Mr. Grant affirms; Williams denies.
The debate took place in the Town Hall,
Guelph, Ont., Canada, and it was conducted
partly on the "Socratic method" (direct question and answer). It is a book of 2U0 pp. Price
in paper, 50c; in cloth, 1',c.
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1. "The Scriptures teach that the Kingdom
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a general resurrection of the dead of all
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NO 3 . - T H E BRAD3NWILLIAM8 DEBATE—Seven nights in Chicago. Proposition:
"Were all the prophecies of the Old and New
Testaments, relative to the second coming of
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NO. 1 2 . - T H E GREAT SALVATION, as
revealed and elaborated in the Scriptures of
Truth. Designed to show that "Christendom"
has forsaken the way of life, and to assist honest hearts in returning to the purity of the
gospel of Christ. By T. W. 10c; by mail 12c,;
SI.25 per doz.; $10 per 100.
NO. 13.—THE GREAT SALVATION, as
above, printed on heavy paper and bound in
cloth, gilt letters, with an added preface and
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N O . 15— WHAT'S IN A NAME? The
question considered from the Bible standpoint
in its relation to Israel, historically and prophetically; to Christ as the Yahweh name—
the only name whereby men can be saved; and
to the saints, here and hereafter. By T. W.
6c; by mail 6c; or 60c a doz.
NO. 16.-TRINE IMMERSION AND CEREMONIAL FEET WASHING. With addenda
on the history of "Trine Immersion," Kissing,
Laying on of Hands and Annointing the Sick.
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N O . 17,—NOTES ON NICHOLS. An expose of sundry errors on man, and the sacrifice
of Christ. By T. W. 5c; by mail 6c, or 60c.
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NO. I 8 . - T H E SABBATH QUESTION.
Seventh Dayism Refuted, and the True Meaning of the Sabbath set forth. Sunday in its
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true light and duty in relation to the laws governingit, Price, ICo.; by mail 12c, or $1.20 per
dozen,
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SPIRIT. A treatise showing the fallacy of the
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N O . 27.—THE AGES. A work on Pr.ophecy
and Chronology. By J . V. Robertson. By
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NOTES.
—The following amounts have been received by J. Leask since
last report:. J. A. E., $4.60 ; a sister, SI.00. Amount used for relief, $20.00.
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breaking of bread.
BUFFALO, N. Y.—Meetings held at No. 2
Buffum St. Sunday School at 11 A. M. BreakIng of Bread, 3 P.M.
CAMPELO, MASS.—Mystic Hall, Franklin
hldg., 110(5 So. Main St.. Brockton, Mass. Sun
day School at 10 A. M. Public lecture at 11 A. M,
Breaking of bread at 12:30 P. M.
CARRONDALE, PA.—At the bouse of Bro.
J. W. Edwards. Xo. 97 South Church Street
Every Sunday at 10:30 A. HI
CHICAGO.—Oriental Hall, 17th Floor, Masonic Temple. Every Sunday at 10:30 A. M.
CLEVELAND, O.—Visitors may inquire at
1300 W. Madison Ave., W. Cleveland.
DENVER, UOLO. - No. 31(5 Charles Building, 15th and Curtis Streets. Every Sunday at
11 A.M.
ELMIRA, N. Y.—Knights of Honor Hall,
No. 112 Lake Street. Every Sunday, 10:30 a. m.
C. T. Spencer, Sec'y.
FRANKLIN, MASS.—Lecture and Breaking
of Bread, 10:30 A.M.
HAW LEY, PA.—Lehman Hall, every Sunday. Bible School at 3 P. m. Breaking of bread
at 3 p. m#
JERSEY CITY, N. J.—Fisher Hall, Cor
Bay and Erie Sts. Everv Sundav at 10:30 a. mLOUISVILLE, KY.—No. 2209 West Chestnut
St., at 10:30 a. m.
LOWELL, MASS.—Engineers Hall. Wyman'a
Exchange, cor. Central and Merrimac streets.
Every Sunday. Lecture at 10:30. Memorial service at 12 noon.
NEWPORT NEWS, VA.—Moss Hall, 219 8th
Street, 11 a. m. every Sunday.

NORFOLK, VA.—Corn <r of Brambleton anil
Maltby Avenues. Every Sunday at 11 A. M.
Also Bible Class Thursday at 8 P. M.
PITTSBURGH, PA.—2d floor of Thuma's
Dancing Academy, 218 4th ave. Every Sunday, 10:30 a. ra. for Breaking of Bread.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.—Independent Hall,
Thurbers Ave., South Providence. Sunday
School, 9.30 a. m.; Breaking of Bread 11 a. m.
QUINCY, MASS. —Orangeman's Hall, 110
Hancock St. Sunday School at 10:30 A. jr.,
breaking of bread at 11:30 A. M., lecture at
7:30 p. M.
RICHMOND, VA.—Lee Camp Hall, Broad
St., between 5th and 6th Sts. Meets at 11 A. .vi.
every first day.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.-Dnrand Building, 58
W. Main St., Room 5. Services at 10:30 A. .\i.
SAN FRANCISCO AND OAKLAND.—Fraternal Hall, Washington St., every Sunday at
11 A. M.
SENECA FALLS, N. Y.-R. E- Short No. 12
Humsey St.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.
Christadelphian
Hall. Mason St.. near Stanton Ave., North side.
Meeting for worship every Sundav at 10.30 a.m.
Sunday School at 9.45 a.m. Lecture at 7.30 p.m.
Bible Study, Wednesday Evening, 7.30.
TORONTO, ONT.—Avenue Hall, northwest
corner of College and Spadina Avenue. Every
Sunday.
VANCOUVER, B.C.—The brethren will be
found through Sister Willy, 1129 Homer St.
VICTORIA, B. C—Meets in A. O. U. W. hal
every Sunday at 11 a. m. and i~p. m,
WASHINGTON, D. C.—Nafl Capitol Bank,
Penn'a Ave., between 3rd and 4th Sts., S. E.
3ible School atlO a. m. Lecture at 11.15 a. m
Memorial Service 12 in. every Sunday.
WATERLOO, IA.—Meetings at 10:30 every
First day in Bickley's Hall, W. Fourth street.
WORCESTER, MASS.—Board of Trade Hall
1 Foster St. Lecture every Sunday at 10:30
1 A. M., Breaking of Bread immediately after
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SUNDAY MORNING ADDRESS.
BY JAMES LEASK.

M

H1LE Psiul w;is pre eminently the apostle to the Gentiles,
and labored earnestly and faithfully to make known among
them the gospel of salvation, we yet find him in all his travels availing;
himself of every opportunity to lay before his kinsmen according to
the flesh, the glad tidings for which he was an ambassador. The
Jews seemed ever to be uppermost in his mind, and after he and
Barnabas had been separated for the work whereunto they were called,
and had commenced their missionary journeys, it is almost invariably in
the synagogues among the Jews where we tirst find him on entering a
new field of labor. After leaving Antioch and passing through Selencia
they came to the Island of Cyprus, and at Salamis, we are told, they
preached the word of God in the synagogues of the Jews, and again at
Antioch, in Pisidia, it is testified, they went into the synagogue on the
Sabbath day and preached Christ unto the Jews, who, on hearing Paul's
words, many of them were filled with envy, and spake against those
things that were spoken by Paul, contradicting and blaspheming. Thus
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again at Iconium it is testified that "they went both together into the
synagogues of the Jews,,andso spake that a great multitude, both of the
Jews and also of the Greeks, believed." Again at Thessalonica, it is tesfitied, "there was a synagogue of the Jews, and Paul, as his manner was,
went in unto them and three Sabbath days and re-isoned with them out of
the scriptures." And so if we follow him in his journeys we find that
he availed himself of every opportunity that presented itself to make
known to his brethren, the Jews, the g ispel of salvation, notwithstanding the fact that by so doing he was subject to such persecutions at their
hands on account of the message he delivered to them. At first sight
it might seem strange that Paul should continue to thus interest himself
on behalf of his kinsman, the Jews, seeing the treatment accorded him
by them, but when we remember that Paul himself had been a leader
in persecuting those who professed the faith he was now an apostle of,
and that while so doing be thought ho was doing G >d service; the remembrance of his mistaken sincerity and zeal, by which lie himself had
been actuated in his former course, would no doubt enable him to bear
with those who were now opposing him as he had opposed others in the
past; and feeling that they were actuated by sincere, if mistaken motives, this feeling would spur him on to break down the opposition he
encountered at their hands, and lead them into the truth in which he
himself stood when their zeal and earnestness could be turned to good
account. For he bears them record that "they have a zeal of God, but
not according to knowledge, for they being ignorant of God's righteous
ness, and going about to establish their own righteousness, have not
submitted themselves unto the rightousness of God."
Is there not a lesson in this that we may learn ? Many of us have
been brought up and educated to believe in the errors that are prevalent
in the world around us; in God's mercy our eyes have been opened and
our understandings enlightened in the knowledge of His truth, so that
we have been delivered from the errors in which we formerly lived,
while many around us are manifesting earnestness and zeal, as did the
Jews of Paul's day, but not according to knowledge. Are we following in Paul's footsteps in our endeavors to enlighten those around us and
to bring them to a knowledge of the gospel which is the power of God
unto salvation to everyone that believeth? Is there not room for us to
show greater zeal and make more of an effort, (even in the face of opposition which such action might begat), that we might bo the means of
bringing many more to a knowledge of God and his plan of salvation?
Paul says of himself that he had "great heaviness and continual sorrow
in his heart on account of the estrangement from Christ of his kinsmen
according to the flesh, the Israelites; to whom pertaineth the adoption,
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and the glory and the covenants, and the giving of the law, and the
service of God. and the promises.'' They made their boast of God and
of Moses, and Paul remembered the time he was in a similar position,
which enabled him the more easily to recognize their case and the more
deeply to sorrow for it, to which time he referred on the occasion of his
arrest at Jerusalem, when he said "he was zealous towards God as ye all
are this day, and I persecuted this way unto the death, binding and delivering into prisons both men and women." Now our position is somewhat similar to that of Paul; we live in the midst of a people professedly subject to Christ, boasting in his name and doing many groat things
in connection with their profession, and yet as a matter of fact they are
ignorant and unbelieving of the truth of which Jesus was the embodiment. We find this out by submitting their faith to the test we are
commanded to apply—the law and the testimony, and this being the
case, we are cut off from them and cannot join with them in their ways
or their doings, and all we can do is to lift up our voice, as did Paul,
and endeavor to lead them from darkness to light, even if by so doing
we bring ourselves into that disrepute that Paul experienced at the hands
of his kinsman. And that this will bo the case is evident from the experience of all who have manifested a zeal in introducing the truth to
those around them, it is almost invariably met with opposition, the effect of which is that our zeal is too often allowed to cool and wo do not
avail ourselves of the opportunities presented for calling attention to
God's purpose and plan of salvation While we are not to "cast poar!s
before swine," or expose our holy things to the profane, yet by the exercise of wisdom there are many occasions in the experience of each one
one of us when a few words fitly spoken might lead those around us to
think, which occasions are allowed to pass without our improving them,
though it may be fear of the opposition or the ridicule our effort might bring on us. But in Paul's case we find no such feeling acting as a hindrance to him in his mission; on the contrary, the opposition
he experienced seemed to stimulate his zeal and lead him to make greater
efforts on behalf of that truth he so highly prized. Let us take his example to heart in this respect and see to it that we strive more earnestly
to follow in his footsteps. After having enumerated the great privileges
which the Israelites, as a nation, enjoyed, he says, (verse 6,) "for they are
not all Israel which are of Israel, neither because they are the seed of
Abraham are they all children." At first sight this statement may seem
somewhat obscure, but a little reflection will show what Paul means,
the descendants of Jacob are Israelites in the national sense, they are
such by natural descent without any volition on their own part, but
there is another and higher sense which Paul has in mind when he says,
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"they are not all Israel which are of Israel." The name Israel, its you'
all know, was given to Jacob on the occasion when he wrestled >vith the
angel by the brook Jabbok, when it was sai I to him, '"thy name shall
be called no more Jacob, but Israel, for as a prince hast thon power with
God and with men, and hast prevailed." Israel then signifies a princewith God, and the name was given to Jacob on account of certain char
acteristics, and is used by Paul to embrace all of like characters, whether
of Jewish or Gentile extraction; hence Paul's statement that "they are
not all Israel that are of Israel" means that their being Israelites by natural
descent dees not constitute them Israel or princes with God in the higher
sense, to become such they must be like Jacob—men of faith and
obedience—and, as a matter of fact, there were but comparatively few of
the natural Israel who were Israel in this sense. And so in regard to
the seed of Abraham, while they were his seed according to the flesh,
that did not necessarily constitute them children in th" higher sense; to
be his children in this sense it is necessary that they br like Abraham
in his faith and obedience to God. Jesus shows this in addressing the
Jews when they justified themselves by claiming to be the seed of Abraham. He says, "I know that ye are Abraham's seed, but ye seek to
kill me because my word hath no place in you. I speak that which I
have seen with my father, and ye do that which ye have seen with your
father." They answered and said unto him, "Abraham is our father."
Jesus saith unto them, "If ye were Abraham's children ye would do the
works of Abraham." Thus we see he recognizes Abraham's seed by
natural descent, but by their works they showed that they wore not
Abraham's children in the higher or spiritual sense. Is there not some
)esson in this that we may apply to ourselves ? It is true we are not Israel
after the flesh, but by our belief and obedience of the truth we have
become the seed of Abraham and joint heirs with Christ of the covenants of promise and are styled by Paul in Gal. vi: 16, "the Israel of
God,'' and in Eph. ii: 13 he says, "But now in Jesus Christ, ye who
sometime were far off are made nigh by the blood of Christ;" (verse 19.)
"Now, therefore, ye are no more strangers and foreigners, but fellowcitizens with the saints, and of the household of God." If, then, by our
faith and obedience we have become Israelites indeed, the Israel of God,
is our position secure ? Is there nothing more for us to do ''. In other
words, because we have been adopted into the family of Israel, does it
follow that we shall always be Israelites ? And right here is where we
may draw our lesson. Paul speaks very plainly on this point, and shows
the possibility of our falling from the high position we have attained in
Christ. In Rom. ii: 17-24 under the figure of the olive tree, where the
natural branches represent the Jews and the wild olive being grafted in
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among them, represents the Gentiles who become obedient to the truth.
The natural branches were broken off because of unbelief, we Gentiles
by nature stand by faith, therefore he says, "be not high minded, but
fear, for if God spared not the natural branches, take heed, lest he also
spare not thee; behold, therefore, the goodness and severity of God; on
them which fell severity, bnttowardth.ee goodness, if thou continue in
his goodness, otherwise thou alsoshalt be cut off." So then Paul's words
mny be true of us as well as of the no-tun 1 Israel. "They are not all
Israel that are of Israel." This is a fact we need to recognize-, it takes
more than our adoption into the Israelitsh family to secure our attainment of the promised blessings; wo must continue in our faith and
obedience, not nominally but actually; otherwise we also shall be cutoff.'
Let us apply this lesson; we may here learn from Paul's words to ourselves individually and examine ourselves and see that we are patiently
continuing in well doing, seeking for that glory, honor and immortality
which is promised, and may it be the lot of each one of us to finally attain to this blessedness.—Rom. 9.

Continued from Page 68.

left Sister Williams in the care of brother and sister Cole, at
Niagara Falls, we returned there from Eltnira, and by this digression
we were in the Falls a second Sunday, which the brethren had anticipated,
and arranged for two more lectures. The weather was bad and threatening
tii become worse, making it evident that the postponement of the rest of our
tour was for the best interests of the truth and all concerned. Monday morning the Cole family very kindly arranged all the details for sister Williams'
conveyance to the railroad station, and we were off for Chicago, due there
about 4 p. m. But this was not to be; for something had gone wrong with
the ferryboat that was to convey our train across to Detroit, and we were
kept waiting on the track three hours. Our arrival home was therefore late
in the night.
;Now came our work in the office, to catch up and be ready to start again
as soon as the cold and uncertain winter weather was past. This opportunity to look out over the field from the quietude of home, permitted work
with the pen through the ADVOCATE and in other ways which was helpful
to the hitherto very successful Up-and-be-doing movement. It was one night
when reflecting over matters and wondering if it were possible to "stop the
mouths of gainsayers" and undeceive those who bad been honestly deceived,
that the thought came to write our " Appeal for Justice with a View to Unity
and Peace"; and, late though it was, about half of the "Appeal" was
written that night. We finished it, read it and reread it, and the more we
thought over it and the more we prayed to our Heavenly Father that it
might be blessed with success towards the end which prompted us with head
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and heart to write it, tine more sure we felt that it was the right tiling to do.
Since it went out we have had reasons to be very thankful to God and to
many dear and faithful brethren and sisters that it has done much good and
promises to do much good as it finds its way to the minds and hearts of all
Who love peace and unity upon the '-foundation of the apostles and prophetswith Jesus Christ as the chief cornerstone—a peace and unity which never can
be realized while efforts are put forth to divide God's people because they cannot all see exactly alike upon technical questions which in no sense belong to
the first principles of the gospel of Christ. Our persistency is complained of by
some—by those who seem to think that when a brother is cast out or an ecclesia
is withdrawn from, all is over, and we should pass on and not disturb questions
that are settled; but no question is settled this side the judgment seat of Christ
that relates to cast out brethren and ecclesias while division exists. We have no
right to pass on and let it rest. God asks His people to "'give him no rest till He
make Jerusalem a praise in the earth"; and as long as He is pleased to give the
editor of the ADVOCATE life, health and reason, a divided brotherhood shaii have
no rest; for we cannot understand how anyone who has the Truth's interests at
heart can pass on in selfish complacency; or how he can even devote his time and
telent to saving aliens while his own brethren and sisters in the Lord are left behind in a dreary wilderness. Alas! for poor, weak, seldsh human nature! It
sometimes assumes forms in which it cannot only betray, cast out, and calumniate; but it can gloat over its own heartlessness. But then, let us pray that
hearts may be cleansed and that hands may be washed from the cruel and evil
work of a division, the like of which is unheard of in the Truth—a division
Which has nothing for its excuse but the question of where and when God will
punish a few Gentiles. Let not the excuse be raised that God's rights and preroggatives are jeopardized; for a holy reverence to God and solemn regard for
His majesty and might are not lacking on one side more than on the other. "Thy
will be done''is, let us hope, the resignation of all on both sides of whatever
controversy may arise; and there are many things in which this must be said
reverently, when it is not clear what the will of God is in so far as the details of
His operations are concerned. But though it may be that "The darkness sometimes frightens," we must know that "God is wisdom, God is love."
The time had swiftly fled, and the 11th of June was here, when we must start
again upon our "Up-and-be-doing" journey. Sister Williams had recovered
almost her usual health, except that she suffers from a "shortness" of that
most essential thing for life—breath. She thinks' brother Williams ought not to
travel alone, and brother Williams is not a bit disposed to dispute her claim; indeed, we do not often differ in anything. Brother Williams knows how helpful
her company is, especially of late, since he has suffered from the inconvenience
of impaired hearing. But it is more expensive for two to travel than for one.
Yes, but thanks to circumstances and to some good-hearted brethren, one especially, this is met without burdening ecclesias or the Up-and-be-doing fund.
So the way is clear; and now brother Williams is charged everywhere he has
been—"Whenever you come, mind and bring sister Williams-with you."
PARNASSUS, PA.

Parnassus, Pa., near Pittsburgh, was our first place to visit, distance from Chicago about 500 miles. We started at 4 p. m. and arrived in Pittsburgh the next
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morning at 7 o'clock. To our agreeable surprise here was brother Cooke, son of
1rother and sister Abraham Cooke, of Parnassus. Though brother Cooke had written us full directions,he was thoughtful and kind enough to take this means of making sure of our safe and timely arrival. With brother and sister Cooke we made our
happy home, visiting brethren Williams, Wooilscroft, senior and junior. Here
we had the pleasure of renewing our acquaintance with our widowed sister
Way and her daughter, sister Jessie, whom we had met before in Chicago. For
•the first time we met brother Williams and wife, the other daughter, who is also
a sister. The meetings were well attended, considering the size of the town,
and some interest was awakened among those without. But the time of refresh*
ing and profit was with those within. They had passed through a stormy time
ovvr the Adamic condemnation and responsibility question, and brethren Cooke
and Wooliscroft were familiar with every nook and corner of the subject and its
entire history. You could not ask a question that brother Wooliscroft could not
read you an answer to out of tumbled over and marked back numbers of the
Christadelphian and from the works of Dr. Thomas. The brethren of Parnassus
can most clearly answer ihe question, "Where Art Thou?" and not only do they
know where they are, but they know why they are where they are. The war was
over before we arrived there, and the few who for several years had been now
here, then there, had departed both from the truth on the disputed subjects and
from the town, having gone to Canton, Ohio. Let us hope and pray for their restoration to the old foundation from which they have been moved —moved by following men and by allowing misrepresentation to cloud facts and truths. Dr.
Welch, from the seclusion of his backwoods obscurity, had been sending out letters of a mischievous character, and they had in a few cases stung the brethren
who once seemed to be quite healthy and robust. Being aware of this evil work
we had written the brethren of Parnassus requesting that they invite Dr. Welch to
come to Parnassus and meet us, the distance from Shire Oaks not being great If
he would come, we would meet him in a brotherly way, for calm and deliberate
conversation with a view of explaining misunderstood terms and trying to get at
meanings rather than striving about words. His answer was, first, that he was
Sick, which of course was a good and sufficient reason But this was not all; he
answered that it would be of no use, as he did not think any good result would
follow, an answer which we get daily from those who are blinded by Rome and
who are afraid to face the light; but one that ought not to come from a brother,
especially, one who is active in furthering the cause of "warfare" and division.
Many times could we give the excuse that "it will do no good," and therefore refuse the duty of presenting the Truth to the perishing. But when duty is before
us the results, probable or improbable, are not for us to decide; they are to be left
with Him who "giveth the increase." We must act from duty, not from our opinion of results. A duty that meets with failure is a duty done. It is remarkable
how some can incessantly write and talk about their brethren, and yet when they
have the opportunity to face them, hide behind the words "it will do no good,."
"I have no taste for debate." Men who have no taste for "earnestly contending
for the faith," face to face with those they oppose, providing their opponents are
respectable people,4iave surely no right to misrepresent their opponents behind
their backs. Consistency is a jewel many have lost, if they ever possessed it.
We would like to write of the interesting things we saw in Parnassus and New
Kensington—the two towns join and there is another, I think, called Arnold.
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The brethren kindly took vis through the tin works and the gVass works,
we beheld the wonders which the art of man has attained to, even in his fallen,
stunted state; and well may we wonder what marvelous things will be accomplished in the coming day when the mind of man will be unburdened and his
hands loosened, to produce the many inventions his fearful and wonderful makeup is capable of producing. The time had come 10 part again from the''loved
of God," in Pamassns and press on to meet others in
BALTIMORE, MD.

We are accompanied to the depot by all the brethren and sisters whose avocations permitted, and sister Jessie demands a few "snap shots" of brother
and sister Williams. Good-bye; "God be with you till we meet again." We
are off for Pittsburg, early in the morning, where we connect with a train
for Baltimore, a distance of nearly 350 miles. Upon our arrival in Baltimore
we were met by brother Young; with whom and his sister wife we
were made very comfortable. They had passed through a severe siege of sickness in the family, and we had therefore written them in advance asking them to
procure lodgings elsewhere, so we may not be a burden; this was not to be thought
of, and their kindness will not be forgotten. The hall provided for the lectures
was small; but very comfortable and convenient, and there was a fair audience.
The little body of believers had been made smaller by a division on the responsibility question, effected, it seems, by a visit by brethren A. Packie, from a country place in Virginia, and J. U. Robertson of Philadelphia, both of whom suddenly (to some) appeared on a Sunday morning, and refusing brother Young's
plea for peace, divided the little body and took those who fell in with them off to
another place of meeting. Strange to say, that quite soon after this, brother J.
TJ. Bobertson sent out an appeal for union which disputed the right of ecclesias
to divide or to withdraw from a member for almost any cause, yet he aided in
drawing away a number of sisters (of whom the little faction mostly consists),
when if they had been left altogether they could have gone on in peace and
grown spiritually as well as help to bring others into the fold. Then, too. brother
Packie, after dividing the few in Baltimore, could visit other places, where there
never has been an acceptance of the "amendment," and where they occupy exactly the same position the Baltimore brethren did before they were divided. It
really seems as if personal likes and dislikes have had more to do with this late
divisional strife than anything else; and the responsibility question has been
made an excuse when in some cases it has been only to hide other matters. It is
indeed to be hoped that those who have been so hypercritial and so zealous in
causing discord among brethren, will repent and make haste to repair the mischief they have caused. Notwithstanding this evil work, the little body in Baltimore seems to have pursued the even tenure of its ways, and the light of the
Truth is kept burning even if it is somewhat dimmed. Accidentally, when out
fora walk, we fell in with brother David Williams, who with a few others, have
for years maintained a small meeting separate from the others; but for what reason we cannot now recall—if we ever knew. Brother Williams and his daughter, who is also in the Truth, attended the two last lectures; and we were informed that there was a suggestion that they try to unite "Brethren let us walk
together, in the bonds of love and peace." Our visit to Baltimore very much encouraged the brethren, and they were fully imbued with the spirit of the "Upand-be-doing" movement, so m^ich so that some of them followed us to Washingington to attend the meetings there on Sunday.
(To be continued.)
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Mr. A. P. Lewis, secretary Toronto
Zionist society, writes:
Dear Flaneur—Owing to its wonderful growth, Zionism since its first appearance in Dr. Theodore Herzl's "Judenstaat," which so stirred Europe in
1896, has taken its place among the
questions of the present day. The
name aptly describes the end. The
Zionist movement aims at the settlement of a large proportion of the Jewish people in Palestine. "Aland without a people to a people without a
land," is Israel Zangwill's way of putting it. "We believe that the Jews
are something more than a purely religious body," says Prof. Richard Gottheil, of the Columbia University of
New York, "we believe that they are
not only a race but also a nation,
though a nation without as yet two important requisites, a common home
and a common language." The first
plank in the official platform as established in the first Basle Congress of
1898 seeks: To obtain a legally assured
home in Palestine. 2nd. The establishment of agricultural colonies and
manufacturing industries of all descriptions in the Holy Land; and the establishment of agricultural schools to
train pupils for these objects. 3rd.
The unity of the scattered Jewish communities of the entire world under one
central governing body by means of an
annual congress and by means of federations and local societies acting unthe direction of the chief executive of
the "Actions Gomite," appointed by
this cougress. 4th. The revival of
Jewish national sentiment, and the reawakening of an interest in Jewish literature and the Hebrew language, and
above all the upraising of the spiritual
and moral status of the Jews throughout thelworld. 5th. The obtaining of
the support of our programme by the
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Turkish and European governments.
I deeply regret that space does not allow me to do justice to this great
"Idea," but I am pleased to say that
the Library Board have consented to
place the Maccabean, the official American Zionist organ, on the shelf of the
Public Library, and we earnestly hope
that those interested in this subjectwill
take advantage of this kindness on the
part of the Library Board. In his wonderful speech before the Fifth Basle
Congress on December 25th, 1901, Dr.
Max Nordau said in part: "We. will
never work so much for Zionism as
when we make the Jews competent to
become useful Zionists. We must begin by strengthening the economic situation of the Jewish people, for only a
people whose economic position is
sound, and who are capable of rendering service, can work for the realization of the Jewish ideal. This is our
answer to the peculiar critics who do
not want to know anything of the socalled present aims of Zionism, because
they split our forces and divert our efforts from their actual object." And
for those Jews who are not yet Zionists
and who are continually reminding us
of what is called "The Mission of the
Jews," the mission to carry out among
the nations of the world the truths of
the Jewish faith. With three-fourths
of Jewry in dismal penury, unwilling
to remain in such a condition, fighting
tooth and nail against a whole world
in the effort to rise above it, with the
other one-fourth seeking a comfortable
and easy life in well-warmed houses,
and at well-supplied tables, what becomes of the mission?
See, who are these that like a cloud
Are gathering from all earth's dominions
Like doves long absent when allowed
Homeward, to shoot their trembling pinions.
Lift up thine eyes around and see
O'er foreign fields, o'er farthest waters
Thy exiled sons returned to thee,
To thee return thy homesick daughters.
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E fearful destruction of St. Pierre
by a volcano has sent consterrintion throughout the world. Whether
the morality of the town had anything
to do in the way of causing the fearful
outbreak and the terrible destruction
of life or not, the event sends the mind
back to Sodom and Gomorrah, whose
wickedness, we know, brought forth
Divine vengeance. No doubt there are
many cities just as morally corrupt, and
we are to look for a state of things in
the world similar to the "days of
Noah." But St. Pierre happened to
be situated near one of those parts of
the earth where tremendous angry
forces are apt to belch forth in destructive power.
The lessen to be learned thereby is
the wonderful power there is in creation; and if the Great Creator can,
whether by ordinary laws of nature or
by a special impulse of nature, instantly make thousands tremble and destroy
other thousands in a remote island of
the earth, what can He not do when a
godless, wicked world fills up its cup
and forbearance can no longer be endured?
What ever means may be employed
in the future "shaking of the heavens
and the earth," they will bring to all
the world confusion, consternation and
anguish compared with which an outbreak of a volcano in a remote part of
the earth pales into nothingness.
That will be the trying time, when
men will not be searching for the weaknesses of fellow men, nor brethren finding fault with brethren, but when every man will have enough to think
about concerning his own destiny.
Brethren, let the thinking and the preparatory acting be done now, and let us

so act and hope and pray that to «s itwill be said, "Come, my people, enter
thou into thy chambers, shut thy doors
about thee: hide thyself as it were for a
little moment, until the indignation be
overpast. For. behold, the Lord cometh out of his place to punish the inhabitants of the earth for their iniqity;
the earth shall also disclose her blood,
and shall no more cover her slain."
Brother and sister Williams are at
this writing (May 24th) in Quincy,
Mass., having visited Parnassus, Pa.,
Baltimore, Md., Washington, D. C,
Norfolk, Bichmond, and Lanesviiie,
Va., Hartford, Conn.. Franklin, Mass.,
and Providence, Rhode Island. The
demands of this ••Up-and-be-doing"
tour hinder us from attending to correspondence as we would like, and cause
some departments of the ADVOCATE to
lack their usual interest, for example,
Questions and Answers. But we hope
to soon catch up. Our daughter, Bessie, is in charge of the office at home
for attending to the mail and filling orders for books, etc. It is difficult for
correspondents to catch us in our travels; but letters addressed to the ADVOCATE office are forwarded to us.
At every step the Up-and-be-doing
movement is gaining ground, accelerated too, by our "Appeal for Action",
and it is possible, if not probable, that
it will in time cross the Atlantic. Union, unity and peace upon our old foundation is our errand, accompanied by
an earnest effort to "send out the
truth" to 'he perishing. In this good
work we are thankful to have the help
and encouragement of many old and
well-tried soldiers in many parts of the
world. We send our hearty thanks
across the waters to those whose kind
invitations and whose help in words
and deeds have rejoiced our hearts.
To our Heavenly Father we give thanks
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and praise for health, strength, life
and reason to be permitted to be ore
of many whose peaceful aims, let us
pray, shall yet be crowned with a success beyond all expectations. For
those who have opposed our mission
and who may yet oppose us, let us
pray that they may yet unite in the
work of peace and good will; and inscribing "glory to Him to whom all
praises belong.' To-morrow, Sunday,
25th, there is to be a fraternal gathering in Boston. A good attendance is
promised from Quincy, Worcester,
Franklin, Liurence, Cainpello, Mrtss.;
from Providence, R I,, and Mt. Vernon, Me. The editor is to deliver a
lecture in the morning on "The World's
Greatest Revolution," when the audience is expected to consist of the
alien; in the evening on "The Memorial Name,Doctrinality and Practicality
Considered;" this mostly for brethren.
ANOTHEK ATTACK.

One more of those attacks which the
editor of the ADVOCATE has become
so well accustomed to, has come in the
form of two pamphlets from brother A.
D. Strickler, of Buffalo, N. Y. The
brother labors hard to find a cause
against us, in doing which he not only
condemns himself, but he renounces
and denounces fundamental truths of
the gospel. He goes a long way back
to find causes against us. forgetting
that he was kind enough to give us
clearance papers up to 1893, writing
the Christadelphian in Jan., 1894, as
follows:
"During the spring, brother Thomas
Williams, editor of the ADVOCATE,
visited Buffalo, and gave us several interesting lectures on the things most
surely believed by us. Brother Williams is an able and zealous worker in
the vineyard of the Lord, and deserves
^he-co-operation of the brethren. . .

Brother Williams boldly and clearly upholds Dr. Thomas and brother Roberis,
and so he may rest assured that he will
not go far wrong, and in union there is
strength."
In the same letter brother Strickler
(who now denounces both the Chicago
ecclesia and brother Williams, though
they stand exactly where they did
when his letter so highly commended
them,) wrote as follows:
"In August we were in Chicago and
stopped at the home of THE CHRISTADELPHIAN

ADVOCATE, and

saw

the

press that turned out the World's Fair
edition of "The Great Salvation," recently compiled by brother Williams.
It is an excellent little work of 56
pages (now 100 pages), and well calculated to introduce the truth to strangers, as well as a pamphlet of ready reference. No ecclesia should be without
a supply. In Chicago we saw an earnest and active body of believers, alive
to the interests of the truth, who have
done a great work in the distribution
of literature, thereby causing the truth
to be sent to all parts of this country
and possibly to foreign lands."
This sweetness is now turned irto
the bitterness of gall. Why? The poor
brother is excited and confused. His
effort is to prove that learning the gospel brings upon us the penalty of the
second death; and that the sacrifice of
Christ is to save us out from under
that penalty; and that it has nothing to
do with Adamic condemnation or
Adamic death. So that, the only way
into the kingdom of God is through
(legally) Gehenna and the "lake of
fire," which is the second death." No
one ever died the second death to redeem us from that death; and if the
penalty of the second death comes upon us by learning the gospel, then we
are left without hope; for there is no
more escape from the penalty of the
second death than there is from the
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"lake of fire" or Gehenna; for that is a " UNOLEANLINESS " OBS CUBED BY
"tire that shall not be quenched," and a
SIN.
"worm that dieth not." The penalty
As
my
husband
has written to renew
of the second death can never come
our
subscription.
I
will enclose a few
till a probation has been passed and the
lines
on
a
subject
that
has been runjudgment has pronounced the sentence;
and from it, legally or literally, there is ning in my mind of late, hoping you
no redemption. A greater perversion may think them deserving of notice in
of the true gospel was never invented the ADVOCATE. My thought is this:
than is the Buffalo statement of faith. That during the late controversy the
fact that the sacrifice of Christ was for
Not satisfied with this, "other gos- uncleanness as well as for sin, has
pel, which is not another," a second not been made as prominent as it
pamphlet comes from the wandering should be made. Under the law there
pen of the excited and confused broth- were sacrifices offered for uncleaner which declares that to teach that ness as well as for sin. Those saoriChrist offered for himself "to atone for flces were said to purify or cleanse the
the unclean sinful flesh which he in- offerers from their uncleanness (Lev.
herited" is "out of harmony with xii: 6,7,8; Luke ii: 22-27). As the sactruth," and "for God to require Him to rifice of Christ was the anti-type of all
make an offering to atone for his sin the sacrifices offered under the law, his
nature, or to atone for himself because blood must have been shed for uncleanhe was found in possession of a sin na- ness as well as for sin. '"For if the
ture would manifestly be unrighteous." blood of bulls and goats and the ashes
We have warned the brethren who of a heifer sprinkling the unclean sanchave opposed us of the danger of their tifleth to the purifying of the flesh, how
cause. We warned the Christadelphian much more shall the blood of Christ,
when it first published the Buffalo who, through the eternal spirit, offered
statement, but they refused to take the himself without spot to God." "He
warning. Now brother Strickler has (Moses) sprinkled with blood both the
come out with a logical conclusion of the tabernacle and all the vessels of the
premises laid down by the "Warfare" ministry." ''And almost all things are
and by the Christadelphian in accepting by the law purged with blood." "It
the "warfare." We hope now they was therefore necessary that the patwill open their eyes and that they will terns of things in the heavens should
step back upon the old platform, where be purified with these; but the heavenalone unity can exist. Already we ly things themselves with better sacrihear of many who have been aroused ees"—Heb. ix: 21,22,23. The altar,
by the Strickler pamphlet, and protest- which was a type of Christ, and which
ed against its circulation; and this was incapable of sin, had to be cleansed
among those whom brother Strickler with blood and an atonement made for
has supposed were in agreement with it. See Ex. xxix: 36-37. What lesson
him. We are encouraged by the fact does that teach us, if not that Christ
that in some instances the pamphlets though in no sense "guilty" of Adam's
have been thrown out by ecclesia sin, nor needing "forgiveness" of sins,
votes among those who have opposed must shed his own blood for his own
us. This is a sign that the danger is cleansing and pass through the waters
now seen, and it is better late than of baptism like all his brethren for his
typical cleansing, as he was "made in
never.

SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

all things like unto his brethren"—
Ileb. ii: 17). And therefore like them
inherited the unclean nature of our
father Adam (Job. xiv: 4; xv: 14; xvi: 4).
But as the sprinkling of blood did not
liteially have any affect on the physical uncleanness, neither does baptism. So we must look for a different
meaning of the "purifying" and
"cleansing" spoken of. I think the
key is found in Paul's quotations from
Psalms in Kom. iv: 7,8- God has laid
down a plan whereby mankind may be
literally and physically cleansed from
his inherited unclean, and sinful nature if man will fulfill his share of the
contract, or "covenant." The first step
in that plan, after understanding and
believing what God has said about it,
is to be baptized. That is the way
given to enter into the covenant, or to
sign the contract. God agrees on his
part, when that step is taken, to call
them his sons and overlook all past
sins; "cover" them and to overlook all
present "uncleanness" or sinfulness
of nature by "not imputing their sins
to them." This is why Jesus said,
"Now ye are clean through the word
which I have spoken to you," and Paul,
in Eph. v: 26: -That he (Christ) might
sanctify and cleanse it (the church)
with the washing of water by the
word." And in Rom. viii. 1: "There
is therefore now no condemnation to
them which are in Christ Jesus."
S. M. BROWNING.

SIGNS OF THE TIMES.
URGES AN UPRISING.
VIENNA, April 12.—The Neue

Freie
Presse to-day publishes a dispatch from
Sofia, Bulgaria, announcing that a
proclamation has been issued by M.
Saratoff. the Macedonian leader, calling on the Macedonians in Bulgaria to
join in a general rising April 27. Bands
•collecting on the Turkish frontier are
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to co-operate and invade Turkey at
different points.
THE SULTAN HAUNTED.
BUCHAREST, April 4.—A personage

who has lately arrived from Constantinople, and is one of the few persons
who have of late been admitted to the
private rooms of the Sultan Abdul,
states that for the last three years the
Sultan has been so oppressed by fear of
treachery, even on the part of his few
trusted retainers, that he has had three
rooms specially constructed in the palace, with a passage encircling them,
and guarded by a hundred special police agents. In these rooms he Lives.
His doctor and two atten dants of high
rank are forced to eat plentifully of every dish before he touches it. He
never sleeps in bed, but on a long
chair, and then only for an hour at a
time, ever starting up in affright. He
carries two loaded revolvers.
The continual strain has affected
his health completely, and he is becoming quite crazy, and a plaything in the
hands of those few whom he trusts.
Many of those who disappear do so
in reality on the evidence of others.
who perjure themselves in order to get
anyone "removed" against whom they
have any private spite.
It is not many months ago that the
Sultan, suspecting treachery on the
part of three of the inmates of his
harem, shot them with his own hand
before their companions.
The informant was afraid to give any
actual facts, but stated darkly that before the year is out all Europe will be
startled one morning by a coup de
main, sudden as successful, but of
what nature exactly he declined to
state.
Would a sane man say that a change
from mortal life to glorious immortal
life is equivalent to death?
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CANNOT FORGET JERUSALEM.

Mr. Louis Gurofsky, Toronto,f writes:
Dear Flaneur—In response o your
request for information on the Zionist
movement, may I state that sympathy
and sentiment singly and combined
caused the movement known as Zionism, and made it two-fold in character,
viz., economic and political. First to
make a homeless, persecuted, notwanted, financially weak Jew, whereever he may be, to provide the means
to get him a livelihood in a place where
life, belongings, and the right to live
the way his ancient faith demands may
be assured him. Jerusalem was decided upon by the leaders of the movement as the place in which to carry out
the above. The idea of Jews in sufficient numbers going to the country
where their forefathers, in the days of
old, were the rulers, and in which they
kindled the lights of learning that have
shone forth with such brilliancy upon
the world, brought forth the second
phase; that again should tbey rule and
fulfill the wish of the Almighty Creator
that the Jew should teach the world.
Societies have been formed in all parts
of the world and contributed shekel
money to the headquarters of the Zionist societies of the world at Vienna.
Th i Jewish Colonial Bank, with a capital of $10,000,000, (a great part of
which has been paid up) has been floated for the practical purpose of carrying
out the aims of the movement. Zionism is not confined solely to Jews, as
numerous and influential adherents of
other faiths are in the forefront of
this great movement for the cause of
man. The opposition to Zionism
amongst Hebrews comes chiefly from
the orthodoxically fanatical ones who
fear if the Jew is not persecuted his
faith may be weakened, and from him
who hates himself because he has a
Roman nose pud can't change it into a
Grecian one, and his name, Moses Abraham Cominsky, to M. Anthony Cummings. I thank you for kind words
and interest shown our cause.

INTELLIGENCE.
DEAR BROTHER WILLIAMS:

I have just read your plea for unity
in the April ADVOCATE, and must say
that I am very, very much pleased with
it; and sincerely hope that it will help
every honest brother and sister who
have gone astray on the questions of
Adamic condemnation and responsibility to settle down again on the old
foundation of truths as taught by
brethren Thomas and Roberts, and so
manfully upheld by you throughout
the whole controversy. Now, brother
Williams, I feel constrained to thank
you for the plain and exhaustive manner in which you have placed the whole
matter before your readers, and I desire that it may be the means in the
hands of God to accomplish a vast
amount of good in uniting the ecclesias
which have been divided through adverse teaching or other causes, so that
in future we may be more of the same
mind and judgment. Now to answer
the question desired, I can fully endorse the Birmingham statement of
faith before the "amendment" of
clause 25, as being in harmony with
the Holy Scriptures. Your brother in
hope of eternal life,
EDWARD TOLTON.
DEAR BROTHER WILLIAMS:

In answer to your ''Plea for action
in furtherance of justice, union and
unity," I have great pleasure in saying
that I consider myself in fellowship
with all who indorse, unreservedly, the
Birmingham statement before it was
amended, which statement was always
considered sufficient to acknowledge
upon this subject in any examination
as will be seen by the '"Good Confession" and also by the "Declaration,"
which express the same sentiment; and
upon which many have been examined
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and immersed to my own knowledge,
as I attended for many years the meetings at Birmingham, and was also a,
scholar in the Sunday School there. I
can say I never heard them insisi upon
the belief in a third class coming up to
the judgment seat of Christ. If it was
not necessary then, why is it now? and
why do they cut off those who cannot
agree with the new statement? I heartily agree with your explanation relating
to that "amendment." Hoping you
may have success in your efforts to
bring back those who have strayed from
the old paths, I remain your
Brother in Christ,
G. FIELD.
DEAR BROTHER WILLIAMS:

In answer to your appeal to the
brethren, sisters and ecclesias in the
April ADVOCATE, I will say that I consider myself in fellowship with ecclesias and all brethren and sisters who
indorse the Birmingham statement before it was "amended," and indorse
your explanation of the position upon
the matters involved in the controversy. Your quotation from the "Law
of Moses" shows that brother Roberts
teaches there are two barriers to salvaion, namely, our "own sins," and
"ancestral sins''; and he says "everything is wiped out that stands against
us in any way, whether in Adam or
ourselves. I believe chis. Paul says,
Rom. viii: 1: "There is now no condemnation to them which are in Christ
Jesus." Brother Sulley says: "There
are two classes of sins; first, "racial,"
second, "individual." For proof of the
first he gives Rom. v: 12. You quote
Dr. Thomas. "Someinquire< is it necessary to understand all the details of
resurrection and judgment in order to
possess the faith which justifies?
There would scarcely be found a corporal's guard, is the doctor's answer.
Our sister Crowther says if she was
right when she was baptized, she is

right now, because she has not changed.
Your brother in Christ,
J. EASTWOOD.
DEAR BROTHER WILLIAMS:

I have read your "A Plea for Action
in Furtherance of Justice, Looking
Towards Union and Unity." I say I
have read, yes, I have read it and reread and read it again; and many are
the tears I have shed for you, or because of the question, "Would you fellowship brother Williams?" 1 truly say
yes. a thousand times, yes I would fellowship brother Williams. And my
motto is, "God you and me." Now for
answers to the following questions:
Do you consider yourself in fellowship with ecclesias and isolated brethren and sisters who indorse, unreservedly, the Birmingham statement before it was 'amended, 1 ' and who indorse this explanation of that position
upon the matters involved in the late
controversy? I say YES, positively
YES.

E. REEBS.

DEAR BROTHER WILLIAMS:

We are the only two Christadelphians here, a mother and her youngest daughter. We are in isolation in
the truth, but have always tried to do
our duty as members of the household
of faith. We have read carefully your
plea in the April CHRISTADELPHIAN
ADVOCATE- We have subscribed for
and read both the Christadelphian and
the CHRISTADELPHIAN ADVOCATE un-

til last year. After considering the
situation, we concluded to stop taking
the Christadelphian and buy "Eureka"
in its place. We have read the sad affair of division from the time of the
publication of the "Sweet Letter" to
the change of the agency of the books.
In all the attacks and controversy you
have made every point clear and in accordance with the word of God. Therefore we heartily fellowship you and indorse the teaching of the CHRISTADEL-
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ADVOCATE. Our sincere desire
and prayer is that those who have
caused the division and warfare, will
see their error, and that we will soon
be as before, one united household of
faith. Yours in the one hope,

last of all came the notice to discontinue the sale of Christadelphian works.
Now, brethren, take and read carefully brother Williams' letter on
"Unity and Union." in the April ADVOCATE, and think of Nehemiah endeavoring to build up the walls, repairANNA M. GIBSON and daughter.
ing the gates and earnestly seeking, he
DBAK BROTHER WILLIAMS:
As requested by you, and in order to and his able and worthy co-laborers, to
show forth our faith by our works, we relieve the distress occasioned by a new
would say in relation to the Up-and-be- departure from old lines. Brethren, be
doing movement, that we are forcibly careful you are not playing the part of
reminded of the great Up-aud-be-doing Sanballat, Tobiah and Geshem. We hold
movement ages ago, inaugurated and up to the Christadelphian world this
carried out by the prophet Nehemiah masterpiece, love-inspired "appeal," a
and a few of his faithful followers, love for the truth and its adherents.
viz.: "And I arose in the night, I and Bun through its pages, like golden
some few men with me, neither told I threads, and, with humility, earnestly
any man what God had put in my head seeking to right all wrongs, releive the
to do at Jerusalem." "Then said I uh- distressed, and bring joy and gladness
to them, Ye see the distress we are in, to each and to all. May the good Lord,
how Jerusalem lieth waste, and the in His wisdom still further direct this
gates thereof are burned with fire. movement to build up the brotherhood
Come, let us rise up, and build." So in this most holy faith of our Lord and
they strengthened their hands for the his chosen few, and in His great mercy
good work. But when Sanballat, the help us, and bless us, and keep us, withHoronite, and Tobiah, the servant, the out spot, until the Master returns, is
Ammonite, and Geshem, the Arabian, the heartfelt wish of the faithful few
heard it, they laughed us to scorn, and in Washington. Yours in the hope,
M. PIGOTT, Sec'y.
despised us. and said: "What is this
thing that ye do? Will ye rebel against DEAR BROTHER WILLIAMS:
the king?" Then answered I them,
The ADVOCATE to hand and read at
and said: "The God of Heaven, He one sitting. I was delighted with your
will prosper us; therefore, we, his ser- "Plea for Action," and it does seem to
vants, will arise and build"(Ne. iii). me that all honest hearts will be able
In looking back, the past rises up be- to see that words misconstrued have
fore me like a hideous nightmare, thus: been put into your mouth, w jrds that
"The Johnson Affair," in Chicago,and you never used; and be able to see that
brother Sulley's relation thereto. Broth- you are in harmony with the old lander Williams'trip to England, and his marks, and are willing and anxious to
reception there, denied all chances to do all in your power to remove all obreconcile any differences. Then the stacles and to bring about unity in the
crusade against brother Williams in one body. I hope all the brethren may
this country—the Moore pamphlet," give this "Plea for Action" a free cir•'The Truth's Warfare," (so-called), culation , and at the same time help to
and many other things that were done hold up your hands in this noble work.
to create disorder and dissension in the You will find herein eighty cents as my
ranks. Then there was the letter, little mite—would that I could do more
"Brother to Brother," etc., etc. And in that line. You may mail to my ad-
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dress twenty-four copies of "A Plea
for Action"; I think I can use them to
gcod advantage.
Brother Williams, I have another
matter I wish to speak to you about
just now. If we should arrange a tour
south, through Missouri, Arkansas.
Texas and Kansas, would you go?
Coulrl you undertake to make the trip
in July and August, taking in our
gathering, which will commence the
night of the 6th of Aupnst, ending the
night of the 10th. 1902. Now. we could
not expect to have you with us every
year, but as there was a good work set
on foot last year, and as we desire to
be '"Up-nnd-D »ing,(' we think your
presence here this year is badly needed. In order that as many of the
brethren as possible may be caused to
make an extra effort to be present, let
us hear from you as soon as possible,
so that if it is possible for you to come,
we may begin arrangements. You
might name the point in Missouri and
Kansas that you would like to visit. I
will promise that we will try and make
your visit here still more pleasant and
have no more mishaps and 27 hours'
fast. We shall have you come by San
Antonio to Comfort. At San Antonio
you will be met by brethren who will
accompany you by rail to Comfort.
There company will be met by myself
and will have a pleasant trip over good
roadsW. R. LANDKUM.
[We are now in Quincy, Mass., (May
24th,) with so many demands for the
future that we are unable to say whether we can make such a long journey
south as contemplated in brother Landdrum's request. Upon our return home
from this tour much work will be a waiting us. From letters received we think
there is a good spirit existing between
the two parties divided on the priesthood and covenant questions; and we
are persuaded that a calm comparing of
respective positions might result in union and unity. If the two fraternal
gatherings could be combined with this
object, and if it was thought that we
could render assistance toward such a
desirable end. we would go to much inconvenience to make the long journey.
As to whether we can respond to
leads to immortality—Amen.
W. B. LANDKUM,

State Sec'y, Hye, Blanco County, Tex.

brother Landrum's rpquest we are unable to say as yet. We may be able to
answer in the ADVOCATE for July. —
EDITOR ]

FEATEENAL GATHERING.
OK THE CIIRISTADELPniANS OF TEXAS.

To the brotherhood of Christ, scattered
abroad —Greeting:
In harmony with the agreement of
of the committee of arrangements, we
herewith announce that the next Annual Fraternal Gathering of the Christadelphian s of Texas will be held at
the Junction School House inGillesoie
County, which is about one mile west
of Hye Postoffice, commencing Wednesday night, August 6th, 1902, and will
close August IOth, being four consecutive days. This, like all our past
meetings, will be conducted on ;-the old
landmarks.—(Proverb xxiii: 10) established by the prophets and apostles.
The original Birmingham statement
of faith will be recognized as a correct
statement of first principles, "a safe
rallying point" and enlightened obedience to God's law, and a faithful adherence to Christian duties as therein
revealed, will constitute the basis of
our fellowship.
We invite you to come and labor with
us to restore and maintain that unity
which Jesus, the High Priest, prayed
(John xvii: 21) that we might attain
and manifest that love, brother for
brother, which God has made a test of
our love to him (I. John iv: 20-21).
Let none feel that their presence at
the meeting would be of no practical
value; your presence alone is a part of
our enjoyment and inspires all with
courage.
Every member of the body has its
place as well as its work to perform; let
us make speed to perform the work of
exortation and upbuilding in .he faith,
Isst the bridegroom coming suddenly
finds us asleep (I. Thes. v: 6-8.)
Free pasture will be provided for
work stock.
The local Christadelphians will do all
in their power for the comfort of those
who camp on the ground.
Now may the great God who called
us to His Kingdom and glory, guide
our footsteps in that only way which
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All who may contemplate coming
from a distance by rail will please let
us know ten days beforehand, and we
will have ample conveyance at Llano,
on the Northwestern railroad, or at
Comfort, on the San Antonio and Arransas Pass railroad.
W. R. L.
ROCHESTER. N. Y.—It affords us
much gratification to state that one
more has made choice of "wisdom's
way" in putting on the saving name of
the Christ in the usual manner. The
person is sister Keziah Parr, sister ui
the flesh to sister Hawes, of Hilton, N.
Y. The joyous event took place early
last month, after a good confession of
the things "most surely believed'' by
us. The season of waiting, searching
aud praying had been a long one to our
sister, and not until she reached the
ripe age of 67 did she find her "heart's
desire. Lydia, like she had long been
a "worshipper of God" but not until
now was her heart opened to receive
the word. The Father "knoweth tl.em
that are his," and heard her yearning
cry for -light, in which she now rejoices
with ' joy unspeakable and full of
glory." It is encouraging to note the
separating power of the truth, which
in a marked manner enables the beiiever to realize the force of Paul's words:
^•Be not unequally yoked together with
unbelievers," Our prayer is stroglny
for such, that they may maintain the
part in its purity both in doctrine and
practice.

C. C. VEEDEHBUKGH.

ALPHA, IOWA—Dear Brother Williams: Inclosed please find one dollar,
(or which pleasf send * * * the balance in "A Plea For Action" in furtherance of justice, looking towards union
and unity. Yours in the bond of hope.
W, A. CLABK.

COMFORT, TEX.-Dear Brother Williams: I am glad to have in my possession the April number of the ADVOCATE,
in which you clearly set forth your
teaching on Adamic condemnation. It
has been clear to me all the time, and I
have been unable to see how others could
so misunderstand and misrepresent that
•which seemed so clear to my mind.
Yours in Christ, A. M. GIBSON.

COMFORT, TEX—Brother William?:
Please send me three or four of your
"Plea for Unity" and oblige your sister
in hope.
MRS. N. E. GIBSON.
CAMPELLO, MASS. — Dear Brother
Williams: At a special meeting of our
ecclesia to-day, it was unanimously voteed that we are in sympathy with and endorse your "Appeal" as set forth in the
April number of the ADVOCATE; that we
base our fellowship on the "Old Birmingham statement of faith"; that we accept
your explanations on the points given In
the ADVOCATE, and desire the unity of
all, in the hope set before us. Yours in
hope of unity and peace,
J. E, CUBTIS. Sec'y.
DAYTON, OHIO.—Following closely
on the death of her daughter, (reported in the March ADVOCATE), Mrs. E. Middleton was immersed into the sin-covering "Name" of the "Annointod One.''
We report this briefly, because you will
doubtless get the intelligence from
Springfield, O., where on Sunday April
6th, two immersions were performed by
brother Wood. Following this, the usual
meeting, presided over by brother Will
Parker, was observed. Brethren Wood,
Reid, and Parker exhorting to steadfastness and faith in those things which have
been committed to our trust, while we
strive to keep the "unity of the spirit in
the bonds of peace," and wait patiently
for the appearing of the Lord. This
makes four believers now in Dayton.
Yours for the Truth, SAMUEL SHAW.
GUELPH, ONT.—We note with much
pleasure, in the April ADVOCATE, brother
Williams' "Plea for Action, etc." In reply to the appeal, this ecclesia desires to
express its unqualified approval of the
Basis of Fellowship on the Adamic Condemnation and Responsibility as outlined therein, believing it to be in accord with the Birmingham Constitution,
previous to •"amendment."
We believe that the editor of the ADVOCATE has been misunderstood and
misrepresented; as to whether it has
been wilfully or otherwise it is not for us
to judge, but the fact remains.
Apparently the English language is a
faulty medium of communication. It is
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to be regrette 1 that many brethren and
sisters have taken a meaning from the
articles dealing with the question far
from what the writer wished to convey.
For our part we welcome the "Plea for
Action" as a statement of unmistakable
voice, of what brother Williams has believed and taught, and likewise ourselves, although we have been condemned as heretics. Those who accuse
the editor of "backing down" and teaching differently in the pica to what he
has in the past, would do well to recall
Jesus' words as recorded in Matthew
xviii: 22.
No matter, if in the past he has taught
all that he is accused of, it is the duty of
every brother and sister to receive him
now, if they believe his present attitude
to be in accord with the Truth.
Since our last report this ecclesia has
been subjected to the sadness of a division. At the annual business meeting
held at the beginning of the year, about
half of our number formed a separate
meeting on the "Amended Birmingham
Basis." Although saddened, we are not
disheartened. Since then three have
cast their lot with us, sister Elizabeth
Jones, after several weeks of careful consideration of the troublesome questions,
and believing the accusations were false,
has now returned to our fellowship. Also
we are pleased to report the addition by
immersion of Marshall Sunnenburg and
Charles Cooling. The former learned
the Truth through the instrumentality of brother
Benjamin Tolton.
The latter has known it for a number of years. Both gave an intelligent confession of faith and are now rejoicing in the glorious hope of immortality.
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In this way I plead as Paul pled in II.
Cor. xi: 1-16.—Editor.]
GALENA, KANSAS. — Dear Brother
Williams: In reply to your question in
the ADVOCATE will say that we as an ec-

clesia at Galena, Kansas unqualifiedly
answer "yes," and I am so instructed to
inform you and to express the hope that
this may be the beginning of a new era
of peace and good feeling among the
brethren of Christ throughout the earth,
and that, instead of belaboring eachother, we may eagerly, zealously and
continuously proclaim the gospel of the
coming Kingdom and assist in the taking
out of those who shall be heirs thereof.
Some of us have differed with you on
some points as we have understood your
position, though we have ever been in
fellowship, not deeming the difference
sufficient cause for division, but we are
iu harmony with you as stated in your
explanations in the last ADVOCATE, and

feel that you have set forth a proposition
that every true Christadelphian should
have no hesitancy in endorsing.
May God bless the effort you have
made to pour oil and wine into the gaping
wounds that have so hideously disfigured
the body of believers in these latter days.
" Blessed are the peacemakers " is a
scriptural text, it would be well for us all
to make a motto of and hang upon the
walls of our memory.
With fraternal love to every brother
of Christ of every name and station,
without respect of person, we are
The Christadelphian Ecclesia of Galena,
Kansas.

By E. B. PHIMLITPS.

By request of Ecclesia.

L E W I S MITCHELL.

[As to whether we have backed down,
be assured we are not too proud to back
down whenever we find we are wrong;
but please do not taunt us first because
we do not and then taunt us when you
think we do. If we have "backed down"
it has been in avoiding the use of words
that had been formerly in use, and which
when used by us became misrepresented
by our opponents. For the sake of truth
and peace we have explained the sense
in which we used the words; and since
they proved to be capable of misrepresentation we have discontinued their use.

GOLDTHWAITE, TEX.—Dear Brother Williams: The April number of T H E
CHBISTADMJPHIA'N ADVOCATE received,

and "A plea for action" examined. If I
understand your position, there is nothing in your statement but what has been
taught by Christadelphians heretofore.
Your position has been misrepresented,
il I understand you. The only point that
leaves any room for doubt is in the first
part of answer number two. As to the
provisional cleansing in baptism. Do
you mean it is a provision by Deity for
the figurative cleansing of the Adamic
nature and actual forgivness of personal
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sins, by a clothing with the righteous- and Matt, xxv: 45: "As ye did it to one
ness of Christ? If so, I am as one with of the least of these, ye did it unto me."
you on that point. [Exactly; the "act- Then if you reject one of the least of
ual cleansing" is immortalization.—Ed.] Christ's brethren you reject Him, and
But if yovi mean this provision, (i. e.l whatever you do unto the least, jou do
baptism, is for the actual cleansing of the unto Him. So if you disfellowship one
Adamic sin, we differ. [I believe it is in of the least, are you not disfellowshipirg
order to the ultimate "actual cleansing." Christ? Wehave had too mu-h of the
—Ed.] As I understand it, the ultimate proverbial "straining at a gnat and swalcleansing of this fleshly nature, inherit- lowing a camel" among the brethren of
ed from Adam, is the consunaation of the late. We must right-about-face, and refleshly nature by the spiritual nature: by turn to the simplicity in Christ, for it we
a resurrection and clothing upon with reject a brother who cannot see some of
our house from heaven, which is the spir- the deep things of Deity as we do. are we
itual nature. In baptism we are figura- not rejecting Christ? It is plainly shown
tively buried and raised with Christ, and that one who is strong must not destroy
typically of our own burial and resurrec- a weak brother by his knowledge. So the
tion. [Which came by one sin that passed brethren by their supposed superior
upon a!! men.—Koru. v: 12.—Ed.] God knowledge of the many deep things must
accepts us as adopted children; as though not use that knowledge to destroy the
we had already been raised from the brother who could not see that types of
dead (Coll. iii: 1), which we have in a fig- meats, drinks, new moons. Sabbath days,
ure as Isaac was (Heb, xi: 19', "Now and so forth, were only used as a shadow
brethren, we as Isaac was, are children of good things to come and are not to be
of promise"—Gal. iv:28. And one of the observed now. We should endeavor to
promises n that this Adamic nature shall teach and not reject, lest we be found
be cleansed by a consumation of th,e guilty of rejecting Christ, So let our tests
fleshly nature into the spiritual nature, be our first principles only, and let all
constituted the offspring of the second differences in the deep things of Deity
Adam. I understand the cleansing of
be investigated in a brotherly way, each
the Adamic nature, (the result of Adamic seeking to advance nothing but the truth.
sin) in baptism, to be only a figure of the For there is no such thing as standing
true cleansing, as Peter says. (I. Peter still iu knowledge. We can never know
iii: 21): "The like figure whereunto oven it all; the Bible is full of wisdom, and we
baptism doth now save us, not the put- must of necessity become more enlightting away of the filth of the flesh, but the ened as we investigate and compare
answer of a good conscience toward God ideas, and let us not fall out with a brothby the ressurection of Jesus Christ," I er because he sees deeper into some of
for one am in favor of making the first the mysteries of the plans of Deity: but
principles only a test, i.e., a hearty faith let us investigate, that we, too. may imin the promises of God, without entering bide some of the knowledge any brother
into the complex ways and means of ful- may have. If we refuse to hear him we
filling them. [You are right.—Ed.] Some will never know whether he has the truth
have iu their over-excited zeal to "pre- or not, and the truth is what we want . I
serve the truth in its purity," as realize that nothing but the truth will do.
they think, gone
so far as to Yours for unity. Your brother in Israel s
make tests on mere technicalities- Hope,
E. M.. WILSON.
instead of taking Paul's advice in I. Cor.
viii: 11. They assay to destroy from
among His people a brother for whom
LEEDS, ENGLAND.—Dear Brother
Christ died, because he does not understand the deep symbols of Deity as they Williams: Brother D. Hall of our ecdo, forcing all to conform unto their opin- clesia (Gt. George street), having reions in all things or disfellowshiping ceived a copy of the ADVOCATE, saw
them. Now, brethren, you who have your article concerning the appeal for
been guilty of hasty action on this point, co-operation in the Truth's service on the
considerest thou what thou doest. Head basis of not making the Responsibility
carefully Kom. xiv: 15, and I. Cor. viii: 11 Question a test of fellowship. This was
brought before the Arranging Brethren.
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and I am instructed to say that your position is identical with our own, as you
will see from the resolution that I am
sending you. We accept your kind offer
and ask you to forward us 200 copies of
the article you have published separately, for judicious distribution, to appeal
for the position we so much desire, to see.
It is to be hoped that much good will
come of it. Enclosed is a remittance of
ten shillings. From your brother in
Christ, on behalf the Gt. George street
eCi lesia,
AKTHCB J. DUDDING, Bee. Bro.
COPY OF RESOLUTIONS

Adopted by the Gt. George Street Ecclesia, Leedn, April 6, 1902.
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True, we should be very careful that
we are believing nothing that makes any
partof God's plan of salvation null and
void, for that amounts to just the same
as unbelief. I believe the hand of God is
in all of this, and as has been his wisdom
always ho will bring good out of this
evil. It therefore behooves all his faithful servants to watch, wait and be sober
and not be drunken with this world's
wine wherein is excess, but to be as servants waiting for their Lord.
Trusting that this may find you and
yours in the enjoyment of many spiritual
i'nd temporal blessings and with fraternal love to all in Christ, I remain your
humble sister in Christ,
S. J E S S I E A. ELDBED.

MEDIXA CITY, TEX.—Dear Brother
Williams: Responding to your invitations for an expression in regard to the
Birmingham statement of faith, original
or amended. Speaking for the remnant
of the ecclesia at this place, I will say
that we accept the old statement as a
correct statement of first principles anil
a reliable rallying point for all true believers. Enlightened
obedience to
God's law and a faithful adherence
to Christian duty as therein revealed being the basis of our Fellowship
AETHI'K J. DUDDING, Rec. Bro.
We regard the "amendment" as being a
misaplication of scripture and therefore
HcCOOK. NEB.—Bear Brother Wil- unworthy of respect. We are in perfect
liams: I was pleased to note your move harmony with your explanation of the
in the last ADVOCATE. I belive this is technical differences which have g i v n
the right thing to do and I do not see how rise to so much bitter contention in the
any fair minded brother or sister could household, as well as in sympathy with
make merchandise of such plain state- your "Appeal for Unity" and peace.
While we deeply deplore the present conments of truth as therein contained. It
seems to mo this would suffice any hon- fused state of the brotherhood, brought
est seeker after truth who was not bent about in some instances, as we believe,
upon a ministration of questions and by men whose character is described iu
"strife of words" wherein there is no Bom. xvi; 17-18. We hope and believe
profit. It seems to me the plain state- that a reaction has now set in which will
ments of scripture that "those who are restore the body to its normal condition,
without God judgeth" ought to suffice leaving out only the chaff, which will be
us. so that as Paul says we would a blessing. We are in hearty sympathy
with brother Peddor's letter in the March
' judge nothing until the Lord come."
ADVOCATE. In it we see an example for
It is a pity for us to trouble ourselves all
true believers. With the meekness of
about these partially enlightened but un- a lamb,
the courage of a lion, and the revcircumcized Gentiles and neglect that
of a true saint, he speaks the
"going unto perfection" and "laying erence
TRUTH. Superior numbers, popularity
aside the principles of the doctrine of
or policy, when placed in the balance
Christ," in which we should have become with
REVEALED TRUTH, is altogether
sufficiently re-established to insure our lighter
than vanity with him. Thank
salvation.
1.—That we admit and believe the principle, that God can ami will, raise all
whom He thinks fit, whether baptized or
unbaptized enlightened rejectors of His
Revealed Truth.
2.—On account of the absence of an emphatic "Thus saith the Lord" with regard to unbaptized rejectors, wo refuse
to make to make the matter a question of
fellowship, except where the aforegoing
principle is denied; i. e., that God cannot
raise them if Ho choose.
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you. brother Pedder, for this example.
May God bless you. I may mention that
after the storm has subsided we find but
four souls left on the old platform at this
place, the others (about tbe same number) having been blown off by the warfare winds of the doctrine. Myself and
wife, my son and daughter, Ernest and
Eunice, represent the sum total of the
old landmark Christadelphians in this
neighborhood. We fully realize that the
few who are saved will have passed
through much tribulation, of which we
believe our present experience to be a
part; for "it must needs be that offenses
come, but woe unto that man by whom
they come"—Matt, xviii: 7. Yours very
truly in the one hope, G. W. BANTA.
NEW ROMNEY, ENGLAND. - My
Dear Brother Williams: I fain would
write you oftener if I could, but official
and ecclesial duties press heavily upon
me. but your "Plea for Action in Furtherance of Justice looking towards union
aud unity" has greatly constrained me to
write expressive of my great appreciation of your noble effort to bring about
what you and every sincere lover of the
Lord Jesus Christ most earnestly desires,
It is indeed ''A word fitly spoken," and I
do sincerely trust that it will, with others as well as myself, be received as "apples of gold in pictures of silver." It will
if brethren will only give that thought to
it which I am sure you deaire. But I am
afraid for a large number; I have witnessed such changes that have quite surprised me; a brother has written, expressing concurrence and satisfaction with
our position, then suddenly throws in his
lot with those who are opposing, and
alas! many follow the lead, thus I am
afraid conviction is not of reverential
love for, and understanding of, the truth,
but for association's sake. This will not
stand the great test; we can only grieve
that ever such a sta e of things should exist in God's holy household. We can.
however, whilst grieving exert ourselves,
and you have set a truly noble example.
I will do my best to spread your effort.
Please send me at least twenty copies if
you can spare them, and also will you
please send me one or two of your postal
order notices for America, and I will do
what I can to help the burden a little. I

will pray that your efforts may be Divinely blessed and so wiii hope on to see
many rescured from tbe inevitable pitfall which must ensue by a persistence in
such grievous wrong as you endeavor t o
set right. With brotherly love to yourself and sister Williams.-in which my
sister wife joins, believe me affectionately your brother in Jesus Christ,
WILLIAM WHITEHEAD.

PINELLAS, FL011IDA.—Enclosed you
will find postofflce order for four dollors;
two for the

ADVOCATE and

two for the

''Up-and-Be-Doing" movement, arid may
the Lord bless you wherever you go, and
may you be able to right all the wrongs
in each place you go to, I am with you
and think you are in the right, so cheer
up and push on. May the Lord watch
over you in your good work, and may we
all meet together in the Kingdom when
Christ comes is the wish of your sister in
the one hope.

E. A. ANDBEWS.

[Amen, dear sister.—ED.]
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.—We have read
the appeal for an answer to the question:
"Do you consider yourself, or yourselves,
in fellowship with ecclesias and isolated
brethren and sisters who endorse, unreservedly, the Birmingham statement before it was amended," and who endorse
this explanation of that position upon the
matters involved in the late controversy?
to which our answer is, we do. Your
brother in Christ, F. S. Decker and sister
wife.

SISTEK E. F. DECKEE.

TORONTO, CANADA.—Dear Brother
Williams: I have read with pleasure
your appeal for unity in the latest issue
of the ADVOCATE. Brethren Moat, Roche
and the writer desire to place a copy of
your appeal in the hands of every Christadelphian in Toronto, and for that purpose we would like to have 60 copies sent
to above address. We desire to contribute $2 toward defraying cost of publication. Wishing your labor in the Truth
Godspeed, I remain your brother in
Christ,

JAMES M. CBAIGMYLE.

TOPEKA, KANSAS.—Dear Brother
Williams: In regard to the questions
you ask in the April ADVOCATE, page 108,
we do not accept of the "Amended state-
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have died, been buried, and raised to a new.
ment of the Birmingham Ecclesia." We ness of life in him If we walk worthy of the
heartily accept of the statement of faith vocation whereby we have been called firm
before •'amended" and we consider our- unto the end, we shall be accepted when he
selves in fellowship with all those that comes to make up his jewels. Our prayer is
that when the Lord comes we may be found
accept of the old statement.
On March 8th I was called to Centralia worthy of an abundant entrance into His everto speak words of comfort at the funeral lasting kingdom. Your brother in the one

of the youngest son of brother and sister
Graves. Brother and sister Graves have
our heartfelt sympathy in the death of
their little one. It is hard to part with
our loved ones, but there is a time coming when there will be no more death and
when sorrow and sighing will flee away.
Yours in hope of eternal life,
H. O. AUSTIN.

GREENE, IOWA.—Dear Brother Williams:
Hoping- you. sister Williams, and family are
all well, T will try and write a few lines to you
to let you know where we stand in regard to
the Birmingham "amendment" of the faith to
Proposition 25. Last Sunday, April 13, all our
members were present, including1 brother and
sister Bruce, from Sheffield, Iowa. T called
the attention of the ecclesia to your "Plea for
Action" in the April number of the ADVOCATR. This ecclesia has always stood firm in
regard to all the first principles of the truth
and still stand as we always have. We have
made no chancre and do not approve of the
change that has been made in Birmingham
and other places. In September, 1896, this ecclesia passed the following resolution;
Resolved, That this ecclesia will not allow the
Responsibility Question to be made a test of
fellowship." and it was carried unanimously,
and agreed to have the same reported to the
ADVOCATE, which was done at that time. In
regard to the Adamic sin, we are f u Uy satisfied
that you as well as all the rest that are with
you, have been misunderstood by some and
misrepresented by others. We fully endorse
what you have said and written on the Adamic
condemnation. Our beloved Saviour was in
the same condemnation as ourselves. Although
perfectly righteous in character. He had to
save himself before He could save others.
What death was it our Saviour prayed so earnestly to be delivered from in Heb. v: 7.? Was
i'from dying on the cross? I think not; or
how could it be said "he was heard in that he
feared?" It was that he might be delivered
from the death state brought into the world
by disobedience of our first parents, which
death passed upon all men, our Saviour not
accepted. He had the same sin's flesh to contend with, but he overcame all obstacles and is
now on the right hand of the Father in Heaven,
as our high priest, interceding for us. We
have been bought, not with silver and gold,
but with the precious blood of Christ. We

truth.

GEORGE EI.LIS,,

for the ecclesia.
TORONTO, CAN.—Dear Brother Williams;
In tne March number of the ADVOCAAE we
were pleased to learn of your intention of resuming the "Up-and-be-doing" movement atan
early date. We trust you will be f avored with
health and strenth, that the movement which
has so inspired the zeal of the true followers
of Christ from ocean to ocean and cemented
together into one body the supporters of the
original Birmingham statement of faith, may
be crowned with continued success.
The grand testimony delivered last November through the medium of the "Up-andbedoing" movement has stirred our opposing
brethren and, strange to say, would lmve been
the means pursued to undo the good work accomplished. The originator of the unscriptural Buffalo statement has been paying a
visit to Canada, but he avoided meeting those
who have repudiated, and demonstrated the
fallacy of, his new teaching. Some have circulated the statement that Brother Williams
was forced on the ecclesias by the committee
of the "Up-and-be-doing" movement. The report was so foreign to facts that it was easily
seen through and soon discarded. Let me say
right here that a statement of the affairs of
that movement will be published in due time
and when it appears it will be seen that a unit-,
ed brotherhood exists on this continent and
that the intelligent brethren of America are
determined to stand by brother Williams in
defending the old foundation. The effort put
forward by brother Strickler was quite unsatisfactory to his friends, and brother Johnston,
of Chicago, turned up in Guelph for a few days.
He attempted to give reasons for the stand he
had taken, but he has evidently boon for a
number of years a consistent renunciationist.
A convention was held in Toronto on March
28th. What the deliberations of that body will
result in we cannot say, but we sincerely trust
that amendments to the Buffalo statement have
been adopted, setting forth what they do believe and where they stand. It is our conviction that history will be searched in
vain to find another community of pro.
fessed believers, representing so many
different doctrines, yet meeting together and
claiming to be of one mind. Some believe in
the responsibility of enlightened rejectors,
while others do not; some are firm believers of
the truth that Christ was redeemed by his own
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liams: the reason for his absence being partly
blood, others vigorously oppose it; some behis feebleness, he being 8-1 years of age. Brothlieve that Christ died to save us from a second
er Thomas was very much impressed, as was
death, while others do not; some believe that
also his wife, (who is not in the truthi and de1
the chilli" !; from mortality to immortality in
clared their intention of being- more fully
the ease of those are alive at the return of
identified with us during- their few declining
Christ is eqiuivaleut to dying-, while others enyears.
dorse the Christadelphian in saying that such
The meeting of brother Williams with brothspeculation savours of the theory of immortal
er Thomas was quite a, surprise and higbly enim mergence.
joyed by both, and, nodoubt, as their thoughts
The letter from brother Peddar in the last
drifted back into the past, they thought of that
ADVOCATE was most gratifying to us: it lias
grand old father of the faithful, Dr. John
the right, ring-. Having learned the truth at
Thomas. Xo doubt brother Williams will give
Doon and was baptized by brother I'edyou some cheering- good news from the "East''
dar. we are familiar with the controversy
—New Entilmid—hut I will not break confiwhich took place there in iss."> on the ~S:tture dence, nithoug-h it is ha,rd to refrain. a,nd yet I
of Christ. We remember a visit from brother
may be too sanguine; still. 1 fee! sure that if
John Tolton and his clear presentation of the
this movement is kept up. the results will be
nature and sacrifice of Christ, but now where
beneficial to all. Yours in the one faith,
is he? Brother Sulley, in his Temple Plan
M. PIGOTT, Bec'y.
says: "There are two classes of sins from'
which the. human family needs deliverance—
RIVERSIDE, IOWA. — Dear Brother Wil
those to which men are related by racial delimns; Have expected an answer before ibis
scent and individual trespasses in baptism
1 have been slow in
answering that letter on
tnere is a recognition of the first." We have
account of us being1 only an ecclesia of four:
in our possession a letter from brother Sulley,
thought it more proper to leave it to seerrein whicn he says if he were writing that part
tarii'S of ecclesias only, but as you expect
of the book over ag-ain be would write
an answer, in behalf of the few hero I will
It differently. Let usk. who lias changed?
answer yor.r "Appeal for Action." We are all
Let us, dear brethren, withstand tins
united and of one mind in regard to the old
evil, holding firmly to the old foundation,
landmark of the one faitii as taught by Dv
standing- immovable upon the rock of Divine
Thomas and brother Koberls. Therefore we
Truth that at the end of our warfare, which we
cannot see any reason for adopting ft new
'•amended" statement of the one faith. We
pray is not far distant, we can exclaim, "Wo
view that as a serious departure from The old
ba.ve fought a good fig-In, we have kept the
basis. We should beware of :iny schism or difaith," and our reward will be a crown of
vision in the one body, whom Christ has purglory, an inheritance uudefiled, that fadeth
chased with his own blood. Yes, beware of
not away. Faithfully in ('lirist.
such divisions: for it. is not a little thing to anE. II. CHART.
swer for before the judgment seat. We are
also surprised in reading- up those four charges
made against you. They have been put in a conWASHINGTON", [).('.—To ail interested in,
fused way, of which we know that you are not
and to those who inaugurated this great lecguilty. Therefore; we
sympathize with you all
t.uro movement, I am happy to report that
the more in rseeing1 thatyou a re unjustly acbrother Williams h;!* visited us and most succused.
It
%s
n<i
indeed,
JijJTiefo!' mind to hear
cessfully performed his part of the work in do.
of it. No wonder your heart was grived in bolirering; three lectures, that were exceptional
ing represented as a setter forth of strange
for their clear and concise delineation of the
doctrines and of divisions; for we know better
Truth. Brother "Williams is looked upon by
than that, since we have been acquainted with
those who know him as a falher in Israel—a
you for many years, when you lived here at
master workman, rightly dividing- the scripIliverside and faithfully and firmly held to the
tures of truth, far whose services we are
old basis of faith; and from what we can pee
thankful, not only of his great ability and <_e!ifrom your writings you are still firm, not
ius, but for bis gentle, patient and long-suffertouched by tiny wind of doctrines that comes
along. You have left us a good example in doing- conduct under many trying- and perplexing the same, and we stand firm on the old
ing- experiences, for be is forgiving' to the last.
foundation, regardless of &ny new "amended"
We had fair audiences at ea,eh lecture, a u d i t
statements of faith which, as we were told,
may bo that the seed sown fell on good
was made up for the purpose of getting the
ground and will bring- forth fruit.
rejector into it so as to make the, responsibility
It may not bo generallyknown that we have
question a reason for lofusing- fellowship to
residing hero a brother of the late Dr. Thomas.
certain brothers. This great contention ought
to teach us all a lesson, to see how necessary it
Brother Albert Thomas was immersed into the
is to be rooted and grounded jn the one truth,
One Name many years ago, and although he
so that we be not, moved away from the hope
promised to meet our ecclesia he never apof the gospel. Remaining yours in the one
faith,
E. HAITS.
peared until the recent visit of brother Wil>*.l^
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OHEISTADELPHIAN PUBLICATIONS.
TO BE HAD AT THIS OFFICE.
N O 1.—NINE NIGHTS' DISCUSSION between "Rev." F. W. Giant and Mr. Thomas
Wliliams on the following- propositions:
1. "There is in man an immortal soul or
spirit, which, us a separate entity, survives the death of the body?" Mr. Grant
affirms; Mr. Williams denies.
2. "Man in the interval between death and
resurrection is unconscious." Mr. Williams affirms; Mr. Grant denies.
3. "The punishment of the wicked is by
unending misery in Hell." Mr. Grant
affirms: Mr. Williams denies.
4. "The Bible teaches that heaven is the
reward of the righteous," Mr. Grant affirms; Williams denies.
The debate took place in the Town Hall,
Guelph, Ont.. Canada, and it was conducted
partly on the "Socratic method" (direct question and answer). It is a book of 2uO pp. Price
in paper, 50c; in cloth, 7">e.
NO. 2 . - T H E HALL-WILLIAMS DSBATE
6 days, 12 sessions, in Zion Ky., partly on
Socratie method. Propositions:!
1. "The Scriptures teach that the Kingdom
of Heaven was set up duringthe personal
ministry of Christ." Hall affirms; Williams denies.
2. "The Scriptures teach that all that constitutes man will be totally unconscious
from the time of death till the resurrection." Williams affirms: Hall denies.
3. "The Scriptures teach that there will be
a general resurrection of the dead of all
mankind who die." Hall affirms; Williams denies.
i. ''The Scriptures teach that the final punishment of the wicked will consist in the
total extinction of their being-." Williams
affirms; Hull denies.
Price, paper bound, 50c; cloth, "5c.
N O . 3.—THE BRADBN-WILLIAMS DEBATE—Seven nights in Chicago. Proposition:
"Were all the prophecies of the Old and New
Testaments, relative to the second coming of
Christ and the establishment of his kingdom
on earth, fulfilled during the first Christian
century?" Braden affirms; Williams denies,
partly in written questions and answers on the
covenants of promise." Price, paper-bound,
25c; neatly bound in muslin, 50c.
N O . 4.—THE ROCHESTER DISCUSSION
—Three nights in Rochester, N. Y., partly on
the Socratic method. Proposition: "Will the
dead come out of their graves immortal?" Dr.
J. H. Thomas affirms; Williams denies. Bound
in paper, lOe.; by mail, 12c.
NO, 5.—THE PURPOSE OP GOD IN THE
EARTH—A lecture by T. W., setting- forth the
one gospel as distinguished from the theories
of Christendom. 6c; by mail, 6c.; 60c, per doz.
NO. 6.—THE KINGDOM OF GOD-Lec-

ture by T. W., setting forth the kingdom of
God as a divine literal government to be established on the earth. 5c; by mail, 6c1; 60c. per
dozen.
NO. 7 . - T H E LITERAL RETURN OF
CHRIST—By T. W. 5c; by mail, 6c; 60c. per
dozen,
NO. 8.-MAN, HIS ORIGIN, NATURE
AND DESTINY—A lecture by T. W. 5c; by
mail, 6c; 60c per doz.
NO. 9.—REGENERATION—What it is and
how effected, showing the Biblical teaching
concerning the "Fatherhood of God and the
Brotherhood of Man," and the Sacrifice of
Christ in relation thereto.. By T. W. 5c; by
mail, 6 c ; 6(lc. per doz.
N O 10.—THE PROBLEM OF LIFE Here
and Hereafter, or Man's Relation to the Law
of Sin and Death and of Life and Immortality.
The subject considered from an Historical,
Natural and Biblical stand-point. By T. W.
10c; by mail, 12c.
NO. 11 — BIBLE COMPANION, or, Tables
for the profitable reading of the Holy Scriptures,with a brief outline of Bible truth where
in proof texts are given under each proposition. Price, 5c; by nail, 6c.; 60c per doz.
NO 12,—THE GKEAT SALVATION, as
revealed and elaborated in the Scriptures of
Truth. Designed to show that "Christendom"
has forsaken the way of life, and to assist honest hearts in returning to the purity of the
gospel of Christ. ByT. W. 10c; by mail 12c;
$1.25 per doz.; $10 per 100.
NO. 13.—THE GREAT SALVATION, as
above, printed on heavy paper and bound in
cloth, g-ilt letters, with an added preface and
chapter, intended for a library and presentation edition. 5"0c.: by mail 55c.
NO. 14.—TWO ADVOCATE SUPPLErnents on the Adamic Condemnation question;
bound under one cover. 5c; by mail 6c; 60c.
per doz.
N O . 15.—WHAT'S IN A NAME? The
question considered from the Bible standpoint
in its relation to Israel, historically and prophetically; to Christ as the Yahweh name—
the only name whereby men can be saved," and
to the saints, here and hereafter. By T. W.
6c; by mail 6c; or COc. a doz.
NO. 16.—TRINE IMMERSION AND CEREMONIAL FEET WASHING. With addenda
on the history of "Trine Immersion," Kissing,
Laying on of Hands and Annointing the Sick.
A book of 30 pp. 10c; by mail 12c : $1.20 doz.
NO. 17,-NOTES ON NICHOLS. An expose of sundry errors on man, and the sacrifice
of Christ. By T. W. 5c; by mail 6c, or 60c.
per doz.
NO. 18.—THE SABBATH QUESTION.
Seventh Dayism Refuted, and the True Meaning of the Sabbath set forth. Sunday in its
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rue light and duty in relation to the laws governing it, Price, 10c; by mail 12c, or $1.20 per
dozen.
NO. 19.—THE WORLD'S REDEMPTION.
185 pages. By T. W. 25c; by mail 30c; 4 lor
$1.00.
N O . 20.—A DEFENCE of the name Christadelphian. By T. W. 5c; by mail Be, or60e.
per doz.
NO. 21.—AN ANSWER to a second attack
on the name Christadelphian. 3c; by mail 4c,
or 30c. per doz.
N O . 2 2 . - E 0 H 0 E S OF THE HALL-WILLIAMS DEBATE; an expose of questionable
methods of some preachers, and of Mr. Hall's
strictures subsequent to the debate. Price, 3c;
by mail 4 c ; 30c. per doz.
NO- 23.—THE DEVIL, HIS ORIGIN
AND END. By T. W. Price, 5c.; by mail Be.;
60c. per doz.
N O . 2-4.-DIVINE HEALING. An Expose
of false teaching thereon, and Dowie Catechised. By T. W. 5c; by mail 6c; 60c. per doz.
N O . 25.—THE TRINITY. By G. T. Washburne. 5c; by mail 6c, or 80c. per doz- This
is a complete expose of the fallacy of the doctrine of the Trinity, and a clear presentation
of the truth of the subject.

NO. 26.— THE PRESENCE OF THE HOLY
SPIRIT. A treatise showing the fallacy of the
claims made by latter-day religious professors
and others. -By C. C. Vredenburgh. Price, 5c ;
by mail 6c; 60c. per doz.
NO. 27.—THE AGES. A work on Prophecy
and Chronology. By J. IT. Robertson. By
mail 25c.
NO. 2 8 —HOW LONG SHALL BE THE
VISION ? By J. IT. B* 10c.; by mail 12c.
NO. 2 9 . - F R O M DARKNESS TO LIGHT,
giving1 the experience of being: entangled in
the "Holiness" Iheory and final escape. By
W. H. Olough. 8c; by mail 10c; 81 p«r doz.
TRACTS:
Bible Questions i'or Professing Christians.
Per 100
20
Can You Believe? 4 p. Per 100
30
j udging for Himself. Per 100
30
Outlines. 4 p. Per 100
30
Startling- Facts. Per 100.
30
Glad Tidings of Eternal Life, i p. Per 100. 30
Gospel of the Kingdom of God. 4 p. Per 100. 30
The Promised Kingdom, 3 cts.; per dozen. 25
What and Why? What Not and Why Not?
4p. Per 100
30
What Christadelphians Believe and Teaeh in
all the World. Per 100
20
What is Death? Per 100
20
Who Told the Truth? Per 100
tO

LETTERS.
E. Challinor, L. S. Cocke, W., P. Pinel, W. Holemin, M. Piggott, E. Tolton, G. Field, H. D. Jones, G. W. Banta, W. Whitehead, J. W. Mack, A. M.
Gibson, J. Laird, J. Eastwood, J. Campbell, W. Shaw, E. B. Tree, W. L.
Griffin, W. E. Sanders, E. Hahn, A. Cooke, C. C. Vreedenburgh, A. Benjamin, F. Carter, H. C. McCreary, J. C. Taylor, E. W. Wilson. W. R. Landrum, L. Davies, A. L. Fletcher, W. Chamberlain, F. Nungasser, E. J.
Woolescroft.
RECEIPTS.
E. Reebs, D. Skeman, S. L. VanAkin, J. Mowry, M. B. Parker, A. Crawley, C. T. Spencer, W. Morrison, F. H. Williams, J. Briggs, S. D. Fahrney,
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Teubert, W. Whitehouse, J. W. Peake, L. L. Renshaw.
ERRORS.—A few errors stole into the ADQOCATE last month, our absence
preventing us from reading all the proofs. On page 148, first column, seventh line from top, read The Angel instead of " The Saviour. On page I49,
second column, eighth line from top, read ground instead of "garden." Page
153, first column, twenty-fifth line from top, read coming instead of "evening." These are all that affect the meanings; the others are errors in spelling and punctuation, which we must ask readers to bear with. —Editor.
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NOTES.
We have a supply of extra copies of this month's ADVOCATE, which can be
had at 10 cents per copy, post free.
WANTED'—A

few copies o-f THE ADVOCATE for January, 1901 and 1902.

We have a lot of odd copies (and some volumes complete) of back numbers ^of
the Christadelphian, sent us by a brother, which can be had at 7 cents per copy,
post free.
RELIEF FUND.—The following amounts have been received by J. Leask since
last, report: A brother, $2.00; a sister, $5.00; a sister, SI.60. Ten dollars has
been applied for relief.
CHICAGO FRATERNAL GATHERING.—Announcment

on gage 229 should read,

Saturday and Sunday, August 23 and 24.
CHRISTADELPHIAN MEETING-PLACES.
AUBTJKN, N. Y.—No.9 Exchange St., at 10:
A. M. Sunday-school after breaking- of braai
BALTIMORE, MD.—Vernant Hall, No. 1204
W Baltimore St. Sunday morning-10:1)0.
BERLIN. ONT.—Berlin and Waterloo Ecclesia. Corner of Kin? and Queen Streets, Berlin
Every Sunday at 10:30 A. M.
BUFFALO, N. Y — Meetings held at house
of Brother J. Cooper, No. 90 Buff'um St. Sunday School at 11 A. M. Breaking of Bread,
3 P. M.
CAMPELO, MASS.—Mystic Hall, Franklin
bldg., 1105 So. Mam St., Brockton, Mass. Sun
day School at 10 A. M. Public lecture at 11 A. M,
Breaking of bread at 12:30 p. M.
CHICAGO.—Oriental Hall, 17th Floor, Masonic Temple. Every Sunday nt 10:30 A. M.
CLEVELAND, O.—Visitors may inquire at
1230 W. Madison Ave., W. Cleveland.
DENVER, COLO. - No. 21ft Charles Building, 15th and Curtis Streets. Every Sunday at
11 A.M.
ELMIRA, N. Y.—Knights of Honor Hall,
No. 112 Lake Street. Every Sunday, 10:30 a. m.
C. T. Spencer, See';/.
FRANKLIN, MASS.—Lecture and Breaking
of Bread, 10:30 A.M.
GUELPH, ONT.—Corner of St. George's
Square and Quebec St., East (over Kelly's music store). Sunday-School at 9:45 A. M. BreakIng of Bread, HA. M. Lectures, 7 P. M_
HAWLEY, PA.—Lehman Hall, every Sunday. Bible School at 2 p. m. Breaking of bread
at 3 p. m.
JEKSEF CITY, N. J.—Fisher Hall, Cor
Bay and Erie Sts. Everv Sundav at 10:30 a. m.
LOXJISV1LLE, KY.-No. 22(9 West Chestnut
St., at 10:30 a. m.
LOWELL, MASS.—Odd Fellows' Hall, Middlesex St. Every Sunday. Lecture at 10:30.
Memorial service at 12 noon.
NEWPORT NEWS, VA.-Moss Hall, 219 8th
Street, 11 a. m. every Sunday.

NORFOLK. VA.—Corner of Brambleton and
Maltby Avenues. Every Sundav at 11 A. M.
Also Bible Class Thursday at 8 p. M.
PROVIDENCE, K. I.—Independent Hall,
Thurhers Ave., South Providence. Sunday
School, 0.30 a. m.; Breaking of Bread 11 a. ra.
QTTINCY, MASS.— Orangeman's Hall, 110
Hancock St. Sunday School at 10:3:} A. M.,
breaking of bread at 11:30 A. M., lecture at
7:30 P. M.
RICHMOND, VA.—LPP Camp Hall, Broad
St., between 5th and 6th Sts. Meets at 11 A. .«.
eyery first day.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.—Corner of Smith and
Frank Sts. Services at 10:30 A. M.
SAN FKANCISCO AND OAKLAND.—Fraternal Hall, Washington St., every Sunday at
11 A. M.
SENECA FALLS, N. Y.-R. E- Short No. 12
Rumsey St.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO. Christadelphian
Hall, Mason St., nenr Stanton Ave., North side.
Meeting for worship every Sunday at 10.30 a.m.
Sunday School nt 9.45 a.m. Lecture at 7.30 p.m.
Bible Study, Wednesday Evening, 7.30.
TORONTO, ONT—Avenue Hall, northwest
corner of College and Spadina Avenue. Every
Sunday.
VANCOUVER, B.C.—The brethren will be
found through Sister Willy, 1129 Homer St.
VICTORIA, B. C—Meets in A. O. U. W. hal
every Sunday at 11 a. m. and i-p. m.
WASHINGTON, D. C.—Nat'l Capitol Bank,
Penn'a Ave., between 3rd and 4th Sts., S. E.
Bible School HtlO a. m. Lecture at 11.15 a. m
Memorial Service 12 m. every Sunday.
WATERLOO, IA.—Meetings at 10:30 every
First day in Bickley's Hall, W. Fourth street.
WORCESTER, MASS.—Board of Trade Hall.
11 Foster St. Lecture every Sunday at 10:30
A. M. Breaking of Bread immediately after
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THE TIME OF THE DEAD.
Dlt. THOMAS, EUREKA, VOL. II PAGE 723.

e time of the Dead is at "the Time of the End"— at the expiration
of Daniel's J335 days. This appears from the words '-Blessed
he that waitcth, and comoth to the 1335 days. But go Ihou till the end;
and thon shall rest, an<l arise to thine inheritance at the end of the days'
(ch. xii: 12, 13). To wait and come to these days, is to wait during
their course, and to come to their end. During' the time he has been
waiting he has been resting, or "sleeping in the dust of the earth"—
•verse 2. So long as ho is there he knows nothing, and can inherit nothing; for ''the dead know not anything," and can therefore be neither
happy nor miserable. He expected nothing until he should ''awake for
the living one of the Olahm." Ho was told that this should he at the
end of 1335 days, in the words, ''thou shalt arise to thine inheritance at
the end of the days." These can only be the 1335 days whose end terminates Daniel's rest in the dust of the earth. Ho is to arise to his inheritance, because the inheritance promised is neither in the dust, nor in the
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sky, but a land from which he was expelled by the Chaldeans, and to
which he never returned. He will arise from the dust of Persia, where
he has been resting since '"the third year of Cyrus," B. C. 540; and
appearing before ''Messiah the Prince," of whom he wrote, and being'
approved, as doubtless he will be, he will be strengthened, and henceforth be prepared to "speak with the enemy in the gate," who at present occupies the land.
"The time of the dead," then, is at the epoch which terminates the
1335 years. This being so, there will, of course, be no more trampling
of the Holy City by the Gentiles after their expiration. But the Saints
were to be prevailed against "for a time, times, and the dividing of a
time," or 1260 years; and the Holy City was to be trampled "forty and
two months," which are also 1260 years.
The beginning of "the Time of the End" is "the time of the dead.'7
The work of this time will take time; but how much time it will consume the testimony does not reveal. The Lord Jesus Christ who is "the
resurrection and the life,'1 as well as "the truth and the way," descends
to Mount Sinai while the present Sixth Vial is continuing to pour out.
'•Behold!" says he, "I come as a thief." He comes before "the kings of
the earth and of the whole habitable" are gathered into the region termed
'•in the Hebrew tongue Armageddon." How long before is not revealed;
but between his thief like advent and the Armageddon-gathering is "the
time of the dead;" and when his work is finished with his dead ones,
"He gathers the kings together"—he operates upon a situation already
created by the Frog Power; and brings on the catastrophy, which that
power is not capable of accomplishing.
But, how many months or years the work of setting in order his own
Melchizedec Household will consume I know not. It will take time.
The Lord is never in a hurry. He is always deliberate and dignified.
If he pleased, he could flash everything into order; and all his enemies
into destruction. But he has not acted in this way in the past; and it is
clear from the word that he does not intend to act flashingly in the
future. There is no question about his ability so to do. He can do
what he wills; and he has revealed his will, and from that revelation it
is evident that he will be deliberate in all his movements.
In the work of "the time of the dead'' every individual saint who has
died since Abel in all countries of the earth, has first to be awoke from
his sleep of death, and made to stand bodily upon his feet. After this,
they are to be gathered together from all parts to the general convention,
which brings them into the presence of Christ. In this gathering, the
few living saints that remain have to be visited by his messengers, and
to be caused to report themselves to the King ; for one who well knew
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what he spoke, says, "we must all appear before the tribunal of Christ."
Now to accomplish all this will consume time ; but it will, doubtless, consume more time in disposing of the business of the Court. For everyone
gathered to that grand assize will be called upon to give an account of
himself. Of this there can be no doubt, for Paul says again, "everyone
of us (saints) shall give account of himself to the Deity." This relation
of experience will consume time; and one would conclude no little time.
Some will doubtless be very brief, having little to say ; while others
will be even "speechless;" but some will have a longer account to give,
as in the case of Paul and others like him. Then there will be the verdicts with all their attended circumstances ; for after the accounts given,
come the personal recompenses; for they appear at the tribunal that
they may "receive in body the things according to that they have done
whether good or bad.1' For what a man sows in body he must reap in
body—"he that soweth to his flesh shall of the flesh reap corruption; but
he that soweth to the Spirit, shall of the Spirit reap life everlasting."
Saints who have sown to the flesh, and there have been many such, will,
in this "time of the dead," be left in the body recently created from the
dust; and of that body they will reap corruption that will utterly and
finally destroy it. '-THIS IS THE SECOND DEATH." But Saints,
who have Sown to the Spirit, in "denying themselves of all ungodliness
and Worldly lusts, and in living soberly, righteously, and godly in the
world," will also in this iL(ime of the dead" not be left in the body recently
elaborated from the dust. That body will reap of the Spirit incorruptibility in being quickened in the twinkling of an eye, by which it will beC me Spirit body, and so conformed to the body of Jesus Christ. This
is what Daniel terms "strengthening."
Thus, in "the time of the dead," there will be a judicial sep;u-ation of
just saints from unjust saints. A sinner becomes a saint by believing
and obeying the truth ; and he continues a just saint if he continue in
well-doing ; but, he becomes an unjust saint, if he do not so continue.
Now, the appearing at the tribunal of Christ hj' all the saints of these
two classes is, that the just may be separated from the unjust; and that
the unjust may bo driven from the presence of judicial majesty into the
darkness of the outer world, where they may ignominously partake in
the vengeance which is to "devour the adversaries." This explains the
phrase in that text "the time of the dead to be judged." The judicial
separation completed on this basis, and the unworthy expelled from the
Royal Presence, those who remain are "the called, and chosen, and
faithful"—ch. xvii: 14. They are the 144,000, having the Lamb's Father's name indelibly written in their foreheads ; they are "the redeemed
from the earth ;" the undefiled virgins; the First-fruits unto the Deity,
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iinil the Lamb •, the guiltless and faultless before the throne—ch. x\v. 1 5,
These arc the saints, who have the honor of executing the judgment
written against the kings, preisty and aristocrats of the Great City.
They are all like to Jesus, who is their Head ; and ''equal to the angels.'"
They constitute the Household, of which He is the Ilisrh Priest, or Pontiff King, after the order of Alelchizedec. To manifest this household,
or Divine Family, with all the attributes of Deity, is the great and interesting preliminary work for which "'the time of the dead'' affords sufficient scope. The house being thus put in order and strengthened, the
constituent m> nihers thereof are prepared to "follow the Lamb whithersoewr he goetli ;" which is equivalent to the phrase "whithersoever the
JSpirit was to go, they went"—Ezek. i: 20. They go with Him in all
his warlike expiditions, and royal progresses and visitations. They are
one and indivisible, and inseparably knit together in all the bonds of
love, power, and devotion; being "members of his body, of his flesh,
and of his bones"—Eph. v. 30.

WINDS OF DOCTRINES.
r

HIS truly is a day when many "winds of doctrine" are blowing about.
^
In the city of Buffalo a "wind" has started and blown over the
country, impregnated with several diseases which will necessitate the use of
the Spirits' disinfectants. In 1873 one of the diseases caused an epidemic,
which required quite skillful work on the part of the Truth's physicians to
stamp it out. The house and all its appurtenances had to be fumigated
thoroughly and a general cleansing and disaffecting had to take place.
Ever since that time little puffs of the same sort of " w i n d " have been
blowing here and there; and now a puff has come along from some of the
swamps on the shores of Lake Erie, where, it would seem, the germs which
escaped fumigation during the '73 epidemic have become strong enough to
lift themselves out of those stagnant pools which are so conducive to their
growth, and, taking advantage of puffs of "wind" set in motion by an excited condition of Buffalonian atmosphere, they have had themselves blown
about and are seeking to distribute their uncleanness in homes whose corners had been swept and whose rooms had been purified by having been
thrown open to the healthful rays of the shining sun. One of the forms
which the '73 epidemic assumed was as follows:
Jesus needed not to offer for himself and for the people, only for the people.
He had a life free from Adamic condemnation, and therefor eHe did not require to make an offering to redeem himself from Adamic condemnation.
The germs of this disease have altered their shape a little, perhaps by contact with modern "winds" of evolution, but the similarity is so marked that
it will not require experts in germology to detect their identity. They now
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appear in the following form, having for their wings an 8-page tract:
"Was Christ's offering for himself, to atone for the imputed sin of Adam
to him, or for the unclean, sinful flesh which he inherited from his mother,
or for both? Both of these positions are out of harmony with the truth."
Now we do not need a microscope to detect the disease-producing germ;
and it is quite as easy to dissect it as it is to detect it. Let us take the knife
and cut the creature in two, dividing "imputed sin of Adam to him" from
•"or for the unclean sinful flesh which he inherited from his mother." Ii\ its
present form, no doubt, the "imputed" part of this creature will claim to
have had its origin in the days of St. Augustine or some other "saint" of the
dismal swamps of dark places. Against the virus with which this ancient
side of the creature is impregnated, most of God's people have protected
themselves by innoculation with the Spirit's resisting and repelling influence. So we may lay aside this part—"Was Christ's offering for himself to
atone for the imputed sin of Adam to him?" and let it decay and return to
its native corruption. Now let us further proceed to dissect the other part—
"Was Christ's offering for himself to atone for the unclean sinful flesh which
he inherited from his mother ?"
What say all of you who remember the '73 free life epidemic ? What was
the dispute between the doctors then about this contagious disease ? Those
who claimed that the disease was not a disease, answered no; Christ's offering
was not for himself, to atone for the unclean sinful flesh which he inherited
from his mother."
But what did the physicians who detected the disease in all its loathsomeness, answer? They answered, and the Truth's defenders have continued to
answer ever since, though they have been opposed by theorists not quite so
rabid as the champion of this last wind-puff—they did answer, they have answered, YES; "Christ did" offer for himself, to atone for the unclean sinful
flesh which he inherited from his mother;" and whether this disease-germ is
hatched in Nottingham or rehatched in Buffalo, it is a germ from the stagnant swamps that must needs be destroyed in 1902 as well as in 1873.
Now, the question is, Did Jesus offer for himself at all ? Did he die for
himself? Did he redeem himself? Was he saved? Did he endure the
cross in order to obtain the "joy that was set before him ? "
If he offered for himself, was it for personal sins, or was it for a state of
sin inherited ?
If he died for himself, was it to save himself from what came upon him by
personal sins of his own, or was it to save himself out of a state of sin "inherited from his mother," termed "sinful flesh ? " One or the other must be
true if Jesus offered for himself at all. Did he ? Did he, according to
scripture? Did he according to Christadelphian understanding of scripture?
What saith the scriptures ?—
"Who needeth not daily, as those high priests, to offer up sacrifice, first for
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his own sins, and then for the people's) for this he did once when he offered
tip himself."—Heb. v.; 27.
What said Christadelphian literature in 1873 in answer to E. Turney ?
"Then we have the declaration of Paul that Christ needeth not daily, as
those high priests, to offer up sacrifice, first for his own sins andthen for the
people's, for THIS he did once (Heb. vii: 27). Paul's statement is- that Jesus
did once what the typical high priests did daily' What was that ? 'Offered
first for his own sins and then for the peoples.' It follows that there must be
a sense in which Jesus offered for himself also, a sense which is apparent
when it is recognized that he was under the Adatnic condemnation, INHERING
JN HIS FLESH."—R. R. Christadelphian, I873, page 41 5.
Against this comes one now, claiming too, if you please, to have R. R. for
his support, and saying that it is out of harmony with the truth to say that
Christ offered for himself; and that for God to have required such an offering
would have been unjust.
This modern excited advocate of Renunciationism, in a slightly changed
form, says that if Christ's offering was to atone for his sinful flesh, then he
was held guilty by God for possessing it, which would be unjust." It seems
that it is this word "guilty" that is such a fearful thing; and that because the
word is regarded in the personal sense only. Let those who are afraid of
this word "guilt" omit it; but let them look at facts. Let them read Lev.
viii: 14-17, and see that there was an uncleanness in God's sight attached
to the typical altar which required a sin offering to "sanctify and make reconciliation" for it; and that altar was a type of Christ. The illegitimate
son was unclean in God's sight, and his decendants could not come into the
congregation till the tenth generation; and then a sin offering had to be made.
The altar and the bastard were held as in a state of sin, and that was an inherited state, too. These facts may be proved false (?) by this Buffalo special pleading, by substituting the altar for Christ' thus: "Was the altar's
offering to atone for its sinful state? If it was, then it was held guilty by
God for being in a sinful state, which would be unjust.'1 The trouble with
this writer, and with many others of late, is that they can see sin in no sense
except as an act. They need to be taught again "which be the first principles."
Used, and not abused and perverted, the word "guilty" may be applied
where there is no personal sin Where there is national sin in one generation
is there not national <fguilt" in a subsequent generation? In such a case the
personal aspect does not exist. Where there is federal sin, is it wrong to say
there is federal "guilt?" What is to be done with the words of the Saviour,
when he says, "Upon you may come all the righteous blood shed upon the
earth, from the blood of righteous Abel unto the blood of Zacharias, son of
Barachias, whom ye slew between the temple and the altar"—Matt, xxiii.: 35.
Was not this a case of ''visiting the sins of the fathers upon the children unto the third and fourth generation?'' In God's laws in nature are not the
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slrrs of the fathers visited upon the children? These facts ate not to be denied because the superficial are unable to harmonize them with the words,
"The father shall not be put to death for the children, neither shall the child*
ren be put to death for the father," etc. This was the law given to men,
that they should not impose the penalty of one upon another, a very necessary safeguard for men in their short-sighted administration of law. But with
God, who sees the end from the beginning, and who could say before the
children were Born, "Jacob have I loved, but Esau have I hated," it is a very
different thing; and whether His justice is always clear to us or not, we can
depend upon it that, while we cannot, God can justly "visit the sins of. tbe
fathers upon the children," and He could justly command the destruction of
the Amalekite's babes and sucklings,. Who art thou that, as clay, demands of
the Potter, "What doest thou?"
In order to give this deadly germ from Buffalo the appearance of harm*
lessness, the one who has blown it over the country has invented a theory
that the plan of redemption is not to redeem the body, but to destroy it. He
falls into this foolish error by confounding diabolos—sin in the flesh—'with
the flesh itself, and he thinks the flesh cannot be cured of its sinfulness
without destroying it. A doctor who would proceed to cure (?) diseases upon
this principle would be a very dangerous doctor. It does not seem to have
occurred to this new discoverer that man was flesh "very good " before the
flesh became sinful or diabolos flesh. It is positively said that God would
not "suffer the flesh of Jesus to see corruption." Yet He experienced "The
redemption of the body." In his flesh the diabolos was destroyed,
but_ his flesh was not destroyed.
If it was, one of the links
(on the human side) in the chain of Christ's title to his
father David's throne was destroyed. "Of the fruit of thy loins will I set
upon thy throne,'' was the covenant. If the flesh had been annihilated the
covenant would have been broken. "They shall look upon me whom they
have pierced, and one shall ask, what are these wounds in thine hands?'
Here will be the marks of identity to prove to Israel that the claimant to David's throne is "of the fruit of David's loins."
It will therefore be David's
flesh glorified, and immortalized. When "mortality is swallowed up of life''
the body is not destroyed, because the body existed ''very good" before sin
and and consequent mortality set in. The body will "be changed" into
immortality and we are "waiting for the redemption of the body." Redemp*
tion will result in sinful flesh being not simply redeemed to the original "very
good" state, but to a better, yea the best state—immortality.
It is by stumbling over the words that "the body of sin might be destroyed" that the superficial conclude that the physical body is meant. Tne
word "body" stands sometimes for a polity, such as "The body of Moses"—a constitution into which Israel were inducted when they were "baptized unto Moses.'' Now there is a "constitution of sin," which is to be destroyed,
and when that takes place "the body of sin will be destroyed" absolutely
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When we pass from the constitution of sin to the constitution of righteousness our relation to the body of sin is destroyed and in that sense the words
may be applied to us when we now "'pass from death unto life." But itsfulfillment will be when the entire body politic of sin shall give place to the
body politic of righteousness.
Well, these winds of doctrine are matters of utility; for God will turn them
to a good purpose- "He maketh the wrath of men to serve him." It is for
God's faithful children to see to it that they are "exercised thereby,'' so that
"afterwards they may yield the peaceful fruits of righteousness." If this"exercise" shall be the experience of those who "blow the winds" about they
will profit by the experience. Let us hope and pray for them, though we
condemn and denounce their dangerous inventions.
The '"warfare" brethren, on both sides the Atlantic, have been claiming
that we cannot believe that baptism has anything to do with the Adamic sin
without implying that we were "held guilty" of that sin. We replied that
we need not hold ourselves "guilty" because we are baptized into Christ's
death any more than that Jesus must be "held guilty" because he had to die
for himself to redeem himself from Adamic death. Now, however, one of
the "warfare" warring ones has turned upon his companions and tells them:
"If you believe that Christ had to offer to atone for his unclean and
sinful nature, inherited from his mother, then you teach that he was held
guilty by God for possessing it; and you thereby teach what is "manifestly
unrighteous."
It is to be hoped that this turn in hostile affairs will open the eyes of many
to see that they have been opposing a long established truth, that Christ did
offer to cleanse himself from his sinful nature; and that his offering avails
for the cleansing of our sinful nature. That by baptism we symbolically
pass into the death, burial and resurrection of Christ, and are thereby provisionally, legally and symbolically cleansed, pending the full and absolute
cleansing substantially when the "vile body is changed."
Now, in order to remove timidity and fear of the "guilt," let us compare
the words of this superficial pamphlet emanating from a confused and excited brain.
This tract says, p. 1.: "Was Christ's offering to atone for his sinful flesh?
If it was, then he was held guilty by God for possessing it, which would be
unjust."
Now let us test this. Lev. xxix: 3.—"And thou shalt offer every day a
bullock for a sin offering for ATONEMENT; and thou shalt cleanse the altar when
thou hast made an atonement for it, and thou shalt anoint it to sanctify it."
Now for the Strickler argument:
"Was the altar's offering to atone for its sinful, or unclean state? If it
was, then it was held guilty by God for possessing it, which would be unjust."
Again, read Lev. xiv. the law for the leper, a disease fitly representing
mortality." Verse 7 says, "He shall sprinkle upon him that is to be cleansed
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from the leprosy seven times.1' Verse 14 says the priest was to take "the
blood of the trespass offering," etc, Verse 19 says, "And the priest shall
offer the sin offering and make an atonement for him that is to be cleansed
from his uncleanness."
Now again let me apply the Strickler argument to this:
"Was the leper's offering to atone for his leprosy? If it was, then he was
lield guilty by God for possessing it, which would be unjust."
What a lot of "unjustness" this Strickler theory would find in the ways of
"God upon its foolish hypothesis. The most singular thing, too, is that the
writer of the tracts publicly claims to have the writings of brother Roberts
on his side, when privately he writes complaining that brother R. lost his opportunity to forestall the late controversy by "cutting off the head of the
manuscript sent him and casting it into the waste basket." The writer of
these pamphlets has been a very zealous party man, and even now he tries to
hold on to the skirts of the party he has allied himself with, while denying that Christ offered for the cleansing of his natural, sinful flesh, inherited
from his mother, wherein he knows he is in direct opposition to the partyHe thinks the CHRISTADELPHIAN ADVOCATE has severed itself from the
Christadelphian body by the course it has pursued in the late controversy.
If the Ciirista lelphian body has fallen into the denial that Jesus offered for
the cleansing of his sinful flesh nature, the ADVOCATE had better be severed
from such a body; and by earnestly contending against such a theory it will
still be THE CHRISTADELPHIAN ADVOCATE in its purity of truth, whether it
stands related to a "body" or stands alone.
Perhaps the Buffalo tract may be kept from some, and they will wonder if
what we have quoted was a slip of the pen. lint on page 4 it is set forth as
follows:
"Now, any doctrine must be erroneous that proclaims to the world that
Christ died to ATONE for his own sin or sins, for Adam's sin, or Adamic sin,
•or for sin in the flesh." Then the tract tells us what the writer claims Christ
died for:
"The Bible most clearly and emphatically declares why Christ died.
Please consider the scriptural evidence. First, the sins that Christ died
for, suffered for, atoned for, are defined as transgression of law (I. John iii:
4.) All unrighteousness (I. John iii: 7). Never in no [he means, never in
any] instance that he died to ATONE for 'sin in the flesh,' 'the one sin of
Adam,' 'federal sin,' nor for 'inherited racial and natural sin."
Now let the Christadelphian frankly state to its readers whether it accepts
or rejects this. If Christ died only for "transgression, of law," and all unrighteousness,"' then, since he was free from such, his death must have been
substitutionary.
It is true that the confused tract contradicts itself, but the bent of its argument is shown in the foregoing quotations. Let us put its statements in
juxtaposition in an effort to open the eyes of the Buffalo brethren:
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THE CHRISTADELPHIAN ADVOCATE!',
PAGZS 1 AND 4.

PAGE 3.

"Now, any doctrine mast be erroneous that
proclaims to the world that Christ died to
ATONE for his own sin or sins, for Adam's sin,
or Atlantic sin, or for sin's ft ah."
"Never in any instance (does it say) that he
died to ATONE for sin in the flesh," etc.

Christ's continuance in obedience secured
his own eternal redemption (Hob. ix: 12), and
therefore [mark] as the true antitypical higb
priest, be ftrst ottered for himself,." etc.

Let us try this in another wayr
PACE i.

P-AOE 1".

"Tho Bible most clearly and emphatically deClares why Christ died. Please consider the
Scriptural evidence. First, the sins that Christ
died for, suffered for, atoned for, are defined
as transgression of law. All unrighteousness."

"The testimony is clear that he did1 offer for
himseH', as you can see in Het>. v: a, viz., 'and
by reason hereof he ought, as for the people,
so also for himself to offer for sins. First for
his own sins," etc.

First we are repeatedly told that Christ never offered for his sinful flesh..
Then on the left hand, we have the statement that Christ offered for "transgression of law" and "all unrighteousness." On the right hand we are told
that he "offered for himself" and for his "own sins." If all this does not
mean that he did not offer for his sinful flesh, that he did offer for "his own
sins," and that his offering was only for "transgression of law" and "all unrighteous-ness," then what does it mean? You will say the writer was in avery bad state of confusion. Truly, and that is. the charitable view we must
take of it. But what about those who say they endorse the Buffalo pamphlets? Has not the "warfare" landed in Renunciationism? Is it not confusion worse confounded? Again we say, Beware !— [EDITOR.

Continued from Page 161?.
WASHINGTON, D.

C

was our next stopping place, which is only a little over an hour's run from Baltimore. At the depot, behold, here was the familiar face of brother Vince, with
whom and his sister wife we had become quite well acquainted in Rochester,
N. Y. With them we made our home during our visit in Washington, and to
them we are indebted for much kindness. Of late years the ecclesia here has
been holding fast to the truth in its purity and dwelling together in love and
unity, with no more than the ordinary little disturbances natural to this evil
State to contend with. Several years ago we were called here to help them out
of a very unsatisfactory state, into which they had fallen through the introduction of the "future chance" theory. After purging themselves from that
malady they pressed on, and they have worked well with what means and opportunities they have had at their disposal. The "warfare" did not disturb them
and they are determined not to be moved by superficial innovations from the old
aad well established position which obtained before the late dispute broke out.
Preparations had been made for the lectures and fair and interested audiences
were the result. On Sunday quite a number came over from Baltimore and we
had an enjoyable meeting all seeming to be bound together in the bonds of that
love which our one glorious hope alone can enkindle. Considering the many
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and various efforts which have been put forth to cause division, it is a wonder
that so many have been able to repel the assaults; and how comforting it is to
smeet with those who are free from the ever-disturbing warring element. But
this is not the day of peace: and we must not complain of what befalls us, remembering that "offenses must come," to try and to make strong those who
have started in good earnest to win the prize of life and glory. In attendance
•at all our lectures was a brother of Dr. Thomas, accompanied by his wife, and, to
the last lecture, a friend, We had the pleasure of an introduction and a conversation. As soon as we felt that our acquaintance would permit of it, we asked:
"Well, where do you stand in relation to the truth?" To our surprise, his quick
reply was, "O, I am a Christadelphian, and have been for a good many years. I
traveled some with my brother and heard many of his lectures, and in these
meetings I seem to be listening to him again. I am with you." We replied
that we were very glad to hear this; but, dear brother, such being the case, would
not communion and fellowship with those of like precious faith be very comforting to you in your declining years? I hope, nowthat our acquaintance has been
formed, you will identity yourself with the brethren in Washington." A desire
to do so was hinted, and we hope it will be gratified. It seemed to afford our
aged brother much pleasure to find that we had met his brother, the doctor, and
listened to many of his lectures. He is aged and quite feeble, and this may hinder his regular attendance at the meetings, but we hope to hear of his uniting
with the Washington ecclesia. His wife expressed a hearty concurrence in what
she had heard in the lectures and it seemed to us that she might, ere long, lay
hold on the words of eternal life. Through the kindness of brother Vinee, sister Williams and I made a pleasant visit to Mount Vernon, the old home and
the tomb of Washington. The trip down the Potomac river was a most pleasant
one and quite interesting. The quaint old relics around the "Washington home
reminded us both of our old home far away—the crockery, furniture, and the old
fireplaces, etc., took us in thought back to the days of our youth. There is great
effort to keep up the semblance of life in Mount Vernon, but, the old houses are
crumbling under the ravaging hand of time. There is life here of a sort, the
life of curiosity seekers, and perhaps of real patriots who constantly come and
go; but there is the tomb, dark and dumb, yet speaking, declaring that all the
glory of man, the soldier and the President, is as the grass that withereth and
passeth away. We were told that the door of the tomb was locked, never to be
opened, and to make sure of this the key was thrown into the Potomac. There is
no key to fit the door of that tomb. That is not the only one, however, that
there is no key to fit. The dead within thousands of tombs are ''dead; they
shall not live; they are deceased, they shall not rise." But there is a key to fit
many tombs, and it is the key of the Prince of the House of David, who has declared, " I am he that liveth and was dead; and behold, I am alive forevermore;
and I have the key of hades and of death." But this key has been provided
only for tombs whose locks it has been formed to fit.
On Sunday afternoon a large company of brethren and sisters met at the home
of brother and sister Piggott, and an enjoyable time was spent—indeed, our visit
in Washington was almost unmixed pleasure. But our parting time came, as it
so often does, especially to those traveling from place to place, as we are now.
But the parting did not take place from quite a number till the steamboat hud
carried us out of sight of the wharf and turned its bow down the Potomac river.
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It was a most beautiful boat and a delightful evening, An all-night run allowed
a good night's rest and about 8 o'clock the next morning we arrived at the dock
IN NORFOLK, VA.

Here were several brethren waving their handkerchiefs, among whom we soon
recognized brethren Henley and Dozier. Sister Williams was a special guest by
:-peeial invitation of brother and sister Henley's, and my invitation there is a
i-tanding one. So off we go for brother and sister Henley's, where we had been
before, and where we knew how well we should be cared for. What they do in
Norfolk they do with all their might; and the preparations for lectures on this
visit exceeded, if possible, those of our last visit, when the bulletin boards werealmost covered with immense posters. This time cards of various sorts wereprinted, some to be mailed, some to scatter broadcast, and others were personal
invitations. The lectures were at Portsmouth, Berkley, across the river, and in
two parts of Norfolk, all with a view of directing towards the Christadelphian
Hall, where the courses would end. It was well managed, but it must have been
a very expensive undertaking, judging from the size and character of the halls
For Sunday afternoon the Opera House was procured, a large and most beautifu
building in the heart of the city, where a bulletin board on the sidewalk would
attract attention most effectually. This hall alone could not have cost much less
than $50 for the one meeting. When I saw the proportions of this arrangement
1 was stricken with a fear that disappointment would bring despondency to our
zealous brethren, but I was agreeably disappointed and they were gratified.
There was a large audience and the plan of scattering the lectures was successful
enough to necessitate the filling up of the Christadelphian Hall with extra chairs
in every part for the last two lectures. There was a good feeling all round and
much interest manifest, out of which some good results will surely be heard of.
In any event, the Norfolk brethren did a splendid work for the Truth, and their
reward will not be measured by results but by what they did.
In Norfolk again we were favored by the absence of trouble on the late questions of controversy, the brethren there having stood firmly upon the old foundation and repelled every attempt to induce them to identify themselves with
the new departure in forming a new basis of fellowship. Some will have seen
that brother Sulley lias gone out of his way to cast a cloud over the Norfolk ecclesia by advertising unnecessarily that he could not visit them when he passed
through America. The fact is brother Sulley first demanded of the Norfolk ecclesia that they rt pudiate the ADVOCATE on the Adamic condemnation and responsibility questions as a condition upon which he would visit them. Their answer was that they had taken no active part in the controversy, and they stood
where they had been for years, and they saw no reason for taking sides as a condition of being visited by brother Sulley. Then brother Sulley offered to visit
them between two Sundays, and received the reply that if they were unworthy
of his fellowship on a Sunday they were unworthy of his presence between
Sundays, and he could pass on. This with other information in our
possession convinces us that our brother had condescended to a party
spirit of proselyting; and it would seem that the publication in this late
day of a letter casting a cloud over the Norfolk ecclesia can be nothing but
an effort to create prejudice against those who have the courage of their convictions and who refuse to become parties to a divisional warfare. Better stop this
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party work -and let us go on in harmony and peace casting the recent innovations to the moles and to the bats.
After a most pleasant time with the Norfolk brethren and sisters and with an
invitation to come again without such a long delay, we moved on to
RICHMOND, VA.-,

•comparatively a short trip, only about four hours' run. A number of brethren
met us at the depot and we were taken to the home of brother and sister Smith,
from whom along with their son-in-law and daughter, we received the kindness
•of a cordial hospitality. At a meeting in brother Smith's house we were asked to
give a history of our travels in the '-Up-and-be-doing" movement, and the result
•was quite cheering to all. The attendance at the lectures at first was not large,
but it soon became larger till at the last two lectures it was the largest audience,
at was said, the Truth had ever had. The interest was indicated by the many
written questions, which were dropped into a question box at the door. At the
Sast meeting there were fifteen questions. We had to presume on the endurance
of the audience, and their remaining till these could be answered after the lecture, itself taking about an hour and a quarter. But at ten o'clock not one had
left the hall, and it would require half an hour more to answer what questions
remained. Only three persons left the hall before half-past ten, when the meeting closed. This was an extra tax upon the endurance of both speaker and listeners; but as it was the last opportunity we felt it our duty to leave no chance
for it to be said that we had evaded the questions. We left the brethren thor<oughly awakened and determined to hold fast and press on. Carefully had the
divisional strife on the Adamic condemnation and. responsibility questions been
kept out of the Bichmond ecclesia; but two families had been deceived by the
many misrepresentations that had been sent around. Our "appeal" had reached
them before our arrival, and opened their eyes to the misconstruction that had
been put upon words and phrases, and they were ready to frankly face us and
put matters right. Then, by the use of "appea\s"in separately printed form,
they Went to work to show some in other parts of the country wherein they had
been mistaken. Before we left Richmond our hearts were mutually warm in re*
newed brotherly love and a clear understanding of the questions involved. It is
wonderful what can be accomplished by a frank and fair, face to face talk. But
some run away from this. Why? Why, if they desire to get at truth and facts?
Where there is a consciousness of sincerity, there will always be a readiness to
meet face to face to remove misunderstandings; but where this is refused there
must be some lurking reason besides truth, fairness, and justice. It is a case
wherein the tree can be known by its fruit.
At the lecture in Richmond, Mr. Thurman was present. He will be remembered by the notoriety he gained by leading many astray in 18?3,on the day of
the Lord's coming and the theory of trine immersion. He never was really a
Christadelphian, but a sort of an Adventist. Still, some brethren were superficial enough, to be deceived by him. From his foolish, errors of 1813 Ue lias
fallen into others more foolish. Two of the questions asked at the lectures were
put by him, and he sought an interview with us. It was worse than a waste of
time. Still, we bore with him on account of his age; and we attributed much of
what he said to the frailty of a miud weakened by declining years. We beseeched
him to remember the mistake he had made in the past, and to cease his dogma-
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tism and try, if possible, to right himself before it was too late. It is to be feared1r
however, that egotism has become stereotyped and that reason cannot penetrateThe lessor to be learned from this sorrowful fact is, the needfulness of avoiding,
adventures and speculations in early life, and of deeply impressing divine principles upon the brain so that age and infirmity cannot obliterate them. Then,
when the time to learn has past, there will be a comfort and a consolation that
will abide until the end of life's sojourn, and the terrors of de-ath will be converted into the contemplation of a brief repose till the glad day of awakening to
life evermore shall come.
A few of the Laneaville brethren and sisters came to Richmond, and thereby
we were informed of the work awaiting us there. Many of the Richmond folks^
eacne to the staiiou to see us off, and some accompanied ua to
LANESVILLE

and remained here throughout the meetings. We were met at the depot at Lester Manor, near Lanesville, by brother Frank Robins and conveyed to his homeon the farm. We had been here before, and well knew how comfortable we
should be with brother and sister Robins, not to forget sisters Atkinson and
—forgotten the name—who make their home there. Brother J. A. Robins lives on
an adjoining farm and the second day his carriage appeared at the gate and he madeperemptory claims that we spend part of our time with him. Of course we yielded with pleasure, for we had been there before, also. Indeed, we are quite weil
acquainted in Virginia now, having made quite a number of visits there during:
eighteen years, since we went there the first time. Lmesville is a little country
village—hardly a village; but the surrounding country is thickly settled. It iswhere Dr. Thomas did much of his first work in the Truth after escaping from
Oampbelism. Dr. L. Edwards is the oldest monument of the work, upon whom
death has not laid its hands, and he, as he remarked to me, is so close to the
judgment seat that he considers his course about finished.
No trouble had been caused in Lanesville by the '-amended" movement, and
the ecclesia was in hearty sympathy with the '•Up-aud-be-doing" movement,
The week-night meetings were not very well attended, the weather being quite unsettled, but the "all-day meeting" on Sunday brought out a large attendance and
a very enjoyable day was spent. We devoted much of the time to the practical
aspect of our probation, aud a good effect was manifest when the time came for
parting. A special awakening is always beneficial where brethren are deprived
of the stimulus which comes from frequent exchange of visits. The pernicious
Strickler pamphlets, the "other gospel1' of second death, and the other, Renunciationism in a slightly different shroud, got into even this remote part; but only
to cause a turning away of heads in disgust and the gathering up of the pamphlets,
so that aliens may not see what foolishness could be sent out under the name of
Christadelphian, a name that has become sadly abused by some of its professed
friends.
A letter got to Lauesville before we did and was brought to Richmond by
brother Thomas Robins from brother F. C. Whitehead, of Hartford, (Jonn. His
name will be familiar to many brethren and sisters of olden days. His voice
used to ring eloquently the gladsome news of life and glory; but of late years
his name has disappeared aud we had often wondered what had become of
brother Whitehead. In Lanesville he was well known, having attended frater-
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«al gatherings there and helped much in the progress of the Truth. His nan e
•on the corner of the envelope was a surprise to both brother J. A. Robins and
brother Williams. The letter revealed the fact that brother Whitehead had read
the "Appeal'- in the April number of the ADVOCATE, and had learned that
brother and sister Williams would soon be passing near Hartford, and he
"desired to talk with us on the '-tlp-aiid-be-doing" movement and on the "Appeal"; for he could not see why brethren could not "walk together in the bonds
of love and peace" upon the basis set forth, it being the basis of many years. At
any rate, he desired to see why not, if not. So the letter was a hearty invitation
to visit Hartford if it could be for only one day. It so happened that there was
time for two nights and a day.
The time had come to bid adeau to the Lanesville brethren and the parting
was an affecting one. There, as in most places, brethren and sisters have
their troubles. We had bent our efforts to encourage and to console and to urge
the righting of wrongs in order that all may be ready when the Lord comes.
"What we had said had been taken to heart, and the time of parting brought many
tears, painful in a sense, yet reminding us that God has said, "To this man will
I look who is of a broken and contrite spirit, and that trembleth at my word."
Do the right, brethren and sisters, as far as it is in your power, and cheer up and
press on; and may it be your aim to meet to part no more, when tears shall be
wiped away forever.
A ten-mile ride on the train from Lester Manor brought us to West Point
where we took the boat in the evening for B iltirmre, arriving th;re early the
next morning. We hurried to the train and were soon off for New York. There
we took train for Hartford, arriving at nine o'clock that night, and here was the
familiar face of brother Whitehead at the depot. He had kindly provided a cub,
and we were soon at his home, where we had the pleasure of renewing our acquaintance with sister Whitehead, her sister, sister Bruce, of Boston; sister
Bruce's two daughters and one of her sons, brother Alex Bruce of Worcester,
Mass., who wire all here on a visit with brother and sister Whitehead. The
following day was spent in talking over the affair-i of the Truth, past, present
and future. Brother Bruce was from th it part of Che Worcester brethren who
had separated from what we might be permitted to call the old ecclesia. Sister
Bruce and her daughters were from the Boston ecclesia. Brother and sister
Whitehead were still members of the Boston ecclesia, though of late years they
have resided in Hartford and met with the brethren there and small ecclesias
surrounding, where brother Whitehead has not been idle, even if his name had
not appeared in print of late. Bro her Bruce had read the "Appeal," too, and
all were in a good state of mind to talk freely and friendly, without the least
disposition to catch at words and seek for faults. The day's talk was very
agreeable and encouraging, and we felt that the "Up-and-be-doing" movement
was receiving help and encouragement far beyond our most sanguine expectations. That night the brethren of Hartford came in, and we had the pleasure of
becoming acquainted with the brethren Skinner among others, and of
renewing acquaintance with brother Fairbrother, whom we met in Boston dur-,
ing our last visit, over two years ago. We were asked to address the meeting on
the "Up-and-be-doing" movement in relation to the late trouble on Adamic condemnation and responsibility. After we had spoken, a few questions were
asked, and all were well pleased with the results.
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But the Buffalo pamphlets had come along, and all were denouncing the false
doctrine with alt their might. News had come from Boston that some had proposed to the arranging brethren that the pamphlets be circulated', while others
had protested against it most strenuously. Brother Whitehead bad sent word1
protesting against the circulation of the pamphlets, and all this had raised1 commotion in the Boston ecclesia, to the extent that Brother Bruce, of Jersey City,
of '•Warfare" notoriety, bad been asked! to come to Boston- to defend the pamphlets-and brother Whitehead- had been sent for to give his- reasons why the- pamphlets should not be circulated. Before brother Alex Bruce, of Worcester, had.
left home, it had been proposed by some with whom he met to circulate the p-amphlets and he had protested against it without reserve. The Hartford-brethrenhad already seen the fallacy of the pamphlets- at a glance, and many were thepointed objections brought out in conversation- after our address-. For tlie present we will simply say that the result was, both in Boston and Worcester, theonly two places where the ecclesia* were asked to- accept them, that th« pamphlets were thrown out. But this did not settle the matter since it was-known
that some 3tiii held to the pernicious doctrines set forth therein; and future developments show that there are yet brethren in the two separated meetings who
will not allow old-established fnndamemal truths to be trampled under foot by
human inventions the most absurd. We left Hartford1, rejoicing that another
face to face talk had dispelled clouds-, and that matters bad assumed such a formas to encourage the hope that soon nearly all the brethren in New England would'
be united upon the old basis in which they worked in harmony and peace for
many years.
FRANKLIN, MASS.,

was our flext place to visit, where by brother Morrison's kind invitation, we went;
to help encourage the few there, and to take a clay or two to rest from public
speaking. A meeting Was held one night out in the country in the home of an
aged sister who is blind and paralysed, but who is by no means blind to the truth.
The rest of the time was spent in writing and conversation; and we were the
stronger fov our work at the next place on the programme, which was
PROVIDENCE, K. i.

We were met at the depot by brother Pride, an old Birmingham brother, and
conveyed to the home of brother and sister Field, who are also Birmingham
folks. The Pride family is from the Masonic Hall, Birmingham, and the Field
family is from the Temperance IIalii but they left all party spirit on the other
side of the Atlantic, and finding themselves in agreement they have for years
met together in the bonds of love. It is quite likely that if the brethren of Birmingham were to all scatter to other parts and there compare notes very few
would be left Who could not follow the example of the brethren in Providence.
Almost the entire ecclesia in Providence is composed of brethren from England,
among them being the Barlow family, brother Barlow being quite well acquainted in Mumbles, oUr old home. Among them is our bright young brother Craddock, who is also from Birmingham. He has traveled about considerably and
stubbed his toes in some of the barbed wires which the late fellowship innovations haVe stretched out. But lie is quite able to think and act and speak for
himself, and has refused to be shackled by party measures which ignore the
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principles of the truth and the love which should bind brethren together in sweet
communion.
' There is never a large attendance to lectures in Providence, but the brethren
seemed satisfied that those who did attend manifested some interest. Perhaps
fclie most important work of our visit was in helping to straighten out odds and
€tids which had become a little er tangled. This was accomplished by friendly
conversation, and by a meeting held at the house of brother and sister Barlow,
where we were asked to speak on the question, " W h a t is Baptism For?" Brother Craddock presided and stated the reasons why the subject was appropriate,
and at the close he gave excellent advice. Of course in dealing with the subject,
the Buffalo pamphlets having just come along, we' took the opportunity of emphasizing the fact that the death of Christ was, in relation to himself, a sacrificial death to redeem him out of mortality and a lost state which he inherited
by reason of Adamic sin in the "fall of man." T h a t Christ in no sense stood
related to the second death, and that therefore redemption as exemplified in his
case had nothing to do with the second death. That since we are baptized into
his death, baptism is a "form of doctrine" analagous to the death, burial and
resurrection of Christ; and therefore an act essential on our part which voluntarily recognizes the origin of the law of sin and death, and deliverance therefrom by the law of the spirit of life in Christ Jesus. That since baptism represented a death and burial from which resurrection was possible, it could not represent the second death from which resurrection is impossible. The only death
from which resurrection is possible is that spoken of in the words, "By man
came death; by man came also the resurrection of the dead," resurrection from
that death, not from the second death.
There was much satisfaction felt by all in having apparent difliculties removed
and in being prepared to defend the pure truth from winds of doctrine which
keep coming along, one after another. At the breaking of bread there were
visitors from other ecclesias, which continued everywhere to the last,
and it was a source of mutual help and encouragement, for it is a fact
that ''as iron sharpeneth iron, so does the countenance of a man his friends."
A t the meeting short addresses were given by various brethren, all
helpful to the growth of the new man begotten by the truth. Many times
in our travels was the hymn sung with a most refreshing heartiness,
'•Brethren let us walk together in the bonds of love and peace."
It is the
longing desire of all that this conflict shall cease. God grant it. No one
stands more anxiously waiting than we do for the opportunity to wipe
out the "aggression," which, some say, is the only reason fox the trouble.
If that is so, and if all are sincere in this belief, it should take but a moment to
remove the "aggression" and then work together in the bonds of love and peace
upon the very same basis as this was done before the ;• aggression" broke out.
Alas, however, other ugly things have been thrown in the way besides the "aggression," such as awkward and truth-nullifying statements of faith which mar
and upset long-established and hard fought-for principles.
To be continued.

Will Israel ever be forgiven the sin of crucifying Christ? If so, will the very
individuals who crucified Him be the forgiven ones, or will their descendants be
forgiven a sin committed by their ancestors?
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WOUNDED IN THE HOUSE OF FRIENDS,
ZECH xiii: &.
ND one shall say unto him, What are these wounds in thine hands?
Then he shall answer, ••T'a)sa with whic'i I was wjii'ided in the
house of my friends."
Whoix? does this refer to? It may be answered with assurance that the pronouns I, my, he, and him refer to Christ, and no one else. As a prophecy, it was
not fulfilled when he met his disciples after he rose from the dead. It remains
to be fulfilled when He returns from heaven. It is the revelation of Himself to
the remnant of the house of David and the inhabitants of Jerusalem the few
men of Judali still left in the land after Gog's invasion (verse 8.). It carries witb
it an ominous fear and dread lest it may prove true, that their great and glorious
deliverer, who i3 bowed down to and lovingly acknowledged as their great
Messiah, should prove to be the Rock, the stone of stumbling, rejected of the
builders and crucified; He who was raised from the dead, taken up into iieaveuand whose coming, just in the nick of time, to save this sacred third (verse 9)
all of divine arrangement and part of a great purpose.
When will this question be asked? I venture to give an opinion, that the
time of this prophecy and its realization in Jerusalem will be exactly twelve
months and three days after His advent. This can be arrived at in this wayr
He comes down upon Gog and his hosts on the Passover eve, at the same time
as the angel of the Lord passed over the first born of the children of Israel in
Egypt, only with this slight difference: Then it was at midnight. He comes
not at midnight, but at eventide. Then it shall be still light, and this light is the
fire, the glory, the splendor of say 20,000 angels, who come with him, the very first
effect of which is to cast the horses, etc., of Gog into a state of blindness; while
the voice, the roar of this Lion of the Tribe of Judah, makes the riders mad—
Zech.xii:4. lie comes on this Friday at eventide. The third day thereafter
is Sunday, and of course is the day of first fruits, and itself the resurrection
morn. On this Sunday morning Jesus has the first interview with the House of
David and the inhabitants of Jerusalem. Now the House of David referred to
so much in Zech. xii. are the lineal and legally acknowledged descendants of the
ancient family of David; and then holJing high office in tl'e army and in the
state and are certainly the nearest of kin to Jesus, our Lord, after the flesh.
They stand related to Him as Benjamin did to Joseph. He interviews the members of this family and the citizens of Jerusalem, and, no doubt, will give instructions as to the disposal of the dead bodies, whereto bury them, and setting
a time, seven months, for burial and five months to cleanse the land. This Sunday, this third day, they shall live in His sight (and not die) Hosea vi: 2, while
the great work of resurrection will be proceeded with by the angels, who will
raise the dead and visit all ecclesias on that self same Sunday morning, the Sunday following that good Friday. The time for this cleansing of the land is just
the measure of time during which Jesus will be with the saints or they with Him
in Sinai or Mt. Ilor, near to Petra, the City of the Rock. When He says to
Isaiah, "The year of my redeemed is come," then it is just the same twelve
months between that day of first fruits that falls due on the third day after He
comes, and the next one to come in the following year.
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He leaves Jerusalem, and goes off to Mt. Hor, or Horeb, that same day early;
there to be the first one on the spot to welcome the coming ones in clouds, to meet
them as they come "in the air." He is there for twelve months. He crosses the
desert, going aione, and comes back to Jerusalem (Gen. xxxii: 10) in two great
companies of the redeemed and arrives there in time for a second interview and
on the second day of first fruits. It is on this Easter Sunday, the day after the
Sabbath following the Passover, that he holds a great convocation. While addressing the assembly, or immediately thereafter, as with hands and arms extended; then when He has finished, some one who discovers the marks in his
hands, or some one of His disciples there and others around Him, and it may be
desirous of bringing matters to a crisis, asks the question, ''My Lord, what are
these wounds in thine hands?" Then he shall answer, kindly and without resentment, "Those with which I was wounded in the house of my friends" When
the question and its friendly answer are connected with chapter xii: 10 it can readily be perceived and fully accounts for the House of David and the inhabitants
of Jerusalem, looking, as all eyes will then look, upon Him whom they crucified,
whom they pierced, and at the same time it accounts for the great mourning and
gives an all sufficient cause for this national repentance, for "'in that day there
shall be a great mourning." Their sin has found them out and they mourn for
the next seven weeks, just the full interval between the day of first fruits and
the ensuing Pentecostal day. The result of this mourning-, this deep repentance
and this heart of flesh induced upon this remnant finds its practical issue in
the baptism of this family of the House of David and the citizens of Jerusalem,
in the fountain or source opened up as a great pond, a baptistry, and so the
sin of Jerusalem passes away on this one day. Peter will be there, and the
question again be put, "Men and brethren, what can we do to be saved?" and the
same answer be just as good and yet more appropriate: "Arise, and be baptiz. d
and wash away your sins." Where? In this open fountain in the middle of
Jerusalem—opened for sin and for nncleanness. Then for the first time will be
witnessed a righteous city, and this ciiy is no other than Jerusalem.
JOHN CAMPBELL.

[Brother Campbell, perhaps, writes with a seeming confidence which readers
may not feel. Be it observed that lie reads the future by suggestions derived
from the past; and what he says may be taken more as suggestive than dogmatic, yet manifesting deep thought and calculated to arouse thought.- Ed.]

THE MEANING OF ZIONISM.
An editor inquiring for information as to the meaning- of the Zionist
Movement, received the following replies und lor obvious reasons the
tbird one was not published:

•IFT may well be asked, "What is the meaning of the Zionist movement?" for
" it surely is none other than the hand of the God of Israel, who is the living,
true God, working in fulfillment of his glorious purpose as revealed through
Moses, the prophets, Jesus Christ and the apostles, that purpose which indfed
constitutes the glad tidings or gospel as preached by them, consisting in "the
restoration again of the kingdom to Israel," and the regeneration of that nation
when, as the Lord assured his apostles, "they should, sit upon twelve thrones,
judging the twelve tribes of Israel."
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This being a professedly Christian country, and true Christianity being founded
on the teachings of the Jewish books, known as the Bible, we need not apologize
if we recall the words of Gabriel to Mary, that "her sou should be given the
throne of his father David," and that he should "reign over the house of Jacob
forever" ( Luke i: 32-33). The house of Jacob is admittedly the twelve tribes of
Israel,arid the promise of the angel will be fulfilled.
It is to be remembered that to Abraham, the Hebrew, and his sefed, God has
promised the land of Canaan for an everlasting possession (Gen. xiii: 14-15;
Gal. iil: 16,18), and David, King of Israel, is not in heaven, but awaits the resurrection, then to behold his immortal and glorified son sitting upon his throne
restored, for which purpose the inspired apostle Peter declared he was raised
from the dead (Acts ii: 80).
Neither is the great apostle of the Gentiles silent on this momentous subject
of the ingathering again of Israel, for "the hope of Israel" he confessed himself
a prisoner in chains (Acts xxviii: 20), and reminded the Christians at Borne that
God was "able to graft them in again," "and so all Israel shall be saved'" and
he asKS the question, "What shall the receiving of them be but life from the
dead?" (Rom. xi.).
. If a man believe the prophets he will know the meaning of the Zionist movement; therein the promises and predictions of Israel's return abound, their scattering and repatriation are foretold and foreshown. See amongst many passages,
Isaiah lx., and lxii.; Jer. xxx., Ezek. xxxvii. The political resurrection of Israel
is nigh, and their "dry bones" are about to live.
It need not be wondered at that the present movement, as the initial step of
the final resturation, should meet with hostility and ridicule; at the return from
Babylon of old the Sanballats and Tobiahs were on hand to mock and hinder.
Aa well try to overturn the Alps and the Andes as to stay the return of the
Jews to the land of their fathers. To tight against it is to fight against God ;
moreover, the time to favor Zion has come.
The "seven times" of their dispersion and downtreading from the time of the
burning of their temple, and the overthrow of their kingdom by Nebuchadnezzar expired when in 1897 the first Zionist Congress was held.
By the word of the Messiah, Jerusalem was to be trodden down till the times
of the Gentiles should be fulfilled. Their fulfillment is now at hand. And, as
all know, the erstwhile incumbent of the land of Israel, the sick man, is at death's
door, and the end of the desolator is near.
By not a few, too, this wonderful movement is recognized as an unerring and
infallible sign of the imminent glorious appearing and kingdom of ihe Lord Jesus
Christ to judge the living and the dead, and rule the world in righteousness,
and execute judgment and justice in the earth, and accordingly is intently
watched and rejoicingly beheld by them.
For the truly good time to come, and the glorious features and characteristics
of the blessed reign of Jesus, the King of the Jews, read the seventy-second
psalm, wherein the kingdom of God, or the millenial reign of Christ, is beautifully portrayed.
Sorely needed in this evil world of sin, suffering and death, is the arising of
the Sun of Righteousness with healing in his beams. Fervently should men
pray for God's kingdom to come, that His blessed will may be done on earth as
in heaven; that peace and good will may abound, and glory to God most high be
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given. Watch for the kingdom of Zion; ultimately it will become a great mountain and fill the whole earth. Better still, believe the gospel thereof; it is the
only kingdom to which men are invited, and which they can inherit with eternal
life, at the •coming of Christ.
E.
P. S.—i beg to mail you herewith a pamphlet on tlie "Kingdom of God," also
one on the "Signs of the Times." I fear you may not apprecreciate them.
Would that you might.
E.

The Truth Defended.
BUFFALO FALLACY EXPOSED.
THE BUFFALO SECOND DEATH THEORY.
*€T HAVE just read brother Stickler's pamphlet, "A Defense of the Buffalo
I I Statement.'' The writer draws the discriminating line so clearly between
truth and error as to leave no doubt in the mind of any Bible student as to which
side represents the old landmarks laid out by the apostles and prophets, Jesus
Christ himself being the chief corner-stone. Nor does it leave any doubt in the
mind of the intelligent observer that an apostasy has set in, which is weakening
our headway. The pamphlet contains two flagrant fundamental errors, which
are misleading and false.
First—The writer claims that enlightenment brings us under the sentence of
the second death (see Statement, p. 2; also remarks on p. 23).
Second—That the only disability we inherit from Adam as the result of origiginal sin is physical. And as no (immediate) physical results are experienced at
baptism, therefore baptism has nothing to do as a means of effecting our deliverance from anything Adamic (see Statement, p. 3; also answers of J. B., p. 8;
also remarks on p. 19, where we find these words):
'•Aside from being made subject to vanity, i. e., mortal, there is absolutely no
ttker claim coming down from Adam, legally, morally, or in any other way." This
is a most serious mistake, which not only contradicts God's word, but ignores
the New Testament doctrine of mental regeneration, of which baptism is a part
(John iii: 1-6). Now the scriptural teaching on these two points is very elaborate
and clear. From Actsxvii: 30; Rom. ii: 12, we learn that sins committed in ignorance are passed by. No persons ever come under the sentence of tlie second
death until that sentence is pronounced upon them, and if there is any provision
made for the escape of those who are the subjects of that sentence, I fail to
find it.
Third—In regard to the statement on page 19 that there is no claim upon us
coming down from Adam except physical death, both Jesus and Paul recognize
something, John viii: 44; Acts xiii: 9,10, viz., the serpent mind transmitted to
posterity in the germ through Adam, and thereby creating the necessity for
mental regeneration (John iii.), of which baptism forms a part. Original sin
has two phases which come to us in the germ by inheritance. First, Eve's
mind being corrupted by the sophistry of the serpent, was transferred to
Cain (I. John iii: 12), and therefore to the entire race. Second (physically) death
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(a dying nature); if we are ever the subjects of anastnsis, (standing again) in the
complete sense of the word, we will have passed the experience of two births—
John iii. These come in the natural order in which their necessity originated.
First, mental defilement created the necessity for mental regeneration, which can
only be accomplished at baptism. Second, the birth of spirit, at which time this
mortal (dying body) will be clothed upon with immortality (the spirit nature).
From this it is clear that baptism has a direct relation to original sin. The
enlightened believer buried with Christ by baptism (Kim. vi: 1-7) is-the death
of the "old man" (serpent mind) as well as the birth of the new man formed
after the moral image of Christ (Col. iii: 9,10). It is true that we are not
baptized for the remission of Atlantic sin; it is also true that no
immediate physical results are experienced by the believer at baptism. Yet it is
also true that it is the climax of the first birth, which is an indispensible
precedent to the second. In the ordinance of baptism we are made partakers
of Christ's death and therefore entitled to all that was accomplished by it on
certain specified conditions, which may be stated briefly by "continuing in
Him." Being in Christ, we are out of Adam actually in the sense of being
released (set free) from mental bondage to sin as well as from all
personal sins (Rom. vii:2); and in the sense of having passed through a symbolism of actual death, thereby acknowledging its just claim upon us, we are legally free from that law which consigns the race to perpetual death in the absence of a God-given remedy. That remedy having been provided and established in the new covenant, "The law of the spirit of life in Christ Jesus" is the
antidote for the law of sin and death (Eom. viii: 2). If we have obeyed the law
of Christ, though we continue to die like our father Abraham, we are really
not dead in the sense of dying under that universal law of sin and death. Having been made free from that law in our obedience to Christ, it has no claim upon us; and therefore cannot hold us. because the law of Christ, to which we are
now subject, requires both living and dead to stand before Him in judgment,
there to determine our relation to the new law. If the account rendered merits
punishment, the subject will there and then, and for the first time, come under
the sentence of the second death. If the account merits reward, the subject
will pass from the mortal to the immortal nature by the birth of spirit, and
will then be beyond the reach of "the second death. To this end. dear brethren,
let us unitedly work. The pamphlet, as a whole, bears the impress of weakness, and a vindication of self rather than of truth. It is a darkening of council by a multitude of words. Your brother in hope,
G. W. BAXTA.
BRO. CHART ON THE SUBJECT.
June 14, 1902.
l)esr Brother Williams:
Greeting in the sin-covering name and rejoicing with you in the hope of eternal
life. I desire to place on record a protest against the new teaching, as set forth
in the Buffalo statement.
Early in the present year a convention of those who endorse the Buffalo statement was held in Toronto, where, we learn, it was decided to follow and vigorously oppose the work being done by the "up and be doing" movement. As a
result of this, no doubt, a defense of the Buffalo statement has been published together with an article by brother Strickler on the "Nature and Sacrifice of Christ."
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The two pamphlets have been widely circulated in Ontario, yet none was received
toy me. We at first thought this to be an oversight, but have since learned that
those publicly identified with that great mqvetnent on behalf of sound doctrine,
were not included in what we are told is an appeal to all conscientious brethren.
We draw attention to this matter for the purpose of giving our emphatic denial
to the imputation that the committee of the "Up and be doing" movement were
not conscientious in their appeal to the brethren of America as contained in the
ADVOCATE of 1901, and in their opposition to the new departure. Can it be that
we have been judged before the time, we anxiously await the time when we shall
stand before the judge of the quick and the dead, when those who will not now see
shall see that all our actions were guided by a conscientious desire to serve
Chiist and the Truth we love.
In days gone by we had the confidence of brother Strickler and in a letter
received October 1898, he closed by saying, "I hpve in memory quite a number of
brethren now living who are among my personal acquaintances that are sound in
the Truth and I am pleased to add yourself to the number." Also when it was
thought of publishing "The Truth's Warfare" we were made acquainted with the
facts and told it would work in harmony with the Christadelphian, and the result
would be that the editor of the ADVOCATE with his supporters would be relegated to a faction in the Christadelphian body as the renunciatiouists of 1873 had
been, and at the close of the conversation it was said, "Brother Chart, we expect
you will stand by the Christadelphian." We therefore ask, what have we done to
forfeit the confidence of our brother ? What have we done to be excluded from
the role of conscientious men ?
The ''Truth's Warfare" was duly received, its pages were carefully read ; we
wjre startled by the statement that, "the redemptive work of Christ had nothing
to do with Adam's sin." For the first time did we learn that the Campbellite
theory of baptism for personal sins only was being taught by those claiming to be
sound in the Truth. We therefore investigated the matter for ourselves and after
a careful and prayerful study of the question we were persuaded that the very
ground work of the Truth was being assailed by the new departure ; that the
foundation stones of our faith were being moved and that there was a departure
from the Truth as brought to light by Dr. Thomas. Under such conditions what
was a conscientious man to do ? Silently endorse what he believed to be heresy
and the greatest apostasy in this the last days of the Truth's revival ? Or cry
aloud, Beware! and do what lay in his power to maintain the old foundation ?
We have chosen the latter and if in the opinion of brethren whom we believe to
be sincere we are not worthy to be classed with conscientious men, we will not
falter beneath the charge, but appeal our case to the highest of all tribunals, even
the judgement seat of Christ, when the Judge will not judge according to the
appearance, but judge righteous judgement. The pamphlets have been carefully
read and we heartily endorse the closing words of the Defense that "it is confusion," and we are afraid, not only in the articles but in the mind of the writer as
well. Objection has been taken by brother Strickler to what has been said regarding his statement in the ADVOCATE, but let us consider how it was received by the
Christadelphian. Brother Walker said he only published it after hesitation.
We submit to our opposing brethren that when their statement was received with
suspicion in the house of its supposed friends and only published by that magazine they so loyaly support and with whom they claim to be in perfect agreement,
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after hesitation and wanting to be reassured, what treatment do they expect from
those who believe it to be afflicted with leprosy which was in its first stages, when*
it was said we die oat from under the Adamic condemnation, and reached its last
stage when it was declared that we'are baptized to save vis from the penalty of
the second death? We are sure brother Strickler conscientiously believes the Buffalo statement to be the truth, and- the plain statements which have been made
by those who conscientiously think otherwise have, we readily believe, been painful indeed to hirn. But if the Buffalo statement be the truth, what an unenviable position does this yilace the editor of the Ghyittadelpiiian in from their own.
standpoint. Why,, lie has stood silently by and allowed those plain statements tobe made against the Truth without one line of protest. The article written by
brother Strickler and published in the June ADVOCATE 1886 was also sent to the
Christadelphian and on the cover of the April Chrsitadeiphian 1901 we read that an
article on the nature and sacrifice of Christ w'as received from the same brother.
We are inclined to think this latter is the one now being circulated as the One
great Offering of Christ for sin. If it be a fair question, we should like to ask,
why these articles were denied the paae3 of the Clirishiddvliian and why the Christadelphian did not publish the defense of the Buffalo statement. Has the former
hesitation been ervstalized into a refusal V If it be the truth all will agree I
think that there should be neither hesitation nor a refusal. In the defense it is
said, "What has Adainic condemnation to do with immortal emergence V" The
question is. what has the Buffalo statement to do with immortal emergence V And
•we reply that the premise therein laid down carried to its logical conclusion favors the theory of immortal emergence. Is it not said that the penalty of the
second death is the only condemnation we are freed from at baptism V Then we
ask, how do we get out from under the Adainic condemnation V and so brother
Strickler answers, page 79 ADVOCATE 1886, by saying, "The responsible portion of
mankind are under a double condemnation, the Adamic and the free will, the
first must be paid in full in one of the two ways, natural death or the instantaneous destruction of flesh and blood by the Eternal Spirit which ways are equivilent." Again the same writer says, "We affirm that ihe being changed in its
relation to those who do not sleep is equivalent to paying the penalty of the
Adamic condemnation." Do not these statements clearly teach that the way we
get out from under the Adamic condemnation is either by natural death in the
case of those who die, or by being changed at the return of Christ in the case of the
living, which ways are equivalent V Now let us ask our brother, what is Adamic
condemnation V and his answer is given in the Defense. "Adamic condemnation
rests only upon the physical constitution." Therefore if natural death pays the
p malty of Adamic condemnation which rests only on the physical constitution,
does it not follow that we rise from the dead free from the penalty—mortality
having undergone physical change? That this new theory favors immortal
emergence is believed by many intelligent brethren, and on page 453—1901 Ghristad Ipkian the editor says (regarding the theory of the change from mortality to
immortality being equivalent to death) "We suppose this is connected with the
current preaching in some parts of immortal emergence."
In looking up the quotations in the Buffalo pamphlets which have been taken
from the writings of Dr. Thomas and brother lioberts, we were surprised at the
liberty which has been taken with the writings ef these brethren and we could
not help wondering what will the Christadelphian say to this, which claims to look
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after the affairs of these brethren while they sleep ? Will''perforce silence" be
maintained ? We trust not. We hope a course will be followed that it cannot
l>e said in that great day of account, our confidence has been misplaced.
There is a labored effort running through the Buffalo Defense to fasten upon
•our departed brethren the new teaching regarding the second death. Where in
all their teaching can it be found that all baptism does for us is remit the penalty
of the second death ? Surely if such a theory were countenanced by them in all
their writings extending over half a century, one statement could be found which
plainly so declared and why was it not incorporated in the Birmingham statement
of faith V On page 236—1874 Christadelphu n the editor says (and this is an artiIrom which the Defense quotes, but this part seems to have been over looked):
"Jesus Christ as the second Adam vanquished the death that came by the first
Adam." Now what is baptism, is it not a symbol that came by Christ's death,
and if he vanquished in his death the death that came by Adam, do we not, in a
symbol, vanquish the same death y Let us ask brethren Roberts, Sulley and
Williams what is accomplished for us at baptism. Brother Roberts, page 225—
1878 Christadelphian: "Legally a man is free from Adamic condemnation at the
time he obeys the truth and receives remission of sins." And in the Andrews
debate: "At baptism we obtain a clean slate; every thing is wiped out that
stands against us in any way whether in Adam or ourselves." Brother Sulley in
Temple Plan: "There are two classes of sins from which the human family needs
deliverence. Those to which men are related by racial descent and individual tresspasses. In immersion there is a recognition of the first." Brother Williams in Chicago statement: "Our alienation we believe to be Adamic, that is,
Adam's sin placed the. whole race in a state of alienation ; that therefore we
were aliens before we committed personal sins and we believe baptism removes
this inherited alienation." Sow just note the difference between the foregoing
and what brother Strickler says in the Buffalo statement: ''That this penalty of
the second death is the, only condemnation that we are freed from at baptism."
Let us, dear brother, never lose sight of the fact that baptism is a symbol of a
deatli from which there is a resurrection, even the death Jesus died. From the
second death there is no resurrection—no redemption from the second death.
The Defense says, "We protest against the idea tiiat Adamic condemnation
rests upon man as a morally responsible being." We heartily join in the protest,
and can say we have conversed with a great many brethren during this controversy and we have yet to come in contact with a brother who believes such a monstrous theory, of moral responsibility for Adamic condemnation.
Adam alone partook of the forbidden fruit and as a result was the subject of
moral guilt. Upon the federal principle that Levi paid tithes in Abraham, we
were in Adam's loins when he transgressed ; but as a result we are not the subjects of moral guilt. From Adam's sin there has been transmitted to us the consequences of that sin. We have become the subjects of sin, sickness, sorrow;
arid in the end we return to our parent dust. We protest against the position
taken, that condemnation implies moral guilt. We ask, was Jesus under condemnation ? and brother Strickler answers in June ADVOCATE 1886—"That he
was is clearly proven from the Scriptures.'' And brother Roberts in the "Law of
Moses," a work our opposing brethren have completely ignored, says: "Jesus was
a wearer of Adam's condemned nature." Who will say that Jesus was the subject of moral guilt'? Away with such a thought. He was "holy, harmless and i;n-
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defiled and separate from sinners." Of Him alone can it be said He was faultless. Yet he was under condemnation. Tims it will be seen that condemnation
does not necessarily imply moral guilt. Jesus was under condemnation aud as a.
result needed redemption, what did he need redemption from—the second death?
never! but from a body of death which he inherited from Adam, the condemned.
This is in harmony with the Birmingham statement which says—'That Jesus by
dying abrogated the law of condemnation for himself and all who shook! believe
and obey him."
These old land marks are being removed, which is plainly to be seen by the small
pamphlet now being circulated where we read, ''Now any doctrine must be
erroneous that proclaims to the world that Christ died to atone for his own sin
or sins, for Adam's sin, Adamic sin, or for sin's flesh."
We well remember brother Stickler's visit to Doon in 1885, when he declared
before many witnesses that "Christ had to die." that he was a "constitutional
sinner," and that "'he offered for himself." The apostle says, ' Christ entered
into the holy place by His own blood, having obtained eternal redemption." What
did he obtain redemption from ? Surely from constitutional sin or his body of
death. Do we not require redemption from the same sin, and deliverence from a
like body of death V It has been said, "We endorse all the public writings of
brother Roberts and Dr. Thomas." This is possibly more than we can say, but
we heartily endorse the statement of brother Roberts in the "Law of Moses,'7
page 158—"The position of men was that they were under condemnation to die
because of sin, and not their own sin in the first instance, but ancestral sin at the
beginning ; and their redemption from this position is a work of mercy and forgiveness." The Birmingham statement (original) meets with our approval where
we read—"The appearance of Jesus of Nazareth on the earth was necessitated by
the position and state into which the human race had been brought by the circumstances connected with the first man." The redemptive work of Christ has
to do with our mortal body. Christ purposes to redeem us from all iniquity,
and God be thanked that though "no man can redeem his brother or give to God
a ransom for him," the ransom has been given. "Christ came not to be ministered unto, but to minister and to give his life a ransom for many." This he did
when he voluntarily surrendered himself to the righteous claims which the law
of sin and death had upon his life. We partake of Christ's redemptive work
when we are crucified with him or burried with him in baptism unto death.
Though there is no physical change, there is a change of relationship. We cease
being the seed of the serpent; we pass from a state of alienation to a state of
reconciliation ; our hearts have been sprinkled from an evil conscience and our
bodies washed with pure water, and in this favored position our condition is well
expressed by the apostle to the Romans: "There is therefore now no condemnation to those who are in Christ Jesus."
Quotations are taken from Catholic and Protestant creeds in order to prove
that the editor of the ADVOCATE believes in the Romish doctrine of original sin.
The superficiality of this procedure is easily discerned, for if it proves anything
against brother Williams, it proves equally as much against Dr. Thomas and
brother Roberts, which will be seen by the following comparisons.
1. Protestant theology: "Sin for which each individual is held to be responsible
before he has committed any actual transgression ; it arises from the first sin of
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Adato m Paradise, opinions, however, differing as to the precise connection between the two."
2. Bmnan Theology: In the small catechism published by authority, sin is defined to be guilt and stain of sin which we inherit from Adam who was the origin and head of all mankind, supported by reference to Romans v: 12.
3. Brother Williams: "Our alienation we believe to be Adamic, that is, Adam's
sin placed the whole race in a state of alienation, that therefore we were aliens
before we committed personal sins and we believe baptism removes this inherited
alienation."
4. Brother Roberts: -'That Adam broke this law and was adjudged unworthy
of immortality and sentenced to return to the ground from which he was taken,
a sentence which defiled and became a physical law of his being and was transmitted to all his posterity." And again the same writer says. "When we pass
into Christ our relation to the whole death dispensation which Adam introduced
as put off.'1
5. Dr. Thomas: "The punishment of sin is death, a sentence passed upon the
descendents of Adam in whom all sinned"—Rom. viii: 8. Upon this federal
principle the babe -sinned in Adam and therefore falls sick and dies, although it
has committed no personal sin. Upon the same federal principle all mankind ate
of the forbidden fruit being in the loins of Adam when he transgressed. This is
the only way men can by any possibility be guilty of original sin ; because they
sinned in Adam, therefore they return to the dust from which Adam came.
The Buffalo Defense says that in 1885 the editor of the ADVOCATE became
known and commenced to teach that baptized believers were legally free from
Adamic condemnation, when by turning to the 1878 Christadelphian we find brother Roberts, seven years before, teaching, "Legally a ma.i is freed from Adamic
condemnation at the time he obeys the truth."
Before closing this letter we wish to assure our opposing brethren that for them
as persons we entertain not t lie slightest feeling of bitterness. Brother Strickler,
with whom we are personally acquainted, we highly esteem and know to be a
sincere man. God is our witness that in this controversy we know no man after
the flesh. The paramount desire of our heart is to know Christ only and him
crucified. What we are opposing is what is conscientiously believed to be false
doctrine and a radical departure from the old foundation. When the "Truth's
Warfare" ceased publication it was said, "The evidence is now all in and upon the
evidence we rest our case." It is now said that possibly the last appeal has
been made. To those who have held fast to the truth and rallied around the old
foundation, we should say, let such sentiments never be ours, let us have no final
appeal to offer, but let us always be ready to defend the truth when it is assailed,
and to make an appeal when sound doctrine is antagonized. Let us keep the
camp fires burning. Having put our hand to the plow let us not see it standing in
the furrow. Let us hold fast the beginning of our confidence firm unto the end.
After the storm will come a calm, the dark night through which we are now
passing will be followed by a glorious morning. God grant that to us it may be
' a morning without a cloud.
Faithfully and Respectfully.
E. H. CHABT.
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BROTHER F. C. WHITEIIEAD TO THE BOSTON ECCLESIA.
107 PUTNAM STREET,
HAKTJOM), CONN.

To the Boston Ecclesia:
Dear Brethren:—In the April CHRISTADELPHIAN ADVOCATE of this year
there appears an article from the pen of brother Thomas Williams, entitled "A
Plea for Action in Furtherance of Justice, Looking Towards Union and Unity.'7
The appeal in question was addressed to the brotherhood, collectively and individually, throughout the world.
The intrinsic value of this appeal lay in the fact that a hearing was requested
"either by letter or a face to face talk," based upon the claim that his attitude
upon the question of Adarnic Condemnation had been misunderstood. A careful
reading of the "Plea" convinced me that justice required that we should respond
to the appeal in the same spirit that the ar:icle manifested. Knowing that
brother Williams intended to visit the brethren in the Eastern States, and being
desirous of seeing and conversing with him face to face, I sent him a letter inviting liim to visit me at my home in Hartford, Conn. The invitation was accepted, and, accompanied by sister Williams, he reached my home on May 13th.
My object in this letter is to inform you of the result of that interview. I had
intended, in case you decided to give him a hearing, to be present and state my
convictions which have arisen out of the lengthy conversation we had about the
present status of the brotherhood. You elected, however, to refuse the brother
a hearing, hence the necessity for this letter; for I believe that by your refusal to
listen to his appeal you have done him an injustice.
Have you read the "Plea" in the April ADVOCATE? If so you must know
that brother Williams denies the following charges:
1. That brother Williams teaches that men are personally guilty of Adamic
sin.
2. "That at baptism we are forgiven Adam's sin.''
3. That we are baptized for Adam's sin."
4. "That God will not. and that by His law He has tied His hands so that he
cannot, raise from the dead and punish any who die during the Gentile dispensation except those who are baptized into Christ."
On the same page he writes, "Now my object is to show that I have been misunderstood and misrepresented by forms of words I never coined, and never
used except as coming from those who originated them, and my principal object
now is to openly, and as clearly as I possibly can, answer these charges in the
hope of arousing the brotherhood of the world to accept my explanation as sufficient to reunite those who may have been divided by misunderstanding." Ought
not this to have appealed to your hearts, at least in so far as to have permitted
brother Williams to appear before you with the hope of correcting misunderstandings? If the Lord were standing in your midst would you dare to refuse
such a petition as the brother presented? I dare not assume such a responsibility, because it is unworthy the name of Him who will shortly appear and judge
us for every act that may tend to strengthen the separation of tlie now divided
brotherhood.
You know full well that I have been strongly opposed to brother Williams because I have believed that the affirmative had been taken on the Adamic Condemnation and Responsibility question as submitted above, but when the Plea
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was read I was much gratified to learn that his attitude had been misunderstood.
This generated a strong desire 1o hear, as well as to talk over the present situation in the hope that we might come to an understanding by brushing away obstacles which may have existed. Your action, however, implies that 1 have done
wrong in meeting him. If I had stood among you teaching theories that seemed
to you to be contrary to the wholesome wnrds of the Lord Jesus Christ, and I
subsequently informed you that you had misunderstood my meaning, I believe it
would have been your duty—not as a favor, mark you,—to give me a hearing for
the sake of Truth, and the general welfare of the brethren.
Permit me to inform you that I listened for hours to Williams1 expositions of
Adamic Condemnation. During these hours many questions were put and answered. In addition to this, in the presence of a number of brethre.ii and sisters
who are residents of Hartford -md vicinity, 1 heard him expound his views on
the same subject; also in Bos'on, in Rath bone Hall, the closest attention was
given during the two hours he occupied on the questions at issue. I, as a result
of these hearings, understand that brother Williams and I believe the same on
the question of Adamic Condemnation. I heard him state to the brethren and
sisters there assembled that he would accept your statement of faith—someone,
it seems, had sent him your printed statement on Adamic Condemnation. I
firmly believe that had you been as willing to hear him as he was to speak to you
that both would have come to an understanding on that issue.
From my standpoint, at least, you are not justified in holding aloof from him
on that phase of the present controversy, and I wish to inform you that I am
quite sure that I should be doing wrong in refusing to co-operate with him in his
expositions of our relationship to Adam and Christ.
You will find at the close of this letter a definite statement of my intentions
as regards the Responsibility Question. Before reaching that definition, however, permit me to attract your attention to the changed condition of the question itself. In former years the question resolved itself into one of how severe
and when and where enlightened rejecters of the Truth would be punished. The
issue is not now wholly confined to that phase, but reaches down deeper into the
redemptive work of our Lord.
It is no longer a question of what God will do with those who are considered
"rebels," but it affects our relation to baptism and the law of sin and death. You
are aware that two pamphlets are now in circulation whicli contain much that is
strange and new to those who have been of longstanding in the Truth. It remains to be seen, however, how far the new phase of the "Responsibility Question" will be accepted by the brethren at large. As for myself you well know
that I am strongly opposed to the new light (?) which has been shed on an old
subject by the '-Buffalo Defense" and its twin brother, "The One Great Offering
Of Christ for Sin."
One of your managing brethren made a motion that the ecclesia send for copies
for the purpose of circulating them, or words to that effect. A brother from
another ecclesia, even, was sent for to defend the so-called truth taught in the
pamphlets. The reason for this course is well known, viz., I was to appear before your committee and state my objections to the Boston ecclesia's indorsement
of the "new light" by placing these pamphlets in the hands of its members. You
will bear with me, therefore, I hope, while I again renew my opposition; but
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this time I am to have the ecclesia to listen, and perhaps act, while before, by
courtesy, you were invited to hear what I had to say
In the "Buffalo Defense" of their "Statement of Faith,'' on page 2, we read
"that we (the Buffalo ecclesia) believe that the remission of these past sins removed the penalty of the Second Death that was due us from them. THAT THIS
PENALTY OF THE SECOND DEATH IS THE ONLY CONDEMNATION THAT W E
ARE FKEED FROM AT BAPTISM." You will notice that I have capitalized this

last sentence because it is of so serious a nature that we ought to pause before
we accept it. It involves no less a doctrine than how the law of sin and death
came in our members. By your permission I will direct your minds again to this
sentence that it may not be obscured by the objections which follow. THAT
TIIIS PENALTY OF THE SECOND DEATH IS THE ONLY CONDEMNATION THAT WE
AKB FREED FitOM AT BAPTISM. This clearly teaches that we are really freed

from something when we are baptized. Now, what is that something? It is the
second death. Why, brethren, that is Gehenna Death!
Let us now note what the apostle Paul says in Romans. "There is, therefore,
now no condemnation to them which are in Christ Jesus, who walk not after the
flesh, but after the spirit, for the law of the spirit of life in Christ Jesus hath
made me free from the law of sin and death. Here, then, brethren, are two
writers; Paul, the apostle, and the author of the "Buffalo Defense;" one (Paul)
declares that baptism frees us from the law of sin and death, and the other
maintains that baptism frees us from the Second Death, which is Gehenna
Death.
The law of sin and death spoken of by the apostle Paul, and the second, or Gehenna Death, of the Buffalo Defense must be one and the same law; for the
writer "of the pamphlet is so decided about the only condemnation we are freed
from that he capitalizes the words Baptism and Second Death. How, then, do
we come under the law of sin and death, according to this pamphlet? We are
exempt by baptism, from the condemnation which is due us from sins that we
committed before and after we came to a knowledge of the Truth (see page 2,
line 9, of the Defense of the Buffalo Stateni mt of Fj,ith). Now as the writer
of these pamphlets declares he is one with the apostle concerning the "condemnation" from which baptism frees us, we are in duty bound to believe he teaches
that Paul had in mind Gehenna Death when he spoke about the law of sin and
death in Rom. viii.
That no false construction has been placed upon this pamphlet is evident from
the following lines culled from page 6 of The One Great Offering of Christ for
Sin. "Now the condemnation in Rom. viii: 1 that those in Christ are freed from,
is from sins that are past, the wages of which is death (Gehenna Death, parenthesis nine) Rom. viii: 2. This is the law of sin and death; it is wages for our
evil deeds, and this death is certainly after judgment."
The mo^ remarkable feature of this doctrine is, that the law of sin and death
came upon us by our personal sins which we committed before we came to a
knowledge of the Truth. Inasmuch, therefore, as our personal transgressions
brought us under the law of sin and death it must be evident that we were not
under the law when we were born. It should, also, be evident that Christ came
into the world solely for the purpose of freeing us from the ONLY CONDEMNATION THAT WE WERE UNDER; and it is also evident that Christ was
not under the Gehenna Death, which, according to this writer, is the law of sin
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and death. He, Christ, must have been free from the very evil that we are under
and are saved from. If we accept, this new light it lands us fairly in the lap of
the Renunciation Thejry of 1873.
May I ask you, brethren, if you believed these doctrines when you were immersed? I was one of six who founded—yon must excuse the term—the Boston
Ecclesia. I have examined many of its members during the past thirty years of
its existence. I ask you to call up your examination and inquire of yourselves if
you were aware of this'-new light" when I baptized you into Christ? Did yon
know that your past sins, sins that you committed before you came to a knowledge of the Truth, brought you under the Gehenna Death, and that that death
was the law of sin and death? Did you believe that Christ died to redeem you
from "Gehenna Death," and more than all, did you believe that Christ himself
was free from the very evil or deatli that he died to redeem you from?
May I not urge vou to think if, when you were baptized, you understood that
baptism was solely for the purpose of giving you redemption from the Gehnnna
Death? Did you realize, when you were baptized, that God meant, when he wrote
of freedom from the law of sin and death, freedom from Gehenna Death? Were
you not taught that the law of sin and death came upon you at birth, because
you were related to Adam's condemnation? Did you not see Christ down in the
very evil, the same evil that you were in, the death evil? Was that death evil
Gehenna death evil? If so, then Christ was free from it, and you have free life,
pure and simple; for any theory that places Christ out of the death evil that you
were saved from at baptism must be false.
If baptism frees us from the second death, was not the redemptive work of
Christ for that very purpose?
Is it not true that the whole body must be redeemed from the same condemnation?
If Gehenna Death was the condemnation from which you were freed by baptism, did you go into the matter believing, knowing that that was the object for
which Christ died. If you were baptized in ignorance of the second death theory
were you not immersed in ignorance? Can the baptism of ignorant persons be
valid?
I know you did not believe this new theory unless you knew more at your examination than your examiner. I am free to confess that I went into the water utterly ignorant of this second death—Gehenna Death -law of sin and death
theory.
But, brethren, there is another side to this question. It is the twin to the Gehenna Death theory. You will remember when I addressed you at the meeting
which was held for the purpose of hearing my objections to these pamphlets, how
I called your attention to the doctrine set forth in the "One Great Offering of
Christ for Sin." On page 4 of that strange mass of contradictions and errors we
read, "If the death of Christ for Himself was the object for which God gave
Him as a sacrifice, why does not Paul say so?" One thing stands out very clear in
this pamphlet -that is as far as the writer's belief is concerned—that Christ in
no sense atoned for His sinful nature. The assertion is broadly made that Christ
did not atone for His sin nature (page 1, line 40), or for his sinful flesh (page 1,
line 7), or for sin in the flesh (page 4, line 10). No wonder, therefore that the
question is asked, "If the death of Christ for Himself was the object for which
God gave Him as a sacrifice, why does not Paul say so?" It is tantamount to say-
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ing that God and the Apostle Paul teach that Christ's death was not for Himself, but was wholly and solely for our personal sins. Was not the atonement
for the unclean, sinful nature which Christ, in common with us, possessed of the
first importance in the divine plan?
We have thus to face a theory which asserts that our personal sins were atoned
for, sacrificed for, but our nature was not. Can you understand how our unclean, sinful nature in its unforgiven, unatoned state is permitted to come nigh
unto God? And yet that we—sin natures—are so permitted can be abundantly
proven. To reason that our personal sins were atoned for by Clirist, but our nature was not, is to maintain that the sin is forgiven but the sinner is not.
For instance, A. strikes B. The blow does bodily harm. B.. who is the injured party, says, ''I will forgive the blow, but the hand that struck I will never
forgive." In this case the act is forgiven but the actor is not. It would be too
childish to confute if it were not for its seriousness.
If Christ died for us, did he not die for our whole being?
Let us look at the ugly thing here presented for our belief. My hand is not
atoned for because it is sin nature: my tongue, my head, my eyes, my legs, my
body, all being the same nature, are unforgiven and unforgivable. Now a number of mys make up the us of the invitation to "draw nigh in full assurance of
faith." Shall we say that the pronoun my means something quite independent
of the hand, the eye, the tongue'!1 I can understand a believer in the immortality of the soul reasoning thus, but not one of the "little ones."
We conclude, therefore, that God has invited our bodily organization to draw
nigh to Him. That organism is sin nature, is it not? The hand that touches
the bread and wine has a right to do so because it was purchased by Christ. The
lips that taste the emblems have the same privilege as the hand, and that, too, by
virtue of the same purchase. The hands and lips are members of a body that
Paul declares is sinful flesh.
The spirit says, what? "Know ye not that your body is the temple of the
Holy Spirit. . . . and ye are not your own? For ye are bought with a price;
therefore glorify God in your body, and in your sp'rit, which are God's" I Cor.
vi: 20. Paul also exhorts us to present our bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable to (rod, for Christ has "bought them." Are not these bodies sin bodies?
These bodies are commanded to break bread and drink wine in memory of their
absent Lord.
Now they have the privilege of coming nigh to God because they are clean in
His sight. Can a body be clean in the sight of God without being atoned for?
Shall we believe that the lip that lies cannot be forgiven but the lie can; that is,
that atonement was made for the lie but not for the liar. Yet all this confusion
is created because a distinction is made between the act and the actor.
Let us instance the condition of the Lord Himself and ask, in what sense in
the future age shall Messiah the Prince prepare for Himself, and for all the people of the-land, a bullock for a sin offering (Ezek.). "Shall we deny that the
sacrifices in the future age are memorial, like the breaking of bread, of what has
been, in the same way as the sacrifices under the law of Moses are typical of what
was to be? If the sin-offering for Christ in the future age does not point back
to the offering on the cross for His own sin nature, in what way, in what sense,
did He offer for His own sin?
Can this theory—no atonement for the sin nature of Christ—furnish the anti-
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type to the making atonement for the holy place?"—Lev. xvi: 16.
Can this theory "furnish the anti-type to the atonement for the tabernacle of
the congregation?''—Lev. xvi: 33.
Can this theory explain how ';all these things have their counterpart.'' in a
condemned nature which was not atoned for, was not sacrificed for, was not
offered for?
Is it not a fact, brethren, that the denial of an atonement for sin nature has
been made solely to prove that Christ died for personal sins only?
In my conversation with brother Williams, and in fact before the, brethren and
sisters in Raihhone Hall, his position relative to divine revelation was made
clear. He does not believe that God has revealed that He will not raise from the
dead and punish those who refuse to obey the gospel. In the hall he also made
it clear that it would be presumption for any brother to declare that God has revealed that He will not raise from the dead and punish rejecters of the gospel.
His position is made so clear in his "Plea" in the April ADVOCATE tVv<it I need
not repeat it here. Suffice it to say that I will not make the Responsibility
Question a test of fellowship. Misunderstandings on the Adamic Condemnation
having been cleared away, it leaves the "Responsibility Question" WIHSKE IT
WAS FOR ovjsii THIRTY YEARS, or thereabouts. I think that as we fellowshipped
brethren who had an opinion on the subject different from ours for that length
of time, there ought not to be any difficulty in now co-operating with them. This
I shall do. Yours in the Hope of Israel,
F. C. WHITEHBAD.
THE BUFFALO APOSTASY.
ROCHESTER, N.

Y.

Dear Brother Williams:
Just at present there is in wide circulation a pamphlet recently issued
and emanating from Buffalo, which purports to be a defense of certain
statements embodied in recent utterances concerning the Responsibility Question and baptism. Accepting freely the view that there are three classes amenable to future judgment, it may be said that the recent attempts at proof have
brought a tinge of shame to the writer, who has never doubted the view learned
from Dr. Thomas, and so generally appearing throughout his writings. Nor is
he a whit less a believer now than in the past, when this question was not permitted to interfere with the fellowship of any ecclesia in this country or
Europe. In the fullest persuasion that reasons do not now exist which justify
division, it has been determined to oppose to the utmost every movement tending
in this direction ; and on this account the production of any such effusion as that
from Buffalo is to be deplored, and its efforts neutralized among all lovers of
peace, wherever possible. Its design is of the most reprehensible character, as
it is simply one of a number that have spasmodically burst forth from this quarter and others, for the purpose of injuring the editor of the ADVOCATE, whose
chief crime is that he honestly speaks what he thinks, whether others agree with
him or not. It is to be hoped he will always do so. It is usually to the upbuilding of the brethren, as all may bear witness. To answer this "defense"
would require much space, even if it were certain to be a profitable proceeding,
which it is not. Those who love unity and peace will seek it upon some otherbasis than the "gospel of the second death," which monstrous proclamation has
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been heralded as if it were a veritable truth of scripture. Even the babe in
Christ should be able to meet this new-born sophistry. Its effect is an immoral
one upon those who could be moved by such an impression, since "the goodness
of God that leadeth [men] to repentance'' is wanting. So far as the question of
"Condemnation" is concerned, it may be said that it is almost impossible to get
consistent statements concerning it. Here and there we meet statements strong
and wholesome, while we as often encounter those that are tinged with the impurities of free life.
Thirty-five pages of solid type are devoted to this "killing"' effort, brought to
bear upon "attacks" (?) made by the editor of the ADVOCATE. It will be a pity,
indeed, if any of the "little flock" are deceived by these devouring words from
Buffalo. They will deal prudently if they keep well within the sheep fold. They
should not be deceived by the ontward appearance. There are others than sheep
who wear sheep's clothing, as they will find to their sorrow when the tearing and
devouring begin. One of the devices of the times is to blow "papal smoke."
This will alarm no one. and it certainly should blind none who are wide awake to
the truth's requirements. If the brethren generally will quietly lay these publications aside, giving them no attention, their effect will soon be lost, and the ecclesias will continue in undisturbed serenity, striving meanwhile for the furtherance of the gospel to the salvation (not condemnation) of men everywhere. The
time is all too short to waste in this unholy '"warfare." It will not be surprising:
if the words of Jesus are found to have a wider application than is usually made
of them when he said, "They that take the sword shall perish by the sword," in
the day when he judges men by the weapons they have used in his supposed warfare. "If ye bite and devour one another, take heed that ye be not consumed
one of another," is a warning so timely that it would seem almost unnecessary
to refer to it. That years of usefulness, while you await the Lord from heaven,
may be granted unto you, is the fervent prayer of your brother in Christ.
C. C. VREDENBUUGH.

THANKFUL, KIXD AND COURAGEOUS.
INNERKIP, June 9, 1902.
Dear Brother Williams:
The June ADVOCATE lies upon the table beside me. I have been reading
the letters from the correspondents and desire to express the increased satisfaction and pleasure the exercise has afforded. We joy and rejoice at the abounding earnestness, zeal and intelligence of which they are witness, and gratefully
and reverently we render thanks to God for such valiant fellow-soldiers in the
good fight, and fellow-sharers in the tribulation and reproach inseparably
attaching to the excommunicated. With mingled emotions of love and admiration we read your "Plea for Action," and we desire it to be placed
upon record that we believe it to be the noblest writing that ever appeared
in a Christadelphian magazine. With true humility and self-effacement, there
was united an inflexible adherance to the great truth for which we are contending, and a yearning tenderness and desire that separated brethren might be
reunited and walk together in love and peace to meet Him who has said, "By this
shall all men know that ye are my disciples if ye have love one to another"—
John xiii: 35. We are sure your mind soars far above all petty, paltry, party
triumph, and that your motive was solely the reuniting, for their eternal well-
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being, of many brethren and sisters who never should have been separated. Such
a work will surely have a measure of blessing even now, and the future fullness
of approval and reward from Him who is closely scrutinizing how His brethren
conduct themselves in his absence. The "Up-and-be-Doing" movement has
quickened many brethren into a renewed and healthier life, and the ecclesias of
the continent, which too long have existed as isolated, into taking united organization and effective action. They are now being brought close together in sympathetic co-operation in the richest field of human efforts. O brethren, let us work together, that this movement may be placed upon a permanent basis, that we may
be refreshed by our mutual faith and hope and love, and encouraged by our mutual perseverance; each one of us "Looking unto Jesus, the author and finisher
of our faith, who, for the joy that was set before Him, endured the cross and
despised the shame." To those of our brethren who cannot work with us, let us
be patient, and continue to admonish them as brethren. We know so well that
we have the truth, and, that naught else but the truth have we at heart, that
we can deal with them in pity and sorrow ra her than in anger.
Like yourself and many others, we also have received the two pamphlets issued
from Buffalo. There are certain scriptures which prevent us from yielding assent
to their conclusions. It may not be amiss to say here, that we have been personally acquainted with brother Stricklerfor many years, and that we are tenderly
affectioned towards him for much that is good and noble in his character. It is a
matter of poignant regret to us that he has withdrawn from our fellowship, and
that we are found in public antagonism to his teaching. But we are sure that we
would forfeit even his regard if we should remain silent when our conception of
duty bids us speak. All the brethren Known to us believe that personal sins are
forgiven at baptism. Upon this there is no dispute. But to maintain that we
are under the penalty of the second death for those sins is to anticipate the judgment seat of Christ. Christ is not now officiating as a judge. He is our High
Priest, interceding for us within tne vail. How can the penalty of the second
death be imposed upon the disobedient in the absence of the judge, without a
trial, without a bearing, and without even the knowledge of the simmer? When
the enlightened, unbaptized rejecters die, they die in their sins. All the brethren
agree upon this. When they are raised from the dead they will be raised in their
sins and, doubtless, speechless in the presence of Christ, will be condemned to
few or many stripes, and then return to the uninterrupted reign of death. From
the "Penlaty of the Second Death," at that time and at that time only, judicially
imposed by Christ, there is no deliverance. Christ is our great forerunner and
the salvation which He, with the Father's aid, achieved for Himself, He will accomplish for us, with the super-addition that we are forgiven our personal sins.
Surely we can agree upon this. It seems so simple and so reasonable and withal
so scriptural, that surely we can agree. "Condemnation to death rests upon the
race." All the brethren admit this. It would be equally true to say, ''Death
rests upon the race." What, then, do we, as individual members of the race,
require? Why, surely, deliverance from death. Therefore Paul says we are
baptized for the (resurrection of the) dead, I. Cor. xv: 29. Dr. Thomas, in Elpis
Israel says, page 284: "By Hhe great salvation' is meant deliverance from the
grave by a resurrection to life, and a share in the kingdom of God." If, however, it is the teaching of Dr. Thomas and brother Roberts that baptism is to remove the penalty of the second death—if that is what the great salvation consists
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in, then we ought to find a truth of such importance crysialized in their State.
ment of Faith. Coming then to the Birmingham Statement of Faith, we have
searched in vain for anything bearing any resemblance to the Buffalo statement.
Indeed, if the Birmingham statement had contained such a doctrine, the Buffalo
statement would have been superfluous. But upon page 5, article 6, we do
read that Christ would abrogate the law of condemnation for those who were
under condemnation, and therefore for himself, who was MADE in all points like
them." This is exactly what we believe. We respectfully ask brother Strickler
to tell us, either through the ADVOCATE or Christadelphian, if he accepts or rejects article 6 of Birmingham Statement. In the "Revealed Mystery," by Dr.
Thomas, there can be found on page 2 of cover an Epitome of the One Faith.
Nothing analagous to the Buffalo Statement is contained therein. We do
read, however, of "Deliverance from death by resurrection and bodily glorification," which is in harmony with the scriptures which represents the redeemed as
victors exclaiming, "O death, where is thy sting. O grave, where is thy victory?" In the little booklet by F. G. Jannavay, "The Reason Why I am a
Christadelphian," we read on page 4, proposition 9: "These promises had reference to another Adam to be raised up in the condemned line; and who, through
wearing the condemned nature should . . .
by dying abrogate the law of
condemnation for himself, and all who should believe and obey him." We ask
brother Strickler if this is in entire harmony with the Buffalo Statement? In
proposition 10 brother Jannaway prints in small capitals the words Christ did
u
r.EAK OUK condemnation" . . "one who could rise after suffering the death
required by the righteousness of God." Where the righteousness of God imposes the penalty of the second death, no sacrifice will ever atone for it, nor
shall there ever be a resurrection from it. I feel sure brother Strickler believes
this. But the point is that Christ did ''Bear Our Condemnation," that is, tiie
condemnation which He and we inherited from Adam; and therefore at our baptism we are ceremonially freed from Adamic Condemnation. How appropriate,
how complete, the ceremony is. The subject is passive in the hands of the baptizer; he closes his eyes to the sight of all that pertains to life; he is covered over,
for the moment he has entered Hades, the invisible, and then arises to a new
life, a new-born babe in Christ Jesus; old things, the relation to the old Adam,
is severed as far as it was possible to do so. Legally, according to God's law, he
is united in Christ, and as a constituent of the Bride of Christ has acquired a
right to all that is embraced or comprehended in the Christ name (Prop. 36, Revealed Mystery). Ail this wisdom and beauty are marred if baptism is to free us
from the condemnation of the second death, because from it there is no resurrection. Hopelessly and despairingly its victims descend into eternal oblivion.
Brother Sulley, in the Temple Plan, taught men to believe that "There are two
classes of sins from which the human family need deliverance; those to which
mankind are related by racial descent and individual trespasses." This we
heartily endorse—believing it to be identical in meaning with what is contained
in the Birmingham Statement. Seeing, however, that brother Sulley is opposed
to us, we desire to say to him that we have long considered it a duty he owed to
his Lord and Master, as well as to his many perplexed brethren, to tell us through
the columns of the Christadelphian what is the saving truth of the Deity on the
great question of human salvation? If brother Sulley has parted with his former
conviction that mankind requires deliverance from racial sin, it could not be
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otherwise than deeply interesting to the brethren to be presented with the scripture, and the reasoning from the scripture which produced so great a change.
We read the quotation from the Temple Plan many years ago, and construed it —
though strongly expressed—in harmony with the truth. It did not occur to us
to take the most objectionable meaning out of it, or to conclude that God holds
us "morally responsible for Adam's sin." Nor to ridicule it, for teaching that
men are baptized for "Adamic sin," "Adamic Condemnation," "Inherited Alienation" or "Federal Sins." Brother Sulley has compassed sea and land, desiring to
benefit the brethren. We ask him to remember that we, too, are brethren, believing what he formerly taught, in the Temple Plan—the great work of his life —
and that, therefore, it is especially incumbent on him to labor for our enlightenment. The unseen power guiding or controlling the Christadelphian may be
known only to Him, of whom it is written. "Thou undersrandest my thought (
afar off." We are only able to judge by what appears on the printed page, and
to us its inflexibility on the resurrectional responsibility question contrasts so
strougly with the evasion and ambiguity displayed on the question of the sacrifice of Christ that we marvel. A question of realiy trivial importance is elevated
to the rank of a cardinal element of the One Faith and the One Hope of the
Gospel, while the brethren plead in vain for an authoritative declaration on the
relation of the sacrifice of Christ to the condemnation and uncleanness that came
through Adam. Replying to these brethren in the January number the editor
says the "silence is perforce." Enforced silence between brethren in lifelong
fellowship with the Christadelphian beseeching the editor to speak with a voice so
full and clear that misunderstanding would be impossible!! ! Better, by far,
that the Christadelphian should cease to exist, than its voiceless vigilance should
bear any resemblance to the watchmen described in Isa. lvi: 10,11.
Brother Allen D. Strickler, whose courage we admire, and who has earned the
respect of all for his consciericious performance of what he considers his duty, is
left practically alone to contend for "freedom from the penalty of the second
death at baptism," and to repudiate the teaching of Dr. Thomas and brother
Roberts that the High Priest of our profession was purified from inherited uncleanness by a better sacrifice than the Mosaic. Will the editor of the Christadelphian "amend" article VI. of the Birmingham Statement, so as to be in harmony with the Buffalo teaching? Did he receive brother Stickler's pamphlet on
the Sacrifice of Christ? Though its receipt is not publicly acknowledged, yet the
presumption is that he did. Why is lie silent? If he has any special duty
towards tha brethren, manifestly that duty is to promptly expose false teaching
and declare unequivocally what is the truth. So far as applies to the brethren on
this continent, it is at variance with truth to say that the "latest departure from
the truth" consists of teaching the resurrection of none but the baptized." It is
not taught. The question is kept in the subordinate position it always occupied.
The "latest departure from the truth" is the teaching of brother Allen D. Strickler which brethren on this side of the Atlantic opposed for years before there
was any trouble on the question of the resurrection of the unbaptized. They
opposed it from its very inception because it was unscriptural; they naturally expected the assistance of the Christadelphian because it was our great public champion and guardian of the truth. That brother Strickler's theories are contrary
to Article VI. of the Birmingham Statement we believe brother Strickler himself will admit, and yet on page 15 the statement reads: "The foregoing facts,
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doctrines, . . . form the only basis of saving faith." In the very face of
this brother Strickler is accepted by the Christadelphian, and we are charged with
having "departed from the truth."
There are many witnesses alive this day who can testify that brother Strickler
taught a different doctrine twenty years ago on the Sacrifice of Christ, and the
indications are that not only has he, himself, departed from the truth but he has
also mystified and bewitched the editor of the Christadelphian to the extent that
he has not only publicly repudiated the uniform teaching of Dr. Thomas on the
Eden Sacrifice, but has actually attributed that teaching to "Current Mystification." As we are charged with having "departed from the truth," and of having forsaken the elementary teaching of Dr. Thomas and brother Roberts, it becomes our painful necessity to show that it is brother Allen D. Strickler who has
done this, with the appearance that the Christadelphian has become entangled in
in the web of his unskillful interpretation. On page 4 of the •'Buffalo Defense''
it is written: "We stand fully and firmly with all the published writings of Dr.
Thomas and brother Roberts, and we believe these two writers to be in perfect
harmony with each other." If this is so, it is a duty incumbent on brother Strickler to explain why he says in small capitals on page 6 of his pamphlet, "The One
Great Offering of Christ for Sin," that "to say that the Adamic Condemnation
has been removed, and that the physical effects remain, is foolishness," because
brother Roberts wrote in 1878 Chris'r., page 225: "Legally a man is freed from
Adamic Condemnation at the time he obeys the truth and receives remission of
sins; but actually its physical effects remain until this mortal is swallowed up."
Do you, brother Strickler, stand fully and firmly by this statement? On page 8
pamphlet, "The One Great Offering," brother Strickler says: "This whole theory
of provisional forgiveness of the one sin of Adam . . . has not a particle of
truth in it." Dr. Thomas in Elpis Israel, page 144, in an entire page devoted to
to the exposition of the Eden Sacrifice, says: "When the sacrifice was accepted, the
offense was provisionally remitted." Comment is unnecessary. On page 399 of
Christadelphian for 1873, brother Roberts says: "Christ bore the whole condemnation of His brethren. Part of that whole is the Adiimic. Therefore the
Adamic Condemnation was on him equally with the Mosaic and individual."
On the same page brother Roberts says God requires "that we relinquish our connection with the condensed Adam and put on the new Adam in whom the condemnation of the old is escaped by resurrection. On page 405, brother Roberts
says: "It follows that there must be a sense in which Jesus offered for himself
also; a sense which is apparent when it is recognized that he was under Adamic
condemnation. The scarlet in the vail of the temple was a type of the sin element in the flesh of Ohrist. The type of the heifer without spot pointed to the
sinlessness of Christ; but what counterpart had the uncleanness? The answer
is found in the fact . . . that he was the sin nature of the condemned
Adam. The condemnation rested on him which was the uncleanuess, and this
antitypical uncleanness of the One Great Offering could only be cl-.ansed after the
example of the type. The whole system of the law was pre-figurative of Christ.
Thus the priest was his type. The brazen altar was his type. The tabernacle
was his type. So with the golden altar of incense, the mercy seat, and the whole
furniture of the sanctuary. Now in view of this, the fact has to be noted that
the whole had to be atoned for once a year. Anron was first to offer a bullock
for himself and his household. He was then to offer a goat for the people. He
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was then to make atonement for the holy place. He was then to go out into the
altar that is before the Lord and make an atonement for it, touching it with
blood. In short, he was to make an atonement for the holy sanctuary, for the
tabernacle of the congregation, and for the altar, and for the saints, and for all
the people of the congregation. All these were purged with blood of animal sacrifices. It was therefore necessary that the heavenly things themselves should
be purified with better sacrifices than these. JSTOW Jesus was the substance of all
these. He was the heavenly things in compendium; and the testimony of the
law, argued out by Paul, is that before the sacrifice they were unclean and had to
be purified by his sacrifice. The exact meaning of this is not obscure when it is
recognized that Jesus was the sin nature or sinful flesh of Adam, inheriting with
it the condemnation clinging to it, that sin being THUS laid on him he tnight die
for it. He bore in him the uncleanness of the sanctuary, the altar, the high
priest, his own house, and of the whole congregation (Taken from the Sacrifice
of Christ by brother Boberts Christadelphian 1873. pages 406-408). Contrast this
with the teaching of brother Strickler: "Was Christ's offering for himself,
. . . for the unclean sinful flesh he inherited from his mother. This position is out of harmony with the truth"—Allen D. Strickler in the One Great Offering, page 1, i902. Contrast brother Strickler with Dr. Thomas. "The flesh
made by the spirit out of Mary's substance . . . is the Spirit's annointed
altar. Cleansed by the blood of that flesh when poured out unto death"—Dr.
Thomas' Eureka, 2nd vol., page 224, 1805.
We all agree that immortalization will change flesh nature into spirit nature,
and thus cleanse it. This is so obvious as to require no evidence to prove it, the
great truth spiritually perceived, is that at baptism the flesh of the believer is
ceremonially cleansed and purified from inherited and acquired uucleanness. If
Christ was "purified there was something to be purified from. What was it?
Look at his hereditary deatli taint, as a son of Adam, through whom death entered the world by sin, and there is no difficulty."—Brother Roberts' Law of
Moses; page 167. The entire system of truth revealed in the scriptures teaches
that sin and uncleanness are "cleansed," '"purged," "purified," "reconciled"
"atoned for" or "justified from" by blood-shedding as a preliminary to change to
Holy Spirit nature, which is a reward of faith in the blood of purification and
obedience thereto. It is not, however, our purpose to review the Buffalo pamphlets. Their very existence is the most convincing evidence that they teach a
doctrine widely different from the recognized and long-established standard of our
faith. How far the Christadelphian endorses brother Strickler we cannot tell; but
obviously its duty is to tell the brethren if it ''stands fully and firmly by all his
published writings." Time will make manifest whether it is the love of the truth
or love of the Christadelphian which is the ruling sentiment in the minds of the
brethren. Of one thing we may be assured, it is fidelity to truth alone that will
avail in the day of Christ, and the Christadelphian which to-day turns a heedless
ear to the entreaties of its excommunicated brethren will that day be tried—as
the rest of us—so as by fire. May it be warned in time and turn from the error
of its way, lest to it the words apply, "Your brethren that hated you, that cast
you out for my name's sake, said, Let the Lord be glorified; but he shall appear
to your joy, and they shall be ashamed."—Isa. lvi: 5.
JAMES LAIRD.
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BROTHEE PEDDER SPEAKS OUT.
DOON, ONT., July 2, 1902.
Dear Brother Williams:
Your letter in the April number of the ADVOCATE asking for co-operation of
the brethren in the work of restoring peace and unity to the household of faith
which has been so unnecessarily disturbed by a few brethren who have gone to
extremes on doctrinal subjects, has given the brethren and sisters of the Doon
ecclesia much pleasure. We love peace and unity, and the attitude you have taken
is in harmony with the teaching of the Lord Jesus Christ, and therefore we feel
assured you will be blessed in your efforts.
But while we are rejoicing in the peace and unity being restored in the household of faith, we are again surprised by two pamphlets, the production of brother
Strickler of Buffalo, being distributed among our brethren, and their contents are
calculated to still fan the flame of discord. We hoped that your explanation of
the phrases that had been used by you in the controversy would be satisfactory
even to those brethren who allowed their prejudice against you to go beyond the
limits of the Master's command. You asked for forgiveness for any harah things
you might have said in the heat of controversy, and in so doing you showed a
Christ-like spirit. But the spirit shown by your opponents is more like that
which was manifested by the Scribes and Pharisees to Jesus and the Apostle
Paul.
I have read the defense of the Buffalo statement of faith and believe it to be
unscriptural and an illogical invention. It is impossible to die a second death
without two lives, and the Apostle John says (ch. iii: 36): "lie that believeth on
the Son hath everlasting life, and he that believeth not the Son shall not see life,
but the wrath of God abideth on him." (I Epistle John v: 12) : "He that hath
the Son hath life, and he that hath not the Son of God hath not life." The above
quotations show that to be amenable to the second death we must have hope of
a second life and '• that life is hid with Christ in God " (Col. iii: 3). We have not
got a second life yet. We are dead, having been baptized into Christ's death, but
hope to get that life when Christ appears. If we are rejected at the judgment
seat of Christ and do not realize what we hope for on account of our unfaithfulness, then we shall be consigned to a second death. AVe have life now by faith
in the Son of God (Gal. ii: 20). Now, then, baptism is counted for one death and
if we are rejected at the judgment seat of Christ and consigned to everlasting
destruction from the presence of the Lord, that will be the second death. To talk
about being freed from the second death when we are baptized is to show a person's misunderstanding of God's purpose and plan of redemption. The second
death is mentioned only four times and these are in the Book of Revelation; the
first is in chap, ii: 11 ; it was John's message to the church of Smyrna and therefore to those who had been baptized into Christ's death which is one death. The
second instance is in chap, xx: 6 : in this instance it is referring to the same class
with this difference, over them who had part in that resurrection, the second
death had no power; they had been made immortal. The third instance is verse
14, which refers to the mortal subjects of Christ's kingdom who were not found
written in the Book of Life belonging to that age ; and here it is stated that the
second death is to be cast into a lake of tire which means destruction, and from
that there is no deliverance. The fourth instance is chap, xxi: 8. This refers to
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the same class as those mentioned in the third instance and shows the final destruction of all rebels and the consummation of flesh and blood.
Now, if the Buffalo statement of faith ia correct and we are freed from the
second death at baptism and that is one of the first principles of the gospel, then
the apostles did not preach all the gospel. The Apostle Paul says (Acts xx: 27)
he had not shunned to declare the whole counsel of God. and Paul said nothing
about being baptized to free us from the second death. I am aware that some of
the household understand what Paul calls "falling asleep in Christ" to be a
death (Thes. iv. 13). There are only two deaths spoken of in the Scriptures in
relation to the household, and Paul tells the saints they were dead when they
had been baptized into Christ's death; therefore the dead referred to in verse 16
means those who have fallen asleep in Christ. They are all called to the judgment in the same nature, waiting to be " clothed upon with our house which is
from heaven, that mortality may be swallowed up of life." Jesus Christ told the
Sadducees that God was not the God of the dead but of the living (Mark xii: 27).
Those who have changed their relationship from Adam to God by faith in his
promises live by faith unto God ; and the spirit speaking in the 50th Psalm verse
5 says, "Gather my saints together unto me, those that have made a covenant
with me by sacrifice." Every one who made a covenant by sacrifice died typically with the animal and those who are baptized into Christ's death die typically
with him, and, if they remain till the Lord comes, that is all the death they will
have to die if they are accepted of Him.
*
The second subject spoken of in the defense of the Buffalo statement of faith
is the responsibility of enlightened rejecters of the truth. Now the Doon ecclesia
believes that the old Birmingham statement of faith was all that was necessary to
be believed on that subject, and, if some of the household have gone to extremes
in saying that God cannot raise enlightened rejecters consistently with Viis law
because they are not related to Christ by being baptized into His death, that did
not give the rest of the household authority to make a test of fellowship on that
subject. The Apostle Paul says (I Cor. v: 12, 13) that he had nothing to do to
judge them that were without. He says, "Them that are without God will
judge." Therefore I would ask those who have taken the authority to coerce the
household to believe that the enlightened rejecters will be judged at the judgment
of Christ with the household, who gave them that authority? There was a class
in the Apostle Paul's day who wanted to be wise above that which was written,
and he asked them who "were they that judged another man's servant, to his own
master he standeth or falleth" (Rom. xiv: 4). There is no one in the Doon
ecclesia that would think of limiting the power of God. God is all powerful and
can raise all or any of mankind if lie chooses. All mankind are in His hand as
the clay in the hand of the potter. It was not made a test of fellowship in the
fifty years that are past, and why should it be now? Are those who have taken
the authority upon themselves following in the steps of the Roman pontiff who
claims the right to change the laws of the church as he sees fit? That is the way
the apostasy began at the first.
I have just read the pamphlet written by brother Strickler on the One Great
Offering of Christ for Sin, and I am struck with astonishment at the great change
in the writer's teaching since A. D. 1885, when he visited the Doon ecclesia and
was the cause of a division on what is called the " Free Life " theory. At that
time be used a phrase which we did not like because he said Jesus Christ was a
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constitutional sinner. But on further investigation and referring to Dr. Thomas
in Elpis Israel (page 116) we found that the Doctor says all Adam's posterity are
born into a constitution of sin, and we all inherit death, not as a crime, but as a
law of our nature. The writer of the pamphlet has displayed a great deal of iugenuity and labor to show that where no personal crime existed, there was no
offering required, and, as Christ had no personal sin, his offering was not for himself. The Apostle Paul says (Ileb. viii: 3) : "For every high priest is ordained
to offer gifts and sacrifices, wherefore it is of necessity that this man have somewhat to offer;" and (Ileb. ix: 26) Paul says, " He put away sin by the sacrifice of
himself." Now, what sin did he put away? He put away that which had the
power of Death (Ileb. ii: 14). It is said that through death he destroyed him that
had the power of death, that is the devil " (or enemy). In whom was the power
of death destroyed ? In Christ. He obtained eternal redemption (Ileb. ix: 12).
God redeemed him from the dead. How was it that he had the power of death
in his body? "Wherefore as by one man sin entered the world and death by sin,
aad so death passed upon all men for that all have sinned " (Rom. v: 12). Now
it is said that '• he that is dead (died) is freed from sin " (Rom. vi: 7). Then
Christ was freed from sin. not personal sin. but that sin that all men L.herit being
the result of Adam's transgression. Now Adam, nor none of his posterity could
approach God. after the sentence of death had been passed on him, without an
offering and blood must be shed to make the offering acceptable. When Christ
was circumcised, an offering was made according to the law. and that was an
acknowledgment of the sin and death nature which he inherited from the woman
of which he was made. Christ never sinned ; so there was no necessity for any
more offering to be made for him, and. being circumcised, it made him eligible to
all things contained in the Covenant that God made with Abraham. He was
made under the law, and, as he never broke the law, it gave him long life in the
land. That was the life he had to lay down of his own free will. lie laid down
his life to honor his Father's law that had been broken by Adam in EdenBrother Roberts says in his pamphlet on the Slain Lamb the children of Israel
were under the Adamic curse when the law was given to them, and that curse
could not be removed without the shedding of blood, and the blood of animals
could not remove it. Therefore, as it is written in Isaiah liii: 5. •' But he was
wounded for our transgressions, he was bruised for our iniquities, the chastisement of our peace was upon him and with his stripes are we healed." The
Apostle Paul, in dealing with this question, says (Rom. v: 16), "And not as it was
by one that sinned so is the gift, for the judgment was by one to condemnation,
but the free gift is of many offenses unto justification." It will readily be seen
by anyone not spoiled by unscriptural teaching that there were two curses to be
removed before Christ who was the heir could take possession of these things of
which he was heir. Therefore the Spirit, speaking by Isaiah (xlii: 21) says, "The
Lord is well pleased for his righteousness' sake He will magnify the law and
make it honorable." Christ, having fulfilled the Mosaic law in every jot and
tittle and then laid down his life, he honored his Father's laws both Edenic and
Mosaic. A perfect character had been developed in a flesh and blood organization and that was God's purpose in creating the first man of the earth, earthy
God has said (Isaiah xlv: 18), " For thus saith the Lord that created the heavens,
God himself that formed the earth, he hath established it. He created it not in
vain. He formed it to be inhabited. I am the Lord and there is none else."
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Now Christ who had developed the perfect character was dead, and the dead know
not anything. How is God's purpose to be carried out? God raised him from
the dead (Rom. vi: 4) ana gave him eternal life. That was a gift from God; the
earthy man had no claim to life. But that was God's purpose from the beginning (see Proverbs viii: 24-31); and when Christ had fulfilled his mission he
asked bis Father to glorify him with the glory which he had with Him before the
world was (John xvii: 5). " Known unto God are all his works from the beginning of the world " (Acis xv: 18). The writer of the pamphlet on the One Great
Offering for Sin says Christ transgressed the Mosaic law in the act of hanging on
a tree. This is an invention of the writer to prove that there was no sin to be
atoned for but personal sin. The Mosaic law was God's law and a just law; a
just law will curse no one if the law has not been broken. God's law had been
broken in Eden, and that was what caused Christ to be put on the tree and being
on the tree for a just cause, the law cursed him. I could not believe that God
would make a law that would curse a man, if the man was in no way connected
with the breaking of the law. Christ did not break the Mosaic law, but the nation of Israel was under the Adamic curse when the law was given to them, and
Christ by dying satisfied the law and God redeemed him from the dead, and so
the curse is removed.
The Mosaic law could not give life if it was kept (Gal. ii: 16). "For by the
works of law shall no flesh be justified." Dr. Thomas says in Elpis Israel (page
221) that if a circumcised person did keep the law it could not benefit him in giving him justification to life, for that is by faith in the promises and not by conformity to the Mosaic law. Now, if we have faith in the promises of God and
comply with Ihe provisions made for our redemption by being baptized into
Christ's death, the Adamic curse is removed by promise, and, when we realize
our hope, it will be removed in reality. There is no parallel between our condition and the illustration made by the writer of President McKiuley's murderer.
In his case the Governor of the State had power to put the murderer to death,
but he had no power to redeem him from death. We are dead in Christ, and
Christ has the power to redeem us from death and give us eternal life.
JOSHUA PEDDEE.

OPEN LETTER TO THE EDITOR OF THE CHRISTADELPHIAN.
INNERKIP, JUNE,

1902.

To the Editor of the Christadelphian: —
In the June number of your magazine f jr the present year I observe an important misstaternent. This raisstatetaent wrongs the memory of onr beloved
brother, Dr. John Thomas, and attributes to others that which properly belongs
to him alone. If it was a matter of doctrine, I would not thus publicly address
a letter to you personally, because I recognize that enlightened men, howsoever
conscientious they may be, cannot always discern doctrinal subjects alike. The
misstatemeut relates to a matter of fact. The evidence to confirm the fact is at
once so simple , so easily accessible, so ample and so complete, that I am sure
you will readily perceive it when produced. The misstatement can be found on
page 253 and occurs in connection with the answer to R. W". P. on
"Adam's First Transgression." Question 1 reads as follows: "Did God provisionally remit Adam's first transgression when he covered them with coats of
skins?" Your answer in part is: No. Question 2 reads as follows: '-If He
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did not, and Adam paid the penalty by dying, on what principle did Adam approach God in worship seeing that God heareth not sinners?" In the course of
your answer you say: "The questions reveal a cloudy perception of God's purpose in its earliest revealed stages, DUE TO CURRENT MYSTIFICATION?" I have
emphasized the misstatement. From "Elpis Israel," written by Dr. John
Thomas, and published over 52 years ago, and which for many years has been
regularly issued from the office of your magazine, I extract the following quotations: Epis Israel, page, 112: "By this is signified that, when the Lord God appointed coats of skins to cover the man and woman's shame, lambs were slain,
which they were taught to understand were representative of the seed, who
should be slain for all the faithful; and with whose righteousness they should be
clothed, after the type of their covering by the skins of their sacrifices. Thus
from the institution of sacrifice in Paradise till the death of Jesus on the cross,
he was typically slain." Elpis Israel, page 143: ''Having then been made subject to evil, and consigned to the bondage of a perishing state, the Lord God repudiated their fig leaf invention, and "appointed coats of skins" for their covering. To appoint coats of skins implies a command for the sacrifice of the animals whose skins were converted to this purpose. When the sacrifice was accepted the offense was provisionally remitted,1' "It was from them (Adam and
Eve) that Abel derived the knowledge which was the foundation of his faith."
From "Eureka," Vol. I, written by Dr. John Thomas, and published in 1869, or
about thirty-three ago, a work which has been very largely advertised by the
Christadtlphian, and whose perusal it has most urgently recommended, I extract
the following quotation which will be found on page 169: "Nakedness and
"iniquity" are convertible terms in scripture, as it is written "when Moses saw
that the people were naked, for Aaron had made them naked to their shame;1'' that
is, they had transgressed in worshipping the golden calf: "Blessed is he that
keepethhis garments, lest he walk naked and they see his shame." Hence to be
'•clothed," and so keep the clothing white and clean, is to be "righteous'' or holy.
When Adam sinned "he knew that he was naked" and he was ashamed and
afraid; but the spirit appointed for clothing, skins of sacrifices and his sin was
covered. Hence, "Blessed is he whose transgression is forgiven, whose sin is
"covered," or clothed." In the second volume of Eureka, published in 1866, and
for sale at the Christadelphian office, can be found the following extract, page 23:
"Hence, the things Noah believed were the promises of the covenants with which
he had been acquainted several centuries before the flood. They were the promises made when the lives of the animals were cut off IN PAHADISE FOR ADAM'S
TRANSGKESSION—Gen. iii: 15,21. This covenant was renewed with Noah as its
heir, and afterwards with Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and David." There is also extant a "Brief Exposition of the Prophecy of Daniel," written by Dr. John
Thomas. This work is appended to the third volume of "Eureka" and was published in 1869, about two years before the decease of Dr. Thomas, and so might
be fairly considered to be his maturest judgment on the subject. This volume
of "Eureka" is also for sale at the Christadelphian office, and from that office it
has been sent to all parts of the English speaking world. On pages 32-33 we
read: "Before he sinned, Adam's conscience was good; he was naked, but not
at all ashamed, or afraid of the presence of the Elohim; but immediately after,
his conscience being defiled, shame and fear caused him to hide himself, because
he was uncovered. Adam felt this and undertook to cover his own sin in the
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best way he could devise, being ignorant of the manner in which sin is covered
by Divine appointment. But the Lord God stripped him of his own device,
which did not recognize the principle of blood shedding in the covering of
iniquity. lie taught Adam to shed the blood of a lamb, and to cover his nakedness with its skin. This was the lamb slain at the foundation of the world.
Adam and Eve were in this way clothed by Yahweh Elohim; and being thus
clothed their iniquity was expiated or covered."
Elpis Israel and "Eureka" iu three volumes constitute the more important
work of Dr. John Thomas and were written during the most active period of his
life, and in each of them he teaches in simple language the great doctrine that the
animals slain in Eden were a sin offering for the first offense. Dr. Thomas has
been dead for over thirty years. The Christadelphian is the public custodian of
his works. These works, the plain teaching of Dr. Thomas, and not '"Current
Mystification," lias caused R. W. P. and many others to ask questions relating to
the foundation of our faith. It is true [verbally] as you say, "We read nothing
in the scriptures about provisional remitting." But we do read about it iu the
writings of Dr. Thomas [based on scripture], and strange though it may appeal-,
there is a three-column article in your own magazine for June, J901, taken from
the writings of Dr. Thomas, in which one of the principal things sought to be established is that ''Adam's sin was provisionally remitted." On the doctrinal
question we now say nothing. We have furnished you with evidence to prove
that you have made a misstatement in saying that the questions asked by R. W.
P. are due to "Current Mystification." "We now publicly appeal to you, as a
righteous and conscientious man, to publicly rectify the wrong you have done
to the memory of Dr. John Thomas. We appeal to you as to one who believes
that by his words and works he shall be either justified or condemned to give at
least equal prominence and equal publicity to the correction of this misstatement.
JAMES LAIKD.
[Brother Laird has here reproduced some of the phrases from Dr. Thomas
which have been used to condemn the Chicago ecclesia and the ADVOCATE,
showing that some who claim to agree with the doctor do not know when his
words and phrases are reproduced.—EDITOR.]
PRE-BAPTISMAL SINS AND BAPTISM.
All pre-baptismal sins are committed when the sinner is the "servant of sin5'
-the sin-constitution being the master under which everyone is born? Therefore we read: 'Tor as by one man's disobedience many were made (constitutional or born) sinners, so by the obedience of one shall many be made (constituted or "born again") righteous. Moreover the law entered, that the offense
might abound. Bnt where sin abounded, grace did much more abound: that as
sin hath reigned unto death [Adamic sin], even so might grace reign through
righteousness unto eternal life by Jesus Christ our Lord"—Rom. v. 19-21.
What is the one man's disobedience?"—Adam's sin federally. What did this
sin make the many?—Sinners. What did their sins do in relation to the "one offense?"—Caused it to "abound"—became a larger sin of the race. What did this
sin before it "abounded" and after "reign unto"—Death. What death? The
same death after the sin had "abounded" as came by the "one offense" and before the sin "abounded." What death was that?—"By one man sin entered into
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the world, and death by sin; and so death (the same death) passed upon all men
for that all have sinned." Then where does the second death come in?—•
Nowhere in connection with the one offense and the one righteousness. But
those wiio are by the gospel provisionally or relatively enabled to "'pass from
death unto life" by "being born again," and becoming "new creatures in Christ
Jesus'' are put on probation for eternal life on the one hand, and the second
death on the other. Eternal life is not "due" before the judgment; neither can
the second death be "due" before the judgment. The second death is "due" to
those who have walked unworthily; and it is a death whose penalty never can be
removed by baptism or anything else.
Now answer in your own mind the fallowing questions:
1. Did Christ die the second death? If not, would his dying Adamic death
avail for the removal of the penalty of the second death'?
2. Did anybody ever die the second death to redeem himself or anybody else
from that death'? If not, how can there be a removal of the penalty of the second death'?
3. Do you understand that baptism is "a, form of doctrine''' representing deliverance from death by resurrection?
4. From what death is resurrection possible? Is there a resurrection from the
second death?
5. Do you not believe that "the unquenchable fire" and "the worm that dieth
not" are symbols of the irrevocability of the second death?
6. If so, how can a '\form of doctrine" which represents resurrection symbolize the second death, from which resurrection is impossible?
If there is no redemption from the second death, how can the penalty of the
second death be removed by baptism or by anything else?
7. Did Christ die, and was his resurrection from the death from, or out, of
which we are to be saved?
8. Was his death Adamic and to redeem himself and us out of that death; or
did he die the second death—"lake of fire, "Gehenna death?
9. Is the salvation that is in Christ Jesus intended to save the lost out of Gehenna or out of hades'?
10. Paul says: "By one offense judgment came upon all men to condemnation ; even so by one righteousness the free gift came upon all men unto {in order
to) justification of life." Is this "justification" from this "condemnation," or is
it from the penalty of the second death—a condemnation not mentioned here?
11. Did you ever hear a candidate for baptism asked if he believed that baptism was for the removal of the penalty of the second death- a penalty that
had come upon him by learning "glad tidings;" and that was then and there
"due" to him?
12. What do you think of one who would tell a candidate for baptism that
the only thing that baptism removes is the penalty of the second death?
13. Do you think there is a single true child of God in existence who believes
that he or she wras baptized to remove the penalty of the second death, which had
become "due" by learning good news'?
14. Is it not clear that this second death gospel (?) is "another gospel, which is
not another; but there are some who would trouble you; and would pervert the
gospel of Christ?" And do you not think we should observe the injunction the
apostle gives, even though an angel preached this perversion?—EDITOR.]
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Our tour in the east was extended
beyond expectations, one extra week
being added to allow for special meetings in Boston, and which necessitated
our return there as our last place in
New England. It is well known that
the Boston ecclesia has isolated itself
for several years on the late disputed
questions. During our meetings in
Massachusetts many of their members
pled for a meeting in which I should be
heard, and answer any questions on the
issue. But this was fought against by
a few, partly by questionable methods. A meeting was called, however,
to which all were invited individually,
and it resulted in some declaring themselves as brother Whitehead has done
in his letter herein. That meeting resulted in our remaining over Sunday and
a meeting for breaking of bread on the
old basis took place, particulars of
which will appear in "Editor's Tour"
next issue. What we have said here
will explain some remarks in brother
Whitehead's letter.
Many brethren and sisters of long
standing will rejoice to read brother
Whitehead's letter, since in him the
cause of truth will receive great help as
in days past, a help which has been hindered of late by Boston barriers in the
form of "ammended" resolutions.
Towards the last of our "Up-and-bedoing" tour we were kept very busy,
and the work on the ADVOCATE for
July was consequently behind upon our
return home. Some of the letters refuting the Buffalo departure were here,
and others were pursuing us tUrougU
he mails. Under the circumstances
we thought best to issue under one
cover the July and August numbers,
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especially as we desired to give our
readers the benefit or the able letters
in refutation of the latest form of the
theory of baptism for personal sins only
and of renunciationism.
In every instance wherein those who
had become estranged from us in the
late controversy met us face to face, a
mutual understanding and a renewal
of fellowship resulted. It is to be presumed that where a face to face interview was refused, the same result would
have followed had those who refused
had the fairness and courage to allow
it.
The work of the up-and-be-doing
movement, so far as it has been definitely planned, is now complete and it
has accomplislied much more than the
most sanguine expectations could hope
for. Let us be thankful and press on.
For us, it has been a trying task, requiring incessant use of the mental and
vocal powers in public and in private.
But our hands have been held up by
words and deeds of encouragement and
our heart rejoiced by good results. To
God be all praise.
Overwhelmed Avith accumulated work.
Many letters are on file in our office
which should have received personal
answers. Others which had been sent
from the office and failed to overtake
us in our travels have not yet returned
to the office. Will those concerned
please accept this explanation till we
can catch up.
While traveling we failed to see a,
copy of the Visitor with brother Hadley's rejoinder to our reply on the Inspiration question, which was the reason no mention was made of the matter
in out 3une issue. "Responses to our
''appeal" and reviews of the Buffalo
pamphlet have left no space in this
issue. So it must go over till Septem-
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ber, when we will deal further with the
matter. Many commendatory letters
have been received and expressions of.
hope that the fair and reasonable way
in which the question has been dealt
with would open the way for the removal of the difficulty winch divides
on the subject. We shall do all in our
power to leave no barrier, whatever the
results may be. A ceasing to nurse old
grievances arising from modes ami
methods will limit the issue and help
towards the desired end. Some of brotlier Genders' letters are encouraging,
but not all.
To brethren Whitehead and Genders,
of England. —We know of no American
money order blanks we can send for
remitting money from England. We
suppose it is necessary there as here, to
use foreign money order blanks provided by the Postal department. Oar
blanks are good only for outward remittances.
Any new foreign subscriber is welcome to the ADVOCATE for one year at
$1.00 or 4 shillings, post free, and our
columns are open for intelligence from
any who stand upon, or who wish to
rally to, the old standard as set forth
in our "Appeal/' We printed one thousand copies of the "Appeal"' separate
from the ADVOCATE; and all orders
from England have been filled, except
one, which comes from a brother who
hopes to circulate one thousand copies,
to which as yet only fifty have been
sent. We shall soon print a second
edition, and be ready to send to any
who will judiciously distribute. We
thank all for the interest they have
manifested in the movement and hope
it will be kept going till it rallies all
who are free from the slavery of party
spirit to the old standard of fellowship
and peace. We thank those who have
accompanied their orders with remittance; but let not those who are unable

to help financially feel a delicacy in
asking for copies free.
Brother Whitebead's powerful letter
to the Boston ecclesia will be read by
all faithful and peace-loving believers
with great satisfaction. It is to be
hoped that the Boston brethren -will receive it in the good spirit in which it is
written. The strong prejudice they
have manifested against brother Williams, without good reason, we veiily
believe, cannot exist against brother
"Whitehead, who has been a life-long
earnest and able worker in the Bos'on
ecclesia. A refusal to accept and to
wisely and promptly act in accordance
with this strong and earnest vindication of truth will be a sad token of a
dangerous apostasy. Come back to the
old standard, brethren. We still stand
waiting to do all we can to clear the
way.
The brethren of Texas have, through
brotlier Landrum,repeated tlieir request
that we attend tlieir fraternal gathering
in Angus', and a warm invitation has
come from the ecclesia in Galena, Kansas, to include their town if we
go. But after such a long journey as
we have, just made and having many
pressing duties at and near home, we
are unable to undertake another such a
long journey this year. Brother Wilson
writes, kindly inviting vss to the fraternal gathering of those he is associated
with in -Lampassas, Texas, stating that
since all their arrangements had been
made, it would not be possible to merge
the two meetings into one this year.
If the Lord delays his coming there will
be a full year for both parties to work
for reunion. Then, let us hope, they
can meet in one united fraternal gathering next year. In such a happy event
we would skip over the prairies of Texas
to be there to cheer and to be cheered.
Work for it, brethren. The ADVOCATE
will help you all it can.

INTELLIGENCE.

INTELLIGENCE.
NOTICE OF FRATERNAL GATHERING.
The Chicago ecclesia of Christadelphians has decided to hold their annual
Fraternal Gathering here, on Saturday,
August 23d and 24th next, at the usual
place, viz., the Masonic Temple, corner
of State and Randolph streets, the first
meeting to begin at 10:30 in the morning
of the 23d in Oriental Hall, on the seventeenth floor of that building.
The brethren of like precious faith
throughout the United States and Canada are cordially invited to attend and
participate in the speaking and worship,
that we may mutually edify and encourage each other in the way that leads to
eternal life, and also bring about a better acquaintance and friendship among
the scattered members of the body of
Christ.
We shall do our best to provide for the
comfort and bodily wants of the visiting
brethren, and hope there will be a good
attendance. We shall also be pleased if
those intending to come will kindly notify us in advance, so that the Committee
of Arrangements may be better enabled
to make satisfactory preparation.
Communications may be addressed to
brother James Wood, 1694 N. Albany avenue, James Leask, 532 W. Sixty-second
street, or the undersigned.
8. T. NOEMAN,

6434 S. Carpenter street.
CONWAY. ABK.—The next annual fraternal gathering of the brethren in Arkansas will begin at Martinville on the
night of August 1st, and continue three
days. We desire the presence of every
brother and sister in the State, and extend an invitation to all the brethren
abroad to come and help In one of the best
gatherings that we have ever had. We
promise to do all in our power to make it
pleasant and profitable for every one that
will come. Those coming by rail will
please write us so we can arrange to have
conveyance to Martinville, twenty miles
north of this— Conway. In behalf and for
the brethren I am your servant and
brother in the patient waiting for the
kingdom of God,

JOHN W. TEAS.

[This having been forwarded to us in
the East, failed to appear in the June
number,—ED.
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BINGHAMTON, N. Y.-The intelligence in the June number of the ADVOCATE under Schenectady, N. Y., should
have been Blnghamton. N. Y., writes
brother F. S. Decker, who wishes the
brethren to know that the little ecclesia
there stands firmly upon the old foundation. The credit for remittance, brother
Decker, is under the proper name. Thank
you.—EBITOB.

BALTIMORE, MD.-A few years ago,
•when the Responsibility Question began
to be widely agitated among the brethren, we passed resolutions NOT to make
the question a test of fellowship. Our
action in the matter was duly announced
in the ADVOCATE.

Since then some, who at that time
agreed not to make it a test, have departed from us. Now this ecclesia wants
to declare its position on the question at
issue, and in answer to your question in
the April number, page 108, will state that
we have unanimously agreed to unreservedly endorse the Birmingham statement before it was "amended," and will
fellowship all who endorse the same. As
to whether God will raise the unbaptized
rejecters, we believe He can if He will,
but in the absence of positive proof we
leave the matter with Him who doeth all
things right. Yours in the Lord,
Louis YOUNG, Sec'y.
CHICAGO.—Since our last intelligence
we have had an addition to our number
by the removal of sister Kendricks from
Birmingham, England. She was a member of the Temperance Hall ecclesia
there, and having decided to locate here
has cast in her lot with us. We have also
had the company of brother and sister
McDaniels, Eldorado, Ark.; brother and
sister Spencer, Wauconda, 111.; sister
Youngquest, Springfield, Ohio. At the
Lord's table brother Spencer delivered
two very interesting and instructive lectures for us on ' T h e tabernacle in the
wilderness and its typical significance.'1
Other lectures have been on "Faith" by
brother Wooliscroft, "Christ the judge of
the world," by Bro. S. T. Norman.
J. LEASE Sec'y.

GOLDTHWAITE, TEX.-I write you
of the obedience of F. JJ. Lowe, son of
brother Jacob Lowe, aged 16. The breth-
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ron had planned a fishing party on the
Colorado river. Accordingly they met
Friday evening, June 28, and fished Friday night. Saturday at noon the young
man made known his desire to put on the
only name whereby we can be saved. It
was a surprise to all except one. Accordingly we gave a short address on the object of baptism and repaired to the water and assisted him in putting on the
saving name. Afterwards we assembled
in the shade and heard a good lecture by
brother H. Koele. on the Rest Promised
the People of God. There were fifteen
brethren present. We broke bread Sunday morning and took our departure for
home after noon. Our dishing party was
a great success, for we had a greater
catch than we expected. Xour brother
in the one hope,

E. M. WILSON,

[This intelligence comes from those
who have been separated on the covenant and priesthood question. Letters
received of late manifest a desire for
unity and peace, and are written in a
good spirit. We are hopeful that a happy
reunion is possible, and it is to pave the
way for this that we have opened our
pages for brother G. W. Banta and brother Wilson to talk to each other calmly
for the benefit of readers directly concerned. We think these two brethren
are well able to represent both sides—if
there really are two sides—and that their
love and sincerety will prompt them to
seek a point of sufficient agreement for
fellowship. Our absence from home and
a crowding of the "Second Death" matter have prevented us from publishing
all we have received from both sides so
far; but we hope to do the matter justice
soon. That the friendly spirit might be
encouraged we cheerfully insert the intelligence and hope no barrier will arise
to hinder a continuance of publication of
further good news.—EDITOE.]
HAMILTON, ONT. — Brother A. E.
Williams, writing on the evil of jealousy
in causing divisions, adds: Assuming
that brother Williams represents the
views held on one hand, while the "warfare" brethren hold the other, what is the
difference? If we would take the disputants when they are close together as possible, we have something like this, viz.:
1. Brother Williams' saying that we, by
natural birth, are born into a state of

alienation from God, and under the condemnation brought upon ail the race
through Adam. The "Warfare" says: "It
is true that Adam's descendants are born
into the world under a sin constitution of
things, and are thus under the dominion
of sin, and become the servants of sinWhile in that state and in the service of
sin, it can be truthfully said that they are
aliens from the constitution of righteousness established in Christ Jesus, aliens
from the kingdom of God and thus free
from righteousness (Warfare No. 7, p. 151);
and on p. 150: "It is true that we come under the condemnation meted out to Adam
as recorded in Gen. iii; 17-19, as the consequence of his sin, and as it was a judgment pronounced upon him, it would be a
legal condemnation."
2. Brother Williams says we are legally
freed from this condemnation at baptism.
The "Warfare" says, (page 151) "we are
prospectively freed at baptism."
3. Brother Williams says, "We are
physically freed from Adam at the return
of Christ."
The "Warfare" says, "The physical
birth by the spirit (atthe return of Christ)
frees us from all inherited from Adam."
4. Brother Williams says, "that at baptism we are freed from all dominion of
sin and are reconciled and made nigh to
God."
The''Warfare" says, "At our baptism
we are forgiven our past sins, receiving
the answer of a good conscience toward
God."
I could point out many other expressions from both sides of this question
which go to prove that if there really existed a desire for unity and peace among
the brethren, the question of doctrine
could be readily agreed upon in most
cases. (Brother A. D. Strickler's heresy
of baptism for second death must of
course be looked upon as an exception,
and one which should have had its head
cut off and the body consigned to the
waste basket before it ever reached the
printer.) [It seems this is what brother
Strickler complained of brother Roberts
having done with his manuscript on the
subject years ago.—ED].
The only difference which I can discover in my comparison of the above propositions is found in No. 2. where brother
Williams uses the term legally freed,
while brother Bruce uses the, term proar
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pectiVely freed.
To my mind this latter term is a misuse
of language. To use the term prospectively freed means, of course, that we are
not at the present freed, but may be in
the future. Now, Paul says in his letter
to the Roman brethren Chap, viii: 2, that
"The law of the spirit of life in Christ Jesus HATH made me free from the law of
sin and death." He says also, to those
same brethren (chap, vi: 17-18. "But God
be thanked that ye were the servants of
sin, but ye have obeyed from the heart
that form of doctrine which was delivered
you. Being then made free from sin (a
present freedom) ye became the servants
of righteousness."
If we but ask ourselves the question,
"Were these Eoman brethren legally the
servants of sin?" our answer could not be
otherwise than in the affirmative. And
so also must an affirmative answer ba
given to Che question, are they now (in
the time in which the apostle is speaking)
legally in Christ?
The passages above quoted show undoubtedly that a legal change had
taken place, as does also the seventh chapter, wherin it states that
they had been delivered from the
law,
that
being
dead ' wherein
they were held. When do men become
the servants of sin? When they are born of
the flesh, of course, and they obey their
master (as a rule> just as soon as they are
able.
Through the medium of baptism men
sever their relationship from their natural master, sin, and become joined into
another master, even Christ, and who
will say that those Roman brethren were
not lawfully joined unto him?
I think that the "Warfare" might very
safely use the phrase "legally freed," because the deduction to be reasonably
drawn from its writings as to which state
men are born into and are actually freed
from in the present life is identical with
that of brother Williams, which I understand to be a lawful relationship to a sin
constitution, that constitution being the
result of Adam's sin, and all men compelled to bo constitutionally of it through
t;he condemnation passed upon Adam,
t h e end of constituents of such a constitution is death. But thanks be to God,
who has raised up in the very midst of
this constitution of sin, a constitution of
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righteousness, the end of which constitution is everlasting life. And thanks to
Him, also, because that He has made it
possible for us who could not help being
born through the flesh into the Hrst, to
be born through water into the latter: so
now, beloved brethren, we look forward
to the gift of our new master with as
great a joy as we looked forward with
sorrow to the wages of the old masters'
sin.
I know, however, that it would be
worse than useless for me to think
to heal the breach which has been
made in the body. There seems no desire to have it so, but rather a desire to
widen it; in fact the most evident thing
at the present time is that some of our
brethren have become unscrupulous in
their efforts to make a complete separation. Such offenses must needs come,
but woe unto them by whom they come.
So far as our ecclesia here Is concern'ed.
I am not at liberty to speak officially. I
believe, however, that our secretary is
writing you what their feelings are on
the present situation. I can give you a
few new subscriptions to the ADVOCATE.

besides the renewal of my own. With
brotherly wishes for both yourself, sister
Williams, andiamily, your brother in the
one faith,

A. E. WILLIAMS.

LADNER, B. 0., CAN—We greatly appreciate that article, "A Plea for Action,"
and think it impregnable from any point,
whether doctrinal or logical; and the
spirit that permeates the whole is truly
Christlike. We are also with you in spirit
in the "Up-and-Be-I)oing movement.-'
Wb hope and pray It will be to the
strengthening of the household, the furtherance of the gospel and to the honor
and glory of God. The articles in the
ADVOCATE on the Inspiration Question

are excellent. That "short cut" has always been our route. If God, "who cannot He," and la whom "is no i)ariaMew.ess
nor shadow of turning" produced them
they must be absolutely true.
We are grieved to see the Responsibility Question causing so much trouble
and division. If "light" brings responsibility to the judgment seat, what is to be
done with those who had the "light" but
were overtaken by some calamity ere
they could complete their obedience in
baptism? If some are to be there to be
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punished who did not want eternal life,
ought not the other class to be rewarded?
Far better leave all of that to God, who
in His mercy and wisdom will do all
things well.
We received a lot of matter from Buffalo which was far from being either food
or balm for the inner man, and we don't
see how any true brother can either endorse or excuse it.
We had a very pleasant and profitable
visit from brother and sister Yeatman
some little time ago, but they live too far
away for such visits to occur often.
We are quite in isolation at present and
are always pleased to have any brother
or sister call on us. Faithfully and fraternally yours,

JAMES COOK.

LAURENCE, MASS. — Brother Williams in his mission of love and peace
haa visited Laurence, Mass., and given
two lectures. On June 2nd, subject,
"Impending Judgments, The Approaching End of the Age. The Resurrection of
the Dead. The Return of Christ."
There were about 25 aliens at this meeting (brethren and sisters from Lowell
were present at both lectures); they
seemed to be veryimuch interested and at
the close of the lecture several came forward and told brother Williams they
were very much pleased with what they
had heard.
"The Great Salvation" was presented
to their notice and the writer sold eight
copies at the close of the meeting, and if
they will read the Bible and use this little book to help water the seed sown,
good may come out of it. We hope and
trust it may be so, but there seems to be
no ears for the truth in this city of darkness. "Thick darkness" covers it and
the people are held in it by their "blind
guides," and they love to have it so.
June 3rd, subject, "What must I do to
be saved? Baptism, its mode and design
in relation thereto." There were about
eight aliens at this lecture. The subject
was presented in a way which to a believer left no room for doubt. At the
close of this lecture one more "Great
Salvation" was sold, and one gentleman
(Who said he had been leading a class of
young men) by the name of Hopkins came
to ask brither Williams something about
the King of the North. We exchanged

addresses, so I shall call on him and find
out the kind of soil there is in him.
Brother Williams, in what you have
said on the responsibility question and
condemnation in Adam and our relation
thereto, I agree with you.
First—I believe that Christ offered for
himself.
Second—Christ had no personal sin to
offer for; his offering was for the relation
of things which Adam's sin brought.
Third—Our inherited condition from
Adam required the same offering.
Fourth—Christ made one offering for
himself, and we are included in the benefits.
Fifth—Christ's death redeemed him
from a lost state; it redeems us from
the same.
Sixth—The death of Christ made reconciliation with God possible for us.
Seventh—We are baptized into Christ's
death; we are reconciled to God.
Eighth—In dying for our sins Christ
made an offering to God: being baptized
into Christ's death is for the remission of
our sins.
Ninth—We are brought from relationship to Adam; Adam's sin has no power
over us.
Tenth—At baptism we have a "clean
slate." (E. R.) Brethren, let us try and
keep it clean.
"Kill the ADVOCATE!" DO not try it,

brethren. Rather help it to live. Those
of you who do not see eye to eye with
brother Williams, meet with him face to
face, and I am persuaded good will result; for brother Williams has the love of
the truth and the brethren at heart. To
those who are able, "Up-and-be-doing,"
Your brother. J. EASTWOOD.

NEW KENSINGTON, PA.-We have
been greatly cheered by the visit of
brother and sister Williams, brother Williams being on his lecturing tour in the
Up-and-be-Dolng movement. He lectured for us in Beohm's hall on April 13 in
the afternoon and in the evening. Afternoon subject. "The Origin of the World's
Evils," and the Remedy." Evening subject, "The Only Gospel That Saves."
We had fair audiences and they were
very attentive; but the number was far
short of what it should have been if the
people were disposed to listen to such
grand topics. Unfortunately it is almost
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impossible to get hearers for the truth
hero. As yet we have not seen any fruit
of the lectures, but the seed sown may
spring forth at some future time; at least
I am safe in saying that the brethren and
sisters were well pleased antl benefitted
thereby. A great pleasure to us was to
make the acquaintance of brother and
sister Williams, for the majority had not
seen them before, but some of us have
been acquainted for years. With sister
W. this was our first meeting, and all
were delighted with the pleasure of her
company. They were here from the 12th
to the 16th. We felt like shedding tears
when parting from them at the depot on
the morning ol the lGth. Such, brethren,
is the power of the truth, We as an ecclesia wish to make known to the brotherhood at large where we stand with reference to the questions that have been
agitating the body of late, namely, tho
Adamlc Condemnation and .Responsibility Question. The shortest way to state
our position is to say that we heartily endorse and stand with the editor of the

light. We have lost two by removal to
Canton, O., sister William Whitehouse
and brother Howard Hindmarsh, but we
hope they will hold fast to the things
they have learned, that they may be on
the solid rock of truth when giving their
final account. We have lost others
through not being able to agree on the
above questions, but we sincerely hope
that all will be made right before the
great day of. account, and that they with,
us will hear tho welcome words, "Come,
yo blessed of my .Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you."
In conclusion I wish to state that wo
will heartily welcome any faithful brother or sister to our fellowship that stand
where we do ourselves, namely, on the
"old landmarks" as set forth in the April
number of tho ADVOCATE. With love, and
good will to all, I am faithfully and fraternally,

A. COOKB,

See'y New Kensington (Pa.) ecclesia.

, YA.-Our ecclesia has
been much strengthened and cheered by
"Plea for Action" in the Apiil number of a visit from our brother Williams, whodethe ADVOCATE, and I might state that we livered a series of five lectures for us. To
have passed a resolution that we stand on those who have heard him. it is needless
the old unamendod Birmingham state- to say anything about them—wo were
ment of faith on the responsibility ques- more than pleased, and we feel that a
tion and we see no necessity for any al- good work has been, done in our city. We
teration.
have heard very gratifying reports from
the outside and I think there will be some
I was greatly pleased to see the article fruit shortly.
"Plea for Action." It was something you
May the God of Heaven bless our
needed to do, brother, as all could see
your position and none can now say any brother's efforts to sound out the glad
more that brother Williams says "Wo are tidings of salvation to our perishing felguilty of Adamic sin," and "We are bap- low creatures, and give him a tongue of
tized for Adam's sin." The ma tor is ready utterance, that the people may
now very plainly set forth and none can learn of the one true God, and Jesus
misunderstand your position, I wish to Christ, whom He has sent. Wo rejoice to
hear of tho good work of reuniting the
state what wo think about "the old landmarks, ' that it would be a good thing to ecclesias tbat is being done by the "Uphave a little on these every month, so and-be-doing" movement, and wish it
many of the brethren would be able to Godspeed, desiring to do our part whenhave extracts from Dr.Thomas' works and ever opportunity may present itself.
brother Roberts' without necessarily havOur aged and afflicted brother Southall
ing tho books themselves. So, brethren, fell asleep Monday, May 9th, after a long
now that brother Williams has como out confinement to his bed. We feel confiso boldly, showing his position, and prov- dent he has made a good report through
ing it conclusively from our literature, let faith, and that there is a crown of rightus help him by getting some "old land- eousness laid up for him. This ecclesia
marks" and sending them to the ADVO- does not see tho necessity of altering a
CATE. We shall thereby give a reason basis of fellowship that has been all-suffor our position and show that we stand ficient for many years past.
on the truth as originally brought to
J. W. PENELL, Seo'y.
ADVOCATE on tho old landmarks in his
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EUSKIN, B. C—In answer to your
"Plea for Action" in the April number we
beg to state that we are only a very small
ecclesia, if worthy of such a name, of
three or four persons, and we consider
ourselves in fellowship with ecclesias
and isolated brethren and sisters who
endorse, unreservedly, the Birmingham
statement (old form of Prop, xxv.) before
it was "amended." Your brother waiting
for the redemption,

FOSTEB CABTEK,

In behalf of the others.
SPBINGFIELD. O. — We have the
pleasure of informing the brethren that
on April 8th, Mrs. Elizabeth A. Middleton, of Dayton, O., and Mr. John A.
Youngquist, of Medway, 0., and on May
18th Mrs. Annie Youngquist were baptized into the name of the Lord for the
remission of sins, and are now rejoicing
in the hope of the glory of God. On May
18th brother Dr. W. H. Reeves died of a
stroke of paralysis received some three
years since while in California. He was
quietly buried here on May 22d. •
Many will remember him as an earnest
defender of the faith in years gone by.

" the trumpet shall sound and the dead
shall be raised" to come before the tribunal of Christ, who will "judge the living
and the dead" with "righteous judgment"
and render unto everyone "according as
his works shall be." We hope the time
may soon come when these sorrowful
partings will be no more, when "sorrow
and sighing shall flee away." When joy
and peace and perfect happiness shall fill
our hearts for ever and evermore, the
time when the rule of Christ shall begin.
Your brother in the saving name of Jesus.

H. J. VREDENBTJBGH.

Secretary of Jersey City Ecclesia.
WOODSTOCK. ONT.-I have read
your "Plea for Action," etc., with much
gladness of heart, and hope for the most
speedy results.
It affords me great consolation to read,
in such plain language, my very thoughts
on the much disputed question: and I
feel it will bring light to many who at
present oppose us. I remain your sister
in the one hope,

M. E. T R E E .

WOECESTEE. MASS.—We have delayed in making a report of your labor of
love among the brotherhood of WorcesWEEHAWKEN, N- J . - W e have been ter, so that we could give a better acplunged into sorrow by the untimely count of the results.
We are very happy to report brother
death of brother Sidney Keener. He
Bruce, brother and sister Giddings. and
died on May 15th at the age of 27,
Brother Keener espoused the truth brother and sister Charles Carlson have
eleven years ago and became immediate- returned. We are expecting a few more
ly an earnest and faithful worker in God's to fo'.low their example, and we pray that
vineyard. The words of brother James those who have no such intention as yet
Washburne that "he always felt he was will earnestly consider the good step takin true fellowship with Sidney," express en, and reunite themselves with us upon
the sentiments of every member of the the old Birmingham Statement of Faith,
and join their hands in ours in the labor
ecclesia.
a The circumstances leading up to brother of spreading the glad tidings to the perKcener's death are particularly sad and ishing, and for the up-building of the
touching, so much so that the writer must body in love and unity.
We pray that your efforts towards the
refrain from dwelling upon them. He has
gone from us, but will long be remem- unity of the Brotherhood may receive the
bered for his sublime faith in the immut- blessing of our Heavenly Father.We know
ability of God and His promises. Our that His blessing shall not fail those who
sympathies are with those of his imme- sow the good seed of love and unity for
diate family in their great bereavement. it is written, "Blessed are the PeaceWe would urge them to remember, how- makers." Yours faithfully in Christ,
W. CUBTIS,
ever, as a source of comfort, that Sidney
Is sleeping peacefully "in Jesus," and
DOON, ONT.—Dear Brother Williams: Your
that as surely as "the sun riseth in the appeal
for unity and peace struck a chord tbat
east and goeth down in the west," just so reverberated in unison in the hearts of many
surely is the time coming when the light brethren, and you are not a "setter forth of
of life will again shine in his eyes: for strange doctrines," for you never left the truth
Yours in Christ,

W. T. PARKER.

INTELLIGENCE.
as it is in Jesus; and we honor you for adding
nothing" thereto, and you have taken nothing"
therefrom. But we think it is hard for you to
have all the trouble of defending it and the expense, too; so if you wiii accept our Jittie offering of six dollars we shall feel thankful to
you fordoing- so. Yours truly in love of the
Truth,

THOS. B. HARDY,
HEMAN COLE,
GEORGE TRUSSI.BR.

[Thank you, brethren, and all who have voluntarily helped in the extra expense. A similar letter received from brother Pedder, in
which a liberal hand is stretched out. Many
thanks to him also. It has never been our custom to ask for financial help in advance when
the defense of the Truth required special expenditure; but when the work has been done
our hands have not been left to hang" down.
While financial means is a necessity and we are
thankful for the help rendered, this is nothing
compared with the gratification which the cooperation and enlightened encouragement of
well-tried brethren afford.—EDITOR!.
FEANKLIN. MASS.—The Franklin ecclesia
would not be doing a most important duty it
we did not put ourselves on record in regard to
the Adamlc Condemnation and Responsibility
questions. We heartily endorse and are In perfect agreement with what brother Williams has set forth and with the greater
part of the faithful ChristadeZphians of America, Although we do not like man-made statements of faith, for the reason that they have
been changed so much, yet we heartily endorse the old Birmingham statement before
"amended." Based upon the wholly inspired
word of God who cannot lie, we belieye: First
on Adamic Condemnation- Will the brethren
kindly look up the following: Romans v; 12,
16. Note Romans vi: 3,7. Study Hebrews vii;
27, and real I. John iii: 5, and verse It; also
Romans viii; 1,3 on the Responsibility question and I. Cor, iv: 15,23, I. Thess. iv: 13-16,
xxiv: 15. The above teaches an anastasis of
faithful and unfaithful. Dr. Thomas teaches
in his preface to "Anastasis" that it is ouly
necessary for our salvation to believe in the
resurrection of the just and unjust. The doctormeans baptized men and women. Why trouble yourselves, dear brethren, you who are opposed to your brethren on what is not a first
principle or part of tbe gospel. I. Cor. v: 12,13.
"For what have I to do to judge them also that
are WITHOUT? Do not ye judge them that are
within?" "But them that are WITHOUT GOD
judgeth." Brethren, read John xvii over and
over. Also sing hymn 181 and ponder over it.
THINK! Study the Lord's prayer., Matt. vi.
O, brethren, on the "amended" statement
side we implore you to consider and work for
union rather than for division, with the sound
faith and God's love, and walk together iiand>
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m hand, heart beating with heart, as we did
for over thirty years. Christ is just at the
door; his angel will knock sooner than you ex-'
pect. Can you face him when some of you refuse to meet our kind brother Wiliiams, who is
willing to meet all who oppose him; you of my
acquaintance who refuse to meet him, I ask
plainly can you face Christ with a feeling" so
unChrist like? Now is the time; better to make
peace with God by making peace with the dear
ones that Christ died for, than to go to the
judgment seat with a mind that you did not
meet your own brethren and try to remove the
cause of trouble. Love to the household, Your
brother, plodding along,
JAMEB MOBBISON, Sec'y.

McMINVILLE, OREGON.—In reply to the
plea for peace and union 1 cannot refuse to
honor you and all of the brethren of the same
spirit. I have not yet been able to accept of
the new declaration of faith. We continue to
stand on the old Birmingham statement of
faith before proposition 25 was changed. What
a glorious thing it would be to see the brethren return to the old landmarks once more
and be of the one mind and all work together.
Your brother and sister in tribulation,
M. A. and J U L I A MARSHALL.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.—To all those of like
precious faith, greetings in the Lord; I t is
with great pleasure that we announce the visit
to this city of our brother and sister Williams.
Brother Williams delivered three lectures here
to a very attentive audience, many strangers
present at all the lectures. Brother Williams
was requested to give a special address on the
efficacy of baptism, which he did in a simple,
yet powerful manner, and to the full satisfaction of every member of our ecclesia. We are
of the opinion that he has been very much
misunderstood and misrepresented. We wish
to state that we stand where we always have
done, on the Temperance Hall basis of faith,
which was considered by brother Roberts and
all the old brethren for many years past, to be
sufficient for salvation, and that is all we are
earnestly striving for. We are very pleased,
indeed, to read brother Williams' remarks oa
the Inspiration Question, We fully endorse
them, and hope and pray that every effort
will be put forth to establish that one first
grand principle of the truth. That God's word
is what it claims to be—pure and infallible.
We are very much encourag-ed by two baptisms which took place here June 29th in the
Providence river. They are as follows: Miss
F. Field, daughter of our brother and sister
Field, and Miss A. Selly. We rejoice with them
and pray that they may be found worthy at the
coming of our Lord and Master.
Our brother Field sails for Eng-lana July 2nd
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a subject of much importance, especially at
this present time, What Must I Do to bo Saved?
Baptism, its mode and design in relation thereto. \\ o had a slight increase in attendance.
By this lecture we wen; sill much strengthened
in file faith. Friday evening the subject was,
"Eternal Life, by Whom Obtained, and What
of Those Who Fail1?" Ag'aiu wehadan incieise
over the previous night and all enjoyed th ;
lecture very much, giving good attention.
Sunday morning we" had our regular serviec i
at which brother Williams, by request, spoke
upon Adamic Condemnation and Baptism.
This was the, best explanation of the scriptures upon the subject that it was ever my lot
to either hearor read; and judging by llicgeneral satisfaction expressed by all present, I
should not hesitate to say the same for all
present. There has never been any dou^t in
EDOAH E. CHADDOCK.
my mind as to brother Williams' position on
this subject, and as for the ecclesia here wo
SENECA FALLS, N. Y.—l again have the
stand with him. At the breaking of bread he
pleasure of informing the brethren of the im_
again spoke, by request, upon the meaning
mersion oC another into the name, "whereby
and importance of the memorial supper.
we must be saved." On June llth in the presSunday evening tin; subject was '-Impending
ence of a number of. brethren and sisters at
Judgments, the End of the Age, Resurrection
Cauga Lake, Mrs. Charles Westman, of Manof the Dead, and the Return of Christ." This
chester, N. II., was inducted into the name of
was a fit subject to finish with, and those who
the Father, Son and Holy Spirit and may the
heard it were well pleased. The attendance
"peace of God which passeth all understandwas larger than at previous meetings, we having keep her heart and mind through Jesus
ing the pleasure of the company of five of the
Christ." Sister Westman is a daughter of
Auburn ecclesia, to sill of whom wo sent invibrother and sister Short, of Seneca Falls, havtations. We thank those who came for appre>ng been raised in the belief of the one gospel,
ciating our brotherly love in our efforts to
but not having decided to be immersed until
"Up-and-be-doing." Was the movement here
after she had been some time away from home.
a success? Yes. Most certainly, if for no
There is no ecclesia where she resides, so she
other reason than to fix us more firmly than
decided to make a visit home and make tier paever upon the solid foundation of the imporrents and family doubly happy. So now
a.nce of Christ's sacrifice in the fullness therebrotherand sister Short's entire family of live
of. Long may brothe.1 and sister Williams live
daughters have been brought into the fold,
to proclaim the truth. On Monday morning at
and they can rejoice in the fruit of their labors.
7:30 our brother and sister started for their
Rrot.her Mickley, of our ecclesia, sittended to
home. And now we wait the time of blessing
the immersion of sister Westman and it is
when joy cometh. Oh that it were come.
through his kindness that we have a convenYours in the Lord, E. C. STAUNTON, Sec'y.
ient place lor such occasions.
p. S.—We congratulate those who planned
1 have, also the pleasure of reporting the the "Up-and-be-doing1'' movement upon its
visit of brother and sister Williams of Chicago
success. Our feelings are expressed in the
to Seneca Falls in the interest of the Truth, in
words—Come again..
E. O. S.
the TTp-a,nd-bo-doing movement. They arrived
June 23, atlt) p. m., and were met by brother
TORONTO.—In view of the unsettled conShort and taken to his home, which was their
dition of the household, we have considered it
stopping place here. Tuesday evening we had
expedient to declare our position. We still adthe pleasure of listening to a lecture on the
here to the truth as denned by the original
Kingdom of God by brother Williams, delivBirmingham Statement of Faith.
ered in that straightforw: rd way characteristic
A resolution to that effect was adopted at
of our brother. Our attendance was, as usual,
our latest business meeting. We are always
rather small, although we had advertised well
pleased
to meet any of the brethren who come
and given verbal invitations by the score. Howto the city. Our plsice of meeting is room 18,
ever, we were well repaid for the trouble and
Avenue Hall, northwest corner of Spadinaand
expense by knowing that we had clone our duCollege streets. Your brother in Christ, on
ty and by the pleasure we bad of listening-to
behalf the ecclesia,
the lecture ourselves.
Wednesday evening we had what to us all is
GEOKGE MOAT, Sec'y..

to visit his birthplace (Birmingham) sifter being' away 21 rears. We wish him Godspeed and
trust lie limy be brought safely back to us.
Since lust intelligence the visiting brothers
and sisters are as follows: Brother and sister
Mason, of Erie, III.; brother dough, brother
W. Pinel, brother and sister 1'inel, Jr., brother
1. Jones, of Worcester; brothers Steve and
Thomas Roche, of Lowell; brother Morrison,
brother Orr, of I lamitton, who now resides at
Warren, K. 1.; sister F. Stiles, of Hamilton:
brothers Curtis and I lushes, of Carnpello. Wo
are doing'all we can here to proclaim the gospel and praying that, God will give the increase
and that we maybe guided through the. wilderness, and at last be permitted to sit down
with Abraham Isaac Jacob in the kingdom of
God. Yours in this grand and glorious hope,
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NOTES.
County, Ky., and Hustler, Wis., request a visit to extend over two Sundays, and both have selected from Oct. 10th
to 20th. It would suit us better to visit Hustler at the time named, then go to
Kentucky from Nov. 1st to 10th, which would allow of being at Louisville from
10th to the 17th. This arrangement should allow of us being at home to attend
to issuing tha ADVOCATE for October au.l November. O ir promised visit W j st
must remain in abeyance for the present. Will the Henderson County brethren
please write whether this arrangement will suit them. Definite announcement
will app:ar in the Ojtob;r ADVOCATE.
EDITOR'S APPOINTMENTS.—Henderson

THERE has been a liberal demand for extra copies of last month's ADVOCATE,
one brother in England ordering 30 copies. We have primed extras again this
month which can be had for •"> cents per copy. The two issues are a strong testimony for rallying to the old peaceful standard.

CHRISTADELPHIAN MEETING-PLACES.
AUBURN, N. Y.—No. 9 Exchange St.,at 10:
A. M. Sunday-school after breaking1 of bread
BALTIMORE, MD.— Vernant Hall, No. 1204
W Baltimore St. Sunday morning 10:30.
BE KLIN, ONT.—Berlin and Waterloo Ecclesia. Corner of Kins: and Queen Streets, Berlin
Every Sunday at 10::i0 A. M.
BUFFALO, N. Y.—Meetings held at house
of Brother J. Cooper, No. OOBuffumSt. Sunday School at 11 A. M. Breaking of Bread,
3 P. M.
CAMPELO, MASS.—Mystic Hall, Franklin
bldg., llOti So. Main St., Brockton, Mass. Sun
day School at 10 A. H. Public lecture at 11 A. M,
Breaking of bread at 12:30 p. M.
CHICAGO.—Oriental Hall, 17th Floor, Masonic Temple. Every Sunday at 10:30 A. M.
CLEVELAND, O.—Visitors may inquire at
1200 W. Madison Ave., VV. Cleveland.
DENVEK, COLO. — No. 216 Cbaries Building, 15th and Curtis Streets, Every Sunday at
11 A.M.
ELMIRA, N. Y.—Knighta of Honor Hall,
No. 112 Lake Street. Every Sunday, 10:30 a. m.
C. T. Spencer. Sec'y.
FRANKLIN, MASS.—Lecture and Breaking
of Bread, 10:30 A.M.
OUELPH. ONT.—Corner of St. George's
Square and Quebec St., East (over Kelly's music store). Sunday-School at 8:45 A. M. Breaking of Bread, II A. M. Lectures, 7 P. M_
HAWt.BY. PA. —Lehman Hall, every Sunday. Bible School at 2 p. m. Breaking of bread
at 3 p. m.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.—Fisher Hall, Cor
Bay and Erie Sts. Everv Sundav at 10:30 a. mLOUISVILLK, KY.—No. 2210 West Chestnut
St., at 10:30 a. m.
LOWELL. MASS.—Odd Fellows' Hall, Middlesex St. Every Sunday. Lecture at 10:30.
Memorial service at }2 noon.
NEW KENSINGTON, PA.—Kuhle's Hall,
corner 4th a\enue find 9th street. Evt ry Sunday at 10:30 a. in. for Breaking of Bread,

NEWPORT NEWS, VA.—Moss Hall, 219 8tb
Street, 11 a. in. every Sunday.
NOKFOLK, VA.—Corner of Brambleton and
Maltby Avenues. Every Sunday at 11 A. M.
Also Bible Class Thursday at 8 p. M.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.—Independent Hall,
Thurbers Ave.. South Providence.
Sunday
School, 9.30 a. m.; Breaking of Bread 11 a. m.
QUINCY. MASS.— Orangeman's Hall, 110
Hancock St. Sunday School at 10:30 A. M ,
breaking of bread at 11:30 A. M., lecture at
7:30 P. M.
RICHMOND, VA.—Lee Camp Hall, Broad
St., between 5th andtith 8ts. Meets at 11 A. .M.
every first day.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.—Corner of Smith and
Frank Sts. Services at 10:30 A. M.
SAN FRANCISCO AND OAKLAND.—Fraternal Hall, Washington St., every Sunday a t
11 A. M.
SENECA FALLS, N. Y.-R. E' Short No. 13
Kumsey St.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.
Christadelphian
Hull. Mason St.. near Stanton Ave., North side.
Meeting for worship every Sunday at 10.30 a.in,
Sunday School at, 9.4) a.m. Lecture at 7.30 p.m.
Bible Study, Wednesday Evening, 7.30.
TORONTO, OVT.—Avenue Hall, northwest
corner of College and Spadina Avenue. Every
Sunday.
VANCOUVER, B.C.-The brethren will be
found through Sister Willy, 1129 Homer St.
VICTORIA. B. C—Meets in A. O. U. W. hal
every Sunday at 11 a. m. and i~p. m.
WASHINGTON. D. C—Niit'l Capirol Bank.
Penn'a Ave., between 3rd and 4th Sts.. S. E.
Bible School »itl0 a. m. Lecture at 11.15 a. m
Memorial Service 12 in. every Sunday. "
WATERLOO, IA.—Meetings at 10:30 every
First day in Bickley's Hall, W. Fourth street.
WORCESTER, MASS. —Board of Trade Hall.
11 Foster St. Leciure every Sunday at 10:30
A. M. Breaking of Bread immediately after
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Editorial..

THE BASIS OF OUR FRATERNAL UNION.
ADDRESS BY BKO. J . SOOTHIL AT THE FRATERNAL GATHERING

CHICAGO.
E call this our fraternal "fathering. We are a fraternity differing from any other community of people. Our bond of union
has its basis in the faith of the Gospel and its obedience. As the Apos
tie said, we are all baptized into one body (I. Cor. xii: 13), and that we
are all the children of God, and in Christ through the faith. ''For as
many of you as have been baptized unto Christ have put on Christ," and
that we are all one in Christ Jesus and so lvive become ''Abraham's seed
and heirs according to the promise" (Gal. iii: 2G 29). Oar fraternal relation then is not based upon nature, for the Apostle to the Gentiles has
shown us plainly that we arc "by nature children of wrath," and up to
the time of our immersion were said to lie "dead in trespasses and sins,"
children of disobedience walking in the course of this world, fulfilling
the desires of the flesh and of the mind, having the understanding darkened, being alienated from the life of God through the ignorance that
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was in us. In this condition wo were at enmity with God, poor porisL
ing mortals.
But if we are true to our profession all this is changed, we, have accepted the divine invitation in the belief of the glad tidings of the king
doin of God. This with the required obedience has brought us in'o a
new relation, even into that of children of God. As the Apostle J u n e s
informs us, " l i e begat us by the, word of his truth, that we shon! I b;> a
kind of lirst fruits of his creatures;' 1 and tins Apostle Paul said, "If any
man lie in Ciirist he is a new creature, old things have passed away and.
behold, all things have become new." We have a new object in our
existence, inspired by a new and irlorious motive, even that of attaining
the prize of the high calling of God in Ciirist Jesus. As Gentiles we
were regarded as strangers and foreingers, '•Without Christ, alien to
the common wealth of Israel and strangers to the covenants of promise,
having no hope and without God inthe world." To God be all the glory
for the changed relationship; for '"we are his workmanship created in
Christ Jesus unto good works which God hath ordained that we should
walk in them."' We have entered into the process of redemption that is
in Christ Jesus, and the Apostle would impress us with the important
fact, t hat now we are not our own, that we have been bought with a price,
and thus freed from the bondage of sin; th it we have died with Christ
having been baptized into his death, "That like as Christ was raised
from the dead, even so we also should walk in newness of life."
By this means we are freed from our sins and also p/'ooisionalli/ freed
frohi mi.r ctmdrm.netl lutturt^ and become ''Servants of righteousness and
have our fruit unto holiness and the end everlasting life." The Apostle
would have us to know that "we were not redeemed with corruptible
things as silver and irold from our vain conversation received by tradition
from our fathers; but with the precious blood of Christ, as of a lamb
without blemish and without spot; who verily was fore ordained before
the foundation of Ihe world, but was manifest in those last times for
us" (I. Peter i: 18 20).
When the Apostle John saw this nianifosiation lie excl i.ned, ''Behold
the lamb of God which taketh away the sin of the world"—John i: 29.
lie also said he was the lamb slain from the foundation of the world
(Rev. xiii: <>). In the institution of anini il sacrifices in E ten he was
typically slain, and sin provisionally remitted and a full redemption
assured, if the oil'erers were faithful to the end of life. But when the
fulness of the time prophetically indicated in I) in ix: 24 was come, "'God
M'lit forth his Son, made of a ivoman and made under the law, to redeem
them that were under the law that they might receive the adoption of
sons; and because ye are si>ns God has sent forth the spirit of his Son
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into our hearts whereby we cry Abba" (tint is to say, Fathi'ri. All
things arc of God, who hath rcconciilcd us unto himself by Jesus Christ.' 1
(II. Cor. v: 18, 19).
"When we were led bv the carnal mind we were at emnity with God ;
but having "received with meekness the en trifled word which is able to
make us wise unto salvation,'' we are thu-- led by the Spirit of God.
'"For if the spirit of him who raised up Jesus from the dead dwell in us,
he that raised up Christ shall also quicken our mortal bodies, because; of
his spirit that dwelleth in us.'' The Scriptures teach that it is the blood
that inakwh atonement for the soul, and (Int. ''without the shedding1 of
bl,tod there is no remission (Lev. xvii: I I ; Heb. :x: ?,'•>). How im
portant. it is then that we see the full significance of ihe blood of Chri-t
in the various offices it serves in the salvation of men. We are said to
l)c justified by his blood and reconciled to God by his blood (Rom. v:
V, 10); forgiveness of our sins by his blood (Eph. i: 7); sanctified by his
blood (Heb. x: '2'.)); redeemed from our iniquity by his blood (Titus ii: 1 -1),
and this is the initial stage of the redemption that is in Christ .Jesus, and
in a consistent service; to God we are waiting' for its completion at the
return of Christ, who shall then "change our vile bodies, and fashion
them like unto his own glorious body" (Phil, iii: 21). Then we shall be
able to join in the redemption son"1, saying, ''Thou hast redeemed us to
God by thy blood, out of every kindred and tongue and people and nation,
and hast made us unto our God, Kings and Priests and we shall reign on
the earth."
The far reaching cil'ects of sacrificial blood in the divine scheme of
regeneration and redemption is further evident in the, fact that almost
all things were; by the law purged with blood. Not only were; the Preists
consecrated but also all those; inanimate articles, such as Ihe altar and
other articles in the Mosaic service. They were set apart for service, by
the sprinkling of blood.
When the typical significance of these things is discerne'd, we the
more readily apply them to Christ the antitype in every aspect, and in
all their importance; the blood of the everlasting coveuiant, which
'•brought again from the dead, our Lord Jesus," will serve the same purpose for every member of the finally accepted, reaching back f,o L\l;;n and
reaching forward to the end of the millenium, when (rod will be all in
all. The animal victims that supplied the cove'ring for the nakedness and
sin e>f Adam anel Eve also supplied the blood in type of the everlasting
covenant. This is the covenant that was perpetuated through Noah and
all the; worthy ones of ancient times, and practically illustrated in the
covenant that God made with Israel at Sinia (Exod. xxiv: 3 !)). "And
Moses came and told the people all the words of the Lord and all the
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judgements, and all the people answered with one voice and said, All the
words which the Lord hath said will vvi do, and Moses wrote all the
words of the Lord and rose up early in rhe morning and builded an altar
under the hill, and twelve pillars according to the twelve tribes of Israel,
and he sent young men of the children of Israel which offered burnt
offerings and sacrificed peace offerings of oxen unto the Lord. And
Moses took half the blood and put it in basins, and half of the blood he
sprinkled on the altar. And he took the blood of the covenant and read
in the audience of the people;, and they said, All that the Lord hath said
will we do and bo obedient, and Moses took the blood and sprinkled it on
the people, and said, Behold the blood of the covenant which the Lord
hath made with you concerning all these words." The land covenant
with Abraham illustrated another phase of covenant obligation (Gen. xv:
5-18). Hut the confirmation was but typical. The antitype is refered
to later on.
The covenant with David has reference to another aspect of the same
covenant, particularly with reference to the re-establishment and perpe
tuity of his throne. The prophet Isaiah (xlii: 0 and xlix: 8) alludes to the
covenant victim in the person of the Messiah : "In an acceptable time
have heard thee, and in a day of salvation have I helped thee and I will
preserve thee, and give thee for a covenant (victim) of the people, to establish the earth ; to cause it to inherit the desolate heritages." And
again, as to the time when God's antitypical victim would be offered, it
is plainly indicated in the prophecy of the seventy weeks of Dan ix: 24.
This had its fulfillment in the antitypical victim himself Matt, xvi: 28)
at the institution of the Lord's memorial supper, saying, "This is (represents) the blood of the covenant (Diat/wkee). and Paul makes direct reference to this in Rom. xv: 8, that his shed blood was for the continuation of the promises made unto the fathers, and that by this means
he becomes the " mediator of the new covenant," so that death having
taken place fora redemption of the transgressions against the first covenant, those having been invited might receive the promise of the
aconuui inheritance. For where a covenant exists, the death of that
which has ratified it is necessary to be produced. Because ;i covenant
is firm over dead victims, since; it is never valid when that which ratifies
it is alive ; hence, not even the first has been instituted without blood;
for every commandment in the law having been spoken by Moses to all
the people, taking the blood of bullocks and of goats with water and
scarlet wool and hyssop, he sprinkled both the hook and all the people,
saying, This is the hi. od of the covenant which God enjoined on
you." How important, ihen, that we should In-fully instructed in the
doctrine concerning the blood of the everlasting covenant.
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These gatherings sire but a "little foretaste of the one great gathering
when the Son of Man shall send his angels and say, "Gather my saints
unto me, those who have made a covenant with me by sacrifice" (Psa. 1:
5). He will gather together his elect from the four winds. We see the
limit of his gathering is to the elect, his chosen ones. "Many are called
but few chosen." "Many of them th it sleep in the dust of the earth
shall awake, some to everlasting life and some to shame and contempt."
Not everyone that suith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the Kingdom of God." The scriptures admonish us to examine ourselves, so
we may have a conscience void of oft'ense toward God and toward men."
O, that we may be wise; for "the wise shall shine as the brightness of
the firmament, and they that turn many to righteousness as the stars for
ever and ever."

THE TRUTH DEFENDED.
[Continued from page 201.)
GALT, JULY 14, 1902.

We are prompted to address tlie ADVOCATE, and assure its editor of our deep
appreciation of his manly and noble effort on behalf of the Christadelphian body
throughout the world.
We are indebted to brother Williams for his Plea for Action, and we thank
him for the spirit in which it is written; we believe it is one of the few things
that are written for all time, that it will stand the scrutiny of the ages. We all
rejoice in the privilege of holding up the hands of one who so faithfully discharges Ihe obligations of a humble follower of Jesus Christ. We cannot do
justice to our thoughts. In the reading of the Plea despondency gave way to a
state of exultation; our thoughts glowed with the conviction that a calamity
which had existed amongst us, and which overshadowed God's people, would be
averted—a calamity too lightly esteemed in high places, a calamity which has
such far reaching consequences, that we draw back in terror in estimating their
magnitude.
The calamity referred to has been painfully brought to our attention through
accidentally receiving the pamphlet called a "Defense of the Iniifaio statement
of Faith." Brother Strickler is not unknown to us; it has been our privilege to
co-operate with him in proclaiming the gospe!; we admired his fearless advocacy of
the truth, but it has been our conviction for some time that he held extreme
views which could not be substantiated frjm the scriptures and were contrary
to reason and common sense; but we never anticipated he would crystallize into
a statement of faith his indefinite and conflicting opinions.
Our first acquaintance with brother Strickler dates back about sixteen years;
he lectured in Doon, and a division took place, and in conversation with one of
the leading brethren he told him he did not know the truth, thpt he was not baptized into the Saving Name, and would not come forth from the grave. The responsibility question had not yet taken violent possession of our brother's mind.
At a subsequent visit our brother expressed himself as believing he was special-
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ly sent to warn the brethren against the •'Andrew heresy."' His strong. <»'
rather I should say weak, yioints were on the carrying out of tlio Ad.-unie. sentence on every individual. I t was a sentence passed, and could not be ivorted:
it placed us all iu the grave; and that Christ died to save us from personal sins
only. We have a vivid recollection of the writer asking the following ques ion:
if there had been no further sin commit'ed by Adam or his descendants, would
tin; sacrifice of Christ have been necessary? This question was not answered;
instead, we were treated to an ebulliion which was quite contrary to the characteristics of our Master, whom we should all endeavor to emulate. We thought
it incredible then that one who w a« familiar with the writings of Dr. Thomas and
brother Roberts should so imperfectly unders and their teaching as to deny the
great fundamental truth, that the one sin committed by our first parents id the
Garden of Ivlen entailed upon the human family a condition that could n;>t bi
removed apart from the sacrifice of Christ.
We have neither the time or inclination to follow our brother in his vain endeavor to prove that our understanding of the sacrifice of Christ is from Home.
It cannot be truthfully ailirmed that we, learned the t r u t h on this subject from
Meander's history of Christian dogmas, or from the Catholic catechism. T h e
iaitb which we believe is embodied iu the constitution of the Birmingham Christadelphian Temperance Hall Ecclesia, adopted at a special meeting held Thursday. July 22, ISSfi, in which is contained a statement of the faith forming their
basis of fellowship, doctrines to be rejected, and the leading features of the commandments of Christ. We unreservedly and unqualifiedly accept the above
statement. We believe it was sufficient then, and we believe it is sullijient now
and for so believing some of our brethren have left u s .
We were surprised that our Buffalo brethren in their " D e f e n s e " made no comparison with the Birmingham statement, which was considered to contain the
basis of fellowship the world over. II seems strange t'tat the author of itio
"Defense" did not call in the aid ot the !3irmiughaai statement in support of hi-s
contention, only a slight reference being m :de to it in the last two pages. That
the two documents are widely at variance is so evident that its warmest frieud-s
art; embarrassed, even the editor of the Cki'lstailclphiaii recognizing that if In;
wt-re to follow brother Strickler's advice he would ruffle a portion of the household, which is described as a "calm area." This is a rebuke to brother Strickier for his extreme zeal in causing divisions.
We would like to leave these dish-^ssing questions, and occupy our thoughts
with meditations on (rod's mercy towards us. and as :i ineins to this end. we
ivcommend reading brother It >bt;rts' '•Furih'T SMSOUS of ( V n f n t . " We c i n iiot too higl'dy praise this work; our brother readied a lot'ly altitude, and to those
who are spiritually inclined, his words wiii make a lasting impression. Let IU
look a1 a few thoughts as bearing on the oreseat c >u: roversv. Writing about
justification by faith, he tells us, " X o ; by works that we have done, but by the
favor of God are we admitted to a saving relation. H i d we b,u>n left to what
we could do for ourselves, we must have perished; for no u-nMidnoul of o n :
ways is perfect, ami even if it uer.-. it c n i d not rel • i >e us fro.a the natural itihf.'itanee of death, nor fro.is the conseq leno 'S of our owu transgression, even i r
t here had been no natural !,ihe,-ii,a;ice." To>s naluri.1 inheritance is dewribed
on page 10 in tlie-ie words: •• Tai-re is a .v. u- u M, vie roo r , poison in the blood."
••Justitication,'"' he further telis us wu the same p • <:", '-does not insure g'orifica-
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tiou; it merely places liim in a position where he may work out his owi: salvation." On page 14, still writing about. justification at baptism, he s lys: ''It. but
reinstates him in the position from which Adam fell." These quotations are in
perfect harmony with other published writings of brother H ibnrts.
We will quote from '•Cnrislendom As'ray," page 12S: "All who are in the
first Adam are the children of tli' devil, because they are the progeny of a serp-nt devil-contaminated paternity." Their mortality is evidence of this, whatever be their moral qualities, because mortality is the fruit of the serpent-devil
Ciinceii, operating in Adam to disobedience; liu!. those who upon a belief of the
pro in ISPS of God are introduced into the second Adam (who in his death destroyed the bonds of the devil in taking away sin) are emancipated from the
family of the devil and become sons of God.'' The Iruth consumed in the foregoing quotations is simple and easily understood, and is emphasized by what is
written on page 10~>. After making sixteen scripture quotations, brother Roberts
says: ''The statements affirm a connection between the death of Christ and the
restoration of sinful m m to divine favor and g n c e . "' * :: This is the first
principle to be apprehended before the crucifixion can be understood. Adam,
the father of the race, disobeying in face of the declare! penult*' of daatli,
brought upon himself the threatened sentence and his posterity are involved in
tlie same condemnation, for the simple reason that they are but propagations of
his own being in all its qualifies and relations, and also because they are themselves, every one of them, sinners by actual transgression and therefore, on their
own account, subject to death. Now here is the problem to be solved, and which
has been solved in the death and resurrection of the Lord Jesus. How is condemned human nature to be emancipated from the law of death, in harmony
with the righteousness that brought that law into force? 11' humanity were left
to itself, it would inevitably perish, because it is not only incapable of a perfect
righteousness, but it cannot set aside the condemnation in which it already exists. God's plan in Christ has given us a scheme by which human salvation is
achieved without the violation of any of his laws, which are necessary to the
maintenance of his supremacy in the universe. Christ meets all the necessities
of the case. The first necessity was that the law, both Adainic and Mosaic,
should be upheld. The law required the deatii of the transgressing nature, viz.,
human nature. He had this nature and he died." Oil page 2(55 we re-id: ''There
are other similar references to baptism throughout the epistles, but these are
sufficient to show that whatever maybe the diflicnlty of modern professing Christians, in discovering any significance or eiUcicy in the ordinance of baptism, the
apostles saw much of both. They recognized in it a cnnslitidionil tramilion frmn
one rchdknslup to another—a representative putting off of the old man, or Aib<,iu
nature, and a putting on of the new man, or Christ, who is the one, covering
name, in which, when the naked son of Adam is invested, lie stands clothed before Jehovah and is approved in his sight. Of course this effect is iniputiitive:
that is to say, it is not brought about by the mere act of submersion in water;
water in itself has no religious virtue whatever, but is the result recognized by
God when the act is performed in connection with an intelligent apprehension
and affectionate belief in the truth."
"We unhesitatingly affirm that these quotations express our understanding of
this phase of divine truth, and simply means, as brother Roberts lias written,
that we look to the uplifted serpent, and are saved from the serpent's bite.
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We desire to assure our brethren of our deepest sympathy; we have experienced some of the hardships of this unrighteous warfare. We have been
cast down but not destroyed. We are alive to the situation, but we are willing
and stand ready to restore anyone who, through prejudice or influence, has been
carried away. We believe there are many in that position.
We deplore the action of the Christadelphian; we recognize that our names are
excluded from its pages, but we rejoice that our salvation Joes not depend upon
the smiles or frowns of mere man. We stand before a righteous judge, and our
names are written in the book of life, and "blessed is he that keepeth his garments lest he walk naked and they see his shame."
In the editor of the ADVOCATE we have a man of another spirit, who has exalted himself in our estimation by his humbleness. We feel that bis position is
not unlike David's, who was persecuted by Saul. We were much impressed with
this thought while reading the recent daily reading from the 26th chapter of first
Samuel, 18lh and 19th verses. David addressing Saul says: "Wherefore doth
my lord thus pursue after his servant? for what have I done, or what evil is in
mine hand? Now, therefore, I pray thee let my lord the King hear the words of
his servant. If the Lord have stirred thee up against me, let him accept an offering, but if they be the children of men, cursed be they before the Lord; for
they have driven me out this day from abiding in the inheritance of the Lord,
saying, Go serve other gods."
Our separated brethren under the leadership of the Christc delphian would, no
doubt, repudiate this inference, but they nevertheless appear to be acting the part
of Saul. Let us not be turned aside from the path of duty. Let us continue to
serve the only true and living God, and to wait with patience for his Son from
heaven, who will render un; o everyone according as his work may be. Our earnest desire and prayer is, that we may enjoy that future blessedness in the Kingdom of God.

JOHN H. LAIRD.
BERLIN, Ont.,

Aug.

14,

1902.

Dear Brother Williams:
We are now confronted with a determined effort on the part of the Christadelphian and some of its followers to make the responsibility of enlightened rejecters a question of test of fellowship, notwithstanding the many years of "rest"
which this question had and deserved, thanks to the wisdom and foresight of
brother Roberts, who steered a straight course in this respect, though repeatedly
called upon to pull the reins tight with respect to this question.
From the Christadelphian of January, 1897, p;ige 33, we read that brethren
Sleep, Harvey and others think brother Roberts has made a mistake in not forcing conclusions on the responsibility question. To this brother Roberts says:
"Brother C. C. Walker, of Birmingham, endorses and thinks we ought not to
countenance any doctrine which obscures or weakens the moral claims of the
gospel upon those who come within sound of its hearing." Now what does
brother Roberts say? (Remember it was his mature judgment of matters under
controversy) "Job's friends held wrong views on cognate questions. * * *
* * * He did not command Job to have nothing to do with them." l-lt
would have been a krribk thing tc have discarded thote whom the Lord might accept."

Straightforward, fearless statement this is, and one we can say amen to. There
is none of the present day ••due to current mystifications" or other excuses of-
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fered. Why, then, cannot we go along as we did before? As brother Miles, Liverpool says in the Christadelphian for April, 1897, page 165: "Shall we who are
in the bonds of the Covenant fight and devour one another about those who are
outside of it'i"' and just here it seems to me that brother Walker was blowing
cold and hot about this time, for I see in the April Christadelphian, 1897, page
166, these words from his pen: -'Of the degree of knowledge and responsibility
of course he alone is judge, and here it seems to me com°s in the need for moderation and forbearance as far as is consistent with faithfulness to the truth."
Brother Roberts was able, while controlling the ship of state, to keep this
question where it belonged., but the change has come and it often strikes me as
very inconsistent, unbecoming and cruel on the part of brother Walker, because
it amounts in principle to this: that those who believed and have died believing
what Dr. Thorn <s and brother Roberts taught in (-'im n-tture") years, concerning
condemnation in Adam and on the responsibility question (that it should not be
made a test of fellowship, etc.), have died outside of the faith and have no portion in the Kingdom, only to be the subjects of the second death, and this, too,
in view of brother Strickler's indefatigable labors of fifteen or twenty years ago
among us in endeavoring to inculcate into us the true nature of Christ as to being a "constitutional sinner,'' "Flesh as vile as ours," "who had to die," to vindicate God's justice, etc.
Harsh and hard as these utterances were to some, causing heart breaking and
division, and though some of us objected to the terms employed, we were convinced they represented a great truth and which it was found necessary to uphold and build upon in order to comprehend the nature of man divinely set forth.
Now we are asked to step aside—excommunicated, if you please—because we
have seen fit to stand fast to the old foundation and not be moved therefrom at
the dictum of man or a set of men.
As I understand, when brother Williams visited the old country, it was on account of his teaching on "Adamic Condemnation" that "hands of horror" were
thrown up against him, but to their credit, after a personal interview with brother W., they Were satisfied with his position under that heading. Xo doubt a
feeling of great relief permeated brother Williams' breast at such a happy termination, but when the question was put to brother Walker & Co. by brother
Williams, "What hinders us to join hands now?" the old question of "Responsibility of Enlightened Rejecters" was again brought into action to play the part
of "Down with brother Williams and the ADVOCATE at all costs; we have no
place for him."
These brethren could take a noble lesson from the pen of brother Whitehead,
whose letter in July-August ADVOCATE is worthy of emulation, inasmuch as
he saw fit to follow divinely appointed ways in dealing with questions at variance
among brethren and not be fettered by the feelings of the flesh.
Your brother in Christ,
ALEC C. RENSIIAW.
BERLIN, CANADA,

June 10, 1902.

Dear Brother Williams:
Greeting and Brotherly Love—I thought it not out of place to inform you that
the brethren here endorse and approve of your attitude in a " Plea for Action,
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looking towards Union and Unity," as announced in April number of the ADVOCATE I took occasion to read it before the ecclesia, and all endorsed the noble
spirit therein displayed. Personally, I regard it as the product of a genuine
sincere and God-fearing man, with the only obiect in view of du y towards God
anJ your brethren and sisters. May your heart's desire be attained is my prayer.
Nevertheless, His will be done. Certainly we are passing through critical times
for the brotherhood ; but in this we faint not, knowing that His purpose req lires
it as a test of our unswering fidelity and strict adherence to the faith once delivered to the saints. We are reminded of what Paul says to Tim >thy, •' Hoi 1 f ist
the form of sound words which thou hast heard of ma in faith and love which is*
in Christ Jesus."
We are also in receipt of brother Stickler's further con'ribution, styled. '• A
Defense of the Buffalo Statement of Faith " ^ a setting forth of strange doctrine
it is. A defense of what? Surely it is uenecessary to create a new statement,
unless it be to destroy the old. Why then not adhere to the old V Because brother Williams believes that federally we are all under Adamic condemnation by
virtue of our birth. Really! Well, Ie* us see: What does Paul say? '•Wuerefore as by one man sin entered into the world aud death by sin; and so death
passed upon all men. for that all have sinned.'' D>es this not endorse brother
Williams' position ? And what does Dr. Thomas mean when he says, " In this
life there are two states in relation to God and the children of Adam, the one a
state of sin and the other a state of favor ; the former is occupied by ' constituted
sinners' of all ages from the babe to the old man of every shade and variety, and
by illuminated transgressors, whose sin is not only constitutional but voluntary.
The latter is composed of persons who were not only constituted sinners and voluntary transgressors, but who by obedience to the laws of God and to Christ are
constituted righteous" (Revealed Mystery, page 35). Again the Doctor says,
"All mankind are born of corruptible parents into a state of sin. Bv this natural
birth they become members of this sinful and evil state and heirs of its disabilities. By virtue of this birth they are constituted sinners though they could not
help it and had no hand in the matter." This is the school in which our brother
Peddar, of Doon, was brought up; and one after forty-five years'service in
the Trutli is surely competent to speak (See his letter in March ADVOCATE).
According to brother Stickler's contention, brother Peddar's standing during
those long years and those he has immersed were doctrinally unsound', and we
are asked now to believe that " the penalty of the second death is the only condemnation we are freed from at baptism." This is a gospel of condemnation and
not one of redemption. We have always been pleased to rej ice in and prefer to
accept Hie inspired writings for our guidance. There seems to ba a disposition
to "talk nf" the ADVOCATE and brother Williams through the medium of the
pronouns "he" and "it" and Ll editor." How much Christ-like disposition is displayed in this we leave to Him with whom we have to do. I often feel it has
been a »ise provision indeed that our destiny has not been left in charge of our
brethren. Were it so, I am afraid the axe would fall oft and heavily on the heads
i>f those whose service in the Truth has been a lifet me of struggle to maintain
the truth in its purity through the various vicissitudes and trials through which
they have passed.
Yours in patient wai ing.
ALEX. C. RKNSHAW.
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June 30, 1902.

Dear Brother Williams :
We have received a pamphlet in " defense of the Buffalo statement." We have
carefully read it and we are sorry any of the brethren should be deceived by such
false reasoning. We can find no excuse for the false construction put upon the
Doctor's and brother Roberts' writings.
But I have neither time nor inclination just now to argue against this production. The thought that some of the brethren might be pleased and encouraged
by a statement of our standing in the matter is the only motive for this letter.
We were all baptized for " the crucifixion of our old (Adamic) man," " buried
with Him by baptism into death ; that like us Christ was raised up from the dead
by the glory of the Father, even so we should walk in newness of life.'' That
being " planted together in the likeness of his death " we should " be also in the
likeness of his resurrection."

We did not recognize that we were under any condemnation to a second death,
but understood that only those who would not "walk worthily"., should come
under any condemnation. See Romans viii: 1-13.
We are expecting brother Chart to give us a few lectures before long, and I may
write again then. With love to you and all the faithful brethren with you.
Your brother,
THUS. A. TKUSSLER.
THE STRICKLER CHANGE.
A very promising young brother, who through our "Appeal" has resolved no
longer to refuse fellowship to those who rally to the old standard incidentally remarks in a letter to us:
'' To-night my eye chanced to rest on the " Intelligence " columns of the Christadelphian where, in December, 1873, I read, ' Buffalo—Brother Strickler says, We
are much pleased with your defense of the trutb on the sacrifice of Christ, as it
shows who Christ was and is, and where he belongs in the purpose of God.' It
seems strange that brother Strickler should change so much; for brother Roberts'
defense of the truth on the sacrifice of Christ would annihilate the Buffalo pamphlets."
This comes from one whose bias was in favor of brother Strickler, if there was
bias at all.—Editor.

REDEMPTION NOT PREVENTION.
Many are confounding redemption with prevention. They stumble over the one
proposition that "When God forgives a sin He removes the consequences." This
proposition is aimed at the idea that Adamic condemnation is removed at baptism. If, say they, the condemnation is removed, then the consequence—mortality—should immediately be removed. The fallacy of this will be seen by applying the proposition to personal sin and its consequences. It is admitted that
condemnation for personal sins is removed at baptism; yet it is a well-known
fact that what physical consequences they may have caused still remains till
the time of the change of the "vile body." The most superficial ought to be
able to see that what is true of physical consequences of personal sins is likewise
true of those of federal sin, death, for instance. To cry out. "If Adamic con-
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demnation is removed at baptism, then we ought not to die" is the same as to
say. If condemnation for personal sins is removed at baptism, then we ought not
to suffer what physical sufferings those sins may have caused, it may be the loss
of a limb, consumption, etc.
The design of the plan of salvation is not to prevent one from dying; but it is
to save out of death, whether the subject at the time salvation is realized be in
the death nature or in death's chamber—the grave. It is redemption from or out
of the death state in whatever stage the subject may be at the ''set time'"; and
it is not a prevention of the consequences of ei her federal or personal sin '•«;/ien"
the condemnation for either and both is removed.
Then it may be asked, If the removal of the condemnation does not prevent
anything, where is the difference between the baptized and the unbaptized? The
difference is that death is deprived of the power to hold the child of God in its
eternal grasp; while the child of sin will be held eternally. Salvation saves the
one out of death, but not the other, just as in the case of personal sins of a consumptive, for instance, salvation will, at the "set time," save him out of consumption, while with the child of sin it will no1".
Jesus was saved out of death; but his salvation was not a prevention; He was
not prevented from dying The deceptive proposition over which a few superficial have stumbled should therefore be revised as follows:
In all cases where condemnation has been removed, and those thus favored
do not incur another condemnation, all the physical consequences will be removed
when the "set time" for salvation to be completed arrives.[ -EDITOR.

EDITOR'S TOURS.
(Continued from page 197.)
QUINCY, MASS.,

was our next point, where our home was again with our good-hearted brother
and sister Walter Pinell, sister Williams becoming acquainted with them for the
first time. Three lectures were given during the week; but for Sunday the ecclesia had invited all the New England ecclesias to Boston for a fraternal gathering. Quincy is only nine miles from Boston, and for some time a few of the Boston brethren have been going to Quincy weekly to break bread, and others were
about to do the same on account of dissatisfaction in the Boston ecclesia, it having
severed itself from nearly all the New England ecclesias by its new departure on
the responsibility question and baptism for the remission of personal sins only. To
suit these separated and about to be separated Boston brethren, and to open the
way for others to rally to the ''Up-and-be-doing ' rallying point, as well as because
Boston was the best railroad center for all the New England ecclesias, that city
was selected for the fraternal gathering. All details were well carried out,
our always zealous brother Clough, of Lowell, rendering much assistance. To
him we are indebted for arranging our route, and the time to be spent in e.ich
place in the East, and there was not a hitch in all the proceedings. Brother
Clough had wisely been selected to preside at the meetings of the fraternal gathering. The morning meeting was devoted to a lecture by the editor on ''Impeii 1ing Judgments and the Signs of the Times." Our subject at the night meeting
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was, "The Memorial Name, Considered Doctrinally and Practically" (not
'"Doctrinality" and Pacticality" as the printer had it in the ADVOCATE for June).
The afternoon meeting was devoted to stirring speeches by brethren from all the
ecclesias, there being visitors from Quincy, Worcester, Campello, Laurence, Lowell, Franklin, Raymond, Boston and suburbs, all of Massachusetts; from Providence, R. I., and Mount Vernon, Me. It was a most heart cheering gathering.
Every speaker commended the 'Up-and-be-doing" movement, and the unanimous desire was that the rallying would go on till the brethren were again united
as they were before I he late war broke out. Brother Clough made an excellent
presiding brother; and there was one thing that deeply impressed me, and that
was the appropriateness of the hymns selected. The singing was quite frequent
and followed the speeches so touchingly that one's heart was kept all aglow
throughout.
To the afternoon meeting some of the members of the Boston ecclesia came,
and one brother asked a few questions which he desired me to answer before all assembled. They were on the Responsibility question, and it. seems that two of them
had been put to brother Roberts before the Boston ecclesia when he was there, I
think the last time. When we had answered, the brother declared that our answers were precisely the same as those of brother Riberts. This brother was
among many others who had for a long time been dissatisfied with the conduct
of a few who had been controlling the body, with the result of i olating them from nearly all of the other eeclesias as well as in driving out into the
world some not strong enough to stand alone. At the night meeting there were
more present from the Boston ecclesia, and our lecture necessarily bearing directly upon what the Memorial Name is a deliverance from and to, and what the
"generation of the race" is out of, it exposed the fallacy of baptism for personal
sins only, and especially the absurdity of salvation being deliverance from the
second death which the Buffalo Statement says becomes due by hearing the glad
tidings. Some of those present had already been stoutly protesting against the
Buffalo pamphlets, their protest having been provoked by a proposition to accept
them ecclesially; and by their having been championed before the Boston ecclesia
by brother Bruce of "warfare" notoriety. More than ever w -re they now determined to give no quarters to the new "gospel of second death" aud "the renunciationism corpse'' in a new shroud, and the rallying received a new impetus,
while the warring schismatics had an opportunity to see the folly of their course,
which we hope they will. Before our arrival in the East, and without our knowledge, a letter had been sent to the Boston ecclesia asking them to appoiut a meeting for all to hear brother Williams on the disputed questions and to ask questions, with a view of removing whatever barriers stood in the way of unity. It
seems that the letter got no further than the''arranging brethren,'' who, through
the secretary, answered that since brother Williams did not accept their statement
of faith on Adamic condemnation and responsibility (the very thing the proposed
meeting was to test) they declined to give him a hearing. After this had hap.
pened we were informed of it; and we tried to recall whether we had ever seen
said statement of faith; if so we had forgotten, it; and after failing to get
information as lo what it was through inquiry of several members of the Boston ecclesia, we wrote brother Rileigh, the secretary, explaining our predicament
and asking him to give the information necessary to enable us to say whether or
not we accepted the statement of faith of the Boston ecclesia upon the two ques-
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tions named. So brother Rileigh kindly brought a printed copy to the meeting
Sunday night. To our surprise, it was the same as the old Birmingham statement, the same as that of the Chicago ecclesia, the very one we are asking all to
rally to, so far as Adamic condemnation was concerned; and it retained the old
proposition xxiv (in some copies this is xxv) not "amended" on the question of
resurrection and judgment; but at the end of the book was a printed slip pasted
on, which read: "That all who know the revealed will of God, and refuse to
obey it, are amenable to resurrection and judgment." We were now prepired to
answer, and we wrote that we accepted their statement of faith fully, except the
added proposition, and that we did not think they would abide by that themselves; for it limited amenability to resurrection and judgment to those who
"know" and "refuse," making no provision for those who "know" and do not
'refuse." We did not think they had the right to make such a vague proposition
as this a test of fellowship, much less a condition upon which they would grant
a brother a hearing who was on an errand of peace. That since we had been informed that many in the ecclesia desired to hear us we would now personally repeat the request.
Again our request got no farther than to the arranging brethren; and they, we
were informed, stood three against three, and by some technicality our request
was thrown out. This caused more restlessness among those of the Boston ecclesia who wondered why the arranging brethren would refuse even a hearing;
and then thirteen members fell back on a rule of their constitution which provided for the calling of a special meeting by seven members. That meeting was
called, and there was some red tape that had not been observed, and another
meeting was called to take the vote of the ecclesia as to whether brother Williams should be heard on the disputed questions. The battle waged till eleven
o'clock as to whether a brother against whom grave charges were then and there
being publicly hurled should be heard and tried and questioned face to face.
At that late hour some had to leave to catch their cars. Brother and sister
Wbitehead, who were still members, had sent their votes for a hearing, sixteen
others cast their votes for, and if all who were for yes had remained there would,
so we are informed, have been a lie. But brother and sister "Whitehead's votes
were thrown out because they were written votes, and so the petition for a hearing was defeated, and that's what a Christadelphian ecclesia has come to in Boston—a heartless political club manipulated by a few who were at first intended
to be the servants of the ecclesia, but who have forgotten the responsibility of
their office. They no doubt think it their duty to so act, deeming themselves the
guardians of the ecclesia; but they surely ought to see th it their zeal has outrun
their discretion, fairness and justice.
The result of the last meeting had been anticipated by some who desired that
those who wished could meet us face to face and compare our views; and I was
asked to send a letter to be read at the close of the meeting, extending an invitation to the members of the Boston ecclesia individually to attend a meeting at
Rathbone Hall, where I would first speak on the disputed questions and then answer any questions they desired to put. At that meeting there were brethren
from Providence, R. I., Quincy, Campello, Franklin, Lowell, Laurence, and
Worcester, Mass., and quite a number from the Boston ecclesia. Brother Whitehead came from Hartford, though it took nearly all night for his return, and he
would have to be at his post of duty early next morning. Our useful brother
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Clough, of Lowell, was there and we asked him to preside, and to assist in getting the questions in the event of my poor hearing not being equal to the occasion. I spoke, some say, two hours. Then answered a number of questions,
when brother Whitehead gave a brief history of the Boston ecclesia in relation
to its attitude on the responsibility question; and he too answered a number of
questions. A spirit of mutual kindness pervaded the meeting, and the questions
which some seem to fear to touch in a face to face interview were frankly and
freely discussed in a calm, kind and respectful manner. Brother Whitehead related the substance of the conversation we had at his house, and declared that
since no one presumed to say that God could not or would not raise rejecters independently of the resurrection and judgment of those of the household there
was uothing to keep brethren apart on the Responsibility question, since the position now was ideniical with that which obtained for many years before the late
war broke out. For his part, he would not go any further in making the question a test of fellowship. So far as the Adamic question was concerned, he found
no difference from what he had always believed, and he was sure the new departure was in the "second death" theory and in the Buffalo denial that Jesus
offered for the cleansing and atonement of his own sin's flesh as well as for ours.
He affectionately beseeched the brethren of the Boston eeclesia to no longer keep
up unnecessary and unrighteous barriers in the way of co-operation and fellowship with the brethren generally throughout America. The Boston ecclesia having some in their midst who had gone so far as to propose the official acceptance
of the Buffalo pamphlets, and only withdrew their proposition to prevent a division of the ecclesia, yet holding the theory set forth, it had become the duty of all
to protest against the late innovations and rally to the old standard upon which
peace reigned in days gone by, and upon which peace could again be restored.
Many peace lovers were glad to find Brother Whitehead with them, and in him
the cause of truth will in the future, as in the past, have a powerful help in its
troubles; for he is one who has had many long years of a trying experience. For my
part, I UiankGod that my "appeal" touched brother Whitehead's heart, and that
his frankness and honesty moved him to say, "Come and see me and let us talk
over matters."
Our meeting had run to nearly eleven o'clock, and now the question was put as
it had appeared in our "appeal," "Do you consider yourselves in fellowship with
ecclesias and isolated brethren and sisters who indorse, unreservedly, the Birmingham statement before it was 'amended'; and who indorse this explanation
(given in the appeal) of that position upon the matters involved in the late controversy?"
All voted yes except five, and these considered it expedient to wait further developments, but not thereby objecting to the conclusion which the meeting had
arrived at. Then it was announced that there would be a meeting for fellowship
Sunday morning at Pilgrim Hall, where all would be welcome upon the basis
now agreed upon. At that meeting there were brethren from the surrounding
ecclesias, and the Quincy ecclesia transferred their meeting to Boston for the day.
Some of the members of the Boston ecclesia were present and helped to start an
ecclesia in Boston on the old basis, this to be followed by more definite arrangements as circumstances allow. Our hope is that all the Boston brethren will
yet rally to this standard. Perhaps this is hoping for too much in view of the
bitterness some have manifested. In any event, let those who have the courage
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to be humble, and yet firm, restore and keep burning a light stand of the truth,
undimmed by either Birmingham so-called "amendment" or Buffalo second
death and Renunciation speculations; and we hope that the surrounding ecclesiaswill lend a helping hand to this end.
CAMPELLO.

The Monday after the fraternal gathering in Boston we went to CampellOr
where we were made very comfortable at the home of brother Curtis and hi3
hospitable wife, from whom we received such kindness as is general among those
who are identified with us. Mrs. Curtis is a Baptist, but in doctrine has outgrown that sect, and we hope she may yet see the importance of accepting a full
gospel, which alone is the "power of God unto salvation to everyone that believeth."
The Campello brethren had done well in prfpiring for the lectures, procuring
good halls and attractively advertising. The audiences were not large, but there
was manifest interest in the truths set forth, and questions were asked and answered. The schismatic influence of the Boston ecclesia had, for a time, found
its way to Campello, but with those who had understood the truth it was soon
thrown off and a return to the normal state followed. Ws heard of two or three
who were out in the world like strayed sheep, but this was attributed to their
weakness on account of their not having grown beyond the '"babe" status, and
were unable to see further than Campbelism and Salvation Armyism in the design of baptism and '-conversion"—as expressed glibly in their shouts, "Get
Your Sins Forgiven." Some rather dark clouds had hung over the Campello ecclesia, which were not yet entirely dispelled; they were related to the moral asspect of the Truth. A purifying process had been set in motion and good results
followed. Let all who have taken on the great and holy name of Yahweh ever
remember the responsibility of their great calling and let us all strive to honor
that name in the midst of a crooked and perverse generation. O the tearfulness
of appearing before the Righteous Judge after a probationary life of negligence
and unfaithfulness! Up and be doing, brethren, while the long suffering of a
merciful Father holds out.
Sister Williams specially wishes to thank Mrs. Curtis and her daughter for
their kindness, and we both have pleasant and funny recollections of the pet of
the family, a very interesting little boy. By the way, as to sister "Williams accompanying me in my travels, a little bird told me that the question
as to where we should stop had been somewhat carefully considered on account
of sister Williams being along. She might not be as easily suited as brother
Williams. All were acquainted with him, but not with her. This is all seitied
now after acquaintance. All now know that sister W. is not burdened with fasidiousness—and if she were there would be no place for fault-finding among
snch a hearty people as it is our pleasure to meet in our travels. It does not take
sister W. long to get acquainted, as all whom it was our pleasure to visit will now
testify; and for her we can say that the kindness and love shown her everywhere
were most heartily appreciated.
LAURENCE

was our next place, making our home with brother Eastwood and his kind-hearted wife. They hail from old England, brother Eastwood being possessed of the
zeal which seems to be a characteristic limited for the present to the Saxon race.
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Mrs. Eastwood is a kind and tender-hearted woman, and appearances indicated
that she might ere long become an heir of eternal life. God grant it. The two
lectures given in Laurence have been reported by brother Eastwood in the Intelligence columns, and further account is unnecessary here. There were visitors
here from Lowell to help encourage the work—indeed this was a pleasant feature
of our travels throughout New England, the interchange of visits, some seeming
to be at almost every meeting; among these we may mention brethren Oraddock
and Pride of Providence, R. I. These are Birmingham brethren, and where you
see one you generally see the other. To see familiar faces everywhere we went
was very cheering and encouraging, especially since there was a most hearty cooperation in the work being done.
LOWELL

is readily reached by trolley car from Laurence and a very picturesque route it is.
We enjoyed the morning ride very much. Directions had been given us where to
get off the car, andup'tn our arrival there was the familiar face of brother Evisou,
with whom and sister Evison and their two sons, all in the Truth, it had been
arranged that we were to make our home. We had been to Lowell before, and
knew that what would be done in the interests of the Truth would be done well. A
good audience greeted us throughout and an unusual interest was awakened, fol.
lowed, we hear since, by cheering results. The brethren seemed much enthused
by the manifest fruits of their industry and forethought; and what is encouraging is that the good work will be judiciously carried on. Brother W. II. Clough,
author of ''From Darkness to Light," and editor of the little freely distributed
quarterly paper, "The Truth," takes a general interest in the glorious cause, as
well as ably (and modestly, too,) helping the brethren of the Lowell ecclesia. At
Lowell,there is manifest a practical aspect which helps largely to make all efforts
successful. Our visit was a very enjoyable one in every way; and upon saying
good-bye we did not require that "little bird" to tell us that a mutual love had
been enkindled between the sisters and sister Williams.
WORCESTER

has passed through trying times during the late controversy. Those brethren
who have had the cause of peace at heart have been often put to their wits
end to know how to steer the ship through the angry waters; but perseverance on the part of old experienced and well balanced brethren had its effect at
last, though after quite a purging out process. Worcester was not at first included in the list of places to be visited in the 'LUp-and-be-Doing" tour; but it
seems that brother Jones, of that city, and brother Clough, of Lowell, kept up a
correspondence, and this, with a strong desire of some in Worcester, shaped
matters so as to add that ecclesia to the rallying movement, though passively they
had always been in sympathy with it, having, as our readers will remember, positively refused to accept the Birmingham "-amendment," as a means of division.
Under the leadership of brother Mann a faction had declared itself in agreement
with the "amendment" and had been accepted by the Christadelphian as the Worcester ecclesia, though how some of the theories contended for by brother Mann
could be overlooked it is difficult to account for. But an expressed agreement
with the "amendment" seems to be a passport regardless of many other gross
errors which those accepted may hold.
From Lowell we went to Worcester and made our happy home with brother
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and sister Curtis. We were met at the depot by our old veteran brother Eolston,
with whom we have been acquainted for nearly twenty years and who, I believe,
has been a subscriber to the ADVOCATE from the beginning. Brother Eolston
had kindly provided a carriage to convey us to brother Curtis's, where we arrived
safely. Sister Curtis' father and mother, brother and sister Johnson, live in a
flat in the same building; so we were in congenial company. The first meeting
was at the house of brother and sister Johnson, where we were asked to give a
history and the present status of the "Up-and-be-Doing" movement, resulting
in a better understanding than had hitherto existed, and in some present who
had been separated from the ecclesia declaring themselves satisfied, determined
to reunite and thanking us for a clear presentation of the subjects involved. This,
followed by a personal interwiew with brother Jones, stirred up action in an effort to reach an understanding with others who were identified with the other
meeting. It will be remembered that in our interview with brother Whitehead,
at Hartford, brother Alex Bruce, of Worcester, was present. We kept his fairness and candor in mind till we went to Worcester, intending to invite him specially to our meetings there. Before we had sent 'he invitation brother Jones,
whose mind had been running in the same channel, came and suggested such an
invitation. It was sent, and brother Bruce responded and was fully persuaded
that no reason existed why he should not be in fellowship with us. Wisely and
fairly, however, he thought a special invitation should be sent to the meeting he
was identified with, offering to set matters right before them as they had been
before him and others. We willingly complied and wrote direct to those in what
we may call the Mann meeting; but an insulting answer was the response we received, which not only manifested a lack of spirituality, but indicated the misfortune of bad breeding. Under the circumstances, perhaps, both are excusable. We regarded it so, at least to the extent of letting brother Mann, the secretary, have the last word. Having done all he could in the interests of peace,
without success, brother Bruce bid the meeting good-bye and returned to the old
fold where he was gladly received and where be is capable of being a very useful
brother. Altogether there were five who renewed their fellowship with the ecclesia, some of whom had been standing aloof from all for various reasons. Others are still out, for reasons of a character which require local infoimation to
deal with. Let all make haste to right all wrongs and be prepared for the day
of account. Those who went out under the leadership of brother Maun were
reduced to quite a few and the real Worcester ecclesia was strong for the good
work. Since then we have been informed that brother Mann has gone over to a
party which has existed for several years in Quincy, composed of some who were
withdrawn from by the Boston ecclesia for denying that Jesus was born under
Adamic condemnation, and other peculiar theories. This is consistent, and indeed the leaders of the Boston ecclesia might consistently do the same, notwithstanding that they excluded the Quincy party several years ago; for having attempted to foist the Buffalo pamphlets upon the Boston ecclesia they have thereby accepted brother Strickler's contention that Jesus did not die "to atone for
his sinful flesh inherited from his mother''—the very thing which the Quincy
party was excluded for; and since the Christadklphian has also endorsed the Strickler pamphlets—at least one of them openly and the other, perhaps, covertly— it,
too, may be regarded as in line with the same party, whose theories were condemned by brother Roberts upon a personal investigation by him. So the retro-
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gression goes on till now that which was nauseating a few years ago is aceepte J
as "good for food."
The lectures in Worcester were well attended and an interest manifested; but
to us the most gratifying aspect was the heartiness and thankfulness manifested
by the brethren and sisters over the results of the meetings, and a face to face
consideration of the questions which had been so troublesome.
It was onr pleasure to renew our acquaintance with our widowed sister Bemis,
whose age and experience help much. The example set by her deceased husband,
brother Bemis, both in his attitude towards the vexing questions causing division and his exemplary character, is not without a wholesome effect upon all who
had the privilege of his association. For the public work of the Truth, Worcester is
favored with the intelligence and ability of brother Jones; and we hope the present turn in his business affairs will allow of his help extending to all the New
England ecclesias. Brother Carlson, who will be remembered for his perseverance in helping to issue our little book, ' : The Great Salvation," in the Swedish
language, was good enough to give us several rides to see the interesting surroundings of the city; and one very pleasant day was spent divided bJt.veeu him
and family and brother and sister Goddard, who live near each other about three
miles from the city. Brother Goddard is an aged and staunch brother. He lives
in a house on his farm which has the reputation of being the oldest in the county. Old it is, indeed, and as odd as it is old—but our aged brother, too, is quite
eccentric as well as interesting, and a visit to the farm of brother and sister Goddard is good for anyone who is troubled with monotony.
It was while we were at Worcester the efforts to bring the Boston ecclesia to
itself were going on, of which we have already made mention. The meeting we
have given an account of, at which we set forth our position and answered all
questions, having been arranged for it became necessary for us to return to Boston. Pending the meeting we stopped with brother and sister Cook, who had
for some time been severed from the ecclesia because they could not endorse its
attitude. Brother Cook had done good work all through in procuring halls and
attending generally to the ways and means necessary to carry on the work during
our visit in the city. Since their withdrawal from the Boston ecclesia they had
been meeting with the Quincy brethren, but now that there was prospect of a
light stand being established in Boston, they would help in that sphere. It seems
that the Boston ecclessia had endeavored'to prevent any other meeting in thecily
and to hold a sort of monopoly in what had come to be more of a secular club,
consisting of an ecclesial insurance company and run by humanly invented laws
in a mechanical manner and under the pressure of heartless ''rules" rather than
under the influence of the spirit of Christ. The attempt to prevent another
meeting in the city had assumed the form of a resolution placed on their records
that no ecclesia should be organized within six miles of the center of Boston.
Of course this law could not be anything but a dead letter; but it shows the arrogance which men can give way to when they forget that if a community of people in the truth cannot work in peace under the power of the spirit of Christ,
they never will be compelled to do so by men made by-laws and a multitude of
resolutions. By-law making in some instances has run mad; and "rules" have
been formed and printed on precepts of the New Testament which declare in effect that Jesus and the apostles partly failed in their work. This in some cases
has gone to the absurd extent that when an offending member is charged and
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called to account it is "for breaking rule 1, 2, 3," etc. The intention is, no doubt,
in some cases good; but good intention did not save even the man who presumed
to put his hand to the ark when he supposed it was about to fall.
At our first visit to Boston and during the fraternal gathering, sister Seaborn
searched us out and kindly invited us to visit her and her daughter, Mrs. Appleyard, in BrooKline, a beautiful suburb of Boston. So upon our second visit we
went out to see them. Brother Appleyard was not at home either time, and we
had not the pleasure of meeting him at all. We hai become acquainted with
sisters Seaborn and Appleyard in Chicago, where resides sister Wright, another
daughter. These sisters had for some time retuctantly endured the inconsistentcies of the Boston ecclesia, but the time had now come when patience had ceased
to be a virtue. So they heartily identified themselves with the effort to rally to
the old standard upon which there prevailed peace and good will for years. Of
course where there are vital questions involved, the affections of kinship must
give place to duty and fidelity to the truth; but who can belive that mothers and
daughters and sisters must refuse each other fellowship-upon the question of
which side the grave a few Gentiles will be punished on pains of excommunication by the ecclesia to which they belong? For peace sake reasonable brethren
and sisters may reluctantly submit to such assumed rulership, for a time; but the
right to that "liberty wherewith Christ hath made us free" will be sure, sooner
or later, to assert itself, and a righteous revolt will take place. In Boston it did
take place and is still continuing; and it is to be hoped that upon a permanent
establishment of a light-stand in that city upon the old and well tried stand, nunmade rules will be limited to the few that are necessary to goverr the conduct of
meetings, and that in all moral questions the New Testament alone will be regarded as the only necessary and safe guide. It will always be sufficient where
the ecclesia is in a fairly healthy spiritual state; and where it is not, all the
"rules" and by-laws the most ingenious club organizer can invent will be a useless substitute.
We have recently heard of fourteen who have left the Boston ecclesia, determined no longer to endure its tyranny and inconsistencies. Among them is the
secretary, brother Rileigh. It is to be hoped that brethren Wuitehead, Jones
Clough, Piuell and others will go to their assistance and that a sound ecclesia will
be established where brethren and sisters will [ind a home such as was open to
them before the late reckless warfare broke out. This accomplished, the rallying
work of the "Up-and-be-Doing" movement will be nearly complete, though there
is an effort being put forth to make it a permanent thing, in which case the work
of the Truth among the alien will be the principal object. At last our work in
the New England States was finished, and our faces were turned westward.
SENECA FALLS

being our next and last place in the tour, an early morning start from Boston and
fast trains en route enabled us to reach our destination at ten o'clock the same
night. We were kindly met at the depot by brother Short at whose cosy home
we received the usual kind treatment. The audiences were small, but our work
was not without encouragement. With the aid of our wafare brother Bruce and
brother Irwin, an aged brother was enabled to cause a division, which had no
sooner been made than the few who made it went to pieces, while the ecclesia
continued its meetings and still keeps the lamp of truth burning. Part of our
work was to strengthen some upon matters in measure affecting the disputed
questions, and results were gratifying. On Sunday several came over from Aubnrn, among them brethren Morrison and Thomas Turner, who seemed quite
friendly, though there was not time to profitably talk over the disputed questions.
A few words with one brother indicated that it would not be difficult to clear the
mist away and see eye to eye upon the vital aspect of the subjects. All appointments having been filled, the time had come for us to turn our faces homeward.
Leaving Seneca Falls at seven o'clock in the morning we reached home the following morning at 8 o'clock, traveling night and day. We had been ten weeks
making the tour, which with the first part of the "Up-and-be-Doing" tour previously made, was about eighteen weeks. Many hundreds of miles were traveled, the work was a constant use of the mental and vocal powers in public and
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private, and the results far exceeded our expectations. Sister Williams, who desires to be excused from writing many private letters, unites with me in returning to all our hearty thanks tor care, comfort, and good cheer. I thank the "Upand-be-Doing" committee and all who held up my hands in the financial necessities, and let us thank our Heavenly Father for His care and protection, and to
Him give all the honor and the glory both now and forever, Amen.
SUBSEQUENT OCCURRENCES.

Not long after our return home, brother Clough forwarded us a letter from
brother Mitchell, of the Boston ecclesia, proposing a discussion in Boston between brother Bruce, of the "Warfare," and myself. This seemed strange, since
not a word was said about a discussion when we were handy by, and the one who
now proposed it had been the most persistent in trying to prevent ns from having a hearing. However, we answered that if a discussion was really desired
and promised to help any who were really in doubt, we would even go all the way
hack to Boston. But the correspondence that has followed seems to indicate
that there was a greater desire to quibble about the time when, the number of
sessions, and the form of the propositions than to have a fair discussion of the
real issues. The result was that brother Clough became tired of being the medium of communication and insisted that any further letters must be sent to rue
direct. I have received no letter, and there the matter stands. The form of
proposition I have offered to affirm is: "In addition to remission of personal
sins, baptism is a means of transition from a state of alienation inherited in
Adam to a state of reconciliation in Christ." I have asked that if they desire
to discuss the Responsibility Question, that thej submit an affirmative consistent
with my position as set forth in the "Plea for Unity"; or if they will adopt the
"amended" proposition xxv. as the form of their affirmation I will negative that.
I have been asked to discuss the question of whether the ADVOCATE has honestly represented Dr. Thomas and brother Roberts; and I have answer*, d that, if
I am regarded as dishonest, I cannot hope to change their minds by a discussion,
and that it is a question which should have been dealt with according to the precepts of Christ instead of si riving to drag it into a public discussion. The A D VOCATE has quoted from brethren Thomas and Roberts, and, I affirm, it has correctly quoted them. If anyone can point out an error in quotation I will correct
it and confess the mistake. As to the question of honesty, to my own Master I
appeal and by His righteous decision 1 stand or fall. To those who would drag
the question into a public discussion I would say. please read and be governed by
Matt. vii.
EDITOKIA.L NOTES,
We had hoped to get back to the
Covenant and Inspiration questions this
month, but since there was such a
hearty response from so many places
to our plea for unity, and a general desire to testify in behalf of a return to
peace upon the old basis on the two
other much discussed questions, we
thought it best to continue special attention thereto. All friends of purity
and peace will rejoice to find the brethren cf this continent now a strong,
united body. The few who remain antagonistic have had an answer to their
evil efforts, and it is hoped they will
soon see their errors and rally with the
rest. The work is going on in England, too, as letters received testify, the
publication of which we have for the
present withheld awaiting further developments and to avoid embarrass-

ment while the rallying work is in progress. A good work has been done, the
brethren generally have been strengthened by it. and we are now encouraged
to press on, in measure unhampered, in
our work among those that are without, and in attending to other matters
generally which make for peace, unity
and union within. The strength and
courage of the brethren have been
put to the test and a grand testimony for the Truth and fellowship
therein has been given. It is to be
hoped that some of those who have
seemed to treat the matter of dividing
the brethren s> lightly will have learned
a lesson, and that we shall find all
striving to get as near to each other as
possible instead of widening the breach,
We have some interesting matters
on hand on current events, but our space
is all taken up in this issue. We hope to
return to our usual form next month.
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time as this, when with the ear of faith
we can almost catch the rumbling of the
ci.aiiot wheels of our King, long waited
BRANTFOKD, ONT. — Dear Brother for and desired, who will adjust ail differ"Williams: Greeting in the Lord from ences and dispose of them forever. In
brother and sister Taylor. Your pica for view of this, let us be real brethren, not
make-believes, "not seeking our own,
action merits and receives our warmest
approval; it is both admirably conceived but every one another's spiritual wealth
and eminently qualified as an ambassa- as the sons of God without rebukeinthe
dor of peace. May its clear and honest midst of a crooked and perverse generastatement of the old landmarks of the tion, amorg whom ye shine as lights in
truth that we have been baptized into, the world." If we fulfill our mission as
and have believed, some of us for nearly light bearers in the way God requires it
a quarter of a century, fall like soothing of us. we a ill have no time to waste in
oil on the turbulent waters which fruitless bickerings. May the divine
have run high, overwhelming many in blessing rest upon you and those other
mists of sophistry. How a plain state- brethren of the 'Up-and-be-doing" movement of our faith could raise such a gale in 'lit. We extend to you and them both
is to us j e t an unsolved mystery. One heart and hand ; our sympathy and earnwould think that our mutual love of God est p r a y r s are yours that your effort
and for one another would forbid such a may be most abundantly bless d, resulttiling. We have the same hope, desire Ing in the strengthening of the bondsof
and aim; therefore we should with "one love and peace b-'lween brethren and the
mind and one mouth glorify God, walk- furtherance of tin; glorious gospel of our
ing by the same rule, minding the same Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ.
thing, having compasi. ion one of another,
Yours for peace and brotherly love,
love as brethren, be pitiful, be courteous;
JOHN C. TAYLOB.
for thereunto are ye called that ye should
inherit a blessing." T > your question,
BltONTE, ONT.—Our little ecclesia at
brother Williams, ])o we consider ourselves in fellowship with eeclesias iso- Bronte, Canada, believe that our Heavlated brethren and sisters, who endorse enly Father still lives, and that he did
unreservedly the Birmingham statement manifest himself in the flesh for a cerbefore it was amended, and who endorse tain purpose, and that was, as Paul
this explanation of that position in mat- says, to destroy him that had the power
ters involved in the late controversy? of death, which is sin. God in the perwe answer, unhesitatingly, yes. And son of his sou Jesus, did not partake of
add a fervent thanksgiving that we have the flesh and blood nature as it was in
been kept steadfast to the Truth as it is Adam before he sinned; but he took that
in Christ Jesus. We are glad that your nature in its degenerate condition, as it
laudable plea for action has opened up a was in Mary. As brother II. Roberts has
way to dissipate the uncertainty which said, if Jesus came in the flesh, he was
many of us feel regarding others, and it under condemnation, for the nature he
corresponds well with all else emanating inherited was a condemned one. The
fiom your strong, helpful resourceful sentence of death ran in the blood which
pen. We would like to receive a few he inherited from Adam through Mary.
copies for distribution. Kindly accept He was, therefore, "in the days of his
this small enclosure as a trilling help flesh, as much under its power as those
towards the good work of cementing all he came to save.' It is testified that
together in the bonds of love and unity he was made sin for us. But Christ the
that have been so grievously strained of second Adam, the Lamb of God, taketh
late. Those who are striving to walk away the sin of the world" (John i: 29).
worthily, to do His commandments, hark- The truth in substance says: Adam, as
ening unto the voice of His word, are in- your progenitor and representative, has
expressibly saddened by the unseemly by his transgression constituted you
sinners, and as sin brought death, you
manifestation of strife and division
among those who profess to know and are therefore under the condemnation of
love the Lord. Especially at such a death and must die andgo into the grave,
and there remain. Now I have come to
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release you. "I am come that you might
have life, and that you might have it
more abundantly" (John x: 10). I have
come to release you from the consequences of Adam's sin. I have come to
take away the sin of the world. That
is, when you believe in me, and take the
very first step of obedience, thus giving
evidence that your faith is genuine,
will not only justify or free you from
A'lam's sin. or vouchsafe unto you a complete deliverance from the consequences
thereof, ultimately, but will take away
orremitall yourown actual personal sins
that are past iKom. iii: 25). And when I
raise you up from the grave, I will then
take away also, all your Jleshly lusts, or
sin in the flesh, by giving you a spirit
nature in place of your iiesh nature, by
changing the mortal body to an immortal
one. so you w 11 be "'like the angels and
cannot die any more" (Luke xx: 10>, Thus
you see, I am come to "take away the sin
of the world" as ''the Saviour of all men,
specially of those that believe" (I. Tim.
iv: 10). First, I am come to take away
the sin of Adam; that is, its consequences; second, your o-,vn personal sins
of the past, from your birth u n to the
time of your first step of obe lience "to
the faith" (Rom. i: 5). Lastly, sin in the
flesh; that is, all the lusts of the llesh, by
the destruction of sin in the flesh, and
give you in its place a spirit nature, a divine nature 'John iii: C.
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letters of old and tried brethren who
have and are passing through the same
trials as myself. Therefore I feel encouraged to try to hold up the truth as I
have known it since 1858. I then began to
hear the same doctrine (in the main part)
by Dr. Thomas that is taugh now by
brother Williams. Although I did not
put on the name of Christ until May 0,
I860, I do not think it will be boasting to
say that I then understood the truth that
was taught by Dr. Thomas and believed
in to-day by all well informed, unprejudiced brethren. My experience here is
very nearly the same as reported by J.
Laird at Gait, Out., in tins February
number of the ADVOOATE, and that is,

"If you fellowship Thomas Williams,
we won't fellowship you " And then
they go on to make false accusations
knowingly by saying that brother Williams teaches that he believes that we
are personally guilty of Adam's sin, etc.
We ask them if they do not know that
brother W, denies this, and they say,
"Yes, but he does, all the same." So we
cannot excuse them as ignorant brethren,
for they acknowledge that they know
what he says, but say he means so-andso. Now, what a pity that men will do
evil when they might just as well do
good. If they would only stop where i)v.
Thomas left them they would do well,
but alas! they have gone beyond him and
are trying to set up what Dr. Thomas
called priestcraft. They seem to forget
Now, dear brethren, I have never read that "the meek shall inherit the earth and
in the scriptures that Christ died to re- not the"—well, I hope all will read the
deem us from the second death; but that Bible and see what is in the end promfrom the death he died there is a resur- ised to the faithful, and let us strive to do
rection, of which baptism is a beautiful that, and get our reward.
symbol.
I hope soon to have the pleasure of reNow, while we deplore this situa'ion,
porting to the ADVOCATE the obedience
for it has been a. sad trial for us, we are,
of one more to the faith by baptism. not driven from the path of duty. We
Your lectures here last fall have moved are cast down, but not destroyed. We
some to look into the scriptures for them- are still holding the exceedingly great
selves, and we have been invited to their and precious promises in the full assurhomes to talk over the truth with them. ance of faith in God and the Lord .Tesus
This gave me, the chance to place in their Christ, "who shall judge the quick ami
hands "The Great Salvation." With love the dead at his appearing and kingdom."
to all in Christ,

T. G. PAGE.

CREAL SPRINGS, ILL.—It has been
quite a while since you have heard any
word of encouragement from this place,
and it is quite a task to write encouragingly from a sad heart. I would not write
did I not got gceat comfort from reading

W S. COOKS.

CWMAMAN, SOUTH WALES. ENGLAND.—It is a long time since I have
written to you. I hope you are enjoying
the blessing of good health, as it is with
us at present, thanks be to our Heavenly
Fat her for such blessings. Of course you
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are aware, as I think the world is, that today is the coronation of King Edward,
our temporal king, but happier will be
the tlmo which wo are looking forward to
when the coronation of the Greater King
will take place, who will rule the world
In righteousness, when all strife Bhall be
abolished. Then shall all things that are
crooked be made straight. I thank you
very much for the ADVOCATE and the

pamplets on theUp-and-be-Doing, which
I have distributed among the brethren;
and those I have been speaking to concerning them have acknowledged that i''
unity is to be brought about things could
not be put In simpler language. I must
say that all the writings by you which I
have read are so instructive and yet simple that even a schoolboy in the third
standard could not but comprehend them,
and they are in full harmony with the
scriptures. As you know, ibrother Williams, I came to South Wales from Newcastle, Pa., and since I have been in Aberdare I have spoken to three on the truth
who have put on the sin covering name.
They are William Skinner, and James
Griffiths and wife. What a grand provision God has made for us that we might
become cleansed and fitted to approach
him. No condemnation, but reconciliation (Kom. v.10; Itom. viii: 1); at peace
with God. We ought to appreciate''the
manner of love the Father hath bestowed
upon us, that we should bo called children of God," being Abraham's seed, we
could not be the seed without the sin covering.
Only once have I seen you and that was
in Newcastle Two years ago, before I was
immersed; but I would like to see you
again, and if at any time you should come
near mo make it known to me, that I may
give you a hearty welcome. Brother Abraham Cooke wrote to me about three
months ago, saying that he was expecting you there to Parnasus. I hope you
have been there. Whenever I speak to
strangers on the truth I try to give them
"The Great Salvation" or "The Problem
of Life." I don't think they could get
anything better. Dear brother Williams,
I would like you to know that I am in
sympathy with you. You are being misrepresented by some, but not by all.
With love to you and sister Williams, I
remain yours in the hope of being accepted at the Lord's coming.
BBOTHEB AND SISTEB H O M E S .

ADVOCATE.

GALENA, KAN . - T h e letter from this
ecclesia containing intelligence for May
has, no doubt, become lost in the mail
while being forwarded to you on your recent tour, so will write again.
We have beou cheered by the addition
to our little ecclesia during the month of
Apvil of Miss Ada Phillhts (cousin to the
writer), of Carthage, Mo., who after a
good confession was baptized into the
Saving Name. Sister Phillips was formerly a Presbyterian, nominally, though
never being entirely in accord with the
doctrines of that sect She first became
acquainted with the Truth's teachings
while visiting with us and took up the
study of the same with the assistance of
the brethren here, especially brother G.
J. Seagoe.
We greatly rejoice for we feel certain
the seed of the Kingdom has fallen upon
fertile soil and we look for a hundred-fold
harvest in the day when the angel reapers shall go forth to the harvest of the
saints.
The writer recently visited the ecclesia
at Gates, Mo., near Springfield, and had
the pleasure of meeting there quite a
number of brethren and sisters in an allday meeting which was pleasantly spent
in singing, conversation, etc. The writer spoke to the assembled friends both
morning and afternoon, and had also the
pleasure of listening to a jplerdid
exhortation by brother John Dodson,
a brother whom we had long desired to
meet. Brother Dodson is an interesting
personality, as he is more than usually
intelligent in the Truth, despite the fact
that ho has been totally blind for a period
of 28 years. He keeps up a good heart,
earnestly looking for Him who is able to
give sight to the blind, whom he expects
to see for himself.
The little ecclesia at Joplin and Galena
(b >th are practically one ecclesia* have
suffered a loss of one by the common
enemy, brother Groove having died quite
suddenly about April 15. May his awakening be to a better life when the sting of
death will be forever past. On July 13
we had the pleasure of the company of
brother and sister Stevenson, of Joplin,
at our meeting for breaking of bread. We
wore saddened by the thought that
probably this would be the last time this
side the Sinaitic meeting that even the
few of us should all meet again together.

INTELLIGENCE.

as sister Vineyard, who had been with
us some mouths, was leaving us on the
morrow for her home at Martinville, Ark.,
to be present at the Fraternal Gathering.
We have also to report that brother G.
J. Seagoe and sister Ada Phillips were
united in marriage at Carthage, Mo., on
May 1. We know the brethren will join
with us in wishing them every happiness
that this life holds, consistent with a life
in conformity with the Truth. We are
pleased to note the success that has attended the "Up-ancl-be-doing" movement and think the death knell of unscriptural opposition has certainly been
sounded, though we of course expect a
few post-mortem struggles on the part of
the decapitated serpent. May the time
soon come when the divisions that now
afflict shall be succeeded by the grand
eternal unity of the established Kingdom
of God is our individual and ecclesial
prayer.
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ment there was hope of a union. So we
withheld the intelligence, though we had
stated, from information from another
source, that a division had occurred. After brother Sulley had left, the brethren
conferred with each other and the result
was that no cause was found for a division, and union and unity upon the old
basis of fundamental principles prevail.
—EDITOR.]

HAMILTON, ONT.—I now perform a
duty which, perhaps. I should have dons
before this, and I don't know that I can
give any reason for not doing so. There
is an old adage which says, " I t is better
late than never," but I suppose you will
say it would be better never late. However, here it is:
We, the brethren and sisters meeting
in the Canadian Order of Foresters in
Odd Fellows' Hall, James street, north,
desire to place on record our position in
Fraternally Yours, E. B. P H I L L I P S .
the Household of Faith. We meet upon
the old Birmingham Statement of Faith
LATEE—It becomes our paihful duty to compiled by brother Roberts and a lot
communicate to the household of faith, of other brethren some years ago, and
that our aged and beloved brother, Thos. declared by them to be the whole counW. Stephenson, of Joplin.Mo., fell asleep sel of God, and was considered by all to
on the 9th of August after a short illness, be sufficient for salvation up to the time
at the age of nearly 75. Brother Steph- of brother Roberts' death. Now, if that
enson died in full assurance of a resur- be so, what need was there for additions
rection, and hoped to find approval in the or amendments? I heartily endorse the
eyes of the Judge whose appearance he words of brother James Morrision of the
Franklyn ecclesia, in the July ADVOardently looked for and expected.
He carefully avoided divisional strife CATE, and beseech the brethren to read
over matters that have recently divided it and ponder over it and to do as he adthe household, saying that he believed vises. I would also add my little word of
the judge of all the earth would do right warning to the brethren who set themand these matters should be left to Him. selves up to be so sound and pure in docThis sad event leaves sister Stephenson trine, who for a very slight difference of
alone in the Truth at Joplin, except for opinion, or even a difference of expressthe company, occasionally, of sister ion of opinion upon some matter of deGrove. They will doubtless meet with tail, refuse to fellowship a brother and not
the Galena ecclesia after this, as often as only so, but say hard and unkind words
about him and holdup some of his words
old age and the weather will permit.
May the time soon come when parting to misrepresentation and ridicule. I
will be no more, and when the world-worn would say to such in the words of the
and weary worker in the Master's vine- Apostle Paul to tho Galatians, "If ye bite
and devour one another take heed lest ye
yard shall be forever at rest.
be consumed one of another." Also of
E. B. P H I L L I P S .
the Apostle John (i:4-20 : "If any man
say I love God and hate his brother, he
GKEEN ISLAND, NEW ZEALAND.- is a liar." It seems to me that the brethSeveral mouths since intelligence came ren overlook these things.
from this place deploring the fact that
I pray for them that they may be led to
brother Sulley had caused a division
thereon the responsibility question: but repent and retrace their steps and seek
a postscript added that at the last mo- to be reconciled to their wronged breth-
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glory that shall be revealed. After this
service we sang hymn No. 1C1, extending
the right hand of fellowship, at the same
time saying, ' good-bye," for our pleasant and cordial meetings must close tonight.
We were much pleased to have brother
and sister E. B. Phillips, of Kansas, and
sister M. E, Kelley, of Missouri, with
us, and regret that brother Williams
could not be here.
Our gathering was one of the most
pleasant and instructive we have ever
experienced. We had sixty-seven brethren and sisters in attendance.
We desire now and here to inform the
brethren that our next Fraternal Gathering, God willing, will commence on
Thursday night before tbe first Sunday
in August. 1903. All are invited. I regret to announce the death of brother
Huie, of Choetaw, who had been sick
for six years and two months. He died
on July 16. He was a most excellent
brother. We besp ak the sympathy of
alt thd brethren for sister Huie and her
orphaned children.
E. H. M I L L E E , Sec'y-

McMINNVTLLE, ORE. —Dear Brethren in Christ, Greeting: As I have sold
my farm at McMinnville and am now
looking for a location, a home where I
can make a living and can bo in company
with a good number of brethren where
the truth is prospering and where my
children will be under the influence of
those that know the truth, I would like to
hear from any brother or sister on the
matter. Your brother and sister in the
one hope,
JULIA AND M. G. MABSHALL.

NEW KENSINGTON. PA.—Since our
last report to the ADVOCATE we have
been greatly cheered by the addition of
one more to our small company of believers here, namely, Mr. John Sloan, 26,
whom we had the pleasure of assisting
(on last evening, Aug. 2nd) to "put off
the old man with his deeds and to put on
the new man," Christ Jesus, through immersion in water, the only way appointed by the Father to obtain an entrance
Into him who is unto us (after being in
him! "righteousness, justification and
redemption." We are pleased to state
that brother Sloan passed a creditable

examination, and we sincerely hope and
pray that he may run the race for eternal
life with such success that he may have
an abundant entranee into God's glorious
kingdom, which all lovers of truth are
striving for. Yours with fraternal love,
A. COOKE.

NORFOLK, VA.—Greeting: Ic is with
much pleasure that we report the visit of
brother and sister Williams during the
week of April 23d, it having been arranged
that brother Williams should deliver a
course of five lectures in this city and vicinity. The invitation was extended the
early part of last year, but the illness of
sister Williams and other matters of importance at home and elsewhere, prevented their coming earlier. Our chief object
in having him visit us at this time was to
present the truth In communities where
It was previously unknown, as to our
knowledge no such attempt had been
made before; and while we know the people there to be fully alive to present
things, judging from the number who attended, and the little interest manifested they appear to be dead to the things of
the future. Although it is impossible for
us to know with what success the truth
was received, we feel that a great work
was accomplished, the truth was upheld
and the serpent dealt another severe
blow. Large audiences greeted brother
Williams at the Granby Theatre Sunday
evening, also those given in our hall,
much to the pleasure of us all.
Referring to your letter in the April
number, under the title of a Plea for Action in furtherance of justice looking towards union and unity, we desire to say
that your Christlike defense of the truth,
and noble effort to restore peace and union, have our hearty approval. Our basis of fellowship remains unchanged, as
olause No, 25 in our statement reads as
originally given, and a fraternal welcome
awaits all who desire to meet with us on
the old statement, provided they are otherwise worthy of recognition, On the
lith of May brother John B. Mathias and
sisterRosalle Shipp (daughter of brother
and sister Shipp of this ecclesia) were
united in marriage. We regret to announce the deathof brother Martin Johnson (formerly of Jersey City, N. J., but
for the past two years a resident of this
city and member of our ecclesia) at St.
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Vincent Hospital on Tuesday, Aug, 5th,
of typhoid fever. Brother J. F. Dozier
conducted the funeral, which was held
from the hall, interment in the Christadelphian burial lot; also the death of his
infant daughter, age ten months, of the
same disease two days later. The little
one was laid to rest by the sido of its father. Wo deeply sympathize with sister
Johnson in her sad aililction. and trust
that she may seek comfort from Him who
comforts them who are in any tribulation. Peace and brotherly love continues with us. With love to all ami success
to your efforts, I remain your brother in
Israel's glorious hope
B. P. DOZIER, Sec'y.

RICHMOND. VA.—Brother J. W. Pennell, secretary, warns the brethren of a
brotheri?) Frachtenborg, who has proven
dishonest and left the city. He is a German, speaking very broken English, well
educated, of pleasing address and of fair
complexion. Has black hair and wears
RIVERSIDE, IOWA. —We have been
reading the encouraging letters in the
last number of the ADVOCATE, especially
brother Whitehead's letter, which surely
ought not to fail of its acceptance by the
Boston ecclesia. We are also glad to hear
of the success in the ''Up-and-be-Doing"
movement which, of course, cannot be
carried out without extra expense, so we
will enclose a draft for $10. You are under extra expense in defending the truth.
We are only three, who meet upon every
first day of the week. Sister Boyd has
gone to Kansas City to spend the summer. Sister Tansey, of Columbus Junction, has moved to Kalona, the next station west from here. We shall appreciate her visits. Kind regards to sister
Williams. Yours in the one faith and
hope of the gospel.
MKS. E. HAHS.
ROCHESTER. N. Y. - Agreeable to
promise, I have read throughout the current issue of the ADVOCATE with its
grand defense of the old truths by some
of the oldest brethren iu the faith now
living. When one reads the letters of
such men as brethren James Laird, P. C.
Whitehead and Joshua Pedder, he not only
feels assured that he is not reading the
vain utterances of novices, but age and

standing are doublo assurances that what
is written will have the right ring. To
seo such names in the defense of truths
always believed among us is consoling
and strengthening, and they should be
looked upon by the rising generation of
believers as soldiers who have been in
the thickest of the fight against error,
and who know the odds that have to be
contended against. If they have not
amounted to much in the late controversy
in this < ountry it is not because an effort
has not been made, an effort that has been
both viciou- and cruel, as many have had
to feel who have come under the baneful
influence of the division-makers. List the
brotherhood everywhere bid these noble
men Godspeed and uphold them at all
times. To sustain them is to stand by
the faith of the apostles, and by John
Thomas. It is to stand by the truth a; it
is in Jesus, Such astand should be the
sole aim of every brother who can ri.se
above party and faction. But while we
are commending the wholesome position
represented by these dear names, we
cannot overlook brothers Banta and
Chart's equally grand defense of the old
truths loved by us all. The latter's years
have been no impediment to the attainment of knowledge, seeing he has
learned aright and speaks forth words of
"truth and soberness," in strong contrast
to the one referred to b}r brother Banta,
in which there is indeed "a darkening of
counsel by a multitude of words." God
bless a brotherhood that is both able and
willing to uphold his truth in such trying
hours.
After reading the letters of the above
we thought it well to again look over the
April ADVOCATE and read anew "A Plea
for Action." The plea was strong then,
it is doubly so now, dear brethren. Never
was duty so clear as in the present crisis,
for the ecclesias everywhere to stand together as one man, having "one heart
and one mind" in the determination to
hold fast to the truth in its purity and its
simplicity. Let us see to it that the Lord
has a few waiting for him when he comes.
a few who have not defiled themselves
with the impurities of "false doctrine."
who have refrained from "beating their
fellow servants," who have not been
"biting and devouring one another," and
who have ''striven together" for the gospel in all its fullness and in its power to
save.
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To this cud lot us all labor. It would
seem, dear brother Williams, that the letters referred (o. as well as the many
heart rejoicing letters in the "Intelligence," are all tending in this direction.
With your ample and simple explanation
of terms used but not invented liyyou,
ex plained out of love to ot hers, what need
we more than to now press ou in the good
work before us. "looking unto rlesus,"
who will uoi forget our labor of love on
behalf of His name?
God give the ecelesias everywhere
"peace in believi ng" is i he pra ye I' of theiV
brother and fellow helper.
0. G. VliRDKN'IiirliOFI.
KO01IESTER, N. Y.—Gladly do wo
write the intelligence that another has
eoriie out of darkness into light. This
time it is our young l)rotb<>r, Evan Ingraham, a member of the writer'sSunday
School class, who has come over "on the
Lord's side." He is the youngest son '10
years) of our sister lugraluun, and gives
pood promise of being a source of comfort arid joy to her in her declining years.
His immersion into the Saving Name occurred on Friday evening. July 35, in
Lake «(ntario, just as the light of day was
fading into the dusk of twilight. Like the
outgoing of tile day. so did the life after
the flesh go out, and now lie walks in
"newness of life." This step forms an
example, others could and should follow,
at.il if it please (iod nothing will be left
'.ndone. to bring this labor of love in
Christ's name (o such an issue whenever
it N possible to do s<>. Need ] say that
tl.is obedience was rendered from pure
love of th.-'-things believed"?
Without
tbi-i none ea.n be s a v e d ' I I . Thes. ii:10).
Our young brother broke bread with us
t>-day. his wlfiimc to the fellowship lifting ina,(le. impressive, by loving words of
cheer and encouragement.
(;od bless
the lad.
C. 0. YitEDEXJsntoH.

swer, but rather a refusal to make any
answer thereto, the writer chooses to answer for himself. Having been a constant reader of the ADVOCATE for seven
or eight years, I am Fully acquainted with
ilp attitude and I am in perfect accord
therewith, Hence I answer yen, to the
first question, page 108. April ADVOCATE,
1902. I further desire to say that I am
iiol trilling to fellowship those who endorse tin- ' amended "Jiirminghaui statement. I have long felt the nerd of the
"Up - aiio - be - Doing" movement, which
now obtains.
\V. S. JIOLENNAN.
SENEC i. FALLS, N. Y.—Greeting to
the brethren in the name of the Lord:
On Sunday, July 27th, we were visited by
brother and sister Mack of Richmond,
Virginia,, together
ivit'i pome friends
whom they have interested in the truth.
Brother Hack has been taking treatment
at th" Sanitarium a t Clifton Springs, N.
Y
Tho friends of brother and sister
Mack gave* good attention, and we believe
were much interested, the subject for the
day being "The Kingdom of God." After we had talked for considerable, time
upon the subject a few questions were
answered. Hoping that they may lay it
up in good and honest hearts, wo are as
ever your brethren, the Seneca Falls Ecclesia.
E, C. STATJKTON, Sec'y.
SPUINGEIELP, O,—On June 20th Mr.
George Holiingsworth was baptized into
the Name of the Lord. We also have the
pleasure of stating that brother and sister Laiison, of Danna, Ind., have located
in this city, also their daughter and sonin-law, brother and sister Hardy, of Chicago, iiave taken up their abode here.
The former have been in isolation for
many years, and it is hoped theirassociation with the brethren here will be the
means of mutual comfort and edilication.
Sincerely yours in Christ.
W. T. P A K K E B .

SAN ANTONIO. TEXAS.—To thn Editor of the OinusTADEiiFJiiAN ADVOCATE
and those C •; ristadolphians in fellowship
therewith, greeting: 111 regard to tho
"Appeal for Action" in the April number
of the ADVOCATE, I will say that the
(|iiestion was putbefore the ecclesia here
t >-wit: "Shall we answer brother Williams' appeal for action? As there was
no disposition manifested to make an an-

TEVISVILLE, ALBEKTA, CANADA.
—I now take the pleasure of writing you
tSiat we have got settled in Alberta. We
arrived on the 23d of April and stopped
with brother Albert Trussler, whom we
were pleased to find well and comfortable. I have not seen brother Knight yet;
I hope to, soon. The brethren are scattered here. I found our boys well. Mr.
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Dove stayed behind at Trout Creek to
settle up business mid arrived here four
weeks ago. This is a fine looking country. We have had a, wet, backward spring,
but nice warm weather now. Wo are promised a, seed time ;ntd harvest.
What the
Lord promises we know ho will fulfill.
Dear brother Williams, I hope you are
enjoying good health. I so often wisned
to meet you. God granted my wish. I
have often thought of it since. I wish I
could hear you every week. I hope sister WillL-.ms' health is good. I have not
got the. lasl two ADVOCATES.

E. A. THOMAS,
MOSES JOHXSON,
ALKEKT MCKI-NZIK.

The post-

mast ;r must
have neglected
sending them on. I miss it so much. I
see you are still trying to bring the
brethren all together, I hope they may
all see their errors before it is too late.
With kindest love to all of like precious
faith, I remain your sister in hope, of
eternal life,

part would tribute in many bright, gems
to that crown of life for which we a-re,
all waiting amidst much strife and
trials. We hope with you that your appeal will be seriously considered by a!i
Ohristadelphians, aad that union and
unity and brotherly love will speedily
become again the chief characteristic
am jug the brethren of Christ.
Your brethren in Christ.

Mus. W. 0. DOIIE.

PORT OF SPAIN, TKINIPAD.-Dear
Brother: Your letter of appeal looking
toward union and unity is, to us, the
most reasonable production of a spiiitually enlightened understanding yet to
hand. We are piactically in isolation,
and over regard the ADVOCATK as a help

to us, both in in its practical and spiritual tone, full of love to the glory of God.
We are bound to say approvingly and
conscientiously, that your /,ea! in the
Master's work is according to knowledge. Now, without referring to any particular part of your letter, which is an
effort worthy of its object, we are satisfied that your explanation as a whole
is most satisfactory, even as we had began to understand all things from the
beginning, the days of our infancy in
the truth, ten years ago.
Without prompting the flesh, we make
it known to you, dear brother, that from
your virtues exhibited in your writings
setting forth the truth and patient waiting of the constituents of Christ for
him from heaven, we cherish for you and
such bre! hi en the wannest brotherly love
in our little isolated but thriving ecclesia. We pray the Father that He may
fill you moie and more with the spirit
of the Truth and if the Lord tarry to
Spare you many more days to strengthen thy brothel- and proclaim tin; Truth in
simplicity to His honor and glory.
The single eye willingness on your

H A L T ! M O K E , M l ) . ~ Wit.li g r e a t p l e a s u n - I
r e p o r t t o t h e An v o e A T I - : t h a t n n o i n u r e h a s he.a
lld'ied l i i ' i i i r f o l d o f I h o " ( H » H I S i f p h e r d . " v i z . .
hVmia J a n e , t h e wife of b r o t h e r O l i o F r a n k l i n , w h o h a v i n ^ r b e e n (Inly e x a m i n e d m i i h e
p r i m - i p l t ' S o f t h e i r o s p e l a n d l i a v i n _' r e n d e r e d t
sal i s f a o t o r y e n t i f e s s i o n o f o u r f a i i h . w a s o u
t h e n i s r h t o f . I n l y n t h ( b y b e a u I if id m o o n l i g h t
iri t h e w a t e r s o f I b e I ' a r a n s e o r i v e n b a p t i z e d
s n ! o t lie ".sa.viIIJJ n a m e , " f r o m 1 i i e n e e i ' n r t h t i
w a l k in n e w n e s s o f l i f e .
W eearnestly hope
a n d p r a y 1o o u r H e a v e n l y F a t h e r t h a t o u r n e w
s i s t e r , a f t e r h a v i n g bewail w e l l , will k e e p h e i
b r i g h t n o w U'armeiit un s p o t t o d , a n d c o n t i n u e
to r u nt h er a c e a n d s t r i v e t o o b t a i n r h e prize
of t h e hijfli rj'.linjf o f C o d in C h r i s t , a n d pal i e n i ' y l a b o r in love u n t i l t h e c o m i n i r oft h e
IVFasfer; m a y s i t e t h e n h e a r f r o m h i s lips t h e
w e l c o m e p l a u d i t , " W r i t d o n e , tltoit pntn] a n d
faithful s e r v a n t , e t o . " Sister F r a n k b n \ra~
f o r m e r l y a M e t h o d i s t a n d b e c a m e i n t e r e s t e d in
t h e f a i i h b y h e a r i n g - l e c t u r e s a n d at t e n d i n i i - o u r
Bible class.
A s t h e e u s t o d i a n s of t h e o n et r u e g o s p e l w e
a r e I r v i n e t o b e e p t h e liirlit b r i g h t l y b u r n i n g ,
t h a t ol h e r s w h o w a l k in d a r k n e s s m a y b e a b ' i
t o " s e e " ' a n d t i n d 11K 1 o n l y p a l h w h i e h l e a d s t o
life e t e r n a l . N o w a n d t h e n w e m e e l w i t h e r
e o u r a ^ i n i r r e s u l t s a n d w e feel a s if o u r l a b o r
" h a t h n o t b e e n i n v a i n . " M a y t h e l / . r d smut
romr a n d trive u s r e s t ; in I b e m e a n t i m e le] ' ; all (Ii t'Ur duly a n d n o t b e f a i n t .
Y o u r - ; in i h e
patient waiting for Christ,
i-ons

Y o r N O . Hee'v.

iMAUTK-SV! L L F . , A U K . — M o r e t h a n t v, e
y e a r s a!2«) I h e : , i d y o u l e d I! r e a t .Marl i n \ n I.-.
at id t h e ia r n e s t m a n n e r in w h i c h y o u c o n l e n d ed l o r wdial y o u b e l i e v e d w a s r i a i i t m ; e l e s u ; - a
a n in? p r e s s i o u o n m e l h a t E n e v e r r a n f i r ^ e t it
1 bewail t o i n v e s t i ^ a t e a n d ii^lit t h e i r u t h ( h o i c s t l y t h o u g h I t h o u g h t ) a n d t h e in i r e I s t u d i e d
C ' . e m o r e 1 sa w i n y o u r p o s i t i o n . I n o . \ r a r 'eei;t
it a i l . If t'la; ( ' h r i s l a d e l p h i a u s h a v e n ' t j ; o l t h e
ti'l/tli t h e r e s ! h a d j u s t a s well quit,.
I w a s ici pt i z '<! .\:ijr. ;i a n d f u l l y r ' a i i z / t i n frre.it n e s s of
t h e call in if. I t m e a n s m u c h t o lie a B i b l e C h r i - t i a n . M;iy ( J O ; I Cvaitinui 1 t o b l e s s ,vuu in y o i a
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noble work. I have kept up with you through
the ADVOCATE in your "Up -and-be-doiug"
movement, and admire the firm stand you
h ivo taken on the questions at issue.
The brethren here are all well and the ecclesia is in a prosperous condition. The I'raterna.1 Gathering was tlio most delightful meetIng- to me I have ever attended. We all regretted that you could not be here. Brother Williams, I write you this letter to tell y.m bow
much 1 appn eiate you and the good you have
done me. II id I never heard your lectures 1
might never have been persuaded to "come
out" arid enter the race for eternal life.
Yours in (lie One [Tope, O. L. DITNAWAV..
IHrolhor Duuavvay is a professor in the Arkansas schools, and will be of great help to
the truth. We rejoice to hear of his obedience.
God speed thec, brother, on thy way—j EDITOR.

ADVOCATE.

the precepts of Jesus and the apostles. Let
them become builders of the house of God, not
destroyers.
Let them everywhere, and as occasion offers, speak to "edification and comfort," meanwhile doing all they can to stop the
mouths of "unruly and vain talkers "
May the blessing of our Heavenly Father attend the efiorts of alI. especially of yourself,
as you visit, til,1 "household," i-u upholding the
truth in its purity and i.i striving' for peace
and unity, which will surely lie the fruit of
such a in tiiii'e^t, ition of righteousness.
Yours in Him,

C 0

VKKDENUUKGII .

LOWRLL. MA8.-i.-We ii ivo great pleasure
inaniuKi i.'i-ig that the truili has taken root
and that J.iSm J. IViudviile. aged :i'i, formerly a
Melliodisi, lias, we believe through your lectures here, been caused to search the Scriptures and e nne to a knowledge of the Kingdom
QiriNCV, MASS.—I wouldlikeif pou would
of God and the name of Jesus Christ, and was
publish these few words in the ADVOCATK. It
immersed into the Saving' Name Thursday,
i^ continually said that 1 have persona.l feelJuly Illst, and was extended the right hanJ of
injfs against my brother in the flesh and those
that meet with him. This, I must say, is not fellowship on behalf of the Lowell ecclesia
August 10th. We hope the good work will still
true; and us God is my judge, I repeat:
go on and that we may be prepared at all times
T have none but the best of feelings for his
to suffer for Christ's s ike, and be patient unto
welfare, and would only be glad if he will acthe end, each and all doing our part, knowing
cept, and not dim, the faith as held by us, to
that the time is short; for Clirist will soon apwork together till tin; Master conies, hut if lie
pear and take to himself his kingdom and reign.
will not then I must contend for it; this is the
We had brother W. P. l'ineil of Quincy leconly feeling 1 have. Hoping this, my open
ture in Lowell on the 17rh, and we had a good
confession, will be satisfactory to all, and that
attendance of the alien. Sister Wertman of
they will believe me for Christ's sake,! am
Manchester, N. 11. visited us on the 24th with
your brother in the hope of lifo to come, with
her husband. We also had brother I. N. ,Tonea,
love to all,
WALTEtt P. PlNELL.
of Worcester, leeturo for us and we enjoyed
their company. We hope to be a,ble to meet of^STKli, X. Y., May IS. 1002.—My Dear
tener, so that we may help each other on the
Brother Williams: Do not for a moment think
way. We hope that ill! the surrounding ccclethat 1 have been indifferent to the "Plea" in
sias may soon be all united and meet tog-ether
the April number of the ADVOCATE. On the often, so that we may be strengthened in the
contrary, I am thoroughly in sympathy with
faith, and walk worthy until the end.
the sentiments embodied therein. Not that I
Love to all, Yours in Christ,
endorse your well known views on the troubleBENJAMIN 1IUYL,E, See'y.
some and useless Responsibility Question, but
I, am satisfied I hat they are no more objectionable now than twenty years ago. If we could
be tolerant then we can certainly he so now.
CATLF.TTSBIJRG, KY.—August 2S, 1902.
Not a single new point has ever been raised
Dear Brother Williams:—It is with much sorthat shows it to be of any more importance
row that 1 have for some time been reading of
now than then, and therefore there can be no the unsettled condition existing among many
sort of justification for the fleshly division evof the brethren, but am pleased to see that
erywhere advocated by many'who should be
some have realized the dangerous position
found better employed.
they had chosen and have again returned to
Lot the brethren of the faith who are fol- the old foundation. Your "Plea For Action"
is indeed one f«'om the bottom of an earnest
lowing the "old path" stand firm. They will
heart. May God be with you in your underhave nothing to regret that they are not found
taking to establish unity and union, that again
in the ranks of those who are going about to
universal brotherly love may be our motto.
foster division and strife on matters which
concern the "outsider." Let them see to it Enclosed please find my small contribution to
the extra expense fund.
that, having laid a "good foundation," they

"go on unto perfection." Nothing will so surely conduce to this end as a close adherence to

Yours in the one hope,
J . A. TAUBEB,
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THE PREPARED BODY.
"BUT A BODY HAST THOU 1'REl'ARED M E " — I I E B . X: 5.
ADDRESS BY BKO. J . WOOD AT THE CHICAGO FRATERNAL GATHERING.

thousand years were occupied in the preparation and formaJ | tion of the individual Christ body; and six thousand years were
required for the development of the multitudinous body of the anointed.
According to the arrangmont of the seven pillars of Wisdom's Temple
as detailed in Eph. iv: 4 the one body stands out as an integral part of
the cluster and hold an important and significant place. The one body
is closely and intimately connected with the ''One Lord,"' inasmuch as
the "One Lord" is the head and mouthpeice of the "One body." So wo
see the propriety in the prior development of the head or Lordship to
the multitudinous body, as was also the case with the creation of the
male in the formation of man, before the formation of the woman, which
also carries out the same tender relationship between the first Adam and
Eve as is also sustained and maintained between the Lord Jesus and his
bride, the ecclesia.
In the long periods already mentioned, the two phases of the headship
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and the body as matters of preparation were each in their development
considerations of great moment in the hands of the Deity, who was the
director of both elements. That a seed should be developed from our
first mother, who should be a repairer of the breach between man and
Jehovah, was looked for immediately by Eve when her tirst son was
born; and it continued to be a matter of hope by the daughters of Eve
for an unlimited period, even until it was accomplished in the birth of
the son of Mary, whose mission certainly was to destroy and overthrow
the work of the diabolos. The fulfillment of the promise of the seed of
the woman had continued to lie a matter of hope through many generations, yea and ages, of the world. Daring the Antideluvian period
Enoch of the seventh generation prophesied of his coming, and still it
was future. When the ninth generation was fully come, and Lantech
being 182 years old begat a son, so full of hope and enthusiasm was he
that the great deliverer was about to be manifest that in anticipation of
the event he called his son Noah, which, according to his idea, meant rest or
comfort, saying, ''This same shall comfort us concerning our work and
toil of our hands, because of the ground which the Lord hath cursed."'
Noah was indeed a righteous man and vvas honored by the Deity to survive His just judgment upon a wicked world; and he was a preacher of
righteousness, and he and his immediate family were saved in a manner
which is recorded as a type of salvation in after ages, by the ordinance
of baptism of true believers of the Gospel. Sixteen hundred and fifty six
years of Creation's history was reached in Noah's day, and still the
Master had not appeared. Coming down about three hundred years after
the flood we come to the birth of Abraham in Ur of the Chaldees. He
was specially favored and selected by Jehovah to inaugurate a better
state of things and the gospel was preached to him. He was caused to
remove from the land of his nativity to a land that he should afterwards
become the owner of in connection with the '"Seed" that should proceed
from his loins. His migration to Palestine was when he was seventyfive years of age. Surely the time was drawing near that might be realized. Ten years more passed, and no son to inherit the promi.-es, and
by this time it came to be realized that Sarah was barren and continued
to be so for fifteen years longer, at which time she was ninety years old.
"But Abraham being one hundred years old staggered not at the promise, who against hope believed in hope that he might become the father
of many nations, according to that which is spoken, So shall thy seed be,
and being not weak in faith, he considered not his own body now dead
when he was about an hundred years old, neither yet the deadness of
Sarah's womb; he staggered not at the promise of God through unbelief, but was strong in faith, giving glory to God, and being fully per.
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suaded that what he had promised, he was able to perform." And so it
came to pass that the Deity strengthened Abraham and opened Sarah's
womb, that she bare a son. Surely one would look with expectancy upon such a wonderful child. He grow up a man of faith, obedient to the
command of his father, even when he was laid upon the altar, and the
knife uplifted to take his life as an offering. Still, after all expectations,
he was not the "Seed of the woman," but was a very exemplary type of
the Lord Jesus Christ.
Isaac's life was preserved from the sacrifice, and at forty years of age
he was married to Rebecca ; but like former instances of delay, slowness
and backwardness appeared to be the rule instead of the exception.
Twenty years of married life had passed when Rebecca bore her two sons
to "our father Isaac" who were named Esau and Jacob. Now the firstborn was indifferent about the covenants of promise and sold out his
interest in the inheritance, and Jacob, a plain man dwelling in tents,
although he felt a true regard for God and his promises he was in no
hurry to get married until he was about eighty-four years of age; but
finally he became the father of twelve sons, the most of whom were not
of very correct princip'es, but one out of the twelve was very exemplaiy.
God showed unto him visions of future greatness ; he was in many ways
a type of the Christ. It might, I think, have been said then of Joseph,
as was afterwards said of John the baptist, that "there was none greater
than he that was born of woman." Coming down now about three hundred and fifty years we find a child in a little basket in the river Nile in
Egjpt, born to be a deliverer, but an outcast at the time, awaiting the
providence of Jehovah to rescue him from a watery grave. From this
early baptism, he was brought forth and named Moses, because the
King's daughter drew him out of the water. He in his after history became the greatest prophet and leader of ancient and modern times; but
he was not the Christ, the "seed of the woman that was to bruise the
head of the serpent" in the capacity of the "lamb of God that should
take away the sin of the world." The Christ was to be higher than
Moses, greater than Joseph ; should be the antitypica! Isaac and one
that should bring in a more perfect rest than Noah. He should have
equally as pleasing an appellation as Enoch, for of him it is said, "He
walked with God." The words of commendation are very much alike
in meaning. Of Jesus God said, "This is my beloved son in whom I am
pleased." So he Jesus combined in himself all the excellence of these
worthies ; he capped the climax of all their attainments in that he was
perfect in. his behaviour, not only under pleasant surrounding, but under greater trials than had ever been endured. "He brought in the
righteousness of the ages, he sealed up the prophecy and vision and was
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,'inointed the most holy one. Undoubtedly the foregoing worthy persons
were children of God, hut tvi-ro not equal to the Divine sonship of the
Lord Jesus Christ. They were a special selection that shall be prominent in the adornment of the one ecclesial multitudinous body. That
large and circumspect body needed a head: it needed a saviour, and
while they each in their several generati >ns were looking for redemption
in the "seed" that should come they published to their contemporaries
that in themselves there was no life. Their great ancester had lost the
right to eat of the tree of life in the Paradise. They were sojourners
living in hope of immortality, to be conferred upon them by a body that
should be prepared of the Deity—One that should be related to them by
partaking of iheir common humanity, and yet should be a manifestation
of the Deity, all powerful and glorious, being in ''the form of God"'
through whom Jehovah would speak peace to Israel and the nations, and
being of such tender compassion towards his sheep even to lay down his
life for them as a representative of the race, thereby satisfying eternal
justice so that God could be just and the justitier of all them that looke I
for redemption.
He arose from the death state. The [(reparation of the body of Jesus,
after having been prophesied of, and extolled by the prophets, was
brought about by apparently ordinary means, and yet the sublime
attended very closely upon the initiative. A man of the house of David,
of the tribe of Judah made choice; of a maiden who was also of the house
and lineage of David, to become his wife, and progressed so far as that
the espousals were made, or in our way of talking the engagement for
marriage was entered into, the ceremony to take place at a future time.
Be it noticed here that Joseph was a descendant of David in the royal
hno through Solomon, king of Israel, whereas Mary was descended from
David through Nathan, a younger son of D ivid. This arrangement
was quite fitting The selection of the ancestors all through the four
thousand years was of the Lord, and there could be no mistake in the
selection of the female that should be the mother—not the mother of
God—but the mother of the chosen seed; for an "angel was sent to a
city of Galilee named Nazareth, to a virgin espoused to a man named
Joseph, and the virgin's name was Mary, "to make known to her of
God's purpose." This communication has been entitled "The Annunciation." It made known to her that she should become a mother, and
that her'becoming a mother should be out of the ordinary way. Her
cousin Elizabeth, who had been barren all her life long and now well
striken in years, had conceived a son in her old age. This was to assure
her that she need not fear the promise of God, that she should miraculously conceive and bring forth a son. She believed the testimony
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and replied, ''Behold the handmaid of the Lord, be it unto me according
to thy word." The conception followed prior to the time set for the
intended nuptials of the marriage with Joseph, and it is very distinctly
noticeable that unless Deity had interposed and instructed Joseph the
marriage would not have been fulfilled. The character of Mary was at
stake in the community, but God's vindication of her purity, with the
declaration that the son to be born of her, was the son of God, brought to
mind the prophecy (Isa. vii: 14), "Behold a virgin shall conceive and
bear a son, and thou shalt call his name Immanuel, which being intorpretted is, God with us." Joseph was told according to Matt. 1:21
"That she will bear a son, and thou shalt call his name Jaava Shua, i. c.
Yahshua or Joshua, from the Hebrew Yah, I shall be, and Shua powerful. Hence the name signifies, I shall be the powerful, which transferred
to our language is, "Thou shalt call his name Jesus, for he shall save his
people from their sins."
We are informed that "the child grew and waxed strong in spirit, filled
with wisdom, and the grace of God was upon him." And when the
eight days were accomplished for the circumcising of the child, his name
was called Jesus, which was so named of the angel before ho was conceived in the womb.
The character of Joseph stands out conspicuously in the selection of
guardian and protector of Mary and her son. He was a just man and
faithfully performed the duty of a husband and parent. Ho took the
young child and his mother down into Esryptfor their safety; and again,
at the commandment of the Lord, he brought them back into the land
of Israel, and for greater protection turned aside to Galilee and settled
in Nazareth, instead of in Bethlehem, where Jesus was born, that it
might be fulfilled, Ho shall be called a Nazarcne. These two God fearing
people, Joseph and Mary, chosen of God to be the tutors in the infancy
of Jesus, reflected the wisdom of Jehovah. At twelve years of age
Jesus seems to have surpassed the bounds of their instruction and he
sought intelligence, even with the elders of his people, and evidently by
that time knew that God was his Father, yet willing to be in subserviency
to those parents the Deity had provided for him during the minority;
for it is written, "He went down with them and came to the Nazareth
and was subject unto them, and he increased in wisdom and stature and
in favor with God and man."
Seeing that the early history of Jesus is very brief, so little is recorded
of him until the time of his immersion by John, who was specially raised
up and prepared to be a shinning light in the wilderness of Judea to call
men to repentance, and to fit them for the reception of Christ; for his
great mission was to herald the Messiah, and to introduce him by his
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baptism for the remission of sins. But I would here remark that John
the Baptist was not the only agent in the introduction of Jesus to the
notice of the Israelites. The Holy Spirit participated in the mission. The
voice of God heard on the banks of the Jordan river saying, "This is my
beloved son, in whom I am well pleased." The voice declaring him to
be the Son of God, in connection with the descent of the Spirit in the
form of a dove, and lighting upon him. gave reliable confirmation of his
mission. His baptism at the hands of John, whoso baptism was for
1 emission of sin, forever stamps Christ's body as pertaining to the sin
nature of our common humanity, and as being a descendant of Adam ;
being horn of Mary whoso genealogy is detailed in Luke iii: 2-38.
Joseph is here spoken of as son of lleli, who was the father of Mary, and
consequently the father-in law of Joseph. Joseph's genealogy is recorded
in Matthew, first chapter ; commencing for the distinct lino we trace it
from David in the 6th verse through Solomon and Rehoboam to the 10th
verse, where it reads, "And Jacob begat Joseph, the husband of Mary,
of whom was born Jesus who is called Christ." So the two lines of
descent from David through two of his sons, Solomon and Nathan, merge
in the birth of Jesus, who was born heir to the covenant made with David concerning his throne, and by both lines to the inheritance covenanted to Abraham, as his heir, not only to the land of Canaan, but to
the entire earth.
In the preparation of the Christ personally, he was brought up under
the law of Moses and he was obedient in all things. He did not assume
to be a teacher of the people until he was thirty years of age, for such
was a provision in the Levttical regulations, the term of service in the
Tabernacle for the tribe of Levi was from thirty years old to fifty
years. Christ was not of the tribe of Levi, and the Mosaic system did
not recognize the tribe of Judah as being eligible for the priesthood; but
the Deity had elected him to become a priest after a more ancient order,
even that of Melchizedek. By so doing his offering for reconciliation
could reach farther back than that of Aaron, that he might comprehend
in his work of propitiation, individuals of all agos and generations, that
by his ottering he might gather together not only the Jewish nation, but
that also he should gather together in one the children of God that were
scattered abroad, not merely as regards locality, but also as to ages and
generations before the law, and including the times of the Gentiles,
which reach to his coming and beyond. His mission will not cease in
the priestly office until sin shall be extirpated from the earth, when no
more intercession shall be needed; when he will deliver up the media
tonal phase of the kingdom to the Father, seeing that then all the inhabitants of the earth shall be ful'y in accord with the Almighty Father.
(To be concluded next month.)
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THE TRUTH DEFENDED.
(Continued from page 21,8.)
313 SMITH STREET, WEST IIOBOKEN. N. <).,

September 6th, 1902.
Dear Brother Williams:
The ADVOCATE is just received, with its message of love and brotherly kindness. If the faithful brethren who have assisted you during recent trials only
appreciate in part the benefits they have conferred upon the body at large, who
have had no public place in the work that has been done so well, tney must feel
amply repaid for the labor they have not spared themselves in performing. To
commend a few by name would in some way be doing an injustice to the larger
number, all of whose contributions have possessed items of value bearing upon
the present situation. The Gospel is indeed "llie ponxr of God," as is shown by
the work of grace upon the human heart in turning it from its natural bent into
channels full of the warmth of the gentle spirit of Christ. When one considers
i he full force of the natural capacity man possesses to manifest unlovely characteristics toward those who do not treat them well, it is a marvel that any should be
found well enough disposed to exercise those Christian virtues that are inculcated in the ethical teachings of the law of the spirit of life. See how many
there are who express genuine solicitude for those who have been overtaken in a
fault I Behold what manner of love is shown in the letters of entreaty which
you have printed from time to tiiae ! Can anyone doubt that prayers for power
to overcome the promptings of the flesh—that always seeks to avenge itself—has
been fervently offered up to the throne of grace on behalf of poor, weak humanity for saving help in this time of need'? The evidence is before us all. God
is good, and we rejoice in thai goodness to-day over the results attained. His
truth never lacks friends to maintain its claims in absolute purity and completeness. It does not seem to matter where "Satan's seat is," nor does it make any
apparent difference whether "the depths of Satan, as they speak" are heard in
1873 or 1902 to those who are set for the defense of the faith, for though many
have fallen asleep in Jesus, yet a remnant of the woman's seed is always ready
for every good word and work which the necessities of the case demand. God is
never without '-witnesses'' among men to bear testimony, with becoming humility, to the truth revealed, and it is encouraging to see them now, meekly, but
persistently insisting that what was true thirty years ago for the obedience of
faith is just as true now.
In all that has passed, dear brother Williams, you have shown a commendable
spirit toward even the few who have said uncomplimentary personal things.
Doubtless you have recalled at such times lhat men were just as unkind to our
Lord, and no servant is better than such a Master. It is pleasant to remember
that your custom has been to pay small attention to what was said about you,
which plan has left you much valuable time and space to devote to the far more
important theme: "Hear what God, the Lord, hath spoken.'' It is a very old
trick of the adverse mind to seek to arouse human passions by false accusations,
so as to blind the eye and prevent a good defense being made against the objective attack. A cool, calm demeanor is more than half the battle in such cases,
as you have shown. Then, too, your co-workers have been quite moderate, everything considered. The "Up-and-be-Doing" movement was surely prompted
by the renewal of a right spirit within the brotherhood. To restore that which
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was taken away by ruthless hands, even the fellowship, must have been a
feature of the animating motive, and good results have followed in many places
where doubt and misunderstanding have existed so long to the disadvantage of
all concerned. We are thankful for the highly commendatory action of those
honest-hearted brethren, who, being led to a right understanding of the situation
as it is, and has ever been, were brave and conscientious enough to openly change
sides. Such men can be respected even when in error, because their honesty can
not be called in question fairly. You can depend on friends of this caliber in
the time that remains for work.
As a mere man, dear brother, you must expect to take your chances with other
men, and be judged by the same standards, of course. No thing is right simply
because you think it, do it, or say it; but as a son of the living God you have
certain inalienable rights that men can only tamper with at their peril. To meet
at Christ's table, and record your love for your departed Lord, is a privilege granted to you as a member of his household, and while you profess the faith this
favor must not be denied to you, or to any of like disposition and confession with
you. This sacred communication with the Father and his Son men are so hasty
in intercepting that one is led to doubt the sanity of minds dominated by such
boldness and temerity. Do they ever consider what excommunication means to
the soul that hungers and thirsts after God in this famine-stricken day? It is to
be feared not, else would they hesitate long ere taking so momentous a step.
That a great many brethren feel keenly over this matter is evident by the carefulness and solicitude so markedly apparent in the letters you have printed. Let
us hope to hear less of "cutting off"' in the future from those who seem to have
assumed so many of the prerogatives of Him who has said: "Do this as oft as
ye may, in remembrance of me."
So you were asked to deb: te certain elementary principles of the truth with one
of our young Jersey City brethren ! Well, if there is any prospect of good coming from it, doubtless it would be advisable and proper, but from what local experience teaches it does not seem possible for a '"debate" to take place between
the brother mentioned and yourself, as such an encounter would be too unequal
under any circumstances. It is barely possible that locations have slightly tinged
our estimate of a certain "vessel's" capacity—though we try real hard to be fair
and exact in our measurement of men and things—yet we cannot believe the human mind can be quite so devoid of sense as to court an encounter of the proposed character. You will not find it necessary to take any anxious thought of
what you shall say in that day, as you have had much experience, and besides
in this case you are "thrice armed" as well.
It always seems indicative of weakness in an ecclesia when trouble arises, to
find them looking outside their circle for a champion to enter the lists for them.
One is led to wonder why, of their own selves, a brother does not qualify by
''study" to show himself "a workingman that needeth not to be ashamed."
"I speak to your shame. Is it so, that there is not a wise man among you?"
can very appropriately be asked of those who now seek help—where none is.
The brethren will be glad to find you are now quite free to return to more congenial duties. Let the effort for enlightenment and up-building of the body in
love goon once more. All are in need of spiritual help, and may the endeavors
to that end be abundantly crowned with success is the desire of all sincere men
and women in the truth.
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Pardon my long intrusion upon your time. I do not transgress very often in
this way. Fraternally yours in the Annointed One,
GEORGE T. WASIIUUUNE.

[You do not "transgress" often enough, dear brother. Many tim^s have we
been asked, ''What has become of brother George Washburne? We wish he
would resume his "Practical Points." We have answered that local methods hail
wounded and discouraged the two brethren Washburnes, and they were "cast
down, but uot destroyed." The warring ones are nearly all oft the Geld now,
dear brother George, The balm of tenderness and love for the wounded is in
your line. Come on.—EDITOR.]
MAN NO AUTHORITY.
The Buffalo Defense consists mostly of short, disconnected quotations from
men, principally from brother R. Roberts. Even if the quotations in their disconnected form did justice to brother Roberts, and that lie were thereby proved
to be a believer in the new theory that baptism is for i he removal of the penalty
of the second death, the real case would still remain unproved, the scriptures
alone must be our authority.
The question, Who has changed? lias made it expedient fox us to largely quote
from past writings, but all that such proce lure proves is that we have not
changed. The question itself can be settled by Divine authority only.
Since, however, the Buffalo pamphlet ha- quoted so much disconnected matter
from brother Roberts, we will here give a quotation from him that will settle the
matter as to where he stood in relation to what death salvation is from, whether
Adamic death or the second death. He says:
"Blood-shedding had two significances, related one to the other, and both declarative of fundamental principle in the relations between God and man, and illustrated in the death of Christ, who was slain for us. The first is that death is
the penalty of sin. The blood is the life (Lev. xvii: 1-14), and the shedding of
blood was, therefore, typical of death."'
But it was typical of more than death: it was typical of a violent manner of
death; for in natural death the blood was not shed. Violent death includes [natural] death, but [natural] death does not necessarily include violence Bloodshedding includes both. But why was it necessary both [What both? Note]
should be thus prominent in the law? Because death had a double hold upon
those for whom Christ was to die [mark]. They were hereditarily mortal because
they inherit their being from one who was condemned to death [second death?]
because of sin; and their own numerous offenses render them liable to the violent death decreed by the law [of Moses. Was that second death?]. Christ came
under both curses [Any second death here?j. and discharged them BOTH by the
shedding of his blood. He came under the first [Adamic] in being born of the
same condemned stock of this man [David's] seed? He came under the second
[Mosaic] in the act of crucifixion; for the law declared he was 'accursed' of God
(Deut. xxi: 23), who hung on a tree; and the spirit in Paul applies this to Jesus
(Gal. iii: 13). * * * He offered for himself, first by reason of his participation
in Adamic mortality, and second, because his hanging on a tree brought on him
tie curse of the law, from which he could only be delivered by death."
This shows what redemption is from and therefore what baptism is a means of
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deliverance from. Can anybody fail to see what brother Eoberts believed and as to
whether the ADVOCATE agrees with him? This is enough to wipe oat a thousand
quotations such as is manipulated in the "Buffalo Defense." The quotation is
from The Christadelphian, 1873, pp. 553-5.- EDITOR.]
KANSAS CITY, MO., April 6, 1902.
Dear Brother Williams:
Through getting a sister wife I fell heir to the ADVOCATE last year. Enclosed
find subscription for it for 1902. All are well here. We meet every Sunday
morning at 11 o'clock at 442 Bellefontaine, the residence of brother and sister
Daniel. Believers of the truth are always welcome, but their visits are like angels', few and far between. I send you clippings of the Star and Times. [Thank
you, brother.—Ed.] It is unusual fur a secular paper to report so much truth.
Questions were asked concerning the endless punishment of the wicked. The response of elder Stuckey is almost free from error and therefore remarkable. I
tried to get in an answer, but it was not printed, taking the ground that the im
mortality of the soul and a personal immortal devil, and the endless torment of
the wicked, are all unscriptural and mythical ideas.
I have read carefully your 'Plea for Action" in the April number. So far as
Kansas City's little ecclesia is concerned, we have never refused fellowship to
brethren of your persuasion, so that "action" is unnecessary in our case. If a
matter of choice was forced upon us the decision of the majority would be for
the 25th proposition as amended, but not to make it a test of fellowship. We
love one another. I opposed segregation from ihe beginning of the controversy,
but my efforts were misconstrued on both sides. I did my duty regardless of the
waste basket and misconstruction, and got between two fires as a result. I came
to the conclusion that a workingman has no leisure time to waste in profitless
discussion. A calm, unbiased and brotherly investigation is what is needed.
Merely quoting the opinions of fallible men cannot settle the matter, however
much such brethren may be mutually esteemed by us. The fountain of Truth is
the word of God. Revealed light is the ground of responsibility to judgment,
whether the correction be now or hereafter.
Yours in hope,
J. T. BROWNING.
[Brother Browning continues in a lengthy statement of matters in which his
mind has undergone changes on the questions of late discussion—changes which
differ from both sides of the dispute. In view of the disappointment our brother complains of, we are sorry to be compelled to again omit this part of his letter; but it is far too lengthy for our space.—EDITOR.]

KANSAS CITY, Missouri-

Dear Brother Williams: I have read a "1'lea for Justice and Unity," and will
say that I cannot but admire the noble and brotherly sentiments expressed therein, although I do not agree with you on the responsibility question, as you know
[nor with the new departure] 1 have always said there was no real difference between you and the brethren who oppose you on "Adamic condemnation," only
the different language used made it appear that way. It is my daily prayer that
the Father may enable us to understand the truth of his word and never forget
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that the Lord will say on the judgment day, '-Inasmuch as ye have done it unto
the least of one of these, my brethren, ye have done it unio me. '
Yours in hope of eternal life,
A. M. BROWNING.
[Sister Browning adds a statement of her views on the responsibility question,
which, having appeared before, need not be repeated, though she seems to have
changed a little. She asks one question which calls for an answer—"Why will
you pain the hearts of your friends and shake their confidence in your honesty
by persisting in misrepresenting the teaching of Dr. Thomas and brother Roberts on this responsibility question?" This question arises from a failure to notice carefully what we have quoted brethren Thomas and Roberts for. The introductions to the quotations in the ''Plea" show that we are quoting, not to set
forth what the writers believed on the question itself; but to show that they
never made the question a test of fellowship and cause of division. If this is
kept in mind, evil surmisings as to our ''honesty" will realize their own injustice.
But, further, on the question itself, it being well known that in some parts of
their writing these brethren set forth one side of the question, and this fact having been misused prejudicially, we have quoted from other parts which we are in
agreement with, to show that so far as quotations go the matter is not all onesided. The parts we have quoted are just as clear as are those quoted by others
on the other side of the question. We have the same right to quote as have
others, without being subject to the charge of "dishonesty." We have
never represented the writings of those brethren as entirely on our side of the
question —only partly. It is evideut that their writings waver on the subject,
and some will quote from one part while others will quote other p.irts. But our
plea is, and this is what our quotations are made for, to show that neither of
the writers ever made, but protested against making, a division, such as the
Ckris'.adelphian has so groundlessly championed since it has fallen into new hands.
It is worthy of note that hundreds of well informed brethren, and the oldest in
the Truth, have read what we have written and what we have quoted, and yet
they have not detected the "dishonesty" complained of. Read carefully, with
the words "thinketh no evil" well in mind, and we shall be spared the humiliating necessity of repelling insinuations and charges of "dishonesty." —EDITOR.]
LONDON, ENGLAND, July 24, 1902.
Dear Brother Williams:
I have read with pleasure your "Plea for Action and Unity"; especially pleased
I am to see your positive denial of holding such things as "that we are personally
guilty of Adam's sin," and "that at baptism we are forgiven Adam's sin."
In your explanatory remarks you clearly show that ihere is no need to use
phrases which convey (at least to some minds) the ideas you repudiate. None cau
write more plainly than yourself, when necessary, and my contribution toward
the furtherance of unity, which every true disciple of the Lord earnestly strives
for, is the simple suggestion that you and we should forthwith cease to use terms
which can be taken in more ways than one, and use plain language which will
convey its own obvious meaning to the simplest mind. Unless ye utter speech
easy to be understood, how shall it be known what is spoken? * * *
Finally, I would commend to the brethren generally a study of sister Browning's little article in the June ADVOCATE. She has managed with admirable
implicity to express the truth upon all that is vital to the question of condem-
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nation and the relation of baptism to sin and uneleanness of the flesh. In the
avoiding of all technicality and the use of plain ''spaech easy to be understood,"
she has surpassed her brethren.
I trust the unity idea will grow, and am anxiously looking to see if it rouses
those who have left us here so long after these eight years of separation to become again our fellow helpers unto the kingdom of God. With love in the Truth
I am. dear brother, yours hopefully.
ROBERT H. FORD.
[The foregoing is only a small part of brother Ford's letter, the burden of which
is advice to use plain language and avoid ambiguous words and pharases. If our
opponents had desired to have a proper definition of any word used, upon which
they were hones'.ly in doubt, it would cheerfully have been given. We are not
stickling for words. Sister Browning's short article shows that baptism cleanses
from more than personal sins. This is what we have contended for, and this is
what has been opposed, to the extent now of saying in the Strickler pamphlets
that all that baptism does is remove the penalty of the seconn death; and this is
endorsed by the ChristaCclph'an. Here is a clear issue in meaning, state it in what
ever form of words you please. For twelve months the "Warfare," as a satellite of the Christadelphian, and by its sanction, contended that baptism is for the
remission of personal sins only, and that the sacrifice of C irist and baptism into
His death had nothing whatever to do with Ad :mic sin. The second Strickler
pamphlet now adds to this the repeated assertion that Jesus did not offer for the
atonement of sin's flesh, only for personal sins—"unrighteous acts." The difference, therefore, is not simply in words. If it were, that could soon be removed,
so far as we are concerned. We cannot escape words which to some are ambiguous, such as "ia whom all sinned," "offered first for himself," "made him to be
sin,"' '-through his own blood he entered," "brought again from the dead * * *
through the blood of the everlasting covenant," "born in sin," "in sin did my
mother conceive me," "prayed to be saved out of death," "by one offense judgment came upon all men to condemnation," "baptized into his death," "born
again," etc. These are quoted at random and they have a meaning, and baptism does relate to that meaning, one that sister Browning's short letter provides
for. But, brother Ford, will our opponents accept her article'? It suits us, and
therefore we published it. Will it suit them?—EDITOR.]
BURLINGTON, Ont, Sept. 14, 1002.
Dear Brother Williams:
As Aaron and IIur held up the hands of Moses that were growing weary, whenthe children of Israel were fighting with the Amalekites in Eephidim, so the brethren are nobly responding in holding up the hands of one who lias for many years
so ably defended and fought the battles of the truth. And I am glad there is
still a remnant left in Israel who can appreciate the spirit that proinp ed your article in the April number of the ADVOCATE for the purpose of unity and action.
We have had the pleasure of reading this article twice, and I must say that we
were gratified beyond measure at the earnest, loving spirit manifested therein.
I may say that I have been in the truth some twenty-live years and to the best of
my knowledge and recollection few «re the articles (too few) that have appeared
in our periodicals that have had a truer ring of the ethics of Christianity. I admire, as all true brethren will, the spirit shown therein, which is the spirit of love;
and if there is one virtue commended, taught and insisted upon, more than an-
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other in the scriptures, it is that of love. Paul says, "Now abideth faith, hope,
love, these three; but the greatest of these is Love." We do not read this chapter often enough. .John, writing on the same subject, says: "If a man say, I
love God, and hateth his brother, he is a liar; for he that loveth not his brother
whom he hath seen, how can he love God, whom he hath not seen? And this
commandmant have we from him, that he who loveth God loves his brother
also." These and other like passages teacli that, besides bearing one another's
burdeus, we are to bear with one another more than we would with a brother in
the flesh, and how much we will do for them if we love them.
It is not my intention to go into the question of responsibility; enough has been
said on the subject by many able and well beloved brsthren who have made the
matter very plain and have shown where the danger lies; and I respectfully register my approbation of those brethren who have gone to the "law and testimony"
for evidence. I may not be in a position, perhaps, 10 criticise some of the methods and means used in the discussion; but it does look sometimes as if the scriptures of truth, the inspired wrinngs of the prophets and apostles, were not sufficient to prove the views held, but recourse had to be largely made to writings of
men to the exclusion of more reliable testimony, who, with all due honor as workers in the Master's vineyard, were not inspired; and we doubt not that if these
brethren were now living that they would deprecate the use that many well
meaning brethren make of their writings. As an instance of this we were much
struck with the opening remarks of the brother in the defense of the "Buffalo
Statement of Faith," He says: "In view of the references, we deem it but
just to ourselves to show the harmony that exists between us, our statement of
faith in general, and the writings of Or. Thomas and brother Roberts.'' Now
the object of brother Strickler is, as he says, to show the harmony that exists between their statement of faith and the writings of Dr. Thomas and brother Roberts; that is the point. As to the harmony existing between their statement of
faith and the scriptures, that is apparently a second consideration. Now such
expressions as this leave a very bad impression on those who revere the Word of
God. So then, let us go to the law and testimony first, las'., and all the time; and
while we may refer to the writings of intellectual and honest brethren, let us be
careful not to elevate them above the revealed word of God.
In fulfilling the divine command, "to love one another out of a pure heart fervently,1' we must bear with one another as brethren, even if they err and go
astray, and I am glad to note many sincere expressions of regret at the error
which many have fallen into on the question of responsibility. Let us hope and
pray that they may see the unscripturalness of their teaching and if not loo late
may in some measure redeem the time, and while wailing the Master's return,
let our watchword and rallying cry be, "Up-au 1-Djiu.;,'' f >c -tlia h lives; truly is
plentious and the laborers are few.
Yours for love, unity and peace, and life more abundantly.
ALEXANDER C. BIGGS.

A FEW CLOSING WORDSBY THE "UP-AND-BE-DOING" COMMITTEE.

The September ADVOCATE announces the conclusion of the "Up-and-be-Doing
movement. A few closing words seem requisite. To those large-heartei brethren and sisters who gave financial aid so readily and so freely, the committee ex-
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presses its deep sense of thankfulness and gratitude. Without their liberal ami
spontaneous assistance the "Up-and-be-Doing movement would have remained an
unrealized aspiration. We are also thankful, indeed, to the brethren and sisters
outside of the direct area of its operations who have sympathetically waiched its
progress and, rejoicing in the work accomplished, have sent words of encouragement and endorsement. The Great Day alone will reveal the full fruition of our
united labors, and the Ever-Watchful, Unforgetful One alone will fitly reward the
laborers.
En the meantime we have the anwerof a good conscience, arising from the facr.
that in a special way the light of the truth shone into the outer darkness, and the
good seed of the Kingdom lias been sown beside all waters.
But great and important though the public proclamation of the truth may be, a
more vital duty than even this is entailed upon all its true servants. This duty is
indicated in the Master's words to Peter, "Strengthen thy brethren." The magazine which was very strongly endeared to many of us because of its long years
of faithfulness, and whose monthly appearance caused a monthly exaltation to
the mountain tops of spiritual joy and delight, we are sorry, indeed, to say has
endorsed a doctrine essentially and practically identical with the Renunciation of
thirty years ago. The uniform teaching of Dr. Thomas on a very essential doctrine has been, we much regret to say, openly if not scornfully repudiated. An
organized effort to suppress the ADVOCATE, which alone adheres to the original
standard of our faith, was already rejoicing in anticipated success. The "•new
departure from Ike truth,7' FOK YEARS DEVELOPING IN .BUFFALO, was well qualified
to mislead all surface students. The fact of its acceptance in Birmingham was
quite a sufficient reason for its acceptance by many who have committed the common error of leaning too heavily upon an arm of flesh. In view of these things,
the existing crisis overshadowed in gravity and extent any previous experience of
the Truth's history on the American continent- But the long advancing tidal
wave of misrepresentation and ridicule, with false doctrine and personal antipathy, riding upon its crest, has simply broken in foam upon the steadfast Rock of
Eternal Truth. The answering voices of the ecclesias speaking through the ADVOCATE have abundantly revealed the fact that the real situation has been everywhere correctly diagnosed. East and west, north and south, true-hearted brethren and sisters have comprehended with clearer understanding, the disputed doctrine. More than ever are they resolved to preserve the truth in its pristine purity and simplicity and, with the Father's blessing, will commit it to faithful men
able to teach others. Intelligently and immovably established upon the old
foundation we survey the causes which contributed to this great spiritual blessing, and we find none greater than the "Up-and-be-Doing" movement and the
co-related "Plea for Action."
What could be more fearless than the part performed by brother Williams, who
visited the towns and cities where some of his principal opponents resided? How
could he evince a more Christ-obeying spirit than by his imploring our disaffected
brethren to calmly consider the disputed doctrines in the full light of the divine
word; to try by every righteous means to brush away all misconception, to explain
till misunderstanding so that the One Body may be no longer torn and distracted,
but healed and upbuilded? What more pitiful spectacle than to see brethren so
blinded by passion, so controlled by prejudice, so enslaved by partyism, or so deluded by an unenlightened zeal for God as to refuse the desired interview?
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When the actors in this supreme drama presented an exhibition so essentially
tieshly, then was the opportunity given to the spectators to observe how the precepts of the truth were disregarded by its professed servants, and its interests betrayed and its voice strangled by its most pretentious guardians. In the weakness of our mortal flesh we bitterly deplore these things. Yet reason tells us
that in the evolution of the Father's purpose they are necessary for the development of character, that it maybe made manifest whether our faith and obedience
are based upon the word of the living God, or upon the precept or the fear of man.
The undercurrent of disaffection augmenting for many years has at length obtained an adequate vent. We have an ''amended" Birmingham statement of faith,
and fellowship withheld from all who do not accept it. But the prerogative of
"amending" our faith can no longer, by even its friends, be conceded to Birmingham. So when opportunity ripened, we were presented with the Buffalo statement of faith, and, of course, fellowship denied to all who deny it. This statement of faith was supposed to complement all that was deficient in the "amended" Birmingham statement, and indeed it put upon it the finishing touch. But
there is no permanence granted to those who leave the Rock to build on the shifting sand. Apparently not satisfied with Birmingham's '•amended,'' nor with
Buffalo's improvement on the "amended" faith, some of our Canadian brethren
have formulated their statement of faiih and, of course, fellowship refused to all
who did not indorse it. This newly developed trinity of antagonistic belief is.
for the present, allied to fight a common foe. Congenial unity of purpose, and
concord of action are found in opposing the ADVOCATE. HOW shall we fittingly
characterize that moral strabismus afflicting our brethren? They have issued
three statements of faith, or rather "amended" the old one and issued two new
ones; they have openly stated that one of the grand foundation principles of our
faith has not a particle of truth in it. They have departed from the wise proceedure of Dr. Thomas in the matter of fellowship; and yet have the effrontery
to maintain that THEY are the only real representatives of the original Christaphisui body. If Dr. Thomas were alive to-day he would find what Paul found
when he said: "All they which are in Asia are turned away from m;." They
charge the ADVOCATE, which has formulated no new basis of faith; which stands
absolutely and unreservedly upon the original basis of faith, with having "departed from the truth." Let us hope that the requirements of common morality,
not to mention a higher law, will deter our brethren from repeating this misstatement.
The "Up-and-be-Doing" movement was primarily intended to embrace the Canadian ecclesias, to establish harmonious co-operation on the basis of our early
faiih and hope. The movement has widened far beyond the first design, and the
work accomplished has exceeded all we ever presumed to hope. At its inception
the ecclesias were existing, more or less, as isolated units, without a vital interest in each other's welfare. At its completion there is a sympathetic feeling of
brotherly love and interest linking us all together. Brethren scattered far and
wide, who have never seen each other, and may not until the day of the Great
Gathering, have had their hearts stirred to deeper and holier pulsations when, in
the hour of trial, desertion, and excommunication, they saw the faith into which
they were baptized upheld with irrefutable reasoning from the scriptures, shining, as it were, with steadfast, changeless glory.
The contemplation of the good work completed has awakened the desire for or-
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ganization by the ecclesias of the continent, with subdivisions suiting geographical contiguity. Without organization effective work cannot be done; yet with organization evils are liable to abound. Which shall we choose? For our own part
we are heartily in favor of some simple organization. We believe there are a
sufficient (yea, more than sufficient) number of qualified brethren of good report
amongst us to form a committee, which would have the confidence of the brotherhood, and which of itself would be an assurance that the interests of the
truth and of the brethren alone would be served. We also believe that every
ecclesia, every brother that stands intelligently upon the old foundation is keenly
perceptive of the fact that, for the first time in its history, apostasy from a cardinal doctrine is shielded and sheltered in the Christadelphian body. We are also
of the conviction that all will recognize the wisdom and the necessity of united
action in combatting error and preserving and proclaiming the truth. Presuming
on these considerations, we respectfully suggest that brother Thomas Williams be
president or chairman of the committee, with authority vested in himself to select his co-laborers. Brother Williams is personally acquainted with many brethren, and we may safely repose confidence in him. that he will solicit the aid of
brethren qualified to righteously serve the cause so dear to us all.
With reference to the money we have received from various ecclesias and brethren, we wish to say that we believe every contributor should have the privilege
of knowing how much has been received, and how it has been applied. To this
end we have submitted to the ADVOCATE office an abstract of all receipts, with
instructions to brother Williams to print, on a separate list, the financial statement, a copy of which shall be sent to any who will apply for it to the ADVOCATE
office. It is our particular desire that all should know what brother Williams
received as personal compensation. It will then be apparent that he has made
a greater worldly sacrifice than any contributor to the movement.
With greetings of heartfelt brotherly love to all the faithful ones in our most
holy and blessed faith, and glad thanksgiving to Israel's mighty God whom we
adore, and whom we have tried to serve, the committee considers its labors
closed.
JAMES LAIRD,
DAVID TOLTON,
E. H CHART,

Committee of Management.
REMARKS BY TOE EDITOR.

Perhaps for the first time it will now be generally known that brother James
Laird has been one of the advisers and managers of the movement. His ability
was needful in many ways outside the mere finaacial management, and since our
poor brother Tolton, who went into the work with all his might, broke down
(falling into nervous prostration from which he yet suffers much) it was well that
an intelligent and experienced brother was in the committee, though not then
visible to all. We make these remarks explanatory of brother Laird's name appearing now for the first time.
The financial report and the foregoing did not come to hand till the 25th, so we
shall not have time to print the report now. Indeed, it is questionable if it is
necessary at all, though perhaps the committee will be better satisfied. As to our
'sacrifice," the question with us was. Can the work be done? We should not
feel at all satisfied had we not "sacrificed" our part in such a noble work. But
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from several sources, one a most liberal one, there was what was modestly called
"a little present." Then, too, sister Williams (who was such a help to me in
the last tour, and would have been in the first, poor girl, had she not been stricken down), had her expenses looked after by the kindness of a free-handed, goodhearted brother. Let us be glad that we have all "saeiiliced"' a little; and that
God has blessed our efforts.
If the"Up-and he-Doing" movement is made a permanent organization, it will
not be best for brother "Williams to be part of the committee—indeed, we think
no brother who may be called upon to serve in the lecture field should form part
of the committee. There may aiise some, delicacies which would be embarrass
sL.g to a lecturing brother arranging where and when he should go in the interests ol the truth. Let brethren Laird, Chart, and Clough, who have been
corresponding on the question couiniiinicate with others; and any announcements or responses desirable will find the ADVOCATE at Uieir service.
T H E INSPIRATION QUESTION.
In the May number of the Visitor brother Hadley devotes a little over two
pages to our answer to his former article and the questions he propounded for us
to deal with, lie has never yet shown the fairness he thanks us for -in publishing in full our replies. His excuse is that "the editor of the ADVOCATE is a diffuse writer, and takes up nearly ten pages in reference to what is contained in
the three pages of our article." And lie adds that he is ''quite content to let our
(!iis) original article and brother Williams' reply stand side by side upon his
pages." Now the great complaint has been that the question at issue was hot,
understood. In view of this, and of its great importance, especially since it has
caused and continues to be the cause of division, we deemed it worthy of elaborate or, if you like, "diffused" treatment. Aqies.ion c m bd p it in fe.v worls
which will require pages to properly answer, as was the c ise in .his iint.i me. I
think that since brother Hadley has complained of being misunderstood, and In
some cases misrepresented, he shoul I. upon rinding the ADVOCATE fair, as he
admits, not have been "content" to leave it on our pages only; but lie should
have given the readers of the Visitor the full articles "side by side," even if one
was "diffuse". Brother IIacUey,l think I can fairly present a uleaoi oue-sUledness lure. If you regard the question so seriously as you seem to, it is worthy of
more room in your paper than you are willing now to give it. You complain that
'•here in Birmingham and some other places where we come in contact with
them, they shirk fair discussion with a persistency which can only be explained
by their being absolutely afraid of not being aUe u> make a good case." This
may be so, but over here you had found some who would not "shirk fair discussion," and who were prepared to give up if it were shown that they could no
' m a k e out a good cise"; and now you 'shirk" because we do what over there you
complain they are afraid to do.
Brother Hadley makes a statement now. however, which indicates a little progress, and so, as he says of us, "we do not despair of him." He says: "Of his
present rejoinder a considerable portion is devoted to the very needless endeavor
to clear divine inspiration of even possibly having made an error." Now, in the
article to which the editor of the ADVOCATE is responding, he will not find any
assertion of ours that divine inspiration made an error." No, and I did not say
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that you asserted that divine inspiration did err. In the foregoing you change
your words. You first correctly say that our "needless endeavor was to clear inspiration of even possibly having erred; and then, instead of challenging us to find
that, you change it to a challenge to find that you had said that it did
err. This is not sticking to the point. You did say that we have no
proof that some of the errors of the copies were not in the originals; and since yon say the originals were inspired, if this is not saying that inspiration may have erred, then I do not understand your use of language. Now
I desire to base a question upon your statement that it was "needless for me toendeavor to clear divine inspiration of even possibly having erred." Why was it
needless? If you will now admit what I am contending for, "that divine inspiration could not even possibly have erred," I will let the past go, whether my endeavor
was needless or not; and I will admit that after you have made the statement—
that "divine inspiration could not even possibly have erred—it will be "needless
for me in the future to endeavor to clear divine inspiration of even possibly having erred"—so far as you are concerned; and I very much question if there is one
on your side who would refuse to accept this statement, if a few of your leaders
in Birmingham would endorse it and present it.
You may object upon technical grounds to make any statement; and under ordinary circumstances it would not be necessary to do so; but in ugly situation is
before us, which makes a frank declaration necessary. I do not suppose it would
satisfy all, if you did make this statement and it were endorsed by you as a body.
There are some who resolve not to have the fellowship of some, and if you remove one alleged obstacle they will search for another. If the ADVOCATE is representing any, it is not representing thab class, and it may never be possible to
stir them out of Hie party spirit with which they have deplorably become imbued.
Hut there are brethren who will judge and act upon the merits of this or any other
question.
We have a circuler by brother Lea, through the kindness of brother Genders, and circulars quoting from old writings of brethren Roberts and Sulley, to
show that they changed after the Inspiration discussion arose. Brother Gendei's
proves the change; but what of it? It only shows the fallibility of intelligent
men, and therefore the necessity in a revelation from heaven to fallible man
of writings which, by reason of their Author's infallibility, must be given free
from error. Brother Genders asks several additional questions which, with answers, we must withhold for the present.—EDITOR.]
COVENANTS, N E W A N D OLD.
1
(A Xote of Explanation.)
[For a number of years there has
been a discussion among the brethren
in Texas on the question of the covenants. When we were in Texas last
year we met brethren on both sides,
and concluded that a calm comparing
of the respective positions would remove the difference. A casual remark
to this effect in the account of our

,
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tour brought a letter from brother G.
W. Banta, which we published. That
brought another from brother E. Wilson, which appeared in the ADVOCATE
for May, and upon the receipt of
which we sent brother Wilson the
questions which he copies here and answers. Our aim is to let these brethren calmly talk to each other in the
hope that this, too, will result in
unity as well as our "appeal" in an-
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other matter. The ADVOCATE having
fought. where truth and fairness
demanded it, hopes now to help
the peaceful to make peace. For the
present we offer no remarks upon the
following, leaving it to those directly
concerned. — Ed ]
Dear Brother—Your letter to hand;
contents noted. In replying to questions asked, I will be as brief as possible to explain the position sufficiently
for a clear understanding.
Query No. 1. — Were the Mosaic
and Noaliic covenants types of ''the
everlasting covenant,1' for the confirmation of which Jesus shed his blood"—
the blood of the everlasting covenant?
Answer.—The Mosaic covenant was
the law and ordinances of the house
which, of course, are parts of the
law; in that law were the promises of kingship and priesthood
made. Now, the law was both
a type of the kingdom age and of
Christ and His sacrifice, which is the
"blood of the everlasting covenant."
The settlement in Palestine was a typical settlement, a type of the greater
settlement under the antitypical
Joshua, Christ. The law of Moses was
the law of the Mosaic age, and was
called by Paul "the first, covenant''
(Heb. viii.). The new covenant of Jer.
xxxi: 31 will include the law of the
kingdom age, part of which is given in
Ezek- xliii: 18 to last chapter, xlv: 13 to
last, and is certainly distinct from the
new covenant in Christ's blood. But
Christ's blood confirms all covenants
God ever made with man.
The Noahic covenant was (Gen. ix.)
a type of the new covenant to be made
with the House of Israel and Judah
and through them to all flesh or, rather, the conditions of things established
under the antitypical
"RAINBOW COVENANT."

The type of the present new covenant or the new covenant in Christ's

blood, was in the covenant of the ark
in which Noah and his household was
saved from the destruction of the antideluvian world, just like those of this
age, who have the faith and comply
with the requirements by antitypically
passing over from the world of sin to a
righteous life in a figure by baptism
(Pet. iii: 2), and in reality when this
sinful nature is passed, in the resurrection, to immortal life. We will have
been saved, as was Noah, from the destruction brought upon the world by
Deity in the end of this age; and be
constituted the sign of the new covenant established with all flesh, viz.: the
antitypical rainbow surrounding the
angel—Rev. x: 1,4.
Query No. 2.—Did Christ shed his
blood to confirm one covenantor two?
Answer.—To confirm all covenants
ever made or ever will be made. For
he was a minister of the circumcision
for the truth of God to confirm the
''Promises made to the fathers"—
Bom. xv: 8.
Query No. 3.—Can you point out the
stipulations of the "a new covenant"
as distinct from those of "the new covenant" for which Christ's blood was
shed?
Answer.—First, Christ's blood was
shed for all, or to confirm all covenants, making it possible that all might
obtain eternal life under either of the
covenants by complying with the stipulations set forth in the several covenants. The distinguishing feature between ''The" new covenant in Christ's
blood, which we are under now, and
"a" or "The" new covenant with Israel
and Judah—(Jer. xxxi: 31), is as cause
is to effect. The new covenant
in Christ's blood develops a people who are the body of Christ, mortal
now, but will be the spiritual body
hereafter. The Temple of Deity for
the indwelling of the Holy Spirit, who
are the kings and priests of the king-
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dom age; Deity dwelling in them by
his spirit, makes, through Christ and
his immortalized saints, a new covenant with the House of Israel and Judali. Thus the spirit saith, "Their sins
and iniquities will I remember no
more." Note, both national and individual, for they are to be made one
nation on the mountains of Israel.
The new covenant in Christ's blood is
the covenant, of life, the new and liv
ing way —Heb. x: 20. ''New," as to
the law, or old way. ''Living," as
compared to the letter of the law
which killeth. While the new covenant of Jer. xxxi: 31, will be new as
compared to the national covenant
made at Mt. Horeb, which, Paul says,
was the first. As in the national covenant made at Iloreb, provisions for eternal life were made, so in the new covenant again to be made with the nation
of Israel, provisions for life are made,
and that comes through the blood of
Christ.

E M. WILSON.

In continuation of the subject of the
Covenan's, I wish first to correct an
error that occurred in my article in the
May number. The phrase, the Mosaic
order of things, occurring on page 155
on 15th line from top should read, The
literal antitypical order of things.
We will endeavor in this article to
answer some of the objections usually
made to our position. In separating
••the new" covenants, i. e , calling one
"The new covenant in Christ's blood,"
the other "The new covenant with Israel and Judah." Their relation one
to the other is as cause is to effect, or
as an heir is to an estate. "The new
covenant in Christ's blood" makes it
possible to make the covenant promised
to Israel and Judah, (i. e., the seed, or
''multitudinous Christ," must be first
developed, through whom? God deals
with Israel and the nations. God,
through his spirit placed in them.

makes the long promised covenant
(or "arrangement") known as the kingdom age,the first dominion corning to Israel and Judah Mio. iv:4. Therefore said
to be made with them and to all flesh.
As heir to an estate, the spiritual Israel (when developed) are the real inheritors, the multitudinous Christ.
The new testament (or will) provides
that the one coming into covenant relationship with God in the prescribed
way, and who "overcomes," shall inherit all things.
But, says one. is not a will in force
immediately after men are dead? Paul
says after, how long after to be determined by the conditions of the will.
Now the p.irt of the will that is in
force now, is the conditions to be complied with by the heirs, necessary to
the inheritance of the promises, i.e.,
we must be developed by the conditions set forth as heirs before we can
expect to inherit. And this inheritance takes place at the time "the new
covenant" is made with Israel and Judah, we being spiritual Israel in deed,
they fleshly Israel. But, says one, will
they not be brought into the bond of
the covenant the same way we are? No.
They will not have the promises of
priesthood and kingship. They will be
no part of the bride, the lamb's wife;
they will never be spiritual kings and
priests, though if obedient will gain
eternal life at the end of the kingdom
age or 1,000 years reign.
By investigation we find that the
covenant (or arrangement) they are
brought under is quite a different arrangement from those we are now under, and for a different purpose. Yet
the first must exist first in order to the
existence of the second. But, says
one, is not the new covenant promised
in Jer. xxxi. the Abrahamic covenant?
Let me remark right here, if Dr.Thorcas had never made use of the language, "The new Abrahamic Cove-
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nant," tlie breiliren would never have
had the trouble over this point they
now have. It is a matter of impossibility for such a thing to have been
made as "the new Abrabamic covenant," for at the time of Christ's death
Abraham had long since been gathered
to bis fathers.
This arrangement could not have
been made with Abraham only in type.
Christ was a minister of the circumcision (which was a sign of the Abrabamic covenant), (sae Gran, xvii.), for
the truth of God to confirm the promises made to the fathers (Rom. viii).
So he (Christ) confirmed (by bis death
and resurrection) all promises, including every covenant, for all centered in
him and his brethren. If a will is confirmed by the death of the testator, who
can make it void? So the old promises
made to Abraham stand confirmed,
not a new promise. The covenant
made with Abraham was sealed by
"the sign," circumcision of the flesh —
Gen. xvii. typical of circumcision of
the heart—Gal. ii: 11. Paul says true
circumcision is that of the hear ; then
the circumcision given Abraham was a
typical sign, though continuing the
promise that the seed (Christ) should
be developed through him. It was
just as certain that Christ should come
through the lineage of Abraham, from
the time the sign i. e., circumcision was
given, as it is impossible for God to
lie. So we designate this the typical
seed covenant.
Antitypically fulfilled (when the seed
came) in Christ, ever since we have
circumcision of the heart as the sign
of ''the new covenant in Christ's
blood,"' Christ con-firming all the promises by his obedience, death and resurrection; which includes the new covenant to be made with Israel and Judah.
Again, it is utterly impossible for a
person holding that the new covenant
promised is the new Abrahamie cove-
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nant to harmonize Ileb. viii. When
Paul calls the covenant at Mt. Sinai
the first covenant, when Paul says the
law which was 430 years after
could not make the promises of no effect, why does he style the covenant at
Sinai the first, when the Abrahamie
covenant was 430 years before? There
is only one reason why Paul styles the
covenant at Sinai the first; and that is
he was speaking of the national covenants with Israel (which includes the
individual as well.) The Sinai covenant was truly the first national covenant with Israel and Judah, for Israel
and Judah was not in existence when
the Abrabamic covenant was made;
the Sinai covenant included individuals, for life was promised under it (if
obeyed to the letter). The new national
covenant promised Israel andjudah in
Jer. xxxi. will be the second that Paul
speaks about and will be the new one
with Israel and Judah as a nation,
when they are brought back and made
one nation on the mountains of Israel;
it also includes individuals, for life will
be obtained under it. Some claim that
the gospel is the new covenant promised in Jer. xxxi. Let us examine
these promises a little.
"God foreseeing that he would justify the heathen through faith,
preached before the gosp 1 unto Abraham"—Gal. iii: 8. Xow if the gospel
is the new covenant Paul is speaking
of in Ileb. viii. we have Abraham under the new or second, before the first
was made. Strange condition to be in.
Also the gospel was preached to us as
well as to them (speaking of Israel)—
Ileb. ii: 4. Here the gospel was preached
to Israel, when they came out of Egypt,
when the first covenant was made with
them. So if the gospel is the new or
second covenant then Israel and Judah
was under the first and second, the old
and the new, at the same time—another strange condition to be seen. So if
the gospel is the new covenant, it is, at
least, as old as Abraham.
Fraternally,
E. M. WILSON.
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HOPEFUL OF GOOD RESULTS,
I feel somewhat encouraged at the
result of your long controversy with
brother Genders and others, over the
partial inspiration question. Your contention for the absolute purity of the
original scriptures is doubtless the
right thing, and the only thing
which will save the cause of Christ
from ultimate ruin. Pushing extremes
creates friction, which in its nature
breeds strife and division. With the
present development of this question
in its various aspects, I think we may
reasonably hope that many who have
been discouraged and estranged by bitter contentions over mystified technicalities will now be able to return to
the fold under the old reliable banner
of a wholly inspired Bible.
I also feel hopeful that some hi this
State will return to the old landmarks
on the subjects of the new covenant
and priesthood, as they seem willing to
reconsider the subject by a friendly investigation. I see, however, from brother Wilson's remarks in last mouth's
ADVOCATE that he still finds two new
covenants iu his view of the types and
signs—one promised which has never
been made, and another made which
was never promised.
The fundamental fac s which underlie this subject are clear and simple.
The heirs of promise could not be perfected under the first covenant, for the
simple reason that it being dedicated
by animal blood could not release them
from the bondage of sin (Ileb. viii: 7-8,
x: 4). Therefore God promised to make
a new one, which being dedicated by
the blood of its testator, could remove sin and perfect the heir by moral
regeneration (Ileb. ix: 13-20).
The explanation by the Apostle Paul
in his letter to the Hebrews leaves no
doubt that the covenant promised in
Jeremiah is the subject of his remarks.
Chapters viii, ix, and x. are especially

devoted to this subject. In the ninth
verse of the tenth chapter he tells us
that the first was taken away that the
second might be established. Now
that the first, which was taken away,
was the Mosaic, there is no doubt; neither is there a shadow of doubt with
enlightened reason that the second to
be established in its place was that
promised in Jeremiah, as that is the
only second or new covenant known to
the Bible. This promise was made B.
C. 606. It is recorded iu these words,
"Behold, the days come, saith the
Lord, when I will make a new covenant with the house of Israel and with
the house of Judah." All subsequent
references to the new covenant must
therefore refer to the one promised.
Jesus himself makes the first recorded
subsequent reference to it in Matt, xxvi:
28, when he identifies bis mission and
blood with it, saying:" This is my blood
of the new testament which is shed for
many for the remission of sins."
In the study of this subject it is important to keep the following facts in
view, viz.: First, national, fleshly Israel
are God's chosen covenant people (Rom,
ix: 1-4). Second, salvation is of the
Jews (John ix: 22). Third, Gentiles
must become adopted Jews as a condition of salvation; and this can only be
done in conformity with a Jewish covenant, and the new covenant promised
in Jeremiah and delivered by the
prophet like unto Moses ratified and
brought into force by his blood, is the
means provided to accomplish this work
of moral regeneration and adoption.
See John iii: 1-5; Acts xiii: 38-39; Gal.
iv: 5; Rom. viii: 1-2-15. Christ's mission was to Israel the covenant people
(Matt, xv: 24); he was the messenger of
the covenant as well as the covenant
victim (Isiah xiii: 6). He delivered
the new covenant, i. e., the law of pardon, reconciliation and adoption, to Israel, in the gospel message by oral
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teaching, writing it on the heart; and
after every precept had been spoken it
was finished in the shedding of his
blood (John xix: 30) and brought into
force (Heb. x: 9).
Peter was the first after its ratification to declare its newly imposed conditions of salvation (Acts ii: 9). This
was the bread of life offered first to national Israel, which they as a nation
rejected, and were ''broken off" (Rom.
xi), the same rejected bread, not a separate loaf provided independent of the
Jews, was then offered to the Gentiles
and they gladly accepted even "the
crumbs which fell from the rich man's
table," and were thereby grafted into
the tame olive stock. By faith, moral
regeneration and baptism, we become
Abraham's seed and heirs, according to
the promise" (Gal. iii: 29). However,
we are not to boast, for Israel will yet
be brought into the bonds of the covenant, and will then nationally, as we
now do individually, all know the Lord
from the least to the greatest. They
will, however, be the subjects, not the
inheritors, of the kingdom (Ezekial xx:
37; Romans xi) God will then make with
them an everlasting covenant of peace,
which through them will be extended
to all nations; and so we see that salvation has been and is now and will
continue to be of the Jew.
G. W. BANTA.
REMARKS BY THE EDITOR.

In the foregoing the positions of both
sides are fairly and calmly given; and
the first question we are prompted to
ask is, Do you, either side, think that
there is such a clear difference, in fact
and in words, as can be easily seen by
the searchers after truth of average intelligence, or by babes in Christ? Present the foregoing productions which
are from two representative intelligent
brethren, to seekers after truth, and
tell them they must clearly distinguish
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between the two positions, and what
results would you expect? Ask the rank
and file of your brethren and sisters in
Texas to explain the difference, and do
you think they can do it, or are they
following their respective leaders leaning npon your (not their own) understanding of the issue? "Rainbowed
angel." "typical and antitypical covenant" with this one and with that one
are the algebra of the truth, not the
simple elements, which alone we have
a right to demand an understanding of
as a qualification for baptism or fellowship. It is by this standard the essentiality of any doctrine must be measured; for the scriptures represent the
saving gospel as adapted to the poorarid partly educated, and not "many
wise men after the flesh are called." If
intelligent brethren find themselves in
water too deep for babes in Christ, they
have the right to wade, and even to
swim therein themselves, and they
should endeavor to agree; but they have
not the right to divide, nor to keep divided, the body of Christ which is largely composed of those who may not be
able to go into such deep waters. By
this standard alone your present division is unjustifiable and an injury to the
cause of the Truth. When the trouble
arises from dispute on a fundamental
principle of the gospel, we dare not keep
silent or rest till there is agreement; but
when the dispute is between stalwarts
and out of the reach of babes, if it
threatens trouble by hot discussion, or
if it has already made trouble, the stalwarts can well afford, and it is their
duty, to table the disputed question for
a time, until its danger, which is not intrinsic, but resultant, dies away.
Brethren, what do you all think—
you who are suffering from division
from any cause—of trying to get back
to this old standard of fellowship—the
standard which served well before the
simplicity of the truth became over-
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whelmed by contention about classics?
Let us all try it, with "Love" written
upon our banner—a love that will not
displace duty, but foster it and put new
life into it and give it a heart that will
throb.
Now before I commenced to write
this I carefully read what brother Wilson wrote in the May number of the
ADVOCATE, and the foregoing by him

and brother Banta. I feel that I ought
to try to state the difference and point
out how the two sides can agree; but I
must confess I realize a difficulty in undertaking the task; and yet I feel sure
I know enough of God's word to obtain
salvation; and, if Justice had her way,
to have the fellowship of all members
of the body of Christ. But now 1 will
try to briefly review the question.
Based upon the words, "a new covenant," and the difference between ihe
situation of the future from that of the
past and present, brother Wilson claims
that there will be a covenant made with
the nation of Israel which has never
been made before, and this "a r.ew covenant''is not "the new covenant in my
blood," though it and all covenants are
ratified by the blood of Christ.
Brother Banta claims that "a new
covenant" is the same as "the new covenant in my blood"; and that there is only
one covenant that will give eternal life
in all ages; that the difference in the
situation of the future from that of the
past is only an incident, which does not
make two covenants, but only makes
the results different to the extent that
all the premillenial redeemed ones will
be kings and priests in the kingdom,
while those of the nation of Israel will
be, during the millenium, subjects of
the kingdom and will never be kings
and priests, but will receive eternal life
at the end.
In the facts and in the results there
is no difference that I can discern; but
in name there is, and in the meaning

of two passages of scripture—Jer.
xxxi:3i; and Heb. viii: 8. Both believe
that results will be the same whether
there be one covenant or two, so far
as salvation to eternal life and inheritance in the earth is concerned. Both
allow for the difference in relation to
millenial kingship and priesthood. Both
believe that the salvation of all will be
by covenant confirmed by the blood of
Christ. Are not these the important
points in the case? Can we not differ
as to the meaning and application of a
passage without making trouble, so
long as there is agreement upon the essential questions? We can surely say
to one another, "I agree with you on
the question itself; buL, I do not accept
that passage as proof."
I do ii'>t suppose ihat brother Wilson
claims that "a new covenant" will be a
new revelation, but that it is already
revealed. In what is revealed, whether we call it "a" or '•the" we learn that
all the redeemed previous to Israel's
restoration will be given eternal life
and will reign over Israel and the nations for a thousand years. That Israel
will be the subjects proper of the kingdom and will have pre-eminence over
all other nations. That at the end of
the millenium all the obedient of Israel
and :he other nations will receive eternal life. What the difference will be
after that between the premillenial and
post millenial redeemed as to position
or kingship is not revealed. So that
from present revelation wre learn all
facts and results, whether you discriminate between or identify as one "a
new covenant" and "the new covenant." Now, is not this enough? Cannot union and unity be restored upon
this view of the matter?
THE WARFABE IN ENGLAND.
The warfare kept up for twelve
months in America, under the sanction

THE WARFARE.

of the Christadelphian, has assumed in
England a '•practical" form and has
turned upon and is boldly exposing the
inconsistencies of that paper in making
the responsibility question a first principle and yet pleading for doubters;
and in making it a test of fellowship
with some and not with others. The
fact that those brethren who are in a
position to speak from the platform
and through the press are made the
targets, while others, who in some respects are more outspoken against the
position taken by the Christadelphian,
are fellowshipped Vias caused some to
say that "vested interests" have more
to do with the warfare than have the
interests of the Truth. If this is the
case, it is deplorable, indeed. Better
bum all books and go back to the beginning when we had the Bible only,
than that investments in books and dependence upon income from periodicals
should cause servant to smite his fellow servant because he appears as a
publishing competitor. There may
s'em an absence of any other reason
for the strange proceedure on the part
of some in the controversy, but with
motives we must be very careful, and
only judge of a tree when its fruit is
manifest. Men are not yet angels,
and when evil circumstances cause
bread s?nd butter to depend upon the
work of the Truth, it requires considerable streng h to resist temptations
which have a warping tendency. So we
must all be on our guard; and let us
pvny to be delivered from such temptations or to be given strength at all times
to heartily utter the prayer of the
prophet, "Although the figtree shall
not blossom, neither shall fruit be in
the vines; the labor of the olive shall
fail, and the fields shall yield no meat;
the flock shall be cut off from the fold,
and there shall be no herd in the stalls;
yet I will rejoice in the Lord, I will
joy in the God of my salvation."
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From the transatlantic warring ones,
we have received two more pamphlets,
similar to those in which some time
ago brother Welch appeared quite prominently by the publication (perhaps unexpectedly to him) of gossipping letters
condemning brother Roberts for unfaithfulness in refusing to go with him
and others to the extent of cutting off
all those who would not endorse their
newly assumed attitude on the responsibility question. The pamphlets now
to hand confirm a state of things in
England which letters from there make
clear—that the Christadelphian hides
the real situation, and winks at many
cases in the ranks of its supporters of
bold denials of its claims, both on the
responsibility question itself and fellowship in relation thereto. In these
pamphlets names and places are given
to brother Walker, and he is directly
charged with compromising with themHere are a few of the statements from
those who are winked at: "The north
London ecclesia, represented by brother A. S. Thompson, who in his letter to
brother Rostron expresses his belief
that "no scriptural testimony can be
adduced to show that the unbaptized
will be raised to 'judgment.' * * *
He is tolerated and shielded by his ecclesia, whom he represents, and these
find fellowship in Birmingham."
"The Arcade ecclesia, Lincoln, who,
says brother Harley, 'entirely repudiate
that light is the ground of resurrectional responsibility unless it is accompanied with baptism.' A case to which
brother Walker's attention had been
urgently called from 1899 to 1902, but
without results, except an apology for
inaction."
"We will take also the case of the
seven Yorkshire ecclesias, who 'refused
to dogmatise' on the question, who, to
use brother Walker's definition, 'did not
know who would, or who would not,
be raised to judgment, and would not
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say,' but who, under pressure from his
menacing criticism of their position,
suddenly transformed their resolution
to escape excommunication, apparently. But in this transformation, do
they admit that they believe in Jiesurnvtitnal responsibility of enlightened
rejecters as a scriptural doctrine? No,
they do not. And brother Walker has
openly received these doubtful and unsatisfactory cases upon a resolution that
would admit brother J. J. Andrew to
fellowship."
"Now we take the 'concrete' case
of Glasgow. Since 1897 this ecclesia
has been tolerated in membership by
Birmingham and others, notwithstanding its position and contention has been
worse than that which called forth
brother Walker's threatening criticism
of the Yorkshire ecclesial. Here are
some of their views: ''That Resurrectional Responsibility of enlightened reiecters of the Truth is a point which
involves no question of general principle, and in regard to which the teaching of Ihe scriptures is admittedly uncertain."
''We are not prepaied to affirm positively that enlightened rejecters of the
Truth will be resurrected to judgment.
We do not regard the evidence as sufficiently explicit to warrant us in making such an affirmation. Therefore, we
do not regard the question as one of
fellowship, and do not require candidates for baptism to give an expression
of belief respecting it.''
These are sufficient to show that
while the (Jhrutadelyhhin pretends to
make the question a test of fellowship
it does not—only with some. These
facts come to light by warring ones
waning with each other. The only escape from the wretched situation the
Christadelphian in the hands of new
managers has plunged the British brethren into is for them to do as the American brethren have done—rally to the

old standard, hold to that, and go to
work to save the perishing, untramelled
by such absurd innovations as have
been of late denominated "serious first
principles."—EDITOR.]
WHO HAS CHANGED?
Brother Brittle writes to the Chrintacelphian, deploring that brother Roberts wrote in Christendom Astray that
it is not lilting that rejecters should appear at the judgment seat of Christ
with the household, and he condemns
the statement. In reply brother Walker cheers brother Brittle and asserts
that brother Roberts changed his mind
before his death, yet the latter repeatedly said he had "not changed a hairbreadth." But suppose he did change
just before his death, did he change
upon an essential principle of the one
faith, and was he re-immersed upon
such a serious change? Did he loudly
announce it to the many who had been
deceived (?) since "the immaturities of
1802"? Did he not say as late as May,
1898, concerning the resurrectional responsibility of enlightened Gentiles:
"That borderland of uncertainty undoubtedly exists, whether we recognize
it or not?" This was said in answer to
one who contended that no quarters
should be given to those who had the
least doubt about the resurrection of
"rejecters;" and brother Roberts at that
time questioned whether, in the absence of miracles, there could be any
real rejecters; therefore his 'borderland
of uncertainty." If it be answered that
he said that there was no uncertainty
where there are real rejecters, we reply, What is the use making trouble
about that when he doubts the possibility of such rejecters in our days as
the Saviour spoke of in his day, because
the evidence now is quite different from
what it was then ? Then the fact of
"no cloak" for their rejection of their

WHO HAS CHANGED?

Messiah was predicated upon miracles
performed before their eyes. On the
absence of such miracles brother Roberts based his "borderland of uncertainty" in 1898, and therefore brother
Walker's post mortem claim for a ''discarded opinion" is similar to many
which followed the death of Dr. Thomas, when the most absurd inventions
were by some based upon claims of
what the doctor had said in "private interviews." The only semblance of proof
brother Walker has is one or two
equivocal answers given in the RobertsAndrew debate—a work, by the way,
that is generally viewed as quite equivocal. But even in the quotation the
brother gives to prove his case, brother Roberts says, "Oh, that is a mere
question as to when they will be dealt
with;" "as to a mere question as to
when, that is nothing"; "it is nothing
more than a suggestion upon an immaterial point." So that with him the
question brother Brittle contends for
and upon which he and brother Walker deplores brother Roberts' "immaturity of 1862"—an "immaturiiy" still in
the pages of Christendom Astray—was
in no sense regarded as a first principle
and a test of fellowship; and it is well
known by brother Walker that up to
his death brother Roberts refused to
countenance those who contended that
the resurrection of "rejecters" was a
first principle upon which no more place
for doubt should be allowed than
oil any h'rst principle of the gospel.
Writing to one who was pressing him
to treat the matter as a first principle
and a test of fellowship as rigidly as
any clear fundamental doctrine of the
gospel, brother Roberts wrote in the
Christadelphian for May, 1898: "We
cannot but think that the exercise of
reason ought to release you from the
embarrassing position in which you have
placed yourself. You cannot mean,
without qualification, that the scrip-
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tures teach the resurrection of rejecters of the gospel, and tha' in that
naked form the proposition must be assented to before you will receive believers of the gospel. The scriptures teacli
the resurrection of some rejecters, not
all." The only rejecters that brother
Roberts could point out as having real
existence were the Jews who were "his
own," and they were so, he said, because miracles were performed before
their eyes. Since many now, with
brother Walker, admit that they cannot
find a single one whom they can declare
to be a rejecter, all the trouble they are
making in dividing the body is about
men whom they confess they cannot
point out and whose existence brother
Roberts questioned in days when the
evidence of miracles was absent.
Xovv, if the question is a first principle, and if brother Walker is right in
saying that brother Roberts changed
his mind just before his death to the
extent of viewing it as a "serious first
principle," as brother Sulley has come
to call it, then there were nearly forty
years of brother Roberts' life spent in
what brother Walker calls the "immaturities of 18(52," which he regards now
as a first principle then "immatured."
Moreover, that "immaturity" has all
along remained in the pages of Christendom Astray, still remains there, and
all who during the forty years were immersed in that state of things, including brother Roberts himself, were immersed in the belief t>f a gospel which,
according to present claims, was minus
one of its first and essential principles;
and all fellowship during the forty
years was spurious, and only quite recently, in the hands of new managers,
has the Christadelphian found the full
basis of fellowship, in making the question of a few Gentiles whom they never saw and whom they do not profess to
identify, and whose existence brother
Roberts questioned in no-miracle-times
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in making this, if you please, a "serious first principle," and upon such a
fiction causing discord and division in
the body of Christ. It is to be hoped
that those so engaged will yet come to
themselves.—EDITOR]
REPLY TO OPEN LETTER.
The editor of the Christadelphian
makes manifest his inability to answer
brother Laird's open letter which appeared in the ADVOCATE for JulyAugust. Evidently ignorant of the
fact that he was thereby opposing Dr.
Thomas, he attributed the belief that
Adam's sin was "provisionally remitted" to "current mystifications." Brother Laird forced upon his attention vhe
doctor's own words, -'provisionally remitted," in Elpis Israel. In attempting
a reply the best brother Walker could
do was to say, "I find myself in perfect
harmony with his (the doctor's) doctrine, though I none the less disagree
with his phrase." The point in question is, Did the doctor say that Adam's
sin was ''provisionally remitted?''
Brother Walker was compelled by
brother Laird's open letter to admit
that he did say it; and then he tells us
that he agrees with the doctrine declared by the doctor, but disagrees with
the phrase that expresses it. The '-doctrine" set forth by the doctor is the one
we have been contending for against
the late departure of the Christadelphian in new hands. How can brother
Walker accept the "doctrine" expressed
by the phrase, "provisionally remitted,"
and yet "disagree with the phrase"?
Really such an answer is childish.
He thinks the doctor did not mean
what he said when he declared that
Adam's sin was "provisionally remitted," because this statement is followed
by the words, "for the scripture saith
it is not possible for the blood of animals to take away sin." He would have

us believe that the doctor said that by
the blood of the slain animals Adam's
sin was "provisionally remitted," and
that he contradicted himself by adding
"for the scripture saith that it is not
possible for the blood of animals to
"provisionally remit sin." Is it possible that our brother cannot see that the
doctor is showing the "provisional remittance of sin by typical sacrifices,
while the full and final remittance depends upon the blood of the antitype—
Christ? Were not all animal sin offerings provisional for the time being in
order to admit then of atonement between God and men, while the final efficacy of such sacrifice depended upon
Christ? If not, then what was atonement due to from Eden to Calvary? It
is to be feared that "current mystifications" is a phrase carelessly uttered^
more in the nature of a slap in the face
than an endeavor to "reason together."
If these methods and new departures
continue, the Chrietadelphian is to be
pittied in the plight it has fallen into of
late years.—EDITOR.]
WHY WAS CHRIST BAPTIZED?
But why, it has been asked, should
he who was sinless, be called upon to
submit to an institution which was for
the remission of sin? We need not
ask this question. It is sufficient if
God requires him to submit to it. But
the question will be asked, rejoins the
curious; and there ought to be an answer. Well, and there is an answer.
Although Jesus was not a transgressor
by his own action, he was a partaker
for the time being, of a sin constitution of things. He was born into a
state that was evil because of sin; and
he partook of all the evil of that state
even unto death itself, working in the
nature he bore as the Son of Man. It
was to open a way out of that evil state
for man that he was "made of a woman
under the law." The way had to be

EDITORIAL.

opened conformably witli the divine
principles involved. A beginning had
to be made with himself as the foundation on which other men could build.
In the first instance, "as the son of David, the son of Abraham." he was as
much subject to the reign of death, established in Adam's race by sin, as any
of those he came to redeem. His mission was to break into this reign of
death by obedience, death and resurrection, illustrating and establishing
God's righteousness in all its bearings.
—Nazareth Eevisited, p. 52.
[This is reproduced by request of
brother Landrum. It may well be asked,
If, as brother Strickler says, baptism is
only for the removal of the penalty of
the second death, what shall we do
with Christ's baptism? Can those who
now claim that baptism is for personal
sins only, harmonize their new position with the old as expressed in this
quotation from brother R ? -EDITOR.]
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OCTOP.EU, 1902.

The Jewish question and the Holy
Land question are compelling special
attention in all the world. Sentiment,
religion, and a sense of justice, combine to keep the two related questions
burning so brightly that popular periodicals and daily newspapers are com-
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pelled to devote much valuable space
to their consideration.
The powers which are signatories of
the Berlin treaty have been spurred to
talk, whether they will act or not, by
Secretary Hay's appeal to them in behalf of the poor Jews who are suffering in Boumania. Driven from the
wretchedness of that country, many of
them are coming to the United States,
and there is fear of this country being
made a place of refuge for a very undesirable class of outcast paupers. It
is this danger, no doubt,that has evoked
Mr. Hay's appeal to, or rather rebuke
of, the powers whose duty it is to compel fair play for the Jews of Roumania.
Whether or no, it has had the effect of
forcing this aspect of the Jewish question into notoriety; and this with all
the other coincidences keep the Eastern question alive as the star of hope to
all watchers of the signs of the times.
Zionism has appeared in a new form,
too, and brought the question of the
rescue of the sacred soil of the Holy
Land from the desolation of the abominable Turk into prominence. By the
-kindness of brother J. J. Andrew we
have received several copies of the Daily Express (London), in which there is
an account, which lirst appeared in the
September number of Pearson's Magazine, of Mr. Arthur Smedley Greene's
project for a crusade of Christians,
"based upon money instead of arms."
The plan is to purchase the land from
the Sultan and establish a semi-independent State. He says several men of
wealth endorse the plan, and he thinks
the wealth of the Jews, as a power behind the thrones, could control the
powers directly concerned and keep
them from quarrelling about the matter, as well as operate upon them to use
their combined influence to make the
irate Sultan behave himself. Many letters, favorable and unfavorable to the
project, have been received by the Ex-
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press, among them the following by
brother J. J. Andrew:
"Sir—There are other religious difficulties besides those mentioned by Mr.
II. Rider Haggard. The Holy Land belongs by Divine decree to the Jews, and
their reinstatement is only a question
of time.
"The Zionist movement is in accord
with the Hebrew prophecies, and will
therefore succeed up to a certain point;
and then Jesus Christ, in fulfillment of
the numerous predictions in the Old
and New Testaments, will return to restore the throne of David and re-establish the kingdom of Israel. A Republic in the Holy Land is at variance with
God's long declared purposes.
J. J. ANDREW.

Another writer refers to this letter
as follows:
"Sir—Your correspondent, J. J. Andrew, is absolutely right in the remarks contained in his (or her) letter
in the Express.
In fact, this correspondent appears to
be the only one who has thoroughly
studied the Old and New Testaments.
All history proves the truth of the
Bible. All the prophecies in the Bible
have been, are being, or will be fulfilled.
Take a map, take a universal history
and take the Bible. Read and compare.
Consider the history of the Jews. Consider the history of the Romar church.
Consider the current events in internaiiational politics. Then it is easy to
perceive the significance of the Zionist
movement.
We are approaching the great "time
of trouble"—"1 will shake all nations."
—Yours respectfully,
A STUDENT OF PpornECY.

With such formidable plans as are put
forth for the settlement of Palestine,
the echoes of the cry of the poor Eouma.nian and Russian Jews in all the
world, the nations urging each other to

demand fair play for the sons of outcast Israel, and the policy of self-protection closing all doors against the
"wandering Jew," except the door to
the land of their ancient home -with
all this, surely we may be encouraged
to believe that the time to favor Zion
cannot be far off.
THE GREAT CREATOR.
BY THE

EDITOR.

1TERE we are in a wonderful world;
W\ a glance at our surroundings im' presses us with the greatness, the
fearfulness and the marvelous wisdom
manifested in creation. Mystery! mystery! everywhere; and yet there is
law, there is order, there is system,
there is design, all inviting observation, investigation and the most profound exercise of thought and reason. An effect is traced to its cause;
that cause proves to be another effect to be traced to another cause; all
the effects and all the causes carry the
mind backward and backward and
refuse to give satisfaction till we have
reached an ultimate cause, equal
in power and in wisdom to the production of all causes and effects; and
there the finite mind must stop because it has reached the infinite. It
must stop and bow its head reverently, impressed with the thought that
the Great Infinite, who could produce the wonders of the finite, has
the right and the might to forbid
further pursuit. Shall the finite complain in the presence of a thousand
mysteries in its own permitted domain because the Author of the finite
limits its intellectual powers, and,
upon its attempt to penetrate the illimitable sphere of the Infinite, declares, "Stand back! thus far shalt
thou go and no farther?" or shall the
finite refuse to believe in the Infinite
because it cannot understand the
mode of His existence, when in the
realms of its own domains it finds
facts to behold and yet not to be un-

THE GREAT CREATOR.

derstood? To reason, the very wonders of t le finite world are facts
which be.'ome a pre nise from which
it is irresistibly forced to the conclusion that the Infinite IS, and that
all creation is the marvelous work of
His almighty hand.
Where there is law there must be
a law-maker, a law-giver. Where
there is desigi there must be a designer; for the one without the other
is unthinkable, just as is effect without cause. And the fact that some
things are thinkable and some are
not thinkable, is of itself another
proof that the finite creature is the
product of the Infinite Creator.
Limit, limit, everywhere is characteristic of things finite, and limit declares the existence of a Being having the right and the might to limit.
Reason stands as an ever-watchful
sentinel and forbids doubt ever questioning that the mighty forces in
the heavens, above and the earth beneath are the products of wisdom,
power and goodness. Wisdom cries
out to her children, who re-echo her
words aad send them reverberating
through the vault of heaven, THERE
IS A GOD, while folly is flattered
by fools who jabber, "There is no
God."
Who but the fool can say "There
is no God," when confronted with the
majesty and might and beauty and
fearfulness of creation ? To everyone but the fool
'The spacious firmament on high,
With all the blue, etherial sky,
And spangled heawns—a shining- frame,
Their Great Original proclaim.
The ungoverned son from day to day.
Doth his Creator's power display,
And publishes to every land.
The work of an Almighty hand."

But reason asks, Is there nothing
to satisfy and gratify the finite mind
beyond the horizon of this ephemeral life? Can this great world of many
woes and wants be the end? or is it a
means to an end? It cannot be that
this fickle, fleeting life is all that is
possible as a reward to Reason for
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reverence before the Great Infinite
Creator whom she prays to lift the
veil of mystery and open to view the
glories which she thinks must shine
in resplendent beauty beyond this
vale of tears and death. While nature declares there is a God, her lips
are closed in stolid silence and seemingly in a tantalizing disregard of
Reason's request. But He who is the
author of this stupendous thing we
call nature is found to be also the
author of a Book—yea The Book,
whose lids fly open and expose to
the anxious view of the diligent seeker the words, "The heavens declare
the glory of God; and the firmament
showeth His handiwork. Day unto
day uttereth speech, and night unto
night showeth knowledge. * * *
The law of the Lord is perfect, converting the soul; the testimony of the
Lord is sure, making wise the simple.
The statutes of the Lord are right,
rejoicing the heart; the commandments of"the Lord are pure, enlightening the eyes. The fear of the Lord
is clean, enduring forever; the judgments of the Lord are true and righteous altogether"—Psa. xix: 1,9.
In this book reason is appealed to
in words whose force is irresistible.
The question is asked, "He that
planted the ear, shall he not hear?
He that formed the eye, shall he not
see? He that chastiseth the heathen,
shall he not correct? He that teacheth man knowledge, shall he not
know? (Psa. xciv: 9,10). Study the
delicate formation of the eye and
be convinced that it was designed
to be the organ of sight, from
which it follows that the Infinite Designer possessed the power of sight
before He conceived and formed
the organ of sight in the creature.
The same is true of the ear and of
the brain, the seat of thought. In
the possession of the faculties of
hearing, of sight, and of mind we
are enabled to examine the wonderful open Book, and the finite mind
becomes satisfied to look, though for
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the present as "through a glass, darkly," because there is a future revealed
therein whose dawn will bring the
glorious light in all its fullness. In
the meantime its Author extends to us
the invitation, "Come and let us reason together," and the book declares
that "He that cometh to God must
believe that he is, and that he is a rewarder of them that diligently seek
him"—Heb. xi: 6.

ology they declared it to be a threeness in a oneness—three to suit pa-'
ganism, and yet only one, to suit Bible words. This compromise, wherein "many gods" are reduced to three
and called a "Trinity," is no less
idolatry than was the old fiction of
heathenis'n. The oneness of G >d
without any compromise with an invented threeness is clearly set forth
in the following passages:

THERE IS BUT ONE GOD.

Deut. iv: 35,33—Unto thee it was showed, that
tbou mightest know that the Loi-d ho is God;
there is none else beside him. Know therefore
this day, and consider it in thine heart, that the
Lord lie is God in heaven above, and upon
earth beneath: there is none else. Chap, vi: 4
—Hear, O fsrael, the Lord our God is one Loid.
II. Sam. vii: 22—Wherefore thou art great, O
Lord God: for there is none like thee, neither
is there any God besides thee, according1 to all
that we have heard with our ears. Chap, xxii:
32—For who is God, save the Lord? or who is a
rock save our God?
Isa. xliii: 18,lt—Ye are my witnesses, saith
the Lord, and my servant whom I have chosen;
that ye may know and believe me, and understand that I am he: before me there was no
God formed, neither shall thereby after me. 1,
even I, am the Lord; and besides me there is
no Saviour,
Is-xivi: 9—Remember the former things of
old; for 1 am God, and there is none elsj; I urn
God, and there is none like me.
Is. xliv: 6— Thus saith the Lord, the Kins of
Israel, and his redeemer, the Lord of Hosts; I
am the first, and I am the last; and beside me
there is no God
Mark xii: 2\)—And .Tesus a igwered him. The
first of all the commandments is, Hear, (>
Israel, the Lord our God is one Lord.
John xvii: 3—And this is life eternal, that
they may know thee the only true God, and
Jesus Christ, whom thou hast sent.
I. Cor. viii: 4,6—As concerning therefore the
eating'of those filing's that are offered in sacrifice to idols, we know that an idol is nothing in
the world, and that there is none other God
but one. For though there be that are called
gods, whether in heaven or in earth (as there
beg-ods many and lords many), bat to us there
is but one God, the Father, of whom are all
things, and we by Him.
Eph. iv: i,6--There is one body, and one
spirit, even us ye are called in one hope of
your calling; one Lord; one faith, one baptism,
one God and Father of all, who is above all,
and through all, and in you all.
Gal.iii:20—Xow a mediator is a mediator of
one, but God is one.

The question is asked, "Canst thou
by searching find out God? Canst
thou find out the almighty to perfection? (Job xi: 7). We must indeed
search in vain; but he has been
pleased to reveal Himself to us as far
as it is His good pleasure that we
shall know Him now; and this is as
far as finite minds can comprehend.
To the extent that He has revealed
Himself in the revelation of His purpose in the earth, we are required to
know Him and trust in Him; for salvation is predicated upon this knowledge. Jesus says, "This is life eternal, that they may know thee the
only true God, and Jesus Christ,
whom thou hast sent (John xvii: 3).
This knowledge is required because
without it idolatry is almost certain
in one form or another. A fundamental command is: " Thou sha.lt
have no other gods before me" (Ex.
xx: 3). His unity therefore is the
first thing to be observed. Heathenism has multiplied its gods; and a
perverted Christianity has made such
a compromise between the teaching
of Revelation of the oneness of God
and the heathen "many gods" as to
invent a theory which it claims to be
too mysterious for the comprehension of its inventors, and they have
called it "The Trinity." There was
no way of escaping the clear declaration of Scripture that there is but one
God; and pagans seem to have found
it impossible to rid their minds of all
their gods, so they retained the idea
of three, but to suit scripture phrase-
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BAKNSBUKY, N. LONDON, ENGLAND.—Dear Brother Williams: I have
just read your Up-and-bo-Doing" and
"Plea for Action." Having read them
very carefully I think they are excellent,
and if brethren will only approach the
subject with humility before God, and
love to the brotherhood, a return to the
old-fashioned Birmingham bases of fellowship (unaltered) will soon be an accomplished fact. We had only this one
basis at the time I and my sister wife
by the grace of God were brought to
know and love the Truth. We were immersed in 1877, about a quarter of a century ago, and this was the only basis of
faith at that time and onward. O that we
had continued in it steadfastly until now,
building each other up in our most holy
faith. This basis is simple, scriptural
and all-sufficient. 0 how delightful it
would be to be all of one mind, loving
the Truth for the Truth's sake. What if
our Heavenly Father has in this our day
raised our dear brother Williams and
other faithful brethren for this very purpose, it requires no very great effort to
believe it may indeed even be so.- Yea,
let us hope it is so, We are with you and
all faithful brethren. May God bless you
and give you good success, to the praise
and glory of his most holy name. We
hope the brethren and sisters everywhere
will do all in their power to forward so
noble a work, and if this be indeed of
God (which I fully believe it is) can we
withhold ourselves from so good a work
without divine displeasure against the
offender? I am sorry I cannot help in a
financial way, or I would do so most willingly. If you can kindly forward me a
few of your "Plea for Action" I will see
what I cau do in circulating them among
our brethren and sisters at our ecclesia.
I think few if any in our meeting know
anything of what you are doing in the
cause of reunion, * * *
We are pleased to see our esteemed
brother Whitehoad in earnest sympathy
with you in this good work. It's just like
him: he delights in the service of our
Master and Lord.
Dear brother Williams, I may tell you
that much disappointment was felt when
you left England without giving us an op-
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portunity of seeing, and exchanging a
greeting with you personally. I with
others had looked forward to the pleasure of greeting you in love and thankfulness for the many pleasant readings from
3'ourpen. * * * And now, dear brother,
Williams, we commend youand yours and
also your work to God, praying that
strength and wisdom may be given you
to continue this good work you have in
hand. Bo courageous and the God of Israel be your strength and reward is the
prayer of your brother and sister,
GEOKGB AND SABAH ANN KING.

CHICAGO FRATERNAL GATHERING
The twenty-fifth annual Fraternal
Gathering was held here on Saturday
and Sunday, August 23d and 24th, at our
usual meeting place in the Masonic Temple. There were present about thirty
visiting brethren and friends from various parts of the country, and all seemed
to feel that the Interchange of thought in
regard to God's purposes and promises,
and our own responsibilities, as revealed
in his word, was pleasant and profitable.
They, with us, were encouraged and
strengthened in the faith, and determined
to press forward with renewed zeal, toward the mark of our high calling in
Christ Jesus.
Three meetings were held each day.
the first one being called to order at 10:30
a m. on Saturday by brother James
Wood, who presided.
After the usual opening exercises
brother Thomas Williams was called upon to deliver an address of welcome.
He said many had come from distant
parts to visit a comparatively obscure
meeting. They were drawn here by the
faith and hope of the gospel, which makes
us friends and brothers.
We are all the sons of God and rejoice
together in hope of future glory. At
present our joy is much dimmed by trials
and difficulties which are grievous temporarily, but afterward yield the peaceable fruits of righteousness to those who
are exercised thereby. We must therefore keep our thoughts on the things of
God and cultivate love and good works
among ourselves, that when we come to
the final Gathering, at which we must
appear, as a matter of necessity, without
choice, we may be among those who
"shall be joyful in glory." We shall then
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be among the kings who shall rule and
instruct the nations in righteousness until the whole earth shall be filled with
God's glory. Our motto should be:
"Onward, brethren, onward jro,
Help the war and i'aee the, foe."

Brother Williams ended his discourse
by extending a hearty welcome to all the
visiting brethren.
Brother J. Soothill, of Harvard, 111.,
responded for the visitors. Ho had attended many of these gatherings and had
always found them profitable. We have
a common object, viz., to build each other up in our most holy faith, that we may
be always ready to meet the Lord. Ho
regretted the recent grievous controversy that had disrupted many of the ecelesias in England and America. YvTe
ought to avoid factions ana live in peace
and harmony, that wo may make our
calling and election sure.
The chairman made a few remarks on
"'How good and how pleasant it is for
brethren to dwell together in unity."
Then closed the meeting with singing
and prayer.
The afternoon meeting commenced at
3 o'clock brother J. Soothill presiding.
Addresses were delivered by brethren
James Least, S. T. Norman and Stephen
Roach, the last of whom has recently
come from Lowell, Mass., to seek a livelihood here.
Brother Leask's subject was "The
Work of Christ at His lieturn." The
present condition of society, he said,
"is deplorable. The evils that exist are
all the result of sin- and Jesus came to
put away sin. He has not completed his
work yet, but at his second coming he
will bo revealed from heaven in flaming
tiro, taking vengeance on the ungodly; he
shall tread them down in anger. The
rule of wicked men wiil end then, and
the Kingdom of God, for which we pray
daily when we say "Thy Kingdom
Gome," will have begun. We see many
signs indicating the near approach of
that time, ltussia is extending her power and influence, and increasing her territories every year, while Turkey is declining and on the verge of bankruptcy.
(as rep:esented in the Apocalypse by the
drying up of the river Euphrates). Zionism is also tending towards the partial
resettlement of Palestine, in accordance
with the predictions of God's prophets.

The Russian power, as Gog or the king
of the north of prophecy, is to invade
Palestine and will be opposed by British
power, represented by Sheba and Dedan,
and the merchants of Tarshish of Ezekiel. About that time Jesus shall descend from heaven and shall gather his
saints together, the living and those who
shall then be raised from the dead. They
shall be filled with joy when he shall
say, ''Come, ye blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you;" but
a fearful judgment shall come upon the
unfaithful ones. When the Lord shall appear upon the Mount of Olives, Gog shall
eome to his end, and his army shall be
destroyed. Jesus will then enter Jerusalem as the King of Glory, the Lord of
Hosts. The kings of the earth will hear
of the new power that has arisen; will
raise the cry of anti-Christ, and equip a
great army in the vain effort to "Break
their bands asunder, and cast away their
cords;" but " He that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh, the Lord shall have them
in derision."
The Israelites shall be gathered from
among the nations, and after the rebels
are purged out from among them, shall
be restored to their own land. The regeneration will then have begun. The
Lord of Hosts shall reign in Mount Zion
and in Jerusalem and before his ancients
gloriously." He shall judge among the
nations, and "the inhatitantsof ihe world
shall learn righteousness." Finally sin
and deal h shall be destroyed and God
shall be all in all.
Brothers T. Norman followed with an
address on "Self Denial" as taught by
our Saviour, recorded in Luke ix: 23 and
several other places. There are many
other ways, he said, in which self-denial
must be practiced,
"Ho that feareth God and worketh
righteousness, is accepted with him. '
Our righteousness must exceed that of
the scribes and Pharisees, or we cannot
enter the kingdom of God. We must
maintain our Integrity in business, avoid
ileshly lusts, speak truth on all occaions,
and do justice to all. These thing; cannot be done without self-sacrifice.
Our fidelity to the truth must be kept.
We are not allowed to be conformed to
this world and its worship, but required
to contend for the faith, and to worship
God in spirit and in truth. "Ye cannot
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be* partakers of the Lord's table and of
the table of devils," said Paul. Here
again there is a taking up of our cross to
follow Christ.
Again. "The sacrifices of God are a
broken spirit." Humility is to be learned
and practiced. Paul said, "In lowliness
of mind, l ' t each esteem other better
than himself," in love preferring one another." The words of Jesus are, "Whosoever shall exalt himself shall be
abased, and he that shall humble himself
shall be exalted."
We must also deny ourselves of any intemperate habits. "Every man thatstriveth for the mastery is temperate in all
things." Thus wrote Paul, the apostle,
and further: " I keep under my body, and
bring it into subjection." Even legitimate pleasures must bo restricted and
should not occupy too much of our time,
lost we should be found to be "lovers of
pleasures m >ro than lovers of God."
We have also to practice self-denial in
making proper use of our talents. The
paiable of the talents (Matt, xxv: 14)
clearly points out that God expects us to
use our knowledges and abilities in His
service. Jesus taught Hisdisciples, "Ye
are the light of the world." Men do not
light a candle and put it under a bushel,
but hold it up, so that it sheds its light
on those around. God requires us to let
our light (the light of gospel truth) shine
boforomen, "Unto whomsoever much is
given, of him shall much be required,"
and "Let him that heareth, say come."
We have some talents in the shape of
money, and God wills that we should also do some good with that. We should
remember the poor, use hospitality without grudging, and contribute wherever it
is necessary, to the service of God. "For
God loveth a cheerful giver," and while
he docs not require us to impoverish
ourselves, our gifts should bo sufficient
to make us feel that there is some sacrifice involved.
The few minutes remaining of this
meeting were occupied by brotherKoacli.
He said, there is a necessity for these
gatherings, as they stir us up to greater
activity of thought, and interest in the
truth. We are still under probation. We
were Gentiles in the flesh, and now that
wo have come out we need to assist each
other in the way of life, that we may be
more worthy heirs of promise.
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The next meeting, at which brother
James Leask presided, commenced at
7:30 p. m. and was occupied chielly by
brother J. M. Paui. of Waterloo, la., who
delivered a lecture on the subject suggested in the question, "Are the Jews a
People of the Past?" He said that on account of the sins of Solomon, his kingdom was rent, ten tribes being given to
Jeroboam; the other two remaining under the rule of David's descendants. In
course of time the ten tribes were carried
into captivity and have boon lost among
the nations. They have never yet returned to the land of their fathers. Afterward the kingdom of Judah was also
overthrown, and its people carried to
Babylon. The restoration was only partial, and at the time of Jesu ' birth the
Jews were subject to Home. Jesus told
the rulers among them in his day, "The
kingdom shall be taken from you and
given to a nation bringing forth the
fruits thereof." Not long after this prediction, Jerusalem was destroyed by the
Roman army, and has been trodden down
by the Gentiles for generations, while
the people were scattered among the nations, without a country, and without a
home. But the Apostle Paul said, "God
had not cast away his people finally, but
rather through their fall," a way was
opened for salvation to come to the Gentiles. The Scribes and Pharisees having
proved unworthy rulers, God visited the
Gentiles to take out of them a people for
his name. Those of them who learn
God's covenants and are inducted into
Christ by baptism, are thenceforth Abraham's seed, the branches grafted into the
Jewish olive tree, and heirs of the Abrahamic promises, in place of those natural
(Jewish) branches that were broken off.
But God shall turn away ungodliness
from Jacob, and then all Israel shall be
saved. The deliverer (Jesus) shall come
out of Zion. He shall gather them out of
the countries wherein they have been
scattered, shall plant them in a place of
their own, and they shall move no more.
He will make Judah and Israel "one nation in the land, upon the mountains of
Israel, and one king shall bo king to them
all." "He shall reign over the house of
Jacob forever, and of his own kingdom
there shall be no end."
Brother J. Wooliscroft spoke for a short
time after the close of the lecture. He
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read from Psalm lxviii: 2: '"Lot the righteous be glad, let them rejoice before
God," and remarked that a community of
ideas and aims, of faith and hope, causes
a bond of unity among us, and wo ought
to be the happiest of all people. Sometimes when troubles arise, we are tempted to be envious of the present prosperity of the wicked; but we can take comfort in knowing that evil-doers shall be
cut down like grass and pass away. Our
troubles are crucibles, in which our characters are purified, and we shall receive
greater or less reward in the kingdom,
according to our efforts now to learn
obedience and to do good. We may meet
with many difficulties, but while sorrowful, we should be always rejoicing.
At the conclusion of these remarks, the
meeting was closed with singing and
prayer, and the brethren went to their
several resting places for the night.
The Sunday morning meeting was presided over by brother Thomas Williams.
We sang the anthem, "Our Father Who
Art in Heaven," and after reading Heb.
x. and prayer, brother James Wood addressed the brethren on the subject,
"The Body Prepared." This will appear

and fullness and it is through him we
must approach God. We must also be
li^ht and shine now, as precious stones.
We are his workmanship, and our names
are on the true breastplate, as the natural Israel had the names of their twelve
tribes on the Aaronic or typical one. Our
Urim and Thummin are on the heart of
our high priest. Jesus, the only one who
has the light in fullness complete.
The bread and wine were now introduced, and we all partook of the emblems
of our Lord's body and blood, thanking
God for his great goodness and love in
calling us to bemembersof the body now
being prepared for his great work of redeeming and blessing the nations.
This completed the morning services,
and we adjourned to a restaurant to partake o[ a dinner together, provided out
of a common fund, a very pleasant diversion, and one which all seemed to enj ->y, for- the outer man needs refreshment
as well as the inner man.
The next meeting commenced at 2:30
p. m., with brother Paulin the chair.
Brother John Spencer spoke to us on
"The Feasts of the Jews." He said the
truth takes hold on past and future, and
in the ADVOCATE in due time, so need
to understand it we must have knowledge
not be outlined at this time. It was an of Moses and the prophets. At their three
interesting and profitable discourse.
great feasts the Jews had to assemble at
After a few minutes recess, the meet- Jerusalem, and had leisure to think of diing for breaking of bread was called. vine things. The feast of the Passover
Brother Thomas Williams (the chairman), commenced on the fourteenth da-y of the
delivered the address. He said: "The first month. The lamb for the Passover
supper was eaten at midnight and in
body prepared" was the chief subject of
the Scripture writings; the body single haste; must be quite consumed and none
and the body in multitude. Jesus has -loft until the next day. It was typicalof
passed the natural or probationary stage; the Lamb of God, who came to take away
has bruised the serpent's head, in part, the sin of the world by the shedding of
by condemning sin in his own flesh, and his blood.
is now a spiritual body.
Following the Passover were seven
The multitudinous seed shall also crush days of unleavened bread, during which
the serpent's head. The memorial name, the wave sheaf of first fruits was offered.
"'I will be who I will be" refers to the These seven days were a time of pleasmanifestation of God in the prepared ure and spiritual profit, so that the genbody of Jesus and his brethren, and will eral status of the whole nation was imbe exemplified in the delivorence of Is" proved by these meetings. Fifty days
rael, national and individual. The Urim
later was the feast of Pentecoit, (or
and Thummin was referred to as indicat- weeks) as a thanksgiving to God for a
ing Light and Fullness. It was in the bountiful harvest. Two loaves of fine
setting of precious stones on the breast- flour, baked with leaven, constituted a
plate of the high priest, and was the second offering of first fruits, and were
means of communication with God.
waved before the Lord, aB the sheaf had
Moses said, "Let thy Thummin and been. The wave sheaf represents Christ,
thy Urim bo with thy Holy One." Jesus the first of the first fruits, while the leav(the true Holy One) exhibited both light ened loaves represented his brethren, the
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multitudinous body. All the offerings
pointed to Christ, and we cannot read
the law without seeing Christ.
The animals offered must be without
blemish. Thoir physical perfection indicated the moral perfection of the Christ
•'who did no sin,'
The tirst day of the seventh month was
the feast of Trumpets, and on the tenth
day was the day of Atonement. This was
the one day in the year when the high
priest offered the : in offering for himself and the people, and entered alone
the most holy place with the blood of the
sacrifice. The priest was a sin-bearer;
he confessed the sins of the people, and
laid them on the head of the scapegoat,
which boro them away into the wilderness. So Jesus was our sin-bearer. "He
bore our sins in his own body to the tree,
iaying down his iife for us, that we,
through his offering of himself without
spot to God. may obtain remission of our
sins. When he returns from heaven, he
will present to God his approved brethren, as the antitypical wave offering of
the two loaves. He will send his saints
to proclaim to the nations the gospel of
that age, ''Fear God and give glory to
Him." It seems probable that Great
Britain will submit to his law. for the
ships of Tarshish are to bring his sons,
(Israelites by nature) from far, that they
may again inhabit their own land. As on
the tenth day of the month in the jubilee,
every man returned to his inheritance,
which had been lost to him in the years
preceding. We are men of God, and the
love of his word should cause us to meet
together. We readily recognize the brethren in Christ, because there is a bond of
union between us, and we should read
and study daily that we may be prepared
for the Lord at his coming.
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spirit which radiates from his presence
and fills the universe. Our actions are
therefore all known to God, and we
should reverence the spirit power by
which he works. The unbelievers in the
day of Christ were accused of blasphemy, because they said, "He casteth
out devils through Beelzebub." Blasphemy against the Holy Spirit is the
only unpardonable sin.
The time to close the meeting had now
arrived, and we all went out again for
lunch, where eighty-nine of us (counting
a few friends* had things in common for
a short time, and we believe all enjoyed
the repast.
At 7:30 p. m. the final meeting was
opened by brother John Spencer, who
was in the chair.
A lecture by brother Thomas Williams,
101 the benefit of those who were not in
the faith, completed the speaking at
these meetings. The subject was, "The
Woes and Wants of Mankind; the Remedy, When and Where."
This subject, he said, is an important
one, and one on which salvation depends.
The world's history is one of trouble and
of death. The cause of all this is sin.
"By one man sin entered into the world,
and death by sin." There wore no woes
before that; everythirg. even labor was
pleasant. But when sin began to reign,
the earth was cursed and sin and death
resulted. God has shown the people a
plan for their redemption, by which they
may be rescued from their woes and
real wants, but men generally will
not hear it. "God so loved the world that
he gave his only begotten son. that whosoever believeth in him, should not perish, but have everlasting life." What does
perish mean? Actual death: "Dustthou
art and unto dust shalt thou return."
Tiie next speaker wns brother J. Sooth- God had said that if we will believe and
ill, his s u b j c t being'The Basis of Our obey, "He shall change our vile bodies,"
Fraternal Union," which will bo printed and make them incorruptible. We read
in the Bible of restitution, redemption,
in full in tin) ADVOCATE, and will be
salvation. What do these terms mean,
found instructive reading.
Brother J. H. Skilling addressed us unless it be that God will redeem and rebriefly. He said, we come together to store that which was lost? The first
worship God. Bye-and-bye there will be man (Adam) brought condemnation and
one great gathering, when we shall stand death to us; the second man (Jesus)
in his presence. We learn his will by brought justification and life. "Ho cried
searching the scriptures, which are in- unto him that was able to save him from
spired of God for our instruction. We death," showing that even ho needed saldo not believe in a triune God, nor in the vation. Adam did not. at first. How is
personality of the Holy Spirit, but in the this? Adam sinned, and Jesus did not?
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Because death passed upon all men in
consequence of Adam's sin. Sin came by
one man, salvation by the other. By man
(Adam) came death. By man (Christ)
came resurrection from the dead.
The people of Israel were cast out of
their country because of sin, but they are
to be restored when Jesus shall return.
Isaiah said: "The mountain of the Lord's
house shall be established upon the top
of the mountains," and "the law shall go
forth from Zion, and the word of the
Lord from Jerusalem." And Jeremiah
said: "The children of Israel shall go
and seek the Lord their God," They shall
ask the way to Zion, with their faces
thitherward." Zionism is a movement
for the resettlement of Canaan. The
scripture says: "There shall come out of
Zion the deliverer."
Then) is also a spiritual Israel. "The
name of the Lord is a strong tower, the
righteous runneth into it and is safe."
Baptism is the means of entry into that
name. Now is the time to accept God's
plan of salvation. It is an enterprise that
will save from sin and death. Who shall
ascend into the hill of the Lord? He that
hath clean hands and a pure heart.''
Therefore let us "do justly, love mercy,
and walk humbly before God," for we
stand related to him who has the key of
bades.
The meeting closed with singing and
prayer, and our fraternal gathering was
ended. The brethren dispersed, all seeming to feel that it had been good to be
here. We hope to meet again.
In behalf of the Fraternal Gathering
Committee,

S. T. NOEMAN.

29 CRAWFORD STREET, CAMP
EOAD, LEEDS, ENGLAND.—According
to your last number of the ADVOCATE I
see you will send them over here for four
shillings per year. Several of our brethren and sisters are desirous of taking
them on those conditions. It was decided by the arranging brethren of this ecclesia to send our intelligence for insertion in your columns, if you will be good
enough to grant us your favor. As you
will remember, the resolution we sent
you a few months since, which you were
kind enough to insert, we shall need no
further credentials. Brother Walker has
refused us on account of it, and so we desire to rally round the old flag which you

have so gallantly upheld in America during the trying times in which many have
been engaged in tryingto pulldown. Our
meeting numbers about sixty members,
and although there has been so much
strife amongst the brotherhood, yet we
are able to report progress. Our Heavenly Father's purpose still pursues its
steady course. Last Decembei (21st) Mr.
Kobert Aiundel, aged 26, was immersed
after a good confession. Also on February 5th Mr. Alfred Fieldhouse, agad 23.
entered upon the race for eternal life, and
on July 13th brother Arundel's wife found
refuge in the ark, causing us to re.-joice in
thus seeing some fruit of our labors. On
July 28th brother George Hayes and sister Annie Dudding were united in marriage, and on August 2nd brother Burnell
and sister Emily Tidswell were joined together in matrimony, both ceremonies
taking place in our meeting room. They
enter their new relationship with our
best wishes for their future welfare.
Against this we have to report the loss by
removal of brother and sister Hayes to
Keighley, where for the present they are
practically in isolation. I am sorry to report the death of sister Gaukgroker, formerly of this ecclesia, but wo sorrow not,
as those who have no hope, knowing that
when Christ comes the grave will not be
able to hold her. Your brother on behalf
of the Great George street ecclesia.
AKTHUK J. DUDDING, BOC. Bro.

[Yes, we gladly record intelligence from
any part of the world from all who stand
upon the old Birmingham statement of
faith before the "amendment" of proposition xxv. Until further notice we will
accept the four shillings per annum rate
for the ADVOCATE from all parts of the
British Isles. This will help to a larger
circulation among those who are rallying
and put them in communication "with each
other thiough the Intelligence columns.
For many years American intelligence
had to go to England and return; why not
a reversal, since the former medium has
departed from the old lines?—EDITOE ]
ELDOEADO SPRINGS.—Dear Brother Williams: Referring to your "Appeal for Unity" we desire to say that we
are with you on the responsibility question, and stand upon the old foundation.
Yours in Christ.

JACOB WETLAND.

INTELLIGENCE.

HENDERSON COUNTY, KY.—Again
we are called upon to report with much
sadness the loss of another of our bebeloved members by the cold and ruthloss hand of Death laying his fatal grasp
upon brother H. O. Farley, on the morning of September 8th. Brother Farley
was stricken down with peritonitis, and
after a most agonizing struggle yielded
up his life into the hands of Him who
gave it, but with a living hope of receiving it again at the early sounding of the
seventh trumpet, when the dead shall be
raised. Our brother embraced the Truth
about eighteen years ago, since which
time he has "kept the faith" and fought
its battles with much zeal to the last. He
was 57 years of age, and previous to his
connection with the Truth was never a
member of any church.
He leaves a sister wife who will receive
the sympathy of all and whom we trust
will, amidst the many sorrows and adversities of this life, be enabled to hold out
faithful unto the end. Brother R. 0.
Green conducted funeral services and in
a clear manner set forth the glorious hope
of the gospel to a large and apparently
much impressed gathering of brethren
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"The Covenants With Adam, Noah and
Abraham, by J. O. Tanner.
On the 8th at 10.30, "The Covenant
With David," by J. O, Tanner; at 2.30,
''The Work of the Truth in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries and Our
Kelation Thereto," illustrated, by W. R.
Landrum, followed by J. H. Halley, in a
short address. At night, "The Messianic
Restoration of the Kingdom of Israel,"
by G. W. Banta.
On the 9th, at 10:30, "Salvation, What
Is It, and Wny Needed?" by J. O. Tanner.
At 2:30, "Signs of the Times," by G. W.
Banta and J. O. Tanner. At night. "The
Gospel of Christ, or What Must I Do to
be Saved," by our young brother, Ernest
Banta. This was his first attempt in a
public lecture upon the Truth, audit was
clear to all that he possesses the desired
qualifications to become a useful man in
the work of the Truth.
On the 10th at 10;30. "Wisdom's House,'byJ. O. Tanner. This was said by some
of our oldest brethren to bo the ablest
lecture they had ever listened to. At
2:30, "The Memorial Name and the Breaking of Bread," by G. W. Banta. At night,
"An Epitome of the Great Salvation,"
and aliens.
W. J. GBEBN, Sec'y.
being a summary of all the subjects dealt
with. This was ins ructive in a special
way, by J. O. Tanner, with a word of
HYE. TEXAS.—Our Fraternal Gather- warning to close, by G. W. Banta,
ing duly came off, and we are pleased to
There were three immersions on the
report it as a success, the best meeting last day of the meeting, as follows;
of the kind we have had for a number of James Gipson, aged 17, the son of sister
years, although the attendance was not E. M. Gipson, of Comfon,, Texas; Orpha
so large as in former meetings. The com- Augusta Jones, aged 15, daughter of
plete harmony and the spirit of love, brother and sister H. D. Jones, of Compeace and unity made it one of those old- fort, Texas; J. A. Arnold, aged 20, of Santime meetings such as one ouce enjoyed dy, Texas,
when there was no "warfare party."
On the last night of the meet ing just
The attendance was very good when before the opening services, brother W.
we consider the hardness of the times 1). McLennan and sister Mollie Greer,
caused by t'ie drought in Texas, and the both of San Antonio, were united in marfact that the whooping cough was raging riage, both returning to their new home,
iu the neighborhood. We had thirty-five one in flesh and spirit.
brethion in attendance, all united in the
On Monday morning came the sad mo"boudsof unity and peace."
ment of parting, brethren going ftom
The meeting opened the night of the camp to camp with sad faces, bidding
6th. with singing and the reading of Eph. each other good-bye. "May God be with
ii., and prayer, bother Lundrum presid- you till we meet again."
ing, with welcome addresses by brethren
There have been thme "gatherings"
G. W. Banta and J. O. Tanner.
this year in Texas under the tame
On the 7th at 10:30 "The Purpose of "Christadelphian," one at Junction, one
God in the Earth" was the subject by G, at Mason and one at Lampasas. Now,
W. Banta; at 2:30 "Exhortation on Chris- this state of affairs should not be, and
tian Duty," by W. R. Landrum; at night. for this reason we brethren assembled at
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Junction resolve to do all in our power to
bring about a reunion with all those who
may desire to take a stand with us upon
the old landmarks of years gone by. Those
brethren assembled at Lampasas (in the
main) were considered as part of the best
elements of the Christadelphian body in
Texas, and we believe to-day that they
are good and honest brethren who love
the truth, and there is one little word,
which if they would affirm, I see no reason why wo should be standing apart any
longer, and that word is action. Brethren, let us all manifest the right spirit
and labor for a grand reunion next year,
with the help of brother Williams from
now until then, and then have him
•with us at that gathering. How can we
but expect a grand old-time meeting?
May God crown our efforts in this direction is our prayer.

edness. Brother and sister Phillips of
Galena, Kansas, were present, which contributed very much to the enjoyment of
the meeting. Brother Phillips is well
qualified to teach the truth. Sister M.
E. Kelly, from Missouri, was with us.
She is one of the oldest sisters in the
faith we know of in the State.
We shall have many pleasing recollections of our mingling with the loved ones
of Abraham's children. Let each of u •.
see to it that we do not cause any roct of
bitterness to spring up, and thereby defile many. Let us strive to make the coming year one of the most useful wo have
spent in the truth, upbuilding others as
well as ourselves.
J. C. AND L. OVEBSTBEET.

[Excuse the abbreviation of this letter,
since others had related the same things
in substance.—EDITOB.]

W. B. LANDBUM, Sec'y,

Hye, Tex.
LONDON, ENGLAND.—Dear Brother
Williams, Greeting, in the name of Our
Father in Heaven: Herewith I send five
shillings; I wish it was more. I want you
to put it in my power to supply ALL in
the London ecclesia, with a copy of your
"Plea for Action in Furtherance of Justice, Looking Toward Union and Unity."
I will do my utmost to supply every
known brother and sister in London with
a copy and I hope good results may follow, but anyhow a testimony will then
have boon borne.
If you can spare them, 1,000 would be
desirable but this we leave with you.
Your brother in Christ, J. WARWICK
NEW EDINBURG, ARK. — To the
brethren scattered abroad: We can say
with thankful hearts that we attended
the Fraternal Gathering at Martinville,
Ark., and had one of the most enjoyable
meetings we ever attended. It seemed
that everything that was said and done
was more to the edification of the brethren than on former occasions. There was
manifested a spirit of aspiration, to copy
more closely the heavenly pattern of
holiness manifested in the character of
Christ. It was heart-cheering to us who
had spent the last ten years in isolation.
There were some few brethren in the
State who did not attend the gathering.
We hope it was not through disinterest-

ONTAEIO. OEEGON.-Dear Brother
Williams: You will doubtless be surprised on receipt of this. I left Kentucky ten years ago and have not met a
true Christadelphian since until lately a
brother and sister came here, AVo meet
every Sunday afternoon. Will you please
send me your "Plea for Action? '
Yours in Christ, W L. GRIFFIN.
VEEDON, NEB -Enclosed please and
remittance for Great Salvation, books
and tracts you think proper to hand to
aliens to interest them in God's great
work.
My father died very suddenly last February. I am still with my mother. I cannot say how long I will be here. There
are none of like precious faith here, not
nearer than McCook, Nebraska, I feel
lonely. This is a place of darkness. I must
make some effort to enlighten some in
the way of the truth. Your sister in the
anointed, waiting the Kingdom,
MBS. MABY H E W I T .

AT THE TABLE OF THE LOED.
Brother Bland, of Kidderminster, England, has sent us copies of Prospectus of
his new work under the above title containing 52 Sunday morning addresses.
The price is two shillings, postage extra.
Duty included it would be about 80 cents
In this country. Brother B land's address
is Mr. Joseph Bland, 115 Coventry street,
Kiddermlster. England.—EDITOE].

CHRISTADELPHIAN PUBLICATIONS.
TO BE HAD AT THIS OFFICE.

NO. 1 - N I N E NIGHTS' DISCUSSION between "Rev." F. W. Grant and Mr. Thomas
WJiliams on the following propositions:
1. "There is in man an immortal soul or
spirit, which, as a separate entity, survives the death of the body?" Mr. Grant
afHrms; Mr. Williams denies.
2. "Man in the interval between death and
resurrection is unconscious." Mr. Williams affirms; Mr. Grant denies.
3. "The punishment of the wicked is by
unending misery in Hell." Mr. Grant
affirms: Mr. Williams denies.
4. "The Bible teaches that heaven is the
reward of the righteous," Mr. Grant affirms ; Williams denies.
The debate took place in the Town Hall,
Guelph, Ont., Canada, and it was conducted
partly on the "Socratic method" (direct question and answer). It is a book of 2U0 pp. Price
in paper, 60c; in cloth, 75c.
NO. 2 . - T H E HALL-WILLIAMS DEBATE
6 days, 12 sessions, in Zion Ky., partly on
Socratic method. Propositions:
1. "The Scriptures teach that the Kingdom
of Heaven was set up durirjgthe personal
ministry of Christ." Hall affirms; Williams denies.
2. "The Scriptures teach that all that constitutes man will be totally unconscious
from the time of death till the resurrection." Williams affirms: Hall denies.
3. "The Scriptures teach that there will be
a general resurrection of the dead of all
mankind who die." Hall affirms; Williams denies.
i. ''The Scriptures teach that the final punishment of the wicked will consist in the
total extinction of their being." Williams
affirms; Hall denies.
Price, paper bound, 50c; cloth, 75c.
N O . 3 . - T H E BEAD EN-WILLIAMS DEBATE—Seven nights in Chicago. Proposition:
"Were all the prophecies of the Old and New
Testaments, relative to the second coming of
Christ and the establishment of his kingdom
on earth, fulfilled during the first Christian
century?" Braden affirms; Williams denies,
paitly in written questions and answers on the
covenants of promise." Price, paper-bound,
25c; neatly bound in muslin, 50c.
N O . 4 . - T H E EOCHESTEH DISCUSSION
—Three nights in Eochester, N. Y., partly on
the Socratic method. Proposition: "Will the
dead come out of their graves immortal?" Dr
J. H. Thomas affirms; Williams denies. Bound
in paper, 10c.; by mail, 12c.
N O . 5 . - T H E PUKPOSE OP GOD IN THE
EAETH—A lecture by T. W., setting forth the
one goepel as distinguished from the theories
of Christendom. 6c; by mail, 6c.; 60c, perdoz..
N O . 6.—THE KINGDOM OF GOD-Lec

ture by T. W., setting forth the kingdom of
God as a divine literal government to be established on the earth. 5c; by mail, 6c; 60c. per
dozen.
NO. 7 . - T H E LITERAL RETURN OP
CHEIST—By T. W. 5c; by mail, 6c; 60c. per
dozen,
NO. 8.-MAN, HIS ORIGIN, NATURE
AND DESTINY—A lecture by T. W. 5c; by
mail, tic.; 60c. per doz.
NO. 9.—REGENERATION—What it is and
how effected, showing the Biblical teaching
concerning the "Fatherhood of God and the
Brotherhood of Man," and the Sacrifice of
Christ in relation thereto.. By T. W. 5c.; by
mail, 6 c ; 6(!e. per doz.
NO 1 0 . - T H E PEOBLEM OF LIFE Here
and Hereafter, or Man's Relation to the Law
of Sin and Death and of Life and Immortality.
The subject considered from an Historical,
Natural and Biblical stand-point. By T. W.
10c.; by mail, 12c.
NO. 11.—BIBLE COMPANION, or, Tables
for tbe profitable reading of tbe Holy Scriptures.with a brief outline of Bible truth where
in proof texts are given under each proposition. Price, 5c.; by nail, 6c.; 60c. per doz.
NO. 12,—THE GREAT SALVATION, as
revealed and elaborated in tbe Scriptures of
Truth, Designed to show that "Christendom"
has forsaken the way of life, and to assist honest hearts in returning: to the purity of the
gospel of Christ. By T. W. 10c.; by mail 12c,;
$1.25 per doz.; $10 per 100.
NO. 13.—THE GREAT SALVATION, as
above, printed on heavy paper and bound in
cloth, gilt letters, with an added preface and
chapter, intended for a library and presentation edition. 60c: by mail 55c.
N O . 14.—TWO ADVOCATE SUPPLEments on the AdamicCondemnation question;
bound under one cover. 5c; by mail 6c.; 60e.
per doz.
NO. 15.—WHAT'S IN A NAME? The
question considered from the Bible standpoint
in its relation to Israel, historically and prophetically; to Christ as the Yahweh name—
the only name whereby men can be saved," and
to the saints, here and hereafter. By T. W.
6c; by mail 6c; or 60c. a doz.
NO. I 6 . - T R I N E IMMERSION AND CEREMONIAL FEET WASHING. With addenda
on the history of "Trine Immersion," Kissing,
Laying on of Hands and Annointing the Sick.
A book of 30 pp. 10c; by mail 18c.; S61.20do!i.
NO. 17,-NOTES ON NICHOLS. An expose of sundry errors on man, and the sacrifice
of Christ. By T. W. 5c; by mail 6c, or 60c.
per doz.
N O . I 8 . - T H E SABBATH QUESTION.
Seventh Dayism Refuted, and the True Meaning of the Sabbath set forth. Sunday in its

PUBLICATIONS -CONTINUED.
rue light and duty in relation to the laws governingit, Price, 10c; by mail 12c, or 11.20 per
dozen.
NO. 19.—THE WORLD'S REDEMPTION.
185 pages. By T. W. 25c; by mail 30c; 4 for
*100N O . 20.—A DEFENCE of the name Christadelphian. By T. IV. 5 c ; by mail 6c, or 60c.

N O . 26.—THE PRESENCE OF THE HOLY
SPIRIT. A treatise showing the fallacy of the
claims made by latter-day religious professors
and others. By O. C. Vredenburg-h. Price, 5 c ;
by mail 6 c ; 60c per doz.
N O . 27.—THE AGES. A work on Prophecy
and Chronology. By J. V. Robertson. By
mail 25c
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on Rename Christadelphian. Ac; by mail 4c.
°r|\iA' PO9 "ZpnTrmr« n r THT? H O T WTI
r u i n ™ . ™
HALL-WILLIAMS DEBATE; an expose ot Q«»t.on»b e
methods ot some preachers, and ot Mr. Hall s
strictures subsequent to the debate. Price, 3c.;

\ T

23.-THE r DEVIL, HIS ORIGIN

AND END. ByT. W. Price, 5c; by mail 6c;
60c. per doz.
NO. 2 4 . - D I V I N E HEALIXG. An Expose
of false teaching thereon, and Dowie Catechised. By T. W. 5 c ; by mail 6c.; 60c per doz.

NO. 25.-THE TRINITY. By G. T. Wash-
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giving the experience of being entangled in
"Holiness" theory and final escape. By
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Can You Believe? 4 p. Per i66
30
Judging for Himself. Per 100
30
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Glad Tidings of Eternal Life. 4 p. Per 100. 30
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NOTES.
RELIEF FUND.—The following amounts have been received by J. Leask
last report: A sister, $10; a sister, $2; a sister, $4; Waterloo ecclesia, $15. Amount
used for relief since last report, $35.
WANTED.—A few copies of the ADVOCATE for March, 1900. We thank those
who kindly sent us the copies we last asked for.
OUR supply of "The Trinity" and "Trine-Immersion" has run out. We have
new editions on hand and will fill standing orders as soon as possible.
EDITOR'S APPOINTMENTS.—Sister Williams and the editor have during the
month visited Coal City, 111., and Milwaukee, Wis. To the former we were
called to attend the funeral of a child of brother and sister Wilker; at the latter
we spent a very pleasant week, the editor delivering four lectures and addressing
the brethren Sunday morning.
The brethren in the South have kindly given those in the North the first turn
in our appointments for October and November, considerately remembering that
winter weather will soon be due in the North. So the arrangement is as follows:
For Hustler and vicinity, in Wisconsin, October 11th to 20th; Henderson County,
Ky., November 1st to 10th; Louisville, Ky., November 10th to 17th.
Brother Mann writes that we were misinformed in saying that he had united
with the party from which the Boston ecclesia withdrew several years since. So
we cheerfully make this correction. He also complains of our having said that
he had departed from the Truth. If we said this, it was based upon bis denial
of inherited alienation and its removal at baptism, and his claim that no one is
"'in Christ" in any sense except those who walk worthily. These denials affect a
vital element of the gospel, and to that extent there has been a departure from
the Truth, which brother Mann has identified himself with.
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CHRISTADELPHIAN MEETING-PLACES.
AUBTJHN, N. Y.—No. 9 Exchange St., at 10:
A. M. Sunday-school after breaking-of bread
BALTIMORE, MD.—Vernant Hall, No. 1204
W Baltimore St. Sunday morning 10:30.
BERLIN, ONT.—Berlin and Waterloo Ecclesia. Corner of King and Queen Streets, Berlin
Every Sunday at 10:30 A. M.
BUFFALO, N. Y.—Meetings held at house
of Brother J. Cooper, No. 90 Buffum St. Sunday-School at 11 A. M. Breaking of Bread,
3 P.M.
CAMPELO, MASS.—Mystic Hall, Franklin
bldg., 1106 So. Main St., Brockton, Mass. Bun
day School at 10 A.M. Public lecture at 11 A. M,
Breaking of bread at 12:30 P. M.
CHICAGO.—Oriental Hall, 17th Floor, Masonic Temple. Every Sunday at 10:30 A. M.
CLEVELAND, O.—Visitors may inquire at
1300 W. Madison Ave., W. Cleveland.
DENVER, COLO. — No. 216 Charles Building, loth and Curtis Streets. Every Sunday at
II A.M.
ELMIBA, N. Y.—Knights of Honor Hall,
No. 112 Lake Street. Every Sunday, 10:30 a. m.
C. T. Spencer, Sec'y.
FRANKLIN, MASS.—Lecture and Breaking
of Bread, 10:30 A. M.
GUELPH, ONT.—Corner of St. George's
Square and Quebec St., East (over Kelly's music store). Sunday-School at 9:45 A. M. Breaking of Bread, II A. M. Lectures, 7 P. M_
HAWLEY, PA.—Lehman Hall, every Sunday. Bible School at 2 P. m. Breaking of bread
at 3 p. m.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.—Fisher Hall, Cor
Bay and Erie Sts. Everv Sundav at 10:30 a. m.
LOUISVILLE, KY.-No. 2209 West Chestnut
St., at 10:30 a. m.
LOWELL, MASS.-Odd Fellows' Hall, Middlesex St. Every Sunday. Lecture at 10:30.
Memorial service at J2 noon.
NEW KENSINGTON, PA.—Kahle's Hall,
corner 4th avenue and 9th street. Every Sunday at 10:30 a. m. for Breaking of Bread.

NEWPORT NEWS, VA.-Moss Hall, 219 8tb
Street, 11 a. m. every Sunday.
NORFOLK, VA.—Corner of Brambleton ana
Maltby Avenues. Every Sunday at 11 A . M .
Also Bible Class Thursday at 8 P. M.
PROVIDENCE, E. I.—Independent Hall,
Thurbers Ave., South Providence. Sunday
School, 9.30 a. m.; Breaking of Bread 11 a. ra.
QUINCY, MASS. —Orangeman's Hall, 110
Hancock St. Sunday School at 10:30 A. M.,
breaking of bread at 11:30 A. M., lecture at
7:30 P. M.
RICHMOND, VA.—Lee Camp Hall, Broad
St., between 5th and 6th Sts. Meets at 11 A. M.
every first day.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.—Corner of Smith and
Frank Sts. Services at 10:30 A. M.
SAN FRANCISCO AND OAKLAND.-Union Square Hall, Post St., every Sunday at
11 A. M.
SENECA FALLS, N . Y.-R. E' Short No. 12
Rumsey St.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.
Christadelphian
Hall, Mason St., near Stanton Ave., North side.
Meeting for worship every Sunday at 10.30 a.m.
Sunday School at 9.45 a.m. Lecture at 7.30 p.m.
Bible Study, Wednesday Evening, 7.30.
TORONTO, ONT.—Avenue Haii, northwest
corner of College and Spadina Avenue. Every
Sunday.
VANCOUVER, B.C.—The brethren will be
found through Sister Willy, 1129 Homer St.
VICTORIA, B. C—Meets in A. O. U. W. hal
every Sunday a t 11 a. m. and c-p. m.
WASHINGTON, D. C—Nat'l Capitol Bank,
Penn'a Ave., between 3rd and 4th Sts., S. E.
Bible School at 10 a. m. Lecture at 11.15 a. m
Memorial Service 12 in. every Sunday.
WATERLOO, IA.—Meetings at 10:30 every
First day in Bickley's Hall, W. Fourth street.
WORCESTER, MASS.—Board of Trade Hall,
11 Foster St. Lecture every Sunday at 10:30
A, M. Breaking of Bread immediately after
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THE PREPARED BODY.
" B U T A BODY HAST THOU PREPARED M E 1 ' — H E B . X : 5 .
ADDMESS BY BRO. J . WOOD AT THE CHICAGO FRATERNAL GATHERING.

{Concluded from page 27J^..\

•ff"N Proverbs xvkt it is written, "The preparation of the heart in
I I man: and the answer of the tongue is from the Lord." Now this
being the case with all those who come with their service to God, how
much more so in the case of the Lord Jestis Christ. "Wherefore when he
co-nieth into the world he saith, Sacrifice and offering thou wouldst not, but
a body hast them prepared me." The Sacrifices and offerings under the
Law had run their course As types of the body to be prepared; they
were acceptable so long1 as the people offered in faith, and Wrought
works of righteousness; but seeing there was no inherent figcteousnesS
in bullocks, in calves, and lambs, the Deity had ceased to have pleasure
in them; and so, as Abraham said to Isaac; his'son, in reply toThis question, "Behold the fire and the wood, but where1 is the Lamb for a burnt
offering?" Abraham said, "My son, God will pfovrcte himself a Lamb
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for a burnt offering." Hence Christ is the Lamb of God that taketh
away the sin of the world.
Literally speaking, Jesus was not a burnt offering, but in the script
ural prophetical sense he was. The Psalmist (cxix:139) says, "My zeal
hath consumed me because mine enemies hath forgotten thy words."
Again (Ps. lxix:9), "For the zeal of thine house hath eaten mo up and
the reproaches of them that reproached thee fell on me." How literally
was this accomplished when he entered into the temple at the time of the
Passover, and found in the temple those who sold oxen and sheep and
doves, and the changers of money sitting: "And when he had made a
scourge of small cords, he drove them all out of the temple, and the
sheep, and the oxen and poured out the Changers Money and overthrow
the tables, and said unto them that sold doves, Take these things hence,
make not my Father's house a house of merchandise." This scene was
a great trial to Jesus: it must have worked terribly on his nervous sys.
torn for the Apostles noticed it, and made the observation, and remem
bered it was written, "The zeal of thine house hath eaten me up." This
event seems to have been early during his ministry. He had already
been exposed to the beasts of the wilderness, had suffered hunger after
being forty days without food, and had withstood the temptation of the
diabolos. This was a part of his training, or in orther words his "preparation." His preparation was a life long experience, and his service as
a suffering Messiah was not limited to his death on the Cross, but it was
life-long—he was ready to die at any time from his youth up—Ps.
lxxxviii:15. He was circumcised not only in the flesh, but in heart and
ears, fully devoted to his Father's will; and he performed it to the full
„ satisfaction of God, and was efficient for all the necessities connected
with the salvation of the world. The perfection of his character was developed through his sufferings, having kept the law, he put on righteousness as a garment and it clothed him. He needed not the Aaronic coat
and bonnet, etc. The antitypical service of the son of God, righteousness, was not in his clothes, but it consisted in a holy, obedient life and a
tragic death. And the Deity was so well pleased with the work he accomplished, by His help, that he raised him from the dead. The Deity
healed up his wounds and gave him life again in three days, so he resumed the work of teaching his disciples forty days; he gave them instructions to wait for the endowment of Holy Spirit which ho would
send down to them, for he was going away; but he would send the Com
forter unto them, and bring all his teachings to their remembrance. So
he commanded them to tarry in Jerusalem, until they should be endued
with power from on high. Forty-three days after the crucifixion, he
was taken up into heaven; this was another phase of the preparation of
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the body, or person, of the Lord Jesus Christ, There now lacked seven
days of the time between the passover, which was the time of the Crucifixion, to the next great feast of the Jews, called the Pentecost: and this
seven allowed another act of the preparation to bo performed, and that
was the antitypical consecration of the Great High Priest. The Law
which was a shadow of good things to come furnished a great many
items that were fulfilled in the preparation of the body of Jesus Christ.
Of course if Jesus were on earth he could not be a priest while the Levitical service was in operation; neither could he go into the Tabernacle
made with hands, but when Jesus was taken up into heaven, out of the
sight of the disciples assembled on the Mount called Olivet, there was
opportunity to carry out the anointing of the Most Holy in the fullest
sense of the word. The anointing of Aaron as we find in the 8th ch. of
Leviticus was with oil, and he and his sons were set apart inside the door
of the Tabornack seven days and seven nights, until the full accomplishment of the consecration. So Jesus was evidently in that period of time
undergoing a preparation for his priestly office, and at the same time,
his disciples were waiting the completness of the time in that upper
room. And then notice the accomplishment, "'When the day of Pentecost was fully come, and they were all with one accord in one place, and
suddenly there came a sound from heaven as of a rushing mighty wind,
and it filled all the house where they were sitting; and there appeared
unto them cloven tongues like as of fire, and it sat upon each of them,
and they were all filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak with
tongues as the Spirit gave them utterance." The apostle Peter in Acts
ii., addressing the multitude that had come together, says that this
strange phenomenon which they saw was a proof of the resurection and
the exaltation of Jesus. God had now given evidence that he had glorified his son Jesus, and to those who study into the fitness of these things,
how this occurred in accordance with the type of the seven days consecration of Aaron and his sons, and how beautifully this accords with the
description the Psalmist gives in Ps. 133—"Behold how good and how
pleasant it is for brethren to dwell together in unity, it is like the precious ointment upon the head that ran down upon the beard, even Aaron's
beard; that went down to the skirts of his garments." So when the finishing stroke of the preparation of the Christ, by hia full anointing, and
perfecting with Holy Spirit nature, the consecration was complete,
and the spirit overflowed from down his head to the skirts of his garments, even to the waiting saints in the upper room, containing 120 of
his faithful disciples, they as his sons were also consecrated in a lower
degree to the service of the Truth. The preparation of the head of the
body involves several distinct phases. First, as son God and the son of
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man. Secondly, as an obedient servant faithfully performing all the commandments and ordinances of the law given by Moses in circumcision
and other observances. Third, His immersion and entry upon his mission as a Teacher and Prophet. Fourth, his perfecting his characterthrough sufferings, and the fitting bis body as a pure victim for sacrifice,
his death upon the p Cross. Fifth, his resurection from the dead, the
healing of his wounds. Sixth, his sojourning of forty days with his disciples after three days spent in the tomb. Seventh, his consecration after
the typo of consecration of Aaron and his sons occupying seven days, m:ikiog complete the fifty days, the usual time between the passover and the
feast of harvest, commonly called the Pentecost. The fulness of the
anointing marks a change in the work of preparation, the apostle alludes
to it in I. Cor. v:16. "Wherefore henceforth know we no man after the
flesh: yea though we have known Christ after the flesh yet now henceforth, know we him no more. How shall we regard him and speak of
him then? The question is solved in II. Cor. iii:17. ''Now the Lord is
that spirit." The Holy Spirit has taken possesion of the prepared body.
The Spirit has chosen an habitation, as it will on a larger scale, when all
the sons of God shall be manifested without rebuke before an astonished
world as it is written in Eph. ii: 21. 'Tn whom all the building fitly
framed together groweth unto an holy temple in the Lord, in whom ye
also are builded together for an habitation of God through the spirit. It
is written again I. Cor. xv. 28—"That God may be all in all."
The preparation of the multitudinous body is also the work of God.
"Of his own will begat he us with the word of truth, that we should be a
kind of first fruits of his creatures." Again it is testified Eph. ii: 10—
"For we arc his workmanship created in Christ Jesus unto good works
which God hath before ordained that we should walk in them." The
members of the body of Christ are a purchased people, and are therefore
not their own. They recognize a master that laid down his life for them;
therefore they are of a humble and contrite spirit and tremblcth at his
word, even so much so that they "fear lest a promise being left us of
entering into his rest any of you should seem to come short of it." In
order to fully appreciate the Gospel, it is necessary that we be well instructed in it. To know God as revealed in Christ is to realize that
eternal life is within our reach, it is a matter of confidence that God will
perform the Truth unto Jacob and the mercy unto Abraham, and that if
we accept the gospel terms we yield obedience to its requirements. As
one fundamental necessity we have to become connected with Abraham
and his seed the Christ; for if we be Christ's then arc we Abraham's
seed and heirs according to the promise." The obedience in baptism
having begun in good earnest, there is a work for us to perform.
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"Work out your own salvation with fear and trembling." But associated with the work there is the encouragement that we are not left alone,
for it is written, "For it is God which workcth in you both to will and to
do of his good pleasure." Jesus as the head of the body in his probationary career was a candidate for immortality. As a son of Mary, he
was a fleshy descendant of Adam, as all his brethren are, and therefore
needed salvation. The Deity provided the salvation for him, in the
same offering which he offered for his people. As the antitypical Aaron
he offered for himself as well as for his people. "Who in the days of his
flesh, when he had offered up prayers and supplications with strong crying and tears unto him that was able to save him from death, (or, "out
of death, for he was willing to die from his youth up) and was heard in
that he feared"—Hob. v: 4. Paul tells us in Heb. xiii: 20, "Now the
God of peace that brought again from the dead our Lord Jesus Christ,
that great shepherd of the sheep, through the blood of the everlasting
covenant." So we see the blood of the everlasting covenant, was efficient for the personal resurrection of Christ and is in agreement with the
testimony in Heb. ix: 12—"Neither by the blood of goats and calves,
but by his own blood ho entered once into the holy place, having obtained eternal redemption." The following scripture I offer as a specimen of his earnest solicitation for salvation: Ps.lxxxvi: 16—"O turn
unto mo, an 1 li.ive mercy upon me, give thy strength unto thy servant
and save the son of thine handmaid." And the Psalmist foreshadowing
the mind of Christ says (Ps. cxvi: 16): "Lord, truly I am thy servant, I
am thy servant and the son of thine handmaid; thou hast loosed my
b n<'s, I will offer to thec sacrifices of thanksgiving and will call upon
the namo of the Lord, I will pay my vows unto the Lord now in the
presence of all his people, in the courts of the Lord's house in the
midst of thee, O Jerusalem; praise yo the Lord."
But I must hasten to finish the second part of my discourse, the preparation of the multitudinous body. The saints are a suffering community developed by faith, tested by affliction and persecution, encouraged
by hope in the second appearing of Christ to gather together his elect
from the four winds of heaven. Eph. ii: 11 says, -And he gave some
apostles, and some prophets, and some evangelists, and some pastors
and teachers for the perfecting of the saints, for the work of the ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ, till we all come in the unity
of the faith and of the knowledge of the son of God, unto a perfect man,
unto the measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ." This perfect
man is, according to another figure, an accumulation of precious stones,
that shall be accepted at the judgment seat of Christ. The prophet
Malachi says of them (chap, iii: 17), "And they shall be mine, saith the
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Lord of hosts, in that day when I make up my jewels." Daniel describes their appearance in the presence of Christ, as the son of man before the Ancient of Day; "and there was given him dominion and glory,
and a kingdom that all people, nations, and languages should serve him;
his dominion is an everlasting dominion which shall not pass away, and
his kingdom that which shall not be destroyed." When the saints sh-ill
have attained to this high and exalted positon in the earth—by resurrection, and immortalization, the question will then be asked, "Who is this
that looketh forth as the morning, fair as the moon, clear as the sun,
and terrible as an army with banners?"
May we, dear brethren and sisters, do our part in the preparation of
this multitudinous body of Christ, that we may be accepted to take our
place in that holy temple of the Lord, which is being fitted for an habitation of God through the spirit.
AN OPEN LETTER TO THE LONDON, ONT., ECCLESIA.
WINNIPEG, MAN., CANADA, Sept. 30, 1902.
Dear Brethren:
Last June a brother in Toronto sent me a copy of a statement of the attitude
of the London and four other Ecclesias on the current controversies in the brotherhood; it was also published in the Christadelphian in August. I also received
copies of two phamphlet9 recently issued from Buffalo. About the same time I
received a pamphlet issued by Bro. Thos. Williams, entitled "a plea for action in
furtherance of justice looking towards union and unity." A perusal of these
writings has led me to look carefully into the matters in controvesy. Having
been immersed by your Ecclesia and being known personally to probably a majority of the brethren who have subscribed to the statement referred to, I feel that I
should make known to them and the brethern generally my position with reference to the controversies that are unhappily the cause of divisions. It is something over five years ago since you assisted me to put on the sin covering name
of Jesus anointed, when fifty years of my life had passed, and for nearly a year
previous to that event I studied "Christendom Astray" and "Elpis Israel," proving the doctrine therein taught by the scriptures of truth; and since then I have
read "Eureka," "The Laws of Moses," and other writings of our late brethren,
Thomas and Roberts, and I have yet to find anything wrong on any material
point according to the scripture of any part of the truth that I learned from their
writings previous to my immersion. For about five years I have been in comparative isolation in Winnepeg, as you know; the dissensions and divisions that
have occurred during that time have been very distressing and I cannot help but
think that there has been a violation of the teaching of the word of God that we
"walk with all lowliness and meekness, with long suffering and forbearing one
another in love, endeavoring to keep the unity of the spirit in the bonds of peace."
I am opposed to division unless the first principles (Heb. vi: 2) are in question,
and the scripture which says, ''But why dost thou judge thy brother? or why dost
thou set at nought thy brotheri1 for we shall stand before the judgment seat of
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Christ. Let us therefore follow after the things which make for peace and
things wherewith we may edify one another," appeal to me with great fovce.
Previous to reading Tiro. Williams' "appeal" I only knew of his teaching mostly
by hearsay, and I believed it to be in some respect contrary to the truth, and I
blamed him as being a disturber and creator of divisions; but he denies the following charges:
1. That brother Williams teaches that men are personally guilty of Adam's
sin.
2. That at baptism we are forgiven Adam's sin.
3. That we are baptized for Adam's sin.
4. That God will not, and that by his law He has tied his hands so that he
cannot, raise from the dead and punish any who die during the Gentile dispensation, except those who are baptized into Christ.
I felt that L should give Bro. Williams credit for honesty and sincerity in his
'•appeal," and obligated as one brother of Christ is to another to give it full
and careful consideration, for if there is a wrong to be righted or an injustice to
be rectified it is a matter for which I may have to give an account.
I bring any and all teachings to the test of scripture and the teaching of Bro.
Thomas and Bro. Roberts, and I have found that Bro. Williams' exposition in
his pamphlet on Adam's condemnation and of our relationship to Adam and
Christ are both scriptural and in occord with their teaching. On the responsibility question, I believe there must be a place for every part of the truth, and when
Bro. Thomas states in Eureka, vol. 2, page 85, "that at the time the great white
throne is placed, styled in Horn, xiv: 10, and 1 Cor. v: 10—the judgment seat of
Christ, has to d<> with the affairs of the saints exclusively, before which all constitutionally in Christ appear," it does not annul the truth that he states concerning
rf-jectersof His word in vol. 3, page 671: " Unbelieving lovers of lies, though they
may say ' Lord, Lord,' and prophesy in His name, who refuse to receive his words
(Rom. ii, 12), come forth from the graves in the day of resurrection and are condemned to shame, contempt and death." In this also I find myself substantially
in agreement with brother Williams, for he states " that the absence of baptism
is no barrier to their (enlightened rejecters') resurrection to judgment
and punishment;" but he makes a reservation and draws a distinction similar
to brother Thomas in Eureka, vol. 2, page 85, that the " judgment seat"—bema—
means a tribunal to render decision between ' good and bad,' ' life and death,'
whereas in the case of Gentiles out of Christ " good " and " life " have never been
in question, since they were never on probation, never passed from 'death unto
life.' " See his " Plea for Unity."
In the statement of belief of five Canadian ecclesias, under the heading of
" What we believe the scriptures teach," I find it in some respects not in harmony
with the scriptures as expounded by brother Thomas and brother Roberts. It
appears from this declaration that a brother who had learned the truth from
" Christendom Astray " and " Elpis Israel," and believing it, would be disfellowshipped; remember, brethren and sisters, the scriptures, " Who art thou that
judgest another man's servant'( to his own master he standeth or falleth; yea, he
shall be holden up: for God is able to make him stand; every knee shall bow and
every tongue shall confess to God. Let us therefore not judge one another any
more; but judge this rather, that no man put a stumbling block or an occasion to
fall in his brother's way"—Rom. xiv: 4, 10,13.
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Dr. Thomas states in " Anastasis " that " it is not necessary to understand all
the details of resurrection and judgment in order to possess the faith which justifies, and that if a person heartily believe in the resurrection of the just and the
unjust,' and that both these classes will appear in the presence of the righteous
judge, ' to give account of themselves to him,' their understanding so far is sound
upon these two first principles."
Brother Roberts in the Christadelphian, May, 1898, stated the general principle
on " responsibility " to be. " That men are responsible to the resurrection of condemnation who refuse subjection to the will of God when their circumstances are
such as to leave them no excuse for refusal, but as to when resurrection w:il take
place of ' rejecters of the word ' who do not come nnder the law of Ciirist by
belief and obedience, it is an immaterial point altogether."—•'Roberts-Andrew
debate," page 34. lie also states in "Christendom Astray," present edition, page
79, "Rejecters of the word who do not come under the law to Christ by belief
and obedience may be reserved till the close of the thousand years, it does not
seem reasonable that those who put away the council of God from themselves
should be passed over without judgment, and yet, since they do not become constituents of the household of faith, their resurrection, at the time when account
is taken of that household, would seem inappropriate; may they not be dealt with
at the end?" It is proper to state here that brother Roberts being questioned by
brother Andrew on this statement said that it is a mere question as to when they
will be dealt with, nothing more than a suggestion on an immaterial point, that
his views were much more certain and definite now, than when that was written,
that probably he would not write that now."
The general teaching of brethren Thomas and Roberts was, that only two
classes, the faithful and unfaithful, those who have taken on the name of Christ
by belief of the truth and baptism, and become constituents of the household
of faith, will be summoned before "the judgment seat of Christ," at Christ's appearing, "to be judged according to their works and receive in body according
to what they have done, whether it be "good or bad." Of necessity there is a
distinction drawn between the "judgment seat of Christ" before whom the faithful and unfaithful of the household of faith appear, and the judgment of enlightened alien rejecters. Besides the previous quotations from "Eureka" and
"Christendom Astray" the following references confirm this: "Declaration" proposition xxxi. "Good Confession," page 28.
It is evident that "unfaithful saints" and "enlightened sinners" are not on the
same status; the former are constitutionally "in Christ." Of the latter class
Paul says (I Cor. v: 12-13,'' What have I to do to judge them that are without,"
"them that are without God will judge." We have no authority for saying that
they will appear before "the judgment of Christ;" the most that we may be justified in saying is, that they are subject to resurrection, judgment, and punishment.
Very few brethren in Canada "deny that knowing and willful rejecters of the
word will be raised from the dead to answer for it," and brother Williams in his
"Plea" for unity says: "My belief now is that God has the right and power to
raise and punish Gentiles without infringing upon that law of resurrection and
judgment which comprehends all those who are in Christ and therefore on probation for good and bad according to their deeds." Are brethren justified in withholding fellowship from brother Williams and those in agreement with him on
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this question in the face of that declaration? I answer without the least hesitation, no.
Eeferring to the two pamphlets entitled "The one great offering of Christ for
sin,'' and ''Defense of the Buffalo statement of faith" with which your declaration is in some respects involved, I find that thay are not in agreement with the
scriptural teaching of brethren Thomas and Roberts. The statement is made on
page 4: "Now, any doctrine must be erroneous that proclaims to the world that
Christ died for his sin or sins, for Adam's sin, or Adamic sin, or sin in the flesh.
The sins that Christ died for. suffered for, atoned for. are defined as transgressions of law (I. John iii: 4)—all unrighteousness (I. John iii: 7), never in any instance that he died to atone for sin in the flesh, the one sin of Adam, federal
sin, nor for inherited racial and natural sin." It follows, if this teaching is true,
and if Christ died only for transgression of law and unrighteousness, that since
he was free from such, for he did no sin,he did not offer for himself as recorded
in the scriptures of truth. Let us test this teaching by brethren Thomas and
Boberts.
"Elpis Israel,"' page 113: "The word sin signifies in the first place, "the transgression of law," and in the next it represents that physical principle of the animal nature which is the cause of all its disease, death and resolution into dust.
It is that in the flesh which has the power of death," etc.
Page 114: ''Sin is a synonym for human nature, hence the flesh is invariably
regarded as unclean. God made him sin for us who knew no sin (II. Cor. v: 21),
and this he explains in another place by saying that l He sent Ilia own son in the
likeness of sinful flesh and for sin condemned sin in the flesh,' in the 'offering of
his body once.' Sin could not have been condemned in the body of Jesus if it
had not existed there. His body was as unclean as the bodies he died for; for he
WHS born of a woman and 'not one' can bring a clean body out of a defiled
body."
Page 115: "Sin in the flesh is hereditary; and entailed upon mankind as the
consequence of Adam's violation of the Eden law. The original sin was such as
I have shown on previous pages. Adam and Eve committed it; and their posterity are suffering the consequences of it. The tribe of Levi paid tithes to Melchisedec many years before Levi was born. The apostle says, "Levi, who receiveth
tithes, paid tithes in Abraham.' Upon the same federal principle all mankind
ate of the forbidden fruit, being in the loins of Adam when he transgres led.
This is the only way men em by aay possibility be guilty of original sin.
Because they sinned in Adam, therefore they return to the dust from which Adam
came—says the apostles, (in whom all sinned.' Mankind being born of the flesh,
and of the will of man, are born into the world under the constitution of sin.
Children are born sinners or unclean, because they are born of sinful flesh; and
'that which is born of the flesh is flesh,' or sin."
Page 118: "As the constitution of sin hath its root in the disobedience of the
first Adam, so also hath the constitution of righteousness root in the obedience of
the second Adam. Hence the apostle says, 'as through one offense (sentence was
pronounced) upon all men uuto condemnation; so also through one righteousness
(sentence was pronounced) (upon all men) unto a pardon of life. For
as through the disobedience of the one man the many were constituted sinners-,
so also through the obedience of the one the many were constituted righteous?
The two Adams are two federal chiefs; the first being figurative of the second in
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these relations. All sinners are in the first Adam; and all the righteous are in
the second, only on a different principle. Sinners were in the loins of the former when he transgressed; but not in the loins of the latter when he was obedient
unto death. Therefore, the flesh profiteth nothing.' "
Page 143: "Having then been made subject to evil, and consigned to the bondage of a perishing state, the Lord God repudiated their fig leaf invention and
'appointed coats of skins' for their covering. To appoint coats of skins, implies
a command for the sacrifice of the animals whose skins were converted to this
purpose. * * * When the sacrifice was accepted the offense was provisionally
remitted; for the scripture saith, 'For it is not possible for the blood of animals
to take away sins.' It was impossible because sin was to be condemned in sinful
flesh. Adam and Eve had faith, or God would not have accepted the sacrifices
with whose skins they were clothed; for it was true then as now that without faith
it is impossible to please God.' "
"Eureka" Vol. 1. page 169: "When Adam sinned, 'he knew that he was
naked' and he was ashamed and afraid; but the spirit appointed for clothing
of skins of sacrifices, and his sin was covered. Hence, 'blessed is he whose
transgression is forgiven, whose sin is covered,' or clothed. Joshua, son of
Josedec, a type of Jesus in the flesh, is first introduced as clothed in filthy garments, representative of the flesh with its propensities and lust; but when the
type is changed to represent Jesns in Holy Spirit, such as he acquired after resrection, Joshua's raiment is represented as being changed -"Take away,' says the
Spirit, "the filthy garments from him.' Wfien this was done the Spirit addresses
him and says, "I have caused thine iniquity to pass from thee, and I will clothe
thee witli a change of raiment.' "
Roberts-Andrew debate, page 32: "Legally a man is freed from Adamic condemnation at the time he obeys the truth and receives the remission of sins, but
actually its physical effects remain until the mortal (that is this Adamic condemned nature) is swallowed up in the life that Christ will bestow upon his
brethren at His coming. Those whom Christ does not approve are delivered up
to death again because of their sins and not because of Adam, xllthough reconciled in Christ, we remain under the physical effect of Adam's sentence till we are
changed in the twinkling of an eye at the last trump." Christadelphian, 1878,
page 225. Brother Roberts answered: "I fully endorse that. I understand God
gives the obedient believer a clean slate; everything is wiped out that stands
against us in any way, whether from Adam or ourselves.
Andrew—Then there is a passing out of Adam into Christ at Baptism?
Roberts—Certainly.
Andrew—When a man passes into Christ, what has he in Adam that he loses
when he passes into Christ?
Roberts—His relation to the whole death dispensation which Adam introduced. There is the preliminary deliverance at baptism, but it is not actual till the
resurrection.
Birmingham statement of faith: "That Jesus by dying abrogated the law of
condemnation for himself and all who should believe and obey him."
Law of Moses, chap- 18: "Christ must have been the subject of a personal
cleansing in the process by which he opened up the way of sanctification for his
people. 'It was of necessity that this man have somewhat also to offer,'(Heb.
viii: 3). By reason hereof he ought as for the people, so also for himself, to offer
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for sin,' (Heb. v: 3). 'By his own blood, he entered once into the holy place, having obtained eternal redemption,' (Heb. ix: 12). There was next the necessity
that it should be so. The necessity arises from the position in which men stood
as regards the law of sin and death, and the position the Lord stood in as their redeemer from that position. The position of men was that they were under condemnation to die because of sin, and that not their own sin, but ancestral sin at
thebeyinning. The forgiveness of personal offenses is the prominent feaiurein
the apostolic proclamation, because personal offenses are the greater barrier.
Nevertheless men are mortal because of sin. quite independently of their own
transgressions. Their redemption from this position is a work of mercy and forgiveness. We see Christ drown in the evil which he was sent to cure; not outside of it, not untouched by it, but in it to put it away. The statement that he
did these things for us has blinded many to the fact that he did them 'for himself first, without which he could not have done them for us."
Page 16: "Under apostolic guidance we see Christ both in the bullock, in the
furniture, in the veil, in : he high priest, and, in brief, in all these Mosaic 'patterns,' which he says were a shadow of things to come" (Heb. viii: 5; Heb. ix: 19;
Heb. x: 1, Heb. iii: 5), all were both atoning and atoned for (Lev. xvi: 33). There
is no counterpart to this if Christ is kept out of his own sacrifice, as some
thoughts would do. He cannot be kept out of it if place is given to all the testimony, an express part of which is, that as the sum total of the things signified
by these patterns, he was 'purified with' a better sacrifice than bulls and goats,
viz,, his own sacrifice (Heb. ix: 23,28). If he was 'purified' there was something
to be pur fiod from. What was it? Look at hi3 hereditary death taint as the son
of Adam, through whom death entered into the world by sin, and there is no
difficulty."
"Eureka," Vol. II. page 224: "The eternal Spirit-word was the high priestly
offerer of his own flesh, whose character was without spot—'holy, harmless, un--,
defiled, and separate from sinners;' who knew no sin, yet whose nature was in all
points like ours—'sin's flesh,' in which dwells no good thing. The flesh made
by the Spirit out of man's substance, is the Spirit's annointed altar, cleansed by
the blood of that flesh when poured out unto death 'on the tree.' "
A comparison of the teaching contained in the above abstracts from brethren
Thomas and R iberts' works, show clearly that these two pamphlets and the declaration to which vou have subscribed are not in harmony with them; but there
is a more serious.departure from the truth in the statement on page 2, "Buffalo
Defense": "That this penalty of the second death is the only condemnation
that we are freed from at baptism." Paul states in Rom. viii: 1,2: "There is
therefore now no condemnation to them which are in Christ Jesus, who walk not
after the flesh, but after the spirit. For the law of the spirit of life in Christ
Jesus hath made me free from the law of sin and death." This scripture declares that baptism frees us from the law of sin and death, and it is scarcely
necessary to say that this is not the second death; there is no resurrection, no
redemption from the second death. When you and the other brethren of the
London ecclesia baptized me, was that baptism to release or free me from the
condemnation of the second death? I am well aware that it was not, and I cannot believe that you endorse this statement in the "Buffalo Defense" (although
you were associated with its writer when the Toronto Declaration was formulated and adopted), for I remember your teaching and it was in harmony with
Dr. Thomas.
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The apostle Paul says (Rom. viii: 20): "The creature was made subject to
vanity not willingly;" and in Rom. v: 19—"By Adam's disobedience the many
were made sinners." Therefore we are born sinners or unclean because we were
born of sinful flesh; and "that which is born of the flesh or sin." But we are
not only made or constituted sinners by the disobedience of Adam, but have become sinners even as he by actual transgression, in this condition the apostle
says we are without Christ, being aliens from the commonwealth of Israel, and
strangers from the covenants of promise, having no hope and without G > 1 in the
world (Ephes. ii: 12); "being alienated from the life of God through the ignora-ice
that is in them'(Ephes. iv: 18); but by the grace of God, we heard, believed
and obeyed the truth 'through failh and that not of ourselves it is the gift of
God.' We were baptised into Jesus Christ, into his death, and we were buried
with him by baptism into death, that like as Christ was raised up from the dead
by the glory of the Father, even so we also should walk in newness of life, for if
we have been planted together in the likeness of hi3 death, we shall be also in
the likeness of his resurrection (R>m. vi: 3-5); and 'being buried with Christ by
baptism into his death' our sin and nakedness are covered, our iniquities forgiven, being invested with Christ as witli a white robe.' "VVe that were afar off
are made nigh by the blood of Christ; through him we have access by one spirit
to the Father, and are no more strangers and foreigners, but fellow citizens with
the saints, and of the household of God; fellow heirs of the same body, and partakes of God's promise in Christ by the gospel"—Ephes. ii: 13, 18, 19; Ephes.
iii: 6.
In this condition Paul says (Rom. viii: 1): "There is, therefore, now no condemnation to them which are in Christ Jesus, who walk not after the flesh, but
after the spirit," "for he that is dead [died] is freed from sin—Rom. vi: 7. "Being then made free from sin ye became the servants of righteousness," and having '•become servants to God, ye have your fruit into holiness and the end everlasting life," (Rom. vi: 18 and 22) "for the law of the spirit of life in Christ
Jesus hath made me free from the law of sin and death" (Rom. viii: 3); and if we
have been "faithful unto death when we are summoned to stand before the
judgment seat of Christ, to receive in body according to that we have done, good
or bad, we "shall not be injured of the second death," and the Lord the righteous
judge shall give us a crown of life that falleth not away. Then will this mortal
have put on immortality, then will our sinful nature be cleansed absolutely when
our vile body is changed, of which we were provisionally, legally and symbolically
or ceremonially cleansed at baptism.
As there are very few brethren in Canada who deny the resurrectional respou
sibility of enlightened unbaptized rejectors to condemnation and punishment, so
I believe, there are very few who endorse the Buffalo statemeut, "That the
penalty of the second death is the only condemnation that we are freed trom at
baptism;" and if the brethren who have divided on account of current controversies really desire unity and peace in the household, agreement may be obtained
without the sacrifice of the first principles, "repentance from dead works, faith
towards God, doctrine of baptisms, and of laying on of hands and of resurrection of the dead, and of eiernal judgment"—Heb. vi: 1-2.
Because brethren in Birmingham changed the form of Prop. xxv. of the statement of faith which was generally accepted by the household for forty years, it
does not follow that brethren in Canada or elsewhere who object to the amend-
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ment because it puts enlightened Gentiles out of Christ upon the same platform
as those who are in Cnrist, should accept or endorse the amendment. Nor does
it follow that those who do accept the amendment are justified in using it as a
means of coercion and of disfellowship of faithful brethren.
The question now is not has brother Williams been wrong or done wrong in the
past? for he says in his appeal for unity, "Whereial have done amiss, spoken
rashly or written unadvisedly I am willing to confess and ask for pardon;" then,
as brethren of Christ it is our duty to forgive, and have only to consider whether
the doctrine and principles set forth in his - 'Plea" are in accordance with
the first principles of the truth, and whether we are justified in withholding fellowship from him and those in agreement with him. Think of it,
brethen, think of the words of the Lord Jesus: "This is my commandment, that
ye love one another, as I have loved you." You know the brethren in Canada
whom you have disfellowshipped as I know many of them, old and faithful
brethren of Christ, intelligent in the word, zealous of good works. Ask yourselves, Are we justified in our action in the light of the word and of our responsibility to the judgment seat of Christ?
Some brethren do not agree with the use of such words as "provisionally" and
"legally," but there is nothing objectionable in them as illustrative of scriptural
teaching, as an examination of the writings of brethren Thomas and Roberts,
where they are used, will show. I have written this letter to give to the brethren
'a reason for the hope that is within me with meekness and fear," "endeavoring
to keep the unity of the spirit in the bond of peace."
From Your Brother in Christ,
JAMES DKEWE.

OPEN' LETTER TO THE EDITOR OF THE CHRISTADELPHIAN.
BROTHER LAIRD'S REJOINDER.

Dear Brother Walker: I thank you for your "Reply" to my Open Letter. I
thank you for it, although its perusal caused me to feel that in response to my
request for bread you had given me a stone. With a weaker hope, yet hoping
still, and with a sincerity that is real, I again come to you seeking for bread. I
respectfully beg the favor of your attention while I endeavor to represent the
situation as it truly is. I will do this by commenting on the contents of your
replies and contrasting them wish the request contained in my former letter. By
again referring to it you will, I am sure, quite readily observe that I did not ask
if you were in "perfect harmony" with Dr. Thomas' doctrine of the Eden Sacrifice. I am thankful, however, for this unsolicited information, particularly so in
view of the fact that in June, 1900, there accompanied the Christadelphian an
anonymous pamphlet which stigmatized Dr. Thomas' teaching on the Eden Sacrifice as a "False Foundation." This anonymous repudiation of the doctor's
teaching coming with the Christadelphian, and apparently issued with it, has been
supplemented by a prominent Buffalo brother who has said that "This whole
theory of the provisional forgiveness of the one sin of Adam has not a particle
of truth in it."
Leaving the doctrinal disagreement for yourselves to adjust, I proceed to point
out that the acceptance or rejection of a "phrase" is comparatively unimportant.
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You did not in your answer to It. W. P. state that you "found yourself in perfect harmony with Dr. Thomas' doctrine on the Eden Sacrifice, but none the less
disagreed with the phrase." You will. I trust, excuse me if I insist on the fact
that It. W. P. did not inquire concerning the "phrase."' It was the doctrine which
the "phrase" was believed to actually represent. Neither R. W. P. nor any other
intelligent brother would have taken your answer as an evidence that you "were
in perfect harmony" with the doctor's teaching. Please tell us wherein consisted
the "cloudy perception of the divine operation in its earliest revealed stages"
you imputed to It. W. P. Was it in the doctrine that even you are in harmony
with? If so, then you share "cloudy perception" "Was it in the "phrase." you
object to? If so, then Dr. Thomas, who first taught us to use the "phrase," had
a "cloudy perception of the Deity's work in its earliest revealed stages." But aa
you are in "perfect harmony with the doctrine" and occupy a foremost position
as instructor of the brethren, I respectfully ask you to furnish us with a
"phrase" that will unobjectionably express the only conclusion established by
the doctrine. It is our sincere desire to discard any "phrase" that may be a
cause of misunderstanding amongst us; and if Dr. Thomas, with his professional
education, and brilliant, yea, profound mental endowment, has erred in using an
objectionable "phrase" and still be highly esteemed as a brother, surely ttie same
charity may be extended to the humble and lowly "poor of the Hock" of the
Deity.
You next remark that "What I understand by it is plain in my answer in the
June numb jr." I verily beHaved it w=i-s plain until I read yjur "rj^ly"; a id no*v
I will confess that it requires a mind gifted equally with your own to comprehend
how you can be in perfect harmony with the doctor's teaching and yet reject his
phrase, and return to R. W. P. the answer in your June number. I regret to think
that there may be many of your readers who will admire the short and easy
method you have taken to demonstrate that Dr. Thomas, who emphasizes the
words, "provisionally remitted," did not in reality believe that Adam's sin was
remitted at all." The fact that Adam died is the insurmountable evidence you
adduce to prove that his sin was not remitted at all. Art thou a master in Israel, and a shepherd to feed the lambs of Christ's flock? Where did. you ever
learu that the gospel of our salvation was for the preventio i of death? Dr.
Thomas knew Adam died, yet he has given us an elaborate exposition of the
Eden Sacrifice, summed up in the words, "When the sacrifice was accepted the
offense was provisionally remitted." This conclusion is variously reaffirmed in
Eureka, as I quoted in my "'Open Letter."
Would it not have been wiser for us to have tried to discover how this could be
rather than to discard a fundamental premise of our faith and irreparably discredit Dr. Thomas?
Let me furnish a clew from Elpis Israel, page 144:
"If the death of a transgressor would have sufficed, then Adam and Eve might
have been put to deatli at once and raised to life again."

Here then, we have Dr. Thomas actually teaching tha r , even in the event of a
wholly fitting and acceptable sacrifice being offered and received by the Deity,
Adam and Eve would still have required to die, and then be raised to life again.
Alas, that it should be necessary to prove that the great plan of human salvation does not consist in "prevention" but in "redemption."
Dr. Thomas emphasized the word "provisionally" and then added the words,
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"For the Scripture saith that it is not possible for the blood of animals to take
away sins." He did this, not to disprove the doctrine he had already established,
as you infer, but to make it the starting point to prove his emphasized conclusion, viz.: "The great principle to be compassed was the Condemnation of sin, in
sinful flesh, imv cent of actual

t.ars.resiion."

It can quite easily be shown from the Scriptures that when God forgives sin,
he dots not, as a rule, prevent punishment for that sin. This, however, is not
the place for such an attempt. Let it suffice for the present for me to refer you
to the current issue of your own magazine for an illustration which no man can
gainsay. I refer you to page 428, five lines from the bottom of the sacoud column,
where brother Bower says, in speaking of David: "Although the sin was'forgiven, the temporal punishment was not prevented." Deeper study of the history
of divine dealings with man will show that God could not (as a rule) act otherwise.
But leaving this, I observe you charge me with "devoting a couple of pages to
make you out at variance with Dr. Thomas." Please read again the couple of
pages. Not one single word did I say about you being at variance with Dr.
Thomas. There was no occasion for me to do that. You did that yourself, far
more effectually than I could do, in your reply to R. W. P. The ''couple of
pages" were written with the sole object of furnishing irrefutable evidence that
'•current mystifications" could not possibly be the cause of questions being asked
concerning a doctrine which had a prior existence of about forty years. I truly
thought that less than two pages would have sufficed to accomplish so simple an
object, but they have thus far failed and I am obliged to write much more than
a "couple of pages." Yet, I truly thought that less than two pages would have
done; that quotations from Elpis Israel alone would have secured my object. But
I remembered that the precedent has been established by you, and your side in
this controversy, of deprecating or apologizing for the efforts of "Immature
Years." I therefore deemed it prudent to quote from the writings of the doctor's earlier years, his intermediate and his matured years; hence the "couple of
pages."
Now in all these years his teaching on the Eden Sacrifice is uniform, although
the "phrases" in which he embodies his conclusions differ. As you resent anything that has any appearance of "making you out at variance with Dr. Thomas"
and claim to be in "perfect harmony with his doctrine," will you please tell us
which, if any, of his phrases are unobjectionable?
You then allude to the "pungent" words of the editor of the ADVOCATE and
make the application to yourself. I do not know that he intended them for you.
But this I know, there are some to whom they are applicable, or were until quite
recently. Had you come in contact with loud-voiced, shallow brethren who are
continually bepraising Dr. Thomas—men who had never measured the height nor
the depth of the doctor's teaching; whose eyes had never opened wide to see the
surpassing excellence of his expositions nor the grandeur and sublimity of. Ma
unfolding of the Divine. Purpose; or if you had come in contact with some who
had done this in some considerable degree, but who persistently refused to pay
any attention to what Dr. Thomas teaches against their position in this controversy; or if you had come in contact with brethren who publish that they stand
fully and firmly by all Dr. Thomas' published writings, and at the same time declare that his whole teaching on the very first premise of our faith—in the doc-
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trine in dispute—has not a particle of truth in it—had such, I say, been your
experience, then I think that, instead of complaining of the "pungency" of his
words you would have commended their extreme moderation.
But seeing you disdain tactics such as these, I hope you will always, in all
things, show a more excellent way, particularly in one respect. If you have not
already begun, I beg you to do so by a better attempt to "Reply" to my Open
Letter. This is not written as a sarcastic retort to pierce and wound, but in all
gravity. I can assure you that the evasion you have practiced in your treatment
of this controversy and questions arising out of it, has the appearance, not only
of utter indifference to the sore mental distress and perplexity of many worthy
brethren and sisters, but also of trifling with the solemn tilings of the Deity Himself.
I do not share your serenity of minJ concerning Dr. Thomas'opinion of your
"continuance of his work," How will you appear if you have Dr. Thomas on
your right hand on the judgment day with the author of the anonymous Nottingham pamphlet on your left hand; with the writer of "The One Great Offering of
Christ for Sin" by his side? How will you appear when the form r author reads
from his pamphlet that the quotations from Elpis Israel and Eureka on the IS len
Sacrifice are a "False Foundation," or when the latter writer supports this repudiation of the doctor's teaching by reading from his tract: "This whole theory
of the provisional forgiveness of the one sin of Adan h;is not a particle of truth
in it?" At the same time your own words, to the effect that anyone asking if
Adam's sin was provisionally forgiven, evinces a cloudy perception of the Divine
work in its earliest revealed stages, would constitute a three-fold denial not qualified to secure Dr. Thomas' approval or admiration. There are other departures
chargeable against you; but this ought to suffice to cause one who examines himself not to be too confident in anticipating Dr. Thomas' favorable verdict on the
"continuance of his work." Who will boldly say that such a "continuance of
his work" will not entail upon you that dread catastrophe to which you allude.
Be assured, however, that our very real and sincere desire is for the salvation,
not the "consumption, of you and your friends."
Then comes your affirmation that it is the departure from some things that he
taught from the scriptures that has caused the "Current Mystification. "I had
much rather you had been more specific. For my own part, I know absolutely—
and living witnesses can confirm my word—that I have not departed one iota in
faith or practice since the day of my baptism, Not only so, but I claim, and am
prepared to prove by Dr. Thomas' writings, that I am in full and exact harmony
with Dr. Thomas' in his confession of faith essential for baptism and fellowship,
and to the best of my knowledge I have never fellowshipped anyone who did not
accept our original Birmingham basis of faith. Yet I am an excornmunicant.
You next tell us what the "root of it all is," "the denial that knowing and willful rejecters of the word will be raised from the dead to answer for it." It is no
fault of mine if the readers of the Christadtlphian do not know that I have been
a life-long believer in the doctrine of the third-class resurrection" and just as
strongly to-day as ever. Therefore, as well as for other reasons, I most emphatically dissent from your affirmation quoted above. No more fatal doctrinal error
was ever introduced into the Christadelphian body than that adopted and defended by you. I refer to the doctrine of baptism for personal sins only, and the corelated denial that believers at baptism are ceremonially justified and purified
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from the condemnation and uncleanness inherited from Adam. It evinces a
most deplorable deficiency in spiritual perspicuity to suppose that this'doctrine
is destructive, or in any degree however small, antagonistic to the doctrine of
the resurrection of the unbaptized.
The two doctrines bear no vital or necessary relation, and for my own part
I would feel no embarrassment if in the defense of either of them an opponent
should introduce the other. But this is a digression. I will return by inquiring
how the "root of it all''—that is. of all this "Current Mystification"—can be the
denial of the resurrection of the unbaptized. Until the order of nature is reversed, until the branch bears the root, not until then can it be truthfully said
that "Current Mystification" caused intelligent students of Dr. Thomas to inquire of you, who profess to be continuing his work, whether or not Adam's sin
was provisionally remitted in the Garden of Eden. Surely it must be apparent
to you that the formal public denial of the resurrection of the unbaptized which
has only been before the brotherhood for about ten years, cannot be the 'root"
of that which has been in existence for over fffly years. You may reply that
'•Current Mystifications" find neither origin nor support in Dr. Thomas' writings. If so, why do you and your friends continue todiscredit and deny the doctor's teaching on the Eden Sacrifice'? A pertinent question for you to answer is:
"What Is Current Mystification?"
Then you proceed to say, "No doubt God is stirring us up to more faithfully
warn persistent rejecters of the coming wrath." I very seriously differ from you.
There is room for very much doubt that God is doing any such thing. Can you
not see that a course of proceed lire which involves departure from the grand
premise laid by Dr. Thomas on a most vital element of our faith; a course which
has caused you to excommunicate many of the most faithful and intelligent
brethren in the United States and Canada, leaves ample room for doubt as to its
coming from God. Permit me to present an alternative.
There are many brethren on this side of the Atlantic, of whom I was one, who
loved the Christadelphian with a love bordering almost upon idolatry. They have
looked upon it almost, if not altogether, as a saintly and a sacred book. When
the ascent Zionward seemed steep and thorny, and weary and disheartened ones
seemed ready to lay the burden down, the Christadelphian strengthened them in
their weakness, solaced them in their sorrow, cheered there in their despondency,
and imparted a spiritual stimulus that sustained them until the vigor of ilieir
faith reasserted itself and the star of hope shone with renewed glory. This continued for many years, until at length it seemed as if the creature was reverenced
more than the Creator. The influence and authority of the Christad.lpkian with
many outweighed that of the Scriptures themselves. But "our God is a jealous
God, and the glory which belongs to Him He will not allow to another." In view
of these things there is room for the thought that the Christadelphian occupies or
sustains a false position in order to make manifest whether the brethren are to
be guided by the counsels of the Deity, or whether their love and obedience to
him rests on the Christadelphian.
All the matters alluded to in your "Reply" are more or less interesting, but ail
are entirely secondary to the matter in hand. I have touched upon them at some
length in order that you may see the reverse side of the shield, and also to make
luminously conspicuous the fact that you have wholly evaded the duty before
you. Permit me once more to point out, in few words, this unfulfilled duty. R.
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W. P. inquires of you if Adam's sin was provisionally remitted. You answer
no, and add that the question recalls a cloudy state of mind, due to "Current
Mystification." I furnished you with ample evidence to prove that "Current
Mystification" did not originate the doctrine of the Eden Sacrifice. The evidence proved that Dr. Thomas, fifty years ago, was the first to teach the provisional remission of Adam's sin. From the very nature of these indisputable facts
it was utterly impossible for "Current Mystification" to cause any reader of Dr.
Thomas' works to ask this question. "Current Mystification" is so self-evidently
not responsible for questions concerning Dr. Thomas'teaching on the Eden Sacrifice, that it must be apparent to you that you have made a misstatement. I need
not dwell on the important and responsible position you occupy before your
brethren and before your God. From the standpoint of our common servitude
and allegiance to Christ, I beseech you to suffer the word of exhortation. I trust
you will never violate the principle contained in Paul's injunction in Bom. ii: 2122. Once more then, I appeal to you to give at least equal prominence and equal
publicity to the correction of the misstatement you have made, and remind you
that even if we are striving in a good cause we must strive lawfully.
Faithfully your brother,
JAMBS LAIUD.

BUFFALO CONFUSION AGAIN.
Although the writer of the "Buffalo Defense" declared that production "final,"
he has found it necessary to "supplement" his "finality" by issuing another pamphlet of sixteen pages. This, like the '-finale," consists of quotations from Dr.
Thomas and brother Boberts, in an effort to prop up the "gospel of second
death" theory, and to sustain the new claim that the question of when enlightened
Gentiles will be punished is a first principle of the gospel. There is no pretense
of supporting the claims by quotations from the scriptures, only from the two
authors named. We must confess that even if the quotations proved what is
claimed for them they would not be convincing to us; we should still depend upon
"the law and the testimony."
In one quotation the words ofBom. ii: 8—"Do not obey the truth"—are woven
in to make them appear as applicable to the unbaptized. As well might the
words of Gal. iii: 1 have been quoted, "Who hath bewitched you that you should
not obey the truth?" The new theorists seem to think that "not obey the truth"
can only mean "not be baptized," and thus they deceive themselves.
Since they so strenuously claim to agree with Dr. Thomas, it is strange they
forget what he has written—if they really know—on the texts which they so ununskillfully misapply. On the one in question he says: '-When Paul reasoned
with Felix, who had been for many years a Judge to the Jewish nation, he urged
upon him among other things 'the judgment about to happen.1 In writing to the
Christian Jews in Rome on this subject he said: "To them who are contentious
and do not obey the truth, but obey unrighteousness, there shall be indignation and
wrath, tribulation and anguish, upon every soul of man that doetli evil, OF THE
JEW FIRST, then of the Greek". This the warring, wrangling brethren now apply to unwashed Gentiles; but instead of applying them to the judgment seat of
Christ the doctor applies them to the "judgment of Gehenna" which came
upon "the Jew first" in the destruction of the Jewish commonwealth."
It may be incidentally remarked, too, that the judgment about which Paul
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rea soned before Felix is declared by the doctor to be "that about to happen'' on
the Jewish commonwealth, while with our new theorists the case is regarded as
positive proof that Paul taught Feliz that he was responsible to resurrectional
judgment.
In this connection, too, why do not our brethren stick to the doctor when he
declares that the "last days" refer to the end of the Jewish age, and that upon
the_Jews at that time came the "judgment of Gehenna," because they rejected
Christ? Forsaking the doctor and determined to prop up a new tottering theory,
they must have the "last days" where he says they do not belong, showing^that
"last days" must not be confounded with the "latter days " Hence, according
to Dr. Thomas, the text so often quoted and misapplied by those who loudly
boast of being in agreement with him does not refer to the judgment seat of
Christ, but to the "last days of the Jewish commonwealth." I refer to the^text.
"My words shall judge him (the rejecter) at the last day."
It is a mystery what has become the matter with these wrangling brethren that
they should quote from authors in a way to set them against each other and eacli
one against himself, and yet put their dependence upon such quotations. On
page 7 of this last piece of confusion there is a quotation from B. R. which says •
"Death purifies from hereditary condemnation," referring to natural death,
while on page 10 a quotation irom the same author says that "twenty resurrections would only restore a man twenty times to the old jurisdiction." If It. R.
is right in saying that natural death "purities from hereditary condemnation,"
and if, as is claimed, hereditary condemnation is only a physical thing—mortality
—and there is no legal aspect about it, then the dead must come forth physically
purified from mortality, and again the Buffalo new theory, with help from R. It.,
is back into the old exploded and renounced theory of immortal emergence.
Now, if the new departure must have this quotation from 11. R. and yet claim
support from both him and Dr. Thomas, let them harmonize the following if they
can:
R. R.—"Death purifies him from hereditary condemnation."
Dr. Thomas—"Would anyone intelligent in the word affirm that an unclean
body, made yet more unclean by becoming a corpse, and therefore defiling to
everyone who touched it, becomes clean by being put into an unclean place, aud
lying there for three days, more or less?—Eureka, vol. iii: pp. 58(3-87.
The mistake that our brethren make is in attributing to the natural death of a
sinful man what belongs only to the sacrificial death of our sinless Saviour, and
even in his case the efficacy was not realized in the mere act of dying and being
buried, but in the ultimate result of which his acceptable sacrificial death was
the cause—purification of body by a change after resurrection, to immortality.
This sacrificial death we symbolically die when we are baptized into Christ's
death; and thereby we are provisionally "freed from the dominion of sin," pending the absolute physical purification and freedom when our "vile body" shall be
changed. Under the quotation from R. R. Bom. vi. 7; I. Pet. iv: 1, are referred
to as proof. Let anyone read these texts and wonder how they could ever be
quoted to prove that natural death purifies a man from hereditary condemnation.
Even where the authors quoted make matters so clear that a discerning mind
cannot fail to see their meaning, our confused brethren fail to see it. In an effort to prove that salvation is from the penalty of the second death, and that the
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death of Christ and baptism have nothing to do with Adaamic sio, they quote
from the Christadelphian the following, which was written explanatory of the
words, "remission of sins," words which the tract from Buffalo quotes frequently to prove remission of personal sins only. The quotation is from the Christadelphian, 1879, p. 297, quoted in the tract, on page 6: "As an individual salvation it saves believers of the gospel promises, facts and mystery, from sin, sins,
and the wages of sin, which is death. It saves them from sins that are past when
they become the subjects of repentance and remission in the name of Jesus; and
it saves them from sin in the flesh [Is not this Adamic sin?] and the consequences of it

when they arrive from the death state to possess the kingdom of God."
Now, if the gospel saves from "sin in the flesh," then the death of Christ saves
from sin in the flesh; and if baptism is into the death of Christ, which saved
him and will save us fr.>:n sin in the flesh, then baptism is into a sacrificial
death as a means of salvation from sin in the flesh. "Sin in the flesh," "hereditary sin," "Adamic sin," "constitutional sin," etc., are phrases which are of the
same meaning, and are used to distinguish "Adamic sin" as it affects the race
from personal sins. So we have the spectacle of the Buffalo statement declaring
that baptism and the sacrifice of Christ have nothing whatever to do with
Adamic sin, and yet quoting from the Ckris adelphian a declajation that salvation does have to do with sin sin in the flesh), sins (sins that are past) and daath ,
the consequence of sin.
If we could believe our Buffalo brethren would appreciate it, we would thank
them for even the detached quotations they give from the ADVOCATE; for we
feel sure that no discerning mind will fail to see that the quotations are scriptural. Let us hope that if nothing else will open the eyes of those deluded,''supplements" will continue to be added to "finalities" until the confusion of our
groping brethren become manifest and all good and honest hearts turn from it to
the harmony, purity and righteousness of the Truth.—[EDITOR.

" T H E KING OF GLORY."
Within Thy hand no more the mocking reed ;
Upon Thy brow no more the thorny crown,
Nor slanders vile escape derider's lip
Again, 'though knee shall bend and heads bow down.
And they that disown'd Thee in sorrow's day,
Shall in Thy day of povv'r true homage bring,
And honest hearts shall then with glad acclaim
Hail Thee with eager voice as Lord and King.
Blindness which has happen'd to Israel's sons,
Shall be dispcll'd and eye to eye shall see,
Thy glory, Lord, on David's lighted throne,
When Thou shalt reign Supreme from sea to sea.
The true Rod of Empire Thy hand shall sway,
And happy tongues shall say, " Great Is the Lord,"
And all the earth shall join in sweet refrain,
Thy praise to sing in joyous, grand accord.
Norfolk, Va.

BENJAMIN F . S H I P P .
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tion in dividing many ecclesias upon
the question. If you can have "baptized believers of the gospel" who did
NOVEMBER 1902
not believe as you do upon the "rejecIS EEROE CONSISTENT "WITH SAL- ter question" before they were baptized, why should you question a candiVATION?
date upon the subject? and why do you
Under the above heading the Christ- refuse fellowship, and advise others to
adelphian for October reproduces an ar- refuse it to upright ''baptized baliavticle written fifty-four years ago, which ers of the gospel"- Why? Be consisshould not have been published now tent, brother, if you are the one wiio is
without editing; for it argues the possi- really managing the Christadelphian in
bility of resurrection to a future proba- this matter. It is not a matter to trfle
tion, a theory which of late has assum- with.
ed formidable proportions in the form
of ''Watchtowerism," which appeals to
THE ADVOCATE has now given the
the feelings of the people and conse- voice
the brotherhood on the matquently dethrones reason and hinders ter of of
the late controversy, and we rethe Truth. The following is the rea- joice with
all that the Truth has preson given by the Christadelphian for its vailed. We
have not the least disposireproduction:
to boast; but we are thankful,
•'Some well meaning brethren, in a tion
thankful that so many were able to
recent publication, have quoted Dr. stand
the Truth against the influThomas' paragraph 9 (above) against ence offora paper
which had, by its past
us; and confound tilings that differ good work, gained
wonderful power.
exceedingly. They have said in effect The outcome shows athat
we have breththat because Dr. Thomas objected to
of the right sort, who will support
'receiving'men who were so'weak in ren
paper as long as it supports the truth;
faith' as to believe in tbe immortality abut
know when to oppose, and who
of the soul! therefore we should not havewho
courage to oppose any movereceive baptized believers of the gos- ment the
hostile to the Truth regardless of
pel who have the least doubt concern- who may
be the movers.
ing the resurrection and judgment of
While the rallying may be nearly
u'.ibaptized rebels against the light."
in this country, we must not
The fact is some brethren in England complete
forget
our
distressed and, in some cases,
are calling the editor of the Christadelbrethren in the Briti^li Isles.
phian to account for treating the "re- outcast
the work, must go on there till the
jecter question" with some as a first But
are either righted or exposed,
principle, yea a "serious first princi- wrongs
that those deceived may return to
ple," as brother Sulley calls it, and yet so
the old paths. The ADVOCATE will
f ellowshipping many who take a direct- now
able to return to the old form,
ly opposite view and others who are in exceptbethat
of progress in the
d jubt. They are consistent and broth- rallying willreports
appear under the header Walker cannot extricate himself so ing of "Letters
Miscellaneous" and
long as he makes the question a test of "Intelligence." Next
month will make
fellowship with some and not with oth- a beginning, preparatory
good
ers. Taking his own words in the fore- start with the approaching tonewa year.
going quotation, his inconsistency is
very apparent. He seeks to defend
The letter appearing this month from
himself from the attacks of the extremists by apologizing for fellowshipping brother Drewe should open the eyes of
"baptized, believers of the gospel who have many, especially those to whom it is
the least doubt concerning the resur- addressed, since it comes from one who
rection and judgment of unbaptized speaks free from influence, and speaks
rebels." Can we have "baptized be- from personal experience. That he is
lievers of the gospel" who deny or have intelligent and knows what was taught
doubt about any first principle, brother and believed before this controversy
Walker? Your own statement shows broke out, his letter clearly proves. The
that you do not regard the "rejecter strength of his presentation of the sitquestion'' as a first principle and there- uation is in the impartiality and modby your own words condemn your ac- eration manifest throughout.
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INTELLIGENCE.
BOSTON, MASS.-Dear Brother Williams: I wish to inform the believers of
America through the ADVOCATE that a
meeting is held in Boston every Sunday
at G94 Washington street, Rathbono Hall,
a t l p. m., for the breaking of bread and
drinking of wine in memory of our
Lord's death until he comes, on the basis
of the old Birmingham statement of
faith. All believers visiting Boston who
are sound in doctrine will be welcomed
on this basis. Your brother in hope of
eternal life,

JOHX B. KILBIGH.

[Many will be thankful to receive this
information, and all can rejoice that there
are brethren who have courage to do
right, despite influence and taunts.—EDITOB.]

ELMIEA. N. Y.—We are but few in
number hero, and as our opportunities
and ability for presenting tho truth to the
alien in the usual way are extremely limited, yet. fooling that we should always
be "up and doing" in tho Master's cause,
we have decided to see if advertising
"The Great Salvation" in one of the daily papers on Saturday evenings will
bring any results, well knowing that
"God giveth tho increase." I send you a
clipping of the first insertion. We hope
and pray that if. in the wisdom of our
Heavenly Father, there are any in this
vicinity whom He would call unto His
Kingdom, tho seed thus sown may fall
into their hearts and bring forth fruit to
His honor and glory.
Wo rejoice to see the good work that
your 'Plea for Action and Unity" is accomplishing, and trust it may be the
means in God's hand of reuniting the
household of faith in tho bond of love and
fellowship on the old basis.
Brother Kenshaw in his letter in the
September ADVOCATE shows how brother C. G. Walker was apparently blowing
both hot and cold on the same subject.
And I wish to point out what appears to
me to be a great inconsistency on the
part of the editor of the Christadelphian.
In his reply to brother Laird's open letter ho reiterates his oft-repeated statement, that God eannot "pass over" or
"provisionally remit sin," and at the
same time punish the sinner by requiring
him to suffer the physical consequences

thereof. In his reply (?) he claims that
"Adam's first transgression could not
have been remitted at all, because ho
died." And yet—and here is where the
inconsistency appears—ho allows brother Bower in hia Sunday School lesson,
published in the same number (September), in speaking of David's sin, to say:
"Although the sin is forgiven, the temporal punishment is not prevented."
Consistency, thou art indeed a jowel,
hard to be found in the pages of the
Christadelphian under the new regime.
C. F . SPENCER, Sec'y.

GALENA, KAS—I write to say that I
am sorry to see tho proposition in the
last ADVOCATE in regard to an organization of a head or national committee
with subcommittees; for while some
good might be done, my judgment is
that far more evil is likoly to result from
it. The project is certain to meet with
strong opposition, and some sensitive
brethren will be alienated, and one such
brother is worth more than all the good
that such organization can do.
Such a step is peculiarly unfortunate
just now when you have just finished a
battle such as tho Truth has seldom witnessed, and in which you have come out
victor ously. and in which my whole
heart has been with you.
The brethren have begun to feel confidence once more, and have renewed
faith in your motives and ability, and if
you countenance such a scheme now
they will (many of them) think that your
head has been turned, and your action
(though thoroughly sincere), will be construed to indicate a thirst for leadership and authority.
If your own position only was to be
considered, I should advise as I do, but
if you say that the interest of the truth
is of greater moment than the position
of ANY brother, I will agree with you;
but in this case the Truth's interests and
your own are inseparable, and if your
motives are impugned the Truth suffers,
so that on both accounts I urge you to
advise that the matter bo dropped. You
have done well in objecting to form one
of such a committee. You can do better
in objecting to the formation of a committee at all. Should any brethren
choose to form themselves into a committee to further the cause of the Truth
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I certainly shall not object, but it should
not be a national or geographical thing.
I therefore urge you to discountenance
such a thing. Let me say, however,
that should such a committee be formed
I shall certainly act in harmony therewith so long as it shall serve legitimate
ends. There are other objections which
I have not noted. Fraternally yours,
E. B. P H I L L I P S .

[The Up-and-be-Doing Committee and
those with them who have mooted the
question are witnesses that we are not
the originator of the project: and so far,
when it has been suggested to us, we
have been too busy with the work in
hand to think much about future methods. We have felt that if such a project
matures, our place is to stand back,
ready to do what may fall to our lot
when invited to do it; and thus pursue
the course we did in the Up-and-be-Doing movement in its temporary form.
Brother Phillips' remarks are well worth
careful consideration. Let the brethren think the matter over and declare
themselves. It is not unlikely that the
Up-and-be-Doing movement repeated as
often as occasion may require would
work better than a permanent arrangement.—EDITOR.]

subscriber to the

ADVOCATE. I

must thank you for your perseverance
in the defense of the Truth of God as
we have it in His Holy Word.
J. F. EDWABDS.

MASON, TEXAS.-Dear Brother in the
Faith: You will find enclosed Postofflce
Order for a year's subscription to the
CHBISTADELLHIAN

our qualifications to worship accsptably
since baptism, should not be of as much
importance in taking on the name. I
sympathize with you and others who
have borne the burden during the heat of
the day. so many of us holding back waiting to see the result of your labors, not
hardly knowing what we could do that
would be of any help. I could always
join those who would say, "That's r gilt
brother Williams, go on with yourgood
work"; but never loud enough for you to
hear me, God will abundantly reward
those who know their place, and for
Christ's sake stay with it.
From the very first I have opposed
making the rejecter question a test of
fellowship, but did not know but what
you were wrong on the Adamic Condemnation question. I have tried often to
show some that you did not teach what
they claimed you did, but could not convince them. If wo are faithful in what we
do and study to know more of God's righteousness and discerningly apply it to
our thoughts and actions, we can wait on
the Lord's return with much hope of approval, even though unobserved by any
mortal man. Full of love to you for your
work's sake, I am yours in the faith,
BKTTIB GBEER.

MALONE, VA.—Dear Brother Williams: While sending remittance for a
new
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I

am

anxious to learn how matters are progressing in the United States. We are
taking the Christadelphian, but I never
see an ADVOCATE. There are no brethren living near me who take it, else I
might get them to read. I am the sister
who was published in the Christadelphian as too weak to stand alone, being
supported by my father. My daughter
has been baptized since they passed
their resolutions around, and she is not
yet able to say that the rejecter question,
as we term it, should cause division.
Strange, a doctrine now claimed to be of
so much importance, one so necessary to

MEDINA CITY, TEXAS.-It is a great
comfort to us to report the addition of
one more to our little flock at this place
—Mrs. Alma Kees, 25 years old, formerly
neutral, and the daughter of the writer.
Out of seven living children six of them
are now in the Truth. She was immersed
last Sunday, Sept. 21st, and broke bread
with us that evening.
Inclosed find postofflce money order for
$1.50, for which please send me an equal
number of the April and July-August ADVOCATES; or if you have not the April
number on hand send in its place your
"Appeal for Unity and Peace." I wish to
use them as a help in restoring to fellowship some who have been misled by
the Warfare contention. Now that the
war is over and pi'ace established under
the old flag, and the gospel of Christ
stand i out once more in its saving pur.
ity, I think we may quietly set about the
work of redeeming those who have been
misled by a misrepresentation of facts
by a class of strife breeders. It is a comfort which no tongue can speak nor pen
can write, to see the gospel emerge from
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the volume of smoke and flame which has
been thrown around it during the late controversy in all its original purity as God's
power to save us from death. Like Shadrach, Meshach and Abendigo(Dan. iii: 2027i. it has passed through the fiery ordeal
unharmed although assailed in some of
it's fundamental doctrines. I have often
wondered if the gospel might not bo corrupted by tradition before the Saviour
returns to uphold it, until it would lose
its power to save; but since this late controversy is over, I indulge tho hope that
it is safe, at least for the present generation; and before another has time to corrupt it Christ will be on the scene himself in person and in power to vindicate
his own glorious cause. With the rightof-way so definitely cleared by Dr.
Thomas and brother Roberts, and with
so many who are ready, willing and able
to follow the old landmarks in the defense of its purity, the saving power of
tho gospel is safe from corruption, at
least for a time. I often wonder what Dr.
Thomas would have said of the present
controversy if his voice could be heard.
We know what 1'aul would say by what
he has sai 1 (Heb. v: 12 . The things concerning the name of Christ in his sacrificial character as the sin bearer of the
race, constitutes an essential element of
the gospel (Acts viii: 12), all of which is
based upon the one great fact that he
was himself a wearer of that nature
which he came to redeem, and that by
divine arrangement that nature (in himself as well as us', could only be redeemed by the saci ificial blood of the new covenant; therefore it must be as declared
by Paul iHeb. vii: 7-27; Heb. ix: 25), that
like tin; high priest under the first covenant who offered first for himself and
Ihen for tho people, Christ, the M >lchizedec high priest, offered for himself. His
offering was the end of all sacrificial offerings under the first covenant as well
as the beginning of the new and higher
order of priesthood. He was a body especially prepared for to destroy the devil
and his work (Heb. x: 5; I. John
iii: 8.) To destroy the devil is 10
overcome sin in that nature which
sin had produced, thereby opening a way
for his own escape from tho just law
which consigns that nature to everlasting
death unless rescued. Because he was a
Holy one God would not suffer him to see

corruption (Acts ii: 31), and delivered
him, not alone from the grave, but from
the constitution of death iu which his
human descent had placed him in common with tho race he came to save. All
this and much more is set aside by the
late new departure. Tho entire doctrine
of moral regeneration, including baptism, is ignored; in fact, the entire gospel
as originally preached has been upset by
the late warfare, and we are now asked
to reject the original gospel of salvation
and accept a gospel of condemnation as
a condition of fellowship. This we cannot afford to do.
When these pamphlets first appeared I
gave them little attention as I felt sure
that the great majority of the brethren
were too well posted to be milled by such
a self-contradictory, aimless mass of
words without moaning. But I find to
my astonishment that many have been
deceived; and that the Christadelphian
should endorse such a flagrant error is
beyond my comprehension. May God in
his mercy help each of us individually
and collectively to know and to do our
whole duty to him that we may lay hold
on eternal life in the age to come, is tho
prayer of your humble brother in patient
waiting for Christ.

G. W. BANTA.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.—We have been
cheered on our path of probation by a
visit from Brother and sis or Williams,
of Chicago. Brother Williams exhorted
at our memorial service and lectured in
the evening at the Odd Fellows' Hall.
Subject, "Divine Revelation Concerning
This World and the World to Come."
During the week he delivered three
more lectures, on the following subjects: "Only One Saving Gospel.
How It Will Save?' ''Why Will Ye
Die With Life Within Your Roach?''
"The Earth Soon to be Blessed by the
Heavenly Visitor,"
Tnore was a fair attendance. It seems
hard to get people to come out and listen to the ti'uth. The third lecture asked
the question, "Why will ye die with life
within your reach?" I would answer,
People of this age love darkness better
than light. May we, dear brethren and
sisters, have the light; hold fast our confidence firm ui til the end, and may there
be an abundant entrance ministered unto
us all into the eyerlas ing kingdom of
our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ."
L. W. BAXTEB.
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to tho gazo of all. We are sometimes
ashamed to show our love and humility,
fearing that it might bo construed
wrongfully. I long for the time when
those who stand behind the Christadelphian will seek for peace and display
some of that love and forbearance which
the scriptures teach. Brother Williams,
when you were here, you intimated as
much as if there was a possibility of
your visiting England again. You are
in touch with all, and if you can accomplish any good by going there, let me
know and I will do all in my power to
help break down the barriers that exist
between the Vmerican and English
brethren. I t is a sign of weakness when
wo aro afraid to meet those we oppose,
and it must be evident to everyone! that
the Christadelphian has a weak case, as
can be seen from its previous actions.
I say, go into tho ranks of the brotherhood, and not allow them to be kept in
the dark; but let them be given a chance
to speak for themselves. 1 feel sure that
there would be but few in the BirmingA. COOKB.
ham ecclesia who would refuse you and
NORFOLK, VA.—I was exceedingly us fellowship after you had gotten
glad to see a letter from brother George through fairly presenting the matter to
T. Washburne in last month's ADVO- them. It is needless for me to tell you
CATE. Oh that the strife would end, and how much we were all strengthened and
that each one would put his shoulder to built up in our most holy faith during
the work and not be trying to pull your last visit; and many things hard ro
down that which has already been erec- be understood were made plain. With
ted. The scriptures say that the way love to you and all of like precious
is narrow that leads to eternal life, so faith, I remain yours
it is necessary for us to keep close toFraternally,
K. C. HENLEY.
gether in that narrow way, and thus
[Y'es, if tho Lord will, wo shall visit
"press toward the mark for the prize." England again. Nearly every letter that
It is by travelling near together when comes to us from over there asks, "Are
we aro pressing forward that we can be you coming?" or "When are you comhelping each other along; but if we bite ing?" Severiil over here, too, say go.
a,nd devour each other we will bo pull- Tho only question is as to when, and
ing apart. Why is it that brother Wil- that depends upon the condition of
liams' loving appeal for unity has been things over there and over here. It may
unanswered by those who have seemed be possible for tho situation to be
to desire that tho doors of the kingdom formed by next spring. If so, we shall
should be shut in his face, and against be ready to accept the opportunity to
all others who dare to say that they do extend the "Up-and-be-Doing" good
not believe that any but those that are work, as much as in us lies. If the
in covenant relationship with God will brethren in England could pave the way
be at the Judgment seat? The appeal for a tour for public lectures on thelirst
was a masterpiece, and I would say af- principles of the gospel, with considerater reading it that the author of it was tion of the questions in controversy to
one of the basest of hypocrites, or one come in secondarily, a mutual acquainof the most earnest of man; and know- tance would thereby be formed which
ing him as I do, I know how earnest he would enable all to act impartially on
is. It was only with a desire that good the matter of fellowship. Our plan so
might be done that he bared liis heart far has been at each place visited to

NEW KENSINGTON. PA.—We are
happy to state that we have had an addition to our ecclesia of two more by the
removal of brother and sister G-. Cooper,
of Buffalo, N Y. Brother Cooper has
brought his family with the intention of
permanently locating amongst us, and
we aro very glad to have them with us
for they are a family of very nice singers, and in that way are a great help in
our meetings; and we hope to be able to
report (in the near future) of some of them
obeying the truth, to run with us the race
for eternal life.
We are getting along (as an ecclesia) in
unity aud harmony and doing our best to
provoke one another unto love and good
works. We have started a Sunday School
and we enjoy it real well, the larger as
well as the small children. We have several strangers interested in the truth and
are in hopes they will soon, come in with
us and strive to enter the Kingdom of
God. With love to sister Williams, l a m
your brother in the love of the truth.
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proceed with public lectures; then the
brethren have airanged lor a meeting of
the ecclesia at which we have given a
history of the late controversy and dealt
with the issues, setting forth our position and answering questions. This has
never failed to effect mu tuafunderstand
ing and peace. In England, since a more
decided position has been forced in the
matter of fellowship, the case might be
met by suspending fellowship till the
matters are dealt with. Another plan
would be to have a meeting called in a
central place to be attended by representative brethren, who shall fully consider the case and report to the various
ecclesias, to bo finally acted upon by
them. No objection could be offered
against this, because each brother who
fully believes he is right could make the
effort to find a meeting point; and if
not this he could hope that his effort
might be successful in convincing erring
brethren (as he regards them) of their
error. One reason for proposing an arrangement that would admit of mutual
acquaintance is that our last visit convinced us that a prejudice exists against
America generally, and against the editor of the ADVOCATE in
EDITOB.]

particular.—

NORFOLK, VA.—Dear Brother Williams: The managing committee desire
me to request you to publish in the next
issue of the ADVOCATE our enclosed re-

ply to the charge made against us in the
June Christadelphian, which has been in
their hands since Aug. 20th, and which
has been refused publication. We think
brother Walker has treated us unfairly,
as he publicly requested us to state
whether or not we agreed with the Christadelphian; and we desire the brotherhood to know that our reply has been
given, but is being withheld.
Fraternally,
B. F. DOZIEH.
EBPLT TO THE OHISTADELPHIAN.

fringement on their rights and therefore
an irregular act. However much we regret to speak of it as the "old," we are
forced to do so to distinguish it from one
of much later date, and bearing the same
name, but with an additional amendment
by which it has become famous. As there
appears to be a lack of information as to
when, by whom, and for what purpose it
became necessary to amend it, after
standing so long, and being accepted by
our wisest brethren, we ask of you this
light. This is our pbsition, and where we
have stood for years.
You also quote brother Sully as making
a serious charge against us, namely,
that of trying to deceive you, as we tried
to deceive him. Such a charge is unjust,
as may be seen from the following:
In November. 1900, we received a letter
from brother Sully, notifying us of a contemplated return trip, in which he expressed a desire to visit us, but mentioned that some changes had taken
place in ecclesial affairs, and therefore
we might not desire to see him, and many
other things which it is not necessary to
state. We in reply renewed our invitation to visit us, stating that while "we
are not ignorant of the controversy which
has been going on among a few of the
most prominent brethren on each side of
the water, and of the extreme measures
taken by some of them on the questions
at issue, still we have avoided taking any
part in it, chiefly because wo do not believe it is entitled to the prominence
which it has been given. The question
of resurrectional responsibility is an
open one with us, never having been
made a test of fellowship during all the
years since the truth has been known
here, and we do not propose to make it so
now. We are a unit against division on
this and also on the question of Adamic
Condemnation. Therefore the changes
you refer to have not affected us In the
least, nor are we in any way in sympathy
with them. We would prefer to remain
silent, but at your request we write to
inform you of our position. After reading this, should you decide that the
brethren here are worthy of a visit, you

Dear Brother Walker: In reply to your
inquiry in the June number of the Christadelphian, we write to reaffirm our loyalty to the "old statement" as our basis of
fellowship, recognizing it as the only one
authorized and accepted by a united will please notify u s . "
brotherhood. It having become the propThen came the reply that it would be
erty of the body.the right belongs to them better for him to visit us during the mid[to change it] and not to any individual; dle of the week (or, in other words, beand to tamper with it without the knowl- tween Sundays). This proposition we reedge of all the parties interested is an in- jected, stating that if he deemed usun-
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worthy of his fellowship( we preferred to
be passed by altogether. Since then we
have been told by brother Sully that, if
we continue to countenance brethren Andrew and Williams, we must quit his
company. To sum the whole matter up,
it appears to us that his tour was in the
interest of division, and as we are
against everything of this character, we
checked it with what might be called a
snub.
Now, brother Walker, this is the real
situation, and in justice to the Norfolk
ecclesia, whose integrity has been assailed, and in due respect to the readers
of the Christadelphian, who have read
your inquiry, we request the publication
of this, in your next issue, in order that
they may have our answer as well as the
qestion.
Fraternally, B. F. DOZIEB, Sec'y,
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through the man Adam, disobeying the
law of God.
Thanks be to God in the words of th3
great apostle to the Gentiles, "Gad
giveth us the victory (how?) through Jesus Christ our Lord: for by being obedient in all things, even to the death of the
cross, thus fulfilling the promise of God
made to the woman in the Garden, and
through her to the whole human race.
that the "seed of the woman should bruise
the serpent's head." Wherefore God hath
highly exalted him far above all principalities, etc. He will eventually completely fulfill that Edenic promise in the
destruction of death. So we are j ustified
in our faith in the acceptance of the work
accomplished by him for us and himself
by God not suffering his "Holy one to
see corruption" in that he raised him
from the deaf..
Therefore we can joyfully say that we
have passed from the condemnation of
death into a new constitution. With love
to you, your brother in the faith,

[It is evident that when a paper becomes a slave to partyism, and plastic in
the hands of feminine impulse rather
than reason, it cannot be fair and just
towards the just and fair. The experiABTHUB JONES.
ence af the Norfolk ecclesia is not an isolated one, by any means, but others have
SOWERBY BRIDGE, ENGLAND,
had to submit in silence, while some have
Aug. 8.—Dear Brother Williams, Greetcringed under party power.—EDITOB.]
ing in the Lord: I have placed before
the serving brethren the pamphlets and
QUINCY, MASS.—Dear Brother Wil- books you sent me some time ago,.and
liams: My sister wife and myself thor- am requested to ask you to send to the
oughly enjoy the reading of the ADVO- above address a quantity as per accomCATE from month to month and look for- panying list; also send on invoice and on
ward to its visits with pleasure. Especial- receipt of same I will forward payment.
ly has this been so of late, having had the You will no doubt be pleased to learn
benefit of the loving plea for unity which that our meeting at Sowerby Bridge,
I am sure must be admitted by all along with three others, viz., Elland.
breathed forth the true gospel like spirit Huddersfield and Great George St.
of humility and forbearance, and at the Leeds are all working together on the
same time showed in a workmanlike old basis, and are thusout of fellowship
manner the scriptural teaching on the with the rest of the Yorkshire meetings.
disputed question. I often look back with As plan secretary I sent out post cards
a thankful heart to your visit to Quincy inviting them to meet at Sowerby Bridge
previous to the last one, when the much for the express purpose of framing a lecdisputed and vexed questions which were turing plan upon the old basis, when only
troubling us then were very similar to three meetings besides our own respondthose that trouble others at present. But ed to the invitation. I thank you vi-ry
as it was thoroughly established to the much, brother Williams, for the pamphsatisfaction of all who heard you that let in which is your appeal for unity. It
evening when you talked with mo in is a most excellent thing and to my mind
brother W. Pinell's house that there is is calculated to do much good in opening
therefore now no condemnation to those the eyes of brethren to the many misrepwho are in Christ, etc., proving that prior resentations of yourself and the good
there was then condemnation, and that it work you are engaged in. I have hoard
(condemnation to death) came about the pamphlet well spoken of by brethren
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who are acting in opposition to all your
endeavors. My sincere desire is that you
will be much blessed in the noble work
you have put your hands to. The ADVOCATE is to hand for July and August and
we note you are offering; the same for ten
cents. We are delighted with it. Sister
Brings is just now devouring it and cannot refrain from making frequent remarks over what she reads therein. You
will see that I am ordering thirty for distribution among our brethren. I notice
you deal with a pamphlet by brother
Stricklisr, which, I am happy to say, has
not found its way here, and hope that it
will not. l a m quite surprised that any
brethren are found to lend countenance
to such ideas as are expressed therein,
but after what has been written and
spoken of late years we need not wonder
very much. The editorof the ChristadeU
phian seems to have become unbalanced
on this responsibility question. July
finds him one way, and August giving
prominence to the opposite. May you be
long spared to uphold the banner of truth
and righteousness is the prayer of your
brother in Christ Jesus, the righteous
judge.

JAMBS BRIGGS.

LATER, UNDER DATE OF SEPT. 29TB.

I am very much pleased with your work
over there, and should you ever visit this
country again I hope to have the pleasure
of your company at Sowerby Bridge.
You will see from the October Christadelphian that Halifax has sided with
Milnsbridge, whose attitude have been
very extreme. We expect another,ecclesia to soon unite with us. That will make
five meetings working together in Yorkshire on the old basis. We wish the Christadelphian would correctly and fairly
represent matters over here. Oh how
much we see the need for a divine jiudge
even in the household of faith. With kind
regards and fraternal love to yourself and
sister Williams, in which sister Briggs.
unites, I remain faithfully your brothef
In Christ Jesus,

JAMES BRIGQS.

cess. I feel very thankful to Our Father
in Heaven that he has caused the lightof
his glorious gospel to shine forth with
such searchlight brilliiney, thereby
enabling many good and honest brethren
whose feet had well nigh slipped to avoid
the pitfalls, the precipices and the stumbling blocks, and with renewed vigor to
continue the race along the old beaten
track, the strait, narrow course that
leads to the winning pole where eternal
life is the prize. The adversary diligently endeavored to deceive many of the
runners and to lead them on the wrong
track, but thanks to the great Author of
the (rospel.if it remains hidden it is only
to'those who are lost in the bewildering
labyrinth of the modern heresy. The
"Up-and - be - Doing" movem >nt was
prompted by the spirit of Uhris"t and
th<>se who were animated by the same
spirit recognrzed it, and your own noble
"pleafor unity" was the most Christlike
production conceivable, and gratified the
hearts of all honest upholders of the
faith ever delivered to the Saints, with
its spirit of love and meekness in the
face of hostility and misrepresentation.
You have had a trying time of it, brother
Williams, and you were upheld by Him
whose truth was being denied and you
were more than equal to the occasion. I
infer from the October number of the
ADVOCATE that many more copies of
your '*plea,' are iii request and I would
like to cast in my mice to help defray the
expense of publication. Kindly accept
same, though even at the eleventh hour;
and I hope our Heavenly Father will long
spare you in health and str ngt'h to proclaim to multitudes His glorious plan of
salvation. With sincere love, your
brother in annotated Jesus,
EDWARD BOCHE.

TEOY, N. Y.—Beloved Brother Williams. Your labor in the Truth I am
glad to see through the ADVOCATE, It is

TOEONTO, CANADA.-Dear Brother
Williams, Greeting in our Lord Jesus
Christ: I have been a close, though silent, watcher of the "Up-and-be-Doing"
movement from its announcement to the
present time, and am very much pleased
at its wonderful and unanticipated suc-

to the praise of Him who has called you
into his harvest. Herein is forwarded
money for publications for those who are
seeking to know the truth as it is reveared of God in Christ. I also forward help'
for the good work. The Lord sustain thee.
Farewell. A brother in Christ.
E. W. DECKER.

CHRISTADELPHIAN PUBLICATIONS.
TO BE HAD AT THIS OFFICE.

N O . 1.—NINE NIGHTS' DISCUSSION between "Rev." F. W. Giant and Mr. Thomas
Wiiliams on the following: propositions:
1. "There is in man an immortal soul or
spirit, wbich, as a separate entity, survives the death of the body?" Mr. Grant
affirms; Mr. Williams denies.
2. "Man in the interval between death and
resurrection is unconscious." Mr. Williams affirms; Mr. Grant denies.
3. "The punishment of the wicked is by
unending misery in Hell." Mr. Grant
affirms; Mr. Williams denies.
4. "The Bible teaches that heaven is the
reward of the righteous," Mr. Grant affirms; Williams denies.
The debate took place in the Town Hall,
Guelph, Ont., Canada, and it was conducted
partly on the "Socratic method" (direct question and answer). It is a book of 200 pp. Price
In paper, 50c.; in cloth, 75c.
NO. 2 . - T H E HALL-WILLIAMS DEBATE
6 daySi 12 sessions, in Zion Ky., partly on
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SUNDAY MORNING ADDRESS.
BY THE EDITOR.

THE LORD'S PRAYER.
The use of "vain repititions" is forbidden in
prayer. In nothing is propriety more needful than in prayer to
God, the Giver of all good. "God is in heaven, and thou upon earth;
therefore let thy words be few."
In prayer to God there must bo no ostentation. This was a sin
charged against the Scribes aod Pharisees, to counteract which our Lord
says: "When thou prayest, enter into thy closet, and when thou hast
shut thy door pray to thy Father which is in secret; and thy Father
which seeth in secret shall reward thee openly."
This, no doubt, refers to private and personal prayer; and it is in the
attitude of this kind of prayer that the mind becomes imbued with a
profound spirit of reverence, and we are brought to so look down into
our hearts as to compel honesty with ourselves before God.
It is in public prayer that a sense of propriety is the more likely to be
lacking; and there is sometimes more concern about the words employed
than about the nature of the petitions. A brother once related to me
an account of a special meeting of preachers in a Virginia town, and
BRETHREN:
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art of the account was that "The Rev. so-and-so delivered a most eloquent prayer." In such "prayers" there is often a drawing nigh with
the lips, when the heart is far away—most likely much concerned about
the "eloquence" of the "prayer."
When one is about to approach God in public prayer, there should be
a careful consideration of the occasion; for what is appropriate for one
public meeting, and for one part of such meeting, is not appropriate for
another. For example, a prayer at the opening of a Bible class should
be a petition suited to the object of the meeting; and that will be quite
different from one suitable for a meeting for worship. Then again,
when one givfes thanks for the memorials at the Lord's table, that is not
the time to repeat a prayer which, perhaps, had been offered at the beginning of the meeting. Words of prayer must be expressions of the
thoughts of the heart relative to the occasion.
If there is thoughtfulness and care in this respect repitition of a set
of memorized words will be avoided; and, be it remembered, stereotyped
prayers become monotonous and distasteful rather than a help to lead
the minds of listeners into deep thought. I do not mean by this that
one should study to use different words at different times; but that praying by rote should be avoided and there should be an endeavor to make
prayer always an exemplification of the words, '-Out of the abundance
of the heart the mouth speakoth."
If there is one prayer that can be verbally repeated and repeated without becoming monotonous, it is the Lord's prayer; and yet, the com
mand is, "After this manner pray ye," not necessarily using the very
words in the order given. Here, however, is a model prayer, one that
serves as a basis for all our petitions. In the very first word we have
one well calculated to evoke thought. "Our" is a word here which ex
eludes selfishness—that ugly attribute of human nature which a state of
sin in all the world has made almost a necessary evil. In many of our
private prayers we may have personal troubles to make mention of,
when the pronouns will naturally be used in the singular number; but
generally, especially in public prayer, our needs are the same, and all
who belong to the family of Deity must be considered as included in the
word "our."
The words, "Our Father," carry us a step further, and reminds us
that we are a people who have been taken out from the world for Yahweh's name. There was a time when we supposed these words to be applicable to all the children of Adam's race. This error, like nearly all religious errors, grows out of the foundation error of ''Christendom"—the
immortality of the soul. God is supposed to be the father of every immortal soul and therefore every soul is regarded as directly created. G»>d
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created man in the beginning, giving him power according to natural
laws to multiply; but sin has played such havoc that human nature has
come to assume such hideous forms, mentally, morally and physically,
that would be an insult to attribute to special Divine Creation.
'•To them gave he power to become the sons of God, even to as many
as believed on his name." This is the sonship which enables us to exclaim, "Onr Father''—a sonship fraught with the most satisfying consciousness now, and great and glorious blessings hereafter. We are helped
to realize what a blessing it is even now to be able to truthfully say
"Our Father" by the words of the apostle John: "Behold what manner
of love the Father hath bestowed upon us, that wo should be called the
sons of God.'' Brethren, do we realize this? You have heard of how
much ado some people make about the honor of being presented to
Queen Victoria." Those who have had this honor think it the greatest
thing of their lives, and, no doubt, it is in such cases. But what is it to
be introduced to a king or a queen, who are mortal and who must at
last become a prey for worms, what is this compared with the heavenly
honor of approaching the God of heaven and earth as -'Our Father"?
It is to Christ that we are indebted for this honor; for had He not
rendered a character that was "holy, harmless and undefiled such a relationship would have been impossible for fallen, sinful man. It was by
a faith which reached its hand down to the cross of Christ that this relationship was made possible from Eden to Cavalry; and it is by the same
faith that you and I have been permitted to come into that relationship,
whereby we reach back to Cavalry and forward to Eden restored. Well
may we exclaim, "Behold what manner of love the Father hath bestowed
upon us that we should be called the sons of God."
Since it is through Christ, the Son of God, that we are brought into
this relationship, it fellows that we are brethren of the Lord Jesus
Christ, and has he not said, "For this cause I am not ashamed to call
them brethren?" So it follows that "If children, then heirs, heirs of
God and joint heirs with Christ; if so bo that we suffer with him, that
we may be glorified tegether" (Rom. viii: 17). All these cheering
thoughts are implied in the words "Our Father."
The words "who art in heaven" cannot be intended only to locate
Deity's dwelling place, though they do this. In this, too, we have an
assurance that our God is a Being, and not a diffusion of spirit without
body and parts, every where as much as any where and yet "three persons
of a godhead." This is confusion; but in the thought that God has a
dwelling place, and is omnipresent by His Spirit proceeding from His
glorious presence there is tangibility which affords a real mental satisfaction. So that if when we pronounce the words "who art in heaven"
we mentally dwell upon the literal application as to locality we can derive great satisfaction in that the confusion of a superstious world
which perplexed us in the days of our ignorance is turned into a glorious truth.
But the words mean more than this. They are words of adoration,
because they signify the Great Exalted One. The word, "heaven"
means, "that which is heaved up" in the sense of exaltation. Hence the
tsate of mind produced by the use of the words "Our Father who art
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in heaven" is one of profound reverence: and the thoughts of adoration
of our Great and Glorious and Loving Father are similar to those which
spring from the beautiful words we sometimes sing: "Thine, O Lord,
is the greatness, and the power, and the glory, and the victory, and the
majesty; for all that is in the heaven and in earth is thine; thine is the
kingdom, O Lord, and thou art exalted as head above all" (I. Chron.
xxix: 11).
"Hallowed be thy name." Under the law of Moses it was commanded, "Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord thy God in vain,
for the Lord will not hold him guiltless that taketh his name in vain.''
This in the first place may be regarded as a law against profanity in the
usual acceptation of the term. Any name that stands for the Deity
should be used with reverence and godly fear; but there is a more dangerous way of taking the name of Deity in vain and profaning it than
by the reckless use of mere words. God's name means his plan and
purpose. He had a plan,an institution, to be worked out in the nation
of Israel, and tlat plan was represented by a name. Hence when Moses
was commaneed to go down to Egypt to deliver Israel out of bondage,
he asked, "Behold, when I come unto the children of Israel. • M ! shall
say unto them, The God of your fathers hath sent me uut yo , and
they shall say to me, What is his name? what shall I say utu,> tuem?"
(Exod. iii: 13). He was told to tell them that Yah we h hath sent thee
unto them. Here was a name which signified deliverance the very
thing Israel yearned for,and therefore the most appropriate and welcome
to a down trodden people. "This is my name for the ag>,, and this is
my memorial for a generation," or development of the m>st w mderful
nation upon earth; and ever since the Exodus God has, by His name
been manifested in the existence, history and perpetuity of the nation,
and so identified with that nation as to cmse his name to bvi honored or
profaned, according as Israel would be obedient or disobedient. Hence
we read in Lev. xx: 3—''And I will set my face against that mm, and
will cut him off from among his people; because he had jjiven of his
seed unto Moloc, to defile my sanctuary, and to profane my holy name."
So far Israel as a nation has not hollowed the name Yahweh, for they
have gone among the nations; "whither they went they profaned
my name, when they said to them, Theso are the people of the
Lord, and are gone f*<rth out of his land" (Ezok. xxxvi: 20). This, however, will not defeat God's purpose as represented by the name Yahweh, not even in the sense of its application u) Israel after the flesh; for
the ultimate deliverance signified by the name will yet take place when
the prophecy of Isaiah will be fulfilled—''There my people shvll know
my name; therefore they shall know in that day that I am he that
doth speak; behold, it is I" (Isaiah Iii: 6).
Yahweh, which means, "I will be who I will be," not o ily signifies
the "generation of the race" of Israel after the fl ;sh througii Jesus who
was and will be the Yahweh in personal manifestation, first in flesh and
afterwards in spirit, but it is that plan or purpose of God by which a
"holy nation,a royal priesthood' is developed." Many times do we read of
God "putting His name" in an angel, in a nation, in a sanctuary etc.,
and at last in Christ, of whom John said, "Prepare Ye the way of Yah-
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weh, make straight in the desert a highway for our Elohim." Now the
Apostle Peter says there is none other namo given among men whereby
we must be saved, but the name of Jesus Christ." Jesus was God manifested in the flesh by the Spirit, and therefore in him "dwelt the fullness of the Godhead bodily." To his disciples Jesus said, "Go teach all
nations, baptizing them into the name (one name) of the Father and of
the Son, and of the Holy Spirit." Having been baptized into this one
name we have become identified with it to the extent that it will be
either hallowed or profaned by us according as we are faithful or unfaithful to the covenant we have entered into.
The Apostle James says of some, "Do not they blaspheme that worthy
name by the which they are called," or better, "that holy namo called
upon them." In m image the husband's name is called upon the wife,
signifying the closest union that mortals can enter into with mortals.
A virtuous wife,if she have an honorable husband, will honor the name,
while an unfaithful one will dishonor it. Now here we have come to
the point where we can enter into the spirit of the words of the Lord's
prayer, "Hallowed be thy name." The namo was called upon us when
we were baptized into the Lord Jesus Christ; and it is for us to see to
it that we have not taken thenameof the Lord our God in vain, for the
Lord will not hold him guiltless that takoth his name in vain." Hallowed be thy name," therefore, are words expressive of interest in and
unison with the purpose of Deity as expressed in the namo Yahweh, by
which He is now generating a race which when complete will be "the
generation of them that seek thy face. O God of Jacob." Not only is it
for us to express a desire that the Yahweh name be hallowed; but we
must realize that we have our part to perform in the hallowing of that
holy namo called upon us, by deeds as well as words. Brethren, let this
be the aim of our lives; and we shall at last be honored to form part of
that glorious company of the redeemed in which every individual will
be a living, bright and burning letter the aggrgate of which shall spell
the name Yahweh in all its effulgent glory and resplendent beauty.
"Thy Kingdom Come." Here we have words which show that the kingdom of God was a matter of hope at that time: and still it is a matter of
hope, and will so continue till the return of the "noble man" from the
"far country" having received the kingdom. It is a mystery how people who believe that '•Christendom" is God's kingdom can continue to
utter these words, "Thy Kingdom Come;" the fact that they do so is
one of many evidences that words are carelessly used without regard to
their meaning. When we utter these words we are conscious that the
kingdoms of men still continue in their evil ways, and that the only
remedy for the world's evils is in the coming of the kingdom we pray
for, when ''The kingdoms of this this world shall become the kingdom of our Lord and of Christ."
But why pray for the kingdom to come when it is clear that God has
a "set time to favor Zion," and the kingdom will not come any the
sooner by our praying for it? The answer is that the prayer is an expression of belief in, interest and hope in, the revealed purpose of God,
which is well pleasing to him. Then, too, to pray after this manner
will help our minds to reflect upon the moral aspect, and bring home
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the question, Are we ready? To pray "Thy kingdom coma" when
there is not a state of readiness is to pray for condemnation and final
destruction. Here again is seen the necessity of deep thought on all
words used in prayer to God, so that our actions and our condition may
be consistent with our words.
"Thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven" are words which express the Divine ideal. God's dwelling place is the highest we can contemplate as perfection, and for his will to be done here as it is in heaven
is the sequence of the coming of his kingdom, which vvill ultimately
banish all evil of every form and bring a state in which God will be all
in all. What interest can people have in this prayer while they believe
that heaven is to be their everlasting abode, and that final destruction
awaits the earth? If the earth is to be destroyed before God's will is
done here as in heaven, why are we commanded to pray for that which
is never to come to pass? and if our prayer is to bo answered, why
destroy
the earth when in it God's will is done to perfection? But
6
'Christendom" is not God's kingdom. "Christendom is astray; and we
can safely turn from its traditions and believe and know that the time
will come when "the saints shall possess the kingdom;" "and the king
dom and the dominion, and the greatness of the kingdom under the
whole heaven shall be given to the people of the saints of the Most
High, whoso kingdom is an everlasting kingdom; and all dominions
shall serve and obey him."
Thousands of human beings live from day to day without ever
thinking of the goodness of God in allowing them "nightly sleep and
daily food." Some glibly ask, "What is the use of praying for outdaily bread, when it will never come if they do not work for it? But
who is the "source and Giver of all good? In whom do all creatures
live and move and have their being? Who is it that sends the rain upon
the just and the unjust, and causes the earth to yield her increase to sup
ply our needs? Work on our part would never bring the necessities of
life were God to withold his Almighty hand- Therefore the words,
"Give us this day our daily bread" are a recognition of our dependence upon, and an expression of our gratitude to, God in that he has
placed the blessings of this life within the reach of all who will do their
part to acquire them. Were these blessings obtainable without the work
of our own hands a life of laziness would be induced; and that is a life
which God never intended—not even in paradise, past or future.
(Continued on page 349.)

WHO IS ON THE LORD'S SIDE!
IE question at the head of this article is one that was put by a faithful
^^
servant of the Lord on the occasion of the people of whom the Lord had
said, "Now, therefore, if ye will obey my voice indeed and keep iny covenant,
then ye shall be a peculiar treasure unto me above all people: for all the earth is
mine and ye shall be unto me a kingdom of priests and an holy nation" (Exodus
xix: 5,6). It seems strange, does it not? that a people who had been so greatly
blessed by the Deity, should have ever required such a question to bo put to
them. Upon what principle was based the cause necessitating it to be put? It
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could not be that in so short a time there was forgetfulness of what the Lord
had done for them in placing them in such honored position as they occupied.
It is said that "when the people saw that Moses delayed to come down out of
the Mount, they gathered themselves together unto Aaron and said unto him,
Up, make us gods, which shall go before us;for as for this Moses, the man that
brought us up out of the land of Egypt, we wot not what has become of him"
(Exodus xxxli: i.). This was the excuse, but the Diity pronounced it that "the
people had corrupted themselves" (v. 7). Impatience and loss of reverence for
the Deity who had chosen them, was the true cause of the question being asked,
because they had given themselves over to idolatry and gross pleasure as the result of their impatience. Many indeed were the repetitions by "the people" in
which their wrong doing caused the Diity's wrath to wax hot against them, and
many a prophet has had to proclaim against them since Moses, whose hearts, like
that of Moses, have been full of sorrow that they should have sinned so grievously! Look at that passage, brethren, which tells us, "and Moses returned unto
the Lord and said, O. this people have sinned a great sin
Yet now,
if thou wilt forgive their sin;—and if not, blot me, I pray thee. out of thy book
which thou hast written" (Exodus xxxii: 31-33). This spirit of love and compassion can be traced in all the true servants of the Deity in that record which it
is our delight to peruse. How grandly it comes out in the saying of our Lord
and Master, "O, Jerusalem, Jerusalem! thou that killest the prophets, and
stonest them which are sent unto thee, how often would I have gathered thy
children together, even as a hen gathereth her chickens under her wings, and
ye would not!" (Matt.xxiii 37). Later, we find the Apostle Paul writing: "I
s;iy the truth in Carist I lie uot, my conscience also bearing me witness in the
Holy Spirit. That I have great heaviness and continued sorrow in my heart
(for I was once separated from Christ) for my brethren, my kinsrmn according to
the flesh (Rom. ix: 1-30). Again: "Brethren, my heart's desire and prayer to
God for Israel is, that they might be saved" (R>m. x: 4).
To profit by these is our bouuden duty, brethren. We have both sides placed
before us in the Scriptures, the side in which Sin plays its ugly part, and the
siue in which L >ve, Righteousuess and Truth are dern >ustrated. Human nature
has not changed, and when one looks around within that household which claims
to be as those "which in time past were not a people but are now the people of
God, which had not obtained mercy but now have obtained mercy" (I. Pet. ii:
10).—1 say, when I look at the present condition of these I am constrained to ask
the question to-day, "Who is on the Lord's side?" I would that it were not so,
with all my heart. That there is in the midst of the household a very great departure from the "Old Landmarks" of the Truth none can deny, and the broadcast publication of matter which cannot possibly receive the sanction of those
who reverence the word of God as they ought.
The object and effect of baptism is entirely removed from that which Christ
and the apostles so clearly explained and set forth. Meeting after meeting has
been convened, resolutions have been carried which have placed the Gentiles upon the same platform with those in covenant relation. Bitter hatred has manifested itself in the actions which have been taken against those of the brethren
who could not and would not accept such departures. Inconsistencies have
arisen, the Birmingham basis has been put before ecclesias as stated to be in
"amended" form, and when one declaring that she could not accept it was told
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that it did not matter, if she even did not agree with the proposition she woul 1
still be allowed to remain and break bread so long as the m ijority hi 1 ! passed
the proposition, and would be in working harmony with Birmingham and
others." The sister, however, did not remain amongst such inconsistency.
The "Up-and-be-Doing" movement, of which our brother Thomas Williams,
of Chicago, is so active an agent, has been spoken of after the breaking of bread
in the same ecclesia to which reference has been made as "dangerous and misleading to the young brethren and sisters, and denounced as a wrong thing for
any brother to circulate." "I felt sick at heart," said one who was present. That
some brethren have had the courage and devoted their time and energy and have
not failed to reach divine truth in these particular matters of the departure,
must, to the thoughtful members of Christ's body, be ever a source of deepest
gratitude; and that those who have done so have been imbued with that spirit of
love and righteousness cannot be gainsaid.
Now, what shall we do? Let us hear what Christ said to his disciplines: "In
your patience possess ye your souls" (Luke xxi: 19). Patience is a grand virtue,
brethren, the lack of it is often a cause of failure. Be not hasty in concluding
about vital matters, especially where divine doctrine or principles are required
to be recognized. Let not personal associations of whatever nature intrude between you and honest conviction tormed by due weighing of allthe m i ter placed
before you for the purpose of bringing about such conviction. I have ever found
since I recognized the truth at all, extending now over a period of 26 years, that
if writings are worthy of our acceptance which are outside the Word itself, they
bear that resemblance to that Word which a musical instrument in tune bears to
the tuning fork. There is a true, harmonious ring about them which the lover of
the Word can always recognize. Time and experience, combined with loving
conditions and studious attention, regularly given, sharpen the mind to the true
"ring" and enable a correct judgment to be formed whereby the value or valuelessness of the writing may be recognized. To be on the Lord's side we must
"Abstain from all appearance of evil." Also let us "prove all things; hold fast,
that which is good." Let none say, "I am satisfied," without that personal investigation which is necessary to honest convictions. I am afraid that in too
many instances (and I personally know of several) there has been a positive refusal to hear or read the writings which in all sincerity and righteous motives
have been sent forth to expose the fallacies and errors which have been made by
brethren who have changed from the early position and are now endeavoring to
stifle the good, which will, I am still convinced, be done if brethren will only
read and reflect. Paul said to the brethren at Thessalonica: "Brethren, stand
fast, and hold the traditions which ye have been taugtit whether by word or our
epistle." The sound advice is applicable to-day, brethren. Will ye heed it? It
is time for plain writing and speaking; it is time for the strong to help the weak;
it is time to leave off strife; it is time to exercise holy and righteous zeal; it is
time to manifest a spirit of love; without these things we cannot expect that
"the very God of peace will sanctify us wholly." Oh, brethren, let us yearn after
this sanctification and the very yearning will be an effectual barrier to contrary
mindedness, and we shall have more inclination to consider one another more as
truly members of "God's household" instead of regarding one another as if no
interest for one another's eternal welfare existed in our hearts. To deny that
such a state is present within the household is to deny facts, but there is time
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to repent. Let all who have this disinterestedness, ''awake to righteousness
and sin not" that they may be found on the Lord's side. '-Stand therefore, having your loins girt about with truth, and having on the breastplate of righteousness and your feet shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace. Above
all taking the shield of faith, wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery
darts of the wicked. And take the helmet of salvation and the sword of the spirit,
which is the word of God. Praying always with all prayer and supplication in
the spirit, and watching thereuuto with all perseverance and supplication for all
saints" (Eph. vi: 14-18).
Brethren, if ye do these things ye are sure to be on the Lord's side. The same
apostle did also write, "But, if ye bite and devour one another, take heed that ye
be not consumed one of another" (Gal. v: 15). Look back, then, and let Israel's
folly be unto you an ADMONITION and with that true repentance which needeth
not to be repented of seek by every endeavor to be on the Lord's side. To put
back the dial is folly and can only have one result, and that will indeed be very,
very serious; it will mean the Lightstand's removal. Think not that those brethren who are destroying the vital foundation doctrine principles will go unpunished; they will not if they continue in the evil work. Persuade them by all
means to forsake the evil down grade way, doing it in the spirit in which James
exhorts, viz., "Brethren, if any of you do err from the Truth, and one convert
him, let him know that he which converteth the sinner from the error of his way
shall save a sad from death and shall hide a multitude of sins.'" "Therefore, my be-

loved brethren, be \e steadfast, unmovable, always abounding in the work of the
Lord, forasm ich as ye know that your labor is not in vain in the Lord." Thus
will be insured to you a position on the Lord's side.
New Rotnney, England.

W. WHITJEHEAD.

NOT READY FOR CHRIST'S COMING.
A Preacher Becomes Bold and Frank.
[From Rochester Democrat-Chronicle Aug. 11th, by the Kindness of Brother C. C
Vredenburgh.)

Bev. Stephen J. Corey preached the last of a series of "Plain Sermons" at the
Second Church of Christ last night. His subject was, "Rochester When Christ
Comes." In part he said:
"There are at least three things which have made the second coming of our
Lord a doctrine but slightly grasped and appreciated by Christian people. First,
a small, but persistent class of Christian people, good, but unequally balanced,
have thought that they could sound to the very bottom the unsearchable riches
of God's word. They have brought into the realm of prophecy their arithmetic
and yard-stick. They have measured dispensations to a day, set an hour for the
Lord's coming and even gone so far as to prepare their ascension robes, sell their
property and get out on a hill somewSere, so that at the advent they might ascend without any difficulty. How foolish is such stretching of conclusions in
the face of the text, 'At such an hour as ye think not the Lord shall come.' This
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is one of Satan's devises to get Christian people to give up the idea that He is
coming at all.
"Another reason why this doctrine has but little hold on Christian people is
because it does not accord with current thought and theology. This is a materialistic age, an age which does not like to believe in the supernatural. Desfcrnc ive
critics, even inside the pale of the church, are busy trying to tear into ribbons
the miraculous element in God's word. Under such influence people have tried
to explain away the literalness of the Bible on this great supernatural subject.
Everything which has related to the second coming of the Lord has been called
allegory, or symbol, or imaginative and poetic diction. God deliver us fDin the
would-be miracle-killers that abound in the land! Take the miraculous out of
the Bible and you would have nothing left but the two covers of the book.
"The last and most vital reason for the decline of vital belief in this doctrine
of the early coming of Christ, I believe, lies in the pride of the church itself.
For the first two or three hundred years Christians were on fire because they
looked for the coming of the Lord. But, just as soon as the Roman church began to get mixed up in worldliness and to cultivate pomp and worldly power, it
took upon itself the ultimate conquering of the world and would not consent to
the New Testament teaching that Christ should be its conqueror when IL> u.nnes.
Yes, and the Protestant church has inherited the same notion. But I lind nothing in God's word which teaches that the world is going to get better and better,
until the Lord cannot stay away any longer, but will be forced to come.
"The great majority of people try to believe that things are going on delightfully and the world will soon be regenerate. I tell you we are living in the day
of shams in religion. The church is cold and formal and full of worldliness and
does not want to hear of the second coming of Christ, for it would arouse it from
its comfortable slumbers. I believe that if there ever was a time in all the world
when the church needed waking up, it is now, and there is nothing in all the
world that would do it more quickly than to get the church to believe in the second coming of the Lord and that He is coming quickly, too. I cannot find a passage in all the Word of God which teaches that all the world is going to be saved
in this age.
"Our Lord is preparing a people to-day, choosing them out of the world before
lie comes. The Gospel is to be preached in all the world as a witness and, then,
the Lord will come. But we read: 'There shall come in the last, days scoffers,
walking after their own lusts, and saying, Wnere is the promise of His coming!1
For, since the fathers fell asleep, all things continue as they were from the beginning of creation.' Go out on the streets of Rochester and tell the people of the
coming of the Lord and here is just what they will say: 'Coming? Oh, no! He
delayeth His coming. All things are as they were from the beginning.'
"Some people are very much afraid of this doctrine of the coming of Christ.
They say that it is too mysterious to be taught to young Christians. I believe
that one reason for the worldliness of the church to-day is the lack of teaching
about and belief in the second coming of Christ. Some will say of this doctrine,
'O, it has such a strange, mysterious sound; it will not be popular.' Popularity
with the world is one of the deadly diseases of the church to-day. The truth always will be "foolishness" to the worldly-minded. The church of the Lord Jesus Christ is in deadly peril the moment it caters to the world spirit. I say frankly to-night that I believe the church of Christ would be vastly better off if it em-
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phasized with some show of vehemence truths which are repugnant to the worldly-minded. Yes, it wouIJ be vastly better off, if these truths should be emphasized until those who are Christian in name only would leave the ranks of the
church. The church needs cleansing and there is no better way to do it than to
emphasize some of the cleansing doctrines.
"The vast majority of the people in this city would be in indescribable misery
if they really believed He was coming to-morrow. If all of the polling places
could be open to-morrow and a vote taken as to whether Jesus Christ should come
back on Tuesday or not, the proposition would be overwhelmingly defeated. Our
city is not prepared for the second coming of our blessed Lord. There are a few
who would be glad, for to His faithful ones His coining will mean inlinitely more
than this world can ever dream of offering'.
'•No, Rochester does not want the Lord to come. She would beg of Him to
tarry awhile. Imagine, if you can, the municipal officers of Rochester gathered
together to arrange a reception for the coming of Jesus Christ to the city. Hut,
mind you, He would come to your home, too. Would you be glad to stop work
to-morrow to get the home in order, so that Jesus Christ could dine with you
Tuesday? Could you get ready in a day?— not simply your table, but your heart?"

THE FEAST OF FIRST FRUITS.
THE WAVE SHEAF.

The law of the wave sheaf is given in Lev. xxiii: 9 14: "When ye be come
into the land which I give you and shall reap the harvest thereof, then ye shall
bring a sheaf of the first fruits of your harvest unto the priest and he shall wave
the sheaf before the Lord to be accepted for you ; on the morrow after the Sabbath the priest shall wave it."
As God was the proprietor of the land and his people leaseholders, it was titting that there should be an annual acknowledgement of this relationship. Indeed, it was a part of the terms and condition of Israel's inheritance, as it tended to exalt the Giver of all good as first in all things. It was a line lesson and a
priviledged duty to fulfill.
But it was much more than this. It was a typical feast, bearing upon Christ
and designed to reflect the glory of God in more than one of his great attributes.
It set forth the prescience and the providence and the foreknowledge of God in
his extended purposes toward Christ and the saints as well. In this law alone
Jesus our Lord could see the three hallowed days that surrounded his death,
burial and resurrection. Pirst we have the pascal law in verses 5 to S, and Himself the pascal lamb slain on that same day. Then we have him devoted to
death on the tenth day, when he makes the grand entry into Jerusalem (Kxod.
xii: 3). It will be evident that time has an all-important place and aspect in this
23d chapter of Leviticus, and upon the resurrection of Christ on the third day.
While this third day was the day of tirst fruits, the day on which the wave sheaf
was offered to be "accepted for ycu,:l fully and truly representing what Christ became on this day more than at any previous time—"accepted for us." He died
for our sins, rose again for our justification, all this and much more, "according
to the scriptures.1' If he had been crucified the day before Passover, then He
could not be the pascal lamb. If he had been raised fram the dead on the Mou-
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day—a day beyond the offering of the wave sheaf, or a day earlier, on the Sabbath day, then in this relation he would not be first fruits; but being raised on
the third day he fulfills the beautiful and appropriate significance of the wave
sheaf. The typical law of the wave sheaf is not broken, and Fie is set before us
the antitypical wave sheaf. Tor time and season are with G-od, and are so given
to convey to us the completeness and the perfection of His divine arrangements.
So that by signs and symbols as well as by time itself we have a tabulated system of harmony and correspondence perfect and exact. Here the wave sheaf is
offered, not on the Sabbath day, but "on the morrow after the Sabb ith the priest
shall wave it." On this wise was indicated, and first of all to Jesus himself,
that He would be the antitype of the wave sheaf, the first of first fruits. Rusting from all his works on the Sabbath day He rose to begin a new life, and to enter upon a higher sphere and special separation before he is taken up into glory.
He was raised from the dead on the morrow after the Sabbath following the
Passover, i. e., on the Sunday morning on the day of first fruits on the same
morning as the wave sheaf was offered. Being raised from the dead on that day
he became "the first fruits of them that slept" (I. Cor. xv: 20) as the divine expression or fulfillment of a plan or purpose pre-existing in the mind of Deity.
But another text gives in extension and rank, and an order in these iy,i -s. "Every man in his own order." Hence, "Christ the fhst fruits (ver. 23), after wards
they that are Christ's at his coming." This type covers both. Besilas, He is
styled of God in lJsa. lxxxix. "My first born higher than the kings of the earth";
also "the first born among many brethren" (Rom. viii: 29). "The first born from
the dead." He was without sin, hence in this offering there was no leaven. The
feast day was marked off in the counsels of Jehovah to assign a definite meaning
to his work, as well as to denote his birth from the tomb, and in future times to
be observed as the king's birthday. Ft was designed to give Jesus full assurance
of faith in his own resurrection on the third day. He could see as no one else
could then see, that he was the antitype of the wave sheaf first fruits unto God
and the first born by pre-eminence, and therefore a royal priest. Wnen? On that
day following the Sabbath after that eventful Passover.
Now in relation to the saints, if there is an order, an arrangement and a set
time and season for the resurrection of the Head of the Body, then assuredly
there is the same typical reasons for believing that the resurrection morn will
take place at the same time of the year, viz., at the Passover time, or, to be more
exact still, that it will take place on the Sunday morning following the Jewish
Sabbath after the Passover, i. e., on third day after his advent. When Christ
comes down from heaven He comes not alone but with at least 20,000 angels, not
Saints, as in Zech. xiv: 5 (Matt, xvi: 27). After they land their exalted passenger on the Mount of Olives at eventide, then they shall divide and scatter to all
parts of the earth—East, West, North and South, from Jerusalem. They go to
every cemetery and burial place where dead ones are to be raised, while as concerning the Jews in and around Jerusalem, to them there is darkness of sun, and
moon and stars from Friday evening (Zech. xiv: 7) until Saturday night; and on
Sunday morning the sun will shine as usual, but Gog and his hosts are destroyed
by the ten plagues and Judah and Jerusalem are delivered. But the angels on
this day of first fruits will raise the dead of many centuries; nevertheless to be
raised from the dead on the very day that Christ, their head, was raised; and further, counting from the day of his coming, this great event will likewise take
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Pinellas, Fla
Pine Springs, N. M
PittsHeld, Mass
Port of Spain, Trinidad
Preston, Ont
Providence, K. I

26
178
156
359
267
92
»35

Quincy, Mass

J68, 335

Richmond, Va
132, 233, 265, 266, 359
Biverside, la
180, 265
Rochester, N. Y... .59, 174, 265, 266, 268, 360
Ruskin, B. O
834
Salt Lake City, Utah
San Antonio, Tex
Schenectady, N. Y
Seneca Falls, N. Y
Sowerby Bridge, Eng
Springfield, O

27
132, 866
178
60,236, 266
335
234, 266

Tevisvllle, Alberta, Can
266
Topeka.Kas
178
Toronto, Can
178,179,236, 336. 360
Troy, N. Y
336
Utica.N. Y
Verdon, Neb
Washington. D. C
Waterloo. la
Weehawken.N. J
Woodstock, Ont
Worcester. Mass

28
308
180
60, 360
234
234
60, 234
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place on the third day (Hosea vi: 2). Hence they, too, are "a kind of first fruits
of his creatures," being first fruits unto God (Jas. i: 18; Rev. xiv: 4). The ecclesia is the church of the first born (Heb. xii: 22), first fruits in their own order
of time. But all the same first fruits and marked off as such being raised from
the dead on his own birthday from the grave, any other time would be out of
harmony with the law of nature and of grace; the body with its head coming
into renewed life on the self same day, i. e., on the third day after his advent,
eavly in the morning. The next event is the visiting of the ecclesia later, but on
the same Sunday the day of first fruits when of old the wave sheaf was offered.
Thus proving a fourfold harmony:
1st. Jesus designed to be raised from the dead on the day of first fruits, thus,
third day.
2nd. The dead to be raised on the day of first fruits, thus, third day.
3rd. The living Saints visited—separated and isolated—(until taken away)—
on this Sunday.
4th. Judah delivered on the same third day after his advent—Easter Sunday.
JOHN CAMPBELL.
(Concluded from pane 342.)

In this poor mortal life no one will ever be able to dispense with the
prayer, "Forgive us our trespasses as wo forgive them that trespass
against us." When wo have done our best there will be shortcomings and
imperfections; and for these God's love has made righteous and merciful
provision; for in Christ we have a High Priest, "who has been touched
with the feeling of our infirmities and who "ever liveth to m ike interses
sesion for us." If we ask in His name our prayers will be answered
in God's duo time. While it is our duty to strive with all our might to
live a life of holiness, our acceptance at last must necessarily depend
upon the mercy of a God of love through Jesus Christ our Lord.
If we seek paths of temptation we shall find them; for it would seem
that God has so ordained it. So Long as we strive, to do our part, imperfect though it may be, wo may be assured that we shall "not be
tempted above that we are able to bear and that with the temptation
there will be a way of escape." It was because thoj' "had pleasure
in unrighteousness" that God "sent upon some a strong delusion that
they should believe a lie." So we must "not tempt the Lord our God,"
or he may allow us what we seek for. God tempteth no one in the
sense of enticing him to evil; but he tries us; for our faith must be tried
as gold. It is temptation of this sort the Apostle James has in mind
when he says, "Blessed is the man that endureth temptation; for when he
is tried he shall receive a crown of life."
Here we come to a division of the prayer, where words of supplication
end and words of adoration begin. In these we joyfully avwl reverently
acknowledge God as the source of all power and the possessor of all
things. "The earth is the Lord's and the fullness thereof, the world
and they that dwell therein." How appropriate, therefore, that His
children should ascribe to Him all praise and power in the beautiful
words, "For thine is the kingdom, the power and the glory, for ever
and ever, Amen."
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THE TEXAS COVENANT QUESTION.
Dear Brother Williams: In reply to
your suggestion in last Month's ADVOCATE on a proper basis of fellowship, I
fully agree with you. Fellowship is
based upon a knowledge of and obedience to the first and fundamental
principles of revealed truth. Technical differences in the detailed phases
should not interfere with co-operation
and fellowship so long as unity exists
on fundamental truths.
Any basis of
fellowship to be identical with that
which is divinely authorized must be
sufficiently narrow to exclude fundamental error and at the same time sufficiently broad for the infant and adult
in Christ to meet at his table in peace.
By experience we have learned the
wisdom of this divine appointment. It
is the only basis upon which the body
of Christ can live and prosper. In view
of this fact we should be careful to
maintain it in its purity by excluding
all humanly devised creeds, statements,
resolutions, amendments, etc., etc.
Now, while I do not see any support
given to brother Wilson's idea of a second new covenant in his supposed
types and signs, I do see clearly that
the difference which now exists on
the subject of the new covenant is nominal and unimportant, inasmuch as we
botli agree that we are now under the
new covenant. The difference is technical and should not in itself constitute a barrier to fellowship. However,
in justice to the cause and to brother
Wilson's credit, it must be observed
that he is a long way off the original
contention that caused the division.
Dr. Ileeves taught that we are not now
under the new covenant, that Christ
is not now officiating as high priest
over his house. It was this unqualified
teaching which caused the division.
Some of(us believed then, as we do now,
that this doctrine was a departure from

the truth in two of its fundamental
principles. I f was a departure from
the teaching on the subject in all Christadelphian literature from Dr. Thomas
down to the present time. If anyone
doubts this he is invited to consult the
following texts, that we are now under
the new covenant. See Jer. xxxi: 81;
Matt, xxvi: 28; Ileb. viii: 8-13; Heb. ix:
16-17; Cor. iii: 5.
That Christ, is now acting in the capacity of high priest over his household see Rom. viii: B4-; Ileb. ii: 17; Ileb.
iv: 14; Ileb. vi: 20. Under these circumstances we felt in duty bound to
stand aloof from what, we considered
then as we do now to be a false doctrine. Our object from then until now
has been to persuade these brethren to
reconsider the matter and return to the
old landmark.
Now that the difference on the new
covenant is removed, may we hope that
they will also admit the sublime truth
that Christ is now an officiating high
priest, supervising the affairs of his
people? (See Bora, viii: 34). If so we
will gladly extend to them the right
hand of fellowship and the brethren of
Texas (except the '-warfare" element)
will once more be able to stand together as one united body and rejoice in
hope of the promised blessing. The
brethren of Texas by a united effort
could present a strong testimony for
the glorious cause of Christ. In view
of the absolute necessity of divine assistance in managing our environments
while we are striving to live acceptably before God in the midst of a perverse and wicked world, this ought in
itself to convince us that God has mercifully made such provision for us, and
that the Apostle Paul means just what
he has said (Rom. viii: 3). Christ has
been raised from the dead, lie is at
the right hand of God, interceding for
us. Let us hope that all will be able
to see and recognize the present opera-
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lion of this merciful provision for the
working out of our salvation, and all
will be clear.
G. W. BANTA.
[Brother Banta adds a repetition of
his position, which is withheld for the
present, since his position has been
stated and is, we think, well understood.—EDITOR.]
15[{OTHER WISON WRITES.

In continuing the subject of the covenant, I wish first to thank Brother
Williams for his mediation in the matter and assure him that if the spirit indicated in his editorial had existed in
the Texas ecclesia there would never
have been a standing apart as now exists. There is a mistake current among
the brethren that a formal separation
has taken place. The Eastern brethren never have taken any action other
than the one taken twelve years ago at
Lampasas, viz. , a standing apart for investigation. I will here state at the
risk of refutation that we have never
considered the difference of enough importance to make a test of, which
places the responsibility upon those
who do and have acted in the matter.
Referring to brother Williams' editorial, I cannot agree with him that it,
is best to let the matter rest until it
blows over, for we have virtually done
this ever since the separation and no
good accomplished.
It should be thoroughly aired now that the truth may
appear, and if reconciliation is to be
made let it be on the grounds of faith
in the truth of the matter, which will
forever settle the disputed point.
[Brother Wilson reviews the ground
again and criticises brother Banta to
the extent of twenty-five pages of manuscript. This is unnecessary, and more
than we have room for. It is unnecessary because brother Banta now says
the difficulty is sufficiently removed to
satisfy him (and we presume those he
represents), and brother Wilson says

he and those with him never have
made the question a matter of fellowship. On the covenant question brother Banta's hand is held out, now let
brother Wilson grasp it, and not force
a further discussion of an aspect of a
question which he does not believe to
be essential to salvation or fellowship.
Since the priesthood question was also a cause of the trouble, and brother
Hanta has introduced it with a desire
to reach a mutual understanding, our
columns are open to brother Wilson
for a concise statement of his position.
If there is agreement, then let the
priesthood question, so far as obscure
and unessential issues are concerned,
rest also. After real friendship and
brotherly union have been restored and
the sensitiveness arising from counter
criticisms has been quieted, no doubt
there will be opportunities for calm,
friendly conversation, whereby even
the side issues can be amicably settled.
Indeed, after the important evil is removed—division—and time lias healed
any little sores that may remain, we
shall not be averse to allowing the appearance of some of the good things
both writers have written in those parts
of their manuscripts which we for the
present withhold.—EDITOR.]

LETTEES MISCELLANEOUS.
HUSTLER, WIS., Oct. 27. —Dear
Brother Williams: Having anticipated
the large amount of Intelligence and
correspondence in the

ADVOCATE on

account of your "Plea for justice, union
and unity," and the "Up-and-be-Uoing" movement among the brethren. I
delayed writing before to express the
satisfaction we feel in regard to theresuits obtained in bringing so many of
the ecclesias to an understanding of
your position in regard to the questions
in dispute. There appears to be a good
deal of misunderstanding in regard to
who are the rejecters or rebels spoken
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of in the scriptures. We are all aware
that the nation of Israel was the only
nation ever brought into covenant relationship with God, and He said through
Moses, "1 will raise them up a prophet
from among their brethren like unto
thee, and will put my words in his
mouth, and he shall speak unto them
all that 1 shall command him. And it
shall come to pass that whosoever will
not harken unto my words which he
shall speak in my name I will require
it of him"-Deut. xviii: 18-19. Jesus
said, "I am not sent but unto the lost
sheep of the house of Israel"—Matt.
xv: 24; and again he said, "I am come
in my Father's name, and ye receive
me not" (John v: 43,46). "For had
ye believed Moses ye would have believed me." Therefore he could say,
"He that rejecteth me and receiveth
not my words hath one that judgeth
him; the word that I have spoken, the
same shall judge him at the last day"
(John xii: 48). Which evidently referred
to the destruction of Jerusalem at the
end of the Mosaic age, when the majority of the Jews perished by famine,
pestilence, fire and the sword, and the
residue were taken captive and scattered among the nations as at this day,
on account of their rebellion against
God and the rejection of his Son, the
prophet like unto Moses. This is in
accord with the following words of
Christ: "Behold, I send unto you
prophets and wise men and Scribes,
and some of them ye shall kill and crucify, and some of them shall ye scourge
in your synagogues and persecute from
ciiy to city, that upon you may come all
the righteons blood shed upon the earth
from the blood of righteous Abel unto
the blood of Zacharias, son of Bacharias, whom ye slew between the Temple
and the altar. Verily I say unto you,
all these things shall come upon this
generation. O, Jerusalem, Jerusalem,
thou that killed the prophets, and ston-

est them that are sent unto thee; how
often would I have gathered thy children together even as a hen gathereth
her chickens under her wings, and ye
would not. Behold your house is left
unto you desolute" (Matt, xxiii: 34-8).
Now these words were fulfilled to the
very letter upon those against whom
they were pronounced. Where do we •
find such denunciation against Gentiles,
whom Paul in Bph. ii: 11-12 styles
"Aliens from the commonwealth of Israel and strangers from the covenants
of promise, having no hope, and without God in the world?'' Then he says,
"but now in Christ J^sus ye who sometimes were/ar off are made nigh by the
blood of Christ." So now, brethren,
we are either nigh or far off; in the light
or in darkness; in Christ or in Adam;
and baptism is the line that separates
between the two states. There is no
middle ground. We must become citizens before we can possibly become
rebels or rejecters of the laws of any
country or commonwealth. Those only
can be scripturally styled rejecters whj
become citizens and afterwards "turn
away from the holy commandment delivered unto them." By so doing they
become members of the class styled by
the Apostle Paul "the unjust," who,
with the just, will be raised from the
dead that they may receive in body according to their deeds, they who are
found worthy will enter into life, and
the unworthy will be expelled from the
presence of the Lord into outer darkness, to bra punished with those who
reject, or refuse to fear, God and keep
his commandments after the angelic
proclamation in mid-heaven, which
will be the "sorer punishment" for
those who "count the blood of the covenant wherewith they were sanctified
an unholy thing and have done despite
unto the spirit of grace."
This is in harmony with Dr. Thomas' teaching in Eureka, vol. 3, page

LETTERS MISCELLANEOUS

408. '"It is clear whom he refers
to: "Such is the fate of those who
come forth to a resurrection of
condemnation for neglecting to improve the talents entrusted to their
care."
• Furthermore, as all the righteous
blood shed upon the earth from the
blood of righteous Abel to the blood of
Zacharias was required of that generation without the resurrection of any,
so far as we are informed by the scriptures, so will the blood of the Saints
and witnesses of Jesus be required of
the generation contemporary with the
second coming of Christ (Rev. xviii: 24;
xix: 2).
Dr. Thomas in Eureka, vol. 3, page
419, says in his exposition of the second
and third angel mission of Rev. xiv.
"The purpose of the second and third
angel judgments is fourfold. First, to
avenge the blood of the saints and witnesses of Jesus shed by the spiritual
and temporal rulers of the GrsecoLatin nations. Second, to render vengeance to the rebellious who refuse to
obey the gospel announced in the first
angel proclamation. Thirdly, to develop
the mercy decreed for Yahweh'sgland
and the twelve tribes of Israel; and
fourthly, that all adversaries being subdued, the surviving population of the
earth may rejoice as the reconciled
people of the Holy One of Israel in
whom and in his father, Abraham, all
the families of the earth are blessed."
So we see the Jewish nation first rejected Christ; then his unfaithful brethren
reject him; and finally all the nations at
his coming.

JOHN LEAKB.

IIYE,TEX;VS, Nov. 17, 1902.—Dear
Brother Williams: I am in receipt of
a pamphlet entitled, "A Supplement to
the Defense of the Buffalo Statement
of Faith." It tries to defend its cause
by giving extracts from the writings of
Dr. Thomas and brother Roberts, but
the application of their writings to the
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theory of forgiveness of the penalty of
the second death is like other applications of Ezk. iii: 18-19, to Gentile rejecters. God said to Ezekiel (v. 4), "Go
to the house of Israel, for thou art not
sent to a people of a strange speech."
But they apply the words of the prophet
to a people of '-a strange speech." Arsenic will cause one to see everything
double, and H is to be feared that these
brethren have become so poisoned with
their second death gospel that they see
double condemnation in everything they
read. Strange, too, that the publication from England, referred to on page
12, should warn the brethren against
the "Plea for Action," saying: '-Had
his efforts been an honest attempt to
repudiate the doctrine of inherited
alienation, and Adainic condemnation,
we could have sympathized more with
his effort." Why do they want the edtor to repudiate the doctrine of Adainic condemnation while they proclaim
double condemnation, one Adamic, the
other condemnation to the second
death by one learning the gospel ? This
penalty of the seconc death, they say,
is forgiven in baptism, and the other remains throughout probation. You die
under it and are raised under it, because it rests wholly, say they, on the
constitution. If one were to ask those
brethren, What must I do to be lostV
They ought to say, Learn the gospel; for they say that if one were
were to live free from personal
sonal sins, his righteousness would save
him, (J. C. B. in "Warfare") but if he
sin and learn the gospel, lie is under
the second death; while, if he never
learns the gospel, he is not under it.
On page 1 the Supplement supposes
a case, saying, "If on being called co
judgment, you find those you did not
expect to be there, and they turn their
reproaches on you. saying, Why did you
not tell me I was responsible? Then
they quote on page 15 from brother R.:
"How far a man must be in the light
before he is responsible, God only
knows." Page 16, another quotation:
"But who those are He alone can
judge." Now, if they believe brother
R., how could they tell the man he was
responsible when they do not know of
such a man? Now a supposition on
one side ought to be worth as much as
it is on the other. Therefore we will
suppose that when we come to the judg-
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ment we don't flnd the third class there
and we remember that we have been
very seditious and have claimed that
their resurrection was a first principle
of the gospel; and we have set at
naught "your brother for whom Christ
died," and now the man that we have
been fighting about is not here. Would
you not be afraid you would speak
words to your own condemnation when
you come to be judged out of your own
mouth? Consider well what ye do.
J. O. TANNER.

HIGHER CRITICISM CRITICISED.
D. S. Margoliouth, a professor of
Arabic in Oxford University, England,
himself a higher critic, in writing on
the "Higher Criticism"'in the Chicago
Record-Herald, remarks: "It is evident
that all the hypothesis which it has
produced have either been broken down
or been lost in a maze of hypotheses
which are necessary to support the first,
and.that in the course of the procedure
each place that seemed to offer firm
ground has given away," And that is
candid and true. The learned professor tells us that we know "in consequence of the researches of the higher
critics, very little, if anything, more
about the structure and dates of the
books of the Old Testament than was
known in the eighteenth century, or to
the medieval rabbis." And he further
tells us tbatjtlie various schools are contradictory, one utterly rejecting the
conclusions of another, and thus concludes: "'We can scarcely feel sure that
the opinions which are now dominant
may not be similarly ousted, though it
may be difficult to predict the character of those that will be substituted for
them." The child of faith has nothing
to fear. lie has put to the proof Christ's
test, and has not found it wanting.
John, vii: 17.—Signs of the limes.
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T H E ADVOCATE with this issue has
now completed the eighteenth year of
its existence. Its name expresses its
object, and it has endeavored to be
true and faithful thereto, in the fear of
God and not of men.
Like every effort in behalf of revealed truth in the days when evil is in
the ascendancy, it had to struggle into
existence, and struggle to keep in existence. It found foes where it ought
to have found friends. But it continued to live, and even its foes will not
charge it with a lack of life and vigor.
At its start it felt that a ''Christadelphian Advocate" was needed to help
vindicate the Truth within and advocate the Truth without. As to the
first, with a view of helping to live up
to the injunction: ''Look to yourselves that ye lose not that which ye
have gained"; as to the second, with a
view of helping to rescue some of the
perishing sons and daughters of Adam's
fallen race and of bringing them within the fold, where there is "one fold
and one shepherd."
Innovations and schisms within were
expected, for the past history of the
Truth had given no grounds of hope
for an exceptional future. Bab the
nature of some of the innovations and
schisms, and especially the quarters
from which some of them would emanate, and others where they would be
welcomed, were not, in the remotest
sense, anticipated.
Truly, in this, the unexpected has
happened; and our periodical has been
compelled to be what its name signifies in a sense which was never dreamed
of till stubborn and ugly circumstances
exemplified the adage that "facts are
stranger than fiction."
The progress of the Truth during

EDITORIAL.

the nitnteenth century developed large
bodies of people (perhaps too large) in
various parts of the world who, unconconsciously, perhaps, became subject to
centralized power and influence which
was capable of being used or abused—
more likely the latter than the former,
for mortal man is unfit to be the possessor of much power. The result was
that the situation resolved itself into
that worldly condition which consists
of a few leaders and many led. The
time had not come for the people of
God to have a Jerusalem to look up to
as the source of law and doctrine; and
iust as surely as there is an attempt to
prematurely establish a Jerusalem of
this sort, it will be transformed into a
Rome, and there will be the "woman"
in power and the remnant of the woman's seed in the wilderness. One will
be popular and the other unpopular
and despised. It is when matters assume this deplorable aspect that men
and editors are put to the test and it
becomes manifest to observers what
mental and moral material they are
made of. The popular side is always
the more pleasing to the flesh; and to
glide with its current is quite tempting
when the fear of God is forgotten and
the fear of men is kept uppermost.
THE CHRISTADELPHIAN ADVOCATE

has been confronted with this test; and
its readers well know the outcome. It
is—taking a world-wide view of
Christadelphians, in fact and in name,
—on the unpopular side, with some who
boast of being on the other side taunting it because it represents only the
"remant of the woman's seed." From
the standpoint of all that is pleasiug to
fleshly man, its position is a humiliating one; but looking through the vista
into the great and glorious beyond, the
ADVOCATE would not exchange positions for any other upon the face of
the earth.
Are we weary and footsore? There
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is a resting place not far ahead, and
plenty of Gilead's balm for every wound.
Is the cross heavy, and Calvary ignomiuous? Remember that Zion is near
by; and that He who struggled up the
rugged hill bearing the heavy, galling
cross traveled the only way which leads
from the cross to the crown.
Brethren, beware of paths that are
smooth! Tear not to share in the sufferings which yield ultimate perfection.
This is a day when we must be men
and women of "sorrow and acqainted
with grief" if we would be at last men
and women of joy and gladness for
evermore. In the sorrows of the present the ADVOCATE will falter not to
share with you, in the hope that we may
in the mercy of a loving Father be permitted to share in the joys of a coming
day of gladness. For words of kindness, comfort and encouragement; and
for deeds which have helped practically to fight the good fight of faith in
days of perplexity, strife and warfare,
the ADVOCATE returns to all its hearty
thanks; and its hope and prayer is that
it may still be given strength to continue to be in deed as well as in name
THE CHRISTADELPHIAN ADVOCATE.

The editor of the ADVOCATE can repeat truthfully the words, "To beg I
am ashamed" but not the words, "I can
not dig," He knows what it is to "dig"
in life's hard labor, mentally and manually. The sons of toil are the Truth's
best friends. The fact now before us
is that we are about to enter upon a new
year's work; and this means that subscriptions are due. This simple reminder is all that is required for those whose
hearts are with us in the good work.
Were we required to do more than this,
so far as the financial aspect is concerned, we would wipe our editorial
pen and turn our attention in other directions. If we were rich and could
publish a periodical free of charge, we
would not do it; for how then could
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we know that the work was appreciated? A paper forced free of charge will
find plenty to receive it; and one published at a nominal price will find
many who will subscribe because "it is
cheap." But when a paper is supported at a fair self-sustaining subscription
price, it has the satisfaction of knowing that it lives upon its merits and
that the appreciation of its subscribers
is manifested in deeds as well as in
words.
If we could add one thousand subscribers to our list we could then publish the ADVOCATE for one dollar per
annum as easily as we can now at two
dollars. But a paper representing the
Truth in its purity may never hope for
a large subscription list; and there is
no fear of the editor of such a paper
ever receiving more than will meet the
necessities of the case. Let all our
subscribers feel that the work of the
ADVOCATE is the work of all, there being a, mutual dependance, a common
aim and at last a reward, let us hope
and pray, for all. when the battle is
finally fought and victory shall crown
the faithful with the coronal wreath
of everlasting life and glory.
Mr. Carnegie has visions of peace by
Europe uniting as states similar lo the
United 8tates; but that his hopes are
only visionary is shown by the following from a newspaper clipping:
'•It is evident from the Si. Andrew's
speech that he has in mind more especially some plan of action which will
bring peace among the powers, thu-'
permitting disarmament and relieving
them of a crushing burden; but just
now the prospect of a disarmament
seems quite as remote as ever. Germany is the great and growing industrial power of Europe; but Germany,
like Russia, is still colonizing. However advantageous a universal peace
might be as a matter of industrial ad-

vantage, none of the powers is likely to
turn its swords into plowshares and its
cruisers into merchantmen until the
colonization stage has been passed.
When African boundary lines have
been fixed, when the fate of China has
been determined, whea the Afghanistan riddle has been solved, and certain
questions of rights in Turkey and Persia have been settled, it may be that
the lack of conflicting vital interests
will permit of such a federation as will
secure disarmament and assure peace.
That a political federation or even a
practicable industrial combination can
be effected before that time seems highly improbable."
And that time will never come till
Christ returned shall bring it.—EDITOR.]

INTELLIGENCE
BURNSIDE, NEWZEANALD.—I have
lost my dear wife, who died Sept. 20. after a long and severe illness and principally confined to her bed for seven or
eight months. Our married life dates
from Sept. 4, 1822, and myself, by the favor and mercy of God. in my seventyfourth year, enjoying the best of health
and strength and still able tn work. * *
* I am thankful to say that so far as
Greeu Island and Dunedinare concerned
the question (of Responsibility) has not
been made a cause of division. I shall
soon be removing to New Plymouth,
North Island, New Zealand.
Brotherly love to sister Williams and
yourself, and all with you. In the hope,
EOBEBT SIMONS.

CHICAGO, ILL.—Since our last intelligence we are pleased to report the addition to our number of brother S. Roach,
of Lowell, Mass.. and also his sister, sister Roach, from the same place. We hare
found in brother Roach a valuable and
useful brother in the service of the
Truth, his platform work among us being
much appreciated. We also have the
company of brother Carl Bickley, of Waterloo, Iowa, who is at present attending
college here. In addition to these we
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• have had the company of sister Biggs
and sister, from Burlington, Ont..brothe • and sister Speiicer and sister Kneege,
Wauconda. 111., and brother Chester from
Albion, N. Y., all at the Lord's table.
On Sept. 21st Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Meyer,
Austin, Minn., were inducted into the sin
covering name in the appointed way,
brother Pettingill, Usage, la., giving up
time to assist these in their obedience to
our Lord's command. Brother and sister Meyer lived formerly in McOook,
Neb., and were assisted in coming to a
knowledge of the truth by sisters Eldred
and Bishop. The seed sown having fall"
en in good and honest hearts has borne
fruit, and may they be able to so run as
to attain to the great prize of eternal
life that is set before us. Brother and
sister Meyer are in isolation and doubtless would be glad to hear from any of
like faith. Subjects of recent lectures
have been: "The Lord's Prayer." by
brother Williams; "War in Heaven."
"Two Princely Visitors," and "The
Judgment," by brother Roach.
JAMES L E A S E , S e c y .

HAMILTON, O N T . - I t is with very
great pleasure that I write you, informing you of our joy, for it is a joy co us all
to hear of any obeying the gospel invitation, as Christ said, "There is joy in the
presence of the angels of God over one
sinner that repenteth." What gives us
joy will also give joy to you and to all
true brethren. The cause of our joy is
that one of our Sunday School scholars,
Bertram Styles, son of our sister Styles,
of Birmingham, on October 2 5th decided
to cast in his lot with the people of God,
and to take upon himself the name of
Christ by baptism, and to walk in the
strait and narrow path that leads to
eternal life. We piay that our young
brother may be kept faithful to the end.
We also pray that many more, yea, all
of our scholars may be led to take the
same step and to enter the same path,
thereby giving joy to their parents and
teachers, and of insuring their own salvation by a consistent walk to the end.
From your brother in hope of life at
the coining of our Lord.
JOHN W. HANNAFOBD. Sec'y.

HENDERSON CO., KY. — Since our
last report we have been favored by an-
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other visit from brother Williams, of Chicago, who, arriving Nov. 1st, began a
course of lectures at our synagogue at
the "Barrens" (a country place) which
continued for eight successive days.
Providence blessing us with beautiful
weatherall the time, these meetings were
on the whole well attended by the aliens,
many of whom seemed deeply impressed
by the things they heard.
Especially were the two Sunday morning lectures largely attended, quite a
number coming many miles to hear the
Word of Lite proclaimed. We surely
hope that the zeal and self sacrifice manifested by those friends may be rewarded
in the future age, yet we know it will not
be unless they give still more "earnest
heed" to the things they have heard.
The ecclesia "Was greatly cheered, comforted and edified by this visit of our beloved brother, all of whose lectures were
very interesting and highly appreciated
by us.
Whether we see the result of our effort in fruit bearing in this generation or
not, we are conscious of having done our
duty in the matter of setting forth the
glorious hope of the Gospel to the perishing. We know our labor is not "in
vain in the Lord," and it is still "seed
time" with us. so we must keep up and
be doing, scattering the good seed of the
Kingdom—but the harvest is of the Lord.
W. J. GBBEN.

HUSTLER, WIS,—It gives us great
pleasure to bo able to report another of
those yearly visits to Hustler and Camp
Douglas by brother and sister Williams
for the purpose of setting before the public the things most surely believed among
us as contained in the sc 'iptures of truth
in the following order, at Camp Douglas,
on Sunday evening, Oct. 12th, at 7:30,
brother Williams spoke on Length of
Days and Happiness — How Obtained.
Monday evening, 13th, Where Enjoyed.
Tuesday, Hth, How to Live in Order to
Live Again. Wednesday, 15th, Saturday
Night of the World's Week. Thursday,
16th, at Hustler, The United States in
Prophecy. Friday, 17th, Jerusalem, Old
and New, Saturday, 18th, the End of the
World, What Then? Sunday, 19th, in the
evening, Why Will You Die With Life
Within Your Beach?
The attendance was quite good at all
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but the first lecture at Camp Douglas, band died over three years ago. They
which was small on account of bad embraced the Truth nearly forty-six
weather. Brother Williams also gave ua years ago, as nearly as I can get at the
two very interesting and practical dis- time, always kept the faith, and died in
courses at the breaking of bread on the full assurance of a resurrection and sintwo Sunday mornings at 10:30 o'clock in cere hope of being accepted by the Great
our meeting room at Hustler, the first Judge whose appearing they loved and
from che reading of the day, John iv; the soon expected. Four of their children
second, Christ Our Passover Sacrificed live in Mason City, la. Two daughters
for Us, I. Cor. v. 7-8, to a fair attendance embraced the faith; one son lives at Ausof brethren and sisters and a few strang- tin. Minn. Sister Harroun was in strong
ers. We hope our efforts may be appre- sympathy with the XJp-and-be-Doing
ciated and the means of bringing some to movement of the ADVOCATE, sent for
an understanding of the truth, for if we books of brother Williams' and gave them
sow it, it will grow, though the way we to all she could get to read them. '"The
may not know, and put our trust in Him Great Salvation" seemed to be her favorwho alone is able to prosper our efforts ite. She has gone to her reward and her
as seemeth him good and to whom be all "works do follow her.
the praise.

JOHN LBAKB.

LEEDS, ENGLAND-We thank you
for inserting our '•Intelligence," and
hope you will kindly insert the following:
I am pleased to report that since last
writing we have had another addition to
our number by the immersion of Mr.
William Daniel, age 26, formerly neutral,
on Oct. 4th. We hope that our new brother will, like his namesake, "stand in his
lot at the end of the days." Also I have
to announce (if in time) that we purpose
D. V. holding our "Annual Fraternal
Gathering" on Xmas Day instead of Boxing Day. Tea on the tables at 4:30 p. m.
After tea we hope to have a good time
considering the things of "The Kingdom." We extend a cordial invitation to
all who can make it convenient to be
present.
Yours Fraternally,
A. Y. DUDDINO, Bee. Bio.

MANSFIELD, T E X - P l e a s e find enclosed money for tracts that would be instructive to one learning the Truth. * *
* Our brotherhood is smallin this "art
of the country, only four of us, though we
have hopes of winning another soon.
Your brother in the faith of Abraham,
A. L. GIBSON.

MASON CITY, IA.—It becomes our
painful duty to communicate to the
household of faith that our beloved sister in Christ Jesus, as well as in the
flesh, Lydia B. Harroun, fell asleep on
the 19th of October. 1902, aged 67, after a
short sickness of two weeks. Her hus-

M. E. GRBENLEE,

MADDEN, OKLAHOMA.—Dear Brother Williams, whom I love in the Truth: I
write you to let you know how we stand
here in regard to the late issue. There
is no strife nor division here. We stand
where we s ood twenty-five years, ago,
but we have been excommunicated by
some that taught us the truth. We hope
that the great work that is now going on
will abound more and more until a better
feeling and a more harmonious state of
affairs exist. We hope and pray that the
day will soon come when we can meet as
we once did, in pure, fraternal love, when
no schism marred our peace and love.
Our m etings then were a source of happiness and peace.
I am glad to see so much good growing
out of your grand aud noble work. Thd
"Up-aud-be-Doing" movement is a glorious movement, and is doing much good
lor the cause of Christ. Our sympathies
are with you, but we have not been able
to help any on account of poor health. I
wish any of the one faith coming into
Greer County, Oklahoma, would give us
a call. With love to you and all of like
precious faith, I remain your brother in
the one hope,

W. H. WHITE.

NEW KENSINGTON, PA,—It is with
great pleasure I write to inform the readers of the ADVOCATE of our experience

the last few weeks, and what a pleasant
and I hope a profitable time we have had.
On Nov. 12 (by the light of the moon) we
assisted Mr. Layton Wortham (colored)
now brother Wortham (aged 31) to pass
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out of Adam into Christ, through the waters of baptism. He was formerly a Methodist. He passed a very satisfactory examination and seems to be greatly in
love with the truth. We hope he will
run the race for eternal life successfully.
On Nov. 19th brother John Sloan and sister Jessie Way were united in marriage,
brother Williams, of Chicago, performing the ceremony. Sister Ida Parker, of
Springfield, 0., acted as bridesmaid. Sisters Middleton, of Dayton, O., and Pickins, of Pittsburgh, and Scraggs, of Fair
Haven, Pa., were present for the occasion. Everything was done very orderly
and the evening passed very pleasantly.
On Friday evening, Nov. 21st, brother
Williams delivered a lecture in the Opera
House. Subject, '"Christendom Astray."
We had a fair and very attentive audience, and at the close of the lecture it
was manifest that Christendom was
astray. On Sunday morning, Nov. 23d,
at 10:30, we met for the breaking of bread,
and brother Williams (by request) addressed us the "New Creation," and truly
it was a treat to listen to it, and the subject was handled in a masterly manner,
and God's plan was so clearly shown as
to first putting the Old Man out of the
way, and so making room for the New
Man, which was first done in Christ
himself and then in all that come unto
him. What a grand arrangement is the
scheme of redemption. There is the
rock of truth: let us stand firmly upon
it, that no wind of doctrine shall be
able to move us. In the afternoon we
listened to another lecture at 2:30 by
brother Williams, subject, "Christendom
Astray," continued. In the evening at
7:30 he also lectured. Subject, "The
Refuge From the Storm; or, What Must
I Do to Inherit Eternal Life?" We are
now going to commence our Sunday evening lectures, and hope very soon to be
able to report of others putting on the
sin covering name, for there are several
interested.
Faithfully your brother in the hope of
the gospel,

A, COOKB.

PITTSFIELD. M A S S . — My Dear
Brethren and Sisters, Greeting: I am
sure that you will all be pleased to hear
that we formed an ecclesia of four members here, upon the old—yes, the good
old statement of faith. The members are
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as follows: Sisters Hewitt, Boyington,
and brother and sister Morrison. Brother
Williams' Christ-like '-Appeal for Action" aroused sister Hewett to the fact
that he was co rrect in his contention on
the Adamic condemnation and Responsibility questions; and she, like a good servant of Christ, joined with the few here,
and we have nice, quiet meetings to keep
in memory our Lord's death. "We were
sorry to leave our good old sister Jenka
in Franklin; yes, and dear brother
Steel; but God, no doubt, has brought us
here for some purpose, which time will
manifest. We pray for those we love in
the truth in Franklin. May they hold
fast.
Now a word in regard to the Up-and-be
Doing movement;. I suggest to the brethren that it be made a permanent organization, and that every brother and sister
in the world become members of it. Distance will not hinder anyone, as all can
send their help to the movement. I suggest that brethren James Laird, David
Tolton, E. H. Chart, W. H. Clough. C. C.
Vreedenburgh and James Leask be selected as a committee to manage it. Also
that the recording brethren of all the ecclesias or isolated brethren send to one
or more of the above committee, who
will act as recorders, the names of all
brethren and sisters who desire to become members of the Up-and-be-Doing
movement. By doing this every brother
and sister will feel satisfied that they
are participating in the good work.
Faithfully for the Truth.
JAMES MOBBISON.

[Brother Morrison adds other suggestions of detail, which may be premature
till it become-* more clear whether the
movement had better become a permanent thing.—EDITOB.1
RICHMOND, VA.—I have been glad
to observe the good and desired results
so far, of the "Plea," and your tour in
connection with the "Up-and-be-Doing"
effort or movement. May there be a still
greater awakening in the household at
large to the true situation and justice be
done, effects of misrepresentation be removed and entire unity upon the unamended basis yet reward your untiring
and noble efforts, is my hope and prayer.
With love and best wishes, I reman yours
fraternally,

G E O . B. RANDLETT.
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ROCHESTER, N. Y.—Through the pa- with him does not antedate hi * residence
tient and faithful labor of brother Mack, here. Prof. Dudley claims to be a native
of Clifton Springs, N. ¥.,we are able to of New Orleans, raised in Bombay,
give intelligence of the obedience of faith India, and to have acquired his profesrendered by a Mr. Archer, of the same sorship in King's College, London. Engplace, on Sunday, Nov. 2nd. Both came land. He also claims to have been au orto iiochester, where Mr. A. was exam- dained Episcopal clergyman." There was
ined, and his faith being found right, he one clause in the agreement submitted
was duly immersed into the Name for the by the professor which had an ugly apremission of sins. The baptism took place pearance, namely: "Professor Dudley
in this city in the Y. M. C, A. plunge undertakes all responsibility regarding
bath, which was permitted without hall and advertising, and payment of the
any charge. It is not often such a favor same; and the funds, if any, derived
is shown by outsiders, and they have our from such debate shall be at his disposal." We advised the brethren cot to ensincere thanks.
Our labor "in the Lord" shows advance- ter into such an agreement, but let there
ment, for which we are indeed grateful. be a committee from each side to attend
We have good reason to believe that ere to all the ways and means; a id if admislong it will be our privilege to record sion fee be charged, let it be small, and
still other additions to the Only Saving if any surplus, let it go to some charitaName. The Sunday School, under the ple institution. By no means let the dissuperiutendency of brother Cliff, while putants be financially interested in the
not numerous, is vigorous and certainly debate. When the Professor was informed
helpful in the work of bringing the young of our objection to his financiering the
debate, he concluded that Christadelto the knowledge of the truth.
Brother Mack was with us two Sun- phians were beneath his notice, and so
days and gave us exhortations we shall the matter ended,—EDITOR.]
not soon forget. His remarks had the
WATERLOO, IOWA.— Dear Brother
ring of true Christadelphianism, both
from the practical and doctrinal points and Sister Williams. At a meeting last
of view. The Truth is safe in the hands Sunday I was instructed to write you and
see if you could arrange matters so you
of such a brother. God bless him.,
could be at our city from December 15th
C. C. VKEDENBTIBGH.
for at least one week, meetings to begin
as you might suggest, the 25th or 24th.
TOEONTO, CANADA.—While the edi- Several have written us from different
tor was at The Barrens, seven miles out points asking when we would have a
in the country from Henderson, Ky., the meeting, and when we would have you
following telegram came from Toronto here. We would be pleased to have you
in car'' of b oil er P. A. BlaCiiwell, who state it in the next ADVOCATE, inviting
kindly .si-nt, it o it to us:" Professor Dud- everyone that might like to attend a
b<y. To onto, attacks Christadelphian>- course of lectures, saying that they will
di'bate if arrangements be welcome and well taken care of. We
ism. Will >
satisfactory an I brethren pay expenses? all hope you both will come and as many
Wii't-ansvver." WH answered: * Yes, afothers as can. Please let us know, so
ler Duo. 5i li." In due time b r o t h e r Mowthat we can invite those who have been
a , Secretary of the Toronto ecclesia, inquiring.
sent us propositions submitted by them
We are all much pleased to see how
to the Professor and others submitted by things are going since the issue of your
him. Substantially, the lalter were ac- "Plea for Action and Unity."
From yours faithfully,
cepted and we expressed a desire to reJ. G. BioKLEY.
tain one which the Professor had omit[We are arranging to respond to this,
ted. As to agreement on the proposi- and
hoping to meet many of our old actions all seemed clear enough. Me had quaintances.— EDITOR.]
enquired of brother Mowat who Prof.
Dudley was, and the information was
Farewell, Farewell, to 1902. The ADthat "He has not long been a resident of
VOCATE'S best wishes to all friends of the
Toronto, but has some reputable men truth. May the New Year be one of
supporting Mm whose asquaintance peace and good will.
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ture by T. W., setting forth the kingdom of
NO. i . - N I N E NIGHTS' DISCUSSION beGod HB a divine Rteraf governmentto be estabtween ' iiev." P. W. Giant ana Mr. Thomas
lished on the earth. 6c; by mail, 6c-; 60c. per
Wliliains on the following propositions:
dozen.
1. "There is in man an immortal soul or
N ' l . 7.—THE LITERAL RETURN OF
spirit, which, as a separate entity, surCHKIST-By T. W. 5c; by mail, 6c; 60c. per
vives the death of the body?" Mr. Grant
dpzen,
affirms; Mr. Williams denies.
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AND DESTINY—A lecture by T. W. 5c; by'
resurrection is unconscious." Mr. Wilmail,
6c.; 60c. per doz.
liams affirms; Mr. Grant denies.
NO. 9.—REGENERATION-What it is and
3. "The punishment of the wicked is by
how effected, showing the Biblical teaching
unending misery in Hell." Mr. Grant
concerning the "Fatherhood of God and the
affirms: Mr. "Williams denies.
Brotherhood of Man," and the Sacrifice of
4. "The Bible teaches that heaven is the
reward of the righteous," Mr. Grant af- Christ in relation thereto.. By T. W. 5c; by
mail, 6c.; 6Pc. per doz.
firms; Williams denies.
N O 1O.—THE PROBLEM OF LIFE Here
The debate took place in the Town Hall,
and Hereafter, or Man's Relation to the Law
Gaelph, Ont., Canada, and it was conducted
partly on the "Socratic method" (direct ques- of Sin and Death and of Life and Immortality.
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tion edition. 60c: by mail 55c.
total extinction of their being." Williams
NO. 14—TWO ADVOCATE SUPPLEaffirms; Hall denies.
ments on the Adamic Condemnation question; :
Price, paper bound, 50c; cloth, 75c.
NO. 3 . - T H E BRAD<s)N-WILLIAMS DE- bound under one cover. 5c; by mail (ic.; 6Jc.
per doz.
BATE—Seven nights in Chicago. Proposition:
"Were all the prophecies of the Old and New
NO. 15.-WHAT'S IN A NAME? The
Testaments, relative to the second coming of
question considered from the Bible standpoint
Christ and the establishment of his kingdom
in its relation to Israel, historically and proon earth, fulfilled during the first Christian
phetically; to Christ as the Yahweh name—
the only name whereby men can be saved; and
century?" Braden affirms: Williams denies",
to the saints, here and hereafter. By T. W.
partly in written questions and answers on the
covenants of promise." Price, paper-bound, 6o.; by mail 6c.; or 60c. a doz.
25c; neatly bound in muslin, 50c.
NO. 16.—TRINE IMMEKSTON AND CERNO. 4—THE ROCHESTER DISCUSSION
EMONIAL FEET WASHING. With addenda
—Three nights in,Rochester, N. Y., partly on
on the history of "Trine Immersion,'* Kissing,
the Socratic method. Proposition: "Will the
Laying on of Hands and Annointinp the Sick
dead come out of their graves immortal?" Dr
A book of 30 pp. JOc; by mail 12c.: $1.20 doz.
J.H. Thomas affirms; Williams denies. Bound
N O . 17,-NOTES ON NICHOLS. An ex
itt papen 10c.; by mail, 12c.
pose of sundry errors on man, and the sacrifice
of Christ. By T. W. 5c; by mail 6c, or 60c.
N O i 5.^THE PURPOSE OF GOD IN THE
per doz
EARTH—A lecture by T. W., setting forth the
NO. 18.—THE SABBATH QUESTION.
one gospel as distinguished froth the theories
of Christendom, f.o.; by mail, 6c; 60c, perdoz- Seventh Dayism Refuted, and the True MeanNO. 6.—THE KINGDOM OF GOD-Lee ing of the Sabbath set forth. Sunday In its
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rue light and duty in relation to the laws governingit, Price, 10c.; by mail 12c, or $1.20 per
dozen.
NO, 19=— THE WORLD'S REDEMPTION.
185 pages. By T. W. 25c; by mail 30c.; 4 for
810
°N O . 2 0 . - A DEFENCE of the name Christadelphian. By T. W. 5 c ; by mail 6c, or 60c.

N O. 26.-THEPKESEtfCE OP THE HOLY
SPIRIT. A treatise'showing the fallacy of the
claims made by latter-day rejiqious professors
and others. By O. C. VredenfiBirgh- Price.. 5 c :
by mail 6e.; 60c. per doz.
NO. 27.—THE AGES. A Workon Prophecy
and Chronology. By J. IT. Robertson. By
mail 25c.
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NO. 21.—AN ANSWER to a second attack
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LIAMS DEBATE; an expose of questionable
methods of some preachers, and of Mr. Hall's
strictures subsequent to the debate. Price, 3c;
by mail 4c: 30c. per doz.

NO. 23.-THE DEVIL, HIS ORIGIN
AND END. By T. W. Price, 5 c ; by mail 6c.;
60c per doz.
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24.-DiviNE HEALING. An Expose

of false teaching thereon, and Dowie Catechised. By T. W. 5c; by mail 6c; 60c per doz.
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NO. 2 5 . - T H E TRINITY. By G. T. Washburne. 5c.; by mail 6c, or 60c. per doz- This
is a complete expose of the fallacy of the doctrine of the Trinity, and aclear presentation
of|the truth of the subject.
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NOTES.
RELIEF FUND.—Since last report the following annount9 have baen received
by J. Leask: Chicago ecclesia, $20; a brother, $2; a sister, $3; a sister, $5; a sister, $10. Amount used fur relief siuce last report, $40.
BOUND VOLUMES OF ADVOCATE.—We have three volumes left of 1900 and
]£01, bound under one coven contain* ^g ail the supplements of the two years,
naking quite a large, neat book. T"' -.Sov;. postage included, is $2.*'). If we
have overlooked any who consider thaPS^jX-'^'iy^Trtandins! orders for the annual
bound volumes, will they please advise us^c orce. ""We have no back numbers
to bind any more, and with these ,we shall be compelled to adopt the plan of
';flrst come first served."
BIRMINGHAM PUBLICATIONS —Some overlook the fact that the agency for
these has been withdrawn from us, and they still sand in orders. 8 > far we have
procured the books for them from sister Lauus, but with expense to us and
necessarily delay. Where it is preferred that such orders be sent, ten per cent
should be added to meet expenses of exchange and transmission. Otherwise,
orders can be sent direct to sister Lisiua, 38 Graham street, C:ty Haights, Jersey
City, N. J.

LATB.—We are a little late this month, not having returned from our visit to
Henderson and Louisville, Ky., and Parnassus, Pa., till late in the month; and
then finding the office crowded with "job work." The editor hopes to be at home
now to bring up matters generally, which have had to wait while we were running to and fro. The January number will be back at the normal point, with
some additional improvements. Our next definite appointment from home will
be in Waterloo, Iowa, for a week, from Dec. 24th.

